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IN THE

SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
2

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

KATHERINE TINQLEY,

Plaintiff,

vs.

3

TIME5 MIRROR COMPANY,
Defendant.

COMPLAINT

PLAINTIFF COMPLAINS AXD ALLEGES.

I.

That plaintiff is now and for more than two years last

past has been a resident of the county of San Dieg-o, State

of California, and is and during; all of said time has been.

the head of the institution known as " The I'niversal

4 Ih-otherhi;o(l Hea(l(|uarters. Loma Homesteail." on Poiii!

Loma in the said county of San l^'iego.

U.

IMiat the defendant "Times-Mirror Compan\'" is now

and at all times mentioned in this complaint has been a



5 cor])oration duly organized and existini;- and acting- under

the laws of the State of California, and is, and at all

times mentioned in this eomplaint has hcen, the owner,

printer and j)ul)lisher of a certain newspa])er of general

circulation, known as the " Los Ant;eles Dailv Times."

LIT.

Plaintiff, according to her information and helief,

alleges : That said " Los Angeles Daily Times "
at all

times mentioned in this complaint and now has an exten-

o sive circulation in the county of San Diego, and in the

State of California, and throughout the United States,

and had at all times mentioned in this complaint and now

has a daily circulation of many thousand copies circulated

an<l distrihuted in the places aforesaid, to many thousand

persons.

IV.

That the defendant, wickedly and maliciously, and with

the intent and design to injure, disgrace and defame this

plaintiff, and to bring her into public discredit and

obloquy, ])rinted and published in said newspaper on the

28th da}- of October, 1901, of and concerning this

] plaintiff', the following false, libelous, malicious and de-

famatory article, to-wit

:

" OUTRAGES AT POINT LOMA."

EXPOSED BY AN " ESCAPE " FROM TINGLEY.

STARTLING TALES TOLD IN THIS CITY.

8 WOMEN AND CHILDREN STARVED AND
TREATED LIKE CONVICTS — THRILLING
RESCUE.

Mrs. M. Leavitt of No. 418 West Fourth street, a

believer in wdiat she terms " the true school of theosophy,"



9 who lias recently removed to this city from San Die,e^o,

the capital city of tlieosophists, has some startlin*^ thinj^s

to tell concernino- iIk- ])ractices of Catherine Tint^ley, and

her associates, who condnct the I'niversal 15rotherhootl

Homestead on Point Loma. Airs. Leavitt seems to be

thoroughly informed on two of the latest otitrages per-

petrated at the spooker}', the cases of Airs. Xeirsheimer

and Airs. Hollbrook, both well-to-do eastern women.

Airs. Hollbrook, the wife of a railroad man and Free-

mason of the east, lias been rescued fro:n the roost on

Point Loma by her husband, with the aid of an officer

and a gun, and now hovers at the point of death from

the abuse she sa}s she received while confined in the

" Plomestead." During the day time she was worked in

the field like a convict, forced to plant trees, hoe corn,

and perform all sorts of hard labor, and at night she was

shut up in a cell and guarded as if she were a raving;

maniac. When her husliand found what a trap she had

fallen into he hurried here and took her out by force.

The other case on which Airs. Leavitt is posted is that

of Airs. Xeirsheimer, who has been forcibly separated

from her huslwnd, who is also in the Tingley clutches,

and is not allowed to speak to him. She is forced to

live alone in a little lent in the grounds that surround

the crazy institution. .Armed men guard this place of

horror, and. Airs. Leavitt says, solitary confinement, hard

labor and starvation are resorted to by the Tingley man-

-'^ agers as punishments u]ion those who disobey their iron

rules.

The woman who gives out this information is a ]ier-

sonal friend of, and has talked with. Airs. Holllirook, the

victim whose health has been forever destroved bv the



2^3 ordeals she passed tliroui^li wliile iiii])ris<)iie(l on i 'ciiil

Loma.

Mrs. Leavitt claims that through a strong h}'pnotic

power Catherine Tingle}- works her will on sensible peo-

ple. The Universal Brotherhood, or, in other words,

Catherine Tingle}-, is an offshoot of the theosophic

society, which became disjointed some four or five years

ago. Mrs. Tingley was formerly — the theosopliists say

— a common, dollar-taking spirit medium.

1^ She couldn't agree with the theosophists, so she

l)ranched ofif and set up her trap on Point Loma. She

distributes literature throughout the East, and even ui

foreign coimtries, sa}-ing the I'niversal Brotherhood

Homestead, located in the most beautiful spot on earth,

offers to those who wish to retire into a quiet, thoughtful

life, a home in which they may live peacefully, and an

atmosphere of soul study and ])ure thought.

Only people with money hap])en to get these pam-

phlets, says ]\[rs. Leavitt. When people answer her en-

ticing advertisements in person ]\Irs. Tingley exerts her

influence over such as are spookily inclined ; and the

almost incredible things which have taken place prove

that once in the lair, it is almost impossible to escape.

Mrs. Leavitt says there is nothing taught at Point

Loiua but insane ceremonies ; th.at the girls who are placed

there to be educated are ])ut to work at the most menial

tasks, each one kept separate in a guarded cell, and for-

bidden to speak to anybodv else, and that the poor little

^^ children are quartered in a miserable building, son-ie dis-

tance from the main institution, an_d are continually on

the verge of starvation — for Mrs. Tingley openly states

that children are fed too much for their spiritual good,

and must eat but little, so the}- will be more ethereal.



ly Mrs. Lcavitt says she knows personally of a case where

lx)th parents and children are victims, and the children

have been taken away to the child pen, and are never

allowed to communicate in any way with mother or

father. For, says Mrs. Tingley, they will grow up purer

if away from bodil}- and affectionate influence of the

parents.

The children are never allowed to speak to anybody,

except when they are selling trinkets to the visitors who

-o come to the gates. The young lady prisoners make fancv

work, which they sell to the strangers. Purple robes are

worn by the women, and a sort of khaki uniform bv the

men.

( )n certain occasions a midnight pilgrimage is made

by both men and women to a spot on the peninsula, which

is termed sacred ground. They go in their night robes,

each holding a torch.

Before she had gotten well into the scheme Mrs. Holl-

brook savs she saw that it was a fake, but having no
19 .

' t,

idea of the horror of it, she decided to go into the Home-

stead for a while, that she might expose the character of

the crazy institution. Whether she will live to carry out

the good work is doubtful. She can tell things, her

friends say, more shocking than anything known yet.

Mrs. Leavitt alleges that gross immoralities are prac-

ticed at Point Loma by some of the disciples of spookism

as it is there exemplified, and that such things should not

be tolerated in a civilized communit\-.

20
V.

Plaintiff, according to her information anil belief,

alleges : That defendant printed, published and circu-

lated in the count}- of San Diego numerous copies of the



21 paper containiiifj said article, and circulated maii\- thous-

and C()])ies of the paper containing- said article in either

])ortions of the v^tate of California, and of the L'nited

States.

VI.

Tliat b}- the foregoing false, malicious and defamatory

article the defendant intended to convey the meaning, and

the said article was by the persons who read the same, as

22 ])ul)lished in said paper, tmderstood and believed to

convey the meaning that nimierous outrages were commit-

ted by this plaintiff, and under her direction, at Point

Loma ; that people were falsely imprisoned and deprived

of their liberty by plaintiff, and under her direction ; that

women and children were by ]:)laintift" starved and treated

like convicts, and that it was necessary to rescue such

persons by force from plaintiff", and from the institution

conducted b}- her ; that women were so abused in said

institution and imder the direction of said i)laintiff as to

23 . ...

bring them to the point of death, and were 1)_\- plaintiff

forced to work in the fields and im])risoned in cells ; that

solitary imprisonment and hard labor were imposed by

plaintiff upon the residents at said institution, and their

health destroyed thereby ; that plaintiff" was a spiritualistic

me(lium and an imposter. and that by the circulation of

literature she enticed people to come to the institution

conducted by her, and rendered it almost im])ossible

for them to escape therefrom; that plaintiff' caused to be

^^ carried on insane ceremonies, and kept the girls at said

institution in guarded cells ; that plaintiff' keejis and

caused to be ke])t at said institution little children in

buildings unfit for habitation, and kept them upon the

verge of starvation ; that plaintiff by her influence and by



')5 misrei)rescntalion has caused parents and cliiUlren lo

be separated, and keeps the children in confinement,

thereby destroyino" their health and strenj^th ; that the

men and women in attendance at said institution are in

the habit of mal<in<4' midnight pilij^^rimages insufiiciently

clothed aufl in their night robes, and are in the .ha'ii;

of indulging in immoral practices under tiie direcri.n

and at the suggestion of plaintiff: that the institution (•'"•)-

ducted by plaintiff is a fake, and a fraud, and is carried

9A on l)y plaintiff' for the purpose of defrauding j^eople \\h<.

are induced to attend it ; that practices are carried on

under the direction of plaintiff' which are more shocking

than are revealed by the matters above set forth, and

that gross immoralities are jiracticed at said institut'^vi

under the direction and bv the instigation of plai^uiff. and

that practices are carried on there which should not be

tolerated in a civilized comnnuiity.

VII.

27 That said publication was false, malicious and defama-

torv. and i)laintiff was not and never has been guilty

. of any of the matters so charged in said pulilication. and

all and every portion of saifl article charging ])laintiff'

with improper practices, fraud and immorality are false,

malicious, libelous and untrue.

VIII.

Plaintiff', according to her information and belief,

alleges that by reason of the ])rinting, jjublishing and cir-

28 culating of said false and defamator>- article as above set

forth in said newspaper, the said plaintiff' has been by the

defendant injured in her good name, fame and rei)Utation

and damaged in the sum of fifty thousand dollars.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against



29 <lcfendant for tlie sum of fifty thousand dollars, and the

costs of this action.

J. W. McKiXLEv,

Attorney for Plaintiff.

(Duly verified hv Kalherine Tinglcv.)

Endorsed: Filed Dee. u, k^oi. Will \\. Tlolcomh.

By Walter S. Buchanan, Dei/uty.

[TiTT.K OF Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER.

Comes now the above named defendant, and demurs

to the complaint in the above entitlerl cause, and for

g-rounds of demurrer shows

:

I.

That said complaint does not state facts sufficient to

constitute a cause of action.

31 11.

That said complaint is uncertain in that

:

(a.) It cannot be ascertained therefrom whether the

"institution known as 'The Universal" Brotherhood

Homestead' on Point T.oma" is a corporation, or an un-

incorporated association of persons doino^ business under

said name and style, or whether the plaintiff is doing

business under said name and style.

(b.) It cannot be ascertained therefrom in what busi-

32 iiess said plaintiff, or said institution, is, or during the

time mentioned in said comjjlaint has been, engaged, or

what character or kind of institution said " Universal

Brotherhood Homestead'' is; nor what is now, or has

ever been, the relation of plaintiff' to said institution,



QQ iior what rights, duties or responsibiHties jjcrtain to her

as the alleged "'head" of such institution.

III.

That said complaint is ambiguous in each of the ])ar-

ticulars in which it is specified in paragraph IT of this

demurrer that the same is uncertain.

IV.

That said complaint is unintelligible in each of the

-ji particulars in \\hich it is specified in said paragraph II

that the same is uncertain.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays that it may be

hence dismissed and have judgment against plaintifif for

its costs herein.

W..F. Fitzgerald,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

Endorsed: Filed Jan. 15. 1902. Will H. Holcomb.

35
^^^^'''^'•

36

[Title of Court and Calse.]

Alinutes of Court,

February 24th, 1902.

On this dav defendant's motion to strike out all of

paragra]:)h \l of the plaintifif's complaint therein on the

ground that the matter contained in said paragraph \'l

is irrelevant and redundant, heretofore submitted, is by

the court denied.

Defendant's denuirrer to plaintift"s complaint, hereto-

fore submitted, is by the court overruled and twenty

(lavs are allowed said defendant in which to answer such

comi)lainl.



38

TO

37 [TiTLK OK Court and Calsi-:.]

DEFENDANT'S P.ITX OF ENCEPTIOXS ON OR-

DER REFUSING TO STRIKE OUT PORTIONS
OF COMPLAINT.

I5E IT REMEMBERED, that on the 24th day of Jan-

uary. 1902, ptirsuant to ])roper notice duly given, the de-

fendant moved the court t(^ make its order in said cause

striking out all of ])aragTaph \'I of the plaintifif's com-

plaint. Said motion was based on the records, pleadings

and files in said cause, and was made on the grounds

that the matter contained in said paragraph Yl is: I.

Irrelevant. 2. Redundant.

Be it further remembered that on the 25th day of

February, 1902, said court denied said motion, to which

ruling defendant duly excepted.

The foregoing bill of exceptions is hereby settled and

allowed and I hereby certify that the same is a true and

correct bill of exceptions.

Dated March 21st, 1902.

E. S. ToRRAXCK,

Judge.

Endorsed: Filed March 21, 1902, A\^ill H. Holcomb,

Clerk.

39

40

fTiTT.E OF Court and Cause.]

DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED BILL OF ENCEP-

TIONS.

Be it remembered that ihe above entitled action was

commenced by the plaintiir' against the defendant on the

day of December, 1901, by the filing of her verified

complaint in the office of the clerk of said court, which



42

II

41 complaint, omitting- the title of the court and cause and

verification, was in the words and figures following, to

wit

:

|TiTi.F, OF Court and Caisk.]

Plaintiff complains and alleges

:

I,

That plaintiff' is now, and for more than two years

last past has been, a resident of the county of San Diego,

State of California, and is and during all of said time

has been, the head of the institution known as " The

I'niversal Brotherhood Homestead " on Point Loma in

the said county of San Diego.

II.

That the defendant "Times-Mirror Company"' is

now, and at all times mentioned in this complaint has

been, a corporation duly organized and existing and act-

43 ing under the laws of the State of California, and is and

at all times mentioned in this complaint has been the

owner, printer and ]:)ublisher of a certain newspaper of

general circulation known as the " Los Angeles Daily

i mies.

III.

Plaintiff, according to her information and belief,

alleges : That said "' Los Angeles Daily Times "'
at all

44 times mentioned in this complaint and now has an ex-

tensive circulation in the county of San Diego and in

the State of California and throughout the I'nited

States, and hatl at all times mentioned in this com-

plaint and now has a daily circulation of man}- thous-



12

45 '111(1 copies circulated and distributed in the places afore-

said, to many thousand persons.

IV.

That the defendant, wickedly and maliciously and

with the intent and design to injure, disgrace and de-

fame this plaintiff, and to bring her into public discredit

and obloquy, printed and published in said newspaper

on the 28th day of October, 1901, of and concerning

A^ this plaintiff, the following false, libelous, malicious and

defamatory article, to wit

:

'OUTRAGES AT POIXT LOMA.'

EXPOSED BY AX " ESCAPE " FROM TIXGLEY.

STARTLIXG TALES TOLD IX THIS CITY.

WOAIEX AXD CHILDREX STARVED AXD
TREATED LIKE COXMCTS. THRILLIXG
RESCUE.

Mrs. M. Leavitt of X'^o. 418 West Fourth street, a be-

liever in what she terms " the true school of theosophy,"

who has recently removed to this city from San Diego,

the capital city of theosophists, has some startling things

to tell concerning the practices of Catherine Tingley and

her associates who conduct the Universal Brotherhood

Homestead on Point Loma. Airs. Leavitt seems to be

thoroughly informed on two of the latest outrages per-

petrated at the spookery, the cases of Airs. X^eirsheimer

and Airs. Hollbrook, both well-to-do eastern women.

Mrs. Hollbrook, the wife of a railroad man and

Freemason of the East, has been rescued from the roost

on Point Loma by her husband with the aid of an offi-

cer and a gun. and now hovers at the point of death

from the abuse she savs she received while confined in

47

48

» I
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49 tilt' " Honiestead." DuriiiiL;- the flaytinie slic was worked

in the iield hke a convict, forced to i)lant trees, hoc

corn and perform all sorts of hard labor, and at night

she was shut up in a cell and guarded as if she were

a raving maniac. When her husbanfl found what a

trap she had fallen into he hurried here and took her

out by force.

The other case on which Mrs. Leavitt is posted is

that of Mrs. Neirsheimer, who has been forcibly sep-

CA arated from her husband, who is also in the Tingley

clutches, and is not allowed to speak to him. She is

forced to live alone in a little terit in the grounds that

surround the crazy institution. Armed men guard this

place of horror, and. Airs. Leavitt says, solitary con-

finement, hard labor and starvation are resorted to by

the Tingley managers as punishments upon those who

disobey their iron rules.

The woman who gives out this information is a per-

sonal friend of, and has talked with, Mrs. Hollbrook,

the victim whose health has been forever destroyed by

the ordeals she passed through while imprisoned on

Point Loma.

Mrs. Leavitt claims that through a strong hypnotic

power. Catherine Tingley works her will on sensible

people. The L'niversal Brotherhood, or in other words,

Catherine Tingley, is an of¥-shoot of the theosophic so-

ciety, which became disjointed some four or five years

ago. Mrs. Tinglev was formerlv— the theosoiihists sav
52 ' ^ -

-

^— a common, dollar-taking spirit medium.

She couldn't agree with the theosophists, so she

branched off and set up her trap on Point Loma. She

distributes literature throuuhovU the Last, and even in
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53 foreign countries, saying tlie Universal Brotherhood

Homestead, located in the most heautiful spot on earth,

offers to those who wish to retire into a ([uiet, thought-

ful life, a home in which they nia\' live peacefully and

an atmosphere of soul study and jjure thought.

Only people with money happen to get these pam-

phlets, says ]\[rs. Leavitt. When ]:)eople answer her en-

ticing advertisements in person Mrs. Tingley exerts

her influence over such as are spookily inclined ; and

i^] the almost incredihle things which have taken place

prove that once in the lair it is almost impossihle to

escape.

^Irs. Leavitt says there is nothing taught at Point

Loma hut insane ceremonies ; that the girls who are

placed there to be educated are put to work at the most

menial tasks, each one kept separate in a guarded cell

and forbidden to speak to anybody else, and that the

poor little children are cpiartered in a miserable build-

.^ ing some distance from the main institution, and are

continually on the verge of starvation — for Mrs. Ting-

ley openly states that children are fed too much for their

spiritual good, and must eat but little, so they will be

more ethereal. Mrs. Leavitt says she knows personally

of a case where both parents and children are victims,

and the children have been taken away to the child i)en

and are never allowed to communicate in any way

with mother or father. For, says Mrs. Tingley, they

will grow up pm"er if awav from bodily and affection-

ute intlnence of the parents.

The children are never allowed to speak to anybody

except when they are selling trinkets to the visitors who

come to the gates. The yotmg lady prisoners make

:5D
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cy fancy work, wliich they sell to the strangers. Purple

robes are worn by the women, and a sort of khaki uni-

form ])} the men.

On certain occasions a midnight ])il,i4rimage is made

by botli men and women to a spot on the peninsula,

whicli is termed sacred i^nnmd. They go in their night

robes, each holding a torch.

Before she had gotten well into the scheme, Mrs.

Hollbrook says she saw that it was a fake. Inu having

ro i"o idea of the horror of it, she decided to go into the

Homestead for a while that she might expose the char-

acter of the craz\" institution. Whether she will live to

ciirrv out the good work is doubtful. She can tell

things, her friends sax", more shocking than anything

knc-iwn yet.

Mrs. Leavitt alleges that gross immoralities are prac-

ticed at Poirit Loma by some of the disciples of spook-

ism as it is there exemplified, and that such things

should not be tolerated in a civilized communitv."
59
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V.

Plaintiff, according to her information and belief,

alleges : That defendant ])rinted, pul)lished and circu-

lated , in the county of San Diego, numerous copies of

the paper containing said article and circulated many

thousand copies of the i)a|)er contaii:ing said r'rticle in

other portions of the State of California, and of the

United States.

VI.

That by the foregoiiig false, malicious and tlefama-

tory article the defendant intended to convey the mean-

ing, and the said article was by the persons who read the
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()\ same, as pnl)lislic(l in said i)ai)cr, uiuk'rstnod and be-

lieved to convey tlie meaning-, iliat nnnierons outra£j;es

were committed bv tbis jjlaintitt and under ber (brec-

tion at Point Loma : tbat people were falselv imjirisoned

and deprived of tbeir liberty by i)lair.tiff and imder ber

direction ; tbat women and cbildrcn were by j^laintiff

starved and treated like convicts and tbat it was neces-

sary to rescue sucb j^ersons l)y force from plaintiff and

from tbe institution conducted l)y ber; tliat wcnnen were

so abused in said institution and imder tbe direction of

said plaintiff as to bring: tbem to tbe point of deatb,

and were bv plaintiff' forced to work in tbe fields and

imprisoned in cells: tbat solitar_\- imprisonment and bard

labor were imposed l)y ])laintiff' upon tbe residents at

said institution and tbeir bealtb destroyed tbereby ; that

plaintiff was a spiritualistic medium and an impostor,

and tbat b}' tbe circulation of literature sbe enticed

people to come to the institution conducted by her and

rendered it almost impossible for tbem tO' escape there-

from ; that plaintiff caused to l)e carried on insane cere-

monies and kept the skirls at said institution in crowded

cells ; tbat plaintiff" keeps and caused to be kept at said

institution little children in buildings inifit for habita-

tion and kept tbem u])on tbe verge of starvation ; that

plaintiff by her influence and 1)\- misrepresentation has

caused parents and children to l)e separated and keeps

the children in confinement, thereby destroying their

health and strength ; tbat tbe men and women in at-

tendance at said institution are in tbe habit of making

midnight pilgrimages insuiffciently clothed and in tbeir

night robes, and are in the habit of indulging in im-

moral ])ractices imder the directiori and at the sugges-

tion of ])laintift'; tbat tbe institut'on conducted by plain-
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^5 tiff is a fake and a fraud and is carried on by plaintiff

for tlie purpose of defrauding- people who are induced to

attend it ; that practices are carried on under the direc-

tion of plaintiff' which are more shockin,i,^ th^in are re-

vealed by the matters above set forth, and that .e^ross

immoralities are practiced at said institution under the

direction and by the instigation of plaintiff, aijd that

practices are carried on there which should not be toler-

ated in a civilized community.

66

68

VII.

That said publication was false, malicious and de-

famatory, and plaintiff was not and never has been

guilty of any of the matters so charged in said pub-

lication, and all and every portion of said article charg-

ing plaintiff with improper practices, fraud and immoral-

ity are false, malicious, libelous and untrue.

67 VIII.

Plaintiff, according to her information and belief,

alleges that by reason of the ])rinting, publishing and

circulating of said false and defamatory article as above

set forth in said newspaper, the said plaintiff" has been

by the defendant injured in her gocxl name, fame and

reputation and damaged in the sum of fifty thousand

dollars.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff" ])rays judgment against de-

fendant for the su.m of fifty thousar.d dollars and ihe

costs of this action.

j. \V. McKixi.Kv,

Attorney for Plaintiff."
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]S

Tliat thereupon, on the same day, a summons in due

fomi was issued l^y the clerk of said court and under

the seal thereof, and thereafter, to wit: on the i6th

day of December, iQoi, service of said summons was

made on said defendant at the city of Los Angeles,

State of California, by then and there delivering a copy

of said summons and a copy of said complaint to Harri-

son Gray Otis, the president of said defendaitt.

That thereafter, to wit: On the 14th day of January,

1902, said defendant, at the same time it appeared and filed

its demurrer to said complaint, and before answering

served on the attorney for jslaintifiF, and filed with the

clerk of said court, its demand in writing, affidavit and

notice of motion for change of place of trial : which

demand, afifidavit and notice of motion, omitting the title

of the court and cause, were in the words and figures

following, to-wit

:

71

[TiTLK OF Court and Cause.]

DEMAND OF CHANGE OF PLACE OF TRL\L.

" The defendant in the above entitled cause herebv

demands that place of trial in this cause be changed to

the proper county, namely : the county of Los Angeles.

This demand is based upon the affidavits and notices

herewith filed.

72 W. F. Fitzgerald, and

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

TiMES-iMiRROR CoMPAXV, by W. F. Fitzgerald and

Hunsaker & Britt, its attorneys."
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73 [Tni.K ()!• Court and Cal-sk.]

NOTICE OF MOTIOX OF CIIAXCWi OF PLACE
OF TRLVL.

"To J. A\'. :\rcKinley, Attorney for Plaintiff:

Take notice that the defendant in the above entitled

cause will move the court, (the Superior Court of the

county of San Diego, State of California), at the court

room of said court, on the 24th day of January, 1902. at

10 o'clock AAI. of said dav, or as- soon thereafter as

74
counsel can be heard, for an order changing the place ot

trial of this action to the Superior Court of the county of

Los Angeles, State of California. Said motion will bo

made on the demand to change the place of trial, the

afifidavit of merits; of ])rinci])al place of business and of

residence, copies of which are herewith served upon you ;

also the papers on iile in the case upon the following

ground : That the county of Los Angeles is the proper

county for the trial of this cause, that being the county

'5 where the corporate defendant's principal place of busi-

ness and residence is situated.

W. F. Fitzgerald and

HuxsAKKR & Britt,

Attorneys for Defendant."

[Title oe Court, and Cause.]

AFFIDAMT OF MERITS.

'^ Harrison Gray Otis, being first duly sworn, according

to law. deposes and says: That he is the duly appointed

president and general manager of the defendant corjiora-

tion, and is personally conversant with the facts of thi>

case, and makes this afifidavit as such president and gen-
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77 ^'^1 manasi^cr, and by tlie authority and at tlie request of

the defendant

;

That the defendant is a corporation, organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Cahfornia, and

doing business in this State

;

That its ]:)rinci])al jjlacc of Ijusincss and residence, and

the chief office for the transaction of the business of the

corporation is at the Times Building, northeast corner

of First and Broadway streets, in the city of Los Angeles.

YQ State of California, and that at, and for a long time prior

to, and continuously since the commencement of this

action, the county of Los Angeles was, and is, its prin-

cipal place of business and residence
;

That a copy of the complaint and summons in this

action was served on the defendant and affiant at its

])rincipal place of business on the i6th day of December,

1901

;

That affiant and the defendant have fully and fairly

stated the case, and all the facts thereof in this action,

and the facts constituting the defendant's defense therein,

to W*. F. Fitzgerald and Messrs. Hunsaker & Britt of the

city of Los Angeles, State of California, its attorneys and

counsel, and after such statement the said attorneys and

counsel advised the affia;it and defendant that defendant

has a good and substantial defense on the merits of the

action, and that the affiant and defendant verily believes

it to be true.

Harrison Gray Otis.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the I4ch day

of January, 1902.

(Notarial Seal) T. L. Chai'in,

Notary Public in and for the County of Los Angeles.

State of California."

79

go
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g1 'I'hat thcTcattcr, to-wit : ( )n the 24th day of January,

1902, the ])laintiff Ijein,^: present in court by her attt^rnev.

J. W. McKinley, Esq., and the defendant by its attorneys,

W. F. Fitzgerald, Esq., and Hunsaker & Britt, said

defendant, purstiant to said notice, and on the records,

pleadings and files in said cause, including said notice of

motion, demand and aftidavit, and on the grounds speci-

fied in the said notice, moved said court to change the

place of trial of said action from the Superior Court

n'-) of the county of San Diego to the vSuperior Court of the

county of Los Angeles. Whereupon said court, on the

said last mentioned day, made and entered its order

denying said motion, to which ruling defendant then and

there excepted.

The foregoing bill of exceptions is hereby settled and

allowed, and I hereby certify that the same is a true anil

correct bill of exceptions.

Dated March 21st, 1902,

E. S. Torrance, Jud^i^c.
83

(Endorsed:) Filed Mar. 21, 1902. Will H. Holcomb,

Clerk.

[Title of Court "axd Caise.]

A^^IEXDED AXSWER.

Comes now the alxn-e-nan.ied defendant, and by leave

of court files this its amended answer to the comi)laint

°'+ of plaintiff in the above-entitled action :

I.

I. Defendant avers that it has no information or belief

upon the subject sufficient to enable it to answer the
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gc allegation contained in paragraph T of ])laintift"s com-

])laint to the effect that plaintiff' is, and during all of

the times in said paragraph mentioned has been, the

head of the institution known as " The Universal Broth-

erhood Homestead " on T'oint Loma, in the county of

San Diego, and placing its denial on that ground defend-

ant denies that during all or any of the times mentioned

in said paragraph plaintiff was, or has been, the head of

said institution.

r.f 2. Defendant denies that it wickedly or maliciously,

and with intent to injure, disgrace and defame plaintiff,

and to bring her into public discredit and obloquy, or

that it wickedly or maliciously, or with intent or design to

injure or disgrace or defame plaintiff', or to bring her into

])ul)lic discredit or obloquy, printed and published, or

printed or published, of and concerning the plaintiff', in

its newspaper, the article, a copy of which is set forth in

paragraph 4 of plaintiff's complaint ; defendant, upon and

^^ according to its information and belief, denies that said

article is or was false, libelous, malicious and defamatory,

or that the same was or is false or libelous, or malicious

or defamatory ; denies that by said article the defendant

intended to convey the meaning and that the said article

was by the persons who read the same as published in

said newspaper, understood and believed to convey the

meaning, or that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said article was by the persons who

read the same as published in said newspaper understood

*^" or believed to convey the meaning that practices are

carried on under the direction of plaintiff' which are

more shocking than are revealed by the matters set forth

in the article, or that gross immoralities are practiced at

said institution under the direction and by the instiga-
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QQ tion, or nndcr tlic direction, or I)\- the instigation of

plaintiff.

3. Defendant denies that l)y said article the- defendant

intended to convey the meanini^', and that the said article

was b} the persons who read the same as ])uhlished in

defendant's said newspaper understood and believed to

convey the meaning, or that the defendant thereby in-

tended to convey the meaning, or that said article was by

the persons who read the same as published in said news-

QA P^pt^i" understood or believed to conve}' the meaning, that

the men and women in attendance at the institution men-

tioned in said article are or were in the habit of making

midnight pilgrimages insufficiently clothed, or are or were

in the habit of indulging in inunoral j^ractices. under the

direction and at the suggestion, or under the direction, or

at the stiggestion of plaintiff.

4. Defendant, upon and according to its information

and belief, denies that said publication was false, malicious

and defamatorv, or that the same was false or malicious
91 ....

or defamatorv; and also upon and accordmg to its mtor-

mation and belief defendant denies that plaintiiT was

not and never has been, or was not or never has been,

guilty of any of the matters charged in said publication.

And defendant, upon and according to its information

and belief, denies that all and every ])ortion. or all, or

every, or anv, portion of said article charging i)laintift

with improper practices, fraud and immorality, or charg-

ing plaintiff with improper jiractices or fraud or immoral-

^ ity are false, malicious, libelous and untrue, or talse or

malicious or libelous or uiUrue: denies, upon and accord-

ing to its information and belief, that said article charges

plaintiff with fraud or immorality.

5. Defendant denies that by reason of the i)rinting.



C)3 |)ul)lishi:i!4- and circulaling- of saifl article, or by reason of

the priiitin_^-, publishintj or circiilatiii,^" of tlie same, as

alleged in ])laintitT's complaint, (jr at all. i)laintiff has

been b_\- the defendant injured in her .^ood name, fame

and reputation, or injured in her good name, or fame, or

reputation, and damaged or damaged in the sum of fifty

tliousand dollars, or in anv sum whatever, or at all.

94

IT.

And defendant, for further answer to plaintiff's com-

])laint. and in mitigation for the publication of the article

complained of, alleges

:

I. That at all times mentioned in plaintiff's com])laint

the defendant corporation was printing and publishing

at the city of Los Angeles, State of California, its said

daily newspaper. That before the publication in defend-

ant's said newspaper of the article complained of herein,

the city editor of the defendant was informed that Mrs. ^I.

Leavitt had knowledge of acts, doings and transactions

which had occurred and taken place at said Point Loma

Homestead, and that the said Mrs. M. Leavitt desired to

be interviewed by a representative of defendant's said

newspaper in relation thereto : that thereuj^on the city

editor of defendant's said newspaper detailed one of its

reporters, who was a careful, competent and trustworthy

employee of defendant, to interview said Mrs. M. Leavitt,

and for the purpose of obtaining from her such informa-

tion as she was possessed of, and was proper for pul)lica-

tion as matter of news in said newspaper. That there-

u])on said representative and reporter of said defendant

did interview said Mrs. M. Leavitt, and the said Mrs. M.

Leavitt made to said representative and reporter of

defendant a statement in substance as set forth in said

96
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97 article. That at the time she made such statements to

said reporter, said Mrs. M. Lcavitt informed said reporter

that she knew the facts so stated by her to him to be true.

That thereafter defendant, in good faith, and as an item

of public news, and bclievino- the facts stated in said

article to be true, without malice or intent to injure

plaintiff, and as a public journalist, and from g-ood

motives and justifiable ends, published and printed said

article in its said newspaper. That at the time of the

C)g publication of said article this defendant did not have,

not had it at any time prior thereto, any malice or ill

will against said plaintiff".

2. Defendant, upon and according to its information

and belief, alleges

:

That before the pul)lication of said article there resided

at said Point Loma Homestead and on the premises con-

ducted and under the domination of the Universal Broth-

erhood at Point Loma, one E. A. Neresheimer; that the

QQ Mrs. Xeresheimer mentioned in said article so published

by defendant in its said newspaper is, and at all times

therein mentioned was, the wife of said E. A. Xere-

sheimer. That the said E. A. X'eresheimer was. at the

time of the publication of said article, and for a long time

prior thereto had been, under the influence and domina-

tion of the plaintiff herein, and he was, during all of the

said time, a meiul)er of said Universal [brotherhood, and

was an officer, to-wit. the treasurer thereof, and a member

of the " Cabinet ""
of said plaintiff' at said Universal

Brotherhood Homestead. That said Mrs. Xeresheimer

was not a believer in the doctrines taught, and the prac-

tices indulged in l)y said ])laintiff'. and her said husband,

and that said Mrs. Xeresheimer was, through the influ-

ence of said plaintiff', cut off' from the usual ami ord.inary
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101 association and communion with her said husband, and

was not allowed to eat at the same table with him. and

that such was the infatuation of the said Xeresheinier

with the teachinf^s and practices of said ])laintiff at said

l^Mnt Loma Homestead that he infc^rmed his said wife

that if she did not accept his beliefs and obey his orders

that he would drive her out in the world alone. That in

consequence of the interference and influence, of said

plaintiff over said Xeresheimer she. the said Mrs. Xere-

1 r^'y sheimer, saw her husband only on such occasions as it

pleased him to be seen by her ; and she was falsely

reported by plaintiff, and by said Xeresheimer and his

friends, to be crazy and dangerous to herself and friends,

and was secretly watched and spied on and accused of

lying- and duplicity. 'That other members of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood at Point Loma Homestead were by

the plaintiff, or at her instance, warned against recogniz-

ing, talking to. or associating with, the said Mrs. X^ere-

sheimer. That the foregoing facts, before the publication

of said article by this defendant, had been communicated

by said Mrs. Xeresheimer and others to divers and sundry

persons in the city of San Diego, and that the same had

become, and were, matters of public notoriety in said

city of San Diego.

3. Defendant denies that by reason of the printing,

publishing and circulating of said article, or by reason

of the printing, publishing or circulating of the same as

alleged in plaintiff's complaint, or at all, j^laintift' has

been by the defendant injured in her good name, fame

and reputation, or injured in her good name, or fame, or

reputation, and damaged or damaged in the sum of fifty

thousand dollars, or in any sum whatever, or at all ; but

on the contrary, defendant avers that if said plaintiff has
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]^Q5 suffered any damaj^e, then said loss or damaj^e has hecn

in no way due to the ])uhheati(jn of the article complained

of in the plaintiff's complaint herein, nor to any act of

said defendant, hut this defendant. u])on and according' t(j

its information and helief, allei^es that such loss Ijy

])laintiff, if au}' has occurred, has heen and is due solely

to the conduct, methods and actions on the part of the

plaintiff in the conduct and carrying on of the

affairs of said Universal lirotherhood, and of the institu-

tions maintained, conducted and carried on by plaintiff in

connection therewith, with which said defendant has no

connection, and which conduct, methods and actions on

the part of plaintiff are, and for years have been, of

pul)lic notoriety.

For further defense to plaintiff's alleged cause of

action this defendant avers that the following portions

of said article were, at the time of publication thereof.

true, to-wit

:

107
(a.) That portion thereof which states that " armed

men guard this place of horror."

(b.) That portion thereof which states that '" Kath-

erine Tingley is an off-shoot of the Theosophic Society

which became disjointed some four or five years ago.

Mrs. Tinglev was formerly — the theosophists say — a

common, dollar-taking spirit medium." ( For jury.)

(c.) That portion thereof which stated that '"she

could not agree with the theosophists. so she brancheil

108 off and set up her trap at Point Loma. She distributes

literature throughout the East, and even in foreign

countries, saying the Universal l}rotherlK~)od HoniestoSd.

located in the most beautiful spot on earth, affords to

those who wish to retire into a (|uiet. thoughtful life, a
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J_Q9 liDine in which they may hvc peacefully, and in an

atmosphere of soul study and pure thought."'

(d.) That portion thereof which states that "only

people with money happen to get these pamphlets, says

Mrs. Leavitt. When people answer her enticing adver-

tisements in person. Mrs. Tingley exerts her influence

over such as are spookily inclined ; and the almost in-

credible things which have taken place, prove that once

in the lair it is almost impossible to escape."

^-|--> ( e. ) That portion thereof which states that "There

is nothing taught at Point Loma but insane ceremonies

;

and the girls who are placed there to be educated are put

to work at the most menial tasks."

(f.) That portion thereof which states that the chil-

dren there "are continually on the verge of starvation

—

for ]\lrs. Tingley openly states that children are fed too

much for their spiritual good, and must eat but little

so they will be more ethereal."

(g.) That portion thereof which states that children
111 " will grow u]) purer if away from bodily and affectionate

influence of their parents."

(h.) That portion thereof which states that " The

children are never allowed to speak to anybody except

w^hen they are selling trinkets to the visitors who come

to the gates."

(i.) That portion thereof which states that " Purple

robes are worn by the women and a sort of khaki uni-

form by the men."

1-'-'^
(
j.) That portion thereof which states that " On cer-

tain occasions a midnight pilgrimage is made by both

men and women to a spot of the peninsula which is

termed sacred ground. They go in their night-robes,

each holdino- a torch."
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113 IV.

Further answeriiii^ the alle<^ed cause of action set

forth in plaintiff's complaint, defendant, u])on' and

according to its information and behef, alleges

:

That it is true that numerous outrages were committed

by plaintiff and under her direction at Point Loma ; that

people were falsely imjjrisoned and deprived of their

liberty by plaintiff' and under her direction ; that women

and children were bv i)laintiff' starved, and that it was
114

necessary to rescue such persons from the plaintiff and

from the institution conducted by her ; that women were

so abused in said institution and under the direction of

said plaintiff' as to bring them to the point of death

;

that their health was threatened thereby; that ]:)laintift'

was a spiritualistic medium and imjwstor and that by

the circulation of literature she induced people to come

to the institution conducted b}- her ; and rendered it

almost impossible for them to escape therefrom ; that

plaintiff' caused to be carried on insane ceremonies ; that

plaintiff' kept little children in said institution upon the

verge of starvation ; that plaintiff', by her inliuence and

misrepresentation, has caused parents and children to be

separated, and kept the children in confinement, therel)y

destro_\-ing their health and strength ; that the men and

women in attendance in said institutiou are in the habit

of making midnight pilgrimages in their night-robes

;

that the institution conducted by plaintiff' is a fake and

a fraud, and is carried on by ])laintiff for the purix)se

of defrauding people to induce them to attend it : that

practices are carried on there which should riot be toler-

ated in a civilized comihunitv.

WHEREFORE, defendant ])rays that plaintiff' take

116
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WJ notliing- ])} this action, and that it recover of plaintiff its

costs herein.

W. F. FiTZGIiRALD,

Eugene Danev^,

Sam'l M. Siioktridge,

Grant Jackson,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

(Duly verified by H. G. Otis, President.)

-1-10 Endorsed: Filed Dec. i8th, 1902, Will H. Hol-

conib. County Clerk. \\\ Herbert N. Neale, Deputy.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

We. the Jury in the above entitled case, do find for

the plaintitT, and assess the amount of her damages at

seven thousand five hundred dollars.

C. C. Bailey,

119 Foreman.

(Endorsed:) P*iled Jan. 12th. 1903, Will H. Holcomb,

Clerk. By Herbert N. Neale, Deputy.

[TiTr,K OF Court and Cause.]

ji'dgaiext on verdict in open court.

This action came on regularly for trial on the 1 6th

da\- of December, 1902. The said parties appeared by
'[10^-^^ their attorneys, Judge J. W. McKinley, Frederick Kel-

logg, Esq., A. 15. Hotchkiss, W. R. Andrews, Esq., and

James E. Wadham, Esq., counsel for plaintiff, and W.
F. Fitzgerald, Esq., Messrs. Hunsaker & Britt, Eugene

Daney, Esq., Grant Jackson, Esq., and Samuel M. Short-

I
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^21 ridge. Esq., counsel for defendant. A jury of 12 per-

sons was regularly empaneled and sworn to try said

action. Witnesses on the i)art of plaintifT and defend-

ant were sworn and examined. After hearing the evi-

dence, the arguments of counsel, and instructions of the

court, the jury retired to consider of their verdict, and

subsequently returned into court, with the verdict signed

by the foreman, and, being called, answered to their

names, and duly rendered their verdict in writing in

^ ^^ favor of the plaintifif as follows

:

In the Superior Court of the County of San Diego,

State of California.

Katherine Tingley, Plaintifif,

vs.

Times-]\[irror Company, Defendant.

We, the Jury in the above entitled case, do find for the

plaintifif, and assess the amount of her damages at seven

"^ thousand five hundred dollars.

C. C. Bailey,

Foreman.

Wherefore, by virtue of the law, and by reason

of the premises aforesaid, it is ordered, adjudged and

decreed that said plaintifif Katherine Tingley have and

recover from said defendant Times-Mirror Company the

sum of seen thousand five hundred dollars and costs

124 '^'^^l disbursements incurred in this action, amounting to

the sum of nine hundred four ami 5-100 ($904.05)

dollars.

Judgment recorded the 13th day of January. \()0^.

Book 20, page 307.
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125 '-''*^'i'l^"-'^ ( )fficc (if the Superior Court of the county of

San Diep;"o, State of California. — ss.

T. the un(lersi.<;ne(l, clerk of said court, do hereby cer-

tify the foreg'oing- to be a fidl, true, and correct copy

of the judgment entered in the above-entitled action.

Attest my hand and the seal of said Superior Court

this 13th day of January, 1903.

(Seal.) Will H. Holcomb, Clerk.

]]y Hkri!Krt X. NealL, Dcpitfy Clerk.

l-^O (Endorsed:) Filed Jan. 13th, 1903, Will H. Holcomb,

Clerk. By Herbert N. Ncale, Deputy Clerk.

[TiTLL OF Court and Cause.]

CERTIFICATE TO JUDGMENT ROLL.

127 E the " undersigned, County Clerk of the county of

San Diego, vState of California, and ex-officio clerk of

the Superior Court in and for said county, do hereby

certify the foregoing' to be a true copy of the judgment

entered in the above-entitled action, and recorded in

Judgment Book 20 of said court, at page 307. And I

further certify that the foregoing papers, hereto

annexed, constitute the judgment roll in said action.

WITNESS m\- hand and the seal of said court this 2nd

12o (lay of February, 1903.

(Seal.) Will H. Holcomb, Clerk,

By Herbert N. Neale. Deputy Clerk.

(Endorsed:) Filed Feb. 2nd, 1903, Will H. Holcomb,

Clerk. By Herbert N. Neale, Deputy,

I
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129 [Title of Court and Catsk.]

DEFEXDAXT'S BILL OF EXCEPTIOXS.

Re it remembered : Tliat on llie 28l]i day of ]\Iarch,

i(;02, defendant served on tlie attorney for plaintiff, and

on the 29th day of March, 1902, filed with the clerk of this

court, its original answer to plaintiiT's complaint herein,

which answer, together with the indorsements thereon, is

in the words and figures as follows, to-wit

:

130

131

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER.

Comes now the above-named defendant, and for

answer to the complaint of plaintitT,

L

Avers that it has no information or belief upon

the subject sufficient to enable it to answer the allega-

tion contained in paragraph I of plaintiiT's complaint that

plaintiff is. and during all of the time therein mentioned

has been, the head of the institution known as " The I^ni-

versal Brotherhood Homestead," on Point Loma, in said

county of San Diego; and, placing its denial on that

ground, defendant denies that plaintiff is, or during all

or any of said time has been, the head of said iristitution.

IL

13
"̂* Defendant denies that defendant wickedl\- and

maliciously, and with intent and design to injure, dis-

grace and defame plaintiff", and to bring her into public

discredit and oblo([uy, or that it wickedly, or maliciously,

or with intent or design to injure, or disgrace, or de-
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123 fsme, plaintiff, or to l)ring- her into public discredit or

obloquy, printed and published in its said newspaper,

the article, a copy of which is set forth in paragraph IV

of plaintiff's complaint ; defendant, upon its information

and belief, denies that said article is false, libelous, ma-

licious and defamatory, or that the same is false, or

libelous, or malicious, or defamatory.

III.

1 "^J.
Defendant, upon its information and belief, denies

that said publication was false, malicious and defama-

tory, or that the same was false, or malicious, or defam-

atory ; defendant, upon its information and belief, denies

that plaintiff was not and never had been, or was not,

or never had been, guilty of any of the matters charged

in said publication : defendant, upon its information and

belief, denies that all and every portion, or all, or every,

or any, portion of said article charging plaintiff with

improper practices, fraud and immorality, or charging

plaintiff with improper practices, or fraud, or immorality,

are false, malicious, libelous and imtrue, or false, or

malicious, or libelous, or untrue.

IV.

Defendant denies that, by reason of the printing,

publishing and circulating, or by reason of the printing,

publishing or circulating, of said article, as alleged in

plaintiff's complaint, or at all. the plaintiff' has been by

^^ the defendant injured in her good »name, fame and

reputation, and damaged, or injured in her good name,

or fame, or reputation, or damaged in the sum of $50,-

000.00, or in any sum whatsoever.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays that plaintiff take

13
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137 "Otliing by her action and that defendant have judgment

against plaintiff for its costs.

W. F. Fitzgerald,

HuNSAKKR & f^Rirr,

Attorneys for Defendant.

(Duly verified by Harrison Gray Otis, President.)

Endorsed : Filed ]\Iar. 29, 1902, Will H. Ilolcomb,

Clerk. By T. J. Story, Deputy.

138

139

That plaintiff did not at any time demur to said

answer. That prior to the 15th day of December, 1902,

said action had been set down for trial on the i6th day

of December, 1902, at 10 o'clock a.m. That on the

15th day of December, 1902, without leave of court, de-

fendant filed with the clerk of said court, and served on

the attorneys for plaintiff" in said action, its amended

answer to said complaint, wdiich answer, together with

the indorsements thereon, was in the words and figures

following, to wit

:

[Title 01? Court and Cause;.]

Comes now the above-named defendant, before de-

murrer filed to its original answer herein, and files this its

first amended answer to the complaint of plaintiff' in the

above-entitled action

:

I. Defendant avers that it has no information or be-

lief upon the subject sufficient to enable it to answer the

allegation contained in paragraph I of plaintiff's com-

i-'^^J plaint to the effect thai plaintiff" is, and during all the

times in said paragraph mentioned, has been, the head

of the institution known as " The L^niversal Brotherhood

Homestead " on Point Loma. in the county of San Diego,

and placing its denial on that ground defendant denies
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^41 t^i'it during- all or any of the times mentioned in said

paragraph [jlaintiti' was, or has heen. the head of said

institution.

2. Defendant denies that it wickedly or maliciously,

and with intent to injure, disgrace and defame plaintiff,

and to hring- her into puhlic discredit and obloquy, or

that it wickedly or maliciously, or with intent or design

to injure or disgrace or defame plaintiff, or to bring her

into pul)lic discredit or ol)lo(]uy, printed and published,

or printed or published, of and concerning the plaintiff,

in its newspaper the article, a copy of which is set forth

in paragraph 4 of plaintiff's complaint ; defendant, upon

and according to its informatiou and belief, denies that

said article is or was false, lilielous, malicious and de-

famatory, or that the same was or is false or libelous or

malicious or defamator)-.

3. Defendant dernes that by said article the defend-

ant intended to convey the meaning, and that the said

article was by the i)ersons who read the same as pub-

•^•^ lished in defendant's said newspaper understood and be-

lieved to convey the meaning, or that defendant thereby

intended to convey the meaning, or that said article was

by the persons who read the same as published in said

newspaper understood or believed to convey the meau-

ing, that the men and women in attendance at the in-

stitution mentioned in said article are or were in the

habit of making midnight jMlgriraages insufificiently

clothed, or are or were in the habit of indulging in im-

144 moral practices, under the direction, and at the sugges-

tion, or under the direction, or at the suggestion, of

plaintiff ; denies that b}^ said article the defendant in-

tended to convey the meaning, and that the said article

was by the persons wdio read the same as published in
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245 ^'^^'^' newspaper understood and believed to convey the

meaning, or that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning-, or that the said article was by the per-

sons wdio read the same as published in said

newspaper understood or believed to convey the mean-

ing that practices are carried on under the direction

of plaintiff which are more shocking than are revealed

by the matters set forth in said article, or that gross im-

moralities are practiced at said instituticjn under the di-

jj,/: rection and by the instigation, or under the direction or

by the instigation of plaintiff.

4. Defendant, upon and according to its information

and belief, denies that said publication was false, mali-

cious and defamatory, or that the same was false or mali-

cious or defamatory ; and also upon and according to its

information and belief defendant denies that plaintiff' was

not and never has been, or was not or never has been,

guilty of any of the matters charged in said publication.

^i^j And defendant, upon and according to its information

and belief, denies that all and everv portion, or all. or

every, or any, portion of said article charging plaintiff'

with improper practices, fraud and immorality, or charg-

ing plaintiff with improper practices or fraud or immoral-

ity are false, malicious, libelous and untrue, or false or

malicious or libelous or untrue ; denies, upon and accord-

ing to its information and belief, that said article charges

l)laintiff' with fraud or immorality.

lis 5' Defendant denies that by reason of the printing,

publishing and circulating of said article, or by reason

of the printing, publishing t-r circulating of the same, as

alleged in plaintiff'"s complaint, or at all, plaintiff has been

by the defendant injured in her good name, fame and

reputation, or injured in, her good name, or fame, or repu-
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]^49 Nation, and damaged or damag-ed in the sum of fifty

thousand dollars, or in any sum whatsoever, or at all.

II..

For another and further defense to the alleged cause of

action set forth in plaintiff's complaint, defendant alleges,

upon and according to its information and belief, that at

all times mentioned in plaintiff's complaint and for many

years prior to the commencement of this action, the plain-

1 -^^ tiff was, and is yet, a married woman, and the wife of

one Philo B. Tingley, who is not joined witli the plaintiff

as a party to this action.

III.

And for another, further and separate defense to the

alleged cause of action set forth in plaintiff's complaint,

defendant, upon and according to its information and be-

lief, alleges that said plaintiff has not legal capacity to

bring or maintain this action for the reason that, at all

times mentioned in plaintift''s complaint and for many

years prior to the commencement of this action, the plain-

tiff was, and is yet, a married woman, and the wife of one

Philo B. Tingley.

IV.

And defendant for further answer to plaintiff's com-

plaint and in mitigation for the publication of the ar-

ticle complained of, alleges

:

I. That at all times- mentioned in plaintiff''s complaint

the defendant corporation was printing and publishing at

the city of Los /\.ngeles, State of California, its said daily

newspaper. That before the publication in defendant's said

newspaper of the article complained of herein, the city

151

152

I
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1 C3 editor of the defendant was informed that Airs. M. Leavitt

had knowledge of acts, doings, and transactions wliich had

occurred and taken place at said Point Loma Homestead,

and that she, the said Airs. M. Leavitt, desired to be inter-

viewed by a representative of defendant's said newspaper

in relation thereto ; that thereupon the city editor of de-

fendant's said newspaper detailed one of its reporters, who

was a careful, competent and trustworthy employee of de-

fendant, to interview said Mrs. M. Leavitt, for the purpose

1 c-/! of obtaining from her such information as she was pos-

sessed of, and was proper for publication as matter of

news in said newspaper. That thereupon said representa-

tive and reporter of said defendant did interview said

Mrs. jM. Leavitt and the said Mrs. M. Leavitt made to

said representative and reporter of defendant a statement

in substa,nce as set forth in said article. That at the time

she made such statements to said reporter, said Mrs. M.

Leavitt informed said reporter that she knew the facts

1 cc so stated by her to him to be true. That thereafter, de-

fendant, in good faith, and as an item of public news,

and believing the facts stated in said article to be true,

without malice or intent to injure plaintiff, and as a pub-

lic journalist, and from good motives and justifiable ends,

published and printed said article in its said newspaper.

That at the time of the publication of said article this de-

fendant did not have, nor had it at any time prior thereto,

any malice or ill-will against said plaintiff.

1 r/- 2. Defendant, upon and according to its infonnation

and belief, alleges

:

That before the ])ublication of said article there resitlcd

at said Point Loma Homestead and on the premises con-

ducted and under the domination of the Universal
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J^57 I'Totlierliood at Point Loma. one It. A. Xercsheimer ; that

the ]\rrs. Xercsheimer mentioned in said article so pub-

lished by defendant in its said newspaper, is, and at all

times therein mentioned was, the wife of said E. A.

X'^eresheimer. That the said E. A. X'eresheimer was, at

the time of the publication of said article, ajid for a long

time Drior thereto had been, under the influence and

domination of the plaintifif herein, and he vras, durin,2^ 931

of said time, a member of Said Universal Brotherhood,

-j^^g and was an officer, to-wit, the treasurer thereof, and a

member of the "Cabinet" of said plaintiff at said Universal

Hrotherhood Homestead. That said yirs. X^eresheimer

was not a believer in the doctrines taui^ht, and the prac-

tices indulg'ed in. by said plaintiff, and her said husband,

and that said Airs. X'^eresheimer was, through the influ-

ence of said plaintiff, cut off from the usual and ordinary

association and communion with her said husband, and

was not allowed to eat at the same table with bim ; and

1 CO that such was the infatuation of the said Xercsheimer

with the teachings and practices of said plaintiff at said

Point Loma Homestead, that he informed his said wife

that if she did not accept his beliefs and obey his orders

that he would drive her out in the world alone. That in

consequence of the interference and influence of said

plaintiff over said X^eresheimer, she, the said Mrs. X^ere-

sheimer, saw her husband only on such occasions as it

pleased him to be seen by her; and she was falsely re-

lAH ported by plaintiff, and by said X'^eresheimer and his

friends, to be crazy and dangerous to herself, and friends,

and was secretlv watched and spied on and accused of

lying and duplicity. That other members of the Universal

Brotherhood at Point Loma Homestead were by the plain-

tiff', or at her instance, warned against recognizing, talk-
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161 ''^f? ^^^' ^^ associatino; with, tlie said Mrs. Xercshcimcr.

That the foregoing facts, before the pubhcation of said

article by this defendant, had been communicated by said

Mrs. Neresheimer and others, to divers and sundry per-

sons in the city of Sah Diego, and that the same had 1)C-

come, and were, matters of ])ul)lic notoriety in said City

of San Diego.

3. Defendant denies that by reason of the printing,

pubHshing and circulating of said article, or by reason of

162 ^^^" P^'i'iting, publishing or circulating of the same as

alleged in plaintitT's complaint, or at all, plaintiff Ins

been by the defendant injured in her good name, fame and

reputation, or injured in her good name or fame or repu-

tation, and damaged or damaged in the sum of fifty thou-

sand dollars, or in any sum whatever, or at all ; but on

the contrary, defendant avers that if said plaintiff has

srfifered any damage then said loss or damage has been

in no way due to the publication of the article com-

-I/-0 plained of in the plaintiff's complaint herein, nor to any

act of this defendant, but this defendant, upon and ac-

cording to its information and belief, alleges that such

loss by plaintiff, if any has occurred, has been and is

due solely to the conduct, methods and actions on the

part of the plaintiff in the conduct and carrying on of

the affairs of said Universal Brotherhood and of the in-

stitutions maintained, conducted and carried on b\- plain-

tiff in connection therewith, with which this defendant

lAl ^^^^ '^*^ connection and which conduct, methods and ac-

tions on- the part of plaintiff' are and for years have been

of public notoriety.

V.

For further defense to plaintiff's alleged cause of ac-
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165 '^'•^"i l'^'^ (Icfcndant ;i\crs that tlic following- portions of

said article were, at the time of the ]nil)lication thereof,

trne. to-wit

:

(a.) That portion thereof which states that "Armed

men guard this place of horror."

(b. ) That portion thereof which states that "Katherine

Tingley is an oiT-shoot of the Theosophic Society which

became disjointed some four or five years ago. Mrs. Ting'-

ley was formerly—the Theosophists say—a common dol-

166 lar-taking spirit medium."

(c.) That portion thereof which states "She could

not agTee with the Theosophists so she branched ofif and

set up her trap at Point Loma. She distributes literature

throughout the East, and even in foreign countries, say-

ing the Universal Brotherhood Homestead, located in

the most beautiful spot on earth, affords to those who

wish to retire into a quiet, thoughtful life, a home in

which they may live peacefully, and in an atmosphere of

167 ^O'^'l study and pure thought."

(d.) That portion thereof which states' that "Only

people with money happen to get these pamphlets, says

Mrs. Leavitt. When people answer her enticing adver-

tisements in person, Mrs. Tingley exerts her influence

over such as are spookily inclined ; and the almost incred-

ible things which have taken place, prove that once in the

lair it is almost impossible to escape."

(e.) That portion thereof which states that "There is

168 nothing taught at Point Loma but insane ceremonies ; and

the girls who are placed there to be educated are put to

work at the most menial tasks."

(f.) That portion thereof which states that the chil-

dren there "are continually on the verge of starvation

—

I
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1AQ for Mrs. Tingley openly states that children are fed too

much for their spiritual good, and must eat but little so

they will be more ethereal."

(g.) That portion thereof which states that children

"Will grow U]) purer if away from Ixxlily and afifectionate

inrtuence of their parents."

(h.) That portion thereof which states that "The chil-

dren are never allowed to speak to anybody except when

they are selling trinkets to the visitors who come to the

170
-^^^'•"

(i.) That portion thereof which states that "Purple

robes are worn by the women and a sort of khaki uniform

by the men."

(j.) That portion thereof which states that "On cer-

tain occasions a midnight pilgrimage is made by both

men and women to a spot of the peninsula which is

termed sacred ground. They go in their night robes, each

holding a torch."

171
VI.

Further answering the alleged cause of action set forth

in plaintiff's complaint, defendant, upon and according to

its information and belief, alleges:

That it is true that numerous outrages were committed

by plaintiff and under her direction at Point Loma ; that

people were falsely imprison.ed and deprived of their

liberty by plaintiff and under her direction ; that women

172 and children were by ])laintift' starved and that it was

necessarv to rescue such persons from the plaintiff' and

from the institution conducted by her ; that women were

so abused in said institution^ and under the direction of

said plaintiff as to bring them to the point of death ;
that
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]^73 I'l*-'''' licalth was llircatencd llicrcl)y ; that plaintiff was a

spiritualistic mcditiin and impostor and that by the circula-

tion of literature she induced people to come to the in-

stitution conducted by her, and rendered it almost impos-

sible for them to escape therefrom; that plaintiff caused

to be carried on insane ceremonies ; that plaintiff kept little

children in said institution upon the verge of starvation
;

that plaintiff', by her influence and misrepresentation, has

caused j^arents and children to be separated, and kept the

174 children in confinement, thereby destroying their health

and strength ; that the men and women in attendance at

said institution arc in the hal)it of making midnight pil-

grimages in their night-robes ; that the institution con-

ducted by plaintiff is a fake and a fraud, and is carried

on by plaintiff for the purpose of defrauding people to

induce them to attend it ; that practices are carried on

there which should not be tolerated in a civilized com-

munity.

175 WHEREFORE, defendant prays that plaintiff take

nothing by this action, and that it recover of plaintiff its

costs herein.

W. F. Fitzgerald,

Eugene Daney,

HuNSAKER & Briix

Attorneys for Defeiuiaiif.

176

Duly verified by Harrison Gray Otis, president of de-

fep.dant. before Eugene Daney, Notary Public-, December

15, T902.

Endorsed: Filed Dec. 15, 1902. Will H. Holcomb,

Clerk. 1!\- 1. J. Story. Deputy.

Received a copy of the within amended answer tliis
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]^77 15th day of December, 1902, at 5 o'clock p. ni. ; all rights

reserved.

J. W. McKiNiJ-;v,

F. R. Kellogg,

A. B. HOTCHKISS,

W. R. Andrews,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

That on the iTtth day of December, 1902, and before

^ the trial of said action had commenced, the plaintiff

1/8
moved the court to strike out defendant s said amended

answer on the following grounds

:

1. That the same had been filed without leave of

court.

2. That the same had been filed without authority of

law.

3. That it changed the issues made in the action,

among other things, introducing a plea in abatement.

179 Said motion, after argument of counsel for the respec-

tive parties, was granted by the court, and said answer

was. by the order of the court, then and there made in

its minutes, stricken out, to which ruling and order de-

fendant then and there duly excepted.

Be it further remembered that, on December i8th.

1902, and after a jury had been impaneled and sworn to

try this action, defendant applied to the court for leave

to file said answer which had been so stricken out. and

IgQ that said application was by the court denied, to which

ruling defendant then and there excepted. That thereupon

defendant moved the court for leave to file an amended

answ^er, omitting the two defenses contained in said an-

sw-er setting up the coverture of plaintift", which motion
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181 ^^^^ ^^y ^''^"scnt of plaintiff oranted by the court, and

such amended answer was thereupon served and filed.

Inasmuch as the foregoing matters do not appear of

record, defendant, within the time allowed by law and

the stipulation of the parties, tenders this its bill of ex-

ceptions, and asks that the same be settled and allowed

and made a part, of the record in this case.

Dated February ii, 1903.

W. F. Fitzgerald,

j^g2 Eugene Daney,

Samuel M. Shortridge,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

The foregoing bill of exceptions having been served

in due time, and no amendments thereto having been pro-

posed, is hereby settled and allowed this 26th day of

June, 1903.

E. S. Torrance, Judge.

lo3 (Endorsed:) Filed June 26, 1903, \\\\\ H. Holcomb,

Clerk. By Herbert N. Neale, Deputy. ,

[Title oe Court and Cause.]

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.

BE IT REMEMBERED that on the i6th day of De-

cember, 1902, the above entitled cause came on-regularly

184 for trial before the Honorable E. S. Torrance, Judge of

said Court. The plaintiff aj^peared in person and

by her attorneys; J. W. McKinley, A. B.

Hotchkiss, Frederick R. Kellogg, W. R. An-

drews and James E. Wadham, and the defendant
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^gc^ appeared l)y its attorneys; W. F. Fitzf^erald, W. J. Ilun-

saker, Eugene Daney, Grant Jackson and Samuel M.

Shortridge. And thereupon, the following proceedings

were had in the matter of the impaneling of a jurv and

the trial of said cause, to-wit : That in impaneling a jury

twenty-six persons were examined as to their qualifica-

tions as jurors to try said cause. The plaintiff challenged

two of said persons for cause, which challenges were by

the court allowed, and the plaintiff exercised four

186 Peremptory challenges. The defendant inter])ose(l chal-

lenges for cause to five of said persons, four of which

challenges were by the court allowed, and one of which

challenges was by the court denied, and the defendant

exercised four peremptory challenges. The challenge for

cause which the defendant interposed and which the court

denied, was the challenge for cause interposed by the de-

fendant to the talesman, Paul Sainsevain. While the tales-

man, Paul Sainsevain, was being examined on his voir

-foy (ioir as to his qualificatior.s to sit as a juror, the nature

of the controversy having been explained to the tales-

man, the following proceedings were had. to-wit:

BY MR. ANDREWS: O. Mr. Sainsevain, you re-

side in the City of San Diego?

A. Yes, sir. I have lived here about eleven _\ears. 1

am not personally acquainted with the ])laintiff, Katherine

Tinglej, nor am I personally acquainted with General

-iQo Otis, the manager of the Los Angeles ^Times. T do not

believe I have read the Los Angeles Times in the last

three or four years.

Q. Have you any personal knowledge of this publica-

tion?
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1QC) A. I have not heard anything; in reference to this con-

troversy from any persons who purported to be witnesses,

nor have I had any business transactions with the Times-

Mirror Company, or with General Otis, or with ^Irs.

Tingley.

I am not conscious at this time of any feehng of bias

or prejuchce in favor or against either one of the parties

to this litigation. I have no prejudice against what is

known as theosophy, or against what is known as the

Universal Brotherhood. If it should transpire to be the

fact in this case that ]\Irs. Tingley claims some connec-

tion with theosophy, that connection would not prejudice

me against her.

I am acquainted with-Eugene Daney, one of the counsel

for the defendant in this case. My acquaintance with him

is friendly. I am not aware that he has any influence of

any consequence with me. The fact of my acquaintance

with him would not influence my verdict in any respect.

-'-91 I am acquainted with Mr. Hunsaker. I have been ac-

quainted with him several years. The acquaintance is

simply casual. Aly acquaintance with him would not in-

fluence my verdict in any respect.

BY MR. DAXEY: O. I\Ir. Sainsevain, you have

lived here how long?

A. Since i886. I have been a resident of San Diego

Count}' continuously during all of that time. I do not

1 ^2 read the Los xAngeles Times regularly. I have not read it

for over a year. Sometimes when they had the library in the

Keating Block I read it there, but I have not read it any

since. I never took it to my knowledge, never. In Los

Angeles I used to read the "Herald." I supposed in the
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193 beginning The Herald was a Democratic paper and I took

that paper in preference, and that is the only reason

;

simply because; The Herald at that time was a Democratic

paper and would be more in consonance with my views

and I prefer to read it. I did not have any prejudice

against the Los Angeles Times other than that which

would be political. W'e had the choice of the two papers

and I took the Herald ; for the reason that it was of the

same political faith as myself and had no other reason.

]^94 I read the San Diego papers and took the "Sun" and

used to take the "Tribune." I have been taking the "Sun"

six or eight months, and before that I took the "San

Diego Tribune." I sometimes read the "San Diego Union.'

I have read the "Sun" continuously during the last six

months. I suppose I have read all the items of news that

appeared in the " Sun," but T do not know how true they

were. I do not remember that I have read any of the

articles in any way commenting on this case. I may have.

1 or I do not remember anything in the "Sun" giving an ac-

count of the proceedings of this case that have preceded

the actual trial. I read some of an article about an at-

tempt being made to take the deposition of Mrs. Tingley.

I have read matter that has appeared in. the " Sun " con-

cerning the agitation regarding the Cuban children. Tart

of the time I have read an account of the meetings held at

the " Isis Theatre " every Sunday night. I have read

most of these articles.

Q. Then to the best of your information at this time

196 and to the best of your belief, vou have practically read

everything that has appeared in the "Sun" concerning

this case, the proceedings preceding the trial and also

the proceedings relating to the Cuban children's case?

A. I suppose so.
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197 Q- Likewise all of the accounts of meetings at the

"Isis Theatre" of the Thcosophical Society?

A. I guess so. Xearl\- all, anyway.

I have attended meetings at the "Isis Theatre," but

not regularly. I have been there when J heard the children

were going to sing. I have been there three or four times,

maybe five times. T took some ladies with me. I was more

or less interested in the matter and took a particular in-

terest in the children's performance and music, and heard

i-^o the various addresses delivered there by different people.

I do not know^ that I could give the date when I was last

there. There were a great many children there. I think

it must be three months ago. I have not been there since.

I did not witness any demonstration on last Sunday

afternoon of the arrival of the Cuban children. I read an

account in the San Diegan Sun, published the following

day. T read all the Sun had to say on the subject and

have not been following the case up. I had nothing to do

199 so T read the papers.

O. Xow all these ' different newspaper articles you

have read, and these various statements that you have

heard from the various speakers at the "Isis," did they in

anv way create any impression on your mind in regard

to the merits or demerits of this case?

A. Well. no. I do not believe the papers much any-

how.

200
O. Then I understand you to say, you placed no reli-

ance on anything vou read ?

A. On some, but most on news happening around

town. Of course, I know it is partly true and partly un-
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201 true, so you do not know how much is true. T believe I

read the San Diego Union's account of these proceedings.

I happened to get tlie San Diego Union and read about

tlie arrival of the children last Sunday. I do not think I

read the speeches delivered there as published in the

Union. I read part of it and did not read ])art of it.

O. Did you remember whether you read the speech

of Senator Bowers reflecting on the defendant in this case

or the president of the defendant?

202
A. I believe I read a part of them.

O. Did you read that particular part of Senator Bow-

ers' speech in which he criticises Gen. Otis?

A. I did not. 1 did not see his name mentioned at

all. I do not know that I saw any allusion to him in the

article. I only read that the children left Colton to come

this way on account of the Los Angeles people.

O. I call your attention, Mr. Sainsevain, to the San

Diego Union of Monday, December 15th, and ask you if

this is the article you read ? "Citizens Extend Welcome

to Cuban Children."

A. Yes, sir, I believe that it is. That is the article.

O. Do you remember whether you read that portion

of it containing an account of Senator Bowers' speech,

wherein this language is used : "I use the word conspira-

204 tors advisedly, for it was a conspiracy on the part of

the society, in connection with the slanderers and libelers

of our neighboring city, who are now seeking to escape

just punishment for their crimes, and will not. I opine,

find it quite as easy as 'crossing the Rubicon."
"'
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205 ^^- T do not renu'inber tliat ]iart of it. I did not read

the entire article.

The defendant here ofifercd copy of the San Diego

L'nion, dated Monday, December 15th, 1902, and being

the paper to which the talesmen's attention had been called

and asked that the same be marked by clerk as an ex-

hibit for the purpose of identification. The article men-

tioned to in said paper was marked by the clerk and is

herein set out as Defendant's Exhibit Xo. 1.

206

"DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT No. i."

The San Diego Union. Monday Morning, December 15,

1902.

CITIZENS EXTEXD WELCOME TO THE CUBAX
CHILDREX — MEETIXG HELD YESTERDAY
AFTERXOOX AT ISIS THEATRE IN THEIR

HOXOR— ADDRESSES BY E. W. HEX-

207 DRICK AXD W. W. BOWERS—D. C. REED
TELLS OF THEIR TRIP ACROSS THE CON-

TINENT FROM ELLIS ISLAND TO SAN
DIEGO.

The eleven Cuban children who arrived at Point

IvOma School on Saturday- night, were given a welcome

^'csterday, such as must have made their little eyes open,

for they could understand but very little of what was said

to them, or about them.

The first of the reception .took the form of' a parade

through the principal streets of the city, starting from

the foot of D street, near the Santa Fe Depot. The pro-

cession was headed by the City Guard Band and was

made up of the children in carriages and the other chil-

208
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0Q9 (li'eii, froni the Raja Yoo;a school accompanied them. The

parade passed up D street to Fourth, on Fourth to F, on

F to Fifth, on Fifth to the stage entrance to the Isis

theatre.

The theatre was filled. The stage setting was very

])rettv. At one side were gathered the children at the feel

of Miss Dr. Van Pelt, and on the stage were those who

were to take part in the reception exercise.

Dr. Hearne called the audience to order and stated

21() the purjDose of the meeting, telling how the movement

originated and how the people spoken to seemed most

willing to take part. After two songs by the children

from the Raja Yoga school, Judge E. W. Hendrick was

introduced to speak a welcome to the children, wdiich he

did in part as follows

:

JUDGE HENDRICK'S REMARKS.

My dear young friends : I have been requested by

mv fellow citizens to bid you welcome to our beautiful

'^^^ citw and to express to you our very great joy at your

safe arrival. I regret more than I can tell you the fact

that I cannot speak to you in the beautiful language

of your native land, for I know by experience how dear

to one's heart are the accents of his mother tongue, when

wandering on a foreign strand.

You are indeed too young to appreciate the full

significance of the events which bring you hither, and

to comprehend the unusual circumstances which have at-

-12 tended your journey from your l)irlhi)lace in Cuba to

your adopted home on the shores of the Pacific Ocean.

Even we, who are older, and have seen more of life.

and who have read more of history, do not understand

its full scope and meaning. The kindness of Mrs. Ting-
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213 '^'y '^"^^ "^ ^^^^^ Thcosophical society in cstablisliino- the

Raja Yoii^a school for the l)enetit of poor cliil(h"en, and

bringing" them free of expenses from a foreign land, is

an ontgrowth of the same spirit of brotherhood and love

wliicli le^l this great country to espouse the cause of down-

trodden Cuba, and to assist her in the estal)lishnient of

her freedom and independence.

Yoii are now about to enter upon a new life. You

have every reason to expect that your life in your new

214 home will be ha])py and beneficial. You have been pre-

ceded here by a number of your compatriots and if we

are to judge from their happ_\' faces, whenever we see

them, nothing is wanting to their complete contentment.

The people of San Diego often see them at the public

meetings which are held every Sunday evening in this

hall for religious and artistic culture, and what we see

there leads some of us at least to believe that they are

not only happy and contented, but that they are receiving

215 i^^^^ ^'^'^t kind of instruction which will teach them to

become useful citizens of a free and independent nation

—

whether that nation shall be this grand and illustrious

repul>lic, or the new republic which by the heroic bravery

of its own sons—and by the noble and unselfish assistance

of the United States, has risen like a new star into the

galaxy of nations. The education which you may get here

mav easily become of great assistance to you in the

future, when you shall have arrived at the age of manhood,

91 /: and ])erha])s be called upon to assist in maintaining and

defending the new-born libert\' which has come to the

I'earl of the Antilles—as your beautiful island has so

poetically been called. *

Now it is not to be expected that all of you—nor
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217 even a majority of you—will always remain away from

your native land. As irresistibly as the magnetic needle

seeks its attractive poles, so docs the human heart turn

ever to its bil-thplace. The fond lips of her who teaches

us also to love and adore and reverence the words, "( )ur

Father" teaches us also to love and adore our Fatherland.

So, as came the prodigal son—after many wandering.s

—

back to his father's mansion, so you will go, when the

time shall come, back from Loma land, over the snow-

218 clad mountains and past the great Father of Waters, to

the beautiful mountains and valleys of Cubaland, and the

great question will be. Shall you go back as children

only, or clad in the strong panoply of mature manhood,

ready to act well your part in the great battle of life.

In order to prepare you for that battle which Cuba

shall surely be called to fight, the first lesson that you

ought to learn—as it seems to l:)e—is obedience ; obedi-

ence to your rightful superiors ; obedience to law ; obedi-

219 cnce to the admonitions of conscience. No man can ever

lie truly a master until he has first learricd to obey ; no

nation has ever achieved great national success, unless

its people had first learned this great lesson of obedience

—obedience to the laws of the country and to the laws

of God. It is this lesson which the Latin races of modern

times have found it so hard to learn—obedience to the

laws of the land. It is lawlessness which makes the

South and Central American states the subjects of con-

220 stant revolutions ; it was the spirit of lawlessness—both

upon the part of rulers and the lower classes—which led

to the French revolution, the bloodiest epoch in human

history, ar;d which led the great Xapoleon to exclaim

w.th a sigh that the name of Washin"ton would l:e sung



221 ^^y ^^^^ bard of futurity, wliilc his would be lost iu the

unfathomable vortex of French revolutions.

Xext to obedience, I would say that the most desirable

lesson for you to learn is patriotism—patriotism in its

broadest and truest sense. I have alreadv said that the

love of country is implanted by nature in the human

heart. The sentiment controls the philosopher and the

statesman, as well as the peasant and the ploug-Iiman

—

yes, verily, even the savage and the tiger will fight for

ryr^r^ lus wigwam aud his lair. I hit the patriotism which I

would recommend to you and upon which—as I under-

stand the Theosophical Societv is based—upon the

brotherhood of man. ( )ne of our most distinguished ])a-

triots and statesmen announced his political platform and

religious creed in one short sentence—never surpassed

ar:d only equaled by him, who spake as man never spake
—"The world is my country ; to do good my religion."

So, my dear children, while I think that we should each

ry^-^ love our Fatherland and our mother tongue better than

all others, we should never forget that, as pagan Senecca

has well expressed it : 'T)f one blood hath God made all

men"; ^-ncl that in our love of the country which gave

us birth, we must not seek our own good nor the aggran-

dizement of our own country at the expense of others

;

but that in no way can we so benefit the world—and so

benefit Cuba and the United States, as by doing unto

others as we would have others do unto us. "

224 COLLECTOR BOWERS ADDRESS.

On being introduced after Judge Hendrick had

finished, Collector Bowers spoke as follows

:

I presume this is a sample of the cruelt_\- the people

of San Diego are going to indict upon these children,
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225 'i"^' from which the p^ood and in^rcat Gerrv socictv tried

to save them :

" After one ^consideration of what 1 intend to sav

here and row, and as 1 l)clievc un(lerstan(Hni>- the or(H-

nary mcanini[^ of Eng^Hsh words in common use, I say

that under the conditions known to exist, the action of

the "(jerry Society for the prevention of cruelty to Chil-

dren," in the matter of the detention of these Cuban

clr'ldrcn, testifies that the name of that society* is a mis-

226 'i"'n<^^'r ; that its pretense of beino- actuated bv a desire

to prevent cruelty to children is fraudulent, that it is a

patent hum1)ug, that it is an institution permeated with

bigotry and sectarian ir:tolerance. if not reeking- with cor-

ruption—as charged recently by leading New York papers.

That its title should be amended, by striking out the

word "prevention" and inserting in lieu thereof the word

" infliction." I am aware that this is very plain speaking

about an institution that has been given such extraordi-

227 'i^""}' powers by the New York Legislature, but the facts

show that what T have said is true.

The only cruelty which has been, or is likelv to be

inflicted upon these children, v/hile they may remain

in the United States, has been inflicted by the (^.erry So-

ciety of New York, in holding them for weeks in the

inclement climate of that place, ai;d resulting in their

being compelled to cross to this side during the fearful

cold weather, with what injury to their health is not

110. yet known. But for this societ\- for the "infliction" of

cruelty upon children thev would have long ago been

safe in the genial climate of San Diego, much like the

climate of Cuba when Cuba is at its best.

It is apparent that before these children started



229 from Cuba, arrangements were fully completed by tlic

Society to prevent their landing, regardless of any law

or justice. For it appears from the published reports

that the emissaries of the Society, instead of the officers

of the immigration bureau, conducted the examination

of these children, going down the bay as previously ar-

ranged, and that the immigration officers appear to have

acted wholly under the direction of this society, instead

of the laws of the United States.

230 " And, notwithstanding the favorable rcj^orts as to

the character of the school made b}- the collector of this

port, and wired to Commissioner Williams, at Ellis Island,

at his request, and which report was strongly fortified by

telegrams from the mayor and ex-mayor, and leading

merchants and prominent citizens of this city, who know

of their own knowledge the facts, these were all con-

temptuously disregarded, the dictions of the Society

obeyed, and the children immediately ordered deported.

'^31 ' ^"^ ^^ appears that while we may have in subordi-

nate positions in government employ some who may not

be properlv classed as Americans, we have most for-

tunately in charge of the administration at the head, real

Americans, im.bued with the instincts of civil and relig-

ious liberty, and thereby the Gerry conspirators failed in

carrying out their scheme to completion.

"
I use the word conspirators advisedly, for it was

a conspiracy on the part of the society, in connection

232 ^^'^^'^ ^^^ slanderers and libelers of our neighboring city,

who are now seeking to escape just punishment for their

crimes and will not. I opine, find it quite as easy as

' crossing the Rubicon.'

" If the Gerry Society is what it purports to be it
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233 i:et'<^l not go far afield for an opportunity to exercise its

charity, and bestow its blessings. It need not reach clear

across the continent to San Diego for the chance. It can

find op]M)rtunities by the tens of thousands, in the neigh-

borhood of Mulberry Bend, Five I'oints, and the in-

numerable slums of New York cit}-, under the very

shadow of their homes, under their very noses, where

there is work and need of a dozen honest societies, for

the rescue of thousands of children from the cruelties of

234 their surroundings, children suffering from lack of food,

exposure and neglect, or living in filth, and graduating

as criminals. And the number being kept full b_\- the

landings every week of hundreds, if not thousands of

children of indigent immigrants, many of whom become

])ublic charges.

It is unnece^sar}- for this Gerry outfit to concern

itself about cruelty to children in San Diego, California.

This city has always been able to care for its own, and

235 i*^ is not worrying over the liability of these children

becoming 'public charges.' Should such a thing happen

in the future. I think I am warranted in assuring the

Gerry Society and New York city that San Diego will

riot call u])on either for any part of the expense incident

thereto.

And in this connection I may also suggest to the

San Francisco Sonntag Society that if it really wants

to-do something in the line of prevention of cruelty to

235 children, it can find ample op])ortunities along the r)ar-

liary coast, and the slums of San Francisco, to occupy

all its spare time, and all the time of its walking and

advertising agents. Think of it for a moment ! The Sonn-

tag deputies passing by Barbary Coast, and through the
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237 slums of San Francisco and coniino- way down to San

Diego, in search of an opportunity to prevent cruelty to

children. In the jargon of the day, "'Don't that jar you?"

As an exhibition of gall on the part of this San Fran-

cisco-society, it is a dandy.

" Is there a man or woman in this audience who be-

lieves that these children would have been detained in

New York and so hastily ordered deported, if under pre-

cisely similar conditions they had been de&tincd for any

238 Pi"otestant or Catholic school or institution in any state

in this Union? You know they would not have been

so detained.

" I have no personal interest in this matter other

than that which every citizen should have in the general

welfare and in the welfare of this city. I am not a Theos-

ophist, neither a iVotestant nor a Catholic, but just an

American citizen, devoutly believing in the civil and re-

ligious libert}- of mankind—the liberty to embrace and

2'^Q believe, or practice any religion in so far as it does not

interfere with the rights of others, and the liberty of the

right to choose that is accorded to one, shall be accorded

to all.

" Some one has said that when the Pilgrim Fathers

brought the first consignment of civilization to the shores

of the new world, they fell on their knees and thanked

God that they had found a land where they were at

liberty to worship Him according to the dictates of their

940 *^^^" conscience. This done, they arose and began killing

Indians, burning witches and compelling every person

to worship God after the same manner they did, and they

j)rovided and inflicted severe ]nmishments on all who did

not hold to their way as long as they had the power.
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94]^
" However that may l)e, we know they IjrouLcht witli

them and their civihzation the seeds of that rehgious in-

tolerance from which they had fled, and planted both in

the new world, and both grew together. The seeds of in-

tolerance spread like Canada thistles in an eastern oat

field, and became the same kind of a blight and nuisance

in the new world as it was ever in the old, a blight that

has caused more sulTering, wars, and violent deaths,

after in many instances of bodily torture, than any other

242 l<"o^vn cause.

' The Congressional Record will certif\- that eight

years ago I said on the floor of Congress that the send-

ing of missionaries to China was substantially sending

agents there to overturn the Chinese government, for its

government was indissoluably connected with and

founded on its religion ; and to overturn one was to over-

turn both. The Chinese war was the work of the mis-

sionaries ; not that they intended anything of the kind,

243 but was the logical and unavoidable result of their work.

Does anyone believe that the Chinese people have been

in any way benefited by it?

" Rut the United States boasts of the religious free-

dom accorded to every one, and provides for this in its

fundamental law. History and experience taught the

founders of this nation the absolute necessity of a com-

plete separation of church and state, in a government

under which civil and religious libert\- could be preserved.

244 " History and experience taught the people of these

United States the necessity of ])rohibiting the propaga-

tion in the public schools of any one of the religious sys-

tems of the 'two and seventy jarring sects.'

But in this vear, in the L'nited Scutes, this Com-
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245 in<->(lore ( ?) Gerry says, in regard to the detention of

these children. "The point is that the children at the Raja

Yoga school receive no religious training, and so he calls

upon the government to interfere in matters of religious

helief. or more properly speaking, religious professions.

The common hallucination of the bigot is that every per-

son who isn't just like him in religious belief has no

religion. Well, I think one better have none than have

the Gerry variety.

246 " This spirit of sectarian intolerance -lifts its ugly

head everywhere and while usually impotent, it is al-

ways alive, always associated with ignorance or malig-

nity, or both.

" Only a few years ago we had a manifestation of

this spirit in the organization, by sectarians, of that

miseral)le abortion known as the A. P. A., American Pro-

tective Association, the original purpose of which was to

make war upon Catholicism, But, like all organizations

247 founded upon malevolent ignorance and bigotry, in this

country, it soon passed out of existence.

" We remember that not long ago some sectarians

here made a concerted attack on the Point Loma society,

solely on account of a difiference in profession of religious

beliefs. As you know, the attack feii flat. The average

American likes fair play and don't like pretense, and is

as much opposed to religious trusts and combinations

as to any other kind of trusts.

248 " ^ ^^^^^ surprised a few days ago, while in the com-

pany of some good religious people—some of them good

orthodox, and others liberals—to see this ugly spirit of sec-

taria-n intolerance and ' illiberalism ' crop out. They

seemed to forget that upon the liberty and equality before
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^49 ^^^^' ^3.\\\ and in the respect to the privileges of all, depends

the existence of each. That all history testifies that when

one of the sects have in the past obtained the power,

r.ll others have been driven to the wall.

" After the Commissioner General of Immigration

had visited ar.d investigated the Point Loma Institution,

he talked very freely in my office to all there. He said

that he had very thoroughly investigated every building,

tent, and every part of the institution. Every place had

'>-A l)een opened to him. He said he had visited many insti-

tutions in his time, but had never found one so scrupu-

lously clean, everywhere—it is said that 'cleanliness is

next to Godliness.' He took his dinner with the children,

without previous notice to the officers, joining them as

they marched into their' meal room. He was left alone

with them and asked many questions, and ii. turn the

children \)\\ed him with questions. He saw them in the

school rooms and at their athletic exercises. He said

9-1 that these children gave positive evidence that they were

receiving an education along practical lines, and training

both of body and mir.d calculated to fit them to become

useful, self-supporting citizens. That they were being well

cared for in every way. He had not seen a school where

children received better care and training. Such is the im-

pression made upon a man who saw the things he was

talkir.g about, and one who certainly did not approach

his investigation with any prejudice in favor of the in-

^_~ stitution. Every fair-minded man who has investigated,

or obtained any fair knowledge of the Point Loma

School, agrees with the commissioner.

The Point Loma school is for caring for and edu-

cating a hundred children, guiding them in the way that
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1^3 leads to their bccominy; ladies and i^entlemen, for their

dailv association is with laches and g'cntlemen.

" Knowledge and education are the natural foes of,

and safeguards against bigotry and superstition, and a

far better outfit and capital for aiiv vonng man or woman

to start out on life's journey, than anv narrow-chested

sectarian creed.

' And let it be remembered that this Point Loma

Society has not at any time asked the ])eople of this city

954 to contribute one cent toward its sunport, or the support

of its school, while it paxs large taxes for the support of

the public schools.

" Is there one day in the whole vear that you do not

see in the windows of the stores on our main streets,

placards asking von to give, give. give, for the benefit

of this, that or the other society of this city?

" Did vou ever see in anv window of this citv or any

other place, a placard, or a begging circular, asking you

2^:^ to contribute anything for the Point Loma Society, or

its school? You never did. On the contrary, for years

past, this society has furnished the people here free en-

tertainments, lectures and musicals, in oup of the finest

opera houses in the state, which haw, always been

crowded with the best*class of your citizens.

This society seems to have discovered the philoso-

])her's stone, which is "pay as you go," and it has expended

hundreds of thousands of dollars in buildings and im-

^r^ provements and in beautifying its thousand acres of

ground, most of which money has been paid to the work-

ing men of San Diego.

Now I sul)mit that if people of large means and re-

sources come among us and choose to take upon them-
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257 selves the support, care and education of a large number

of children, choose to expend their own money and means

in that way, in the name of common sense, are they not

entitled to the approval and encouragement of every fair-

minded man and woman in San Diego? as well as to the

common rights of citizens ? They don't ask for your

money.

Suppose that the Point Loma Society had located at

Los Angeles instead of San Diego, and made the same

258 extensive improvements there that they have here .'

would there have been, think you, a criminal libel suit

now pending against a Los Angeles journal for its slan-

ders and its lies about this society? Not any. The peo-

ple of Los Angeles act together, for the upbuilding of

their town, and in some respects the people of San Diego

might well emulate some of their methods.

The proceedings of this Gerry fraud in connection

with the detention of these children is only one of its

2c;q many outrages and cruelties towards children and their

parents. Its vile and corrupt practices were reported to

the Lexow committee by Mr. Ooff, and " testimony ad-

duced before that committee touching said society has

gone to show that some of its agents are as venial and

corrupt as the police, whose infamy the committee mainly

aims to expose." So says that New York ^lail and Ex-

press in its issue of the. first instant, in a four-colunni

article exposing some of the abuses and corruption of this

260
'"'"''^'y-

Among other things it said: " This society took its

first case in court under the new law, by completely

changing the appearance of a former matronly-looking

woman, and mascfuerading her before a jury in short
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261 '^^^''''^^- liraided hair and .q'encral appearance of a young

schoolgirl, "and was roundly scored by the judge for its

miserable attempt to deceive the court and jury." Nice

institution that, to attempt to take charge of the affairs of

decent people on this coast.

This Gerry gang has been given extraordinary pow-

ers by the New York Legislature, which it has shame-

fully abused, but that Legislature could not control the

general government, which compelled the rotten society

262 ^^ remove its filthy hands from off these children, and

they are here where they will be cared for, educated, and

in due time will return to their homes as young ladies and

young gentlemen, able to think for themselves, and free

to choose any form of religion they think best, after the

fashion of a real American.

They will start out on the journey of life with the

best equipment that can be given a young man or young

woman — a practical education, useful knowledge, the

2A'5 habits that come from necessary and wholesome dis-

cipline, and not least, with the aspirations and ambitions

that result from the environment and association with

ladies and gentlemen, such as they will have at Point

Loma.

At the close of the address by Mr. Bowsers, there was

more music, and ex-Mayor Reed was presented with an

address and an American flag by the children of the Raja

Yoga school, the presentation being made by Miss

ryf^ A Wood, the head of the school. He thanked the children

in fitting manner, and then told the audience of the trials

of the children and their protectors, after the decision in

their favor by the government had been made. In part

he spoke as follows :
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2^5 " Friends and fellow-citizens : This to me, is cer-

tainly a very happy moment. I had no expectation of

receiving at the hands of the head mistress of the Raja

Yoga school so gratifying an endorsement. It is surely

more than I am eiititled to. Being a loyal Californian,

although I was born in New York, but not at the time of

the Gerry society— and being particularly loyal to this,

my home, and to its people. I simply went on an errand

by order of the society of which I am secretary, in order

2AA to do my plain duty. I left here a week ago and pro-

ceeded eastward, and I was protected, not by arms, but

by legal documents from our courts as secretary of the

San Diego Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chil-

dren. Aly mission was to bring here the eleven Cuban

children who had been detained at Ellis Island, and who

had left Cuba seven weeks ago today. They were, as I

say, detained in. company with Dr. Van Pelt for five long

weeks upon this island in the Atlantic Ocean, and prac-

r,/- y tically kept in a pig-pen by this Gerry society. I met

them, and I took possession of them as agent of the Hon.

Emilio Bacardi, (the Mayor of Santiago de Cuba.)

(Applause.) I was in possession of documents given to

me by him as their guardian. I received my instructions

and also the information that there might be trouble upon

the Pacific Coast. I had been informed of this in ad-

vance, and consequently we were well prepared for any

and all maneuvers, and I propose here and now to tell

9A« you a little history. It has been already printed, and

therefore it is public property, so I don't think it will do

any harm to tell you.

After the report of Mr. Sargent, who came here to

investigate at the rc([uest of the government, had been
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259 '""i^^l^' to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the children

were released, the attorneys of the Gerry Society for the

infliction of cruelty to children said that, although they

were released, the arm of their society was long- enough

to reach to the Pacific Coast, and these children, they

said, should never be handed to the agents of Mrs.

Tingley. What do you think of that?

Now, as Mr. Bowers has said with his usual vigor,

Mr. Sargent is an American citizen, an officer of the gov-

270 ^''"iii''''cnt, and practically a member of President Roose-

velt's Cabinet. He says that he has made an examination

of these schools ; that there is also the report of the col-

lector of the port of San Diego, and the report of Mr.

North, the immigration commissioner at San Francisco,

who was sent down to examine. In addition to these,

there are the reports of the Mayor, the bankers, and the

officials of San Diego, with regard to the Point Loma

institution. Under these circumstances, Mr. Sargent ad-

2*71 vised the Gerry people to return home. "If you attempt

anything." he said, " you will get beaten, as you have

been already." (Laughter.)

Now at New York there was Mr. Albert Spalding,

who is well known to you by reputation, and whose home

is on the hill. It was reported that when the children

were released, they would be taken, with Dr. Van Pelt,

to the Albermarle Hotel in New York for a few days'

recuperation. The Gerry people did not quite believe it,

->_- but that was the report. In the meantime, Mr. Spald-
~' ing chartered the finest boat in the bay of New York and

went down to Ellis Island with the release papers. The

boat steamed up and was pointed in the direction of New
York City and they were all photographed with Dr. Van

Pelt.

I
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273 They stepped on l^oard tlie boat and steamed away

from New York City, but when they got out into the fog,

they changed the course and headed for New Jersey.

(Applause.) When they reached Jersey City, there on

tlie wharf stood tvvelve great powerful men, members of

Mr. Spalding's athletic club, over six feet in height,

every one of them. As I say, there were twelve of them,

one for each child, and one for Dr. Van' Pelt. (Laugh-

ter.) Almost before the boat stopped, they were taken

r^yt in charge, rushed into the train, and away they went to

Washington, at express speed, and at Washington they

were met by Mr. Sargent himself.

Now is it any wonder that the friends of these

children, the friends of civilization, the friends of honesty,

of truth, of right, of ])urity, of moralit}', should have

made up their minds that (lu'se little ones should come

here ?

That train steamed awa\' from New Jersev, and

r^iji- it never entered at all into the jurisdiction of New York

State. I am informed that thc\- had seven warrants out

in that State for the arrest of Dr. Van Pelt and her

charges, and had they succeeded in capturing them, by

the laws of New York they could not have been rescued

until they came of age.

Even after they left it was again said they should

never reach the Pacific Coast. However, this San Diego

society, of which I am secretary, met them and traveled

^ two thousand miles with them.

Our tickets were to I^os .\ngeles. and Los Angeles

to San Diego. Within five minutes of the time that we

were due to arrive at Colton I said to the conductor and

to the porter that we would get out there. Dr. \'au Pelt

had the children all ready, ami although it was repre-
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277 seiited to ns that the train was late, and could only stay

for a very few minutes, and that there was no connection

with San Diego, we o^ot off at Colton and went to the

depot of the Santa Fe. I said, send along an engine

and a car as quickly as you can make them move ! They

came along, and in half an hour we were in that car, T

standing guard at one door and Air. White, who had

come all the way from Macon, at the other. Just as our

friends at Point Loma stand guard all night, so we stood

r,-o on guard there. In this wav we never went onto the soil

or within the jurisdiction of Los Angeles county, and

furthermore, we got off the train at Oldtown, although

we were supposed to get off dow^n here, and my own

friends were waiting for me. (Laughter.) We went to

the Point by way of Ocean Beach, and so we arrived, and

here we are this evening. (Loud and sustained ap-

plause.)

We rejoice as Californians, as citizens of San Diego,

and as law abiding people, that we have been able to

279
t^

1 1 '

assist in the protection of honesty and uprightness. We
rejoice that we are able to help not only these, but all

other children. (Applause.)

I and my entire family have lived at Point Loma.

with the people there, for six weeks. I recognize their

purity and the spiritual atmosphere in which I dwelt for

so long. It becomes not only my pleasure, but my

bounden duty to uphold, to maintain, and to defend the

virtuous work which thev are doing, and the humani-

'^ tarian work at Loma-land. Wherever I may be found,

and at whatever time, it will be my pride to uphold and

defend it. (Loud applause.)

At the close of Air. Reed's address the audience was

dismissed.
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281 Q- ^'^^^ ^^'^'^^ ^^^^ Union occasionally, do you ?

A. Yes, sir, maybe once or twice a week. I remem-

ber reading in the San Diego Union Tuesday morning,

December 2nd, 1902, an article under the caption: " Im-

provements Have Been Stopped." I read all of that

article. I did not discuss the article with any one. 1

1

purports to be signed by F. M. Pierce, General Super-

intendent. I remember reading in the San Diegan Sun

of Tuesday, December 2nd, 1902, an article under the

•^*^4 caption :
" Work Suspended. Point Loma Construction

Will Pause While Attack Continues."

The defendant here offered copy of the San Diegan

Sun of date Tuesday, December 2nd, 1902, containing

above mentioned article, and asked that the same be

marked for identification. The article mentioned to in

said paper was marked by the clerk, and is herein set

out as

Defendant's Exhibit No. 2.

283
•• DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. 2."

(The San Diegan-Sun, Tuesday, December 2, 1902.)

PROTECTON WANTED BY THE PEOPLE AT
POINT LOMA. A SURPRISING REQUEST
PRESENTED TO THE POLICE COMMISSION-
ERS.

At a meeting of the board of police commissioners

last evening a communication from the Point Loma
^"^ Homestead people through Secretary F. M. Pierce was

a very peculiar feature. The communication asks that

two or more mounted policemen be detailed from the

city force to patrol the outside of the grounds. During

the last two weeks, it is stated, the jeopardy has greatly
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acters to gain admittance. Then comes the mysterious

part of the communication.

This condition of* affairs will undoubtedly continue

and even increase until after Mrs. Tingley's now

pending libel suit is terminated. For if a child should

disappear from this institution or a dead body be found

upon our premises, it may be thought that such an occur-

rence would powerfull}- influence the case."

-^Q/- It was too deep for the commissioners, and besides,

mounted police are too much of a rarety to spare two of

them (almost the complete stock) without some consider-

ation, so the matter was referred to the council, and from

that body to the police committee. The police commis-

sioners are inclined to the belief that the Point Loma

people exaggerate the condition of affairs, and will not

readily accede to a request for so large a percentage of a

small police force to patrol the sage brush of Point Loma

^ for agents of the Los Angeles Times.

The appointment of a new sergeant for the force did

not come up last evening, as Sergeant Broadnax did not

send in his resignation. The appointment will be made

at the next meeting, and Clerk Moriarty will get the job.

WORK SUSPENDED. POINT LOMA CON-

STRUCTION WILL PAUSE WHILE ATTACKS

288 CONTINUE.

Willard & Neely, the contractors in charge of the con-

struction work at Point Loma Homestead, have received

word from the authorities, through General Superintend-

ent F. M. Pierce, that there will be no further work at
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289 the Point until the ])resent attacks on Mrs. Ting-lev and

the institution cease.

The " vicious attacks," the communication reads, have

made the construction of a number of proposed struc-

tures impossible for time, and that the workmen will

not again be required until the attacks have ceased. In

conclusion, " Please conve}- to these good, faithful work-

men Katherine Tingley's regret that she cannot for the

present ward them from the effects of the hostile attacks

now being made upon her by the Cfmimon enemies of

humanity and progress.

Q. Then you read the Union's article on this subject

in the forenoon, and the Sun article, which is an after-

noon paper, in the aft^noon or evening?

A. Well, the Union I glanced merely over it, because,

as I said, I read somebody else's Union, and I had not

much time to spare, so I just glanced over the paper,

and when I am at home at night I read the Sun, because

I have plenty of time to read it. I read the Sun article

in full, and 1 think I read the article in the I'nion in full.

I am a property owner in the city of San Diego, and

have been such for some years.

Q. I will ask you if these articles, or either of them,

made any impression on your mind whatever in reference

to any possible effect on your own property r

A. Well, I was sorrv to see the work stopped, of

292"* "* course.

Q. And you assumed it had stopped, or woukl stop

for the reasons stated in the article?

A. Well, I didn't see nothing. 1 don't know anything

291



293 ^l^oi^it it ; as I say, the paper may tell the truth, and it

may not.

O. Well, you assumed, of course, did you not, that

what was stated in the pa])er was true ; that they would

stop the work ?

A. I didn't assume that at all ; I assumed they stopped

work hecause they wanted to. ^'Vhat the reason was, I

didn't know anything about it.

294 Q. After they gave the reason in the article them-

selves?

A. If I believed the article, of course; if 1 did be-

lieve the article ; but did I believe the article ? that is

the question. I read the Sun's article in full. I know

the Sun article gives the reason to Mr. Pierce's satisfac-

tion, but I didn't know it was to my own satisfaction or

not. It occurred to me that the work might be stopped

for another reason than that stated in the paper. I did

not reason that out at all, one way or the other, because

I don't know anything about it— just what the papers

said. I have no reason to disbelieve what the papers

said ; I don't know as there is any reason to believe it,

either. . I was told that work had been stopped, and was

sorr\- it should stop, because I thought it was a good

thing for San Diego that the work was going on.

Q. A good thing for San Diego?

A. Giving people work.

O. Of course, it would have a tendency to enhance the

value of your property as well as anybody else's ?

A. I don't know. My property is away off from

there.

295
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297 O. Is that what you had in mind ; the possibihty of

enhancing- property vahics ?

A. I didn't have it on my properly, but on San Diego

in general.

Q. Now, then, from reacHng these newspaper articles

to which I have called your attention, and such others as

you say you may have read or did read, and from hearing

the various addresses in the operahouse, did you come

to any conclusion, or did you form any opinion in any

^^^ particular as to the character of the place that was being

conducted at Point Loma by the Theosophical Society?

A.- No ; I do not know that I formed any opinion at

all ; the only thing I concluded was it was a good thing

for San Diego, and that is the onl_\- thing. I still have

that opinion, or impression. In other words, that this

society was a rather desirable acquisition for San Diego;

partly from the fact that they were making improvements

at Point Loma, and that these people should be encour-

aged and favored rather than otherwise. I am of that

opinion now, and that is my present feeling.

O. Consequently, if you were accepted as a juror in

this case, you would enter upon the trial of this case

with a feeling favorable to one of the parties to the

action, would you not?

A. I would be favoring" the continuing the work
;

I

would be in favor of encouraging them.

^^^ O. And if }Ou thought the effect of your verdict

would be to discourage them— if you thought that an

adverse verdict would have a tendency to discourage these

people, you would take that into consideration, would

vou not ?

299
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301 A. No, sir; tli.'it would have nothing;- to do with my

verdict. My verdict is a (hffereiit thin^^ from what 1

wish to be— my verdict is not to he influenced in any

way.

O. What 1 want to get at is the (|uestion whether the

oi:)inion which you have formed from these (hfferent mat-

ters to which I have called your attention would in anv

manner enter into consideration of this case, after it had

been submitted to you; if you were accepted as a juror?

102
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304

A. i do not think it would have any influence on m\-

verdict.

Q. You do not think it would — but still you think

it might -— without intending any reflection ?

A. It might, of course; anything is possible.

Q. Do you think it is more likely it would than it

would not ?

A. Well, I do not know ; of course I like to see the

work going on ; T don't Ix'uow, it would not influence my

verdict in any way.

As a citizen of San Diego, I feel that the Theosophical

Settlement is a desirable acquisition ; that the improve-

ments that they are making on Point Loma and the money

which they are spending on this community is a desirable

proposition, and should be encouraged rather than be

discouraged — I have that feeling now.

Q. You would go into the jury with that feeling?

A. Yes, sir.

The defendant here interposed a challenge to and did

challenge the juror for the existence on his part of a
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305 state of mind evincinj^ bias in favor of the plaintiff in

the action under subdivision 7 of section 602 of the Code

of Civil Procedure of the State of California.

BY MR. ANDREWS: O. T understand counsel

to ask you, Mr. Sainsevain, if your feelino^

towards the Theosophical Society was such that

you thought it a good thing— do you mean to say

that you looked upon it as a good thing from sini])lv a

pecuniary standpoint to the City of San Diego; or do you

desire to be understood as expressing an opinion as to it

being a good thing from a moral standpoint. Did }ou

desire to express an opinion upon that matter?

306

A. Well, I don't know ; the mere moral standpoint —
I take that the moral standpoint, but I — of course, as I

said, I only saw the children ; I liked them — performing

there— I got my idea partly from that and partly from

the improvement, or from both, in fact, morally and

307 pecuniarily.

The feeling or liking which I have for the institution

will not affect my verdict in the action of Mrs. Tingle}'

against the Times Publishing Company for publishing the

article against her. It has nothing to do with it, and I

am satisfied that any feeling that I might have in favor of

the institution would not influence ni}- verdict. It would

not.

Before submitting the challenge to the Court, the
"^08" defendant asked permission to off'er testimonv showing

that the articles mentioned in the newspapers above re-

ferred to were furnished l)y the plaintiff, or by her

agents, and that she and they requested their publication

and hereupon the following proceedings were had :
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309 WALTER T. P>LAKE, SWORN AND EXAMINED
UN BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT, TESTIFIED
AS FOLLOWS

:

I'.V MR. DANEY: My name is Walter T. Blake. I

am and for three years have been continuously city

editor of the San Diego I'nion. I saw the original no-

tice that appeared in the San Diego L'nion of Tuesday

morning, December 2nd. 1902, which article is now

shown me, and marked as defendant's Exhibit No. 2. I

received the original from Mr. McMullen, the managing

editor of the San Diego Union ; at that time it was

brought into the L^nion office by one of the directors of the

Universal brotherhood; I do not know his name; it was

not Mr. Pierce. I have seen the copy from which the

article appearing in the San Diego Union of Monday, De-

cember r5th, entitled: "'Citizens Extend Welcome to

Cuban Children " was printed. The first two sticks, or

five inches, of the copy is my own composition ; the re-

marks of Judge Hendricks were handed to me by Mr.

Heath of the Tribvme, saying they were sent to me by

Judge Hendricks. The remarks of Collector Bowers

were handed to me by Mr. Bowers; the remarks of

Mr. Reed were handed to me by Mr. Griffes, who is con-

nected with the New Century, or some publication of

the Aryan Press — the ])ublication of the Theosophical

Society in this city. He furnished the .press report

of Mavor Reed's talk.

311
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CROSS-EXAMINATION OF WALTER T. BLAKE.

BY MR. ANDREWS

:

The publication of which I have last been testifying to

is my report in the Daily Union of Monday, December
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313 ^5th, of the meeting that was held at the Isis Theater, and

appears in that part of the paper subjected to the report

of local news.

FRANK N. PIERCK.

Sworn and examined on behalf of defendant, testified as

follows

:

BY MR. DANEY: My name is PVank M. Pierce.

I reside at Point Loma.

314 O. Are you in any way connected with the plaintiff

in this case?

A. I am a member of the Universal Brotherhood or-

ganization, and I am one of its officials, the secretary-

general in the cabinet of Mrs. Tingley, who is the leader

and official of the organization, and is the plaintiti' in this

case.

O. I will ask you if this article or notice appearing

3]^5 in the San Diego Union of Tuesday, December 2nd.

signed F. M. Pierce, or purporting to be signed by F.

M. Pierce, superintendent, or general superintendent, is

a notice given by you ?

A. To Willard & Neely, our contractors : 1 gave this

notice to them by telegram at my own instance, and l)y

virtue of my official position as general superintendent of

the contraction work going on at Point Loma, and of

which I had general charge. I did not send the notice to

•^^^ the Union for publication ; nor did 1 suggest to anybody

to take it there. I sent it from our telegraph station at

Point Loma to Mr. Xeely there through the Western

Union office. He resides in San Diego, and I telegraphed

that notice to him from Point Loma to San Diego
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217 through the Western Union Telegraph Company; I did

not have it pubHshed in the Union myself. The first I

knew of its publication was when I saw it. I did not

make any suggestion at all to Air. Xeely that it should

be published. I did not intend that it should l)e published.

Q. "^'ou mean to say that you intended it to be a

personal matter between Air. Xeely and yourself?

A. Absolutely; notifying him just the facts mentioned

»^Q in there for that purpose.

Q. If it was simply a personal matter between Air.

Neely and yourself, what is the necessity of this elab-

orate notice?

Air. Andrews : Your honor, I object to the cross-ex-

amination of the witness. He is theirs.

The court sustained the objection to the foregoing

question ; the defendant excepted thereto, and the same

is numbered Exception No. i.

319
O. If that notice was intended for Air. Neely alone,

why such details in the notice ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was an attempt on the behalf of defendant and

cross-examine its own witness.

The objection -was sustained by the court " on the

ground made, and on the further ground that it is imma-

terial and irrelevant to any matter to be considered by

320 ^'^^ court at this time." The defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 2.

WITNESS (continuing:) Before I sent that notice

to Air. Neely I had a consultation with Airs. Tingley on

the subject : I simply carried out the work under her gen-
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321 eral superintendent, under her g^eneral direction and

wishes, as she expressed them to me.

Q. And this was in pursuance of her express wishes

and desires ?

A. Not in that way — no sir, she desired to stop the

work for the reasons stated therein, and I transmitted it.

The notice was intended for Mr. Neely alone.

Q. You have so stated ; now if that is correct, if that

322 was for Mr. Neely alone, how did you propose to have

Mr. Neely convey to these good faithful workmen Kath-

erine Tingley's regret that she could not for the present

ward from them the efifects of the hostile attacks now be-

ing made upon her by the common enemies of humanity

and progress?

A. Willard & Neely were the contractors for labor,

and in the natural order of things we would transiuit any

information that affected the workmen to them and

through them ; necessarily it was the desire that the

workmen should know why the work stopped, because

they had been faithful men.

Q. Then it was not intended for Mr. Neely alone?

A. In a sense, he was the contractor for the labor on

that work and necessarily we have the sense to transmit

our desires through the proper channels.

3^_l^
WILLIAM T. NEELY,

Sworn and examined on behalf of defendant, testified as

follows

:

BY MR. DANEY: I\Iy name is William T. Xeely.

1 reside at 3348 G street, San Diego. I am a contractor

323
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3^5 '^''"' <"''c '^^ the contractors for work now ,^'oing- on, or that

was going on some time past at the Point Loma home-

stead. I am a member of the firm of Willard and Neely.

I have seen the original notice, of which a copy was ptib-

hshed in the San Diego Union of Tuesday morning, De-

cember 2nd, 1902, and which is defendant's Exhibit No.

2, and appeared under the heading of "Improvements

Have Stopped." I received the original notice from F.- M.

Pierce, the secretary-general of the Universal Brother-

o^^ hood. On Sunday evening about nine o'clock ; it was a

telegram ; I kept it in my pocket for a day or so.

O. Then what did you do with it?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

it was immaterial, which objection was sustained;

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 3.

At the time the court ruled on the objection to the

foregoing question, there was then in the jury box twelve

^* persons, five of whom, to-wit : Morgan E. Watkins, P>.

E. Holcombe, Andrew B. Judson, A. R. Mennett and J.

M. Grutcher, had been examined and passed for cause

by the respective parties to the action and who were after-

wards sworn as jurors to try the said cause and heard

the evidence introduced by the respective parties ; the ar-

gument of counsel, the in-structions of the court and par-

ticipated in the rendition of the verdict in said cause, and

that on the coming in of the verdict rendered by the jury,

J-o the jury w^as polled and the jurors above named on being

polled announced that they, and each of them, concurred

in and agreed to the verdict rendered by the jury in favor

of the plaintiff and against the defendant ; that the court

after the defendant had excepted to the order of the
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329 court sustaining the objection to the last and foregoing

question, made the following remarks

:

THE COURT: I sustain it on two grounds.

First, because it is not material or relevant to

any issue or que&tion to be decided by the court

at this time in reference to the qualifications of

this juror who has been challenged, and secondly,

I think it is improper to have these matters inyes-

tigated in the presence of the jurors, and the very rea-

330 son you assign why this article may have effected persons

who might afterwards become jurors is a good reason

why it should not be accepted here in the presence of the

gentlemen present in the box and who may serve as ju-

• rors in the case.

The defendant excepted to the remarks of the court

above set forth and the same is numbered Exception No.

4-

H.ereupon the defendant submitted the challenge to the

proposed juror, Paul Sainsevain, and the plaintiff denied

the challenge, and thereupon the court proceeded to and

did examine said Paul Sainsevain.

BY THE COURT: I have seen Mrs. Tingley. but I

am not personally acquainted with her ; 1 have never been

introduced to her and never spoken to her.

O. Are you acquainted with an\- of the persons con-

nected with the Theoso|)hical Society at Point Loma?

•^^^ A. I believe a vear ago I spoke to the gentleman who

answered Mr. Wilson's attack; I do not rememlxM" his

name now ; I have no personal acquaintance with the

people there ; I spoke with that gentleman once. 1 went

to Point Loma once. I have not ft)rnied any opinion of

331
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333 ""'y <^^^'" ^^ to whether that institution has heen jiroperly

conducted or not. I do not know anything about it.

O. Or whether persons are proper!} treated who are

residing- at that institution?

A. ] don't know anything about it. I have no opin-

ion on that subject.

334

O. What are the reasons for your desire or wish that

improvements should continue at Point Loma?

A. Well, that some employment at San Diego—im-

provement to San Diego—improvement of any kind.

The same reasons which would cause me to desire that

any public improvement, should be carried on in this city.

O. It grows out of no interest which you have in this

particular instance?

A. I have no interest, sir, whatever.

Q. I mean sentimental or otherwise. Have you no

335 special interest in this institution, of other kind?

A. Xo, sir.

Q. Have you any opinion that the reasons stated in

that card or instance which appeared in the San Diegan

Sun — appearetl in the Union, that appeared in both, the

one your attention was called to?

A. Excuse me, I only had a glance at the Union ; I

didn't read the Union through. I read the Sun through.

-2^^ I have no opinion of my own as to whether the reasons

stated in those articles for stopping the work are true.

O. That the reasons given are true?

A. I do not know just the reason. I do not know if

they are true or not. I have no opinion whatever as to

1
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337 whether Mrs. Tingley, or the institution with which she

is connected at Point Loma has been unjustly attacked.

I do not know and have no opinion whatever upon that

subject.

BY MR. DANEY: O. Air. Sainsevain, you stated

in reply to a question of the court, that you spoke to a

g-entleman that made a reply to Mr. Wilson's attack

on the theosophists. Who was that e^entleman ?

338

339

A. I don't know that I can tell you that. The gentle-

man was challenging Mr. Wilson, that is. Mr. Wilson

had made an attack on the theosophists and a gentleman.

a theosophist, answered it. It was not Rev. Mr. Xeil. I

was not present at the time the attack was made 1)\' Mr.

Wilson ; I was present when a replv was made thereto

at the Isis Theatre and heard the answer.

O. And afterwards was introduced to the gentleman ?

A. No; I took two ladies to visit, and I sat in the

carriage at the time they went through, to visit the build-

ing, and when they got through I went through, and we

were at the upper building there, where they keep the pic-

tures, and that is all. It must be a year, or a year and a

half ago when I visited there. I do not remember

whether it was before or after the reply I heard at the

Isis Theatre ; the ladies asked me to take them there and

I drove them.

340 Q- ^"^t the time you heard this reply of the gentle-

man at the Isis Theatre, you were of the opinion at that

time, were you not, that his reply was a complete

answer ?

The plaintiff objected to the ([uestion on the gn)und
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341 that it was irrelevant to this inquiry, which objection was

sustained, the defendant exce])ted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 5.

O. Were you of the o])inion after hearing- the reply,

that the attack was unjustified?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

oj_9 numbered Exception No. 6.

TALESMEN (contin.uing:) This reply was made

at the Isis Theatre under the auspices of the Theo-

sophical Society, of wdiich Mrs. Katherine Tingley, the

]ilaintiff in this case, is the leader.

Hereupon the defendant submitted the challenge for

cause interposed to the proposed juror, Paul Sainsevain.

which challenge was by the court overrul^ed. The de-

-^ 10 fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 7.

That at the time the challenge for caused interposed by

the defendant to the talesman, Paul Sainsevain, was over-

ruled, the defendant had been compelled to and had ex-

ercised three pre-emptory challenges, and had at that

time l)ut one pre-emptory challenge remaining, and the

defendant before the impaneling of the jury exercised

said pre-emptory challenge upon and against the tales-

^AA man, I'aul Sainsevain, and which pre-emptory challenge

exercised by the defendant ujion the talesman, Paul

Sainsevain, exhausted all the pre-emptory challenges to

which the defendant was entitled.

'i'hat a jury of twelve jurors was impaneled and sworn

I
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345 t*^ ^''y ^'^''^ cause, and tliercafter tlie followinjT^ |)rocee(l-

ings were had

:

The plaintiff read in evidence the following- stipulation :

[TiTi^E OF Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION..

It is hereby stipulated that u])on the trial of the

above entitled action any slip having thereon the heading

of "Allen's Clipping Bureau ""
in the form of the slip

•J"+^ hereto attached, with a stam[) showing the name of the

Times and the date of the publication of a clipjMng at-

tached thereto, shall be deemed as evidence that the clip-

ping attached to said slip was taken from the Los Ange-

les Times published upon the day shown by the

stamp upon the said slip, and that the matter contained

in said clipping was published in the regular edition of

the Los Angeles Times upon the date shown b_\- the slij).

It being also agreed that the introduction of such slip

347 and clipping in evidence shall be subject to objections as

to materiality, relevancy and competency of the article

contained in said clipping, except as to the sufficiency of

the evidence that the said article was published upon the

date shown by the stamp upon the said clipping, which

matter, however, may be contradicted by evitlence to the

contrary upon the part of the defendant.

F. R. Kellogg,

W. F. Fitzgerald, A. B. Hotchkiss,

348 HuNSAKER & Britt, J. W. McKlNLEV,

Attorneys for Defendant. Attorneys for Plaintiif.

Endorsed: Filed, December i8th, 1902. Will H. Hol-

comb. County Clerk. By Herbert X. Xeale, Deputy.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published
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349 i" the Los Angeles Times of December 16, 1900, entitled

" Spooks Play PVeeze-out."

The defendant objected to the introduction of the arti-

cle, on the ground that it was immaterial, irrelevant and

incompetent ; that it did not relate to or tend to support

any issue made l)y the ])leadings ; that it was a publication

of a date prior to the ])ublicati()n of the article complained

of in this action ; and that it related to other separate and

distinct matters than those referred to in the article com-

ocA plained of; that the publication related to the institution,

and did not refer to the ])laintiff in this action ; that the

action was not brought by the Universal Brotherhood, but

by Mrs. Tinqiey for injuries to her reputation; and that

the article offered did not refer to Mrs. Tingley in an\'

way, but referred to the Universal Brotherhood and to

Mr. Pierce, which objection was overruled. The defend-

ant exce])te(l, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 8.

351 '^'^'' ^''ticle was introduced, read in evidence, and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. i.

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT i."

" SPOOKS PLAY FREEZE-OUT."

A young man giving the name of P. Z. Fukin, and

the place of his last residence as Milwaukee, tells a strange

story of his attempt to secure a personal interview with

^-^ Mr. Pierce, one of the leaders of the Universal Brother-
"*^

hood institution at Point Loma. Mr. Fukin is a guest

at the Helping Hand Home on Sixth street.

Fukin says that he has been living thousands of years.

His lives, he says, are like the pages of a book, each

page representing a life. He expects to continue to live
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353 ^"^ move and have a being for all time. He says that he

has been engaged in mercantile business, and that for a

time he was employed in the Milwaukee postofifice. He

has been a disciple of theosophy for a long time, and has

read most of the literature bearing on the subject. In

Chicago a few years ago he met Pierce, who, with six

others, was on a trip around the world. Pierce received

him cordially, and welcomed him to the faith. Ever

since then it has been his desire to visit the headquarters

-jCA o^ the society at Point Loma. His errand here, he says,

was to deliver in person certain valuable papers of great

importance to Pierce.

He journeyed to Point Loma a week ago today, and

was met at the outer portals of the spook's nest l)y the

guard, who demanded his business, and then reported to

the management. Strict orders came that on no account

should Fukin be permitted to enter. Fukin was per-

sistent. He had come a long way in order to do this

_ errand, and the idea of being repulsed was not agreeable

to him. The San Diego police were notified, and an

officer was sent for. 'Fukin told him he simply wished to

hand some papers to Pierce, and they wouldn't allow him

the audience. He produced the papers, which were

placed in the hands of Iverson Harris, attorney for the

ghosts' roost. Fukin was taken to the San Diego Police

Station, and soon after liberated. The price of his lib-

erty was that he keep away from Point Loma.

Fukin says so long as the attorney got the papers it

"^^^
is all right.

He intimates that he suspected that something was

wrong with the inner workings of the institution, and the

theosophists say that they feared Fukin meant bodily

harm to Pierce.
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357 I^'tikin is thoui^ht by many io he a little more " off
"

than the spooks who "froze him our."

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published in

the Los Angeles Times of December 25th, 1900, entitled

" San Diego Visitor Victim of Spooks."

The defendant objected to the introduction of the arti-

cle on the ground that it was immaterial, irrelevant and

incompetent ; that it did ncjt relate to or tend to support

any issue made by the pleadings ; that it was a publication

^•^^ of a date prior to the publication of the article complained

of in this action ; and that it related to other separate

and distinct matters than those referred to in the article

complained of ; that the publication related to the institu-

tion, and did not refer to the plaintiff in this action ; that

the action was not brought by the Universal Brotherhood,

but by Airs. Tingley for injuries to her reputation; and

that the article offered did not refer to Mrs. Tingle}'

in any way, but referred to the Universal Brotherhood

3CQ and to Mr. Pierce, which objection was overruled. The

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 9.

The article was introduced, read in evidence, and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 2.

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 2."

SAN DIEGO VISITOR VICTIM OF SPOOKS.

YOUNG MILWAUKEE MAN INSANE ON THE-

360 OSOPHY. G. G. MOHR, WHO SOUGHT AD-

MITTANCE TO CRANKS' INSTITUTION AT
POINT LOMA NOW IN PADDED CELL AND
MESSENGER COMING AFTER HIM.

SAN DIEGO, Dec. 24. — Regular Correspondence.
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361 The unfortunate young man who has been ,here several

weeks under the name of Fukin turns out to be G. G.

Alohr of Milwaukee, Wis., where he has a wife and three

children, and several brothers and sisters in well-to-

do circumstances. A telegram was received from the

wife this evening by the matron of the Helping Hand

Mission, asking that good care be taken of the man, that

the home should be rewarded, and adding that a messen-

ger had started for San Diego to accompanv the wanderer

back to Milwaukee.

Mohr is the young man who was refused admission

to the Theosophist Spook's nest at Point Loma a few days

ago, notwithstanding he had important documents for one

Pierce, who holds forth there, which he insisted he must

deliver in person. His persistence in trying to giet within

the portals of the ghosts' roost caused the management to

telephone to San Diego for the police. Mohr, who tlxen

i/ri went under the name of Fukin, consented to return after
606

his documents had beeji placed in the hands of the attor-

ney for the crank outfit on the dismal joint across the bay.

Up to within a few da>'S ago Mohr has been kindly cared

for at the the Helping Han.d, but he is now in a padded

cell at the County Hospital. Efforts will l)e made to se-

cure his return to the Helping Hand. His insanity ap-

pears to be exclusively along the line of theosophy and

the doctrine of the Universal Brotherhood. He has no

idea how he got here. He claims to be a firm believer in
364 ,,..,,

the divme art, and has refused all atlvice to wrUe to

his relatives, saying that he is simplv carrying out his

part of the contract.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published in

the Los Angeles Times of February i ich. 1901, entitled
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365 ' I''»^il<in Again Scares the Theosophists." The defend-

ant objected to the introduction of the article on the

ground it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent;

that it did not relate to or tend to support any issue made

by the pleadings ; that it was a publication of a date prior

to the publication of the article complained of in this ac-

tion ; and that it related to other separate and distinct

matters ; which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted and the same is numbered Exception No. lo.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 3.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 3.

FUKIN AGAIN SCARES THEOSOPHISTS. MRS
TINGLEY FRIGHTENED BY CRA2Y WISCON-

SIN. SPOOK SEANCE AT SAN DIEGO DIS-

3^-, TURBED BY MANIAC.

SAN DIEGO, Feb. 10.— (Regular Correspondence.)

P. C. Fukin, alias George Moher, the Milwaukee man

who is insane on theosophy and who has made several

unsuccessful attempts to enter the portals of " Spooks'

nest " at Point Loma, claiming to have important docu-

ments for the management which must be delivered in

person " got there " tonight, if only for a short time.

Katherine Tingley and a number of the disciples from

•^^" the Point Loma institute were giving an elaborate expo-

sition of theosophy at the Fisher Opera House. It was a

free show and there was standing room only for late-

comers. One by one the orators stood forth on the plat-

form clad in white raiment, and had long discourse on the
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359 respective questions, the idea l^ieing to answer all objec-

tions to the facts and convert San Diego at one mighty

swoop.

Most of the time Katherine Tingley occupied a box

at the left of the platform. Fukin, who has let his beard

grow since the other episodes, and for that reason was

not recognized by many, was on hand early, seating him-

self in the gallery. Suddenly, at 9:45 o'clock, while a

male student was orating, Fukin left his seat and made a

370 .

rush down the north aisle for the platform, disappearing

behind the draperies.

That his presence among the faithful created a panic

is to be supposed, but before the people had time to ac-

count for it all, a police officer hurried down the same

aisle, disappearing behind the scenes.

It appears that Fukin 's presence had been detected,

and that an officer had l^een stationed in the gallery to

371 watch him. It was. therefore, race between the officer

and Fukin as to who would reach Katherine Tingley

first. The officer had the advantage, knowing better the

construction of the play-house. By lively sprinting

and cutting corners he was able to reach Fukin a uKMuent

after the insane man had reached his goal.

Katherine Tingley was a very much frightened woman

when she recognized the man who for months has been

trving to interview her. The officer hustled Fukin out

372̂
of the Fifth-street stage entrance and rushed him to the

county jail. Fukin fought like a tiger, resisting arrest

with all his strength. He declared that theosophy was

on the eve of disruption and that he wished to tell Kath-

erine Tingley what he knew.
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373 Pierce, of the sj^ook's management, states that he

will now do what he can to have Fukin committed to

an insane asylum. Fukin was for a while in a padded cell

at the County Hospital, but a few weeks ago was re-

leased and has been at the Helping Hand Mission.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published in

the Los Angeles Times of February 12th, 1901. entitled

'' The San Diego Spooks Do More Dancing." The de-

fendant objected to the introduction of the article on the

374
ground that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompe-

tent ; that it did not relate to or tend to support any

issue made by the pleadings ; that it was a publication of

a date prior to the publication of the article complained

of in this action ; and that it related to other separate and

distinct matters than those referred to in the article com-

plained of ; that the publication related to the institution

and did not refer to the plaintiff in this action ; that the

375 action was not brought by the Universal Brotherhood, but

bv Mrs. Tingley for injuries to her reputation; and that

the article offered did not refer to ^Nlrs. Tingley in any

way, but referred to the Universal Brotherhood and to

Mr. Pierce; and on the further ground that there were no

allegations in the complaint authorizing or justifying the

introduction of evidence in support of a claim for exem-

plary damages, that being the ground on which this pub-

lication was offered ; which objection was overruled, the

njr defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

Xo. 1 1

.

The article was introduced, read in evidence, and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 4.
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377 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIIUT 4.

SAN DIEGO SPOOKS DO MORE DANCING.
FUKIN OR MOHR FOUND GUILTY OF DIS-

TURBING THE PEACE. MAN SENT AFTER
HIM FROM MILWAUKEE. NOW LOCATED
IN THE GHOSTELRY AT POINT LOMA, AND
ANOTHER MAN COMING. CHUNKS OF
THEOSOPHY.

378

379

380

SAN DIEGO, Feb. 11.— (Reg'ular Correspondence.)

" Yes, Your Honor, I have this to say. As one of the

audience, possessed of fair intelHgence and of an appreci-

ation of the artistic sense with which the lectures should

be given-, I felt it my sworn duty to interfere. I could

stand it no longer. I resolved to communicate with the

head of the performance. Knowing F. M. Pierce to be

the secretary-general, I presented the case to him. He

was behind the scenes directing the show. I instructed

Pierce to inform Mrs. Tingley that unless the actors in

Greek costumes learned better the true attitude, and har-

monized their actions with the costumes, that the desired

effect would be lost upon the audience. Your Honor,

they were violating the artistic sense of the autlicnce.

The audience was at the mercy of the actors. I acted as

the representative of the audience, wdiich was being im-

posed upon. That is all I have to say."

This was the story of P. C. Fukin Monday morning in

Justice Anderson's Court, when asked what he had to

say in explanation of his conduct at the Fisher Opera

House last evening, during the exposition on theosophy.

by students from the Point Loma ghosts' roost.

This morning a warrant w^as sworn on\ by Pierce,

charging Fukin with disturbing the peace. Fukin told
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3g;l^
the C(Xirt lie was ready for trial at an\- minute, and the

testimony was heard. The court found him guilty of

disturbing the peace, and said that sentence would be

imposed tomorrow. Fukin was remanded to the covmty

jail.

The arrest of Fukin has developed an interesting

story. Jt will he remembered that he made an unsuccessful

attempt to enter the spooks' house in November, but he

was discovered b}" the outsiders and made a prisoner.

Qo-^ He was turned over to the San Diego police, who placed

him in the Helping Hand Home, pending an investiga-

tion. x*\fter a time it was found that the unfortunate

man's name was Gebhard Mohr, and that he had a wife

and three children and two brothers living in Milwaukee,

Wisconsin. A wire and mail correspondence was opened,

and about the middle of December two letters were re-

ceived here, one by Mrs. Dodson, matron of the Helping

Hand, from Mohr's wife, and one by the Chief of Police

from the Milwaukee Chief of Police, both stating that

one Cannon was about to start for San Diego for the

purpose of returning ]\Iohr to his family.

But Cannon never reported to the San Diego police

or to the management of the Helping Hand. Several

letters and telegrams have passed between the latter and

^iohr's family relative to Cannon's whereabouts. Can-

non came to be nearly as much of a puzzle as Fukin. It

transpires that Cannon is at the Point Loma Institution,

and the Chief of Police understands that he has been

there some time, and that he is private secretary to F. M.

Pierce, whom Fukiri refers to as " Secretary-General."

The Chief had an interview with Pierce at the Brewster

tonight, but is keeping the result to himself.

The first of last week the matron of the Helping
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385 ^^^"'^^ telegraphed Fukin's brother that unless he was

taken away at once she would be obliged to turn him over

to the authorities, and adding that Fukin threatened to

walk across the desert en route for Chicago. The re-

sponse was: "Hold him at all hazards; if he escapes

notify at my expense; letter to follow." This letter was

received today and states that Charles Mohr of Milwau-

kee, a brother of Gebhard, will leave for San Diego the

I2th inst. The Chief inclines to the opinion that it will

iQC. ^^ ^^^^ ^^ \\o\A Fukin five or six davs, pending the

brother's arrival. The episode at the Opera House has

cleared up the mystery of Cannon's whereabouts. 'Fukin

insists that he is going to organize a mighty army of

}Gung men to fight Katherine Tingley. He eluded the

vigilance of his watcher last evening, the supposition

being that he had gone to bed.

The Tingley woman and her followers held another

theosophical circus at local music rooms this evening,

while C. W. Leadbetter lectured a few blocks awav on

" The Unseen World." The town is getting a double

(lose of theosophy, and Mrs. Tingley announces that she

will continue operations indefinitely.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published in

the Los Angeles Times of February 13th, 1901, entitled

" Tingley-Fukin Scrape." The defendant objected to the

introduction of the article on the ground that it was im-

material, irrelevant and incompetent; that it did not re-

late to or tend to support anv issue made bv the plead-

388 •

I r- . . r

ings ; that it was a publication of a date prior to the publi-

cation of the article com])lained of in this action ; and that

it related to other separate and distinct matters tli;ui those

referred to in the article complained of ; that the publi-

cation related to the institution and did not refer to the
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389 plaintiff in this action ; tliat the action was not brought

by the Universal IJrotherliood but by Mrs. Tingley for

injuries to her reputation ; and tliat the article offered

did not refer to Mrs. Tingley in any way, but referred to

the Universal Brotherhood and to Mr. Pierce ; and on

the further ground that there were no allegations in the

complaint authorizing or justifying the introduction of

evidence in support of a claim for exemplary damages,

that being the ground on which this publication was of-

390 fcred ; which objection was overruled, the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered Exception Xo. 12.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 5.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 5."

TIXGLEY-FUKIN SCRAPE.

SAN DIEGO, Feb. 12.— (Regular correspondence.)
391

P. C. Fukin, the man whose mind appears to be unbal-

anced on the spook question, was not sentenced in the

Police Court this morning for his disturbance in the

Tingley circus Sunday night, but his case was continued

until tomorrow morning. Meantime he was remanded

to the County Jail, and late this afternoon Katherine

Tingley, F. M. Pierce and H. E. Patterson, representing

the Point Loma Ghosts' reservation, called there and

stated that they wished an audience with him. Pierce

i)Z was the spokesman.

It was after visiting hours and the jailor declined to

admit the delegation without the consent of the Sheriff.

Pierce insisted that the Chief of Police had informed

them they could see Fukin at any time, but the jailor
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393 replied that Fukin was now a county prisoner and that

the city poHce had nothing to do witli it. I'ierce has-

tened away in an effort to find tlie Sheriff, returning a

few minutes later with the announcement that he had

been unsuccessful. The jailor, however, still declined to

admit the party without authority. Pierce then started

. away on another searching expedition, returning pres-

ently with the officer.

Meantime Mrs. Tingley and Patterson waited out-

394 side on the stone steps, and must now know how it

seems to wait an audience with the elect, as has been the

case with many of the outposts of the peculiar institution

at Point IvOma.

The three advocates of Point Loma Theosophy

were given seats in the jail office and Fukin was ushered

into their presence. The meeting was not characterized

b}- any demonstration of aft'ection. Fukin smiled as he

entered, and would have shaken hands had anv one met
395 him less than half w^ay. Instead, he was at once placed

in the rack and closely interrogated by Mrs. Tingley.

Asked what he meant by seeking an fnterview with her,

Fukin re])lied that he had positive information that the

Roman Catholic Church, headed by the Pope, had con-

ceived a plan to kill Mrs. Tingley and wreck the theo-

sophical plant at Point Loma. Asked for the source of

Ins information and details, he refused to divulge unless

he could see Mrs. Tingley alone. This request was de-

•^90 nied. Efforts to obtain information from Fukin about

personal matters failed. He denied he was in want of

any financial aid, or anything else, his whole object being

to warn her of the conspiracy which he repeatedly re-

ferred to.
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397 It is said the interview was shortened b\- the arrival

of the Sherifif, the autocratic Tingley woman and her

bodyguard driving away in a covered carriage which

waited her bidding at the stone steps. It is understood

that steps will be taken tomorrow to have Fukin sent to

the insane hospital.

The ]jlaintiff offered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of August 12th, 1901, entitled

" Point Loma Spooks Fail to Strike Back." The de-

"^^^ fendant objected to the introduction of the article on the

ground that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompe-

tent ; that it did not relate to or tend to support any

issue made by the pleadings ; that it was a publication

of a date prior to the publication of the article complained

of in this action; and that it related to other separate

and distinct matters than those referred to in the article

complained of ; that the publication related to the institu-

tion and did not refer to the plaintiff in this action ; that

399 the action was not brought by the Universal Brotherhood

but by Mrs. Tingley for injuries to her reputation; and

that the article oft'ered did not refer to Mrs. Tingley in

any way, but referred to the Universal Brotherhood and

to Mr. Pierce; and on the further ground that there were

no allegations in the complaint authorizing or justifying

the introduction of evidence in support of a claim for

exemplary damages, that 'being the ground on which this

jniblication was offered; which objection was overruled,

400 the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 13.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 6.
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401 " PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 6."

POINT LOMA SPOOKS FAIL TO STRIKE

BACK. SUNDAY NIGHT SAN DIEGO MEET-
ING A TAME AFFAIR. LITTLE ATTENTION
PAID BY "DISCIPLES" TO THE SENSA-

TIONAL SERMON OF DR. WILSON.—

SAN DIEGO, Aug. 17.— (From the Times" Resi-

dent Correspondent.) Several hundred people left

402 Fisher's Opera House tonight disappointed hecause the

expected did not hai)i)en at the Point Loma Theosoi)hical

meeting. Since last Sunday night when Dr. Wilson

poured the shot into the Point Loma brand of theosophy

it has been generally understood, in fact announced in the

local press, that Mrs. Tingley would let go a broadside

in response.

The only reference to the Metlnxlist jireacher's eye

opener was the reading of a letter from one of the " dis-

403 ciples " at Point Loma demanding to know if Wilson's

church, as a church, indorsed the pastor's utterances, and

expressing his personal indorsement of the doctrine and

its daily exemplification at the " spookery." The usual

programme of essays and music was carried out, and one

" student " read a " Theosophist's Tm]iressions of San

Diego " in the summing up of which he boomed* the

Yuma railroad project.

At the First Methodist church Dr. Wilson made no

404 t'^''^ OJ'' theosophy today.

The plaintifif ofifered in evidence an article i)ublished

in the Los Angeles Times of September 24111. 1901, enti-

tled ' Spook Debates."

MR. HUNSAKER : We wish to note an exception to
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405 tlie ruling- of the Court overruling our objections to these

exhibits.

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.

MR. HUXSAKER: The defendant excepts.

And the same is numbered Exception No. 14.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

• PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 7.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 7.

" SPOOK DEBATES. "

The menials of Mme. Tingley have publicly an-

nounced that the fake debates as to the merits of Chris-

tianity and Theosophy will be continued indefinitely.

The madame states in her announcement that this is a

subject easily misunderstood by the public mind, and that

she will continue the exposition of theological syllogisms

until she is assured that the gravity of the situation has

fully impressed itself on those who are good enough to

attend her Sunday evening gatherings. However, the

announcement has caused no great stir locally, and the

community has settled down resignedly to a steady in-

fliction of fake theology.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of October 14th, 1901, entitled

" Spook Gabfest Ends." The defendant objected to the

introduction of the article on the ground that it was im-

material, irrelevant and incompetent ; that it did not

relate to or tend to support any issue made by the plead-

ings ; that it was a publication of a date prior to the pub-

lication of the article complained of in this action ; and

407

408
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4Q9 that it related to other separate and distinct matters than

those referred to in the article complained of ; that the

pnhlication related to the institution and did not refer

to the plaintiff in this action ; that the action was not

broui^ht by the Universal Brotherhood but by Mrs. Tinj^-

ley for injuries to her reputation ; and that the article

ofifered did not refer to Mrs. Tingley in any way, but

referred to the Universal Brotherhood and to Mr. Pierce;

and on the further si'round that there were no alleviations

410 . " . .

in the complaint authorizing or justifying the introduc-

tion of evidence in support of a claim for exemplary

damages, that being the ground on which this publication

was offered; which objection was overruled, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numl)ered Exception Xo. 15.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLALXTIFF'S EXHIBIT XO. 8.

411

412

" PLAIXTIFF'S EXHIBIT 8."

" SPOOK GABFEST EXDS."

This evening the Point Loma S|)ooks made ])osi-

tively their last appearance in the Theoso])hy-C'hristianity

debate which has been holding the boards at the Fisher

Operahouse for the past several Sunday evenings. Sid-

ney Coryn, of London, who arrived here during the week,

summed up the crucial points of the discussion. As he

had heard no part of the (U'bate the l)earing of his re-

marks on the subject were not apparent. Mrs. I'ohn.

of Chicago, also contributed to the final summary.

The plaintiflf ofifered and read in evidence an article

published in the Los Angeles Times of October 19th,
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41^ igoi, entitled " A Point Lonia l^Miie," and the same was

niarl-;ed

TLAlxXTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 9.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 9."

A POINT LOMA " POME."

Tingle, Tingle, little star.

Oft I wonder who you are

;

What you do that isn't right.

Every blessed s]X)okv night.

414
Tingle, Tingle, little star,

What a rotten sect you are

;

Better take a way back seat.

With your brassy, bold conceit.

The plaintitif otfered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of October 23rd, 1901, entitled

" Center of Spookdom." The defendant objected to the

introduction of the article on the ground that it was

immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent ; that it did not

4io
j-elate to or tend to support any issue made by the plead-

ings ; that it was a publication of a date prior to the

publication of the article complained of in this action

;

and that it related to other separate and distinct matters

than those referred to in the article complained of ; that

the publication related to the institution and did not refer

to the plaintiff in this action ; that the action was not

brought by the Universal Brotherhood but by Mrs. Ting-

ley for injuries to her reputation; and that the article

416 offered did not refer to Mrs. Tingley in any way, but

referred to the Universal Brotherhood and to Mr. Pierce;

and on the further ground that there were no allegations

in the complaint authorizing or justifying the introduc-

tion of evidence in support of a claim for exemplary
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417 fiamages. that being the ground on which this ])uhHcation

was offered ; which objection was overruled, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception Xo. i6.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

niarkcd as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT XO. lo.

"PLAIXTIFF'S EXHIBIT lo."

CEXTER OF SPOOKDOAI.

418 The headquarters of the Universal Brotherhood,

theosophists, is now permanently located at Point Loma.

All branches of the order's business have been trans-

ferred from Xew York City. Forty-five thousand pounds

of general freight arrived here last week, including a

complete printing outfit.

The plaintiff read in evidence an article published by

the Los Angeles Times of October 28th, 1901, it being

the article set forth in the complaint, and which article

419 v.'as read in evidence and marked as

PLAIXTIFF'S EXHIBIT XO. 11.

"PLAIXTIFF'S EXHIP.IT n".

OUTRAGEvS AT POIXT LOMA. EXPOSED BY AX
"ESCAPE" FROM TIXGLEY. STARTLING
TALES TOLD IN THIS CITY. WOMEN AXD
CHILDREX STARVED AXD TREATED LIKE
COXVICTS. THRILLIXG RESCUE.

420 Mrs. M. Leavitt, of No. 418 West Fourth street, a

believer in what she terms " the true school of theoso-

phy," who has recently removed to this city from San

Diego, the capital city of Theosophists, has some startling

things to tell concerning the practices of Catherine Ting-
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421 1<-'^ 'iii^l l""-'!" associates, who conduct the Universal ISroth-

erhood Homestead on Point Loma. Mrs. Leavitt seems

to be thoroughly informed on two of the latest outrages

perpetrated at the spookery, the cases of Mrs. Xere-

sbeimer and Mrs. Hollbrook. both well-to-do eastern wo-

men. Mrs. Hollbrook. the wife of a railroad man and

Freemason of the East, has been rescued from the roost

or Point Loma by her husband with the aid of an officer

and a gun, and now hovers at the point of death from

.^-y tlie abuse she says she received while confined in the

Homestead." During the daytime she was worked in

the field like a convict, forced to plant trees, hoe corn,

and perform all sorts of hard labor, and at night she was

shut up in a cell and guarded as if she were a raving

maniac. When her husband found what a trap she had

fallen into, he hurried here and took her out by force.

The other case on which Mrs. Leavitt is posted is that

0.*^ Mrs. Xcresheimer, who has been forcibly separated

from her husband, who is also in the Tinglev clutches

423 ." and is not allowed to speak to him. She is forced to live

alone in a little tent in the grounds that surround the

crazy institution. Armed men guard this place of hor-

ror, and, Mrs. Leavitt says, soHtary confinement, hard

labor and starvation are resorted to by the Tingley man-

agers as punishment upon those who disobey their iron

rules.

The woman who gives out this information is a per-

sonal friend of, and has talked with Mrs. Holbrook, the

^'-'^ victim, whose health has been forever destroyed by the

ordeals she passed through while imprisoned on Point

Loma.

Mrs. Leavitt claims that through a strong hypnotic

pcwer, Catherine Tingley works her will on sensible peo-
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'^^^^ Universal Brotherhood," or in other words,

Catherine Tingley, is an off-shoot of the theosophic so-

ciety which became disjointed some four or five years

ago. Mrs. Tingley was formerly — the theosophists say

— a common dollar-taking spirit medium.

She couldn't agree with the Theosophists, so she

branched off and set up her trap on Point Loma. She

distributes literature throughout the East, and even in

foreign countries, saying the Universal lirotherhood

, ~ , Homestead, located in the most beautiful s])ot on earth,
440

offers to those who wish to retire into a quiet, thoughtful

life, a home in which they may live peacefully, and an

atmosphere of soul-study and pure thoughts.

( )nly ])eople with money happen to get these pam-

phlets, says Airs. Leavitt. When people answer her entic-

ing advertisements in person Mrs. Tingley exerts her in-

fluence over such as are spookily inclined ; and the almost

incredible things which have taken place prove that once

ir the lair it is almost impossible to escape.

Mr. Leavitt says there is nothing taught at Point Loma

but insane ceremonies ; that the girls who are placed there

to be educated are put to work at the most menial tasks,

each one kept separate in a guarded cell and forbidden to

speak to anybody else, and that the poor little children are

quartered in a miserable building some distance from

the main institution, and are continually on the verge

of starvation^— for Mrs. Tingley openly states that

children are fed too luuch for their spiritual got)d. and

^-'" must eat but little, so that they will be more etherial.

Mrs. Leavitt says she knows personally of a case where

both parents and children are victiius, and the children

have been taken away to the child-iHMi and are never

allowed to communicate in anv wav with mother or
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429 father. For. says Mrs. Tingley, they will grow up purer

ii away fn.ni the hodily anrl affectionate influence of the

])arents.

The chil(h-en are never allowed to speak to anyhody,

except when they are selling trinkets to the visitors who

come to the gates. The young lady prisoners make fancy

work which they sell to strangers. Purple robes are

v/orn by the women, and a sort of khaki uniform by the

men.

^^^ On certain occasions a midnight pilgrimage is made

by both luen and women to a spot on the peninsula which

i- termed sacred ground. They go in their night robes,

each holding a torch.

Before she had gotten well into the scheme, Mrs. Holl-

brook says she saw that it was a fake, but having no idea

of the horror of it, she decided to go into the Homestead

for a while that she luight expose the character of the

crazy institution. Whether she will hve to carry out the

431 good work is doubtful. She can tell things, her friends

say, more shocking than anything known yet.

Mrs. Leavitt alleges that gross inuuoralities are prac-

ticed at Point Loma by some of the disciples of spookism,

as it is there exemplified, and that such things should

not be tolerated in a civilized community.

1 he plaintiff offered in evidence an article published in

the Los Angeles Times of ( )ctober 31st, 1901, entitled

" Points on Point Loma."" The defendant objected to the

432 ii-ti'oduction of the article in evidence upon the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant to any issue made by

the jjleadings in the case, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excei)te(l and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 17.
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^'^'^ The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 12.

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHirUT 12."

POINTS ON POINT LOMA. STATEMENT ON
BEHALF OF MRS. LEAVITT.

(The Times prints the following statement at the re-

quest and in justice to the lady concerned. Ed.)
"^^"^ Mrs. M. Leavitt. of No. 418 West Fourth street, who

was reported in an article appearing- in The Times of last

I\Ionday, as having made certain statements concerning

Mrs. Tingley and her L^niversal Brotherhood Homestead

at Point Loma, takes exception to some of the assertions

attributed to her. While admitting that she conversed

with a reporter on the subject, she alleges that the inter-

view was not of her choosing, and that she did not au-

thorize the use of her name in connection with any

^"^^ publication on the subject whatever. She avers further-

more that the interviewer evidently misinterpreted her

replies to his cjuestions in several particulars.

JNlrs. Leavitt wishes particularly to have it understood

that none of the statements published emanated directly

from her, she alleging that she merely gave affirmative

answers when asked whether she had heard reports of

certain alleged facts which had been exploited by news-

papers, or were the subject of common gossip at San

4^0 Diego. It was a mistake, she says, to represent her as

being personally acquainted with Mrs. Hollbrook and

Mrs. Neresheimer, and as speaking of their adventures

in the Tingley institution from personal knowledge of

the facts.
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437 Mrs. Leavitt. in short, deprecates the mention of her

name under any circumstances in connection with the

mysterious doings at Point Loma, and in conclusion,

"wishes to state that the ladies in question are not known

by her, and that she possesses no knowledge of the Uni-

versal llrotherhood affairs other than that which is the

daily gossip of the neighborood and the statements made

through the various newspapers."

The plaintifif offered in evidence an article published

438 ''^ ^'^^ ^^^ Angeles Times of March i8th, 1902, entitled

" San Diego County. Spook Would Run The Town." The

defendant objected to the introduction of the article in

evidence on ground that it was irrelevant and immaterial

to any of the issues made by the pleadings of the case;

that it did not purport to be a repitition of any of the

matters which were complained of in the complaint, and

related to other and distinct matters ; and further that

there were no allegations in the complaint which under

A^q the evidence as to express malice for the purpose of re-

covering exemplary damages was admissible, which ob-

jection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 18,

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 13.

440

," PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 13."

SAN DIEGO COUNTY. SPOOK WOULD RUN
THE TOWN. (SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
BY THE TIMES.)

SAN DIEGO, March 17.—"Mother" Tingley, boss

spook, last night outlined her policy for the conduct of her
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441 Fisher Opera House. She said that it was her intention

to make of San Dieg^o a seat of the learning and art of

the world. She talked for three-quarters of an hour, and

said practically nothing-, not venturing beyond the plati-

tudes of spookisni. She thinks that music and higher

drama should be used to reach and develoj) the aesthetic

qualities in the human life, and says she means to bring

out the most ennobling qualities in that way. She ])layed

to the sympathy of her auditors b\' ijrcdictincr a very

brilliant future for San Diego, but intimated that she is

to "rule the roost" as director of that future. That is

a lump the San Diego populace cannot swallow, and her

remarks did not strike a responsive chord. A prom-

inent citizen who attended the meeting out of curiosity

expresses regret that the Point Loma aggregation has

a hold on this side of the bay, and says the freaks from

there have been too cordially received by San Diego

443 people.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of March 25th, 1902. The de-

fendant objected to the introduction of the article iu

evidence on the ground that it was irrelevant and im-

material to any of the issues made by the pleadings of

the case : that it did not purport to be a republication of

any of the matters which were complained of in the

complaint and related to other and distinct matters : and

444 further that there was no allegation in the complaint

under the evidence as to express malice for the purpose

of recovering exemplary damages was admissible ; which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted ami the

same is numbered Exception No. 19.
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445 I'lu' .'irticlc was introduced, rrad in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 14.

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHIP.IT 14."

A correspondent is informed that there is no resem-

blance between the " cabinet " of Mrs. Katherine Ting-ley,

at Point Loma. and the vapor cabinets now^ so exten-

sively advertised, except that in both cases hot air is the

leading- factor in achieving results.

The plaintiff oft"ered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of May 19th, 1902, entitled

"San Diego Out of Spookdom." The defendant objected

to the introduction of the article in evidence on the

ground that it was irrelevant and immaterial to any of

the issues made by the pleadings in the case ; that it did

not purport to be a republication of any of the matters

which were complained of in the complaint and related

to other and distinct matters ; and further that there

was no allegation in the complaint under which the

evidence as to express malice for the purpose of re-

covering exemplary damages was admissible; and on the

further ground that the article was too remote in point of

time; which objection was overruled, the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered Exception No. 20.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 15.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 15."

SAN DIEGO OUT OF SPOOKDOOM.

(Special correspondence to The Times.)

SAN DIEGO, May 18.—Ex-Mayor, D. C. Reed, whose

447

448
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449 joining" of the Point Lonia Sjiookdooni was lieralded with

great eclat a few weeks since, and who was elected, al-

most immediate!}', to sit on the right hand of the purple

she, has removed with his family from the spook head-

quarters and has rcsmncd his residence in San Dieg'o.

This action has heen the cause of various and sundry

rumors as to the nature of his present relations with

Boss Spook Tingley. Reed has been kept busy the past

few days denying rumors and affirming that he is still

450 entitled to stand uncovered in the "royal" presence.

The plaintiff oft'ered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of August 12th, 1902, entitled

"San Diego County, Tingley's Latest Plan." The de-

fendant objected to the introduction of the article in

evidence on the ground that it was irrelevant and im-

material to any of the issues made by the pleadings of

;he case: that it did not purport to be a repetition of any

of the matters which were comi)lained of in the com-

451 plaint and related to other and distinct matters ; and

further that there was no allegation in the com])laint

under which the evidence as to express malice for the

purpose of recovering exemplary damages was admiss-

ible; and on the further ground that the article was too re-

mote in point of time to throw any light on the issue as

to "'bether or not the defendant had any actual malice or

illwill against the plaintiff at the time of the publication

complained of in this action, which objection was over-

452 ruled, the defendant excepted and the same is numberetl

Exception No. 21.

The article was introduced, reatl in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 16.
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453 "PLAINTIFF'S EXHIP.IT i6."

SAN DIEGO COUNTY. TINGLEY'S LATEST
PLAN.

SAN DIEGO, Aug. ii.—Katherinc Tinorley, the

woman who bosses the Point Loma Spookery, made a pe-

culiar proposition here last night, which is expected to be

turned down. In a harangue at the Isis, she offered a

"personal subscription of $5000 to be available as soon

as the citizens of San Diego raise a fund of $10,000 for
4C4

the purchase of one of the churches of the city, and its

conversion into an educational institution, where music,

the arts and sciences, and various branches should be

taught.

The plan, so she said, is "to make a public institution

of the church, where children might be taught to fulfill

their natural destiny as saviors of humanity." She de-

clared that the enterprise is in no way connected with

the Universal Brotherhood plant at the Point, but should

"^^•^ be conducted by the citizens of San Diego, who should

select its teachers and be responsible for its management.

She predicted that within ten years all of the churches

will be converted into higher educational institutions,

the doors being open every day in the year, instead of

once a week.

The local pastors and many others look upon this

latest announcement of the queen of the Theosophical,

offshoot as an attack on the churches. There are no

456 churches for sale, and the scheme will not go through.

The woman's motives are questioned, some declaring

that this would be but a step in a deep-laid plot to gobble

up the whole town for the spook outfit. Others do not

take the proposition seriously.
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457 '^'^'-' plaintiff oft'ered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of November 2nd, 1902, en-

titled "Cuban Children En Route to Point Loma Spook-

ery Detained by Federal Authorities at New York." The

defendant objected' to the introduction of the article in

evidence on the ground that it was irrelevant and imma-

terial to any of the issues made by the pleadings of the

case ; that it did not purport to be a repitition of any of

the matters which were complained of in the complaint

I eg and related to other and distinct matters ; and further

that there was no allegation in the complaint under

which the evidence as to express malice for the purpose of

recovering exemplary damages was admissible; and on

the further ground that the article was too remote in

point of time to throw any light on the issue as to

whether or not the defendant had any actual malice or

illwill against the plaintiff' at the time of the publica-

tion complained of in this action ; which objection

A^Q overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 22.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 17.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 17."

DISTRUST TINGLEY. CUBAN CHILDREN EX
^ ROUTE TO POINT LOMA SPOOKERY RE-

45Q TAINED BY FED5:rAL AUTHORITIES AT
NEW YORK.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, A.M.)

NEW YORK, Nov. i.—Eleven children, whose aver-

age age is 10 vears, arrived todav from Santiago, Cuba,
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461 <^'^ ^'i^' steamer Oriziba, en route to Point Loma, Cal.,

to join "The Universal brotherhood." The ininii.^ration

ofificials of this port have been asked to hold these chil-

dren as possible objectionable aliens for inquiry. The

children are in charge of Dr. Gertrude Van Pelt, who

intended to accompany them to Point Loma. where Mrs.

Katherine A. Tin^lev, hiuh t)riestpss of thf Universal

Brotherhood, and known as the "Purple Mother," is

said to have established a temple for teachins;- children

462 '"'^ P>uddhist relig'ion.

The little immigrants were all thinly clad, and felt the

cold air keenly when they arrived. Their case has come

under the especial care of the Society for the TVeven-

tion of Cruelty to Children, which will ascertain for what

purpose the children were brought to the United States.

The children and Miss Van Pelt were taken to Ellis

Island, and the children were registered. Miss Van Pelt

in.'iisted that the young immigrants were all to receive a

j.z:t thorough education at the Point Loma institution, and

to stay there until they reach their majority. They will

then be at liberty, she said, to practice whatever pro-

fession or trade they have elected to follow, either in

this country or their native land. She asserted that she

had documentary consent from the parents or guardians

of the children, to their being sent to Point Loma. The

children were all held for the Board of special inquiry.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published

Ay^ A in the Los Angeles Times of November loth, 1902, en-

titled "San Diego's Spooky Letter." The defendant ob-

jected to the introduction of the article in evidence on

the ground that it was irrelevant and immaterial to any

of the issues made by the pleadings of the case ; that it
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465 ^^^^ "°t purport to be a repitition of any of the matters

which were coinplained of in the complaint and related

to other and distinct matters ; and further that there

was no allegation in the .complaint under which the evi-

dence as to express malice for the purpose of recovering

exemplary damages was admissible ; and on the further

ground that the article was too remote in point of time

to throw any light on the issue as to whether or not

the defendant had any actual malice or ilhvill against

465 the plaintiff at the time of the ])ublication complained of

in this action ; which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 23.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked a?

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 18.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHir.lT 18."

467 SAN DIEGO SPOOKY LETTER.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. A. M.)

SAN DIEGO, Nov. 15.—The Chamber of Commerce

of this city has appointed a committee to draft a letter

addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury at Washing-

ton, and the president of the New 'Wirk Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children ; that in the opinion

of the San Diego Chamber of Commerce, the school at

Point Loma was properly conducted, and the children

well cared for and looked after. The letter will be for-

warded at once.

(It will be noticed that this letter has neither boon

drafted noi sent.—Editor.)

468
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459 The plaintiff offered in ev^idence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of November 22nd, 1902, en-

titled "Sargent Sleeps in Tingley Spookery." The de-

fendant objected to the introduction of the article in evi-

dence on the ground that it was irrelevant and immaterial

to any of the issues made by the pleadings of the case

;

that it did not purport to be a repitition of any of the

matters which were complained of in the complaint and

related to other and distinct matters ; and further that

4/0 there w^as no allegation in the complaint under which

the evidence as to express malice for the purpose of

recovering exemplary damages was admissible ; and on

the. further ground that the article was too remote in

point of time to throw any light on the issue as to

whether or not the defendant had any actual malice or ill-

will against the plaintiff at the time of the publication

complained of in this action, which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

471 Exception No. 24.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 19.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 19."

SARGENT SLEEPS IN TINGLEY SPOOKERY.
COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATIO'N MSITS
POINT LOMA. INVESTIGATES TREATMENT

472 OF CHILDREN IN RAJA YOGA SCHOOL AND
FINANCIAL BACKING OF INSTITUTION.

CHINESE INSPECTOR DUNN IN SAN DIEGO.

SAN DIEGO, Nov. 21.—Immigration Commissioner

Frank Sargent arrived here at 12:45 o'clock today and
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473 proceeded at once to Point Lonia, where the Raja Yojija

school is to be made the subject of inquiry. Sargent

was accompanied by Congressman-elect Daniels, who

went with him to Point Loma. At the depot here Sar-

gent was met by Mayor Frary who introduced himself

and spoke a few words to the commissioner. Frary

stated to a reporter that he had been re(|uested by some

one at Point Loma to meet Sargent.

Members of the newly-organized Society for the Pre-

474 vention of Cruelty to Children were at the '"Homestead"

awaiting Sargent's arrival. Adverse criticism is heard be-

cause of the welcome given this new society at the Home-

stead, after the agent of the State Society had practically

been refused admittance.

Commissioner Sargent spent the afternoon at the

Brotherhood community. A message from the Point says

that he has investigated the treatment of children there

and the financial backing of the institution, but that his

_i"T- report has not been made public. The commissioner.

Representative-elect Daniels, and others of the party will

spend the night on the point.

A copy of the articles of incorporation of the Cali-

fornia Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children

was filed with the County Clerk this forenoon. In view

of Mrs. Tingley's displeasure at the interference of the

New York society, which has asked an investigation

of the Point Loma institution, the filing of the docuniont

.^-, is significant. The societv was organized in 1876, and
4/6 '

\^ . , .

wdiile its headquarters are in San Francisco County, it

is authorized to do business in any section of the State.

The plaintifi:' ofi:'ered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of November 25th, 1902, en-

titled " Spooks liack Yard Must Xot P.e seen." The 'lo-
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477 f<-''i<l;i'i^ ()l)jccte(l to the introduction of the article in

evidence on the ground tliat it was irrelevant and im-

material to any of the issues made by the ])lcadings

of the case; that it did not purport to be a repitition of

any of the matters which were conii)Iaine(l of in the com-

plaint and related to other and distinct matters; and

further that there was no allegation in the complaint

under which the evidence as to express malice for the

purpose of recovering exemplary damages was admis-

A'JQ sible ; and on the further ground that the article was

too remote in point of time to throw any light on the

issue as to whether or not the defendant had any actual

malice or illwill against the ])laintitT at the time of the

publication complained of in this action ; which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 25.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 20.
479

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 20."

SPOOKS" BACK YARD MUST NOT BE SEEN.

MIGHTILY AFRAID OF MR. WHITE AT
POINT LOiMA. WRIT OF INJUNCTION
SERVED TO KEEP HIM AW^AY FROM
RJUMPTY KABUMPTY SCHOOL AND OTHER
"LOST MYSTERIES" OF TIXGLEYISM.

480 (BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, A.M.)

SAX DIEGO, Xovember 24.—The Point Loma Theo-

sophical authorities have served an injunction against M.

j. White of San Francisco, agent of the California So-

cietv for the Prevention of Crueltv to Children. This
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481 '^^ ''^^ ^^^^ prcixired durinq^ the niji^lit 1)\- Secretary Pierce

and Attorney W'adliani, the latter a director in the new

local society alleged to have been formed to prevent

cruelty to children. It was signed by Superior Judge

Torrance, and served on Mr. White between 3 and 4

o'clock this morning at hi? hotel, where he was asleep.

The writ is issued at the prayer of the "School for the

Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity" of Point

Loma. and is operative to restrain the New York So-

482 ^^'^ty for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the Cali-

fornia society of similar scope, and M. J. White, from

entering the "Raja Yoga" school at P*oint Loma.

When ]\Ir. White was interviewed, he said he was

amused by the proceedings, and that he had no intention

of again requesting permission to inspect the school. He

said that the Point Loma people claimed to have been

warned that he intended to come here to do injury to

their school, but that nothing was further from his inten-

A.Q2 tions or instructions. He said he would have been glad

to inspect the school, and report favorably if such a re-

port would be warranted, and that the only suspicion

that he could have about the place is the determined op-

position to his entrance. He will tile an answer to the

injunction.

The plaintitT olfered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of December 6th, 1902. The

defendant objected to the introduction of the article in

484 evidence on the gtound that it was irrelevant and im-

material to any of the issues made by the pleadings of

the case; that it did not purport to be a repitition of

any of the matters which were complained of in the com-

plaint and related to other and distinct matters ; and fur-
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485 thcr tliat there was no allegation in the complaint under

which the evidence as to exi^ress malice for the pur-

pose of recovering exemplary damages was admissible

;

and on the further ground that the article was too re-

mote in point of time to throw any light on the issue as

to whether or not the defendant had any actual malice

or illwill against the plaintiff at the time of the ])ub-

lication conplained of in this action; which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is

1Q/- numbered Exception No. 26.

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 21.

"PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 21."

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) TIMES,

DEC. 6, 1902.

The San Dieg'o spookery seems to have found a friend

'+^' in Commissioner General Sargent of the Immigration

Bureau. And San Diego has called out the guard. The

West is a great country, sure.

The plaintiff offered in evidence an article published

in the Los Angeles Times of December 7th, 1902, en-

titled "Lotus Buds Released." The defendant ob-

jected to the introduction of the article in evidence on

the ground that it was irrelevant and immaterial to any

of the issues made by the pleadings of the case ; that it

4o8 did not purport to be a repetition of any of the matters

which were complained of in the complaint and related

to other and distinct matters ; and further that there

was no allegation in the complaint under which the evi-

dence as to express malice for the purpose of recovering
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4g9 exemplary dama;^' s was admissible ; and on the further

ground that the article was too remote in ])oint of time

to throw any light on the issue as to whether or not

the defendant had any actual malice or ilhvill against

the plaintiff at the time of the ])ul)lication complained of

in this action ; and the defendant further objected to the

introduction in evidence of the body of the article on the

ground that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any

issue made by the pleadings in this case.

Mr. McKINLEY: Plaintiff does not offer it for any

pttrpose except to establish any malice and does not

claim it is a proof of anything else : we think we are en-

titled to the entire article.

The objection was overruled, the defendant excepted

and the same is ntmibered Exception No. 2.'].

The article was introduced, read in evidence and

marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 22.

" PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 22."

"LOTUS BUDS" RELEASED. TREASURY \^^-

PARTIVIENT ALLOWS DETAINED CUBAN
CHILDREN TO PROCEED TO POINT LOMA.—
VICTORY FOR THE PURPLE SHE.

(BY DIRECT WIRE TO THE TIMES.)

NEW YXJRK, Dec. 6.— (Exclusive Dispatch.) .V dis-

492 ])atch from Washington this afternoon announced that

the eleven Cuban children wlu) were heUl up by the

immigration authorities at this port when they arrived

here en route to Point Loma Universal Brotherhood

School of Mrs. Katherine Tinglev, had been ordered re-

491
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493 leased by the Treasury officials at the capital. There

was a hearing in the case today, at which counsel for

the Children's Society of this city and for Mrs. Tingley

appeared and argued the question. Facts were presented

concerning the character of the school, which had been

held to be objectionable, and the decision was that there

was nothing about it which was likely to injure the

morals of the Cuban youngsters.

The decision is a victory for Airs. Tingley. When

494 the children first came to this country from Santiago

de Cuba, representations were made to the Children's

Society that the Point Loma School was not fit place

to bring up children, and the society madjC a protest

against allowing the little ones to land.

Commodore Cerry interested himself personally in the

matter and appeared before Immigration Commissioner

Adam Williams to argue against their admission.

]\Irs. Tingley's friends rushed to protect her name and

Aqc that of the school. Among those who went on the stand

in her behalf was A. G. Spalding and his wife, who are

believers in the tenants laid down by Mrs. Tingley. A
lot of questions were asked Air. Spalding when he was

on the stand. He was asked about a pet dog, who was

alleged to be known as the '"Purple Inspiration," and

to have a soul. There was also something about leaves

and blades of grass having feelings and getting married

just like real folks when merry springtime comes.

J.QA
Spalding and other Theosophists denied all these

things and grew very indignant about them. They said

the school was iminently fit and proper. They were per-

mitted an opportunity to adduce evidence, and from this

decision they appear to have made good their asser-

tions.
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^97 '^^^^^ little Cubans can now go ahead and worship at the

feet of the Point Loma goddess.

KATHKRI XK TI XfU ,]<,¥.

plaintill, sworn and examined <in her own behalf, testi

fied as follows :

BY MR. KELLOGG: J am the plaintiff in

this case; I reside at the Homestead at I'omt

Loma ; I have lived at that i)lace about two years and a

half. The Homestead is the present headciuarters
498 .

of the L niversal Brotherhood. I am the official

head of the Universal Brotherhood. 'i"he Home-

stead was headquarters of the L'niversal Ih-otlierhood on

October 28th, 1901, the date when this article complained

of was published.

Q. On October 28th. igoi, the date of this publica-

tion, will you state what was the extent of your ])ersonal

acciuaintance ?

499 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue made

by the pleadings. The objection was overruled, and the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered b',xcei)tion

No. 28.

A. Well, it was large, because it was coimected with

the—not only with people in America, but in luu-t^pe,

Australia and India.

rrir\ Q. Will you mcution such countries of Europe as at

that time contained ])ersonal acquaintances of yours?

The defendant objected to the (|uestion on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issues matle

by the pleadings in this case; which objection was over-
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5Q1 ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 29.

A. In Ireland. England, Holland, Sweden, India and

Australia, as I said before, but you said of Europe. I

maue a mistake.

Q. At that time, referring to the same date, were you

in communication by letter with people in these various

countries and in the United States?

502 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issues made

by the pleadings in this case; which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 30.

A. I was in correspondence with people in these dif-

ferent countries, and to a very large extent, and in

America, Europe and Australia, and in most of the states

in America.
503

504

O. And what have you to say as to the extent of this

acquaintanceship in these various states of America ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issues made

by the pleadings in this case; which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 31.

A. It was very large.

Q. 'Do you recall, Mrs. Tingley, about what time the

article complained of in this suit was first brought to your

attention ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground
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505 ^''''^t ^^ ^^''^^ immaterial and irrclevam to any issue marie

by the pleadings; which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Hxcej)tion

No. 32.

A. T cannot give the exact date, but I know it was

over a year ago.

Q. Will you state what mental effect was produced

upon you when you read this article?

506 l^^^c defendant objected to the (juestion on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not within any of

the issues made by the pleadings in this case; which ob-

jection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception Xo. 33.

A. I was very much shocked and suffered very much

in consequence, and have ever since that time mentally.

O. in what way?

507 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not within any of

the issues made by the pleadings in the case, viz., that

there is no allegation in the complaint of any injury, ex-

cept to her name, fame and reputation, and that the evi-

dence is not within any issues made by the pleadings

;

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 34.

O. You speak of having suffered — in what wav ?

508
~

A. I suffered mentally, with a])prehension

The defendant objected to the ([uestion on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not within any of

the issues made bv the ]ileadings in the case, viz., that
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^QC) there is ro allci^ation in the complaint of anv injnrx-,

except to her name, tame and repntation, and that the

evidence is not within any issues made by the i)lcadins4S.

Tlie Cotirt here stated tliat the witness was not throuj;h

witli her answer, but chd not rule on said objection.

A. (Continuing-.)— and loss of sleep, constant insom-

nia — and 1 was greatly incapacitated in my work, not

being able to do one-half as much as I had before this

510
'"""

The defendant mo\'ed to strike out the entire answer

on the ground that it involved matters which were not

within the issues made by the pleadings in this case, or

proper subject, or elements of damage, which motion was

denied, the defendant excepted, and the same is ntim-

bered Exce])tion Xo. 35.

CROvSS EXAMINATION.

15Y MK. HUNSAKER: I am not sure how long 1

have been connected with the Universal Brotherhood

movement, but 1 think since 1896.

O. When was the Universal Brotherhood first or-

ganized ?

The ])laintiff objected to the (juestion as not proper

cross examination ; which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

Xo. 36.

Q- ^^>y ^vhom was the Universal B)rotherhood organ-

ized?

The ])laintifTf objected to the question on the ground
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513 ^'I'l^ '^ ''^'^^ "ot proper cross examination ; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Kxce]:)tion Xo. 37.

WITNESS (Continuing), 1 could not tell the exact

date when I first became connected with the Universal

Brotherhood. 1 would like to correct one statement

I made on account of being associated with the Brother-

hood so long. I said 1896. I was first connected with

the Theosophical Society which merged into the Uni-
514

versal Brotherhood ; the exact date 1 could not now give,

but I could later, but it was later than 1896.

0. You had been the head of the Theosophical move-

ment up to the time of this merger, had you?

The plaintiff objected to the cpiestion as not proper

cross examination ; which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted arid the same is numbered Exception

515
^'"^ 38-

O. Did you hold any official position or connection

with the Theosophical movement at the time you say

that you have stated that the Theosophical Association.

or whatever it was. was merged into the Universal

Brotherhood, merged with the L'niversal l'>rotherhood ?

The plaintiff objected to the (|uestion on the ground

that it was not pro]:)er cross examination; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

^1^ same is numbered Exce]5tion Xo. 39.

W'lTXESS (Continuir.g). I told you that 1 could not

remember the exact date I first became the official head

of the Universal Brotherhood. It was after 1896.
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517 Q- I" reference to its orj^anization, at what time did

yon become its official head?

A. I have told you I cannot tell you, sir, the exact

date. The Universal Brotherhood is not an incorpo-

rated comi)any. The Universal Brotherhood org^anization

is not incorporated. Its objects, purposes and powers

are stated in written documents. In our publications

generally. The Association has Articles of Association

518 '" '^vriting. I think they are published throughout

many—much of our literature. These writings are in

the custody of the Universal Brotherhood I presume

;

of Theosophical Publishing Company ; it could be easily

gotten. The Universal Brotherhood has a Constitution

and By-Laws. I think they are all published in our

general literature.

O. You have such literature in your—under your

control ?

519
A. I do not have anything to do with it. It is in

the Theosophical Publishing Company, and I have noth-

ing to do with the Theosophical Publishing Company ; it

is quite i separate affair. It is published there and

anybody can get what 3'ou desire, I presume, by apply-

ing. I think that my duties and powers and my au-

thority as official head of the x\ssociation are set forth

in these publications. The Constitution of the Universal

^^Q Brotherhood is shown on pages 5 to 11 inclusive of

printed book marked "Defendant's Exhibit C", which said

Constitution is here introduced in evidence by the de-

fendant, and is as follows, to-wit

:

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT "C."
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521 " DEFENDANT'S EXIIiniT C."

THE UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, OR THE
BROTHERHOOD OF HUMANITY. OR-

DAINED AND ESTABLISHED FOR THE BEN-
EFIT OF THE PEOPLE OF THE EARTH AND
ALL CREATURES.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

522 Sec. I. The title of the organization shall be I'NI-

VERSAL BROTHERHOOD, or THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF HU^IANITY.

ARTICLE TI.

Sec. I. This organization declares that 1 brotherhood

is a fact in nature.

Sec. 2. The principal purpose of this organization is

to teach brotherhood, demonstrate that it is a fact in na-

ture and make it a living power in the life of humanity.

Sec. 3. The subsidiary purpose of this organization

is to study ancient and modern religion, science, philoso-

phy and art ; to investigate the laws of nature and the

divine powers in man.

ARTICLE III.

Sec. I. This BROTHERHOOD is a part of a great

and universal movement which has been active in all agL'>.

Sec. 2. Organizations throughout the world adopt-

"^^^ ing this constitution become integral parts of the

BROTHERHOOD upon receipt of official notification of

their acceptance as such. These organizations to be sub-

ject to whatever condition the authority of this i>R(>TIl-

ERHOOD may impose.

523
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525 ^^'c. 3. The central office of the P.ROTHKRHOOD
!S situated in America.

ARTICLE TV.

Sec. I. There sliall he one suj^reme office in which

sliall reside paramount authority res;arding all matters

which concern the welfare of the BROTHERHOOD.
Sec. 2. The title of the person filling; this office

shall he Leader and Official Head.

526 Sec. 3. The Leader and ( )fficial Head of this organi-

zation is Katherine A. Tingley.

Sec. 4. The person filling- this office shall serve for

life or until her or his resignation.

Sec. 5. The person filling this office shall appoint

her or his successor.

ARTICLE V.

Sec. I. The Leader and Official Head shall be the Ex-

527 ecutive Officer of this BROTHERHOOD.
Sec. 2. The Leader and ( )fficial Head shall have sole

power to appoint all cabinet and general officers, superin-

tendents and agents, and shall have the power of remov-

ing any or all of them at her or his discretion.

Sec. 3. The Leader and ( )fficial Head shall have the

power to declare the policy and direct the affairs of this

BROTHERHOOD.
Sec. 4. 'The Leader and Official Head shall have the

52 "5 ^^S'^^t to cancel or suspend the charter of any subordinate

lodge and shall also have the right to suspend or dissolve

the membership of any person whenever the action of

such lodge or member is, in her or his opinion, contrary

to the interests of the BROTHERHOOD.
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529 ARTrcr.K \'T.

Sec. I. There sliall he a C'al)inet consistini^ of tliir-

teen members and the Leader and Official Head, who is

ex-officio member of the Cabinet.

Sec. 2. The (hity of the thirteen niemljcrs of the

Cabinet shall be to aid the Leafier and ( )fficial Head in

promnlgating and establishini;- the measures and jjolicies

emanating" from that office.

Sec. 3. The chairman of the Cabinet, together with

530 four members thereof, shall con.stitute a (juorum for the

transaction of business.

ARTICLE Vn.

Sec. I. There shall l)e an executive Committee of

five, whose duty shall be to administer the affairs of the

. BROTHERHOOD under the general supervision of the

Leader and Official Head.

Sec. 2. Three members of this Committee shall con-

-Ti stitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

Sec. 3. All official acts of this Committee are sub-

ject to the approval of the Leader and Official Head, and

are void and of no effect when disapproved by that officer.

ARTICLE VIII.

Sec. I. Should any vacancy occur iri the office of

Leader and Official Head, the Cabinet shall have power

aud perform the duties of that office till the successor to

that office takes possession of the same.
532

Sec. 2. The Leader and ( Ifficial I lead shall be the cus-

todian of the archives of the IIKOTHERHOOD.
Sec. 3. The Leader and ( )ffirial Head may appoint

agents for any purpose and endow them WMth whatever

power she or he may elect to delegate.
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533 ARTICLE IX.

Sec. I. There shall he a Treasurer whose duty shall he

to receive and dishurse all moneys as directed hy the

Finance Committee.

Sec. 2. There shall be a Finance Committee of

three, whose duty shall be to raise and disburse money

after consulting and obtaining the approval of the Leader

and Official Head.

Sec. 3. The official acts of this committee are void and

-'^'T of no effect when disapproved by the Leader and Official

Head.

ARTICLE X.

Sec. I. Any person endorsing the principal purpose

of this BROTHERHOOD, and whose application is

signed by three members in good standing, ma\- be re-

ceived as a probationer, but shall not be an acce]:)ted

member until a diploma is received from the Central

535 Office.

S.ec. 2. Every member has the right to believe or

disbelieve in any religious system or philosophy, each be-

ing required to show that tolerance for the opinions of

others which he expects for his own.

Sec. 3. Applications for diplomas or charters shall

be made to the chairman of the Executive Committee and

shall not become effective until signed by that officer

and countersigned by the Leader and Official Head.

536 ^'^'^- 4- Three or more persons applying for mem-

Ix'rship or who are already members, may apply for a

charter to form a subordinate lodge.

Sec. 5. No person may be a member of two lodges

at the same time.
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537 ARTICLE XT.

Sec. 1. Every subordinate lodge shall have the right

to conduct its own affairs according to its own wishes,

provided that its by-laws and acts are not contrary to the

letter or the spirit of this ilistrument.

Sec. 2. The by-laws of subordinate lodges shall

have the approval of the Leader and Official Head and are

null and void if disap]:)roved by that officer.

533 ARTICLE XII.

Sec. I. A congress may be called by the Leader and

Official Head to assemble at such place and time ^s that

officer may designate.

Sec. 2. Each subordinate lodge shall be entitled to

one delegate in the congress for its first three members

and to one delegate for each succeeding thirteen mem-

bers.

'Sec. 3. It shall be the right of the Leader and ( )fficial

^•^^ Head, and of any general officer, and of any delegate

to the congress, to bring forward any matter for consid-

eration by the congress wdiich in his or her judgment is

for the welfare of the BROTHERHOOD.
Sec. 4. The Leader and Official Head shall have the

power to prevent the discussion of, or action on, any

subje:t which in the judgment of that officer is against

the welfare of the BROTHERHOOD.

540
ARTICLE XTTI.

Sec. I. It shall be the duty of the Cabinet to provide

by-laws for the BROTHERHOOD, but no by-laws shall

become operative until approved by the Leader and Of-

ficial Head.
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541 ARTICLE XI\'.

Sec. I. There shall he a literary department connected

with this BROTHERHOOD, to be known as " The

Theosophical Society in America."

Sec. 2. There shall be a departm.ent of the BROTH-

ERHOOD for the purpose of doing practical humani-

tarian work, to be called " The TnLernational Brotherhood

League."

ARTICLE XV.
542

Sec. 1. The seal of the BROTHERHOOD shall be a

circle made of a serpent swallowing its tail, enclosing the

seal of Solomon, inside of which is the Crux Ansata. and

at the Serpent's head a Svastica in a circle, the whole

upon a seven-pointed star, hanging as a pendant from

clasped hands, and surrounded by the words " UNIVER-

SAL BROTHERHOOD."

543

ARTICLE XVI.

Sec. I. The constitution may be amended by a two-

thirds vote of a congress regularly called, but no amend-

ment shall be of force until approved by the Leader and

Ofificial Head.

WITNESS (Continuing), I have stated that the

Theosophical Society was merged into the Universal

1brotherhood.

0. \\ hat, if any, official position did you hold in the

544 Theosophical Society at the time of the merger?

The ])laintifF objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, and not ])roper cross-examination ;

which objection was sustained. The defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception X"^©. 40.
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545 Q- ^ow was the merger of the Theoso])hical Society

with the Universal Brotherhood effected, and l)v whom ?

The plaintifif objected to the question, on the ground

tliat it was immaterial, and not proper cross-examination

or material ; which o1)jection was sustained. The defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception Xo. 41.

WITNESS (Contiiming), I remember where I was

wlien I first saw the article u])on which this action has

been brought. 1 was at the Point Loma homestead. I

^^" cannot tell who brought the article to my attention. I

only know^ I read it. I was not, at that time, a subscriber

to the Los Angeles Times, nor was the society a sub-

scriber of that pa])er. I do not remember who called my

attention to the article, because I had had so many pre-

vious to that time I had gotten accustomed to read them

— I could not tell — I might afterwards, but T can't tell.

It is a fact that prior to the publication which 1 com-

plained of there had been articles ]xiblished in other

54"' pa])ers attacking me and my work, and which articles

had been brought to my attention. There were man\-

articles written ; many that I did not see, but heard of.

Some that I did see.

Q. Isn't it true. Mrs. Tinglcy, that from the time of

the organization of the I'niversal brotherhood up to the

time of the publication of this article, during all of that

period of time vou and your work, and your right to act

or assume to act as the head of the theosophical movement
548 • •

was attacked and questioned by numerous publications

which were brought to your attention?

A. I can answer that it was ikU my habit to reatl the

articles that were published, if any were. I wcnild hear
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c^49 occasionally of articles. Tf they were sensational, I

told ni}- secretary and comrades not to brinq- them to me.

It they were a direct accusation that I could act upon, I

wanted them broug^ht to me. I was not in the habit of

reading the general publications, and could not tell how

many there were, or what their nature was.

There had been direct accusations made against me

in these i)ublications and brought to my attention ; the

direct accusation of the Los Angeles Times was brought

to mv attention.
550

551

552

O. Any others?

A. I have no recollection of having them affect me to

any great degree, if I had any. I must have read some,

of course, in reading the papers occasionally. But I

never made a practice of reading them becattse they were

sensational, and I always told my officers and comrades

that anything which I could meet in any legal way I

would be pleased to see, but I never found any, and if

I ever heard of any at all I never realized the persistency

of persecution in any way— I expect to be, in my posi-

tion, attacked very much, and to be very much accused,

and all that, as a public worker in a new work, but I

never was affected as I was this time.

I had not seen and read numerous articles and publi-

cations asserting that I was not entitled to act as head

of the Theosophical movement. I c^nmot say that I never

saw any, but I never saw numerous numbers. I must,

of course, have seen some, but I cannot recollect any-

thing that has made any marked impression on my mind.

I cannot now recollect any publication that I ever read.

I must have read some, but numerous, no sir, I never

read them. I cannot recollect any of them.
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:^C3 For some two or three months i)rior tq the puljlication

complained of in this case 1 had been particularly en-

gaged as editress of the New Century and also of the

Universal Brotherhood publication and general advisor

and directress of the children's work, the work through-

out the world, work in Cuba, and also all the general

work pertaining to the organization at Point Loma. 1

could not define the extent to which I devoted my time

to editing the New Century ; it was at every possible op-

cCA portimity. I would be a few hours on one kind of work

and a few hours on another. I gave a good deal of atten-

tion in the latter part of every week to my publications

in order to have them ready for the printers on Monday

or Tuesday. My usual hours of work were whenever my

work required my attention, anything within reason when

I had the strength to attend to it, any time before one

o'clock at night, early in the morning. 1 never had any

regular hours. On account of overwork some nights

rrr- and some nights not, I didn't have a regular hour of

resting. I was working very hard during that time,

much harder than J have since 1 had the shock of Mr.

Otis's attack.

O. How long had you been working so hard and

working such long hours?

A. Oh, I had worked off and on, sometimes I didn't

work so hard and sometimes I did, just according to the

need of the time ; but I was always able to take a certain

•^•^^ portion of the time for physical exercise, an hour to build

me up, but I have not been able to do so since 1 was in-

jured— or since 1 was— prior to that time 1 was able

to walk five or six miles a day— 1 didn't do it regu-

larly— before I received the shock from that paper.
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557 -^ft^'i" that T never went the (hstance. I had at differ-

ent times been in ])oor health, Imt never mentally— no

mental diffieulty or pressiye; I have had pneumonia and

I have had fever in the ])ast when in my childhood, I be-

lieve, and I liave had some heart difficultv. I was cer-

tain that I was born with heart difficulty, I had some

slight trouble in breathing-, but not enough to effect my
head nor my nervous tem])erament. I have always had

trouble with my heart, l)ut it was very transitory, only

558 ^°'" '^ moment
;
but it was not continuous at all.

O. During the three months prior to this publication,

had }()u any special controversy on hand?

MR. ANDREWS: We object to the question, Your

Honor, as not proper cross-examination.

O. In addition to your usual and ordinarv work in

connection with this movement?

559

MR. ANDREWS. And as immaterial.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered exception No. 42.

Q. For a period of about three months prior to this

publication, had you not been engaged in a heated con-

troversy which resulted in public discussion with certain

of the ministers of this city?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was not

proper cross-examination and because the answer would

560 be incompetent and immaterial ; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

Exception No. 43.

O. Isn't it true, Mrs. Tingley, that for about — for

over two months, a period of time extending over two
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561 """^"ths or more jirior to this im!)lication, }-ou had hccii

engaged in a controvers}- witli certain of the minis-

ters of this city, and that in addition to the usual work

which you were accustomed to do, that you had partici-

pated in that controversy and devoted a great deal of

time to it ?

The plaintiff ohjected to the (juestion because it was

not proper cross-examination, and because the answer

would be incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial to any

56^ of the issues; which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered exception No. 44.

O. Isn't it true tb.at during the period of time indi-

cated or covered by the last question that \'ou luade. in

addition to your usual and ordinary work, addresses

and speeches, revised the work or addresses or speeches

made by members of your society, which were used in a

discussion between yourself and the ministers of this city?

563 The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

n.ot proper cross-examination, and because the answer

would be immaterial and the testimony incompetent

;

wdiich objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered exception No. 45.

Witness (continuing) : I was i.ot engaged, during the

sixty days prior to the i)ublication of this article, in what

I would call extra work in addition to my usual and or-

dinary work. I was not. at that time, engageil in a con-

564 troversy with the ministers of this city, discussing the

relative merits of theoso])hy and clu-istianity ; the Toint

Loma students were engaged with the ministers in the

discussion. I was interested in it. ver}- nnich so. but not

in any way to tax me. I coultl not say that 1 examined
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555 ^""^^ approved the papers that were read by the students

before they were permitted to read them. I do not think

I did. Indeed. T know I (Hd not. I might have lieard

some of them as 1 would any subject or any publication,

but T did not give any special time to them at all in any

way that taxed me. I am not certain that I engaged in

the discussion myself. I think I made some comments,

but not directly in the discussion. It was carried on by

the Point Loma students and the ministers, or at least it

c^^ was intended to be carried on in that way. The contro-

versy was carried on publicly between a minister, a rep-

resentative of one of the churches, but not a minister of

the city, and the members or some of the Point Loma stu-

dents, and not by myself at all. I listened, but I did not

I)articipate in the controversy.

O. Did you not, yourself, deliver an address at the

Isis Theatre during that controversy, and on the contro-

versy ?

^^* A. I have delivered very many addresses when I was

well enough, and I generally touched on the subject, but

not what I would call directly in connection with the con-

troversy you referred to— indirectly.

During the time of that controversy, I was not able to

appear at the Isis Theatre regularly ; I do not think I have

ever attended regularly there and I have done less so re-

cently. I was not able to attend there during a part of

the time covered by this controversy of which I have

5oo spoken, because I had other duties which called my at-

tention ; there was no necessity of my being there. I

didn't say that I was very busy during all the time ; I did

my general work. Possibly at some time while the con-

troversy was going on, I was resting as I should. I have
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559 already defined what my daily duties were durinj^ the

three months prior to this ])nhlieation, and what ])eriod of

time they covered. I cannot, at present, define them any

more definitely than T already have done, unless I live

back in memory and tabulate every fact— every bit oi

work I did.

When the article was first called to luy attention or the

head lines read, I was at our Musical Conservatory, but

I didn't read it until I ii;ot back to the Homestead. I

570 think it was that night or next morning. I know I re-

member reading it, and I remember reading it at the

Homestead. My attention was called to it and T was

busy at the time, l)Ut was partially efifected by the head-

ing, but I didn't read it in detail. I remember having

it by myself and reading it, some one brought it to me

and I read it in my room and I remember the shock I

had. I presume I was alone at the time I received this

shock, I think I have just said 1 was ; 1 could not tell

^71 ^^"^^' lo"? ^t was after the publication of the article that

I saw it. I think it was very close to the time ; it must

have been.

Q. I will ask you to look it this issue of the Los

Angeles Herald of the i6th of September, 1900, and

state when you first saw that.

A. (After examining paper.) No, I never read that.

I am familiar with certain parts of that, and might have

seen it somewhere else. I never knew that the Herald

572 pnl^lished anything; 1 have no recollection; 1 might

have known.

O. Didn't you take the matter of the publication of

this article up with the Los Angeles HeraUl ?

A. I do not remember doing so.
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'^7'^ Q- ^^ i'^ y^" ^'^}' tliat you did not, madam?

A. How can I when T told }on, sir, I cannot remem-

ber; 1 cannot sa\' tliat I did or did not. I do not remem-

ber readini;' the whole thing". I have no recollection of

ever seeing- that heading'— ever seeing it.

O. Have you any recollection of having seen any of

the matter stated in here? (Tendering paper to witness.)

The plaintiff objected to the c[uestion on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, and as calling
S74

for an answer which would be immaterial, irrelevant and

incompetent, and ujxmi the further ground that the paper

was dated September i6, 1900, which objection was sus-

tained. The defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 46.

Hereupon the defendant offered in evidence and asked

that the same be marked as Defendant's Exhil)it Xo. 4. the

article referred to in the foregoing" question, and appear-

-^^ ing in the Los Angeles Herald >f September i6th, 1900.

The ])laintiff objected to the introduction of said article

in evidence, which ol)jection was sustained. The defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered as exception

No. 47.

The said article was marked for identification, and is

here set out as

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. 4.

" DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 4."

576 Eos Angeles Herald, v^unday norning, September 16,

1900.

WEIRD AND WONDROUS. CITY OF ESOTERO.

STRANGE THINGS ARE GOING ON IN THE
HOME OF MYSTERY.
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77 ON THE TIPTOP of Point Loma, near San Dic^^o,

has been founded the City of Eso'.ero.

Truly is this a city of mystery, of weird and wondrous

doings — doings which may the honest country folk on

the Point Loma hillside whisper "
vST-'( )( )KY," while citi-

zens across the bay in San Diego town echo " spooky."

How spooks, in their phantom souls, must revel in their

eerie jiower

!

About all that the average vSan Diegan knows of this

new city is that Point Loma has been chosen as head-

quarters b}- the Universal Brotherhood ; that much build-

ing is being done; that the place is one more point of

interest to the sight-seeing tourist. Invariably comes

the comment, "Spooky."

The old Point Loma Hotel is now th'e Point Loma

Homestead. It is being remodeled, taking as near the

form of a castle as a rambling old frame building can,

by the addition of domes, and an outside coat of jilaster,

to resemble stone.

Connected with the homestead on the Ocean side is a

circular building, rising in three tiers, with a great

dome above, topped by a sphere and turret. The lower

part is of plaster, the dome and sphere of soft violet-

colored glass.

Lender the lee of the homestead, like the chicks of a

big wdiite hen, is a cluster of white tents, forming the

"City Beautiful." This is the some of the Lotus Buds,

little children who are to be luirtured in the great white

S80
light of Universal P)rotherhood.

Yonder at the farther end of the City of Esotero, two

stone pillars mark the entrance to the sacred ground.

Here have been laid two corner stones, one for the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, one

579
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581 ^or the Isis School of Music and the Drama. From the

former waves on hig-h by day the purple and gold banner

of the school, while at night a beacon burns.

If one may believe what he hears, in course of time this

school will be thrown open to the world for the teaching

of great regenerating truths that have for ages been

known to the Brahmins, but by them held as secrets.

From Point Loma, then, from the City of Esotero, will

come a great wave of truth and harmony, and spiritual

rny beauty that shall purify this wicked world of ours.

Meanwhile the curious worlding hungers for an inkling

of the secrets and thirsts for knowledge of what is going

on in the City of Esotero.

The Homestead is advertised as a hotel open to the

public. The public has been asked to visit the City of

Esotero, and many 'bus loads of the public have accepted

i;he invitation.

This apparent frankness with the public is misleading.

-0-1 Strangers are not welcome in the City of Esotero. Day

and night a guard patrols the driveway, and the unknown

stranger is spied upon until he leaves the grounds. Per-

haps parties visiting the place may leave their carriages to

walk around
;
perhaps not. Sometimes guests are pro-

vided with accommodations ; sometimes not, even when

the hotel is not full.

A San Diegan tells how a part}^ of young people once

drove over to take lunch at the Homestead. They went

into the office and saw no one. They wandered through

the halls and no one came; into the parlors, which were

empty. In this room the walls are hung with strange

symbolic paintings, wonderful things in colorings, but

conducive to uncanny feeling in such a still, deserted

house. Driven back into the halls by the stillness and the
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585 fanciful pictures, they were just in time to see a com-

pany of people sweep clown the stairs and into the dining-

room. Real flesh and blood people, elegantly gowned

and evidently at home.

Hungry and growing hungrier, the young folks waited,

bent on having lunch before returning home.

Presently the company swept up the stairs again and

the visitors were allowed at the second table. The meal

seemed scant after the lung drive and Icjnger wait, l)ut it

was better than none.

Returning to the office to pay the bill, they found no

one, and no one came. After waiting a few minutes they

hunted up the cook, paid her and left, breathing more

freely when they had left behind them the City of Esotero.

That was some time ago. Now the colony is larger,

and the hotel office is presided over by a bland smiling

person, who can tell the incjuiring stranger that the hotel

is crowded only after disappearing upstairs for ten min-

utes— presumably to make a ror.nd of the rooms to see

if one is vacant.

The citizens of Esotero are gathered from out the

world to form the nucleus of a new civilization, a seed

that shall grow and blossom and regenerate the world.

Their avowed i)uri)ose is to prove that brotherhood is not

a dream, but a fact in nature. In this city of simplicity

sordid care and selfishness must give place to lofty

thought and altruistic purpose.

In exemplification of the beautiful theory of life in

this great soul-center, there is the tale that is told in San

Diego of the laying of tlic corner-stone of the Isis school.

The San Diego branch of the Universal Brotherhood

expected to take part in the ceremony. They ordered

their driver to be prompt and have them on the ground

587
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5g9 before 9 o'clock in the iiiornini;-, for at that hour the gate

of the sacred ground would be closed.

The San Diegans were at the gate about 8 :30. The

gate was already closed. They waited, thinking it would

be opened for them. Nine o'clock came, but no one to

open the gate.

Presently the procession left the Hornestead, with flut-

tering robes and flying banners. In plain view of the

brothers waiting at the gate, they jjassed down the road

59Q to the sacred ground.

Still no One came to let the brothers in.

There they sat, within sight and sound of the celebra-

tion, and were allowed to sit. i]y 2 o'clock they turned

away from the gate to the sacred ground, the fountain

head of brotherhood, and drove back to San Diego.

The ruling spirit in Point Loma's colony is the found-

ress-directress of the School for the Revival of Lost

Mysteries, the leader and offtcial head of the Universal

^92. Brotherhood, Katherine A. Tingley— She-who-must-be-

obeyed.

Unlike the creature of Haggard's fancy, this She does

not dwell in a cave, though Loma has great caves in which

waves of the ocean might hide to whisper secrets too dark

for sunlig^ht.

Nor do her subjects crawl into the presence on hands

and knees. There is no outward show of abject servil-

ity, yet are these poor souls slaves to the will of She-who-

592 "i^ist-be-obeyed. Through the Universal Brotherhood

her will is absolute. To dare to disobey is to be in peril

of banishment from the " White Lodge " into the " Black

Lodge," to joint the forces of " black magicians " whom
all true brothers shim.

I
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593 "^ Los Angeles woman who spent some time in the

City of Esotero once heard a citizen declare her belief that

Madam Blavatsky was a greater master than Mrs. Ting-

ley. Rarely was there time for this to reach the ears of

She-who-miist-be-obeyed when one of her miriions came

and ordered the citizen to leave the place— cast her out

of pat Tfli^f.

What is the power of this goddess of Esotero? Awe

and fear, loss of sleep and an ever-present sense of mys-

•^^"^ tery keep the wills of the citizens of Esotero pliant.

Those who remember that the Leader of Universal

Brotherhood has served an apprenticeship as a spiritual-

istic medium, and that she was once declared by a hyp-

notist to be the most powerful and dangerous hypnotist

he had ever met, may have a further clue to her power.

I'here is something in psychic force. There is also some-

thing in knowing how to deal with people.

One wdio has lately visited the City of Esotero may

5^0 have noticed that on the cap of each workman about the

grounds there is a faded, soiled rosette of yellow. These

v.'orkmen, somewhere near one hundred in number, are

not all of the faith. About two weeks ago a woman

from the Homestead went out among them and with a

mysterious air and no explanation pinned the yellow rose

on each hat. Only one man objected— a silver Republi-

can — who left the work rather than wear a badge that

made him feel a traitor to his part}'.

596 To a loyal member of ihc brotherhood a sununons to

Point l.oma is not only a command, but an honor. Such

summons has come to several members of the Los An-

geles Lodge. Some are still there, others have come

awav.
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597 One woman who has returned to Los Angeles tells

this story: A message came to her through the presi-

dent of the lodge that she was wanted at Point Loma.

She had no money to go. hut was told tliat this would

be arranged. She was instructed to take her little girl,

hut not to tell her mother where she was going. In her

first interview with Mrs. Tingley she was told frankly

that the leader had been misinformed as to her financial

condition ; that they had no place for people who could

59^ not pa}'. However, she was given a room and some light

vv'ork to do. She was not allowed to write to her mother,

nor to see her child, who was sent to the children's colony.

At first her faith was strong enough to blind her.

lint as the days went by, she longed to see her little girl.

Finally, permission was obtained to see the child, but not

to speak to her, and a spy was sent with the woman to

See that she obeyed.

i\Teanwhile, the child had been unhappy in the City

599 lleautiful. Lotus buds, even at the tender age of 7,

must waslf and iron, must dress themselves, and help the

younger I'uds. They have no dolls, no playthings, and

scarce enough to eat. But to make them feel that they

are children, they are spanked in the good old way, or

made to go without breakfast for not getting awake at 4

o'clock to sing an ode to the sum.

At the sight of her mother, the child cried and begged

to be taken away ; and this was the beginning of the end.

^QQ -Mrs. Tingley decided that a mother who clung to her

child was not fit to dwell in the City of Esotero and she

was allowed to depart.

While at Point Loma. this woman saw J\Irs. Kratzer,

who was the first to be called from Los AuQ-eles bv She-
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601 wh()-niiist-l)e-obeyerl. ]\Irs. Kratzer is a poor German

woman, with two children. She can cook and scrul), and

she was needed at the Homestead. Made to feci that it

is an honor to work for the cause of humanity without

pay, Mrs. Kratzer was inveigled to the City of Esotero,

against the advice of friends. Rising at 4 to chant

mantrums to the sun, this slave finishes her work at 9 or

10 at night. She has no liberty, no leisure. She may

not sit at the table with her brothers, nor cat of the same

602 toof^-

To her friend she said she had never been so un-

happy, nor had she shed so many tears in all her life be-

fore as during her stay at Esotero
;
yet she did not know

what to do to get awa}\ She had no money ; and though

she had friends outside who would help her, they can get

no answers to their letters.

The ethics of I'niversa! Brotherhood, in theory, is

beautiful. As practiced tmder the direction of She-who-

5Q3 must-be-obeyed, it is not beautiful.

It is about two and a half years since She, by a politi-

cal move worthy of a ward boss rather than the exponent

of a profoundly pure philoso])hy, seized control of the

Theosophical society in America and declared Universal

Brotherhood, leaving the minority high and dry with lit-

tle left but their name.

The constitution, prepared and printed before the con-

vention, shows the well-laid scheme. It declares that

604 ^^"^^^^ shall be one supreiue otfice, in which shall reside

paramount authority regarding all matters which concern

the welfare of the Brotherhood, the title of the

person filling this ofiice being Leader and Offi-

cial Head ; that the Leader and (.Official Head of
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()()5 this organization is Katherinc A. Tingley ; that the per-

son fillin;;- this office shall serve for life or until her or

his resignation : that the person filling- this office shall ap-

point her or his successor.

Continuing, the Constitution provides that the Leader

and Official Head shall have sole power to appoint all

officers and agents, with i:)ower to remove any or all of

them at her discretion ; to declare the policy and direct

the affairs of the Brotherhood ; to cancel or suspend the

5Q5 charter of any suhordinate lodge, and to suspend or dis-

solve the membership of any person; that the treasurer

shall receive and disl;)urse all moneys as directed by a

finance committee, whose acts are void and of no effect

when disapproved by the Leader and Official Head; that

the leader and Official Head may call a congress at such

time and place as she may designate, for the consideration

of any matters connected with the welfare of the Brother-

hood ; the Leader and Official Head to have ]DOwer to

607 prevent the discussion of or action on, any subject which

in her judgment is against the welfare of the Brother-

hood.

The self-planned, self-executed apotheosis of Kather-

ine A. Tingley was the signal for hundreds of men and

women to withdraw from the organization. Others fol-

low the ignis fatuus of a hope that the society might be

wrested from this control. ( )n they sped, urged by faith

and devotion to the cause, sinking deeper and deeper into

608 ^'^*^ niire of mystery which lies under their crust of a

much-vaunted charity and l)rotherhood.

Of these many turned back after breaking through the

crust a time or two, realizing what was beneath. A few

kept on. Some are now floundering, helpless, yet hon-
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509 estly believing there is a foothold somewhere, which they

will reach somehow. Others are floundering on, keen

enough to see that beyond the mire, where the Leader

stands, is a spot which to all appearances is firm, and

where, perchance a reward awaits. They have grown

used to the falsehoods and the pain of others, and to

satisfy vanity and ambition they crush the brother they

would seem to help.

Were there not a touch of pathos in it, this ])retense

5^Q of Universal Brotherhood would be a roaring farce.

When Mrs. Tingley became the Leader and Official

Head of the Universal Brotherhood, the Los Angeles

Lodge numbered IIL Now' it mmibers a dozen or so of

working members, with a few other scattering ones,

whose names are still on the roll but who give no support

to the society.

This change has not taken place without cause. The

cause is not hard to discover. In the interview with F.

611 ^' ^^^'^^"s who, until about a year ago, was president

of the Los Angeles Lodge of the Universal Brotherhood,

Mr. Calkins said :

" I withdrew entirely from the organization about one

year ago. after having become satisfied that Mrs. Tingley,

(who had by certain means gained complete control of

the executive of the society) was diametrically opposed to

the principles of theosophy, for the promulgation of which

philosophy the society was organized.

z:i2
" Her methods seem to me intensely Jesuitical and cor-

respondingly unjust. I was satisfied her methods were

working a great injury to a sublime philosophy, the study

of which was discouraged, with the apparent purpose of

inducing members to look solelv to her for the truth ( ?)
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613 "^vhich they were obliged to accept or be branded as a

' disloyal '."

Mr. Calkins does not attack the organization. He sim-

ply preferred to be outside of a society which furnishes

a woman to think for its members, and which jiretends

to promulgate theosophy, when in reality it does the

reverse.

For similar reasons many others have resigned. In

common honesty some could not obey the commands of

614 ^'^^ She-who-must-be-obeyed, and members of the society

stand pledged to " obey the leader without cavil or de-

lay." One woman who has resigned states that a few

months ago she was requested to obtain by stealth certain

books that were owned by a friend'who had been dropped

from the society. This act would have been in the line

of her duty to the Leader of the Universal Brotherhood,

but the woman's first duty was to her higher self, and she

refused to get the books.

615 Among other instructions sent out from the central

office is one which requires that in any meeting, at the

mention of Katherine A. Tingley's name, every member

of the society must rise to his feet, and with bowed head

remain standing for three minutes. Perhaps in time

they will be expected to cross themselves.

This order is strangely connected with the Leader's

childhood. Back of the Brotherhood days, back of the

Spiritualistic days, back of other days beyond, there were

^^^ Catholic days. ]Mrs. Tingley's biographers tell that she

was educated in a convent. Another thing that recalls

this fact is the Jesuitical system by which the Leader

maintains her power.

The unpardonable sin in the L'niversal Brotherhood is
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517 disloyalty to the leader. Members are instructed to re-

port any adverse criticism that may be made. To ques-

tion the infallibility, the divinity even, of She-who-must-

be-obeyed is sufficient reason for expulsion from the so-

ciety. A member who is cx]x>llcd is cast into the " Black

Lodge." He becomes a part of the " dark forces

"

against which the loyal are ever battling.

It is a part of the lofty idea of Brotherhood that these

" black magicians be made to feel their ostracism. The

618 f'^iithful may no longer speak to the outcast, even though

he were a lifelong friend. A letter from him mav not

be opened, he must be treated as one dead."

Sometimes friend is warned against friend, fair names

are blackened and deceit is fostered— this in the name of

theosophy and of brotherhood.

Fancy the picture of a man who, after years of faith-

ful, zealous work in the society, was voted out in open

meeting. Fancy him as he leaves the hall, tears stream-

A1Q '"§' down his face, while the eyes of those who, from per-

sonal emnity, had brought about his expulsion, gleamed

with triumph. It was but a few minutes later that a

- leader in the society was heard to say to a late comer

:

" You should have been here to see the fun." This is but

one of the scenes that deepen the sanctity of the brother-

hood bond.

Another instance is that of the expulsion of Benjamin

F. Hilliker, a one-time member of the Los Angeles

Lodge. In an interview Mr. Hilliker made this state-

ment :

" Members have been expelled from the order of the

Universal Brotherhood for no other reason than si)eaking

their minds on the laws of theosophy, as taught and

guaranteed bv the by-laws of the society.
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621 ' ^ havQ always been a man of liberal thoug-ht and

plain sj)oken. I don't believe in mysticism and hypnotic

influences, or in worshipinc^ any human beinp;- as a leader

or master.

"One eveninc^ about three months ag-o, after listening

to speeches made to the effect that Mrs. Tingley was a

master of high order and endowed with divine wisdom,

and that all the world, especially religious societies,

were coming to the one universal idea of brotherhood

622 ('^^'^1'^^''' '•'^ contrary to theosophical teaching) I undertook

to say that, according to the laws of evolution as taught

in the tlieosophical society from the first, this could not

be possible ; that, as we are constantly bringing the lower

orders up, into the higher, all organizations could never

come to one place 6f thought.

" For this I was called to order by the Chairman, Dr.

Beach, told to sit down and keep silent or leave the hall.

" I informed the chairman that I would do neither, as

623 ^ '^''•'^^ ^'^^ right by the by-laws, which guarantee to every

member the right to believe or disbelieve in any re-

ligious system or philosophy, each being required to show

that tolerance for the opinions of others which he expects

for his own.

" The chairman ordered certain members to expel me

fn^n the hall, which they refused to do.

'' I reported this little altercation to Mrs. Tingley, sub-

mitting the case impartially and asking her to inform me

^r%A ^^y letter whether she considered I was right or wrong.
" She never condescended to answer the letter, but no-

tified the chairman to drop my name from the rolls. Dr.

IJeach informed me by letter that my name had been

dropped by order of Mrs. Tingley, and I have never

been in the hall since.
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625 " ^^ ^^'^''' 'li''"^^'' '^y ^ certain member of tlic society

that I had never donated any money toward buikhnti^ up

FV)int Loma, and that fact probably had mucli to do

with my being expelled.

"One peculiar feature of the society," continued Mr.

Hilliker, " is that as soon as a member is exjjelled,

other members refuse to reco.q'nize him on the street. I

have met some of them face to face and they have turned

up their noses and passed without speaking.

/'-)/' "Again, I have heard members in open meeting use

the worst of slang phrases in defaming the character of

members who have seen fit to withdraw from the

society.

Universal Brotherhood meetings are said to be o])en

for all
;

yet at the door of the local lodge a man is

stationed of Sunday nights with orders to turn away any

" black magician" who may try to enter.

The library -is open to the public at stated hours, yet

,^H- only a short time since an ex-member, a teacher in the
04/ "

Los Angeles schools, was told that she was not wanted

there. This in the name of Brotherhood, by a hysterical

woman, a dreamer of dreams, who wields an influence

among the handful left in the local branch.

From East to W'est the Universal Brotherhood is

dwindling. The Leader, ever vague antl mystical, ex-

plains that under the strain of the end of the century

many could not pass through the door, which was closed

upon them retarding their development. What the

" strain" is the deponent saith not.

Unwittingly she comes near the truth when she says

they " got too close to the center."

There are other secrets in the City of Esotero besides

those of Brahmins and Brotherhood.

628
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(3^9 WITNESS (Continuing) : I was at Point Tvoma, San

Dieg'o. (lurinq- the month of ( )ctobcr, 1901. T could not

tell \()U if I was at the Tsis Theatre on the evening of

Sunday, the 20th day of October. T90T. I do not know if

T remember the address at that theatre at that time. I

have never kept a record of my dates at all. I remember

delivering- a lecture at the Tsis Theatre and I very often

referred to Clarence True Wilson, the pastor of the First

Methodist Church in San Diego. Intt I do not think I ever

630 gave a direct reply to him. I made certain statements,

but T did not enter into the controversy. At that time

I was accustomed to, and did read, the San Diego daily

papers whenever I had an opportunity to. On occasions

I read the Evening Tribune -— not always.

O. I call your attention to the Evening Tribune of

Monday, the 21st of October, 1901, and to the article

headed " Denunciation, Defiance" and ask you whether

Aou read that at that time?
631 •

A. I cannot be responsible for every word there, Sir,

but I am familiar with that matter because the papers

very often misquoted me, and I have had to call them to

account for that. I cannot be responsible for every word

appearing in that paper, but I did make the speech re-

ferred to. I must have been at the -I sis Theatre on the

evening of the 20th of October, and delivered the address

there, if that is the date. I do not consider that the

532 address related to a controversy between myself and

Mr. Wilson, pastor of the First Methodist Church. It

was indirectly touching ui)on that and other matters. As

I say, the controversy was carried on by the Point Loma

students. I am the head and leader of the students, but
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533 I *^o not furnish them all their ideas. I direct their

course to a i)ropcr degree.

Q. And didn't you direct their course in this contro-

versy ?

A. I did not, Sir. They made their own arrange-

ments together for conducting the controversy.

O. They consulted }ou in no way?

634 The plaintiff objected to the fjuestion as not jjroper

cross-examination ; whicli objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted ; and the same is numbered Exception

No. 48.

O. I will ask you to read this article again (tendering

witness the article appearing in the Los Angeles Herald

on September i6th, 1900, hereinabove set out as Defend-

ant's Exhibit No. 4,) and state if there are any inac-

curacies in it and point them out.

635

636

The plaintiiT objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and because

the answer would be incompetent, irrelevant and imma-

terial, which objection w^as sustained, defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 49.

O. Isn't it true, Mrs. Tingley, that at the Isis Theatre

on Sunday evening, the 20th of October, you delivered an

address directed against Clarence True Wilson, of con-

siderable length ?

The plaintiiT objected to the ([uestion as not proper

cross examination, and because the answer would be

irrelevant and immaterial to the issues; which obiection
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^37 was sustained, and the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 50.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I presume I did deliver

an address at Isis Theatre in San Diego on the evening

of the 20th of October, 1901. I could not tell the length

of it.

O. What was the subject of the address?

A. It is really most difficult for me to recollect the

substance of my lectures. I have made a great many. I

remember Clarence True Wilson well, and I remember

his attack, and I remember the controversy, and I remem-

ber I was interested, but didn't labor over the work nor

spend an evening in direct attack against Mr. Wilson. I

cannot recall the full suliject. If it was on different

speeches — I make no preparation at all. I cannot tell

you how much time the delivery of that address occu-

])ied. I never know ; the time alwavs differs according

to my mood. I had not pre])ared the address which I

delivered before that one there. I never make any prepa-

ration. Possibly two or three minutes before I go in

I may think upon the subject I am going to touch, but I

do not spend any time outlining what I am going to say.

I ma}' have in view, possibly, some few ideas, but as to

any preparation, I do not.

I do not remember if I delivered an address at the Isis

Theatre on the evening of October 27th, 1901. the fol-

^'^^ lowing Sunday, because I sometimes spoke several con-

secutive Sundays ancl then not for a long time.

I made my first visit to San Diego in 1897. I remained

here possibly two weeks, or a week longer, not longer

than that. I cannot tell the exact date, but I think it was
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54]^ in February, 1897. I next visited San Dieg^o when the

Congress of the Universal Brotherhood was helfl here in

the Spring of 1899.

Q. And since that time you have resided at IV^int

Loina ?

A. No-sir.

O. When (hd }'OU first permanently locate at Point

Loma ?

642
A. I have not located permanently at Point Loma

;

while I am there I consider myself a resident in a

certain sense, but on account of my position in connection

with the Universal Brotherhood, I do not consider myself

permanently located in that sense. I may be tomorrow

in India, but of course to a large degree I make it my

home, because I have been working there.

Q. When did you locate at Point Loma ?

643 A. I came the third visit or the third time I came

to Point Loma, I think it was three years ago, about

that time.

Q. What had been your business prior to the time that

you became the leader of the L'nivcrsal Urothcrhood ?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was not

proper .cross examination; secondlv, because the answer

would be irrelevant, immaterial and incompeterit to any

544 issue before the Court.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: We submit, if your HotK^r

please, when a plaintiff comes into court suing for daiu-

ages for alleged libel, that she places her character as

well as her reputation in issue. We submit that it is
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545 entirely competent and proper, and universally done, to

inquire of and concerning the plaintiff's life, habits,

standing or lack of standing in a community. We sub-

mit that plaintiff cannot maintain an action.

THE COURT: The question is whether it is cross-

examination or not.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: To be sure. But 1 sulmiit

therefore that it is cross-examination. She said she

was at the head of this institution, that she lived here

a certain time, that the effect of this article has been

highly injurious to her feelings. We have a right to

inquire who this lady is? Whether she is susceptible

of being hurt in feeling by this kind of article? What

is her life? Who is she? Where was she born even?

What has been her checkered career" In order that the

jury may determine whether or not this article in the

Times has wrought this great injury to her, we sub-

mit, if the Court please, that we can furnish authorities

m abundance to sustain this sort of cross-examination of

a plaintiff who takes the stand in a libel case, and as

your Honor stated a few moments ago very pertinently,

there was much law upon this subject, there are indeed

a great many decisions, a great contrariety of opinion,

and it needs no authority for this. If John Smith sues

for damages, on tfie record John Smith stands as great

as the President. But inquiry into John Smith, his life,

his habits, may reveal the fact to Court and jury that

648 he was not a party that could be libeled. And it is upon

that theory that Courts permit a jury to ascertain who

the plaintiff' is that seeks damages for alleged injury to

reputation. It is not a matter of defense in the sense

of direct proof in defense. It may be reached on cross-

647
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549 examination when she gives her name and age and says

she has Hved here so long, we may inquire where else

she had lived, and generally fully cross-examine her as

to her life and character and reputation. -If your Honor

would reserve the ruling if you doubt it, we will be glad

to furnish you authorities to sustain what 1 have said.

MR. HUNSAKER: If your Honor please, in addi-

tion to what has been suggested by Mr. Shortridge, this

line of inc|uiry is admissible as proper cross-examination

ft^O ^U^o'i the subject which they opened up in this case.

Counsel for plaintiff did not contriit themselves with the

relying upon the presumptions which the law furnishes.

If a libel has been published and they have undertaken

specially to show a special and peculiar situation, a spe-

cial and peculiar eft'ect produced on the plaintiff bv the

publication of this article, now we suljmit it is perfectly

competent and proper for the purpose of showing

whether it is probable that the reading of this article

- produced any such condition as the plaintiff has testi-

tied to, or was possible of producing any such result as

she claims it did, to show her past histor}- by her exam-

ination ; to show whether she was of such a character,

and her sensibilities were such that the article would

probably have that effect ; or as was said by one of the

learned gentlemen for the plaintiff' in arguing the objec-

tion which your Honor did overrule, whether she was a

thin skinned or a thick skinned person. They have not,

as I said, contented themselves with relvinir on the usual

and ordinary rule in such cases, but they have underT

taken to show that it had a peculiar effect on this plain-

tiff. Now^ it is certainly legitimate to show what the

mode and manner of living, and the occupation and the
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653 associations of this ])laintift' liave been, for the purpose

of cnabHng- the jury to understand whether the article

is susceptible of having produced the results contended

for, and testified to by the plaintifif.

(ARGUMENT BY COUNSEL.)

MR. SHORTRIDOE: All this revolves around the

testimony as to the mental sufYering which this plaintiff

says she endured. Our position is that this is cross-

examination on that testimony. In support of that I

654
make these further observations. It is proper to show,

first, upon cross-examination, who the plaintiff is who

claims to have suffered from this article. I recall the

case of Canarty vs. Spreckels which was tried in Kern

County. There was an alleged libel against the plaintiff

;

he took the stand, foolishly enough, as others have per-

haps in the history of litigation, and testified that he had

suft'ered the greatest injury from the reading of this

alleged libelous article in the Call. We had taken the

^ trouble to look up the antecedents of this Mr. Canarty,

and in order to show the Court and jury whether he

could have suffered any mental anguish, I propounded

the question to him as to whether or not he had not

been in the penitentiary in New Jersey. It was similar

to a bombshell dropped into that court room. Great

objections were made, but after some discussion the

Court ruled that it was entirely proper, not by way of de-

fensive matter, but by way of cross-examination, for the

656 purpose of showing that the man was of such a mind and

character as not reasonably to be affected by the

reading of a sensational story about him. I submit to

the Court that if it be so, and for the purpose of argu-

ment, I am not saying that it is, but if it be so that this

I
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^^y plaintiff here has gone through battles for years, nevvs-

])a])er controversies, public platform discussions indulg-

ing incrimination and suft'ering recrimination, if she has

lived in an atniDsphere of contention and controversy

and battles royal over theories and doctrines, and if it be

true that she has suffered or has been visited with attacks

innumerable, is that not proper to in(|uire into upon

cross-examination in order that this jury may determine

whether this one article in the Los Angeles Times

.rn wrought all this pain and suffering; and furthermore,

i.? it not cross-examination and proper in order that you

and the jury may determine whether in i:)oint of fact the

article did work any mental or physical injury. It is

conceivable, your Honor, that an article might strike

pain and prostrate a matron of this city which was but

a mere breath of criticism ; it is conceivable that an

article might blast the very happiness of a mother of

this city ; it is also conceivable "that there are people in

the world who would brush such articles aside with
659

indifference, rather welcoming the notoriety, welcoming

the advertisement. What -we want to do is to find out

who, and what this plaintiff' is.

The Court, after argument of counsel, in ruling upon

the objection, used the following language

:

THE COURT: However interesting that might be

to coiuisel to ascertain the history of this plaintiff, if

she has one, or the contention she ma\' have gone through

DOU
^yiji-, ill tiiis iif(._ I ^YJii have to deny them that privilege

on this trial. The plaintift'"s character is presumed to

be good. The law casts that protection around every

person. It is assumed to be just as good as that of any

other person in the Court room. Now whether on an
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661 occasion of this kind the defendant may show in mak-

ing out its case that the reputation of the plaintiflf was

not impaired, or at least for the purpose of showing

that it was not in so great a degree impaired by the

pubHcation of the article complained of ; that her gen-

eral reputation was bad before the article was published,

it is not necessary for me to pass on at this time. That

is for the purpose of reducing damages on the theory

that a person having a bad general reputation in the

. f r-t community, could not be damaged to the same extent
004

by such an article as a person having a good reputation

;

but that question does not arise here. It is a question

whether this is cross-examination or not. There has

been no allusion made in the direct examination of this

witness as to whether her character is good or not. By

taking the stand as a witness to testify in regard to

other matters, she has not forfeited the presumption

which the law casts around her or has created in her

favor that her character was good. In no event, in mv

judgment, at no stage of the trial, of this trial, or any

other trial of this character, may counsel inquire into the

particular acts of supposed delinquency or misconduct

for the purpose of affecting the question of damage.

Those are purely collateral matters
;
you cannot examine

,
' into the question here on this trial as to whether the

particular acts or conduct of this witness, or any other

witness which may appear here, have been commenda-

ble or otherwise. We would never get through with

^^^ the trial. The witness does not come prepared, is not

jjresumed to come prepared to enter upon investigation

as to her past conduct, or whatever acts she may have

done. It would prolong the trial interminably to enter

upon any such investigation as that. The only thing
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555 she has testified to which it seems" to me could be claimed,

upon which any claim could be made, which would give

the right to enter into any inquiry into her past position,

ic the fact that she has testified she is the head of this

institution. The article complained of in this action

seems to proceed upon the theory that she is the head or

manager of that institution, and I do not believe because

she may have testified to her present occupation, or her

present position as official head of the Universal Broth-

f^f-f.
erhood, that that justifies you to make inijuir) as to

what her previous occupations nui}- have been, or her

pursuits in life. The other theory that because a plain-

tifif in a libel suit goes upon the stand and says that she

has suffered mental injury from the defamatory ])ul)li-

cation, mental suffering, pain and suffering, from a de-

famatory publication, to say that you ma_\- proceed to

inquire into the life of that witness and try to develop

on cross-examination what kind of a person she is, or

^ , ^ what her education has been, what her natural or moral
667

. . ..
instincts are, what her lite has been, for the pur])ose of

enabling the jury to say whether she suifered or not,

I think is beyond any proper investigation in any case

which can come before a Court. The question is

whether such a publication would naturally produce

mental suffering upon a human being, a citizen of the

Commonwealth, upon any one who is entitled to the

protection of the laws, an ordinary average human being

occupying the situation which the plaintiff was at the

time the attack was made and one which was in con-

templation of the ])arty making the attack — — —
known to the party making the attack. A judge cannot

guess, nor the jury cannot guess, and make this fine

discrimination and dififerentiation as to whether A would
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5AG suffer more or less than B under similar circumstances,

because A was a little more moral than B, ha<l a little

better education than B, or had better blood running in

his veins than B ; whether his course of life had been a

little different or greatly different than that of B. It is

a mere metaphysical question and has nothing to do

with the determination of the facts in courts of justice.

It may be that a person who has past a life which might

not comport so fully with the idea of some others who

, -^ may be more, apparently more, righteous, who would
6/0 - '

. . ,

more keenly feel a defamatory nnputation than one who

had not. You cannot investigate the question whether

a person defamed is thick-skinned or thin-skinned, black

or white, belonging to this church or that church, or

entertains this belief or that belief. The objection will

1)6 sustained.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court

and sustaining the foregoing objection and the same is

671 numbered Exception No. 51.

And the defendant also excepted to the remarks of the

court in ruling on the objection to the foregoing ques-

tion and the same is numbered Exception No. 52.

A recess was here taken until 2 o'clock P. M. and

on the convening of the Court at 2 o'ckjck, Katherine

Tingley resumed the stand and the Court made the fol-

lowing remarks

:

In view of the fact that Air. Hunsaker took an excep-

6/2 tion to the remarks which the court made in connection

with its last ruling this forenoon, I deem it proper that

I should say a word or two in the presence of the jury.

I cfo not remember exactly what my remarks were, but

i desire to say that the question of the responsibility
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673 °^ deciding- questions referring to the admission of tes-

timony upon the trial devolve entirely upon the Court,

with which the jurors have nothing to do whatever.

Any remarks which the Court may make in explanation

of its ruling, are addressed to the counsel in the case

and not to the jury. The jury are to decide the case

according to the evidence which the Court admits in

view of the law which the Court may finally give the

jury in its written charge; so that it may not be neces-

f>-,A sary to repeat these observations again, I desire to say

to the jury that any remarks which the Court may make

explanatory of its rulings in the case, are not to be

taken in consideration by the jurors at all as indicating

any opinion on the part of the judge, or as attempting

to state any matter of law or fact whatever for the con-

sideration of the jury. The determination of the jury

must be made upon the evidence which the Court sees

fit to admit, and upon the law as the Court shall finally

^ declare it to the jury in its written charge. You may
675

,

proceed.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I\Iy full name is Kathe-

rine Augusta Tingley. My maiden name was Katherine

Augusta Westcott.

Q. On the 28th day of October, 1901, were you mar-

ried?

676
The plaintifif objected to the question, first, because

it was not proper cross-examination, and second, be-

cause it was irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent —
or any answer that may be given to it ; which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 53.
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A^y Q. Had you any family on the 28th of October,

3901?

The plahitiff objected to the question on the ground

that the question itself was not proper cross examination,

and on the further ground that the answer would be

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial to any issue be-

fore the Court. Which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 54.

678
O. Had you any children on the 28th day of October,

1901 ?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the -question itself was not proper cross examina-

tion, and on the further ground that the answer would

be irrelevant, incompetent and . immaterial to any issue

before the Court ; which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

679 ^^'°- 55-

O. During the month of October, 1900, prior to the

28th day of that month, you had been engaged in litiga-

tion here, had you not? In cases in which it was

charged that you were detaining children at Point Loma
— at the Homestead ?

The plaintifif objected to the question upon the ground,

first, that it was not proper cross examination. Next,

that the answer would be irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent as evidence ; which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 56.

Q. Isn't it a fact, Mrs. Tingley, that on the 7th day

680
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Ag][ of October, 1901, a petition was tiled in this Court for a

writ of habeas corpus by one Wilham E. Griswold, in

which it was alleged that you were unlawfully detain-

ing one Bertha E. Griswold at the Homestead?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer would be irrelevant and immaterial and the tes-

timony incompetent to prove any issue befort the Court

;

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

682 and the same is numbered Exception No. 57.

Q. Is it not a fact that such a petition was filed in

this Court and did you not engage in a contest with Mr.

Griswold on that subject during that month and prior

to the publication of this article?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, and the tes-

f.Q'i timony incompetent to any issue before the Court ; which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 58.

Q. Isn't it true, Mrs. Tingley, that on the 24th day

of October, 1901, there was filed in the Superior Court

of this County, by John J. ijohn, an application for a

writ of habeas corpus whereby he sought to obtain the

custody of his two minor children, Donald I. IJohn and

Ralph Maxwell Bohn, alleging that you detained them,

5g4 without his consent, in the Point Loma Homestead, and

did you not know^ of that fact?

The plaintiff' ol)jected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, anil the tes-
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585 timony, if given, incompetent to any issue, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 59.

•Q. Isn't it true that sucli petition was filed and tliat

it was brought to your knowledge and that you had

knowledge of that fact, the filing of the petition and the

nature of the charges contained in the petition i)rior to

the 28th day of October, 1901 ?

686
The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer would be incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial

;

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception Xo. 60.

Q. Did you not, during the period of time elapsing

between the 24th day of October, 1901, and the 28th day

of- October, 1901, devote considerable time and attention

to a habeas corpus proceeding, instituted in this Court by

687 John J. Bohn, in which he sought the recovery and cus-

tody of his children, alleging that you unlawfully detained

them ?

The i)laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer, if given, would be incompetent, irrelevant and

immaterial, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 61.

688 Q- ^ ^^^'^ ^^^ y°"' ^^^^- Tii^gley, whether it is not a

fact that you read in the San Diego papers published

between the 24th and the 28th of October, 1901, the

accounts of the proceedings in the Bohn habeas corpus

case?
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^§9 The plaintiff objected to. the question on the ^n'ound

that it was not proper cross examination, and on the

further ground that the answer would be incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 62.

O. Yott stated, Mrs. Tingley, that you did, or had

read, the attacks on you appearing in certain publica-

tions ; will you kindly state what publications you did

read ; what particular one that you recollect to have read ?

690

A. I could not tell you what publications I have read

which goes outside of the one that— of the Los Angeles

Times. I could not now recall any of them.

Q. Do you remember whether you read an article

appearing in the New York Herald, May 2nd, 1889,

entitled "ASK MRS. TINGLEY FOR ACCOUNT-

691 n\G. THEOSOPHISTS ANXIOUS TO KNOW
DISPOSITION OF SUPPLIES CONTRIBUTED TO
CUBANS." Do you remember having read that arti-

cle?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

not proper cross examination, and because the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, and further, because

the article was too remote to affect the question at issue

;

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is nuiubered Exception Xo. 63.
692

O. I will call your attention to an article puljlished

in the Evening Tribune, Tuesday. October 24th. 1901,

and ask you if you ever saw or read that article.
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/-Qo A. I have reason to think I must have read it. I

think I read it. I could not swear positively, but I

think I have.

The defendant offered the article from the Evening

Tribune of October 24th, 1901, in evidence as part of

the cross examinatifjn of the plaintiff for the purpose

of showing- that she had other matters to worry her at

that time besides the publication complained of.

694 The plaintiff' objected to the reading of the article to

the jury on the ground that the article itself would be

immaterial to any issue before the jury.

The Court then, and before ruling upon the objection

asked the witness the following question:

Q. Have you any distinct recollection, Mrs. Tingley,

of having read this article, you say you must have read

it, you think you read it. Have you any distinct recol-

o95 lection of having read this article just shown you — the

one you just examined a while ago?

A. I say that I know I have read it in part, but I

would not vouch for all because I cannot state. The

general substance of it I am familiar with. I might

have got it out of the Union and not seen that. I can-

not say whether it was the Tribune or the Union. I am

quite sure I am familiar with a portion of it anyway.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 64.

The article was then marked for identification as

•' DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. 5."

and is as follows

:

696
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597 "DEI^ENDANT'S EXHIBIT 5."

PARENTS DISAGREE. COURTS APPEALED TO.

EDITOR JOHN J. BOHN OF CHICAGO WANTS
TO SEE HIS BABY BOYS. CLAIMS THAT
THEY ARE SEPARATED FROM HLM BY
KATHERINE TINGLEY AND MRS. GRACE G.

BOHN— HABEAS CORPUS ISSUES— STATE-
MENTS OF ALL THE PARTIES CONCERNED.

/^Qo Application was made today by John J. Bohn of Chi-

cago to the superior court of this county for a writ of

habeas corpus directed to Katherine Tingley and Grace

G. Bohn, who will be remembered as one of the speak-

ers at the Theosophical meetings held at the Fisher

opera house. The writ is asked for the purpose of

compelling them to bring into court two little children,

Ralph Maxwell Bohn aged 6, and Donald I. liohn aged

5.

699 THE FATHER'S STORY.

These children are the little sons of Mr. and ?klrs.

Bohn and according to the father's statement as it ap-

pears in the language of the application for the writ

and from statements made by him it appears that they have

lived together in Chicago for many years where the

father in connection with his brother is engaged in

the publication of "The Hotel World." During the past

few years Mrs. Bohn has become deeply interested in

/UU Theosophical work, and has been a constant attendant

at the meeting of the branch society in that city. It

appears that these meetings were held at some distance

from the Bohn residence and as Mrs. Bohn was in the

habit of attending at least three nights in the week, there
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701 came to be some little dissension between husband and

wife about the matter. Mr. Bohn also states that his

wife wanted to place the children in the school at Point

Loma to which plan it appears he did not fully assent.

Finall}' he thou.i^ht come to California and visi^t the

school at the l\Mnt. This was done, according to the

ap])lication for the writ, and on the 15th day of the

present month, while wife and children were at the

Homestead, Mr. Bohn arranged to have them take a car-

ijr^r^ riage drive with him, which request was refused by Mrs.

Bohn on which the husband and father left for the city

with the understanding that he was to be kept informed

as to health and general welfare of his children during

his absence on a trip to Los Angeles which he contem-

plated.

He went to Los Angeles but did not hear from his

family and on his return to this city he called again at

the Homestead and asked to see his wife and children.

Y/^o This was on last Tuesday. He was told that his chil-

dren were at the branch school on B street in this city

where he called and interviewed Mrs. Tingley as to the

whereabouts and welfare of the children. The applica-

tion states that Mrs. Tingley refused to discuss the mat-

ter with him and that he was not permitted to see his

children and talk with them. It is stated that he en-

tered the house and saw Mrs. Bohn who in return re-

fused to allow him to see the children and at the same

704 time would not tell him where they were.

Mr. Bohn stated this morning to a Tribune reporter

that he did not wish it understood that he entertained

any enmity towards INIrs. Bohn, as she had been a most

faithful wife to him, nor did he desire to quarrel with
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yQ5 the Universal Brotherhood, hut all he wanted was to be

allowed to see his children.

MRS. TINGLEY'S STATEMENT.

Before the hearing of the application and the issue

of the writ, which occurred this afternoon at 2 o'clock

before Judge Conklin who ordered that a writ issue

returnable at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon, Mrs. Ting-

ley was interviewed and made the following statement

through the manager of the Homestead

:

"If Mr. Bohn is getting a writ the children arc here

in care of his wife, who is boarding here and is a free

agent to go where she pleases, accompanied by her chil-

dren if she so desires. Mr. Bohn brought his wife and

children here and arranged for them to stay some

months ; and paid for their entertainment in advance.

After they had been here a few days he tried to steal

the little children away, using this place as a battle

ground in order to gain sympathy from the public. He

tried to leave his wife behind.

"Mrs. Tingley is of the opinion," said the manager,

"that the issuance of the writ will be of great relief to

Mrs. Bohn, as she has been terror stricken at the strange

actions of her husband, fearing he would steal her chil-

dren awav."

707

708

MRS. BOHN'S STATEMENT.

Mrs. Bohn w^as afterwards seen and made the follow-

ing statement

:

"If the writ of habeas corpus is granted you can put

the following over my signature

:

"What Mr. Bohn states is a falsehood. iNIy husband,

J. J. Bohn of Chicago came here with me and my chil-
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709 (Iren, I to remain here until I had recovered my health

with my children'.

"He wanted me to place the children in the Raja Yoga

school but Mrs. Tingley refused to accept them as it

was evident that he was up to some scheme to involve

the school. He was to leave in a few days traveling

on his business. This he did. bidding me goodbye, giv-

ing me to understand that he would be back in three

months leaving sufficient money to pay m}- board for sev-

j-^Q eral weeks and promising to send more. To my surprise

he returned the same day with no explanation whatever.

"He tried to take my two children away from me,

ostensibly for a drive. I have positive i)roof that he in-

tended to steal them away and leave me behind. He in-

tended to take them to Chicago. It was with the great-

est difficulty that I persuaded him from taking them

and since that I have been in mental torture fearing

that he would get hold of my children.

711 "^ have for many years had a great deal of trouble

with my husband long before I heard of Katherine Ting-

ley. I have suffered more than words can tell. 'Mr. Bohn

is greatly indebted to Katherine Tingley for my for-

bearance with him for the last three years. For had it

not been for her advice to try and bear with his conduct

for the sake of the children I would have left him three

years ago.

"I regret to say that my mother, who nearly ruined

712 "^-^ young life is bent on securing from me my children.

I have been a' member of the Universal Brotherhood or-

ganization for some years. If I can have the protection

of the Court in this matter it will save me much anxi-

ety for I cannot take action in this matter without re-
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713 turning to my own state. This I am unable to do, as

I am too ill, being under the care of a physician.

"I am watching with pleasure for the serving of the

writ as I can have a night's rest after it."

Messrs. H. S. Utley and AI. L. Ward are engaged as

attorneys for Mr. Bohn.

O. Mrs. Tingley is this, the article complained of

here the only article that has ever given you any shock

or caused you any shock or caused you any sleepless-

ness ?

714

715

MR. ANDREWS : Your honor, the question is ob-

jected to because it is not proper cross-examination and

the answer would be incompetent, irrelevant and imma-

terial ; but I would not object if he asked her if it was

the only article at all about that time.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered as Exception No. 65.

Q. Is the article comi)lained of the only thing that

has continued to worry you or to give you a shock

since about the time of the publication of the article,

of that article — since that time?

A. That is the only article that ever gave me a per-

manent shock. I have been affected of course by

things that I have heard and read all my life against

my friends and myself, but I never, I have no recollec-

' i" tion of being so horrified and affected as I was when I

read that. It was a downright accusation of the most

monstrous character.

About that time Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, a UKMuber

of my cabinet, caused me some little trouble and I had
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717 liiiii suspended. It didn't affect me very much— did

not affect me at all. I could not state definitely when

that occurred. I know it was within the last year. It

did not affect me ; it was indeed a very g-reat relief.

O. To what extent have you suffered from insomnia?

A. I have— my recollection after reading that ar-

ticle, I read it three times in order to fully understand

it, to see if it was what it seemed to be, and the effect

718 was a positive nervous shock to that degree that for a

time I could not recover myself. I could not tell ex-

actly the time. I know that the physician attended me

at that time and from that time for a very long time;

it was many months that I did not have my regular

sleep as I had had before. The horror of children being

starved in dungeons and all those horrible accusations

were upon my mind. I could not eliminate them at all

;

they were false, but they were horrible. I could not

tell you the exact length of time for which that con-

tinued but if I think much about the article now, it af-

fects me quite seriously ; it still shocks me.

Q. To what extent did you lose sleep after reading

this article?

A. Well, I know that where I theretofore had been

accustomed, when I laid down, getting sleep and resting

for a time and getting up, I was not able to do it ; I did

not do it ; I could not sleep. I would get up and sit

on a chair or sofa ; I was in constant apprehension about

the institution and the children and everything; it was

like a nightmare.

I think the Universal Rrotherhood was established in

719

720
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721 ^^97- -'^ ^^'^^ ^ memliership in different states in Amer-

ica, in Ireland, in Ent^land, in Sweden, in Holland, in

Australasia and in India. [ could not tell you what

the membership was in the United States on the ist of

January, 1898. I could not tell you what it was in Cali-

fornia. I could not tell how many members there were

in the United States on the ist of January, 1901. I

never absolutely knew the exact number at any time.

We do not count on the membership as much as we do

'l'y'2 o" the moral influence of our work.

O. There has been a falling off in the membership

in this state?

A. There has been a cutting off. sir, by me to quite

a large extent.

Q. Take, for instance, the lodge in Los Angeles—
how much of a membership did you have on the ist of

January, 1900?

/4v5
fi-,(j plaintiff objected to the cjuestion as not proper

cross examination and as incompetent and immaterial to

the issue; which objection was sustained, and the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 66.

O. Hadn't the membership of the organization largely

decreased during the twelve months preceding the pub-

lication which you complained of in this action?

724 '^'^^ plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

it was not proper cross examination, and the answer, if

given, would be irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, and the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered Rxceplion No. 6~.
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'j-)5 WITNESS (Continuing) : I am fifty-four years of

age. I had two physicians attending me for this sleep-

lessness or insonmia from which I was suffering; most

of the time Dr. Wood, but on occasions when he was ab-

sent, I had Dr. Herbert Coryn, but Dr. Wood more than

Dr. Corvn. was called.

I have never read the article complained of since

the occasion on which I first read it. I read it then

three times ; the first time I looked it all through, that

is at the Homestead but I never looked at it again. I

mean that I read it three consecutive times and I never

wanted to see it again. Never read it or a copy of it

after that. I think when I was talking the matter

over with my lawyer, he had it and he asked me some

questions but I never read it through, I never wanted

to. I remember making an address at the Isis Theatre

in San Diego on a Sunday evening, but I do not remem-

ber the date. T have no way by which I can fix the date

and I cannot tell you when I made the address. I

can't tell you whether it was on the 28th day of October,

1901, or not. In that address I made statements in

reply to Mr. Emerson.

727

It is true that about the time of this publication I

recall that in one of my addresses of contradicting

statements made by Air. Emerson, but I cannot recall the

date. I can never remember dates at all. At that

728 ^^"^^ ^ re^Lcl the San Diego papers and the San Diego

Union, but not regularly. I did not always read the

reports of my own addresses at the Isis Theatre as they

appeared in the Union. I am not sure that I read the

more important ones ; I cannot tell. I cannot positively
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729 state that I read the issue of the San Diego Union of

Monday, October 28th, 1901, containing an article, the

heading of which is "Katherinc Tingley to Reverend

Mr. Emerson — She Answers Pasadena Preacher's Criti-

cisms of Point Loma." I know I delivered the ad-

dress. I may have read some part of it ; I do not re-

member reading it at all. I have no reason to doubt

that I delivered that address on the evening of Sun-

day, October 27th, 1901. The only way I know that

73Q I did on that date is by that paper, but not by memory.

I delivered the address, but I do not remember reading

the paper. Cannot say if T did or did not. I only

know the date by looking at the paper.

Q. Now that was an adch^ess in reply to an attack

that had been made on you and the Point Loma Home-

stead or Universal Brotherhood Association, was it not?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

731 not proper cross examination, and further because the

answer would be irrelevant, incompetent and imma-

terial, which objection was sustained, and the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 68.

0. That address was one made by you in reply to

an attack made on you and the Universal Brotherhood

and the Point LxDma Homestead Association charging

wrong doing, was it not?

732
The plaintiff objected to the question, first, because

the question was not proper cross examination, and be-

cause the answer would be irrelevant, and incompetent

and immaterial, wliich objection was sustained, and the
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733 (Icfcndant excepted, and the same is nuinl)ered Excep-

tion No. 69.

O. Ts it not a fact that shortly — a short time be-

fore the 22nd of October, 1901, the Reverend Mr. Emer-

son, of Pasadena, had made an attack on you and the

Universal Brotherhood Institution or Point Loma Home-

stead and that that attack had been brought to your

attention, and that }ou, on the 27th of October, 1901,

replied to that attack?

734
The plaintiff objected on the ground that the ques-

tion was not proper cross examination, and on the

ground that the answer would be irrelevant, incompetent

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, and the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 70.

O. Hadn't such attacks been made on you and the

I'oint Loma Homestead Institution and the manner in

735 which it was carried on by you a short time before

the publication complained of here, which had been

called to your attention, and which had been so seriously

considered by you as that you made a public reply in a

speech delivered at the Isis Theatre on the evening

of the 27th of October, 1901 ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the question was not proper cross examination, and

^^ on the further ground that the answer would be in-

competent, irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustanied, and the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 71.

The defendant here offered the article appearing in



737 the San Diego Union on Monday, October 28th, 1901,

and entitled "Katherine Tingley to Reverend Mr. Emer-

son— She Answers Pasadena Preacher's Criticisms at

Point Loma," and asked to have the same marked for

identification as

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 6.

"DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 6."

738
KATHERINE TINGLEY TO REV. ^IR. EMERSON.
SHE ANSWERS PASADENA PREACHER'S
CRITICISM OF POINT LOMA. ASSERTION
IS MADE THAT THIS AND OTHER RECENT
ATTACKS ARE PART OF A WELL DEFINED
CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY HER ORGANIZA-

TION.

The announcement that ^Irs. Katherine Tingley would

reply to a sermon by Rev. Emerson of Pasadena criticising

739 Point Loma Homestead, and that she would disclose some

of the features of a conspiracy to depose her as the official

head of the Universal Brotherhood, and thus bring

about the downfall of the society, called out an audience

last evening which filled Fisher Opera House to the

doors.

Most of the evening was devoted to Mrs. Tingley's

address, although there were several musical mmibers

of pupils of the Isis Conservatory of Music and a short

740 address by one of the young lady students at Point

Loma. As announced, Mrs. Tingley answered Rev. Mr.

Emerson, and she also outlined the plot of conspiracy,

holding that recent local attacks upon herself and or-

ganization were in fact a part of it.
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741 POSITION DEFINED.

For the benefit of those who had not been present

the previous Sunday evening, Mrs. Tingley made a

statement of her position. She first wished to say that

the Universal Brotherhood was non-sectarian and non-

political. It does not stop with the exposition of the

philosophy, but continues by putting its teachings into

practice. There are branches all over the world, all en-

gaged in the work for humanity. They do no proselyt-

'"•^ ing. They believe that if people were prepared for the

society they would stay with it, and if not, they would

leave it. It would soon be ascertained whether they

were rightfully there. She spoke of the work and of

the enemies that sprung up against it. Thousands of

people find it a menace to their purposes. They see

the plow pointed for for the overturning of hypocrisy, am-

bition, error and fraud. To use a familiar expression, the

clergymen of this and other cities had dipped their fingers

'^3 in the mud. They had tried in every way possible to injure

her and the cause which she represents. Some of them

had stepped just a little too far. They had forced her

to come from her retreat. Her work is a labor of

love, but she had been forced to go out of the usual

channels in order to meet these attacks and to expose

this conspiracy.

HER EARLY LIFE.

'^^ Mrs. Tingley referred to her early life, saying that

her grandfather was a member of the church, and she

had heard the Bible read and discussed, at times too

much for her own good. She spoke in praise of William

Q. Judge and Madame Blavatsky. As the successor of
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745 these leaders, she understood fully what she had under-

taken, and she knew that she had done her part in tear-

ing away the veil and showing the difference between

the evil and the good. She referred to the clergymen

of her early day, and compared them with the clergymen

of the present, saying that the modern preachers were

in the same category. Most of them, however, were

better than Mr. Wilson.

MR. EMERSON'S CASE.
746

Mrs. Tingley, after further remarks of an introduc-

tory nature, took up the case of Rev. Mr. Emerson of

Pasadena, who had recentl}^ preached a sermon warning

people to beware of Point Loma She had found that

he was the pastor of a small church in Pasadena, and

that while he had been there some time, his church had

a membership of between 125 and 150. Possibly the

man was discouraged There was a debt on the church.

Before sailing into the Universal Brotherhood people,

747
he should go to Point Loma and see how they find the

money to pay debts. Mrs. Tingley took up each sec-

tion of the Pasadena man's sermon and commented on

them. Mr. Emerson had referred to his visit to Point

Loma and to the air of sacredness about the place ; a

guide was with him all the time. To this, Mrs. Tingley

said that all classes of people visited the place— drunken

men, tramps and clergymen. As for the drunken men,

they were not much afraid of them, and as for the

'^o tramps, they weren't particularly mindful of them, al-

though they would not think of leaving the safe open

when they were around, but when it came to clergymen,

they needed watching. She was more afraid of them

than either the thief or the tramp. Mrs. Tingley said
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749 that ATr. Emerson's references to Madame Blavatsky

were too vulgar to be repeated. She discussed Mr. Emer-

son's reference to ''What is Theosophy?" and said that

she doubted if such vulgar clergymen, of which Mr.

Emerson was a specimen, would know Jesus if he should

walk in their midst. She compared Wilson and Emer-

son to the simple Christ, who did not preach dogma and

creeds, and who drove the hypocrite out of the Temple,

whose life was clean and pure. Speaking along this

ycA line, Mrs. Tingley said that he had a list of preachers

who had been arrested on the charge of adultery and

other offenses, which list, she said, was to be published.

THE ONLY CONDITIONS.

Regarding Mr. Emerson's criticism on the kinds of

religion represented at Point Loma Mrs. Tingley said

that they welcome all moral people provided they do

not inject false ideas into their religion. She referred

with some degree of sarcasm to the "ecclesiastical at-

mosphere" which prevails in certain sections. She de-

fended the intelligence of the people at Point Loma, de-

claring that they had not only the ability but the in-

dependence of thinking for themselves. She agreed

with the Pasadena clergyman in his statement that Uni-

versal Brotherhood teachings were turning many people

away from God (his God) and the Gospel.

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS.

'52 In reference to the part of Mr. Emerson's sermon

in which the hope was expressed that God would spare

the youth of Pasadena from Point Loma influence, Mrs.

Tingley spoke of the case of two Pasadena boys who

had left that city and the Sunday School of this preach-

751
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753 er's church and come to Point Loma. The boys had be-

come interested through the Boy's Brotherhood club,

and noted its inl]uence for good in striking contrast to

the influence of this Sunday School teacher. They had

been living, she declared, in the "Hades of Immorality."

She said that there was a deplorable state of things at

Pasadena, and that it was the boys' dread of these in-

fluences, particularly of the monster in the Pasadena

Sunday School, that they came to Point Loma for

yc^ protection. Mrs. Tingley declared that she had the affi-

davits to back up her statements along that line. She

further charged that the man who sent that sermon to

the newspaper to be published was responsible for the

demoralized condition of the boys. Mrs. Tingley called

attention to the fact that she would not dare stand there

and make such important statements unless she knew

them to be true.

A VALUABLE DOCUMENT.
755

Mrs. Tingley spoke at this point of some .very valuable

documentary matter which she had recently secured,

after years of work and the expenditure of con-

siderable money. It contained much of the matter wdiich

had been used by the conspirators who seek her downfall

and that of her society. She declared that it had been

in the hands of a so-called Episcopal clergyman, and

that he belonged to the same school as the Sunday

pjcf.
school teacher in Pasadena. The document contained 67

pages. Mrs. Tingley referred to the case of AFr. Gris-

wold. who had been deserted by his wife because of im-

moral conduct, and to the daughter who had afterward

chosen to live at Point Loma, rather tlian with him. She
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757 referred to the visit of Mr. Griswold to Coronado and of

the woman who was said to be his wife. There were

many closed doors which she intimated might be opened.

AN ALLEGED CONSPIRACY.

Mrs. Tingley referred at length to an alleged con-

spiracy on the part of the leaders of the Besant branch

of the Theosophical movement and intimated that the

matter which had been taken up and used in the effort

to depose her and crush her society had been put out

« ^8 from this source, and that the people using it had been

simply cats' paws ; Mr. Wilson was one of them. She

referred to traps which were laid to catch her by an

eminent New York physician who at one time claimed

to be a great friend, and who afterward proved to be

a mortal enemy. It was at the time when she was talk-

mg of buying land to locate the headquarters of the

society at Point Loma. His proposition was to make a

stock company, she to have a large block of the stock,

759 etc. She was knowing to his trickery, and by using

nearly a hundred dollars for cable messages, she was

able to block his game.

SECURING THE DOCUMENT.

She told the story of the efforts of the smartest law-

yers and detectives to secure possession of the document

which she held in her hand, and how her father, at the

age of 75, had gone to Boston, assumed a name, mingled

760 ^^^^^ ^^^^ Besant Theosophists, and had finally secured the

manuscript, although he died soon after being under the

influence of one of their leaders. The inference from

Mrs. Tingley 's statement was that his death was attribu-

table to this case. Before his death, he wrote a letter to
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761 Mr. Pierce, speaking of the discovery of this document

and the result of his investigation. It was shown that

there was a deep-laid plot to get rid of Mrs. Tingley,

the official head of the Universal Brotherhood, in

the belief that the organization would then die, and

that in bringing this about, this literature had been cir-

culated under the guard of the greatest secrecy. These

people had been using such as ]\Ir. Wilson as cats'

paws, placing this literature in their hands. It was mat-

7^7 ter that the vilest newspapers had refused to print, and

yet it was being used in this way. It had been used in

this city, and had gone to Pasadena by way of Los An-

geles — these base falsehoods and reports.

Mrs. Tingley referred further to the vile conspiracy

and of her efforts to expose and down it. She as-

serted that there was a trembling in many quarters,

and she declared that there was a law, a common law,

and that that law was on the side of Universal Brother-

763 ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^""^ ^^^^ ^^ Katherine Tingley.*

An address was also given by one of the young lady

students at Point Loma.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT: It is utterly

impossible for me to remember the day of the week

that I first read this publication in the Los Angeles

Times which I complain of in this action. I only know

I was affected by it. I do not remember the day. I

never impressed myself or thought that there was any

importance in the matter of the date. It was only that

it affected me. One day is the same as another to me.

I know it was very shortly after it was published, but

I can't tell exactly when. I know it was shortly after

the publication because it was spoken of at the Conser-

764
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765 "^''i^<^''y \\lierc I was. I cannot say that I remember

having noticed the date of the pubHcation. I only know

that it was told to me there and when I went home

after T had been to this place at the Conservatory, I

was in ni}- room and I read it— whether two days

elapsed or one day, it could not have been more than

two days, perhaps one, really I do not know. Whatever

it was, I know that I had something to complete be-

fore I read it. What it was, I do not remember. I

766 '^'^^^^' ^^ the Conservatory I said "I can't attend to that

until I have finished what I am doing." The Conserva-

tory is located on "D" street, San Diego. I think it was

my secretary who handed me the paper. They did not

give it to me in my hand then, held it out and mentioned

something about it, and Mr. Neresheimer came in at the

time. I do not know whether he took it or Mr. Nere-

sheimer at the time or not. I do not know whether it

was taken out of my hand, but I know when I got

Y/^y
home it was in my bag and I read it. And I am al-

most certain I asked for it, and said I would read it

later. I could not attend to it then when my at-

tention was called to it. Mr. Joseph Fussell, my pri-

vate secretary, who is within reach of the Court, called

my attention to it.

BY MR. HUNSAKER: I do not recollect that

numerous attacks were made upon me in the month of

October, 1901. If they were, they did not affect me
/Do very much. They could not have afifected me very much

or I should recollect them. The attack made by Mr.

Emerson was directed directly against me and my insti-

tution. To a degree, it was of a serious character. I

said to a degree, it was a temporary affair, it passed off
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y^Q very quickly. It was not like this»affair at all. I can-

not remember numerous attacks ; I cannot answer this

question. I honestly do not know. If there were any

other attacks made on me about that time, I probably

was afifected temporarily, but the only recollection I

have of being absolutely hurt to the core an<l horrified

beyond expression is the publication for which I am

bringing this libel suit.

Any attacks on me and on my institution about the

jyr, time of the publication of this article and which 1 may

have read would certainly affect me and cause me men-

tal distress, but I have no recollection of being affected

by anything that I have ever read against myself or the

institution as I was by the one I am now complaining

of. The others were only temporary. There was al-

wa3's some reason, some excuse, something, but this

was made up absolutely — I do not know as I could

say that I have read many of the attacks made on my-

self and the institution. I had read some. I cannot

recollect of having, about that time, read anything

charging me with fraudulent conduct in connection with

my management of the Universal Brotherhood. I had

never read attacks on me charging me with having

assumed the leadership of the Theosophic movement

of the Universal Brotherhood by reason of forged docu-

ments.

771

772

O. Has there never been such an attack made on you ?

A. 1 have never read any such an attack.

H. G. OTIS

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff', testified as

follows

:
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773 BY MR. HOTCHKISS: My name is H. G. Otis.

I reside in Los Angeles. I am the president and gen-

eral manager of the Times-Mirror Company, and arr

sixty-five years of age. The sworn circulation of the

Los Angeles Times for the year 1901 is 28.778. That is

the average daily circulation for every day of the year

1901, and was approximately the circulation on the 28th

day of October, 1901. I could not state the exact cir-

culation, because it would be a little more or a little

774 less at different periods of the year. This figure to

which I am testifying is the average for every day, the

taking all the days as a basis.

Q. Do you know the value of the property the con-

poration owned in 1901 ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant, and not within

the issues made by the pleadings, which objection was

775 overruled, and the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 72.

Q. Do you know the value of the property the cor-

poration owned in 1901, on the 28th day of October, we

will say?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant and not within any

issue made by the pleadings ; which objection was over-

776 ruled, and the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 73.

A. It was approximately the amount of the capital

stock.
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777 Q- What was the vakic of the property of the cor-

poration defendant on the 28th of October, 1901 ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not within the

issues, which objection was overruled, and -the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 74.

778

A. Approximately $1,000,000.

Plaintifif here rested.

And thereupon

HARRY E. ANDREWS

sworn on behalf of defendant testified as follows

:

BY MR. HUNSAKER: My name is Harry E. An-

drews. I reside at Los Angeles. I am, and have been,

city editor of the Los Angeles Times for nearly three

'79 years, and was city editor of the Los Angeles Times

during the month of October, 1901. My duties as city

editor at that time, were, to direct the reporters, tell

them what to do and pass upon the articles they had

written when they had handed them in to me, I first

saw the article which was published in the Times on

the 28th of October, 1901, the publication of which is

complained of in this action on the evening before its

publication.

780 I had, before that time, detailed a reporter to inter-

view Mrs. M. Leavitt. The matter was first brought

to my attention on the Saturday before by Mr. E. W.

Schmidt, who came into our office and entered into a

discussion with nic about the Point Loma Institution.
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781 ^^'"- Schmidt told me that Mrs. Leavitt had recently

been in San Diego and at Point Loma and knew a great

deal about affairs in the latter place, especially about the

cases of Mrs. Ilolbrook and Mrs. Neresheimer, and that

she would like to be interviewed. That what she would

say would be information and news of interest and value

to the public. And in accordance with that suggestion,

I made a memorandum and the next day (which was

Sunday) I instructed a reporter to interview Mrs.

782 Leavitt and see what news or information she had with

respect to these matters. He did so. The name of the

reporter was Lanier Bartlett. He was a regular re-

porter of the Times, had been employed about a year

and was a competent and trustworthy man. I gave him

particular instructions as to the interview and asked

him to find out what Mrs. Leavitt knew about the af-

fairs at Point Loma, especially about the cases of those

two ladies ; to be very careful and make an accurate re-

783 1''°''^ *-*^ ^^^^ interview. I afterwards saw Mr. Bart-

lett's report of the interview with Mrs. Leavitt. The

manuscript was submitted to me and I revised it. I

did not add anything to the matter which the reporter

turned in, but I cut several things out. The article

which is marked "Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 11" is the

article to which I have referred. I prepared the head

lines of this article. After I had prepared the manu-

script, T sent it to the composing room to the printers

704 who set it up in the usual way for publication, and it

appeared in the paper the next morning. The manu-

script of the article was destroyed with the other manu-

scripts of the day. It was our custom to destroy the

manuscript unless we have special instructions to pre-
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785 serve it. There were no special instructions to preserve

this manuscript. It was not preserved.

Q. What changes, or what matter, if any, did you

cut out of the article or manuscript which was sub-

mitted to you by Mr. Bartlett as the result of his inter-

view with Mrs. Leavitt?

The plaintiff objected to the testimony on the ground

that the testimony would be irrelevant and immaterial,

786 ^^^"lich objection was sustained, and the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 75.

WITNESS (Continuing) : My purpose in detailing

Mr. Bartlett to interview Mrs. Leavitt was to procure

information for the benefit of the public to be communi-

cated to the public through the medium of the Times.

I had not at that time any malice or ill will against the

plaintiff' in this action.

787 Q' ^^^lat was your motive or purpose in publishing

the article in the Times?

A. To give information to the public about the meth-

ods in vogue in this Institution which was appealing to

the public for support and patronage.

The plaintiff moves to strike out from the answer of

the witness as not responsive to the (juestion all after the

words " this Institution" which unndd be " which was ap-

788 P^"9li"g to the public for support antl patronage," be-

cause it was immaterial and not responsive to the ques-

tion. The, motion was sustained, .um] the mailer stricken

Out: and the defendant excepted, and ihe same is inim-

bered. Exception No. 76.
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'jgg WITNESS (Continuing) : Prior to the time I de-

tailed Mr. Bartlett to interview Airs. Leavitt, there had

been published in the San Diego papers matters relating

to this Institution, and which had been brought to my

atlention. There had been, prior to the time Air. Schmidt

came to me, as I have related, a discussion in the public

prints of San Diego of the management by the plaintiff

of the Universal Brotherhood Institution at Point Loma.

I had knowledge of these publications at that time. I

had seen publications in the San Diego Union ; the San

Diego Tribune; the Los Angeles lierald; the New York

Herald ; the Pasadena Daily News, and other papers

which I do not recollect at present. This was prior to the

time Mr. Schmidt came to me and made the statement

which I have spoken of.

At the time I received the report of the interview

between JMr. Bartlett and Mrs. Leavitt, and had it pub-

lished in the Times, I had no reason to doubt the accuracy

792^ jf the report. I believed at that rime that the facts stated

.n the article were true. My motive for having the

article published in the Times was to give to the pubUc

information concerning this Institution which was before

the public, and as I said, appealing to the public for

patronage and support. I judged the public had a right

CO know about this Institution which was daily appealing

xor patronage and support ; that was my reason for pub-

lishing the article referred to. I wish to be understood

792 -ts saying that I knew, of my own knowledge, that the

Universal Brotherhood and the plaintiff in this action,

was appealing to the public for support of the Institu-

tion ; representatives of the Universal Brotherhood had

appealed to me, as city editor of the Times, to print ar-
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yoa tides appealing' for public ])atronag^e and support. I

knew the fact in that way.

The rules or policy of the defendant at the time of

(.his publication, as to the care and investigation to be

made in reference to matters published or to l)e published

in the paper reflecting on persons were that we must use

extreme care and accuracy and caation in respect to those

matters ; be careful and get the truth, if possible.

O. And did you in that i)articular transaction use

794 Lliat care?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it asks simply for the conclusion of the witness in-

stead of stating the facts from which the jury can say

he did exercise care; which objection was sustained, and

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. yj.

795

796

CROSS EXAMINATION OF II. E. ANDREWS.

BY MR. McKINLEY : The person who first came to

my office in regard to this matter was Mr. E. W. Schmidt.

I had been acquainted with Mr. Schmidt about a year.

I first met him in the Times office. 1 think he had come

to me at other times in reference to matters referring to

the Institution at Point Loma ; once or twice perhaps. I

had met him in the Times counting room and in the

city editor's rooms and of course at other places outside

of the Times office, but only incidentally as I passed him

on the street. I cannot remember who introduced him to

me. I had met him in a business way and knew what

his business was. I think at that time that he was an

insurance solicitor. I cannot remember if any one ever

recommended him to me, nor if any one ever gave me any
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7Q7 information in regard to him. I certainly had been

introchiced to him, l)ut by whom or the circumstances I

can't remember. I did not, at that time, know his place

of business. He was at one time doing business on

Main street, but at just what time, I do not remember.

I cannot say whereabouts on Main street. I do not know

who he was connected with in business, nor do I now

remember the Company he was connected with.

I do not remember any special occasions on which he

(-QQ came to my ofifice in reference to the homestead at Point

Loma or to the jjlaintiff. It is not a fact that upon every

occasion when he came there he sought to point out to

me matters unfavorable to the plaintiff and to the

\ Institution at Point Loma. It is not a fact that when-

ever he pointed out anything in reference to this Insti-

tution or to the plaintiff it was unfavorable. He was

not seeking to induce me to make attacks upon the

plaintiff. He always came to me as a man comes who

^ wishes to give news and to point out where we mav
799 . . .

'

obtain news. He had frequently given me information

in reference to things that were not connected with the

plaintiff, or with the Institution of which she was the

head. His most frequent visits were not in reference to

matters pertaining to plaintiff and the Institution, but

they were in relation to matters of insurance in which

he. himself, was sometimes interested and sometimes

not. He never told me anything about his relations

with the Institution at Point Loma or with the

plaintiff' ; he never stated to me that he had been there.

I never made any inquiries of him in reference to that

fact. I did not inquire of him in reference to his knowl-

edge of the Institution or the plaintiff. Upon the occa-

sion when he came to me in reference to Mrs. Leavitt,
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gQI he remained perhaps five minutes— perhaps longer. I

did not discuss with him affairs at Point Loma at that

time, or the character of the plaintiff. I discussed Mrs.

Leavitt with him Ijriefly. His visit there was brief. He

told me that Mrs. Leavitt had recently been in San Diego.

Was acquainted and had been .it Point Loma ; was ac-

quainted with the state of affairs there. He had talked

with her and knew that she had some valuable informa-

tion and news in regard to the progress of its affairs,

0^2 and that she would like to be interviewed and that it

would make a matter of interest and information to the

public.

My impression is that he did not mention the name of

the plaintiff in the conversation. I am quite sure he did

not. xA.s I recollect the conversation, he i)ut it just in the

way I have stated. That this lady had been there and

that she had information ; that she knew a great deal

about the proceedings and affairs there and could give

gQ3 some valuable information. We didn't take up the mat-

ter of whether or not the information that she could con-

vey would be favorable to the plaintiff and Institution of

which she is the head. I did not form any opinion in

reference to that from his conversation, nor did I know

whether I was going to get a favorable or an unfavor-

able article on Point Loma. I sent merely to obtain the

facts, a statement of the facts from this lady. I didn't

know what the reporter would get. I had no idea of

QQ4 what he would get. I sent out to see what the lad\' had

to say. I didn't know whether he would get anything. I

didn't form any conclusion as to what he would get. T

think I had never heard of Mrs. Leavitt until Mr.

Schmidt called my attention to her. T called the reporter
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QQC and instructed him with reference to interviewing Mrs.

Leavitt either on Saturday evening or on Sunday after-

noon. Schmidt was there sometime during the day of

Saturday, the 26th. The article appeared in the issue of

Monday, the 28th. 1 do not remember when I called the

reporter in regard to it. , I did not discuss with any one,

except the reporter^ the subject of having that" interview

with Mrs. Leavitt, and I called him on that evening or on

Sunday and instructed him to interview Mrs. Leavitt.

orj^ I saw him next in regard to it when he brought in his re-

port Sunday evening. I do not remember the hour. No

one except myself examined the report. I did not confer

with any one in reference to it. Did not discuss it with

any one except the reporter. I cannot say how long I

talked to the reporter in reference to the article. I went

over it very carefully after he had written it and pointed

out to him some things which I had stricken out.

We did not have what you might call a discussion. He

opjy came as usual and reported to me that he had found her

and had had a talk with her. He told me where he had

found her, he had her address, he gave me an account of

his call upon her and how she received him, and how

freely she talked and his taking notes, etc. He said she

began to talk right ofif and talked freely and he took out

his note book and took careful notes of what she said.

I do not think he mentioned anything to me other than

the matters which he included in his report. I do not

Q think he described Mrs. Leavitt to me. He told me

something about her antecedents, about her having been

here, but he did not go into detail. He said she was a

good appearing woman and seemed to be telling the

truth, seemed to know what she was talking about. He
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gQ9 (lid not tell me anything in regard to where she had come

from before she went to Point Loma. As far as he m-

formed me, I do not know if he made any inquiry in

regard to where she came from before going to Point

Loma. I think he said nothing about who her friends

and associates were, nor did he say anything in regard to

Schmidt being acquainted with her. I made inquiries ui

regard to Mrs. Leavitt from Mr. Schmidt at the time I

had the first talk with him. He told me that he had

810 '^"O^^'" '^^T^^- Leavitt, that he and his wife knew her and

described her as an estimable lady. He said she was a

woman of estimable character. That he and his wife

knew her, but he did not say for how long. That is

about what he said in a general way. I do not remem-

ber if Mr. Schmidt told me anything about the relations

of Mrs. Leavitt with the Theosophical Society, except as

I say, he said that she had been in San Diego and had

been at Point Loma and knew a great deal about afifairs

Qi 1 there. That was the general talk that he gave me, the

substance of it and is all that I recall at present.

I did not see Mr. Schmidt again before the publication

of the article. The reporter did not mention to me

whether any one was present when he interviewctl Mrs.

Leavitt. I do not know wdiere Mr. Schmidt is now. I

saw him on the street I think a few weeks ago. I can-

not say just when. I saw Mrs. Leavitt a week, or it may

be several w^eeks after the publication, but that is the

812"^ only time I ever saw her.

O. You published an article in regard to this same

matter some three days after the publication of this ar-

ticle (showing witness PlaintitT's Exhibit 12) in reference
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813 ^^ ^frs. Tvcavitt ; was that the result of any conversation

you liad with Mrs. Leavitt?

The defendant oljjected to the question on the oround

that it was not cross examination — not a matter in-

quired into in the examination in chief, which ohjection

was overruled, and the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 78.

A. It was not the result of any conversation I had

g-j^4 with Mrs. Leavitt. Because I was away at the time that

was published. I will explain. I left Los Angeles on

Tuesday after this article of Monday was published.

Witness (continuing) : I know nothing about the

publication of this article. Mr. Von Blon was in charge

of my desk as city editor when I went away.

Mr. Schmidt did not, on the occasion of his visit to me,

when he mentioned Mrs. Leavitt and recommended me

to interview her say anything about her belonging to the

"'"^ oesant branch of the Theosophists. He didn't enter into

the matter of her being opposed to Mrs. Tingley in any

way.

Mr. Bartlett, who interviewed Mrs. Leavitt, had been

in the employ of the Times about a year as nearly as I

remember. I did not add anything to the article or re-

port which he brought in. His report was written in the

form and was all ready for publication. Mrs. Leavitt's

name occurred in that article he submitted to me. He in-

816 formed me that Mrs. Leavitt said she didn't wish her

name to appear. I told him her name must appear and

instructed him to insert her name in the article. He first

came in and told mc of the interview and about her name,

and said that she had said that she would prefer that her
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Q1 7 name should not be used and he told her that was a

question whicli must be submitted to the city editor in

accordance with the rules of the i)apcr. T told him that

the statements were hers, not ours, and that her name

must be used. That they were her statements and must

£(o as her statements and not ours. He did not state to

me any reason why she did not want her name to a])-

pear. He merely said that she would prefer that her

name should not appear. He didn't g'we any reason at

Q-iQ all for that. I insisted in putting- her name in for the rea-

son I have given. They were her statements and must

be published on her authority as coming from her. T

personally knew nothing about the facts. They were, as

I said, her statements and the only proper way was to

give them as her statements. I had made no inquiry

about them and did not want to have the " Times " or

the reporter for the Times assumed to make statements

that another person had made. I thought I could rely on

o-iQ them. I had no reason to believe she was telling other

than' the truth. I believed the statements were both true
^

and justifiable. I had no information other than I had

received from her and Schmidt.

The article was published the morning after the even-

ing when it was brought in. The Times has a regular

correspondent in San Diego who is in constant daily com-

munication with me. I had had an investigation made

by him as to afifairs at Point Loma. He hatl sent us

oyr\ some statements in regard to afifairs there, but 1 had not

received from him any of the luatters contairicd in this

article. I had never made an investigation myself as to

afifairs at Point Loma or in reference to Mrs. Tingley.

I cannot remember who our correspondent at San Diego
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g2]^ was at that time. Mr. Heath is our correspondent now.

I cannot say if he was then. I cannot say how long our

correspondent at that time had been in our employ at the

time of the publication of this article.

One of the representatives of the Point Loma Institu-

tion, whom I remember distinctly and who communicated

with me in regard to the publication of articles, is Mr.

Paul Heffleman. I cannot give you the date when that

communication occurred. I don't know that I had ever

022 received any communication from Point Loma prior to

the publication of the article complained of. Paul Heffle-

man is an active member, or was at that time an active

member of the Universal Brotherhood in Los Angeles. I

do not know what his connection with Mrs. Tingley was

other than that he was a very active member of the Broth-

erhood. He, on several occasions, I won't say how

many, brought in to me articles that he had written in

reference to the Point Loma Institution and asked me

Q20 to publish them. I do not believe I ever published any

of them. I was present during part of the time when the

slips (plaintiff's exhibits Nos. i to 10 inclusive) were be-

ing introduced from the Times publications prior to the

28th of October, 1901. I was city editor during the pe-

riod of the publication of those articles. I cannot re-

member the date when Mr. Heffleman came to me in re-

gard to the Point Loma Institution. It must have been

not very far from the time of the publication complained

Qry4 of in this complaint. I think a little before that. I knew

he was a resident of the city of Los Angeles ; I did not

know how familiar he was with the affairs at Point Loma.

I merely knew him as an active member of the Brother-

hood there in Los Angeles. I made no inquiries of him
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095 in regard to this matter before I j^ublished it. He was

the only person in Los Angeles I can recollect as being

closely identified with the Point Loma work. I knew at

the time that that article was brought in that there was

a telephone communication between the Times office in

Los Angeles and the Point Loma Homestead.

I said that the rules and policy of our paper are not to

publish articles reflecting upon persons without careful

investigation ; to use great care and caution. J try to ap-

826 P'-^
^^^^ rule. It depends upon the person who makes

a charge and the other circumstances whether we pub-

lish articles reflecting on persons without investigation

other than the statement of the person who makes the

charge.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF H. E. ANDREWS.

BY MR. HUNSAKER: The matter about which

Judge McKinley asked me did not refer to any of the

Q-,^ controversies that were then going on.

0. What was the character of the matter?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not proper direct examination,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 79.

Q. I will ask you whether the matter you were re-

quested to publish was in the nature of advertising mat-

ter?

828
Witness (Continuing) : The matter as I recollect it,

was matter I considered at the time should go as paid

matter, hence I told them it sIkhiUI go through the busi-

ness ofiice.
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g29 LAXIER r.ARTLETT

sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows

:

15Y MR. HUNSAKER: My name is Lanier Bart-

lett. I reside in Los Angeles ; my business is that of a

reporter on the Los Angeles Times. I have been em-

ployed as such reporter on that paper for about two

years. I know Mr. Andrews, the city editor of the

Times. I remember having l^een detailed by Mr. An-

drews to interview Mrs. Leavitt.

830 The night preceding the day of the interview 1 was

given a slip of j^aper by Mr. Andrews; the paper bore

Mrs. Leavitt's address and the names of Mrs. Holbrook

and Mrs. Neresheimer; I was told to go the following aft-

ernoon and learn from Mrs. Leavitt what she knew of

the proceedings at Point Loma, as it was said she was

familiar with them ; and especially to question her upon

the cases of Mrs. Holbrook and Airs. Neresheimer. I

did not receive any other instructions, except to be there

ooi about three o'clock in the afternoon. In pursuance of

those instructions, I went to her house, No. 418 West

Fourth street, at three o'clock Sunday afternoon follow-

ing that night. I was met at the door by Mrs. Leavitt.

I gave her my name and my business, why I had come

to see her and my connection with the Times. She asked

me into the parlor and asked me to be seated ; she ex-

pressed no surprise at my being there, and I proceeded

to question her on the subject in hand. I asked her if

832 she knew Mrs. Holbrook ; she said she had nursed her

after she had come out of the Homestead— that was in

San Diego— Mrs. Leavitt was then a resident of San

Diego and she went on and told me what is detailed

in the article as having gotten that from Mrs. Holbrook,
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333 that is bearing upon ]\rrs. Holbrook's treatment in the

Homestead and then she described certain ceremonies at

the Homestead as having seen them herself. We dwelt

upon nothing else except what appears in the article—
that is all. I took notes of the interview, names and such

things as that. After the interview was completed, I

went home to dinner, and afterwards started down to the

office of the Times. I prepared, in the news room of the

Times the article that was subsequently published in the

o^A. Times. It was prepared from notes 1 had taken at Mrs.

Leavitt's house and from what I remembered. After

preparing the article I destroyed the notes I had taken.

After the article had been published I read it. About two

hours elapsed after my interview with Mrs. Leavitt, be-

fore I prepared the article which appeared in the Times.

The article which appeared in the Times was not a full

statement of what she told me. Some things were not

printed which she told me. What was stated in the ar-

o^r tide was a correct statement as to what she told me and

was a reproduction of her statements to me.

I can state what part of the interview as written up

by me, was eliminated and does not appear in the article

published.

Q. Now will you please state what was eliminated

from the article.

The plaintiff objected to the question because the testi-

Qo/: mony would be incompetent and irrelevant and imma-

terial and would not tend to relieve the defendants from

the charge of malice which was the issue, which objection

was sustained, the defendants excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 80.
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837 WITNESS (Continuing) : The matters which were

eliminated from my report of the interview before the

same was published in the Times reflected on the plain-

tiff and this matter which was eliminated from the ar-

ticle was derogatory to the plaintiff. Mr. Andrews, the

city editor, eliminated this matter from my report of the

interview. I did not write into my report of this inter-

view with Mrs. Leavitt anything she did not state to me.

Mrs. Leavitt knew the case of Mrs. Holbrook through

838 ^^^- Holbrook ; having nursed her when she was

brought out. (Ither matters she claimed to have known

from experience. She did not claim to have been a

member there, but seemed to have been there— on what

mission I don't know.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF LANIER BARTLETT.

BY MR. McKINLEY: I arrived at Mrs. Leavitt's

house about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. I cannot say how

long I remained. There was no one but Mrs. Leavitt

and myself present during the interview. When I arrived

there I stated my name and business, and calling on her in

connection with the Times, and began to question her on

the matter in hand. 1 asked her if she knew Mrs. Hol-

brook and Mrs. Holbrook's experience. She said she

did, she was a friend of hers and had nursed her when

she was brought out. She did not state how long she

had known her.

Mrs. Leavitt said she had met Mrs. Holbrook at San

Diego after she, Mrs. Leavitt, had been at Point Loma.

Mrs. Leavitt made the statement to me that she was a

member of the True School of Theosophy which seemed

to differ from the Universal Brotherhood. She didn't go

into detail at all about that. vShe did not state that it was

839

840
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341 the Annie Besant Society. Simply that she was a mem-

ber of the True School of Theosophy. She said she come

here from the East— what city, I do not know. She

said she had resided in San Diego, that she had been —
that she had become so disgusted with the outfit at Point

Loma, she left San Diego; she left the city of San Diego

on account of disgust with the people at Point Loma. I

don't know that she told me that the city of San Diego

was the capital city of Theosophists. She said the sub-

oj^2 stance of it. I cannot quote the words she used, sub-

stantially she stated that San Diego was the hot bed of

Theosophy. I cannot say that she used the word " hot

bed," I can tell in substance what she did say. 1 got the

idea that San Diego was the capital city of Theosophy

from her. 1 don't know what words she used. She

didn't tell me that she had some startling things to tell

;

she didn't term them " startling." The ])hrase " start-

ling things " is my phrase.

QA^ The notes I took upon that occasion were mostly mem-

oranda of the conversation, skeleton notes of dates and

names which I expected to fill out by an interesting arti-

cle as far as Mrs. Leavitt made it interesting. I desired

to fill it out so that it would be interesting so long as it

kept to the truth — what she told me. She referred to the

Homestead at Point Loma as the Homestead. She spoke

of the inmates as spooks. I don't know that she did or did

not refer to the Institution as a spookery, Init 1 am sure

D , , she referred to the inmates as spooks. I did not write anv
o44

of the other articles in reference to Point Loma that ran

through the Times during the period of a year or two"

preceding this. This is the first article I wrote in refer-

eiice to the Point Loma Homestead. T did not consult
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845 ^^^y °^ ^^^^ preceding articles before I wrote it. I did not

talk to any one in reference to the tone I was to give to

the article. I had read none of ihe preceding articles in

the Times thoroughly. I remember glancing over some

articles that appeared long ago about the time the Home-

stead was established, but 1 had read none of them care-

fully and remember none of the contents. I remember

the tone of them.

I had no personal knowledge of the Homestead at

oj_/- Point Loma at that time. I did not interview any one

else except Mrs. Leavitt or make any inquiries before

writing this article other than of I\Irs. Leavitt. I got it

entirely from her.

I don't remember that she referred to the Homestead

as a roost. I imagine that must iiave been my own. She

didn't state to me when she met Mrs. Holbrook for the

first time. She said she met her in San Diego after Mrs.

Holbrook left Point Loma. Mrs. Leavitt did not claim

o
, ^ that she had been at Point Loma when Mrs. Holbrook left

there. She pretended to know, through Mrs. Holbrook,

that Mrs. Holbrook's husband had taken her away from

there. She stated it to me as coming from Mrs. Hol-

brook. She told me the facts that Mrs. Holbrook had

given her. I didn't know anything about Mrs. Holbrook

at that time, and didn't know where she was. I made no

inquiry as to that. I was not detailed to inquire as to

where Mrs. Holbrook had gone after Mrs. Leavitt left

her. I don't remember that Mrs. Leavitt told me any-

thing about where Mrs. Holbrook was at the time of the

interview. Near that time Mrs.. Holbrook had been in

San Diego. It was there that Mrs. Leavitt had nursed

her. I didn't ask Mrs Leavitt and she didn't tell me
where Mrs. Holbrook was at the moment of the inter-
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g49 view. I don't remember if she stated the exact number

of days since she had seen Mrs. Holbrook, but it had

been recent. The term " recent" was used. Mrs. Leav-

itt said to me at that time that Mrs. Holbnjok was not

expected to Hve. Mrs. Leavitt ascertained that when she

left San Diego. I don't remember that Mrs. Leavitt

pretended to have been at the homestead while Mrs. Hol-

brook was there. She told me that Mrs. Holbrook, while

at the homestead, was made to do manual labor, hoe corn,

ncf) plant trees, etc. She said she knew that from Mrs.

Holbrook 's statement. She also said that Mrs. Holbrook

had been maltreated by being deprived of food, and that

she had learned it from Mrs. Holbrook.

Mrs. Leavitt told me that Mrs. Neresheimer was not

allowed to communicate with her husband. I don't re-

member at this moment just how she said she knew that.

She spoke of the Point Loma Homestead as a place of

horror. She said it was a place where horrors ex-

Q-.. isted. She described the ceremonies spoken of in the

article as having seen them. All the facts concerning

Mrs. Holbrook she learned from Mrs. Holbrook. She

described the ceremonies mentioned in the article as I

have described them, as insane ceremonies. She said that

girls placed there to be educated were made to do menial

tasks, to work hard, to communicate with no stranger,

that is, no one not an inmate. As I understand it, she

said she knew that from a personal visit.

I don't remember the exact time that was occupied on

this interview. It was late in the afternoon when I went

there. I left Mrs. Leavitt to go home to a meal, ami then '

returned to the Times office. I have no connection with

any Theosophical Society. T am not married. When I

went to the Times office I saw Mr. Andrews in regard to
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g53 this article immediately. I did not have my article writ-

ten when I saw him first. I made a statement to him that

I had found Mrs. Leavitt and she had talked to me.

Then I wrote the article. I did :iot confer with any one

else in regard to it. I made tio inquiries of any one

else in regard to it. I interviewed only Mrs. Leavitt as

directed. Then I wrote the article and submitted it to

Mr Andrews. When I first saw Mr. Andrews, I made

the statement that Mrs. Leavitt would rather not have her

QCA name used. She said to me that she would rather not have

her name used in connection with what she had told me.

She did not say why, and I did not ask her why she did

not want her name used. Mr. Andrews directed me to in-

sert the name of Mrs. Leavitt. I did not, after conferring

with Mr. Andrews, add anything to the article ; nothing

except what I had gotten from Mrs. Leavitt. After

\\riting the article and submitting it to Mr. Andrews, I

made no addition to it. The article appeared the next

orr nioining after my interview with Mrs. Leavitt. I saw

her once after that in the Times office. It was Tuesday

afternoon following the day of the interview,

O. Did you write the article which appeared in the

Times on October 31st? This article (showing witness'

plaintiff's exhibit 12) ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

overruled and the defendant excepted, and the same is

856 numbered. Exception No. 81.

. Q. Did you ask her questions with regard to some

of the occurrences which set forth — some of the occur-

rences, that is ask her whether cerrain things occurred oi"

did she volunteer this information, Mr. Bartlett?
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g57 A. I questioned her specifically upon the cases of Mrs.

Holbrook and Mrs. Neresheimer, nothing else. When I

say " specifically " I mean mentioninfr their names and

asking her to tell me about their experiences. I did not

ask her if any particular circumstance had occurred in

reference to them, setting forth the circumstance in ques-

tion. It was not by question and answer of that sort

which she answered affirmatively. I was ignorant of the

subject when I went there, knew practically nothing about

g5g it. I knew that the Theosophists existed and that the

Homestead existed. Beyond that, I knew none of these

occurrences. Mr. Andrews did not tell me anything

about it. Nothing more than the directions he gave me.

I didn't know in regard to what kind of an institution it

was, how it was ruled or worked. The only articles I

remember reading in the Times were a long time ago

when the matter first came up. I remember I read that

it had somthing to do with Theosophy. I do not recall

g^^ any more.

I did not ask Mrs. Leavitt if she had heard reports

that had been exploited in the newspapers or were the

subject of gossip at San Diego. I did not set anvthing

forth to her at all in my questions to her. The informa-

tion all came from her; I knew nothing on the subject.

O. When did you first see this article ( exhibiting

plaintiflf's exhibit 12) I have shown you?

860 ^^^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant and not cross ex-

amination, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is marked. Exception Xo. 82.

A. As I remember it, I saw it the day it appeared
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861 ^''' pi'i'it. T liad seen Mrs. Lcavitt between that time and

the time I had interviewed her. I saw her on Tuesday

at the Times office in the presence of General Otis. I did

not, at that time, achnit in the presence of General Otis

and of Mrs. Leavitt. at the Times Office that I had mis-

interpreted a number of the replies of Mrs. Leavitt to

my questions. I did not discuss the matter with Mrs.

Leavitt at that time. I never discussed it with her on

any occasion, except the occasion when I interviewed

862 ^^^''•

BY THE COURT:
O. Will you please state what occurred when you

went to Mrs. Leavitt's house? I wish you would give it

in detail and specifically how you gained an audience with

her— that is what I want to know. Don't state your

conclusions, state what occurred.

863

A. I first rang the door bell and ^Nlrs. Leavitt came to

the door and opened the door and I introduced

myself. I said I am ]\Ir. Bartlett, and I am

representing the Times. We have heard you can

give us information on certain subjects. We
would like to question you upon them, and I was taken

into the parlor. She said, "Walk into the parlor and

be seated." As soon as w^e were seated, I presented the

subject to her.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF LANIER BART-

864 LETT.

BY MR. HUNSAKER : Mr. Andrews told me to be

very careful how the article was written, to be careful not

to make any overstatement and to confine myself entirely

to the facts as given to me by Mrs. Leavitt. He insisted
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g^5 that the article should show that the statements were

those of Mrs. Leavitt. When Mr. Andrews detailed me

to interview Mrs. Leavitt, he made no statement to me

as to what information she had or was supposed to have,

except that the subject dealt with the homestead and I

was to find out the experience of Mrs. Holbrook and

Mrs. Neresheimer in the homestead. I received a sli])

which had written upon it the words " Mrs. M. Leavitt,

418 West 4th Street, Mrs. Neresheimer, Mrs. Holbrook".

g^^ That is all that I remember there was to it.

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Louis S. Fitch, taken on behalf of

defendant, under stipulation at Hartford, Connecticut, on

the 4th day of December, 1902. Certain portions of said

deposition were admitted in evidence and certain portions

thereof were excluded by the Court as follows

:

LOUIS S. FITCH

867 BY MR. ROBINSON : My name is Louis S. Fitch.

My age is thirty years. I reside at 200 Bond street in

this city ; Hartford, Connecticut. My occupation is In-

surance Clerk at the National Fire Insurance Company.

I was born in Andover, Connecticut. I have lived in

Point Loma, California. I went to the Point to live

about the ist of August, 1900, and remained there until

about the ist of March, 1901. I left here and went to

California on account of health reasons. \Miile a resi-

000 ([^^-^^ Qf California and before going to Point Loma, I was

in the employ of the L'nited States \\'eather Bureau at

San Diego, California, then I went to Point Loma as a

bookkeeper for the Universal Brotherhood Organization.

The Universal Brotherhood Organization is a branch
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g^9 of the Theosophical Society, split at Mr. Judge's death;

Mr. Judge being the former leader and the Universal

Brotherhood being a branch, having Katherine Tingley

as Leader and Outer Head.

My employment as bookkeeper at the Universal Broth-

erhood Organization commenced in June, 1900, the third

Friday. I was told by a friend that they wished a book-

keeper at the Universal Brotherhood organization. I ap-

plied by telephone to Mr. Pierce for the position and

Q'jQ made an appointment to see him the following Sunday.

This was on a Friday that I made the appointment.

Keeping my appointment the next Sunday I went over

to Point Loma, accompanied by my wife. We rode our

bicycles and there I met Mrs. Tingley who personally en-

gaged me. We were. seated on the piazza of the Home-

stead while my card was sent in, and after some wait

Mrs. Tingley saw me, telling me that Mr. Pierce was ill

in bed and unable to keep his appointment, but that she

871 would personally see me which she very much pre-

ferred to do. Mrs. Tingley is the leader or head of the

U. B. organization.

I knew what Mr. Pierce's relation to the U.B. was at

the time of my employment. He was secretary-general

of the U.B. and treasurer of Point Uoma Homestead cor-

poration. It was to him as treasurer of the Homestead

that I applied for employment. The Point Loma Home-

Q^,^ stead, using Mr. Pierce's words, was the mother of other
0/4

branches of work to be accomplished by the U.B. at the

International Headquarters at Point Loma.

I remained in the employ of this concern at Point Loma

until March 15th, 1901. The nature of my duties when
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Q73 employed there was bookkeeper and account for the

Homestead.

O. Did you receive any instructions as to your (Kities

as bookkeeper, and if so, what?

The plaintiff objected to the question and also to the

answer, upon the ground that " whatever his duties may

be as bookkeeper would be immaterial to any issue before

the Court"; which objection was sustained, the defend-

§74 ant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception -No.

83-

The answer to the last and foregoing question as given

in said deposition is as follows :

—

"A. Mr. Pierce instructed me as to the work to be

done there. He said that the \v'ork was of a peculiar

nature, that primarily the purpose of the U. B. was to

get back to the truth in everything, that the truth had been

lost sight of for }'ears and that we would proceed to get

down to the simple truth of bookkeeping, that I must put

out of my mind all knowledge I had of bookkeeping, for-

get the systems of double and single entry, forget that

there were any such words, and follow out the sugges-

tions that he would give me to keep just the simplest kinds

of books, which was the truth of bookkeeping. So we

endeavored to get along with a ledger only for quite a

while. That didn't work, so they afterward gave in to

my keeping the check book which was used as a running

cash book as well".

O. What other duties, if any. than those of a book-

keeper were placed upon you during your eiupU\\'ment .^

A. Mrs. Tingley knew that 1 wis a photographer, and

875

876
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g77 'it^ing^ in accordance with licr orders, I procured for

them a fine photographic outfit suited to their work, and

while I was there I did a great deil of photographic work

in buikhngs about the grounds, and also was freciuently

called on in the latter part of my slay by Mrs. Tiiigley

herself to do errands for her, to do her telephoning to

town, the principal means for <:ommunicating with the

town eight miles away, and in mat way I sent for her

many of her telegrams and cablegrams to the Western

o'jQ Union. Also while I was there T ran a telephone line

connecting the Homestead with thr^ children's tents, the

Lotus Home, so called, the refectory and the barn and

became quite one of them. I acted as guide to visitors

on some occasions. I have also stood guard duty at the

place, and acted a short time as ler.der of her morning

athletic squad of men. I acted r.s custodian of the keys

of the archery cabinet. The archery was made a little

more than a game and the keys were in my charge. I

» believe that covers it in general.

The principal building on the pbce at the time I was

there was the Homestead, a remodeled sanitarium, a san-

itarium building remodeled by nembers of the Organi-

zation at Mrs. Tingley's direction. It was a frame struc-

ture surrounding an open court. \Vhen I was there this

building was in process of remodeling and was prac-

tically completed before I left, r.nd a glass dome was

sprung across the interior court. The building was plas-

tered on the outside. The grounds were enclosed bv a

880
fence, completely enclosed by a fence excepting on the

ocean side. The grounds were dn ided into two parts

known to the members, of which I became one, as the

Homestead grounds and the School grounds. The build-

ings were the Homestead and a circular building called
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gQI the Aryan Temple, connecting with it, the school tents

near by on the hill, six cottages for the children, a build-

ing about one hundred yards away from the Homestead

used for cooking and eating, all cooking and eating being

done there.

The different orders or schools in the Institution and

their relation to each other, are the Pt. Loma Homestead,

the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of An-

tiquity and the International Children's Lotus Home, In-

nnr^ ternational Brotherhood League, ihc Woman's Exchange

and Mart, the Theosophical Publishing Co., these were

the principal departments of the U. B. Organization.

These were parts of the L". B. Organization. The

Homestead acted as the supporter and mother to all the

other departments until such time as thev should be self-

supporting. During my stay diere these departments

never got upon their feet to supoort themselves. They

were all closely related to the U. B. Organization.

I became a member of the U. B. Organization and afl-

erward a probationary member of the Esoteric Society of

Theosophy, which department I forgot to mention before.

I was also a member of the sons of the Rising Sun, and

order of the E . S . T

.

There were oaths or pledges retiuired \.o membership

in the organizations which I joined. The pledge to the

\J. B. is very simple. I forget the wording, but the pur-

port is simply to be willing to irv to live a perfect life

yourself and to help others to lo the same thing. The
884

pledge of the E.S.T. was more binding. I forget the

entire pledge, but one part I remember— all members

pledging themselves, " without cavil or delay to obey the

leader in all things," the leader or outer head. Mrs.

Katherine Tinglev was the outer head at that time.
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Xearly all the residents (if the Homestead were members

of the E.S.T. Only very few persons in the community

were not members of that Socic^^v. I remember one, a

girl working in the kitchen, was not a member; Mrs.

Fitch who lived on the Point with me was not a member;

one or two others were not members at the time I was

there but were taken in later; Mrs. Hanson, wife of W.

T. Hanson, a trustee of the Homestead, also a young lady

boarding at the Homestead and acting as companion to

her grandmother, a wealthy member. This young lady

was not a member.

The dififerent parts of the grounds and the officers of

the organization were known by particular names. As to

the grounds, they were divided roughly into two parts,

the grounds at the Homestead, the land owned by the

Homestead, and the land owned b} the S.R.L.M.A.,

this last department was known by these letters amcwTg

the members. These latter grounds were held sacred —
no one but Mrs. Tingley being alk)wed at will upon them,

excepting in my own case, and I could go anywhere with

a camera. There were other grounds located about a

mile from the Homestead grounds, in the name of the

International Brotherhood League (I.B.L.) These

grounds were called the Colony. As to the officers,

Katherine Tingley, Leader— F. M. Pierce, Sec'y General

of the V. B. — J. H. Fussell, Sec'v of the E.S.T.

Mrs. Tingley was very frequently addressed as " Pur-

ple" by Mr. Pierce and others — oftentimes as " P," she

was also called " Mother " by the members until she asked

that it be stopped.

ATrs. Tingley exercised absolute control over the con-

duct of the place and over all members according to the

pledge that I have given before. She was ascribed—
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gg9 she was g"iven by her position as leader, the i)owcr to reg-

ulate the doings, goings and coming"- and all habits of life

of members on Pt. Loma. In shorr could control every-

thing and everybody absolutely. vSo far as my observa-

tion went, she exercised control of the work of the re-

spective members in the minutest detail. Xo one was

allowed to do anything of any importance without her

direct oversight, whether it was in buildings or whatso-

ever. So far as my observation v>'ent, she exercised su-

oqrv pervision of the diet of the members. She regulated that

herself, said just what they should e&t and just when they

should eat it. She lodged each individual in the place

that she directed, whether in a room cr tent, or the Colony

or Homestead. She instructed a great many members

herself in regard to whom they should have conversation

with, whom they should walk or talk with anrl whom they

must not speak to or look at.

The general character of the .vork which Mrs. Ting-

oqi ley required of the members was the Community idea,

that each one should do that for wiiich he was best fitted.

If they had artistic talent in painting or music, they were

kept at the Homestead ; if they had no technical training

of value or if they had no special talent, they worked in

the kitchen, or if they were suited, they worked in the

gardens or orchards. In short they did the work which

they could best do.

There were many of the women members of the coin-

munity placed at manual labor. T.y manual labor 1 mean

work in the kitchen, that sort of work. Ten or twelve, at

the time I was there to my certain knowledge, were em-

ployed in the heavier work of the kitchen and house-

work, and at the colony I have seen women working in

the garden and fields.
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g93 Wliile I was there, there was a ])rescribed diet. Diir-

ino- the three weeks that I boarded there the fare consisted

at breakfast of one or two shoes of very hard toast, unbut-

tered, and a portion of a cup of coffee without the condi-

ments (milk and sugar), a httle fruit and an unmistaka-

bly cased egg-. This was the student's rations. ( )n leav-

ing the dining room after the breakfast, each member took

from a tray at a side table, four small crackers or two

hard tack, and an apple or orange, as the fruit might be

QQJ. i'l season, this to serve for lunch. There was no other

food excepting what members might have concealed in

the place, until the evening meal at from 5 to 6 o clock.

This meal was fairly substantial, m-^at and two kinds of

vegetables. This was placed on the table, and if any

students were late, as a great many had to be on account

of duties, the plates were cold, and if too late, it was re-

moved. Only one helping was allowed ; sometimes some

light deserts were served, but this was a rare exception.

QQr Mrs. Tingley didn't believe in it. All the eating was done

in absolute silence, no members being allowed to speak

to each other while going to or from meals, or while at

meals, it being considered by Mrs. Tingley as a religious

duty. She told me, Mrs. Tingley told me that she con-

sidered it a religious duty.

There were other regulations as to the conversation of

the members than those that governed their conversation

at meal times. I have said before tliat they were allowed

no connection with each other .-xccpt as Mrs. Tinglev

directed. Of course I don't mean to say that they were

ai)solutelv hampered in their conv'crsation, but she stated

to me with whom I should talk freely and with whom I

had better not. There were certain persons at different

times with whom all were forbidden to have any conver-
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g97 sation, excepting absoliUel\- necessary business conversa-

tion.

Mrs. Ting-ley had a dog when I was there. Its name

was Spot.

Q. What relation, if any, did this dog Spot have to

the management of the Institution ?

A. Spot was ostensibly a pet, Init in reality as Mrs.

Tingley herself told me, a great deal more than a pet.

Mrs. Tingley told me on an occasion in her room

that I must be rather amused by their solicitous care for

Spot's welfare, " But, Mr. Fitch,"" she says, "do you, I

believe, I know, that Mr. Judge's spirit entered into Spot

at his death, Mr. Judge giving Spot to me at the time of

his death and at the time that I assumed the leadershiji

as his successor."

The members there exhibited reverence toward this dog

Spot by word and manner. They regarded the dog as a

very stiperior animal. At the time of my employment

the fact that Spot came readily to itie on my aj^proach was

regarded as a positive proof that the animal could tell a

friend of the Brotherhood at sight.

When I had been with them about a month, during

which time I resided in San Diego, I took up my resi-

dence in tents which were located in a place selected by

Mrs. Tingley, being on land belonging to the School

S.R.L.M.A.

I stated that I ate at the Homestead for a period of

twenty-six days. My family did not eat there with me.

I stopped eating at the Homestead table because of the

exorbitant price which I found was being charged for it.

$i.oo a day. I did not consider ihe food sufficient. M\-

onlv reason for eatine: with them, aside from being one

899
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901 of them, as I wished to do, was :he cheapness of the food

served, which I supposed would Ijc given me at a corre-

spondingly low rate, and also the tiouble of finding a con-

venient eating place near by. I lost twelve pounds by

weight during the 26 days by reason of insufficient diet.

I would like to add that my weight was reduced from 1 52

to 140 pounds during my stay. After I left the Home-

stead grounds I lodged at the same place I lodged during

all my stay with them after the first month — in my tents.

90^ I ate at a neighbors about one-half a mile from the

grounds.

I have a child. My wife had no connection with the

Institution during my stay there. My child was a mem-

ber of the Lotus Home School for a period of from two

to three months during which time he attended the school

session, but did not eat or sleep with the other children.

Q. Did Mrs. Tingley's supervision of the intercourse

Q^^ of members extend to interference with relations between

members of the same family? Can you give any in-

stance of such an interference?

A. The case of W. T. Hanson. Mr. Hanson and his

wife lived at the Homestead. Their children slept and

lived in the Lotus Home tents. Although the family ate

in the same room and at the same time, Mr. and Mrs.

Hanson occupied one table and the children ate with the

other children. They were allowed on certain occasions

-^04 to speak with each other. On one occasion, under my

observation, when Mr. Hanson kissed his little one; his

little two (he had two) Mrs. Tingley requested that he

do the same to the others, not to show any favoritism.

His oldest daughter Kate was kept apart from the rest,
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905 '^t the Colony and came to the Homestead at rare inter-

vals.

There was a system of s^uards em])l()yed at the Home-

stead. There was a guard at the entrance gate through-

out the day, others patrolling the grounds day and night.

At night the male members of the organization took turns

in standing watches and patrolling the grounds both of

the Homestead and of the Colony. The ladies, during

periods of scare, that occurred there twice during my

QQ^ stay there, also guarded the inside corridors of the Home-

stead, men guarding the outside approaches. At night

some of the guards were armed to my certain knowledge.

They were not all of them armed.

Q. What was the occasion of the scare, or scares,

which you speak of, if you know.

Plaintiff objected to the question because it was irrele-

vant and immaterial and incompetent to any issue be-

fore the Court, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 84.

The answer to the foregoing question was as follows

:

"A. I do not know\ A man appeared at the Home-

stead who appeared to be crazy. Mrs. Tingley told mc

that he was a desperate enemy of the Organization and

requested that I get my camera and take his picture as he

sat in the front part of the Homestead. This I did. He

was held in surveillance while they telejihoned to town for

an officer who came over and took the man back with

him. After this occasion the guards were doubled and

the grounds patrolled with the greatest care. Shortly

after this I was at work at my desk, and I noticed the

907
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909 women running around, pullino; down shades, shutting-

doors. Mrs. Tingley called me to the window where she

sal on the floor, peering through a crack in the hlind, and

told me to take a good look at the man outside in com-

pany with the police officer. This man, she told me,

was a very desperate character indeed, who had come

from the northern part of the country on purpose to

assassinate her ; that the officer whom he was with, while

nominally acting as guide, had really the man in the

910 closest surveillance. She also sent me to find Mr. Pierce

and tell him on no condition was he to go in front of the

Homestead until the man had left. She also sent me to

the, children's tents with instructions to Dr. Van-pelt and

Miss Wood, those in charge of the children, to keep the

children out of sight during the stranger's presence.

This I did. I found Mr. Pierce, who questioned me very

particularly as to whether it was Mrs. Tingley's orders

that he stay there, and I assured him that it was. He

Ql
^ took a revolver from his coat pocket and said that he

wished she would let him get one shot at the fellow. He

would like nothing better than to meet him and he was

pretty sure he could shoot first, but as long as she had

commanded him to stay he must obey. I will say, after

this time every available person was placed on guard at

night and everybody cautioned to watchfulness during

the day; that I was given a whistle for my wife's use,

our tent being located a little distant, and that Mrs. Ting-

Q^rs ley told her that if any one should approach by the path

from the ocean, to stop them and in some way endeavor

to get word to a guard or to the Homestead, that they

might be examined before approaching closer. After

this time I acted as one of the guards on one occasion."
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913 WITNESS (Continuing) : Restrictions against en-

tering the grounds were, to my knowledge, placed upon

persons others than members. When a visiting person

or party entered the gate, a bugle was sounded to give

warning to the guide on duty, who met the party, took

them inside to register, gave them a glimpse of the inte-

rior rotunda of the building, then following directions of

Mrs. Tingley— I heard her giving directions as I acted

as one of the guides — the party were conveyed by cer-

q-iA tain route which allowed them to look at the distance of

lOO feet at the school tents, certain cites of buildings to

be built were pointed out, then they were brought back

to the Homestead by a different route. The guide must

keep his party together; if too large to handle, he must

call assistsnce, but on no account would they be allowed

to visit the children's tents unless by Mrs. Tingley 's spe-

cial permission, or see other parts of the grounds without

her permission.

Ql r To my knowledge, restrictions were placed upon mem-

bers as to leaving the grounds. With other restrictions,

they could not go outside the grounds without permis-

sion from Mrs. Tingley unless they had a regular duty

to take them out.

We were told just after taking our residence there that

we must not entertain our friends, and invite them to

come to our tents. They could come to the Point to see

us, but they should be stopped by the guard and word

would be sent to us and we could visit them on the Home-

stead veranda, but we must take care that our conver-

sation was conducted so as not to disturb the students

and those at work.

There were, to my knowledge, ceremonies religious and

916
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9X7 otherwise performed in connection with these orders

which I have named. Their costume prescribed for all

meetings and gatherings, excepting the Sunday morning

meeting, consisted of a cheesecloth garment without

sleeves, belted with a cord at 'the waist and a strir

of cloth thrown over the shoulders as a toga. T'n's

garment to be worn over underclothing only, •
' no

starched clothing to be worn under Mrs. Tingley's or-

ders. I will make another exception, that at the

9]^g morning sun-rise gathering. At that time the members

of the U. B. Organization could all attend. The mem-

bers marched to a point just within the liiie of the

grounds of the S. L. R. M. A., where the rising sun

could be viewed where they stood in silent meditation

until the sun topped the hill, when they welcomed its

appearance with song, after which one of the members

read a selection from the Bahavid Gita, or other

ancient writing. Then the Company dispersed, the men

Q1Q taking up athletics and the women to their various

tasks in the kitchen or elsewhere. The evening gather-

ing at nine o'clock also was open to all U. B. mem-

bers, the members gathering on the western porch at

the stroke of a triangle, and remaining from three to

five minutes in silent meditation, sending thought waves

throughout the world. The E. S. T. meetings did not

include the other members of the U. B. at the place

unless they were specially invited. I was invited guest

920 ^^ these meetings of the ladies of the sons or

daughters. Mrs. Fitch was also invited on one or two

occasions.

In regard to the addresses at these meetings, they

were almost entirely laudatory of the sacredness of
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921 the organization and the grounds at vvhicli they were,

and especially of the sacredness of their leader. I have

heard her described at these meetings as the greatest

in line of succession of teachers or prophets, including

Confucius, Budda, Christ and Mohammed.

Q: What costume did Mrs. Tingley wear at these

cerv nonies, or at other times?

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. At these ceremonies she wore a loose robe of

9-^^ white more elaborate than the -students costume. On

state occasions when she received visitors she was

dressed in a very fine blue or purple garment, with

elaborate plaiting and other work. Jt other times, be-

hind the scenes, so to speak, ivhen she didn't expect

visitors on the grounds, she dressed in a -I'ery dirty,

disreputable broivn wrapper, zuhich she herself told ine

she usually wore over her night gozoi oidy. She al-

lowed herself the special privilege of wearing slippers

9<^^ or stockings at the times of the meetings on the school

grounds. The other members going bare or stocking-

footed over very rough ground to the place of meet-

ing."

Before said answer was read, the plaintiff moved to

strike therefrom the following words :

"' At other times,

behind the scenes, so to speak, when she didn't expect

visitors on the grounds, she dressed in a very tlirtw

disreputable brown wrapper which she herself told me

"^ she usuallv wore over her night gown only " on the

ground that the same was immaterial, irrelevant and

incompetent and not responsive to any issue in the case,

which motion to strike out was granted, the defendant

excepted, and the same is nuiubered Exception Xo. S5.
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925 Defendant was then permitted to read the following

portion of said answer to the jury, to wit: "At these

ceremonies she wore a loose robe of white, more ela-

borate than the students costume. On state occasions,

when she received visitors, she was dressed in a very

fine blue or purple G;arment with elaborate plaiting and

other work. * * * ' She allowed herself the special

privilege of wearing slippers or stockings at the times

of the meetings on the school grounds, the other mcm-

926 ^^^^'^ feO'-^g" hare or stocking-footed over very rough

ground to the place of meeting."

WITNESS (continuing): iNIrs. Tingley had several

conversations with me with reference to my wife. At

the time I joined the E. S. T. I stated to her that Mrs.

Fitch and I had always gone through life together, that

as long as lady members were allowed, I should much

prefer that she join at the same time. She replied that

this was impossible because I was further advanced than

^^' my wife, and ]\Irs. Fitch was not far enough along to

be eligible to membership in the E. S. T. My wife

wished to come East early in November, 1900. Before

her departure, Mrs. Tingley strongly urged both my-

self and Mrs. Fitch that she had better not under-

take the trip at that time. That later on, if she became

a member she would send her across on some errand of

theirs, thus saving car fare and she could, at that

time, visit her parents. That she should not take

V40 Harold, our boy, out of the school, as she wished, be-

cause he had gotten fairly into the work and would

learn so much. That if he left the school, he could not

return to it again. She told me a little later, Mrs.

Fitch not being responsive or obedient in postponing

I
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070 her eastern trip, that she could see me in the future

a very henpecked hushand. That J wcnild Ik- a ]jretty

good fellow if it was not for my wife. She urj^ed me

at that time to follow my apparent bent for photography,

to give up my position as bookkeeper, they could

get bookkeepers, but it was hard to get photographers.

Of course they could not pay me for my i)hotographic

work but I need not worry about being taken care of;

that she was planning trips to Cuba, the Hawaiian

q-irt Islands, to Japan, in fact to every part of the world, and

that she would take a photographer along, and that if

I was that photographer I could go with her on these

trips, but of course Mrs. Fitch could not go on these

trips.

Mrs. Tingley talked with me with reference to the

marriage relations. She said' she believed it all false,

marriage as usually known in the world, is wholly false

and perverted. That if people would live the life they

Q^- were trying to live on the Point for a while, they would

evolve so as to reach a point where marriage as known

in the world would not be necessary.

On one occasion in her room Mrs. Tingley described

to me a very extraordinary occurronce that hai)pened

during her crusade around the world. Her party were

in some part of India, where, I do not recollect, and

word was brought to her by a peculiar means from

one of the great masters, who had the power of as-

Q^7 suming the flesh at will in the person of a man, that

he should like to meet her face to face. She gave her-

self unreservedly into the care of two of his messengers,

whom she told me were also spirits and capable of as-

suming the flesh or not, as they liked, and borne on
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Q33 ^^^ shoulders of these two men on a palanquin she

journeyed for atout five days, through incredibly rough

rugged mountains until she was brought into the pres-

' ence of the great masters who had been helping her,

were now helping her. She went into an inner room

and brought out a picture, a portrait of an Indian in a

turban, which she showed me with the greatest air of

secrecy and veneration, saying that many members of

the Organization would give almost anything for the

934 pi'ivilege of viewing this portrait. "You have frequently

noticed entries on Mr. Pierce's check book of sums from

a person denoted by initial," she said. I said I had.

"Well," she said, "this is the man, and he never does

so except when we are in the direst need, but when we

are pushed to the last extreme he will send us a check,

as he has power over the spirit and the flesh and in-

cluding moneys."

I do not recall any other instances of spiritualistic

935 e^^pei'iC'Ces by Mrs. Tingley. I recall instances where

Mr. Pierce has described occurrences.

Q. Please state Mr. Pierce's account of these ex-

periences?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not material, unless it should be brought to

!Mrs. Tingley 's attention and verified by her, and that

it was hearsay, which objection was sustained, and the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 86.

The answer to the foregoing question was as follows

:

"A. On one occasion Mr. Pierce stated that he was

in her room idly patting Spot who was curled up in

936
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^37 ^^s '^P- ^^^^- Tingley stood quietly nearby, when sud-

denly Mrs. Tingley said— " Pierce, pick up that paper,"

pointing to a small scrap of paper lying on the floor.

Mrs. Tingley repeated the command — " Pierce, pick up

that paper." Mr. Pierce remarked that he didn't see

why he should pick it up, and why her maid, Carmen

couldn't, and he didn't move. The third time the com-

mand was repeated with even greater vehemence, and he

still didn't start, Mrs. Tingley w^as thrown to the floor

Q-jQ with great violence where she writhed in the greatest

agony and turned black in the face. Mr. Pierce told

me that he realized that he had been ofif his guard, that

she could not warn him any other way than to get him to

move ; he failed to perceive the warning, and failing to

move, Mrs. Tingley came very near losing her life from

the hands of the black magicians who are constantly on

the lookout for such chances to kill the leader. He called

Dr. Wood who aided him in placing her on the couch,

Q-iQ and it was a long time before she was out of danger

from the attack. She bore the imprint of finger marks

upon her throat for some time after the occurrence. On

another occasion when I went up to the Homestead in

the evening and found extra guards at the doors in

the corridors, all commanding the most extreme quiet,

while from the oriental rooms the sounds of soft strained

piano playing could be heard. On inquiring the reason

I was told that Mrs. Tingley was very ill. In a short

q.^ time the spell was broken by the slam of a door, and

I heard Mrs. Tingley's voice exclaiming— " Pierce,

where is Pierce, somebody go and find Pierce." 1 had

occasion to go to Mr. Pierce's room soon after this to

get him to sign some important checks. He himself let
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941 "^^ "^ '^'^*^^ ^ ^^^^^ '^'"^ ^^^^^ Mrs. Tingley was looking

for him. He said he knew it, he couldn't see her, he

didn't care, he had a little difference with her. He

afterwards referred to the incident and said that Mrs.

Tingley was in reality dying, although he didn't know

it, but at the point when life would pass away from

an ordinary body, she was miraculously restored, not

only to health, but to renewed youthfulness and vigor.

She had frequently been through such experiences be-

g^2 fore. Such conversations as these went to prove to me

that "Sir. Pierce is thoroughly hypnotized by Mrs. Ting-

ley, or crazy on this subject of theosophy.

WITNESS (continuiiTjg:) In the athletic gamps

the men were first formed into a running squad, then a

squad was made up of the ladies, the captain of the

squads acting under Mrs. Tingley 's direction. She ap-

pointed me as leader of the men. Our morning exer-

cises were composed for a time wholly of running. I

^^'^ requested the privilege of Mrs. Tingley to vary it with

arm work, the usual g}^mnasium work, which she de-

clined to grant. A little later she appeared herself on

the balconies of the Temple and asked us to line up,

and put us through a peculiar series of dancing steps

which she did not explain other than to say that the

arms held in certain positions acted as conductors of,

not electricity, but something we are all seeking for

from the ground. The athletic grounds were a great

^44 (leal of a farce, being a small space of ground roped in

on which was placed a game of tether tennis and a

game called clock golf. She explained to me that this

was merely the foundation of greater things, that even-

tually they would have a thoroughly equipped modem
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945 gymnasium at this point ; that one very wealthy man

interested in the organization, but not at present a

member, had ofifered to fully equip such a gymnasium

at any time.

O. Did you ever see Mr. Tingley?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, which objection was sustained,

defendant excepted and the same is marked. Exception

946
'"' '7-

The answer to the foregoing (piestion is as follows

:

A. " I did not."

Q. Did Mrs. Tingley ever say anything to yt)u with

reference to Mr. Tingley?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony was immaterial to any issue pend-

ing, which objection was sustained, defendant excepted,

947 and the same is numbered. Exception No. 88.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. "Yes."

O. Will you state the substance of the conversation

with 'reference to Mr. Tingley?

The plaintiff objected to the question "l)ecause the

testimony in the answer was irrelevant and iiuiuaterial

_ ,_ and incompetent," which objection was sustained, the de-
948

^ ^ .

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Kxcej^tion

No. 89.

The answer to the foregcMug ([uestic^n is as follows:

A. "She told me he was an inventor of verv great
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949 •''^'^ill 'I'l^^ ^^^^'^ ^'''^ inventions, patented rights of inven-

tions, brought him in large sums, in fact, he was too

busy with them to leave New York to come to Point

Loma as he would like. That some of his inventions

had been patented in her name, and very frequently she

received a check for $5000 or more, as the proceeds of

these inventions in her name. On two occasions she in-

formed me that lie was expected to visit the Point, but

he never arrived during my stay.

VoU WITNESS (Continuing) : I have a very good knowl-

edge of Mrs. Tingley's personal mode of life, because

she referred to me on more than one occasion as her

private Secretary and sent for me at all times of the day

to do her work, certain parts of her work. She was

inclined to late rising. Occasionally she would appear

very early, her breakfast was invariably served in her

room, very generous in quantity and quality, as I know

from personal observation, as on one or two occasions

951
I assisted the lady who served her, in carrying the tray.

She occasionally appeared at the evening meal, but for

the most part all of her meals were served in her

room. She was a hard worker, supervising all the de-

tails of the work of the U. B. and all its branches,

building or the work of the lodges or the newspaper

work. She was \pspeeially interested in the publishing

department and gave it a great deal of her time; she

952 wrote a great deal herself, she had educated people

there who did her reading for her and filled her with

what she was to write. She was a woman of very

great executive ability and with quite a good deal of

personal magnetism. She had rooms in the Homestead

I
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953 ^" ^^^^ second floor, she had a suite of three rooms, the

best in the building as far as view, etc. is concerned.

I had access to lier room. Frequently I was taken

into her room or she sent for mc. Anyone was privi-

leged to go there either day or night and state their

business ; her cabinet was privileged at all hours of the

day or night to enter her chambers singly or collec-

tively. I don't know that 1 can recall the names of all

the members of her cabinet: Mr. Pierce, Mr. Hanson,

qcA Mr. Harris, Rev. S. J. Neal."

Mrs. Tingley made a statement to me with reference

to church membership in connection with this organiza-

tion.

Q. Will you state it?

The plaintiff objected to the testimony on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, incompetent and out-

side of any issue, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 90.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. "That no member of their organization couUl be

a church member."

Q. Did she ever state to you the purpose of the

organization with reference to religious institutions?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

9^6 that the answer was irrelevant, immaterial and incom-

petent, and was not the best evidence, because the Con-

stitution was already in evidence and was the best evi-

dence as to what religious institutions there might be

in connection with it, which objection was sustained.

955
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957 t'""^ defendant excei)tc(l. and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 91.

The answer to the forei^oinjr question is as follows

;

A. " Yes, she said that they were antagonistic to all

Catholic institutions and that Catholics had become their

bitter enemies in consequence. That all reli.2^ious de-

nominations were perverted and used by men as a means

to an end, drawini^ fat salaries as ministers, etc. That

qro the modern system of religion was wholly wrong."

0. In her statements with reference to marriage rela-

tions, did she make any statements to you with reference

to illegitimate children?

i

The plaintiff objected to this question and to the one

following, and to the testimony given because there

was nothing in the libel charging her with any miscon-

duct with reference to illegitimate children. There was

nothing charging her with any different treatment of

children on account of their being legitimate or illegiti-

mate. The testimony and the question were entirely

outside of the issue.

The Court after argument bv counsel upon the objec-

tion, made the following remarks which were in re-

sponse and pertinent to the points made by arguiuents

of counsel in said objection:

THE COURT: As Mr. Hunsaker has said, this dis-

cussion has taken a very wide range, but generally

speaking tt is pertinent in a certain sense to the ques-

tion before the Court. I am not going to decide the

matter finally this evening, but for the benefit of coun-

sel I will state generallv mv views on some of the mat-

959
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961 ^^^^ which have been discussed. I am satisfied it will

take some authority to chanj^^e my mind, if it is to be

changed, that although in a libel suit the plaintiiT's

character or reputation is at issue, that no evidence

can be oiTered on that subject except the general reputa-

tion of the plaintiff, or the general reputation in

respect to the traits of character which arc involved in

the alleged libel. That particular acts of misconduct,

or any particular views as to social (juestions and do-

962 """^stic questions, and on any subject, whether they may

be regarded as rightful or wrongful, or moral or im-

moral, cannot be inquired into whatever. You cannot

come in here because this is an action of libel and lay

bare to the world or to the court, or jury, the life of the

plaintiff, that is, the particulars of her life. The doctrine

that a person must come in with clean hands or a clean

heart, as Mr. Shortridge has said, has no application

as the question is presented here. When a party comes

Q/:o into a court of equity asking for equitable relief, he

must come in with clean hands so far as his hands have

had anything to do with the transaction which is pre-

sented to the Court for its consideration ; but not in

regard to any other matter in which they may have

been interested, or in regard to any of the other acts

or transactions wdiich may have transpired during his

life. In regard to the necessity of pleading the general

bad reputation of the plaintiff in order to be permitted

Q, , to ofifer evidence upon that subject. I am inclined to

think it is not necessary to plead it. 1 know that there

are authorities to the effect that under the Ctxle prob-

ably it is necessary if the defendant desires to show the

bad reputation of the plaintiff, that that fact must be
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965 pleaded in the answer. lUit although my mind is not

fixed in regard to the correct doctrine on that subject, I

am inchned to beheve that it is not necessary to plead

it. Now at the common law practice there were only

two defenses as I understand it. One was the general

issue, which, in a general sense, is equivalent to our

general denial, and there was a plea of justification.

Those are the only answers that were allowed; If the

plea of justification, which was merely a plea that the

9^^ statements in the libel were true, as a matter of fact,

failed on the proof, it was taken as conclusive evidence

of malice against the defendant pleading it. And he

could not escape from the legal efifect of that as an

exhancement of the damage. Mitigating circumstances

were permitted to be shown under the general issue.

That included any circumstance which would tend to

disprove malice or any circumstance which would tend

to reduce the amount of damages. It was not neces-

0^*7 sary to plead those things specially, and the object of

the change in the practice, as affected by the Code, is to

permit both a plea of justification and a plea in miti-

gation of damages to be made in an action by the de-

fendant, and although he may fail to establish the truth

of the charge, still he may have the benefit of any miti-

gating circumstances which he may show. That is the

difference between the code practice, and the common

law practice. Now these mitigating circumstances which

Qz-Q are necessary to be plead, and I believe there are some

necessary to be pled imder the code, are those circum-

stances which tend to disprove malice— actual malice—
It is not necessary, in my judgment, that the complaint

should allege that the defamatory publication was either
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959 false, or malicious. The plaintiff is only required to

allege what it is necessary for him to establish. He is

only required to allege affirmatively what it is necessary

for him to establish. All that is necessary for him to

establish in the first place is the publication of the libel-

' ous article. If it is libelous upon its face, upon proof

of its publication the law presumes not only that it was

false, but that it was malicious in law. Now you can

prove in mitigation that it was not, and I think you

97Q can prove it without any special plea. That is my im-

pression. Now you can prove, as a matter of fact, it

was not malicious. There was no actual spite or ill

will. And when you come to prove— you do not prove

the— you do not offer proof of a previous bad repu-

tation as a mitigating circumstance. It is not a miti-

gating circumstance. You cannot attack a man because

he has a bad character, in a newspaper, any more than

you can attack a man with a good character. It is not

Q'Ti justification, it is not a mitigating circumstance, in my

judgment, within the meaning of the statute. It is only

offered for the purpose of showing that the damage is

not as great as plaintiff claims it is; that is all. The

plaintiff says, in an action for libel, "I have been dam-

aged so much." The law presumes he has a good char-

acter to start with— and I have been damaged so

much. The defendant says "you have not been dam-

aged so much as >'ou claim because you have not a

972 §^°^^^ reputation, and this libelous article, conceding its

publication, did not damage you to the extent you

claim, because }ou did not have a good rejnUation in

the first place to be damaged." It is merely for ilie

purpose of reducing the amount of damages which
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973 otherwise might be greater if the plaintiflF had a good

reputation — had the reputation which the law pre-

sumes he did have. It is suggested here that the innu-

endo suggested matters here that it was necessary to

plead in the innuendo. Now I think counsel have mis-

taken the character of these allegations tendered by the

plaintiff. They are not innuendos ; they are what is

called a colloquium, or combination of statement and

colloquium combined. The plaintiff' places a construc-

974 tion on this libel in her complaint. She sets out in de-

tail what she alleges the defendant intended to charge,

and what the people reading the paper understood it to

mean. That issue was tendered. If the libelous article

is susceptible of such a construction as that, then it

seems to me that the plaintiff is bound by the construc-

tion, which she places upon it in her complaint. The

defendant does not contend that it is not the proper con-

struction, the defendant accepts that construction of this

oyc alleged libelous article w^ith two exceptions — except in

two particular cases. Defendant denies, in two in-

stances, these clauses in this publication were not in-

tended to mean, nor were understood, as charged by

the plaintiff. But in respect to all the other parts of

.
the libeloMS article, the defendant alleges that they were

true according to the interpretation placed upon them

by the plaintiff in her complaint. So I think that the

action must be tried upon that theory that the issues

oy^ which the plaintiff voluntarily tendered by the complaint,

and which have been accepted as the issues by the de-

fendant, and either denied and confessed and justified

by an allegation that they were true, I think those are

the issues the case ought to be tried upon so far as
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977 the plaintiff is concerned. The practice question is this,

whether vou can introcUice this evidence which you of-

fer, for the purpose of sustaining- your plea that it was

true, that the Institution conducted by the plaintiff is

a fake and a fraud. I am not going to discuss the evi-

dence, but it seems to me the evidence must show, to be

admitted on the theory it is offered to support that al-

legation, it must tend to show that the institution con-

ducted by Katherine Tingley was a fraud or a fake,

978 ^^"^ "°^ what her individual views may have been upon

any subject, whether expressed to others or not, unless

these individual views were a part of the teachings at

this institution or attempted to be inculcated or en-

forced there. I do not believe you can really show she

might have had some views upon social matters oi other

matters which were inconsistent with the general sen-

timent on these subjects, unless those views were a

part of the teachings of that Institution, and that they

QVQ were of such a character that the inference might be

drawn that it was a fake or fraud to teach such views

or such doctrines. On this very point made by Air.

Shortridge— I do not take any stock in it — to use a

common phrase for want of a better word that does not

come to my mind — you cannot show that* a plaintiff'

in a libel suit could not suffer mental injury, by in-

quiring into her life and views on dift'erent subjects,

and to say that such a person could not suft'er mental

QftO P^^" because she was not constituted like somebody

else, because she might have different views from some

person else. As Judge INIcKinley says, it is just a

psychological question. The illustration given by Air.

Shortridge with reference to a tramp, I suppose you
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gQI could prove what his occupation was at the time he

brought the suit. That is all you could show. You

might show lie had no business, that he was a tramp or a

vagrant, that is all you -could show. You could not go

any farther than that. You always have the right to

show the occupation of the party at the time the libelous

article was published, whatever that may be. I do not

know whether I have expressed my views clearly

enough to counsel or not, but the burden is upon de-

982 Pendant's counsel in this action to satisfy me that this

evidence which they offer has a tendency to prove that

the Institution carried on by Mrs. Tingley was a fraud

or a fake.

MR. HL'NSAiKER: Then Your Honor is not pass-

ing on tlie matter definitely at this time?-

THE COURT: No sir. If you desire to say any-

thing further on Monday morning you may do so.

983 At this time the Court took a recess until Monday,

December 22nd, 1902, at 10 A. M. ; and after the opening

of the Court on Monday morning, December 22nd, 1902,

the jury, and the parties and their counsel all being

present and ready to proceed, the following proceed-

ings took place and were had.

MR. ANDREWS : Before proceeding with this case

I desire to call attention to a partial report in the Los

Angeles Times of the proceedings which are supposed

to have occurred here on Saturday last. A table has

been provided for the reporters of the various papers,

and of course the Times' correspondent has been here

with the others, and no objection whatever could be

conceived of their right to report the testimony which

984

fl
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9g5 has been submitted to the jury by Your Honor; but I

conceive, however, that they are transcending the

bounds of propriety when they pubHsh matter that has

been excluded, or when they pubhsh matter which has

not been read to the jury, and which it is probable or

possible, at least, that Your Honor would exclude

when the matter should be presented. Without read-

ing it, I call Your Honor's attention to a part of the

report in yesterday's Los Angeles Times and request

QQ/: Your Honor to take such steps in the matter as will

be appropriate under the circumstances.

THE COURT: Have you seen this matter com-

plained of?

MR. HUNSAKER: I have not seen it,

MR. JACKSON : Here it is Mr. Hunsaker.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I suggest, if Your Honor

please, that we proceed with the case, and that if this mat-

ter is the subject of any action by the Court, that it be

taken up in the way in which the code provides. The

practice in regard to such matters is uniform, and very

well known to counsel.

MR. HUNSAKER: We submit this is not the time

nor the place, nor the manner.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Note an exception. Xum-

bered as Exception No. 90.

MR. HUNSAKER: (Continuing)—to present this

matter. There is not anything that has been done in the

presence of the court, and this certainly is not the manner

of reaching it, if there is any impropriety in it, nor is it

the place, nor these the circumstances to object to the

987

988
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QQQ matter; and we object to it being brougbt to tbe attention

of the court in this manner.

THE COURT: If counsel for the plaintiff desires to

call the attention of the court to the matter appearing or

alleged to have appeared in the Los Angeles Times of

yesterday, and desire to make any suggestion as to what

action the court should take— if not i will give them an

opportunity to present the matter at half past one o'clock

this afternoon. 1 do not think it is proper to take it up

990 at this time in the presence of the jury.

MR. ANDREWS: I did not intend, as Your Honor

will see from the way in which 1 presented it, to call the

attention of the jury to the publication. I do request,

however. Your Honor, that the jury may be interrogated

as to whether or not they have read this publication. I

want to know if it has had the effect upon the jury that

I believe was intended by the defendant.

991 MR. HUNSAKER: We object to the remarks of

counsel and except to them as misconduct of counsel,

that there is nothing to sustain the insinuations or state-

ments of counsel. The court cautioned the jury against

reading any newspaper accounts, and the presumption is

that the gentlemen of the jury have complied with the in-

structions of the court. Numbered as Exception No. 91.

992

THE COURT : Of course the jury are presumed

to be sensible enough not to take into consideration for

the purpose of determining any issue in this case, any

remarks which counsel make during the progress of the

trial, nor any statement, nor expression of belief that

counsel may make on either side of the case as to any

matter which may transpire on the trial outside of the
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QQ3 court room. As I have stated before, the i)rovince of

the jury is to determine this case when it comes to be

finally determined by them, by the evidence which the

court admits upon the trial for their consideration in

view of the law which the court gives them, and not to be

influenced in the least degree by any remarks which coun-

sel may make in argument, or by way of suggestion, or

in any other way. I believe that counsel for the plaintiff

have a right to know, as they have sviggested, if they

p.p. , desire to know, whether anv member of this jurv has

read the Los Angeles Times of yesterday, have read this

article in the Los Angeles Times. If they desire to as-

certain that fact I will give them the privilege to do so.

MR. HUXSAKER: The defendant excepts. Num-

bered as Exception No. 92.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Do you wish to proceed with

that now ?

995 THE COURT : Yes sir, right now.

MR. HUNSAKER: The defendant excepts. Num-

bered as Exception No. 93.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: If your Honor please. I am

not familiar with this practice. If you will permit me

— counsel here in an informal way has undertaken to

suggest to the court some suggested impropriety, I take

ic, on the part of the defendant or party litigant, laying

99^ the basis, I suppose, of some proceedings. Xow if any

ofifense was committed it was not within the presence of

this court.

THE COURT : T do not understand that you are di-

recting your remarks to anything that is pertinent to the
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ooy matter that I have just suggested. Judge Andrews has

said that he desired to know, and I have said I thought

that the plaintiff liad a right to know, the plaintiff's coun-

sel, whether any member of this jury had read the arti-

cle purporting to have appeared in the Los Angeles Times

yesterday in respect to the proceedings here.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Yes, Your Honor, and touch-

ing that I did intend to say upon that theory in the trial

of the case, upon the request or suggestion of the par-

998 ties, the case is broken in upon by interrogating the jury

as to whether or not they have violated their sworn duty,

I submit to your Honor that the practice is— that such

practice is not the proper practice ; that there is a way

to reach error, if error has been committed, either by a

party litigant, or if the jury, or a juror, shall have vio-

lated its, or his, duty, this must be as laying a basis for

something. What is the result from such an inquiry?

May we come in tomorrow and upon suggestion of some

C)99 impropriety on the part of the plaintiff, proceed to inter-

rogate these gentlemen as to whether they are dishonor-

able men and have violated their duty? I confess that I

am not familiar with this kind of practice, or proposed

proceeding, and I know of no warrant for it in the law.

]MR. ANDREWS : I have not assumed that any mem-

ber of the jury has violated, or purposes to violate, his

oath. I had no thought of that kind. I simply wanted

to know whether or not the defendant had succeeded in

1000 getting to the jury information that ought not to go to it.

That is the reason I inquired, and now gentlemen of the

jury 1 ask you one and all at the same time, if any of

you have read the report in the Los Angeles Times of

yesterday of the proceedings in this court?
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1001 ^ JUROR :
I have not.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I simply object to this pro-

ceeding- and the whole and every part of it, and I spe-

cially object to the conduct of counsel as misconduct

which is calculated to be, and is prejudicial, to the de-

fendant and known to counsel to be improper.

1002
THE COURT : (Interrupting) That is not a remark

you should make Mr. Shortridge; it is improper lan-

guage.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I take an exception, if Your

Honor pleases. Numbered as Exception No. 94.

THE COU-RT : You must not accuse opposing coun-

sel of dishonorable conduct.

MR. SHORTRIDGE : I did not intend to accuse any

one of anything dishonorable.

THE COURT : You referred to the conduct of coun-

1003 ^*^^ ^^ misconduct of counsel and stated that the opposing

counsel knew he was guilty— I will not permit that kind

of suggestion in the court room.

MR. SHORTRIDGE : I take an exception to the re-

marks of the court. Numbered as Exception No. 95.

THE COURT: The objection is overruled.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Note an exception. Num-

bered as Exception No. 96.

1004 A JUROR: I have not.

ANOTHER JUROR : I have not.

ANOTHER JUROR: I have not.

ANOTHER JUROR: I have not.
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1005 ^^^- AXDRICW'S: 1 do not ask a statement from all

of you, but if an\' one of you have had occasion to see

ir, please say so.

A JL'ROR : 1 have not sir. 1 have not even read our

own papers.

MR. ANDREWS: Thank you, I appreciate it very

nuich.

THE JUROR: I know mv place as a juryman.

1006
ANOTHER JUROR: I have not, Judge, read any

remarks.

MR. ANDREWS : I do not ask every one of you to

arise and make a statement. I am satisfied with your

answers, perfectly. The plaintifl" is satisfied.

THE COURT : I believe there is an objection pend-

ing here to a question ? Have counsel anything further

^ t'j say on this objection?

MR. HUNSAKER: If the court please I wish merely

to call your Honor's attention to some of the allegations

of the answer in connection with this, and to a portion

of the deposition that has already been permitted in con-

nection with which this is to be read. The question

wliich is before the court now is with regard to her state-

ments in reference to marriage relations. " Did she

make any statements to you in reference to illegitimate

1008 t;hildren." Now at the bottom of page ii of the dep-

osition there was this question and answer, and this is in

further explanation of that ([ucstion and answer: "Q.

Did Mrs. Tingley ever talk to you in reference to the

marriage relations?"
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iisually known to the world as wholly false and per-

verted ; that if people would live the life they were trying

lo live on the Point for a while, they would evolve so as

to reach a point where marriage as known in the world

would not be necessary." Now then the question which

i'-, now pending before the court is " In her statements

with reference to marriage relations, did she make anv

statements to 30U with reference to illegitimate

children?"' The court will observe that this answer

which is now before the jury goes to the manner of living

at Point Loma. In the answer the defendant alleges

that it is true that that portion of the article which stated

that children will grow up purer if away from the bodily

and afTectionate influence of their parents, is true, it is

also alleged in the answer that it is true that numerous

outrages were committed by plaintift' and under her di-

rection at Point Loma ; also that plaintifif is an imposter.

/\lso, and this I submit to your Honor, bears directly

iUii
^^^pon this question, that plaintitt by her intluence and

misrepresentations has caused parents and children to be

separated and kept children in confinement thereby de-

stroying their health and strength. What could be more

pertinent on this question as to the influence which the

plaintiff exerted there than the doctrines which she incul-

cated there as to the marriage relations and the relations

between parent and child as bearing on the (piestion as to

whether or not she did, by her influence, undertake to

1012 separate parents and children, and we submit that this

evidence is directl}- responsive to the issues thus made.

It relates not only as to what she said, but as to the man-

ner of life they were living in this institution. It is

alleged in the complaint that the meaning is imputed to
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101'^
^'^'^ article that the institution conducted by the plaintiff

is a fake and a fraud. Now that is also affirmed in the

answer, tlie truth of that is affirmed in the answer and

also that practices are carried on there which should not

be tolerated in a civilized community. We submit that

this evidence is directly responsive to these issues made

by the complaint and the answer.

THE COURT: In a libel suit the plaintiff's character

is only in issue to the extent to which it is placed in issue

1014 ^^- ^^^^ defendant by its answer in the case, or by the in-

lt*)duction of such evidence as the law permits to be in-

troduced upon that subject, whether they plead it or not in

the answer. When a defamatory charge is published

against any one, whether the charge is true or not is not

an issue unless the defendant makes it an issue by plead-

ing the truth of the charge as a justification for the pub-

lication. In this case the defendant has pleaded the truth

of the greater portion of this charge. Of course if 'the

_ defendant can establish the truth of these portions of this

charge, which it is alleged were true, that is a complete

justification to the publication of those portion's. Now

the only other way that the reputation or character of the

plaintiff as shown by her reputation among her neighbors

which can be drawn in issue, is her general reputation or

her reputation in respect to the particular traits of char-

acter which are injuriously attacked by the alleged de-

famatory publication, and the evidence must be confined

to her general reputation in respect to these matters.

1016 Xow that is the extent to which a plaintiff's character is

put in issue in a libel suit. It may not be in issue at all

unless the defendant sees fit to make an issue on that

question. The law presumes every one's character to be

good, every one's reputation to be good, until the con-

I
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sees fit to raise this issue, it is not in the case

and cannot be considered for any purpose. Now
the defendant in this case has availed itself of its

legal right to allege that certain portions of this publica-

tion were, as a matter of fact, true, and it has a right to

introduce evidence for the pur])Ose of establishing the

truth of those portions of the publication. It cannot in-

troduce evidence to show that anything else which may

be claimed to be disparaging to the plaintiff's character
lulo

ij true. It can only show that these matters which are

charged against the plaintifif were true. That is the issue

that the jury are to pass upon, whether this publication

was true or not, or whether those portions of it which the

defendant alleges were true, were, as a matter of fact,

true. The defendant cannot be allowed, in a libel suit,

to go beyond that limit so far as the proof of specific

acts are concerned. I do not believe that any case can be

found, that any decision can be found, which upholds a

different doctrine. The defendant in a libel suit cannot

secure a verdict on the ground not that the alleged ])ub-

lication is true that was complained of, but on the ground

that the plaintiff has been guilty of something else which

was not included in the charge because for some reason

she ought, on general principles, not to recover in the ac-

tion because she mav entertain some views which do not

concur with the sentiments of the Judge or' the sentiment

of the jurors upon the same subject. A judicial tribunal

1020 is a practical sort of an institution. It does not indulge

in mere sentimentality. It does not enforce or attempt to

enforce sentimental notions. Evervbodv comes into a

court of justice on equal terms; every one is entitled to

equal protection of the laws. It is immaterial what a
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1021 I'C^s'Jii"^ views may he on relij^ious (jr social, or political,

or ethical suhjects, unless those matters are a i)art of the

direct issues in the case, precise issues in the case. We
(io not inquire whether a person is a Jew, a Greek, a

Hindoo, a Mohammedan, or a Christian, or a i'ag'an, or

what his politics are, or what his views may be upon any

social subject for the purpose of measuring- the injury

which may have been done to his feelings, or to his mind.

The human scales of justice are not sensitive enough to

1097 nieasure the sensitiveness of mental suffering by any

such gauge as that, so that the question — reduced to its

proper form — is this : Is this evidence relevant or ma-

terial to prove the truth of any of the injurious state-

ments contained in this publication — for it is not olTered

on the question of the general reputation of the plaintifif.

Xow it is said by counsel that it tends to prove this alle-

gation that children \\\\\ grow u]) purer if away from

the bodily and affectionate influence of their parents.

The charge on this point reads as follows : "Mrs.
1023

Leavitt says she knows personally of a case where both

parents and children are victims, and the children have

been taken away to the child-pen and are never allowed

to communicate in any way with mother or father. For,

says Mrs. Tingley, they will grow up purer if away from

bodily and afifectionate influence of the parents." That

is the charge. It is said that this tends to prove the

truth of that charge. There is not anything in this

statement, which, in the remotest degree, in my judg-

ment, bears upon that question, that tends in any sense

to prove that that is true. It relates entirel}- to a dif-

ferent subject. It has no pertinency to any particular

case, to the particular case referred to in this article,

and therefore is not relevant, r.or does it ])crtain to, re-

1024
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IQl^ late to an}- case of that nature. Xow in interpreting'

the meaning- of an alleged defamatory accusation, the

words are taken in their ordinary popular sense and in

that sense which they are ordinaril)- understood by the

people, and the whole of the accusation in respect to

any particular matter must be considered together.

You cannot pick out a word or two and disconnect it

from the context, and justify as to the particular word

or two. You must justify by proving the truth of the

10^6 substance of the charge of the particular statement,

within the meaning, or in the meaning, or with the

meaning, rather, that it was uttered or published.

Now the next statement wdiich it is contended this evi-

dence tends to prove, is that it is true that numerous

outrages were committed by plaintiff and under her di-

rection at Point Loma. In the first place, under the

answer which alleges that it is true that numerous

outrages were committed by the plaintiff, or under her

-iPi-yj direction at Point Loma, no outrages can be proven un-

less they are specified. Where the charge is general

in the defamatory publication, if you desire to prove the

truth of it in justification, the defendant must allege the

particular instances which he claims amounted to out-

rages. The authorities are all one way on that cjues-

tion, because the plaintiff is entitled to know what par-

ticular outrages the defendant expects to establish upon

the trial. r)Ut this does not tend to prove any outrage

AOIQ,
t-^ommitted at Point Loma. There is nothing in this

which tends to prove anything of the kind. The next

portion of the charge that it is claimed this tends

to establish the truth of. is that the plaintiff was a

spiritualistic medium and impostor and with the circula-
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1029 t^o" o^ literature she induced people to come to the In-

stitution conducted l)y her and rendered it almost impos-

sible for them to escape therefrom. The charge is, she

was a spiritualistic medium and impostor, and by the cir-

culation of literature she induced people to come to the

Institution conducted by her and rendered it almost im-

possible for them to esca])e therefrom. There is nothing

in this ])rivate conversation which she had with this

witness which tends to show that she was a spiritualistic

1030 medium or an impostor. The question is not whether

she was an impostor— that is not the charge that she

was a moral impostor. A charge of that kind that she

was a spiritualistic medium and impostor, and that by

the circulation of literature she induced people to come

to the Institution conducted by her and rendered it al-

most impossible for them to escape— that plaintitT by

her acts and misrepresentations has caused parents and

children to be separated and ke]:)t the children in con-

1031 finement thereby destroying their health and strength,

that is the statement that is alleged to be true. There

is nothing in this which has the remotest suggestion of

that subject, nothing in this evidence, which is offered

to be introduced for the consideration of the jury. The

next charge which it is claimed that this evidence will

tend to establish is that the Institution conducted by

the plaintiff is a fake and a fraud, and is carried on

by the plaintiff for the purpose of defrauding people who

1032 ^^*^ induced to attend it. Mr. Shortridge says there

are dift'erent kinds of fraud ; that is true. It is pretty

hard to classify them. We have all kinds of fraud, of

course, and he speaks about moral fraud, and, I believe,

religious fraud, and equitable fraud, and legal fraud,
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033 '1"^ ^ suppose lie means also frauds in fact, and I sup-

pose he might speak about frauds in sentiment, may be,

— and try to make a classification as broad as possible,

and he says if it be true that this plaintiff holds her-

self out as a great moral teacher, and as a matter of

fact entertains sentiments which are not, in hi? view,

consistent with those which should animate a great

moral teacher, that those things can be shown. But she

is not charged here as a moral fraud ; she is not charged

034 here with immoral teachings in her institution; she is

not charged with entertaining immoral sentiments or

views on any subject or expressing them privately or

publicly. The charge is that the institution conducted by

the plaintiff' is a fake and a fraud, and is carried on

by plaintiff' for the purpose of defrauding people who

are induced to attend it. That is the character of the

fraud which is alleged that this institution which is con-

ducted by her is a fake and a fraud, and that the pur-

I

Qoc pose of carrying it on, and that it is carried on by plain-

tiff for the purpose of defrauding people who are in-

duced to attend it. Now a fraud, I suppose, is used in

a colloquial sense, as Mr. Shortridge says a fraud and

a fake. He says opposing counsel has not mentioned the

derivation of the term; that is true. The term "fraud""

and "fake" must be construed in their ordinary j>opu-

lar sense, and they have, I suppose, a collocjuial mean-

ing in the United States. It is not often applied to

1016 "^^ institution so much as it is to a person. We say a

person is a fraud and a fake, and now in that sense it

remains that it is in connection with other portions of

this alleged publication which speaks of this institu-

ton as a trap. It must be taken, it seems to me, to
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1037 '''''<^''^''' tliat tliis institution, when it says it is a fake, means

that it is a snare or a trap. It is something instituted

and conducted, or contUicted for the purpose of deceiving

others, and tlie ordinary meaning of a fake — the word

is generally a])plied to a person rather than an institu-

tion— is a swindler and a trickster. Now the purport

of this charge—the court must construe it— is that

this institution as conducted by the plaintiff, is a fake

and trap or a snare to deceive people, and that it is a

10^8 swindling institution; that it is a swindling institution;

that it is carreid on by the plaintiff for that purpose, for

the purpose of defrauding people who are induced to

attend it, swindling people, deceiving them and de-

frauding them. That that is the object of the institu-

tion, or that that is the manner in which it is conducted,

at least. There is nothing in this evidence oft'ered

which tends to shov^^ anything of the kind. It merely

shows a conversation had with a person who was al-

1 H'^Q '"'-''I'^'y there, who was a bookkeeper of that institution

and a member of some of the branches of the organiza-

tion, merely a private conversation with him in regard

to her sentiments on certain subjects. I cannot see how,

in the remotest degree, it tends to show that this institu-

tion as conducted by her was a fake and a fraud and

was carried on by her for the purpose of defrauding

1 people who may be induced to attend it. It certainly

did not have anything to do with inducing this particu-

1(\Af\
^^^ individual to attend it who was giving this deposi-

tion, because he had already been there. I believe that

the rule is so thoroughly established by the authorities

— that is one point on which the authorities agree in

the law of libel, although there is a difference of opinion
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1041 '^'^ many other points that the justification must be as

broad as the charge. It does not mean that the exact

words of tlie charge must be proved, but that the sub-

stance, that the gist of the charge, shall be proved in

order to make it a justification; that the charge must

be proved with the meaning which it conveys. It must

be established — the significance of the charge, the

actual significance of the charge, as understood by or-

dinarily intelligent persons who would read it, must be

104^ proved, and not merely some portions of it, or some

words of it, or something that is immaterial, and no

evidence is admissible which does not tend to establish

the truth of the substance of the charge. Now, as sug-

gested by J\Ir. Kellogg, the plaintiff alleges that it was

intended by this charge to accuse this institution, or its

leader, with carrying on gross immoralities, and that is

denied — the defendant denies that there w^as any such

intention as that, that the charge w^as so understood as

1043 ^^ convey any such meaning as that. I l^elieve there

was one other point, one other portion, of this charge

which it is claimed that this testimony has a tendency

to establish, that is, that practices are carried on there

which should not be tolerated in a civilized community.

This evidence does not tend to establish any practice

whatever that was carried on there. It simply refers

to a sentiment that was expressed by Mrs. Tingley pri-

vately to another person, and which could not be proven,

10^^ You cannot prove that practices were being carried on

there which should not be tolerated in a civilized com-

munity, without particularizing in vour answer what

those practices were so the i)laintiff will know what you

expect to jirove. The objection will be sustained.
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1045 ^^^^ (k'fcndaiit excepted U) the ruling of the court in

sustaining the ])laintiff's objection to said question, and

llie same is numbered, Exception No. 97.

And the defendant thereupon exce]ited to the remarks

of the court in passing- ujwn said oljjcction, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 98.

THE COURT : The excej^tion to the remarks of the

Court is pretty general, Mr. Hunsaker. If you desire

to avail yourself of any exception to any particular

statement of the Court, I suggest you do so. If I have

made any utterance here that is prejudicial I am not

conscious of it at present.

MR. HUNSAKER: The remarks of the court have

covered so much ground that I cannot carry in my mind

the specific portions of which I desire to- except to

;

but the ground of the exception is that the remarks

trench on the functions of the jury, or some of them,

1047 'j"t I cannot specify the particular ones now, but I will

ask to except to each and every one of the remarks of

the court in making the ruling which it has just made.

Numbered as Exception No. 99.

THE COURT: To be on the safe side I will say

again what T have already, in substance, said to the

jury, that the jtiry, in determining this case, are to de-

termine it upon the evidence which they hear from the

witness chair and such reasonable inferences as they

iU-l-o
^^,^,^ draw from the facts which are testified to; that in'

deciding this case they are to pay no attention to any

remarks which are made by the counsel or by the court

during the ])rogress of the trial ; that tlie law of the

case is to be taken by the jury from the charge which
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1049 ^'^^ Court will give }oii upon the law of the case, and

not from any remarks which the Court may incidentally

make here in ruling on questions arising in respect to

the introduction of evidence. I do not think it will be

necessary for me to repeat this to the jur\- again.

These remarks of mine to you now ap])ly to the whole

case, gentlemen. The Judge is not supposed, in ruling

on questions respecting the introduction of evidence,

in speaking generally of the law, he is not supposed to

10^0 ^'^ stating it accurately as he is required to do when

he comes to give the law to the jury in the general

charge of the court. The remarks are addressed princi-

pally to counsel as an explanation of the ruling, and

not intended to be definite accurate statements of the law.

Q. What did she say?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the tes-

timony "because there is nothing in the libel charging

her with any misconduct with reference to illegitimate

children. There is nothing charging her with any dif-

ferent treatment on account of their being legitimate or

illegitimate. The testimony and the question are en-

tirely outside of the issue," which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 100.

1051

1052

The answer to the foregoing questiou is as follows

:

"A. She said that she had rather have under her

care an illegitimate, child than one born of parents mar-

ried in the usual way, because invariably the child of

such union was born into the world from motives of love,

and a love pure and holy, while the children of parents

in marriage were invariabl\- born from motives of pas-
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1053 ^i'Jii- 'J^li*-' sii^iit of l)C(ls was very abhorrent to her; no

person ought to sleep in hah ; married ])eople esi)ecially

ought to have separate couches. She made it a prac-

tice to have couches all over the Honicstcad in-

stead of beds."

O. Do you know whether 3ilrs. Tingley ex])ressed

her views with reference to marriage and the relation

of men and women to the members generally?

-irxrA The plaintiff objected to the ([uestion and to the

answer "because the testimony woidd be irrelevant and

immaterial and would not tend to prove any issue ten-

dered upon the pleadings or any issue raised by the

pleadings, and also because it is incompetent," which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. loi.

The answer to the foregoing question is as fallows

:

A. "Yes, I know that she did because I have been

in the presence of others on such occasions when she

has spoken in a similar way. Tt was the object of their

general teachings. It was understood by all of us."

O. Did you ever hear expressed the views to which

you have referred with reference to marriage to other

members ?

1056

The ])laintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that the answer was irrelevant and immaterial and did

not tend to prove any issue raised by the pleadings,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 102.

The answer to the foregoing (juestion is as follows

:
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1057 ^- " ^ ^^'^' ^^^'^^
'

'^'^^^-
' li-ve been with others at

the time slie has expressed these views."

O. Did or (hd not the members of this organization

o^ive imj)Hcit obedience to Mrs. Tingley's wishes?

Tile plaintiff objected to the (juestion on tlie gronnd

" that there seems to be a charge that she exercised a

hypnotic influence over some persons. I submit that this

does not tend to support that charge. That the answer is

immaterial, irrelevant and does not tend to support any

issue raised by the pleadings, and further, that the wit-

ness is incompetent so far as this testimony is concerned,"

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 103.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. " So far as I know they did, excepting in my own

case. I would like to add a word, when I took the pledge

to the E.S.T. I remarked then that it was a very strong

])ledge to take, but Mr. Fussell, who gave the pledge, said

I would not think it was when T became acquainted with

Mrs. Tingley, as she never asked anything beyond the

bounds of reason ; that it might be with some other leader

than Mrs. Tingley. In my own case I simply found that

I had sworn — In my own case I found that I had simply

sworn to do the whim of a very changeable woman, and

I returned my papers to Mr. Fussell. taking his receipt

therefor, and thus in my own mind releasing all connec-

tion with the E.S.T. Society, and I did not feel bound

to obey her words and I didn't trouble myself very much

after that."

O. State whether or not to vour knowledge Mrs.

1059

1060
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1061 'Tiiiglcy ever made claim to have superhuman or divine

powers ?

'J'he plaintiff objected to the question and to the answer

because it was irrelevant and immaterial and not tending

to establish any issue raised by the ple.idings, and that

the answer was incompetent, which objection was sus-

tained, and the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 104.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows :

1062
A. " She did say, I don't know %s I can mention be-

yond a general way, but in several conversations she im-

plied that she had power to remain in the spiritual w^orld

if she so wished, or as she did do, take again the form

of the flesh and be reincarnated into this world to re-

lieve the sufferings of mankind. This knowledge is

formed not only on her own general statements, but her

direct acceptance of such statement by her followers made

1 /^/- o in public meetings, and especially from Mr. Pierce's

words in that connection that she had that power."

Q. Did you ever hear her state that she could assume

a spiritual condition apart from the flesh?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that the answer was immaterial and did not tend to estab-

lish any issue that was made by the pleadings, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 10=^.

1064
The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. " Yes, in substance. Further I would say that in

my own conversation with her regarding color pho-

tography, she told me that the secret of color photography
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lOf^Z or photo,2:raphy in colors lay with her, and that if I

should stay with her, that when I w^as able to be en-

trusted with the secret, it should be given to me. This

was in the line of my previous statement of her general

miraculous powers."

0. What other pretentions in reference to super-hu-

man power did Airs. Tingley ever make to your knowl-

edgfe ?

1066
The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer was irrelevant and immaterial, and did

not tend to prove any issue, and further, that the testi-

mony was incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 106.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. "I really cannot state any specific instance that

I recall now. I am cjuite certain there were many such.

106/ I cannot state them specifically at this time."

O. Can you state, as a matter of personal observation,

whether or not Mrs. Tingley appeared to acquiesce in

the professions of her followers, as to her personal

divinity ?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the question itself was improper and outside of the

issues and that the answer was immaterial, and did not

tend to establish any of the issues and was hearsay, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 107.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. " She most certainly did on every occasion. Mr.

1068
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1069 ^'i^rcc told mc that she was the only one capable of leacI-_

ing a perfect life, therefore she alone was capable of

formins^ this ])erfect marria,^-e relation."

O. Did yon ever hear her followers, or any of them,

make professions of her divinity in her presence?

The plaintiff objected to the question " Upon the

ground that they are askings for a matter of hear-say in

a case where hear-say evidence is not proper, and that

1070 ^'^^ answer further is irrelevant and immaterial, and does

not tend to prove any issue ", which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered,

Exception No. io8.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. I have."

Q. What was her conduct when such professions were

made to her?

1071 The plaintiiT objected to the question " upon the

ground that they are asking for a matter of hear-say in

a case where hear-say evidence is not proper, and that

the answer further is irrelevant and immaterial and does

not tend to prove any issue," wliich objection was sus-

tained, the defendant exce])ted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 109.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

1072 A. " She took it as a matter of course.- At the con-

clusion of the Esoteric lodge meeting following the usual

formula of the meeting, the leader of the meeting called

upon the Leader to give a few words of motherly counsel

to her children. She invariably complied, and at these
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iQy^ times 1 have heard her make tlicse statements that she

had all power; specificallv I am not ahle to repeat the

words, but they are firmly im]:)ressed upon my mind be-

cause they expressed the general character of the whole

Institution."

O. Will you state whether or not from your personal

observation the members generally appeared to treat Mrs.

Tingley with having super-human power ?

1074
The plaintiff objected to the question " upon the ground

that the answer is immaterial — the question is improper

and the answer does not tend to establish any issue and

an attempt to fasten the responsibility upon plaintiff' by

actions of other persons, and calling for a conclusion of

the witness " which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same was numbered, Exception No.

no.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

iU/D
j^ "They certainly did, on every occasion, ascribe to

her all power over life or death.

O. Did any cases of ill treatment of the inmates there

come under your observation, ]\Ir. Fitch?

The plaintiff objected to the introduction of this testi-

mony because it did not tend to prove any act of cruelty

or alleged cruelty specified in the libel, and further that

the answer was irrelevant and immaterial, ar.d did not

tend to support any issue; which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. III.

The answer to the foregoing question is as foll('>ws

:

1076
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1077 ^- "Yes."

0. \\'\\\ you (lescri])c such case or cases?

The plaintiff ohjected to the intro(hiction of tliis testi-

mony because it did not tend to prove any act of cruelty,

or alleged cruelty, specified in the libel, and further, that

th.e answer was irrelevant and immaterial, and did not

tend to support any issue, whicli objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 112.
1078

The answer to the foreg'oins: is as follows

:

A. " The case of Bertha Christadora comes at once

to my mind. She came to the Homestead with her

mother, a member, and her mother, after staying a short

time, left Bertha to take a course in music. The poor

girl was nearly frantic from homesickness for a period,

and so great was her desire to be taken away, she tried

every way to escape, as I learned from a telegraphic

1079 message which was passed through my hands in tele-

phoning and other ways. She was very desirous of

leaving the place. She was placed under a constant

guard. A woman was detailed to be all the time with

her in her waking hours and to lock her in while she

slept, lock her in her room while she slept. On one

occasion the girl was missed by her attendant. Men

were sent out to find her, one man taking a team and

going to town under orders from Airs. Tingley to secure

1080 '^^^ ^"^' bring her back. After a hunt of an hour or

two the girl was located in a closet on the third floor.

All members were forbidden to speak to her. except her

special attendant, and commanded not to notice her and

to let her severely alone. This covered a period of

1
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1081 •''<-'\'<-'^'^^ (lays, a week or more, and at the time of my

departure, she was no more reconciled than before. She

was no more reconciled to her position than before, be-

cause her guard was not relaxed and Mrs. Tingley's

orders were that when she acce])ts the situation, she

could treat her as one of them, and not till then."

Q. How old was Christadora?

The plaintilT objected to the introduction of this testi-

mony because it did not tend to prove any act of cruelty

10S2 or alleged cruelty specified in the libel, and further that

the answer was irrelevant and immaterial, and did not

tend to support any issue, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numl)ered, Ex-

ception No. 113.

The answer to the foregoing question is:

A. *'
^Nliss Christadora was not far from seventeen,

as near as I could judge."

1083 Q. Did all the circumstances which you have testified

in connection with this case come within your ])ersonal

observation ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer was irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception Xo. 114.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

1084 A. •• ihcy did."

O. If you know of any other case, or cases, will you

describe them ?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the answer

because the answer was not responsive to any issue and
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1085 '^"' "*'^ i<^'nd U) prove an\- issue under the i)leculings and

was irrelevant, immaterial and incomjx-tent, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numl)ered, Exception No. 115.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

A. " The case of Miss Bergman, a Swedish teacher

of voice and piano. Mrs. Tingley told me that Miss

Bergman held the position of associate directress of the

Royal Conservatory of Stockholm, Sweden, and that she

had come to this country for rest, being a member, and

therefore, subject to her, Mrs. Tingley's wishes, she

had asked to come to Point Loma for rest and such

teaching and playing as they would recpiire of her.

Miss Bergman did so, but she, herself, told me that she

was being— Her words were, "poor Sweden, they sent

me over here to rest and I work so hard I cannot do

it
;" and i can testify to the truth of her \vords.

1087 Q' ^'^^ '*^^^ state whether or not Miss Bergman was

compelled to work, and if so, to what extent?

The ])laintiff objected to the question because the

answer was not responsive to any issue and did not tend

to prove any issue under the pleadings, and was irrele-

vant, immaterial and incompetent, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 116.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

1088
" A. No other than under her pledge to do all com-

mands of the leader, obey the commands of the leader.

O. Do you know whether or not the work which she

did was under the command of Mrs. Tingley?

I
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1089 '^'^^ l)laintiff f)l)jcctc(l to the (|iK'slion l)ecausc the

answer was not responsive to any issue, and did not tend

to prove any issue under the pleadings, and was irrele-

vant, immaterial and incompetent, wdiich objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 117.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. "It was".

O. Can vou state wdiether or not she was over-

1090 ,vo7ked?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer was not responsive to any issue, and did

not tend to prove any issue under the pleadings, and was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 118.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

1091 A. " She was".

Q. Do you recall any other cases of ill treatment or

abuse, and if so, will you describe them?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that the testimony was irrelevant and immaterial and did

not tend to establish any issue raised by the pleadings,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 119.

1092 The answer to the foregoing (|uestion is as follows:

A. " I recall the case of Miss Ilochl. a very gifted

pianist having to sto]i ])hi\ing in the middle of a j)iece

one evening, rather 1 sliould sa\ one morning as it was

past the evening hours, from sheer fatigue as she stated
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1093 ^'^ ^^^^ meeting, and said to me — and she stated to Mrs.

Tingley that she was absohitely unable to play longer."

Q. Does any other case of ill-treatment occur to

your memory ?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that the testimony was irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, and upon the further ground that the answer

was not responsive to the question, and moved to strike

it out for that reason, which objection was sustained, the

^^ ^'T' defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 1 20.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

A. " The case of Mrs. Kratzer. It came to my

knowledge in this way ; one day Mrs. Tingley and Mr.

Hanson came into the office and requested paper of the

cashier a sum of money for the purpose of defraying

]\Irs. Kratzer's and her children's expenses to Los An-

geles. bne dictated either to myself or to Mr. Hanson,

I couldn't say which, but in my presence, a receipt to be

signed by Mrs. Kretzer, and to cover any possible claims

that Mrs. Kretzer might have on the organization for

her services. I think ^Irs. Tingley dictated it to me

and added this explanation for my benefit. Whether I

took it or Mr. Hanson, I cannot say; that Mrs. Kretzer

had come there with her children to do work in the

kitchen, the children to help what they could. They

were to receive their board and clothing and the children

1096 to be educated in the common branches and in music,

and she said our only piano is in the oriental rooms ; we

cannot have these children going from kitchen work to

the piano in the oriental rooms for practice. We have

no place for them. 1 ney were busy all the time and
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1097 '^I'-'y think the} must put their pleasure before our work.

My office was located near the oriental rooms which, as

she said, had the only piano at that time, and the children

(lid no practicin^^ wdiile 1 was there."

Q. Do you know Mrs. Neresheimer?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that this testimony did not tend to prove anything that

had been alleged by the defendant in reference to Mrs.

Neresheimer, and upon the ground that it was not re-

sponsive to the question; that it was. not responsive to

any issue raised by the pleadings, and also that it was

mcompetent because hearsay, wdiich objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. I2I.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. By sight, not very well ; I have spoken to her, I

don't feel that I was acquainted with her."

1098

1099
Q. Have you any personal knowdedge of her case?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

tliat this testimony did not tend to prove anything that

had been alleged by the defendant in reference to Mrs.

iXeresheimer, and upon the ground that it was not re-

sponsive to the question ; that it was not responsive to

any issue raised by the pleadings and also that it was in-

competent because hearsay, wdiich objection was sus-

1100 lained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 122.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Yes."
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1101 ^-^^ ^^ '11 >'<^^" state it?

The plaintitT objected to the question upon the i^round

tl;at this testimony (hd not tend to prove anything- that

had been alleged by the defendant in reference to Mrs.

Neresheimer, and upon the ground that it was not re-

sponsive to the question ; that it was not responsive to

any issue raised by the pleadings, and also that it was

incompetent because hearsay, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

1102 IjtTed, Exception No. 123.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. She was not a member while I was there. She

was very outspoken in showing that she did not wish

to be a member. She was not only unwilling to Ijecome a

member, but also unwilling to stay there. To my knowl-

edge Mr. Neresheimer, Mr. Hanson and Dr. Wood, trus-

tee of the Homestead, went among the neighbors to

caution the neighbors about receiving or harboring Mrs.

Neresheimer, or furnishing her with means to get to

town if she so desired."

1103

Q. Did you ever hear any direction from Mrs. Ting-

ley with reference to Mrs. Neresheimer?

The plaintiff objected to the question— and to the

answer upon the ground that the testimony was irrele-

vant and immaterial, and was not responsive to any is-

sue raised under the pleadings, which objection was sus-

1104 tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 124.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. No, not from Mrs. Tingley. I will correct my-
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r 1105 ^^^^ "^ ^'^'^ way. Mrs. Tinglcy did refer to Mrs. Nere-

HK sheimer's condition, and said that she had reached a

9V ])eriod in hfe when slie was wholly irresponsihle, and that

too ninch notice must not be taken of her actions in con-

sequence."'

O. Mr. Fitch, if there is any other instance connected

with your stay at Point Loma and related to ]\Irs. Ting-

ley's conduct of the Institution which you care to testify

to, you may do so.

U06

1107

The plaintiff objected to the question because the ques-

tion was improper and to the answer because the testi-

mony was not directed to any issue and was irrelevant

and immaterial and did not refer to any person the

plaintiff was accused of mistreating or depriving of their

liberty, or that plaintiff was charged with doing anything

charged in the libel, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 125.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. The case of Kate Hanson. Kate was the oldest

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hanson. She didn't live at the

Homestead, but instead at the Colony after the first few

weeks of her stay. The children's tents were completed

just after I went there and used as homes for the chil-

dren. Mrs. Tinglev told me that she could not be ])laced

with the other children, that she could not be trusted;

1108 ^'^'^t Kate was the victim of very bad habits, and not only

practiced them herself but was teaching them to her

sisters and the other girl children, and the}' had to

separate her from the rest for that reason. It will not

be necessarv to state anv more definitely? O. No."
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1109 Q- ^1^^^^^' '-^^^^ were the sisters of this Kate?

The plaintitT objected to the (juestion and answer be-

cause the testimony was irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. .

The answer to foregoing question is as follows, to-

wit :
" A. One about four, the other one eight or nine,

I should say."

1110 WITNESS (Continuing) : I left the Institution

• March 15th, 1901.

O. Why did you leave?

The plaintifif objected to the question upon the ground

tliat the answer was immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

])ered, Exception No. 127.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

1111 '' A. Simply because I wanted to get away from the

place. I got sick of it. I like Mr. Pierce. I couldn't

work satisfactorily. I didn't succeed in bringing the

books to a balance all the time I was there, being con-

tinuallv interrupted by Mrs. Tingley for their work, and

« 1 felt that I would rather work anywhere else."

0. Under what circumstances did you leave ?

The plaintiff olijected to the question because the

111^ answer was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

v.as sustained, defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 128.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. Under pleasant circumstances outwardly."
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1113 ~' '^ou say— outwardly — were there other cir-

cumstances?

The plaintiff objected to the question and answer

on the ground that the testimony was irrelevant and im-

material, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 129.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. In relation to the books, in relation to Mr.

Pierce, the circumstances were pleasant; Mr. Xere-

sheimer and Mr. Hanson mixed into my ])hotographic

affairs at this place, and I felt that outside of Mr.

Pierce— I would say that I knew, that outside of Mr.

Pierce I could trust no one there, and that Mr. Pierce

would do just as ]\Irs. Tingley said in anything that

might come up in the future in my case."

1114

1115

1116

WITNESS (Continuing) : At the time of my leaving

the community at Point Loma my relations with Mrs.

Tingley were as an armed neutrality. Mrs. Tingley had

no time to devote to me the last few weeks of my stay

on account of the presence of Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding

to whom she devoted all her time. I gave Mrs. Tingley

AVarning, through Mr. Pierce, at the end of January that

I wished to leave the middle of February. He [iersuaded

me to stay until the first of March, when he again per-

suaded me to stay until the I5lh; at this time he wanted

to know if more money would be any inducement for

me to stay and urged me to stay even two weeks longer.

This I positively declined to do.

Q. From your experience and observation at Point

Loma did you come to any conclusion in your own mintl

as to the honestv and sinceritv of ^Irs. Tinglev's meth-
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1117 *^"^'^ ^"^^ management, and if so, will you state such con-

clusions.

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer because it asked for the conclusion of the wit-

ness, and not for a fact, and further because the answer

was not directed to any issue raised by the pleadings and

was irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent ; which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception Xo. 130.

^]^]^g The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

A. " In a few words, I believe it to be the huge

scheme of an unprincipled adventuress."

CROSS-EXAAIIXATIOX OF LOL'IS S. FITCH.

BY MR. KELLOGG. I am not particularly friendly

toward Mrs. Tingley. I have no personal reasons against

her. The circumstances which led to my being un-

friendly to ^Irs. Tingley were those covering my ex-

perience in nine months with them, the general circum-
1119 . .

' &

stances embodied in my statements made today, and

other experiences in general which happened during

my stay there, experiences and scenes that I witnessed,

things that I heard — I think I have pretty fully covered

the facts and things that I saw with my testimony today.

There are other circumstances than those I have men-

tioned — I have covered it in general. I was urged to

remain there for a period of two months after I sug-

gested leaving. It was not at Mr. Pierce's suggestion

li4U
^]^,^^ I |^^,£^ ] continued to keep the books up to the time

I left, the last three or four days I was there a man was

there breaking in.

My photographic .work was sto])ped a little time

previous that I might give full attention to bringing the
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1

\\11 books up as far as possible. I could n(>i be in two

places at once. 1 was actually doini;- all the book-keep-

ing on the place ; the book-keeping in general was to

come first, and the photographic work second unless Mrs.

Tingley wished me to make a photograph at a certain

time. I didn't have time enough to keep my books u])

simply because Mrs. Tingley would see some chance

when she preferred my services as a ])hotographer.

That is not the sole reason why I could not keep the

^ books up. Mr. Pierce thought at one time that I would

be more valuable to run a telephone between the

buildings, and I was frecpiently sent to town by Mrs.

Tingley. In a general wa}', these are the ])rinci])al

reasons why my books were not kept up. 1 never had a

correct trial balance from the time I went there. They

paid me $75.00 a month. Before that time I w'orked at

the U. S. Weather Bureau for $30.00 a month. After I

left Point Loma I went to the Hotel Del Coronado. I

worked there from March 17th until the latter i)art of

"^ June. 1901. From there I went to San Francisco.

I had letters from Mr. Pierce at Point Loma which I

presented. I left the Fire Association because the gen-

eral retrenchment of Insurance Companies affairs made

i' necessary to curtail expenses, and being a junior s])e-

cial, I was forced to leave. It was suggested that I

leave.

Before I met Mr. Robinson in this matter, I had no

conversation with any one about my testimony in this

1124 case. T had a telegram from General Otis. I cannot

give its exact words. 1 have not the telegram. It is

at my home.

The plaintiff here ofifered and read in evidence a let-

ter written bv the witness under date of Hartford, Con-
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Davis, president, being attached to the deposition of the

witness as

EXHIBIT I.

Hartford, Conn., Nov. 3, 1902.

Vernon M. Davis, President,

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,

194 Lenox Avenue, New York City.

Dear Sir :

—

1126 Noticing in the newspapers that this society is inter-

esting itself in the children connected with, or designed

for Mrs. Tingley's Theosophical settlement at Pt. Loma,

Cal., I venture to place my knowledge of the life and

customs at that place at your disposal if you wish it.

I was book-keeper for the Universal Brotherhood at

their Point Loma headquarters for about nine minths

in 1900-1901, and my four year old son was in the so-

called " Raja-Yoga School " for j^art of that time. I

1 1 ^-j became an initiate in Theosophy as practiced by the

" U. B.,'' but did not care to complete my probationary

period, and withdrew myself and family from Point

Loma, believing the Tingley influence harmful. I have

i!o special grievance against this organization nor do I

wish to obtain any sensational notoriety. If, however,

you wish an unbiased account of what went on during

my stay with them, I shall be glad to give it to you. I

should much prefer to remain unknown and unadver-

tised in this connection both on account of familv and
1128 . .

, ,, , ,
'

business reasons, whether or 'not you care to use my

services.

Yours truly,

L. S. Fitch,

Care National Fire Ins. Co.
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1129 Q" ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ °"'-''' '^^'^*-''' ^vritin.G;- yon have clone in

regard to this matter?

The defendant objected to the fjuestion as immaterial,

irrelevant and not cross-examinaiton, which oljjection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 131.

Sometime ago when the New York papers took this

matter up in June, I believe, I had some conversation or

; some correspondence with Mr. Otis in reference to pub-

f
1 130 ^''Shing an article on this subject. I am not certain if I

^ . have that correspondence ; it may be in my house and it

may have been destroyed ; I have no copies of portions of

the correspondence with me now. My first communica-

tion, as I remember it, was in June, 1902, not before that

time, nor with any one representing the Times-^lirror

Company or Mr. Otis, not with attorney or agent, or

anybody else that I remember. I dropped Mr. Otis a

letter asking him if he could use an article on the U. B.

Organization as I saw it. I don't think I have a copy of

that letter. I saved it for a while but the matter was

closed. I do not keep copies of all my letters. I am for

positive if I have a copy of this letter. I will search for

it when I reach my house, and if I can find it, I aiu per-

fectly willing to produce it to be annexed to this deposi-

tion. The article was never written. I had a good

deal of correspondence with mv intimate friends about

my experience at Point Loma. I have a number of

friends in San Diego to whom I did write. I wrote a let-

iiJ4
iQi- iQ tiie i^gy Norton, pastor of the First Congregational

Church at San Diego. That was the church T had for-

merly attended. I never knew if he was one of the San

Diego clergymen who signed the protest against the-

osophy. I believe I have a rough sketch of that letter
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1133 '^'^'t have not got it with me. It refers to my resignation

in that church at the time of my entering the E. S. T.

I wanted to find out whether or not that resignation

was ever accepted I conchided as 1 never heard a word

from him thai it might not have heen accepted, and if

it had not, 1 mucli preferred to withdraw it. That is all

1 rememher.

Q. Did you in that letter to him characterize the teach-

ings of the Brotherhood or any of the Institutions at

1134 Point Loma in any way?

The defendant ohjected to the c[uestion as immaterial,

irrelevant and not cross examination, which ohjection was

overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 132.

A. I don't remember that I did.

1135

O. Are you sure you didn't?

The defendant objected to the question as irrelevant,

immaterial and not cross examination, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 133.

A. No, I am not sure, I did not have any interview

with any of the clergymen of San Diego with regard

to this matter after I left Point Loma. I am quite posi-

tive that I never did. I don't remember any clergyman

witii whom I ever had an interview in which I stated

1136 to the clergyman my views upon the Institution at Point

Loma. I don't remember any clergyman with whom I

was sufificiently intimate to talk over the case. I could

not swear that I never did have such talk, Init I am quite

certain in mv own mind that 1 did not.
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1137 ^ came to join these Associations in the first place be-

cause I was interested in them and thought them beauti-

ful org-anizations, and I like Mr. Pierce, so I pledged

myself to the U.B. Organization at Mr. Pierce's sugges-

tion, and then I applied to the E.S.T. Organization for

membership. This was also at Mr. Pierce's suggestion.

I knew before I went there that I would have to sign

some sort of a pledge. I knew what the E.S.T.

pledge was before I signed it. My recollection is that it

1138 ^^^^ distinctly read or shown to me before I took it. The

words of it were perfectly plain. My opinion is that the

pledge of an organization of that kind is not binding at

all. For two or three months before I left, I regarded

the E.S.T. pledge as of no binding force over me because

of the nature of the organization, its practices, etc. My
opinions concerning these organizations were not fully

formulated until after I left. While I had a vague

knowledge in my own mind of all this, yet I did not de-

1
1 oQ sire to act hastily because I did not know but something

might come up to prove that I was in error. It was

not until some time after I left and I had thought the

matter over fully that my opinion became formulated. I

don't think I ever gave anybody any information that I

did not consider the pledges binding other than to return

the E.S.T. papers to Mr. Fussell. These papers pertain

to the private workings of the organization. I have for-

gotten what they did cover. There was a written pledge.

11J.n ^^ ^^'^^ "°^ ^" "^-' possession but was in their possession.

I didn't think it necessary to tell Mr. Fussell or anybody

else in so many words that T considered the pledges no

longer binding. I have, since that time, told people that

1 considered the pledges no longer binding. I have told
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1141 P^^^P's to whom I have talked with in this matter, people

who were intimate enough with me to bring out my

knowledge. 1 never told it to any of the other members

of the organization. I regarded my action in returning

the papers to Mr. Fussell as sufficient.

1 observed something about sacred ground. I don't

remember that I heard Mrs. Tingley or any of her cabi-

net say that they considered their entire work sacred

work. Wlien I made up my mind to go from Point

1 1 4.9 Lonia nobody had a chance to exercise force to keep me

from going. I moved my furniture cpiietly in the day

time, but at the evening hour when I knew people were

at dinner. I used a wagon which brought their lumber

iov Ijuilding. I had to go through the gate wdiere there

was a guard. He had not authority to hold me back by

force, nor did he attempt to do so. During all the months

I was there people were going from and coming to; the

Homestead ; some residing for one length of time and

114.^ some for another. I have seen people sent away against

their wishes. I n:ean by that that a person whom Mrs.

Tingley regarded as of no use was sent out to make room

for some other person. I do not know, of my own

knowledge, of adult persons being detained. I was per-

sonally present once when a lady was forced to leave

against her will. She was thoroughly infatuated with

the ])lace. She told me of it with tears in her eyes. I

did not say that persons were practically starved by wholly

1 1 4.4.
^"'if^cquate supply of food. I won't say they were

starved, but I would say that the supply of food furnished

was insufficient. 1 do not recall an^ deaths from star-

vation during my stay there, but I do recall nnich sick-

ness from starvation and exposure. I am not saying
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]^]^^^ from starvation alone. 1 am sayinj^- from the combined

effects of starvation and exposure, not from starvation

alone. ]\Iiss Geori^iana Adams was sick at the Home-

stead from the combined effects of starvation and expo-

sure. It was after the New Century celebration which

lasted until four o'clock in the morning on the unfinished

rotunda of the Homestead. She was sick several days.

I could not say how many. I haven't a very good recol-

lection of those events in my mind — a number of days.

1146 ^ ^^^^ "*^'- 1^^^'^ anything to do with her case. There were

several of the members of both sexes afflicted with hard

colds resulting from exposure on the same occasion. It

was a general epidemic. Their names were 'Sirs. Peter-

son, ]Mrs. Holbrook, Miss Sallie Adams, ^Ir. Fussell,

]\Iadame Peterson, Mr. Pierce. I think that is

all I remember with surety. This state followed

the Xew Year celebration directly. These cases

were not all so severe as to confine the ])er-

1147 "°"^ ^° their bed, but there was a severe epidemic. Or.e

of the persons confined to their l)ed was Miss Georgiana

Adams, and the others, with hardly an exception, were

sick enough to have been in bed if their duties allowed

them. I am repeating what the majority of them said

themselves. Mrs. Georgiana Adams was confined to her

bed. Mrs. Holbrook was kept to her room for some

time. Other than that T am not able to state. I should

say they were confined a few days, perhaps a week, im-

1 1 1S mediately following this celebration.

The community at the time I was there was a busy

community. I won't say that every one old enough had

to work, had some definite sphere of duty which he or

she performed day by day. They did with the excep-
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1149 tioii of some of the wealthier, who were comparatively

few.

I was there twenty-six days, and I have said that I

never was served with a fresh egg while I was there.

I could not give the date of the conversation with Mrs.

Ting-ley in which she spoke about tlie dog having" Mr.

Judge's spirit in him. I can give it pretty nearly. It

was in November or December of 1900. No one was

present except Mrs. Tingley. She treated me in a

1150 f'"^t'''<^^'ly '^"cl confidential manner. She made a confident

of me to quite an extent. I won't say that she was in

the habit of laying bare the secrets of her heart to me.

She has laid bare the secrets of others. She didn't

make a habit of laying bare to me the secrets of her

heart. I won't say that she did in a large number of in-

stances, but I do think the other members considered that

she did. T think that in one or two instances some of

the others felt a little irritated at the preference which

n SI
^^^^ seemed to have shown for my society.

I stopped eating at the table of the Homestead for two

reasons : insufficiency of the food provided and the ex-

orbitant price asked for the same. If the price had been

reduced I should not have stayed ; I could have stood it

for a week or so longer.

The ceremonies that took place at sunrise every morn-

ing were only omitted on one or two very cloudy morn-

ings. A good portion of the members, all the early

- risers, the adults, were present.. The ceremonies were

held in difi^erent parts of the grounds. The place of

gathering was a spot in the roadway to the school

grounds about 500 yards from the Homestead. The

reading of the Gita was held in a large tent on the school

grounds. There was no special costume for this cere-
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1153 '^1'^'^^' \v'i''il<-' I ^vas there ; tlie\- wore the or(Hnary every

day dress. Every evening about 9 o'clock there was a

ceremony of thought waves spreading held on the ver-

anda of the Homestead. I gathered in the midst of the

faithful ; T caiuiot say T spread any thought waves. I think

I did just what the rest did, stood there like a dummy.

There were no motions to go through. I was not always

prompt and ready to respond to the master's call. I was

faithless on some occasions. There w'ere no s])ecial cos-

^ ^ _ , tumes. I don't believe there were anv other dailv cere-
11:)4

.

' ^ '

monies, except eating three times a day. That was as

much a ceremony as anything else. A matter of religious

ceremony— Mrs. Tinglev so stated it. The ceremonies

ar which these cheese cloth costumes were vv'orn were

Sunday evening meetings and on other occasions as ap-

pointed bv ]\Irs. Tingley. They may have been omitted

on occasions but were the usual thing Sunday evening.

They were held sometime in the ( )riental rooms of the

Homestead, and later, after the completion of the build-

iioO ings, they were held occasionally in the decidedly drafty

Aryan Temple, and on some special occasions, in the un-

finished retunda of the Homestead, notably the Xew

Century celebration. All of these Sunday evening meet-

ings were held in the costttme which I alli:ded to. All

of the members wearing costimies of about that sort

excepting Airs. Tingley.

The Greek plays were inaugurated. I believe, just be-

fore I left. I wasn't sufficiently versed in the mysteries

to know whether they were Greek or something else.

O. Do you happen to know just as to whether these

cloth garments were or were not the same as the Greek

robes used in the Greek plays?

1156
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X157 ^^- '^'^^ costume was chani^cd, though I believe the es-

sentials remained the same. I do not mean to give the

impression that these costumes were indecent or lewd in

any particular. It depended ujDon the woman who wore

it as to high neck or low neck whether the costume con-

cealed the neck entirely. I have seen them low-necked,

as low as an average evening gown. I have seen some

that were indecent, one with a toga crossed to the front

and brought around in the back was indecent in the

effect. The woman who wore it was Mrs. Crosby. I

can't name the date. It was at one of the meetings in

tne Oriental rooms in late September or October. I can-

not say that I noticed any other particular instance sub-

ject to that same costume. 1 do not wish to swear that

these costumes were, as a rule, indecent costumes.

O. Is the same true of tne men's costumes ?

1158

1159

The following answer was given to the above ques-

tion:

"A. The same is true except as to the craftmen's cos-

tume. I would like to say that the neighbors thought it

as indecent a costume as a man could wear.

The plaintiff moved to strike out the following por-

tion of the above answer :
" I would like to say that the

neighbors thought it as indecent a costume as a man

could wear " on the ground that it was not responsive and

iirr\ ^\'^s a conclusion of the witness and hearsav; which mo-
lloU

tion was granted, the defendant excepted, and the same

is marked. Exception No. 134.

The following portion of said answer was then read

to the jury:
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1161 ^- T^''^" same is true except as to the craftsmen's

costumes.

WITNESS (Continuing) : The craftsmen left the en-

tire arms and legs bare. This was worn on state occa-

sions by an organization of men called the Craftsmen. I

tliink there were about six of them. Their names, Mr.

Pettigrew, Mr. Scott, Stowe, Leonard, and one or two

others, but I can't remember the names. I saw them

appear on ceremonial occasions ; one instance the inter-

1162 ment of the ashes of the wife of a Providence member,

Copeland. It was a sort of funeral celebration. I re-

member an occasion at the tree planting, Arbor Day

celebration, one of Mrs. Tingley's ceremonial events, they

appeared in costume on that day. They appeared on

three or four occasions, but I can't give the exact nature

of the ceremonies. That is all I recall al)out them.

. I didn't say that at the meetings I heard nothing else

talked of except the sacredness of the leader and the

1163 laudation of the organization and of the grounds; that

was in general the substance of it. There were other

(hings talked of but they were salient features of the

meeting that stick permanently in my mind. There was

very little said of the supposed doctrines of the U. P).

0. You mean they did not discuss the doctrines of

the U. B. at these meetings?

1164

A. That is what they called it.

I remember on three or four occasions I heard Mrs.

Tingley described as greater than Christ, Confucius and

others, Imt I only remember one person who did it. His

name was Cyrus Willard. The occasions on which I

heard statements of that sort were the Snndav evening
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1165 ii''<-'*-'linS"^ i'^ the Oriental rooms. I should say they were

in October or Xovember, lyoo. I am sure it was about

the time of those two months, that is the best 1 can give

you about it. I do not remember an\- other ])erson's

name.

To the best of my recollection, ] testified at the hearing

at Ellis Island substantially as follows: "She told me

that she didn't believe in marriage, that all marriages

were made in the wrong spirit through motives of lust

^ ^ , , and passion. She stated that she believed that marriage

was all wrong, and that the proper time for marriage

was only when people reached a complete state of purity,

and had pure thoughts and led pure lives. I cannot give

the date when Mrs. Tingley had this conversation about

marriage with me. It is one of the many that occurred

during my stay there. No one else was present. I think

it was in November, 1900. It was not all on one oc-

casion. Mrs. Fitch was present to hear some of these

but which what I don't know. No one was present at

the conversation when she told of these wonderful stories

about spiritualistic experiences. I believe no one else

was present when she revealed to me her other spiritual-

istic powers. I have not the principal instances in mind.

The |)laintiff here ])roposed to omit the reading of the

following question and answer, asked of the witness,

Louis S. Fitch on cross-examination, upon the ground

that it related to matter excluded by the Court, to-wit

:

"Q. You said something a1)out her expressing her

views on tiie subject of marriage to the members gen-

erally. On what occasions did you hear such expres-

sions?

1167

1168
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A. My answer was not formulated on occasions when

I heard her express these views. It was formulated on

what others told me.
*

To the omission of which question and answer the de-

fendant objected and insisted that the question and an-

swer thereto be read, which objection was overruled, and

which insistence was denied, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 135.

The plaintiff proposed to omit the reading of the fol-

lowing question, asked of the witness, Louis S. Fitch on

cross examination and his answer thereto, on the ground

that it related to matter excluded by the court, to-wit:

"O. So you personally never heard her say ariything

of that sort to other members?"

" A. I wouldn't like to say that. T have some idea

it was referred to more or less."

To the omission of which cjuestion and answer the de-

fendant objected and insisted that the question and the

answer thereto be read, which objection was overruled

and which insistence was denied, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 136.

The i^laintiff proposed to omit the reading of the fol-

lowing question asked of the witness, Louis S. Fitch on

cross examination, and his answer thereto upon the

ground that it related to matter excluded by the court,

1172 to-wit:

"O. Can \()U positively swear that vou heard her say

anything of the sort of any one else?

" A. I cannot.

1171
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]^]^73
'1'^ ^l""^ omission of wliicli (iiicstion and answer defend-

ant objected and insisted that the question and answer

thereto be read, which objection was overruled, and wliich

insistence was denied. The defendant excei'jted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 137.

The plaintiff proposed to omit the reading of the fol-

lowing question asked of the witness, Louis S. Fitch, on

cross examination, and his answer thereto, upon the

ground that it related to matter excluded by the court,

to-wit

:

1174

1175

" Q- When did she claim to you that she possessed

divine powers, the power to remain in the spiritual world

or to take the form of the flesh?

" A. On one or more of the occasional talks 1 had

with her."

To the omission of which question and answer the

defendant objected and insisted that the question and an-

swer thereto be read, which objection was overruled, and

which insistence was denied, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 138.

The plaintiff proposed to omit the reading of the fol-

lowing question asked of the witness Louis S. Fitch, on

cross examination, and his answer thereto, upon the

ground that it related to matter excluded by the court,

to-wit

:

11/6 " O. Was any one present?

" A. No.

To the omission of which (piestion and answer the de-

fendant objected, and insisted that the question and the
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1177 '^'''swcr thereto be read, which objection was overruled

and which insistence was denied, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 139.

The plaintiiT proposed to omit the reading of the fol-

lowing question asked of the witness, Louis S. Fitch, on

cross examination and his answer thereto, upon the

ground that it related to matter excluded by the court,

to-wit

:

i 1178 " Q- Can you fix the time?

" A. I cannot.

To the omission of which question and answer the de-

fendant objected, and insisted that the question and an-

swer thereto be read, which objection was overruled and

which instance was denied, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered. Exception, No. 140.

1179 RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF LOUIS S. FlTCH.

MR. DANEY: (Reading question):—

The jilaintiff here objected to the question and answer

before the same were read, first following th^e comiuence-

ment of the Re-direct examination, uj^on the ground that

it was not proper Re-direct examination, and that the tes-

timony was irrelevant and immaterial; that this testi-

mony was excluded as a part of the plaintift's cross ex-

amination ; it related to matter that was excluded as a

])art of the plaintifl:'"s cross examination.

The defendant offered and asked to have read this

question and answer which was propounded on cross ex-

amination, and also the question relating to the same

1180
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1181 '^i-^^^jcct on re-dircct examination, and offered that part

of the deposition in evidence.

The objection to the defendant's offer to the quescion

and answer asked on re-direct examination, and also the

question and answer asked on cross examination was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 141.

The question asked on re-direct examination, the read-

ing- of which was asked bv the defendant and denied bv
118^ •

"* the court, and the answer thereto is as follows

:

" O. In your cross examination ^Nfr. Kellogg' asked

\ou as to an answer given in the testimony taken at

Ellis Island, was or was not this your answer to the

question referred to :
" That Theosophy itself was a

pretty good sort of a life if you could live up to it, but

Tingleyism was abominable." Do you know whether or

not that was the answer you gave?

1183 The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. In substance it is Mv memory of the exact

words is not clear, but I believe that is the idea I had in

mind.

The question asked of the witness on cross examina-

tion, the reading of which and the answer thereto, de-

fendant requested in connection with the reading of the

foregoing cpestion and answer, and which offer and re-

1184 *^1^^^^^ were on objection by the i)laintift', that the same

were immaterial and irrelevant was excluded by the court,

is as follows

:

'' O. Did you testify at the Ellis Island case as fol-

lows : O. AMiat were your impressions from the start?
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1185 '"^- That Theosophy was a pretty ^ood sort of a life if

you could live up to it." Did you so testify?"

The answer to this question is as follows :
" A. I

did. If you were there you would have heard it."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I never had a personal al-

tercation with Mrs. Tingley, but on one occasion I did

have a conversation with the lady which might have been

an altercation. She hapi)ened to know that 1 desired to

live in a house and appointed me a residence outside of

the grounds. I acceded to the terms of rent as men-

tioned by her and she told me to make every arrange-

ment with Mr. Pierce. I saw Mr. Pierce that evening

and he said to take their team the first thing in the morn-

ing before thev commenced work, and if I had goods to

move them over there. T did so. As the load of goods

went by, I following it on my bicycle, and passed Mrs.

Tingley's window, she called to me ; she was with Mr.

Hanson and ^Ir. Harris and Mr. Harris desired the

place. She told me I had made a terrible mistake,

that she told me merely that she would arrange with her

Finance Committee; I must take my goods right back.

That was the nearest T ever came to an altercation. This

incident occurred early in January, 1901.

O. You still stayed right on on good temis with Mrs.

Tingley, if I am correct in quoting your earlier testimony?

The plaintiff objected to the answer and moved to strike

it out on the ground that it was not responsive, and that

it was immaterial and irrelevant, and also as to the lat-

ter portion of it. which was a conclusion and opinion of

the witness, which objection was sustained, the defend-

1187

1188
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1189 '^"^ excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo.

142.

Tlie answer to the foreg'oing question was as follows:

A. 1 have no personal reasons against Mrs. Tingley

other than any good person would have against a woman

of her position and character. I don't feel that I would

be doing my duty as a citizen if I did not tell these

occurrences.

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Rose M. Fitch, taken on behalf

of plaintiff, under stipulation at Hartford, Connecticut,

on the 4th day of December, 1902. Certain portions of

said deposition were admitted in evidence, certain por-

tions thereof were excluded by the court as follows:

ROSE M. FITCH.

BY MR. ROBINSON: My full name is Rose M.

Fitch; I am the wife of Louis S. Fitch. I was at Point

1191 Loma, California, in the year 1900 for about six months.

During that time I was at the Point Loma Homestead,

only as a visitor, not residing there. I didn't live at the

Homestead. I lived in a tent on the school grounds.

During my stay at Point Loma I saw Mrs. Tingley at

'utervals— different occasions.

O. What can you state, if anything, with reference

to yirs. Tingley's control of the members and inmates of

the Homestead from your personal observation?

LLJ4 Yhe plaintiff objected to the question because the ques-

tion was improper, and because the answer was irrelevant

and immaterial to any issue in the case, and incompetent,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 143.
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1193 ^'^^ answer to the foregoing- ([uestion is as follows:

" A. She controlled them absolutely. They did not

dare to go over to San Diego unless she gave her sanc-

tion, and if she enters a room they all rise and hold

up their right hand."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have heard her ad-

dressed by a title. She is known as " Mother " " i'urple
"

and " P". So far as my observation goes the inmates of

tl;is community treated Mrs. Tingley with awe and rever-

ence. I have never been a member of the society there,

but was in the community while I was living there on the

grounds, 1 suppose.

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Jerome A. Anderson, taken on

behalf of the defendant, under stipulation at San Fran-

cisco, California, on the 5th day of November, 1902.

Certain portions of said deposition were admitted in evi-

dence and certain portions thereof were excluded by the

court as follows

:

JEROME A. ANDERSON.

1194

1195

BY MR. W. H. ANDERSON: My full name is

Jerome A. Anderson. I reside in San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. I am a physician and surgeon by profession. I

have resided in San Francisco nearl}- thirty years, and

have been in the practice of my profession for some time.

I am what is known as an old school doctor, a regular

11 'O jjliysician. I know the plaintiff, Katherine Tingley. I

have known her since A])ril. 1895. 1 was first introduceil

to her in Boston. She now resides at Point Loma,

California.

At present she is at the head of a Colony or something
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1197 "f ^'''^t nature. She is also at the head of an orfranization

known as the L'niversal Urotherhood. There is an insti-

tution there called the Internatioual lirotherhood TvCa.f^ue.

It is one of the sub institutions. .\11 institutions are un-

der the direction of the I'nivcrsal lirotlierhood. I have

been an officer of them all.

I have been at T\)int Lonia. Mrs. Tingley was in

charo^e. When I si)eak of Point I.oma I mean the Insti-

tution of whicli Mrs. Tinqley is the head. I occupied

11 go an official ])osition with that Institution. I was a mem-

ber of her cabinet. I was vice-president of the Theo-

sophical Society in America, one of the sub institutions.

I held these two positions at Point Loma. I wa" at Point

Loma first in 1896. It mij^ht have been in 1897, the oc-

casion of the holding- of the Great Congress, as they

term it, at the Point. That was the general convention.

L was there fifteen days at that time. I was there again

for two weeks in 1899 or 1898, I am a little unc<^*"'^'^'n of

these dates, and again in 1901 for two weeks. °

1199 .

were the oidy times I spent at Point Loma. W bile I was

at Point Loma 1 had the opportunity of becoming rea-

sonably familiar with the Institution and the manner in

which it was conducted. 1 was a very high officer and

was accorded every privilege.

O. Please descrilie the Institution generally.

A. Point Loma is a tract of land owned by the Uni-

versal Protherhood Organization, but in the name of

1200 Mrs. Tingley so far as I am infc^rmed and believe.

The plaintiff moved to strike out the answer because

it appeared that the witness was answering upon informa-

tion and belief; the objection was sustained as to the

following words : " But in the name of Mrs. Tingley
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ll'^Ol ^'^ ^'^'' '^^ ^ ^'^^ informed and l)clicve," the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numliered, P'.xception No. 144.

The answer to the forei^'oint;- qnestion tlien stood as

lollows

:

A. Point Loma is a tract of land owned l>y the Uni-

versal Brotherhood Organization.

WITNESS (Continuing): I have never seen the

deeds, hut I am familiar with the Constitution of the So-

-^A-) ciety, which gives Mrs. Tingley ahsolute authority and

control of everything in connection with that Organiza-

tion'. The Institution is all on one point of land. It is

divided i'"<-o different inclosures, three or four of them.

There is a portion upon which the Homestead stands. It

originally, I believe, was forty acres, and in possession of

Dr. Woods, and then passed into the possession of the

Brotherhood, and then there is the site of the school.

The''' - -^'^-l it the School for the Revival of the Lost Mys-

tr f Antiquity, wdiich was originally purchased by

the -Association, and is to the extent of something like

150 acres. Then there is a farm, some two miles dis-

t^jit. It belongs to the Organization and there is one or

two other tracts wdiich have been purchased since, one

of which lies directly east of the Homestead property,

and another which lies to the north of the Ili^iuestead

property. These are all that 1 know iii that belong to

the organization.

The Homestead, in its relatic^n to the rest of the Insti-

tution, is the building at which the ])rinciiial colonists re-

side. It is enclosed by a fence. The whole enclosure

would include about ten acres. The fence is approxi-

mately about live feet high. It is an ordinary board

fence. The School for the Revival of the Lost INIvsteries

.203
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1205 '' ^^^^^ ^-^^ ^'^*^' iii'^titutions included in the Universal

Brotherhood. There are, or were, several tents upon the

grounds when I was there. Upon those grounds there

is nothing except the foundation stone. The colony is

under the control of the Universal Brotherhood. The

people of the colony do all the work in relation to the

Homestead, which is the residence of a great many.-

They do most of the work in all the grounds, planning,

gardening they do, and taking care of things generally.

Mnf ' "^"-'y ^^'^^ ^^^^ work in the way of making and procuring

food. In fact, the people of the Colony generally take

the place of servants. That is the relation the colony

bears to Mrs. Tingley by its relation to the institution
;

bears to the institution. It is not, in any sense, a co-

(>])erativc movement.

The people at the Homestead, are a portion of the Col-

ony really, this is called the Colony. The farm is off two

miles to the left, but it is only called the Colony in order

to sfive it a name. The people are members of the

1207 .

Homestead, also of the Colony.

There is a special purpose for which the Colony is used

in connection with the general scheme there. It is to

support the headquarters, to make it habitable, and to

grow such things as may be produced there in order to

make it profitable perhaps.

1 know that there are guards maintained in and about

this Institution. They are armed. They carry revolvers
;

at least I have seen revolvers in the possession of one

or two of them. One positively.

I do not know whether or not Mrs. Tingley or the man-

ager or managers, have any instruments of punishment

at this Institution or resort to any punishments.

I know Mrs. Tingley.
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1209 Q- release describe Mrs. Tingley fully.

The plaintifif objected to the question upon the 5>Tounds

that the testimony was irrelevant and immaterial, and did

not tend to su])port any issue in this case, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 145.

The answer to the foregoing- question is as follows

:

'

,

" A. Physically, a woman I should take to be sixty

||
1210 years old ; quite large

;
quite fat ; dark complexioned

;

untidv ; very erratic in all ways ; changing her opinion.

Changing her directions in regard to matters concerning

the government of the organization and continually

changing her directions as to the conduct of affairs at

the Point ; one of the most unreliable persons as to main-

taining any set course of action that I have ever met.

She seems to be controlled bv her impulse almost entirely.

To have no tixed or definite plan in regard to anything;

1211 to decide everything upon the impulse of the moment,

and perhaps directly contrary to a direction of a few min-

utes before. I look upon Mrs. Tingley as a megalo

maniac.*"

O. Well, we want your descriptions from what you

observed; not your conclusions that you drew?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony was irrelevant, immaterial and incom-

lon petent, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo. 14^).

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows :

A.- She is a woman that has unbounded belief in her

own greatness, ability to rule, ability to manage every-
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1213 ^^li'^S- I'l other words, she has in very highest form,

self-conceit.

Q. Please describe Mrs. Tingley fully. I do not care

for you to tell me what she does, just describe the wom-

an at this time. Let it come in as general description.

Now if you had any opportunity to observe her influence

over people generally ; state what her influence was. Just

answer the question?

1214

1215

The plaintiff objected to the answer following upon

the ground that the testimony was irrelevant, incompe-

tent and not responsive to the issues ; that it was not

responsive to the question, that the question called for a

conclusion and opinion ; that the testimony of the witness

was a mere conclusion, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception Xo. 147.

The answer to the foregoing question is

:

A. Her influence was such over them that they obey

her abjectly, universally; all on the grounds will do any-

thing in the world that she asks them to do, which is phy-

sically or mentally possible. They seem to be— her in-

fluence over them seems to be in a sense hypnotic, or cer-

tainly to such an extent that they are willing abject slaves

universally ".

Q. What class of people are they, the inmates of the

l'^16 I'l^tilution generally?

The plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

because the C|uestion was impro])er and the answer was

irrelevant and immaterial and a conclusion of the wit-

ness, and therefore, incomj^etcnit, which objection was
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1217 ^tistained, the defendant excepted, and the same was

numbered, Exception No. 148.

" A. All classes. There are men and women of or-

dinary intelligence and there are people there of a lower

grade and people who are considered stupid. .Ml grades

of people."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I know, and I had, an op-

portunity to observe while I was there, what was taught

at the Institution.
1218

1219

1220

Q. Please describe as nearly as you can remember

what was taught there, while you were there?

The plaintifif objected to the answer because it was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, and did not tend

to establish any of the statements contained in the lil^el,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 149.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. The teaching was that which is termed " ethical"
;

good morals
;
good behavior ; love to others was taught,

not acted. It was taught theoretically. Practically, the

teaching was that of hatred, of suspicion, of calumny, of

deceit, of lies, and everything that was bad. Practically,

as opposed to theoretical goodness."

Hereupon, it being time for adjournment, the court

in its admonition to the jury, used the following lan-

guage :

THE COURT: Now if the people will bo so kind

as to keep still for a moment or two. we will adjourn.

Gentlemen of the jury, I desire to call your attention
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1221 ^g^i" to the admonition which I have heretofore given

you before your separation, not to converse among your-

selves or with any other person or to permit any other

person to speak to you or acUh'css you upon any subject

connected with this trial or to form or express any opin-

ion thereon until the case is finally submitted to you.

That you refrain from reading any newspaper articles re-

lating to the proceedings had upon this trial. That you

keep aloof just as far as possible from any person or

12^2 P^^sons or from any situation where it is likely that you

may hear anything which may tend to impress your mind

as to what the decision of this case should be. Now it

is evident to all of you that there is much interest being

taken in this trial, and I am satisfied from a communica-

tion which I have received myself from an unknown party

who was too cowardly to sign his name to it, that there

are persons in this community who desire to influence

the due course of justice in this case. I have no reason

122"^ to believe nor the least suspicion wdiatever that either of

the parties to the action or the counsel upon either side

of this case had any connection whatever wath such com-

munication, and have no desire of that kind. But there

arc persons in this community who are sufficiently desti-

tute of character, destitute of any proper appreciation of

their civil obligations, who would not hesitate for a mo-

ment to influence either the jury or the judge if it were

possible. I allude to this only to place you— only that

1 994. y^^^ ^^"^y ^ the better placed upon your guard and that

you will omit nothing, or permit nothing which may in

the least influence your judgment, your final judgment as

to what the decision in this case should be. I may have

peculiarly strong opinions on the subject, but it is my well
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1^25 fo'-^ic^ed conviction that there is no more sacred right

that a citizen of this state has than to have a fair and im-

])artial trial of his or her case in a court of justice to be

decided solely upon the evidence in the case and the law

as the court may give it. If any person is deprived of

that right there is little benefit in our civil government.

I am satisfied, with the personel of this jury. I believe

that you are men of sufficient moral stamina to decide

this case on the evidence alone and that you would scout

12^6 ^^^^' suggestion of permitting anything on the outside to

influence your minds, whether it comes from anybody else

or whether it may come from any supposed public senti-

ment in regard to any matter which may be involved or

supposed to be involved in the trial of this action.

Nothing that I have said -— I will repeat it again — by

nothing I have said do I intend any inference shall be

drawn that either of the parties to this suit or their coun-

sel would for a moment attempt to influence any member

1277 °^ *^^^^ j'-^^'y- I believe they are honorable persons, I be-

lieve the counsel in the case are perfectly honorable, and

I repeat this again lest the jury might happen to draw

some inference that in the mind of the court there was

some danger that the parties might do something to in-

fluence the jury. I do not believe that. I have no rea-

son to believe it, even the least suspicion of that kind, but

I have the proof in my possession now that there are per-

sons in this community who would desire to influence the

determination of this case. I am only sorry that I

haven't the evidence of who they were.

The defendant excepted to the remarks of the

court pertaining to the receipt of any letter or

communication from any source whatever and to the re-

1228
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1229 'iiarks other than those embodied in the admonition

required to be given by the statute, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 150."

An adjournment was here taken until December 23rd,

at 10 A.AI.

On the convening of the court, December 23rd, the

reading of the deposition of Dr. Jerome A. Anderson on

behalf of the defendant, was proceeded with.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I observed ceremonies
1230

while I was there. The first ceremony that I took part

in was at a time when we met after midnight upon the

site of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries

of Antiquity. All sat on a canvas, and were supposed

to be initiated into a very ancient order, and the ceremon-

ies consisted of Mrs. Tingley relating some marvelous

displays of intelligence, supposedly, on the part of her dog

Spotts. As I say, it waS after midnight. We were

clothed, all of us, in the costume which is supposed to

be ancient Greek. Very lightly clad in ordinary muslin.

I remember it was distinctly chilly. There was some

general talk by Mrs. Tingley. It did not amount to very

much. The whole thing in reality consisted of these

things that her dog Spotts had done. I can relate what

they were if you desire. That was considered a very high

initiation.

At that time as nearly as I can remember Mrs. Ting-

ley said that we were being initiated into a very ancient

146-, (jrdcr and through and by means of a very ancient cere-

mony. The ceremony consisted, as she stated it, of eat-

ing fruit which had some mysterious significance, which

she did not explain. That was all in relation to that,

practically.
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1733 '^h& order was called the Aiicieni Order of Scribes. Il

is called, in her publications, the i>.( ).A., or Ancient Or-

der of Scribes reversed. Then, she went on and told

how she had been very nmch depressed, had s;"otten blue

in regard to the condition of the Society, or something",

and her dog Spotts had gone to a pile of letters which

she had thrown on the floor at a time when she did not

care to examine them, and had selected a certain letter

from a certain person. Dr. Allen Griffiths, and brought it

1274 to her and she had opened it, and was greatly comforted

thereby. That ended the ceremony of explaining, after

which Mrs. Tingley ate some of the fruit wdiich she had

brought.

We went from the Homestead to this site of the

school. We walked in single or double file ; we walked

up there, about nine or ten in all. \"ery few are ad-

mitted to it. I don't think we carried any lights of

any kind at that time.

17:2c There were many ceremonies in which I partici])atcd.

I recall several of them. In some of them we carried

lights; in others of them we held lights; most of them

had these uniforms ; we- wore the sacred costume sup-

posed to be of this Greek order. The same costume I

have described. I was made a member of the ( )r(ler

'of the Rising Sun. 1 think it was called. A son of the

Rising Sun. The members were seated around the

room, all of them in this costume; _\-ou could not at-

lyif. tend unless you wore it; the members of the Rising

Sun, each bearing a large sun llower. proceeded to ar-

range themselves. I was duly declared to be a mem-

ber, and set among them, but 1 had no sun tli>wer. At

that meeting certain papers were read as you see pub-
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I'^ST
''"^^""-''^ ^^ the New Century, aljout the teaching, particu-

larly. Just compositions of people learning to write.

That constituted about the whole of that particular

ceremony.

1 have attended a meeting of the Cabinet.

O. Please describe a meeting of the Cabinet?

The plaintiff objected to this testimony as immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

1238 '^'^*-^ t'^^ same is numbered. Exception No. 151.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. 1 have never attended a full meeting of the

Cabinet. All the officers of the Cabinet have never been

at the Point at once. It could hardly be called a Cabinet

meeting. She would ask those of us who were there to

come together at any time, to meet her at any time, on

any occasion almost ; any place. Usually in her room,

- ^^Q and discuss matters generally. That is to say, refer-

ring to the conduct of the Society which would be dis-

cussed, suggestions offered, and things talked over gen-

erally."

WITNESS (Continuing) : A particular costume was

worn at such meetings, but not necessarily so. The cos-

tume on the grounds was on all occasions supposed to

be this Greek costume. It was nearly always worn.

Mrs. Tingley did not wear any costume at these meet-

1.44U ings of the Cabinet ; the costumes were not essential to

the meetings of the Cabinet.

Airs. Tingley generally clothed herself at the Institu-

tion in flowing wrappers. When visitors come to whom

she desired to present a good appearance, she throws a
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1241 -Racial, large, cmljroidered robe, which causes her to ap-

pear more qnccnly, as she supposes. I believe the robe

is purple in colf)r, Init that is a question thcil a man is

very seldom able to answer.

There is another ceremony in which I participated,

and which I have not described. It was supposed to

be the revival of a very ancient custom in Greece of

welcoming- a newly married cou])le. It was upon the

occasion of the opening of the house of Mr. and Afrs.

1242 Spaulding, or rather their moving into it. Although

so old a custom, it was gotten up so extemporaneously,

the people did not know their parts, or what to do.

We were scattered out on the hills surrounding this

house, and had lime lights, or lights of some kind by

which to enable the people to read their parts, which

they did not know, or rather to enable them to read

the parts they had to act, or which they ha'd no time to

memorize. That was the portion I tocjk part in. An-

1243 o^^^^'" portion of the ceremony consisted of all the mem-

bers marching by twos, carrying the lights, and going

up to this house and standing in front of it, while we on

the hills were reciting the various things we were sup-

posed to have committed to memory. It was a very

grotesque performance, because of various things about

it which were unpleasant and absurd ; moving back-

wards and forwards, firing off the lime lights or some-

thing of that kind, something they used to illuminate

1244 ^^'^t^""- Costumes were used on that occasion; all the

children particij^ated.

I know about morning ceremonies which were had at

the Institutii:)n. The earliest of these ceremonies was a

meeting upon this ground in which various people took
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1245 P'^''t- ^ refer to the j^round which is known as the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, and

this ceremony was not, by any means, as ridiculous as

some others. Mrs. Tint;le\- was not present ; at least I

have never seen her ])resent. It was very early; it was

not her habit to rise early. It was supposed to be a sun-

rise meeting-. The ceremonies at that meeting- consisted

in reading- a chapter from the Gita ; giving certain direc-

tions and such things as that which were supposed to be

194.^ symbolical. Then, later in the day, there was another

meeting, say at eight o'clock ; this first meeting was very

early, sunrise. There would be a lot of them meeting

in the rotunda or central jwrtion of this Homestead.

The people who lived in (lie Homestead, or were members

o) the Organization used to be there, and they would

strip off their shoes and stockings and go around the hall

barefooted and sing some music that they had all learned.

They sang and marched around the hall. I did not take

part in that, but sat ui) on the stairs and listened, but
l'^47" word was brought to me that it was Mrs. Tingley's

jileasure that she did not like to have the ceremony seen

bv any one who did not take ])art in it.

These are not all the ceremonies that I specifically re-

call ; there are man\- otliers. I could talk here half a day

descril)ing ceremonies, but 1 have given you an idea.

They were all variations of the ones I have described.

There is a classification of the ordinary costumes worn

at the Institution. The most sacred one is this one which

1^4o is supposed to be ancient Greek, consisting of something

ike a sKirt, rather long. The one which I wore was a

loose wrap, tied with a cord around m_\- waist, reaching

below my feet; under that I wore my underclothing;

some of them did not, as I know.
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1249 ^*^ ^^^ ^^ external appearances go, the costumes of the

women and of the men were essentially the same in that

class. The ladies had a loose wrap in white made rather

nicely. I noticed three different patterns, the result of

Mrs. Tingley changing her mind. There was a uniform

something like the one used in the Southern Army. I

noticed it was something like the officer's uniforms. It

was known as a student's uniform, and was rather hand-

some. That was worn by a class who were supposed to

be admitted as students.
1250

1251

1252

Q. What was the last class?

A. The students. They w-ere known as students.

They were simply people who lived at the colony and did

work there. Others had a khaki uniform, something like

that the American Army wears now. Then there was

still a lower class in the school of uniforms, who had no

imiforms at all, and wore their own clothing.

These qualifications do not apply to both classes ; I

was thinking merely of the men. The ladies, some of

them, wore uniforms, all wore the uniforms at these meet-

ings. Those that worked and did menial work as cook-

ing, sweeping and bed chamber work, and such work, as

that, they w^ore either their ordinary clothing, or in some

instances a purple robe, or purple gown, that allowed

them to work. They were not graded down quite as

nicely as the men.

All of the various things of which I have spoken, as

the International Brotherhood League, and the Isis Con-

servatory of Music, were all creations of Mrs. Tinglcy.

The students was a similar creation. The person was

supposed to be all right, reliable, pledged not to desert

as I did. That was the student class, and these people
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-irjrT were given the preference in regard to the labor per-

formed. The highest of them did not work at menial

work. For example, Mr. I'atterson was employed in

taking visitors over the grounds ; others were employed

in the same way and as guards, and the highest of all

of them were the scribes, who were supposed to write.

When she did not tell tliem to do anything else they

would go up on this sacred ground, clothed in these sacred

robes, and spend their time in endeavoring to write, and

they did write. Cut I asked them whv no writings were

^ issued to the world, except these trilling things published

in the New Century. They explained that they would

get to work on a book and get it fairly well done, and

everything progressing, and be well satisfied, when she

would suddenly change her plan and order them to cease

that and do something that was entirely different, and

ihat it utterly disconcerted them. That was the reason

they said. There were twelve or fifteen intelligent men,

capable of lecturing and capable of doing good work. It

I455 is first hand evidence.

I know about the character of the tasks the girls were

given at that place there. Some of them were put to

do cooking, some to waiting on the table, some to sweep-

ing and doing chamber maid work. I am describing the

work for girls ; that which was considered servants'

work generally ; the work that is necessary in what is

really a large hotel.

The children there are quartered in tents, constructed

i4oo. very good. They are various shapes and sizes, and hold

a dozen children and upwards. They are made of can-

vas. That was what I saw there. I was there in 1901.

The childrens' quarters are located about 100 yards to

the south of the main institution— the Homestead.
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1257 ^ know how the Httle ones are fed. The Httle tots are

fed principally on bread and milk, I suppose suitable

food. I know, for I have seen them eat, and they seem

to have sufficient. I am referring- to those from a year

to a year and a half, or two years old. There was a

class of new babes there. Those Mrs. Tingley told me

she had great trouble with in their management, be-

cause of Dr. Woods. He would not fall into line with

her ideas as to their food. She said he desired to have

them fed, while she desired to have them at first starved,
125o

because they could more quickly kill out the lower nature

in those children. The animal nature in those voung

children. She believed in giving them very, very little

tood. And the Doctor protested. This she told me di-

rectly and personall}'.

I know of one instance at the institution there where

children were separated from their parents. It was a

matter of discipline, the children of Mr. and Mrs. Han-

son were separated at that time frcnn their parents, and

l^Dy
all children there are supposed to be and are separated

from their parents most of the time. The rule, she told

me, was that the parents were permitted to see their

children once in two weeks. Of course, there were ex-

ceptions, but that was the rule. The reason she gave me

lor that rule was that parental favoritism and parental

love interfered with the proper development of the child,

and were things to l)e avoided as much as possible. I

know of things concerning discipline of the children

1260 which I nave not alread\' stated.

Q. Just state generally all that }ou know (Uher than

what you have already stated concerning the discii)line

of them. In ceneral manauement.
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2261 ^'^^^' '^'"'s^^'cr to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. The children are managed by teachers who are

kind to the children. The unpleasant portions of the

discipline emanate from Mrs. Tingley. I have seen her

and heard her storm at a poor frightened child, who was

just recently from Cuba, and desired to go home. I have

i'eard her threaten him in such a way as to frighten him.

J do not remember the exact punishment, but she was

very angry, and had the poor child in a corner, and was

1262 ''torming at him. I surprised her and she ceased to

storm at the child when I came upon her ; and she takes

away their food ; that is, she orders them awa}' from the

table and orders the^i to cease eating if they do any-

thing she does not want, that is contrary to the rules. I

have seen that, and know that they were deprived alto-

gether of a meal for the time being. I did not watch

very closely because it was considered a matter of im-

pertinence, almost, to question her or any of her meth-

- ~ , ^ ods ; to observe things too closely. But of course, one

could not help seeing."

The plaintiff moved to strike from the answer to the

foregoing question the following words: " The impleas-

ant portions of the discipline emanate from Mrs. Tingley.

I have seen her and heard her storm at a poor frightened

child, who was just recently from Cuba, and desired to

go home. I have heard her threaten him in such a way

as to frighten him. I do not remember the exact pun-

ishment, but she was very angry, and had the poor child

"* in a corner and was storming at him. I surprised her

and she ceased to storm at the child when I came upon

her," upon the grounds, first, that the question was ir-

relevant and immaterial, and not addressed to any issue

arising under the pleadings; secondly, that it appeared
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1^65 ^^^^^ ^^^^ testimony given liere was irrelevant and imma-

terial, and further that it is addressed to matters entirely

outside of the issues, which motion was granted, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numl^ered as Excep-

tion No. 152.

The defendant then read the following portion of the

answer to the foregoing question :

1266

1267

1268

" The children are managed by teachers who are kind

to the children. * * * And she takes away their

food ; that is, she orders them away from the table and

orders them to cease eating if they do anything she does

not want, that is contrary to the rules. I have seen that,

and know that they were deprived altogether of a meal

for the time being. I did not watch very closely because

ic was considered a matter of impertinence, almost, to

question her or any of her methods; to observe things too

closely. But of course, one could not help seeing."

WITNESS (contituiing) : I am a theosophist and

am quite familiar with the history of Theos-

ophy in this country. I have studied it for fifteen

or sixteen years. 1 am familiar with Mrs. Tingley's

connection with Theosophy. She has made statements

to me concerning it. I know the history of the founding

of this institution at Point Loma by Mrs. Tingley and'

why it was founded by her and the circumstances sur-

rounding its founding. It was founded by Mrs. Tingley

to establish a central location in order to govern and con-

trol what was then a world w'ulv niovcnioiii, and was

selected by agents whom she sent there, autl the ground

purchased, and with the purpose in view which I have

stated, and with the idea, she told me herself, of having

all theosophists there.
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1269 '^^^^ society to which she belongs is not truthfully a

Theosophical Society at all. It is a seceded movement

from the Theosophical Society, a branch.

I know about the distribution of literature by Mrs.

Tingley with reference to this institution at Point Loma.

The document or pamphlet now shown me is an adver-

tisement of the organization or the home at Point Loma,

oi the Homestead, or colony, or whatever you may term

it. It was issued by Mrs. Tingley.

- »-„ The document was attached to the deposition and

marked Exhibit " A '' and is the same document hereii*

in this bill of exceptions set forth, and marked DE-

t-ENDAXT'S EXHIBIT A.

The paper which is now shown me is a paper issued

by Mrs. Tingley and it has a relation to the paper marked

Defendant's Exhibit C ; it is issued for the same purpose

as Defendant's Exhibit A, for advertising literature.

The document was attached to the deposition and

marked Exhibit " B " and is herein in this bill of excep-

tions set forth as DEFEXDANT'S EXHIBIT C.

I do not know what class of people this literature is

sent to.

Q. Coming back now to the question of the children.

Please state, if you know, what they are taught generally

with reference to the institution and the head of the insti-

tution, that is with reference to Mrs. Tingley.

1271

1272
The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial,

and objected to the answer because the testimony was

irrelevant, immaterial and did not tend to prove any is-

sue, and in addition that it was incompetent in that ap-

peared to be nothing more than a conclusion of the wit-

ness and did not {purport to l)e any statement of any fact,
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1273 ^^'^''ich objection was sustained, the defendant excfjiled,

and the same is numl)ered, Exception Xo. 153.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. Well they are taught to regard Mrs. Tingley as

a person to whom they owe everything in life to revere

her above all other beings and to look to her as the author

of all good that has come to them by being brought to

Point Loma.

1274 WITNESS (continuing) : I attended the ceremony,

or entertainment, or meeting of the children at the Insti-

tution. The meeting had evidently been prepared before

hand, because we were asked to come, and attend and see.

We, that is, myself and famil}", and some others visiting

the Point, we walked in and found the children beauti-

fully arranged and at play. After they had played a cer-

tain time at their little games, they were called out to

make addresses, and the little fellows, some nine, ten,

1 -,y£- twelve or thirteen years old, did get up and say a few

stumbling remarks, one after another. All they did say

was explanatory of the great blessing it was to be at the

Point, and the great kindness of Mrs. Tingley in having

brought them there. Ever\thing they said was in praise

of Mrs. Tingley. Mrs. Tingley was present at this meet-

ing.

O. Had Mrs. Tingley ever made any statement to you

with reference to the starvation methods you referred to

1276 ^ while ago?

A. Except as I have stated. Not to any specific in-

stitution ; it was in relation to certain children she was

showing me. I was going through the ground with her.

We came to those babes and one was onlv a few davs
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1977 old. She was explaining' her niL-thuds, starvation, with-

holding the food. She stated that she had in one case

withheld the food from a child ahout a year old for

twenty-four hours. She said in reference to the cliildren

being starved that the children's lower nature was sub-

dued and broken. That the quickest way to bring it

about was to adopt that course of withholding food un-

til the child came to its senses. Until its soul appeared.

I know of my own kno^vledge, of the farm, or colony

being used for a specific purpose in the way of discipline.

1278
O. Please state what that was.

The plaintiff objected to the answer because it was

irrelevant and immaterial to any issue in the case, and

heresay, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 154.

The answer to the foregoing quesfion is as follows:

" A. Certain residents of the colony, or to put it

1279 specifically, Dr. Coryn of the colony, told me, — Mrs.

Tingley told me in relation to this that when people be-

came troublesome she would separate them by sending

them over to the colony. She referred particularly to

the case of a Texan lady ; two ladies rather, sisters ; she

said one of them gave her so much trouble she sent her to

tlie colon}' to avoid her influence.

O. Was any one in displeasure at the institution while

you were there?

1280 The plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

on the ground that it was incompetent, irrelevant and

immaterial, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, aufl the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 155.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

;
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Q. And how was tliat brou,<;ht to your kiKnvledge?

The plaintiff objected to the (juestion and to the answer

on the ground that it was incompetent, irrelevant and

immaterial, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted and the same is numbered, Exception No. 156.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. By Mrs. Tinglev herself.

1282
" WITNESS (continuing) : I know ^Nlr. Pierce. He

is one of the members of the Colony ; he hold various

positions there, that is he holds more than one. He is

Director General of the whole organization and he is a

member of the Cabinet. He is also ofBcially connected

with the International Brotherhood League.

Q. State what, to your knowledge, Mr. Pierce does

at that institution.

1283
The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. I have seen him doing ordinary labor. I have

seen him over-seeing the laborers and directing their

work. I have seen him acting as an armed guard. I

have seen him lying at the door of her room on a pallet,

as a guard of her body, I have seen him many, many

times in consultation apparently with her. receiving her

directions, or giving her advice, and 1 have seen him

1984 directing things generally. He is what might be termed

her first hand man, her right hand man at the Point, gen-

erally.

Before the said answer was read the plaintiff moved

to strike therefrom the following portion words: "I
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1285 ^^^^'^ seen him acting as an armed g-uard. I have seen

him lying at the door of her room on a pallet, as a guard

of her body. I have seen him many, many times in con-

sultation apparently with her. receiving her directions or

giving her advice, and I have seen him directing things

generally. He is what might be termed her first hand

man, her right hand man at the Point, generally; on the

ground that the same was immaterial and did not tend

to prove any allegation in the complaint or any issue,

-tr^Qf. which motion was granted, the defendants excepted, and

the same is numbered Exception No. 157.

The defendant was then permitted to read the follow-

ing portion of the answer to the jury

:

" A. I have seen him doing ordinary labor. I have

seen him over-seeing the laborers and directing their

work.

Q. You referred to this dog of Mrs. Tingley's,

-
-JQ7

Spotts ; please describe the dog.

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

irrelevant and immaterial, wliich objection was sustained,

che defendant excepted and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 158.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. He is rather old, and very cross. A King

Charles Spaniel, I believe. I am not a dog fancier, but

1 9«Q ^ think that he is a spaniel. He is a black and white dog.

Q. Did Mr. Pierce have any duties while you were

there with reference to this dog?

A. Not while I was at Point Loma. But I have seen

him have duties when she was traveling "
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i7g9 MR. ANDREWS: I object to the answer as not re-

sponsive to the question. The question is
'" Did Mr.

J'ierce have any duties while you were there with refer-

ence to this dog?" and the answer is " Xot while 1 was

at Point Loma," and he goes on to say something else.

J move to strike the answer out as not responsive to the

((uestion and because it is irrelevant and immaterial.

THE COURT : The objection is sustained.

AIR. DANEY : The defendant excepts.

1290
The plaintifif moved to strike out the answer as not re-

sponsive to the question, and because it was irrelevant

and immaterial, which motion was granted, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No.

159-

The answer to the foregoing cjuestion is as follows

:

se

1291

" A. Not while I was at Point Loma. r>ut 1 have

seen him have duties when she was traveling, as I have

known her at other places, in San Francisco, for instance.

O. While he was associated with her, to your knowl-

edge ?

The plaintiff objected to the answer upon the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

Vv'as sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

niimberea. Exception No. i6o.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:
12<^2

" A. To my knowledge, while he was associated with

her.

Q. Not at Point Loma. since the institution was or-

ganized ?
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1293 '^^^^' plaintiff objected to the question because the

answer was immaterial and irrelevant, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. i6i.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. No, just as it was being organized."

Q. You observed, Doctor, did you not, what the ef-

fect was of the training and treatment of the institution

1294 'PC)" '•^1^' children there?

The plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

upon the ground that it was irrelevant, immaterial an(i

incompetent, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 162.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. I considered it degrading and debasing, lower-

ing all human ideas, training the children to worship

1295 ^'^''S- Tingley ; to believe her a divine being. It would

have a very injurious effect upon any child, in such a

course of education, in that direction. In addition to all

of this, there was teaching in regard to the organization

;

what she has done for them, entirely sinking the mind in

the worship of the person.

O. Now you state that Mrs. Tingley was not present

cit those early morning meetings of which you have

spoken.

1296
A. No.

0. Do you know why?

The plaintiff objected to the answer on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection
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1~>()'J
was sustained, the defendant excejMcd, and tlie same is

numbered Exception No. 163.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. She was in bed.

O. Did she ever make any statement to you why she

(lid not attend those meetings? Answer ves or no.

The plaintiff objected to the answer upon the ground

that it was not responsive to the question, which objection

J4V0 was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 164.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Yes, she w'as out of her body, and was off at-

tending to State affairs. She explained specifically that

ihe was with President McKinley during most of the

lime his life hung in the balance.

1299

1300

WITNESS (Continuing) : I stated that I was \'ice-

J'resident and a Cabinet Officer, and held other offices.

The titles of these various offices are, ATember of the

Cabinet ; Vice President of the Theosophical Society in

America ; member of the S. O. A., or Scribe No. Eleven,

1 think, nine or eleven. The S. O. A. means the ancient

order of scribes. I was a member of the International

Brotherhood League. I was a member of the E. S..

Esoteric Section. I was a Son of the Rising Sun. P.

C. C. means Pacific Coast Committee. I was President

of the Pacific Coast Committee long before Mrs. Ting-

ley's time and also after. T. S. A. was the Theosophical

Society in America. I was \'ice President of that So-

ciety.

The duties attending upon these various officers were
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1301 ^*^ carry out Airs. Tiiiffley's will in the matter, and if she,

that is to say, if she gave you specific directions, which

she seldom did.

It was the custom to give titles to these ofificers;

almost all bore some lengthy title, which she considered

a great thing and an honor; one of the means by which

she held them to her.

I have many times seen i)eople at work on the farm.

They did all character of farm work. They did the

1 '^09 pi'oper farm work for the time in which 1 was there.

The document which is now shown me is the Constitu-

tion of the Universal Brotherhood, the affiliated institu-

tion. Which document is herein in this bill of excep-

tions set forth and marked Defendant's Exhibit No. B.

I know by whom it was adopted, but I do not know

l>y wdiom it was prepared. I have spoken to Mrs. Ting-

ley concerning this document. She said that it was pre-

pared by three or four people in New^ York under her

supervision. They did most of it. One of these was
1303

Mr. Harris of Macon, Georgia, and another was Mr.

Neresheimer of New York. He is the Treasurer of tlie

Institution there. Mr. Harris is there also. I was

present when the constitution and by-laws were adopted

at the general convention.

Q. Now, with reference to Mrs. Tingley's displeas-

ure which you testified to, people being under his dis-

]:leasure. What was the result as to the people?

1304 '^^'^ plaintifT objected to the question on the ground

tliat the testimony was irrelevant and immaterial to any

issue, whicli objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Excej^tion No. 165.

The answer to the foregoing question is as foliows:
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1305
" ^' ^^^^^' ^'^^y were sent off to this Colony, and sep-

arated from her to a degree, some were and others left

the institution permanently. The people were coming

and going, so to speak, all the while, becoming dissatisfied

and leaving.

Q. How were people under her displeasure treated,

while under that displeasure?

The plaintiff objected to the answer on the ground that

the answer did not tend to establish any matter or issue

1306 before the jury, and was immaterial and incompetent, and

that the witness was testifying to his conclusion and not

to facts, which objection was sustained, defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. i66.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Abominably. The people that were understood

to be under her displeasure were tabooed. If you spoke

to them, had any kind of pleasant intercourse with them,

why, you were in disfavor with her at once, so that a

person under her displeasure was practically isolated.

One instance was that of Mrs. Neresheimer. 1 was told

not to have anything to do with her. To have nothing

to do with her at all.

The defendant here offered and asked permission to

read the following portion of the foregoing answer, to-

wit: "One instance was that of ^Irs. Neresheimer; I

was told not to have anything to do with her. Have

1308 "othing to do with her at all."

The plaintiff' objected upon the ground that said por-

tion of the answer did not tend to establish any matter

at issue before the jury, was immaterial and incompetent,

that witness was testifying to his conclusions and not to

1307
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1309 ^^^^ facts, and upon the further ground that the portion

of the answer proposed to be read was not responsive to

tlie question, which ol)jection was sustained and defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo.

1 66.

O. You said you were told. Do you mean Mrs.

fingley ?

1310

The plaintiff objected to the answer as immaterial,

which objection was sustained, and defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 167.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. I was told by J\lr. Pierce first, and afterwards by

Mrs. Tingley, in corroboration, that I must not have

anything to do with Mrs. Neresheimer. I was warned

live minutes after I got to the Point.

WITNESS (Continuing) : That was the warning I

received. I never knew of anv one in confinement there

1311 at any time.

CROSS EXAMINATION of JEROME A. ANDER-
SON.

By MR. HOTCHKISS: I am thoroughly familiar

with the theories and teachings of the Universal Brother-

hood wdiich I have referred to in my testimony, and from

my knowledge of their theories and teachings, I con-

sider them as theoretically worthy and reputable—
worthy of support, but practically, I do not so consider

tiiem. I still maintain my original doctrines of faith,

the same doctrines of these works I put in evidence here,

bo far as the general doctrines of faith are concerned, I

still maintain that faith, the doctrines of reincarnaton

and brotherhood. Bv reincarnation I mean the re-birth

1312
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li-jT of the human soul, in body after body. That is one of

the leading theories of the Thcosophical faith. You

can belong to any religion, believe anything you wish,

and belong to the Theosophical Society. The Thcosoph-

ical faith teaches purity of life and action as one of the

cardinal tenets in its makeup. Theosophy means the

wisdom of God. It means the knowledge of divine

things. Ethically, it teaches right action. The relation

of the human soul to God. It is a perfected system of

ethics, and thoroughly scientific ; in agreement with sense,

V 'th true sense. It is not at war in any of its teachings

with the doctrines of Christ. We hold Christ to have

been a Master, a Teacher of truth. The Golden Rule

is one of its precedents. I do not know personally if they

teach that Golden Rule to the children at Point Loma,

but I think they do. While 1 was there, 1 never heard

any Theosophical teaching given to the children. They

objected to teaching it to the children.

1315 Q. Well, to the students and members of the Brother-

hood? In every theory to you include the principles of

the Golden Rule?

A. Yes they do, and an unselfish life, a life of purity.

Tlie main ground of mv objection to this Institution

a- Point Loma is, because ^vlrs. Tingley has become the

institution. She has substituted her will for law and

government. Her ideas, her teaching, and she knows

very little about Theosophy. That is my objection, jiut-

1316 ting it in a nutshell.

I did. not furnish the defendants here with the mate-

rial for my examination. I gave Mr. Anderson some of

the papers. I was requested a few days ago, by Mr. An-

derson, to come here. Kunsaker & r)ritt sent me a tele-
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1317 S^^'i''- ^^^- Anderson is not an acquaintance; 1 only met

liim once when consulted in regard to another legal af-

fair. The first conmumication 1 had about being a wit-

ness was a telegram a few davs ago, asking me to be

Iiere. I did not volunteer to give informaton or to be

a witness in this case. It was a surprise to me to be

called as a witness.

I have put)lished articles in regard to my relation with

the Point Loma Institution. There was a New Year's

greeting, which I published, or sent rather in answer

to request from Mr. Xeresheimer, as a member of the

Cabinet, that it be published. It was published in the

Brotherhood at Point Loma. I haven't a copy of it.

That article was an endorsement of the Universal

Brotherhood. I would like to be permitted to make an

explanation of this article. I am an old theosophist, far

older than Mrs. Tingley, and I have, as a theosophist,

quite an international reputation as a writer. I have

published four books. Two or three of these have been

1319 translated into three other languages, one or the other.

When I became dissatisfied with Mrs. Tingley, and rec-

ognized that she was wrong in doing as she had done, I

made up my mind that as I believed myself as the second

person of importance in the Society, that I had the power

to lead the entire Society back to the original Society, to

the early ethics of the Association. That I endeavored

to do by standing in with Mrs. Tingley and endorsing

a person whom I regarded as incapable, and whom I

1320 thought would permit me to do the work of the organiza-

tion if 1 went to the Point. The last time I was there

T found that that plan was impracticable, as no one could

reason with her in any way. The only thing, then, for

me to do was to go out. But it was a hard thing to do.
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1 091 This article was in answer to a specific request, and when

I had already been doubted, so to speak, by being loyal

to her, and having my influences entirely destroyed to

endorse her.

That article was published in the Brotherhood, the

Christmas number, 1901. It was written some two

months before hand, two or three months before hand,

and only consisted of a dozen lines. The substance of it

was the endorsement of the Universal Brotherhood Or-

ganization, encouraging people to hold to it and do right.

That was not the only article I wrote favorable to the

Homestead Organization. I wrote others before. I

have published nothing for perhaps two years, that is to

say nothing of mine has been accepted. I wish to ex-

plain that, because I refused to get down and declare

Mrs. Tingley to be a great being, a oivine, as they do,

my articles were rejected and refused publication, al-

though I have an international reputation as a writer of

articles, and of books. I was not disappointed because

^ they did not take up the publication of my books. I am

not in this now and care nothing what happens to me

personally. I was never a teacher of school in San Diego

County.

Q. You are not then, at present, on good terms with

Mrs. Tingley at this time?

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

1324 * ^^ present, no, 1 have no hatred for the woman. I

liate the destruction she is

woman with no feeling- at a

liate the destruction she is bringing to the world. A

The plaintiff moved to strike out of the answer all of

the following portion : "1 hate the destruction she is
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1325 I'li'i.^iiiS to the world. A woman with no feehng- at all"

on the i^Tonnd that it was not responsive to the qtiestion,

and was also the conclusion of the witness, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. i68.

Q. Didn't you commence to have ill feeling because

she reproved you for using slang to the children at Point

Loma ?

1326

1327

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. No, sir, never. I never heard of that until after

I had long withdrawn. It was in a letter to some one

after I had withdrawn. As a matter of fact, she is a liar

if she says I use slang. I know Mrs. Tingley to be an

awful liar, and I am willing to go on the stand and give

testimony as to those falsehoods. In further answer to

that question I wish to say positively that Mrs. Tingley

did not reprove me ; she never said one word in reproof

as to mv slang.

Before the said answer was read, the plaintiff moved

to strike therefrom the following words :
" I never heard

of that until tong after I had withdrawn. It was in a

letter to some one after I had withdrawn. As a matter

of fact she is a liar if she says I use slang. I know Mrs.

Tingley to be an awful liar and I am willing to go on the

stand and give testimony as to those falsehoods," on the

ground that same was irrelevant, immaterial and not re-

1328 sponsive, which motion to strike out was granted, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 169.

The following portion of said answer was 1 then read

to the jury, to-wit: "No sir. * * * In further
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Tingley did not reprove me. She never said one word in

reproof as to my slang."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I was a member of a

number of orders I have mentioned ; 1 do not retain my

rank in those orders. I can withdraw at any time. A
man can withdraw from anything he chooses. 1 sent in

my final resignation.

The principles of those orders are good, but they are

1330 not being carried out by Mrs. Tingley. She is the great

objection I have. She is, as lawyers say, irrelevant.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION of JEROME A. AN-

DERSON.

BY MR. ANDERSON: O. As I un.lerstand you

then Doctor, your objections are not to the theoretical

tenets of these various institutions, but are in the way

in which they are practically carried out.

1331 The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Exactly. I want to say here that to my personal

knowledge, every person who leaves her like I did, and I

know many have left before me, she tries her utmost to

slander them, to lie about them. She will take any

method possible to make it appear that they were low

and degraded ; that she only bore with them for the time,

to try and save them. She published that I was insane,

that I was a liar and incapable of attending to my l)usi-

ness.

Before said answer was read the plaintiff moved to

strike therefrom all after the word " Exactly " on the

ground that the same was not responsive, that it was

irrelevant and immaterial, and that the same was a vol-

1332
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1333 untary statement on the part of the witness, that he was

testifying simply to conclusions and not to facts, that the

same was therefore incomijetenl and not re-direct examin-

ation, which moticMi was granted, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 170.

The defendant was then permitted to read the follow-

ing portion of said answer, to-wit

:

A. Exactly.

1334 Q- ^*^ y^*^^ know that she said those things person-

allv?
«

The plaintifif objected to the answer as irrelevant and

immaterial and not proper re-direct examination, which

objection w^as sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 171,

The answer to the foregoing cjuestion is as follows:

" A. I do not know that she said those things per-

1335 ^'^oiially, but she has published to the world, in her maga-

zme, for which she is responsible, of which she is editor,

this statement that I am insane, that I should be in an

institution and taken care of.

Q. What magazine?

The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial

and not re-direct examination, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

.. ^^ , bered. Exception No. 172.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. Aew Century.

Q. You read it yourself?
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j^337 ^^- ANDREWS : We object to the question.

THE COURT: The objection is sustained.

The defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 173.

The answer to the foregoini;^ ([uestic^n is as follows:

" A. Yes, I have. I have that number in my office.

It can easily be procured.

^'^19, Q' ^^'1^3-t month and year was it?

'The plaintiff objected to the question on the jrround

that it referred to matter already stricken out, and was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 174.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. It was— during the month of Ai)ril she tried

1339 for a month, through herself and her agents to get me

back, after my abandonment of her, and then afterwards

she attacked me as she did all the others.

Q. You spoke in your cross examination of the fact,

to put it tersely, of the methods of those of an insane

person, or words to that effect. What is your idea in

regard to that. Doctor?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

1340 'lot proper re-direct examination, and was irrelevant, im-

material and called for the conclusion of the witness upon

matter to which he was not shown to be an expert, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 175.



\'^J^\ The answer to the fore.q'oino; question is as follows:

" A. At least u])on two occasions, her remarks were

those that would he of an insane person.

O. What were these?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

not proper re-direct examination, and was irrelevant, im-

material and called for the conclusion of the witness upon

matter to which he \\as not shown to be an expert, wdiich

1342 '^^'^jc^tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 177.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Upon one occasion she asserted that she had the

power to manage and direct the affairs of this world, our

earth, and she said she was only prevented from doing

so by her duties at Point Loma; that the children both-

ered her.
'

1343 Q- ^^^' '''^^ make any other?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

not proper re-direct examination, and was irrelevant,

immaterial and called for the conclusion of the witness

upon matter to which he was not shown to be an expert,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 177.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. She made this statement the last time I w^as

there, when I was there the year before, 1900, an exactly

parallel statement. I cannot repeat the words exactly,

but they were to the effect that if she was not so occu-

pied by trifling details she was capable of attending to

planetary things.

1344
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'I'lA^ Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Henry Hugo ReuthHng, taken

on behalf of defendant, under stipulation at New York,

on the 9th day of December, 1902. Certain portions of

said deposition were admitted in evidence and certain

portions thereof were excluded by the Court, as follows

:

HENRY HUGO REUTHLING.

1346

1347

By MR. LORD: I know Mrs. Tingley. 1 first met

her in the Fall of 1893. She sent me an invitation to

come, to call in her apartment and get acquainted with

her husband. Her apartment was at 107 West 68th

Street. I lived at 105. I called. Thereafter I saw

Mrs. Tingley three or four times a week. I would see

her on the street, also occasionall}" in her apartment. Mv
acquaintance with her continued uninterruptedly until

the time she started on the cruise around the world. I

do not Know what year that is. During the time I knew

her, I came in contact with the people with whom

she associated. I know what Mrs. Tingley did, what her

business was. She was a magnetic healer and medium.

Q. Do you know whether she claimed to have any

powers as hypnotist?

The plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

to it upon the ground that the matter was immaterial

and not responsive to anv issue in the case, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

1348 is numbered. Exception No. 177.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. Yes sir.

Q. What do you know concerning that matter?
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1349 '^'^^^ plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

to it, upon the ground tliat the matter was immaterial

and not responsive to any issue in the case, which ob-

jection was sustained, and the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 178.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Mrs. Tingley herself explained to me how she

had cured people, for instance, how she had cured a sick

brother, W'estcott, by treating him by magnetism, but he

died very soon after he got in her house.
1350

1351

Q. Did you ever see her use this hypnotic power?

The plaintiff objected to the question and the answer

a? immaterial and not responsive to the issue.

THE COURT : Let me see it.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 179.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

'* A. Yes—sir.

0. A\ ill you tell us what you observed in reference

to her using this power?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the answer

upon the ground that it was immaterial and not respon-

sive to the issue, and also upon the further ground that

it was apparent that it was not testimony in reference to

ljd4
|^}j^> exercise of any hypnotic or pretended hypnotic power,

and it was wholly irrelevant to the issues and not respon-

sive to the question, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same was numbered, Excep-

tion Xo. 180.
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1353 '^'''^ answer to the foregoing- question is as follows:

" A. I called at her home one time on an invitation

from her. I found the rest of the family absent and she

seated herself very close by me and commenced to speak

ii.» me very rapidly, staring at me intently and making

suggestions which I considered improper

—

Hereupon the Court, after inspecting the deposition,

made the following order

:

2^354 THE COURT : And counsel for defendant will not

be permitted to propound any of the following questions

appearing on page 4 of the deposition, or on page 5 of

the deposition, or on page 6 of the deposition, or on page

7 of the deposition, down to the last question at the bot-

tom of page 7.

To which ruling the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. 181.

The questions and the answers thereto, appearing on

i3ob pages 5, 6, 7 of the deposition of Henry Hugo Reuth-

ling, and following the question last above propounded

to said witness, and which questions the Court pro-

hibited the defendant from propounding or reading and

the answers thereto are as follows

:

"Q. What was the nature of these insinuations?

"A. I considered—
*'Q. Now you may continue your answer?

"A. I have found her speech improper and rather

suggestive.

"Q. What idea did her language and conduct con-

vey to you?

1356
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1357 '^^- ^ '''^^^ '^^^y plainly that the woman had impure

intentions.

"O. Well, by impure what do you mean? What do

you mean by the use of the word impure?

"A. Well, I mean by that her suggestions were of

a sexual nature, that is what I mean to say.

"O. What did you understand from her language

and conduct?

13 '8
"A. Nothing else could be understood but what the

woman wished.

"O. In plain language, what did you understand her

to mean by her language and conduct?

"A. Well, no woman would directly ask a man to do

a certain thing.

"Q. I want you to state plainly, not in general

language, but as distinctly as you can what you under-

stood her language and coriduct and actions toward you

to indicate?

"A. I understood it very plainly to be a desire for

sexual intercourse.

"O. Now, Doctor, can you give us in words what

her language and conduct was, giving us as nearly as

you can her language and conduct?

-i-iff) "A. T could not rememlx?r the language, it is too

long ago. It happened in 1894, or 1893 I think.

"O. Can you tell us in words what her conduct was,

how she acted, what she did ?

"A. I cannot tell you exactly."
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1361 WITNESS (Continuing) : T have said that her husi-

ness was that of a magnetic healer.

O. Do you know of any persons whom she treated?

The answer to the foregoing- question is as follows:

"A. I was never present when she treated anylx)dy.

I don't know of anybody. I know of Doctor Torey, he

lived as a patient in her house.

Before the said answer was read answer was read,

the plaintiff moved to strike therefrom the following

words :
" I know of Dr. Torey. he lived as a patient

in her house " upon the ground that the testimony was

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, Avhich motion

was granted, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 182.

The defendant was then permitted to read the follow-

ing portion of the foregoing question answer

:

1.600 "y^ I ^^g never present wdien she treated anybody.

I don't know of anybody.

Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

question next following the question last above, u])on

the ground that it was immaterial, which ol)jection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 183.

The question which the Court, on objection from the

iv30-+
plaintiff' prohibited the defendant from reading or pro-

pounding and the answer thereto is as follows :

"Q. Do }Ou know what the relations l)etween Mrs.

Tinglev and Dr. Torev were?
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1 o^c "A. 1 don't know, except as healer and patient."

O. Do you know what Mrs. Tingley's general repu-

tation was?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the witness was incompetent to testify as to plain-

tiff's general reputation because it did not appear that

he was acquainted with the people in the community in

which she lived— because he stated in other portions

of his depositions that his testimony was based on his

own experience and that the answer was incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, and cited the following from

the cross-examination of the witness.

O. Then is your statement as to her general reputa-

tion for untruthfulness based upon the fact that )OU think

she has deceived you ?

A. Yes sir.

1 '^^7 Q' 'I'^^cn when you speak of her as having a bad

reputation as a fraud, you are referring to what some-

one else told you?

A. Yes, from what I know.

Q. From what someone else told you?

A. Well from what I know from the facts in the

neighborhood, that happened in the neighborhood.

^2(jg
RE DIRECT EXAMINATION.

Q. Now is that reputation of hers based on her gen-

eral reputation in the community?
r

A. No sir; it is based on my own experience.
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1369 THE COURT : In my experience upon the bench I

have discovered that there is no other rule regulating

the introduction of evidence, concerning which there

are looser views than the question which is now

presented for consideration to the Court. As I have

had occasion to remark before, it is utterly incompetent

in an action of this kind to prove any particular in-

stances of mis-conduct or criminality or immorality for

the purpose of affecting the character or reputation of

1370 ^ party to the suit or a witness who has testified upon

the trial, unless the very act or conduct is the specific

subject matter of the investigation. It is not permis-

sible for two reasons ; First, because every man and

woman has a right to come into a court of justice and

have his or her case decided upon the merits of the

case and not be menaced with the probability or the

fact that his or her life may be inquired into in detail.

They have a right to come into Court either as a party

1371 °'" ^^ ^ witness upon the stand without laboring under

the apprehension that their life is to be inquired into

and that the trial of the issues are to be forgotten, arc

to be left out of consideration for an hour, or a day.

or a week, or month for the purpose of investigating

some person's life. A party or a witness has a right

to appear in court without having every person whom

they may desire or who mav be brought into court and

placed upon the witness stand, given an opportunity to

1372 ^^-^ what he or she may think of some party or some

other witness in the case ; that the court room shall be

converted into a j:)lace \vhere people can come and

slander others — tell what they think about them, tell

how mean thev were in some other transaction with
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1373 ^1'*-''"
•

if '^li'i'- \\''i^ I'l^' case, it would require ])rctty

stroni;" I'jrocess in many cases to induce parties to come

into court and testify, and it would absolutely deter

many ])eo])le from ever instituting;- an action for the

purpose of remedying some wrong or establishing some

right which they claim. Another reason is, that when

Xa party comes into a court of justice with a case to be

determined, he or she is not supposed to be ready and

prepared to meet any evidence which Tom, Dick or

1374 Harry or Susan or Jane may give as witnesses and

testify in regard to some other matter which is not in-

volved in the trial ; some other transaction. Now the

evidence of this witness— I have examined the deposi-

tion, both the direct examination, cross-examination and

re-direct examination, and it is not at all clear to my

mind upon what basis he forms his opinions in respect

to the plaintiff Mrs. Tingley ; at one time he says he

bases that upon his intercotirse with and knowledge

1375 ^*^ ^^^^
'

^^''^'^ again he bases it upon what he has heard

in connection with that, and again he will indicate that

it is the result of what he has heard from others.

But it is so unsatisfactory that it is impossible for me

to determine what he does base it upon. If he bases it

upon his own personal 'Knowledge or experience, of

course it is utterly incompetent. Now the question

asked is : "What is the general reputation of Mrs. Ting-

ley?" I have always conceived that this c[uestion must

1 376 '''^ve some general reference at least to some particular

qualities of character, or to some general qualities of

character, or to some general conduct. The witness is

not to decide. You ask what is the general reputa-

tion of a person, and you leave it to the witness, and
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1377 '^^ "^^y ^^^
'

^^^^^ ^^^' ^^^^ does not pay her debts, or,

she is a frivolous society woman that nobody has any

particular respect for except some of the aristocracy, or,

'

he may be a cold blooded man, or he may be a money

i lender or usuerer and people do not lik'c him— any-

thing.—You leave it to the witness to open his mouth

and utter what he sees fit to say. No doubt in a case

of libel the object of proving the general reputation of

a party plaintiff, is to say that he has such an unsavory

1378 reputation as to make it much less likely that he would

have been damaged than if he possessed a good reputa-

tion, and the general reputation must pertain — in my

judgment— it must involve traits of character which

are included in the libelous charge, or similar traits of

character; or it must be a general reputation in regard

to immorality, dishonesty or some similar attribute

which — or lack of general integrity, or as to any of the

traits of character which are involved in this charge.

1379 '^^^^ reputation of cruelty, or one who is known to be

guilty of fraudulent conduct, fraudulent transactions,

something of that nature. This question does not sug-

gest anything of that kind, and the answers of the wit-

ness show that he hasn't anything of that kind in view.

Now as to the competency of tiiJ witness; I do not

think there is anything to show he is competent to tes-

tify tO' the general reputation of this plaintiff' or deter-

mining what her general re])utation is for the ]~)ur])ose

1380 °^ minimizing the amount of damages ; that general

reputation must be one that is in some way pertinent to

the general features of this case. Now it is charged

that the libel was published in the Los Angeles Times.

There is evidence tendins: to show that it has a large
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1381 circulation. I have forgotten the amount now, but if

I renieinber it is 26,000 copies or something in that

neighborhood, in the year 1901. The plaintiff alleges

it circulated in this county and throughout other coun-

ties in this State, and throughout different portions of

the United States. Those allegations are not denied.

Xow the reputation— although I do not claim that it

is necessary at all they should bring someone here who

knows the general reputation of ^Irs. Tingley, generally

1382 throughout the United States— you may bring them

from different localities, witnesses from different locali-

ties to show what her reputation was there, her general

reputation, but still the witness does not know anything

about it; he does not show himself competent; he says

he was acquainted with Airs. Tingley ; that he had some

conversation with her and met her. The rule is some-

times stated that it should be the general reputation in

the community or among the neighbors. That does not

1 383 '^PP^-^ ^^ ^^^ cases. If a party lived in some rural dis-

trict, it is the reputation in that community or among

the neighbors. This witness lived in Xew York City

and Mrs. Tingley lived there in 1893. It is not neces-

sary to prove what her reputation was in that city,

to call that a community, because it is a very populous

city : it has been said here there were three millions

population ; of course any ordinary person could not

have a general reputation throughout the city, unless it

1 -^0,1 was some public man or woman who had been before

the public for a great length of time and had acquired

a reputation in that way, and as has been suggested by

Judge Andrews, the Court is bound to take judicial

notice of some things— of those things which ever>^-
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1385 body knows. That in these large cities the next door

neighbors do not know each other quite often. This

witness does not say anything about her having any

public reputation there, or being publicly known at all.

He simply says he was personally acquainted with her

for a time. He does not say he had any acquaintance

with any of her acquaintances, or with any person with

whom she associated, or with any person who knew her.

You do not show he is competent to express his opinion

1386 ^^ ^^ what her general reputation was there among her

personal friends or acquaintances or those who knew

her. I gather from his answers that he is giving his

own opinion, that probably three fourths of it is his own

opinion what he thinks personally of Mrs. Tingley. If

we allow that kind of evidence in, we never would

get through with this trial. I will sustain the objec-

tion on the ground that the witness has not shown his

competency to state what the general reputation of Mrs.

1387 l^i^gl^y was in 1893 in the city of New York; on the

ground that it appears from his answers that what he

does state is not evidence of what her general reputa-

tion was there, but very generally his own personal

opinion of the character of the woman. And this ap-

plies to all the evidence contained in this deposition,

touching the question of plaintifif's general reputation.,

I might state one other reason. It is so remote in time,

I think the Court in its discretion should strike it out,

1 "^88 especially in view of the character of the evidence of

what this witness may have known of her in 1893 in

New York City. It is so remote in time and the

knowledge of the witness giving the strongest inter-

pretation in favor of admitting this evidence is so
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1389 iiiiiitt'^l tli'it the court in its discretion would have a

riq'ht to rule out this evidence, because the question of

what her reputation was at the time this ])u1)lication

was made, what her general reputation was at that

time— of course the evidence is not to be confined ex-

actly to that time— the evidence as to what her repu-

tation was at times previous to that time, but this is so*

remote in time and it appears that the witness's knowl-

edge is so limited, that I do not think it ought to go

1 ^QO ^^ ^^^ jury; that his knowledge of her reputation there

is so limited ; he does not state how many of her friends

he knew. He speaks of persons, it might be two per-

sons, what two persons say about a person does not

make his general reputation. The objection will be

sustained.

Thereupon the defendant excepted to the order of the

court sustaining said objection, and the same is num-

bered as Exception No. 184.

1391 '

And the defendant thereupon, and at said time, ex-

cepted to so much of the Court's remarks as referred

to the witness or as bearing on the credibility of the

witness, which exception is numbered. Exception No.

185.

And thereupon, the Court made the following addi-

tional remarks

:

THE COURT : I am not aware that I have made
ioV4 any remarks which can be construed to mean an ex-

pression of my views on the credibility of the witness.

I had no intention to make any such remarks. The

credibility of this witness is for the jury. You may

proceed.
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1393 '^^^^ answer to the forej^oinj;- question is as follows:

"A. Her general rejnitation in the neighborhood

where she lived was a bad one on accoimt of contracting

debts and not paying her bills."

O. Well, have yon concluded your answer, Doctor?

The plaintiff objected to the fpiestion on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

1394 same is numbered Exception No. i86.

The answer to the foregoing" question is as fo^ow^s

:

"A. Well, I have more to say about that, but I only

know from circumstantial evidence what other people

said about it."

Q. Will you state what her general reputation was

from what you have heard other people say?

1 oqc Q- Well, Doctor, I will ask you one more question

before you answer that : When you say "What you

heard from other people" what do you mean? \\diether

people made statements to you from which you—

The plaintiff" objected to the two foregoing (|uestions

upon the ground that they were irrelevant, incom])etent

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numl)ered, Kxce])tion

No. 187.

1396
The answer to the foregoing question is

:

"A. Deductetl my conclusions, yes."

O. Now, I will repeat the former question; will you
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1397 state what her general reputation was from what yoti

have heard other people say?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. i88.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

'*A. Her janitress claims that she came home drvmk

1398 several times."

Q. I do not ask you for the specific instances upon

which your opinion is based, but of what your opinion

is— what your opinion is, based upon the statements

of others.

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

loVv v;ame is numbered. Exception No. 189.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Well, now what do you want me to do, mention

what the statements of other people—

"

O. No, I want you to state what her general reputa-

tion was.

The ])laintiff objected to the question upon the ground

14U0 tiiat it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 190.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:
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1401 ''A. Her general reputation was a low one, a low

reputation."

Q. What was her general reputation ? What sort of

a low one?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 191.

1402
The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

'"A. Why, in the first place, she was very untruth-

ful."

Q. What was her general reputation ?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

-tAfv-i same was numbered. Exception No. 192.

The answer to the foregoing question was as follows :

"A. No, sir. Well, that — "

O. Did you say no - sir to that ?

The plaintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 193.

1404
The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. I did not quite understand what you said."

Q. Did she have the general reputation for being un-

truthful?
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1405 '^^^^^ ])laintiff objected to the questicju upon the groinni

of its heini;- incomj^etent, irrelevant and immaterial and

leading-, which last ol)jection was made when the dep-

osition was taken, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 194.

The answer to the foreg'oino;- question is as follows

:

"A. She had that reputation amou"- all people that

1 -IDA
'^''^'^^ ''^^^- ^^*-'^'^'''§'s with her."

O. Now, I will ask you this question. Doctor. What

was her reputation among the people who had dealings

with her?

The ]:)laintiff objected to the question upon the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 195.

1407 '^'^^ answer to the foregoing" cjuestion is as follows:

'"A. Her reputation among the people she had deal-

ings with was that of an untruthful and unreliable

woman, and as a fraud."

CROSS EXAMINATION OF HENRY HUGO
REUTHLING.

HY AIR. KELLOGG: I have personally seen Mrs.

Tingley act as a medium. At her home in the Prince-

14Uo jf),-, Apartment in 75th Street New York of the winter

of 1893 to 1894. -^ great many people were there. I

do not remember their names any more because I was

only introduced to a very few of them. They are mostly

spiritualists, all of them I think. I know they were
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j^409 spiritualists because Mrs. Tingley told me they were.

That is the only way I have of knowing it.

At that time, Mrs. Tin^^ley did acts of mind reading^,

turned out the light, found out some things that seemed

to be hidden to the minds of other people. She did

not find them out correctly. She failed several times

and she succeeded once or twice that evening. That

is about all that took place there. The meetings lasted

about half an hour or three quarters of an hour, but

1410 ^ ^^^^ **^ several sittings, and that is all she did at that

time. At the other times I saw her it was about the

same thing over again, at the same place. The next

time it was the same thing. It was about the same

thing each of the times. I saw her no more than three

times. It was practicall}' the same thing every time.

I never saw her do anything else as a medium, except

these mind readings on these three occasions. I never

saw her personally give a magnetic treatment to any-

1411 ^'^^^y other than Dr. Torey.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HENRY HUGO
REUTHLING.

BY MR. LORD : I spoke of attending several spirit-

ualistic meetings. They were held in the Carnegie Ly-

ceum.

O. You have referred to several in which ]\lrs. Ting-

lev—

1412
A. Oh, in her home. An admission fee of twenty-

five cents was charged. Mrs. Tingley herself collected

it.

Hereupon the court took a recess until Monday morn-
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1413 '"&' December 29th, 1902, at 10 A. M. and upon the

opening of the Court, at said time, the defendant pro-

duced and offered in evidence the deposition of Mrs.

Lena A f orris, taken on behalf of defendant, under stipu-

lation, at New York, December loth, 1902. Certain

portions of said deposition were admitted in evidence and

certain portions thereof were excluded by the court as

follows

:

1414

1415

LENA MORRIS.

BY MR. LORD: My name is ^Jrs. Lena Morris. I

reside at 109 West 68th street. 1 have lived there many

years. 11 years last October. I know Mrs. Katherine

Tingley. She lived at 107 West 68th street. I worked

at 107 West 68th Street as the janitress. 1 was janitress

at the time Mrs. Tingley was living there. Mrs. Ting-

ley lived at 107 West 68th Street for eighteen rponths.

Q. Do you know what her business was?

The plaintiff objected to the question because it was

improper to be answered, because is was irrelevant, in-

competent, and not responsive to the question, and fur-

ther, because it did not tend to prove any issue and be-

cause it appeared from other portions of the deposition

that the witness's testimony on this point was not of her

own knowledge but hearsay, and cited from the wit-

ness's cross-examination the following:

iA-\(: Q- Were you ever personally present at any faith

curing by Mrs. Tingley as applied to any person?

A. Well, there was a tenant in the house that saw—
Q. Were you personally present? A. No, I was

not.
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1417 Q- Were you ever personally present at any clair-

voyant seances that she gave ? A. No sir ; which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 196.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Faith cure, she held herself out there as a faith

curer."

1418

1419

Q. Any other?

TIhe plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer on the ground that the testimony was incom-

petent, irrelevant and immaterial, and that the witness

was incompetent to testify to the point, and because it

appeared from other portions of the deposition that

the witness's testimony on this point was not of her own

knowledge but hearsay, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 197.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Clairvoyant."

O. Was there a girl living with Mrs. Tingley?

The plaintiff here objected to the testimony of the

witness in reference to a girl, living with Airs. Ting-

ley, on the ground that it was immaterial, it did not tend

1420 ^° support or relate to any issue arising on the plead-

ings, and objected to the foregoing question and to the

questions following and relating to Florence Tingley,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Excej^tion No. 198.
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1421 '^^^1^' answer to the foregoing: (|nestion is as follows

:

"A. Yes-sir."

The remaining questions propounded to the witness

in relation to Florence Tingley, and to which questions

the plaintiff objected, upon the grounds specified in the

objection to the foregoing question and the answers

thereto, are as follows

:

1422

"Q. What was her name?

"A. Florence Tingley.

"O. Do you know what she did?

"A. Housework.

"O. Where?

"A. At Mrs. Tingley 's.

"O. How old a girl was she?

1423 "A. Eleven years old.

"Q. What was the nature of the housework ?

"A. Cleaning and running errands, washing dishes

and washing little odds and ends about,

"O. Did she attend school?

"A. Not while she was there."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I know the people with
1424 n.-

^^
* ^

^ whom Mrs. 1 ingley came in contact in the neighborhood

there.

Q. Do you know what her general reputation was in

the neighborhood ?
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1425 '^'^^ plaintiff objected to the answer upon the ground

that it was not responsive to the question, was incom-

petent and immaterial, and the witness was not shown

to be qualified, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, I{xcep-

tion No. 199.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

A. They considered her a fraud and not very respec-

1426
*^^^'-

WITNESS (Continuing): Mr. Tingley and Mrs.

Tingley and their little daughter, adopted daughter she

was in fact, lived in Mrs. Tingley's apartment. So far

as I know, no others ever stayed or lived with her there.

Flossie Tingley was with Mrs. Tingley at the

time Mrs. Tingley left.

The defendant also offered the following portions of

the

1427
CROSS EXAMINATION of LENA MORRIS.

BY MR. KELTOGG ; Now so far as other people are

concerned, you know what they told you, do you ?

Plaintiff objected to the reading of such question upon

the ground that it was immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 200.

1428 The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. Yes-sir.

O. Is that all you know about other people's aft'airs?

Plaintiff' objected to the (juestion as immaterial and
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1429 incompetent, which ohjeiction was sustained, the jde-

fendant excepted, and the same is numhered, Exception

No. 201.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Yes-sir.

Flereupon the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

question following the question last above set out, upon

the ground that it was immaterial and incompetent, and

1 I OQ the defendant insisted upon the right to read the ques-

tion and answer in evidence, which request and insis-

tence of the defendant to read said question and an-

swer was, by the court, overruled, and the objection of

the plaintiff, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 202.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection,

which the defendant offered in evidence and insisted

upon its right to be read and the answer thereto, are as

1431 follows:

"O. And that is what you mean when you say that

she had the reputation of being a fraud and not very

respectable ?

"A. Yes-sir."

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of John M. Pryse, taken' on behalf

of defendants, under stipulation at New York, the loth

day of December, 1902. Certain portions of said dep-

osition were admitted in evidence and certain por-

tions thereof were excluded by the court as follows

:

JOHN M. PRYSE.

BY MR. T.ORD : Mv name is John M. Prvse. I live at

1432
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1433 ^^^ West 69th street, New York City. I know Mrs.

Katherine Tingley. I knew her when she attended the

Theosophical meetings at 144 Madison Avenue in the year

1894 or 1895. I was a member of the hea(k|iiarter

staff of the theosophical society at that time, hca(kiuar-

tcrs at 144 Madison Avenue.

O. What relation did Mrs. Tingley bear to that so-

ciety ?

14^4 ^- After Mr. Judge's death she claimed to be the

successor of Mr. Judge in the Esoteric Society, the

Eastern school of theosophy. I am not now a member of

any theosophical society, though I still believe in the

philosophy of theosophy.

I am not aware that Mrs. Tingley had any business

or vocation during the time when I knew her. She

was the wife of Mr. Tingley, living at West End Avenue

and 83rd street. I think she occupied her time in the

\A^c theosophical society. Previous to Mr. Judge's death,

I simply saw her as a visitor, a member of the society.

Q. After Mr. Judge's death, what?

The plaintiff objected to the question as improper,

not tending to develop any testimony upon any issue,

and as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which oli-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 203.

1436 The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. She then obtained control of the theosophical

society by that announcement which I now believe to be

fraudulent.
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;l^437
'^'"'^ defendant now offered the question and the fol-

lowing- portion of the answer thereto, to-wit : "She ob-

tained control of the theosophical society" omitting the

remainder of the answer.

The plaintiff objected to the offer on the ground

that the testimony was irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, and the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 204.

1438

1439

O. W^hat was that announcement ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excq:)ted, and the same is

numlxTed, Exception No. 205.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. That ^Ir. Judge had left ample papers, papers

in every way appointing her as his occult successor.

And that such papers would be wdthin the year produced

to the satisfaction of all members; that they were asked

to accept her on that statement for a year. No such

papers were ever produced."

Hereupon plaintiff' objected to. the reading of the

next question next following the last above question,

ui)()n the ground that the question assumed a fact not

proven, and on the ground that the answer was ir-

relevant, incompetent and immaterial, which objection

1440 was sustained, the defendant excepts, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 206.

The fjuestion in the foregoing objection, and which

the defendant was prohibited from reading, and the an-

swer thereto, are as follows

:
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1441 "Q- ^P<^" what facts do you base your statement

that you believe it was frau(hileiit ?

"A. The statement was made that Mr. Jud.^-e had

left papers appointing her as his successor, and the

promise was made by her that they would be produced

within a year. No such papers were ever procuded,

and I made diligent inquiries as to her papers.

Q. Now, you may continue.

1442 The plaintiff objected to the testimony upon the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 207.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. I made diligent inquiries as to whether any such

papers were left, and found no one who had ever seen

them. The conclusion wdiich I was driven to—
1443 0. You may state.

The plaintiff objected to the c|ucstion because it as-

sumed a fact not proven, and objected to the answer

because the answer was irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent and not responsive to the question, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 208.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

1444 "A. So that the only ground for her claiming to

be the successor of Mr. Judge was her own. statements

while in a state of trance, claiming to be the spokes-

man, while in trance of Mr. Judge and of Madam

Blavatsky. I have frequently seen her in a trance.
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5^445 Q' ^^^- r'rysc. (lid you know and associate with the

members of the theosophical society of which Mrs.

Tingley was a member and afterwards leader?

A. I was intimately associated with all the leading

members and saw them frequently, both in this country

and in London. I am personally acquainted with all

the leading theosophists in the world.

1446

1447

Q. Do you know her general rej^utation among

theosophists ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was improper, and to the answer on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent and not

responsive to the question, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 20Q.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

''A. At the time she became Mr. Judge's successor,

or claimed to be svich, she was unknown to the mem-

bers of the society
;

previous to that having been a

spiritualist.

O. You may now continue Mr. Pryse.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was improper, and to the answer on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent and not

responsive to the question, which objection was sustained,

1 448j-fto
^i^g defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 210.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. But of late vears those who have claimed to
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1449 ^"ow her intimately consider and claim her to be a

fraud and in every way a bad woman.

Q. Confining yourself now to her reputation among

those engaged or associated with her in New York So-

ciety, can you state her general reputation?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the an-

swer as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

iJ.cn ^'^"^^ '-'' iii-inibered, Exception No. 211.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

''A. Do you mean the New York Theosophical So-

ciety or society in general.

Q. New York society.

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the an-

swer as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 212.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Theosophical society?

Q. Yes. w

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the an-

swer as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 213.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. No. The members which I speak of are not

limited to New York, but are in other cities and in Eu-

rope."

1451

1452
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1453 WITNESS (Continuing) : I know, of my own

knowledge, that Mrs. Tingley is a spiritualist in belief,

and is given to going into trances as a medium. I have

seen her in a trance giving forth prophecies that never

come true and in every other way. She uses, or claims

to use, clairvoyance in all her dealings in the Tlieo-

sophical society. I am speaking from personal conversa-

tion.

1454

1455

1456

O. Have you ever seen her use hypnotic power or

influence?

The plaintifl^ objected to the question and to the an-

swer, on the ground that the question was immaterial

and improper, and on the ground that the answer was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which objection

was sustained, defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 214.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. I have seen her use it and frequently endeavor

to use it where it did not produce any effect, as on my-

self.

O. Will }ou give us instances of her attempt or her

use of hypnotic power or influence?

The plaintiff' objected to the question and to the an-

swer on the ground th.at they were irrelevant, imma-

terial and the testimony incompetent, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 215.

The answer to the foregoing question- is as follows

:

"A. She has, at a distance, directed her attention
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1457 ^'^ "^^' compclHne^ me to turn around, at least afifecting^

me so that I knew she was directing a thought at me,

and once, in her room, she made i)asses over me with the

apparent endeavor to hypnotize me. Many others have

told me she did the same thing- with them.

O. Do you know whether she had the reputation or

not, of being a hypnotist?

The plaintiff objected to the question and answer on

1458 the ground that they were irrelevant and immaterial, and

the testimony incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numlieretl. Ex-

ception No. 216.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Her teacher in hypnotism was a man b_v the

name of the Rev. McCarty, having a school of h\i)notism

in Harlem. He told me that she was his ])upil ; that he

1459 developed her clairvoyance and hypnotic powers, and

that he considers her now, to use his own terms, the

greatest black magician on the American Continent —
which I do not believe.

O. Do you know whetlier she had tlie general repu-

tation of being a clairvoyant?

O Answer yes or no.

-lAf.f)
The plaintiff objected to the two questions and to the

answer upon the ground that tb.e same were immaterial

and incompetent and did not tend to establish any issue

arising under the pleadings, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 217.
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1461 "^^^^ answer to the foregoing questions is as follows

:

"A. Such was her reputation.

O. T will repeat the question. Do you know whether

she had the general reputation of being a clairvoyant?

Do you know whether she had that reputation?

The plaintiff objected to the question and also to the

answer upon tHe ground that it was immaterial and in-

competent, and did not tend to prove any issue arising

1462 under the pleadings, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion Mo. 2 1 8.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. I knew that she had that reputation, having met

people that attended her seances.

O. Did vou ever attend anv of her seances?

1463
The plaintiff objected to the c[uestion because it as-

sumed a fact not testified to, and because the answer was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, being the wit-

ness's conclusion from facts not made apparent here, and

not responsive to the question, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 219.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. Not when she was a professional medium. But

H-uH-
J iiave seen her doing the same thing—
Q. You may continue your answer.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it assumed a fact not testified to and because the
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1455 answer was irrelevant, immaterial and not responsive

to the question, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numljcrcd, Exception

No. 220.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Giving exhibition of her clairvoyant, hypnotic

and trance medium powers.

CROSS EXAMINATION of JAMES PRYSE.

1466 BY MR. KELLOGG: I have not communicated with

any one about testifying in this case. I didn't know

of this meeting until I received the subpoena last night

to be here today. I never made any engagement to tes-

tify concerning anything I knew about Mrs. Tingley.

I had a communication with a gentleman whom 1 never

met by the name of Van Cott, with reference to this

case. He was representing the Times. I think this

was Friday of last week. Before that time I had no

1467 communications from anybody about this case. I wrote

once last Spring to the Times. I haven't a copy of

that letter. I never made any. I do not remember the

substance of it, any more than the fact of stating that

they could obtain evidence for their case. I gave them

at least one name from which they could obtain evi-

dence.

1468

The defendant here read the following portion of the

cross-examination of the witness, James Pryse, in evi-

dence :

After Mrs. Tingley obtained tlie leadership on Mr.

Judge's death, there was a split in the society and

sometime after there was litisfation.
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V,Y MR. LORD. O. Tn .spcakinjT^ of trance states, or

the condition in vvliich she appeared, and abnormal state

in which she appeared immediately after the trance state,

yon stated that she seemed to speak thronj^h some one.

A. She claimed that Madam lilavetsky and Mr. Jndge

spoke throui^h her while she was in a trance.

O. On cross examination \ou have testifiefl to certain

Thereu])on, an.d liefore the reading of said qnestion was

completed, the plaintiff objected to the qnestion and to

the answer on the gronnd that it recpiired into matters

which had been excluded on the direct examination and

omitted on the cross examination, and was not proper re-

direct examination, was irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

1471 excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception X^o. 221.

And thereupon, and before the further readint;^ of said

deposition the plaintiff objected to the three questions

following the last above mentioned question, and ap-

pearing- on page 85 of the deposition of John H. Pryse,

and to the answers, upon the ground that these questions

and answers inquired into matters which had been ex-

cluded on the direct examination, and omitted on the cross

examination of the witness, and were not proper re-direct

1472 ^-^''^"'''i''3-tion and were irrelevant, immaterial and incom-

petent, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception X^o. 222.

Thereupon the following offer was made by the de-

fendant.
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1473 ^IR- HlaNSAKER: Do we understand Your Honor

to rule that we have no right to ask these questions,

or to read the question which the gentlemen object to be-

ing read before we have offered them?

THE COURT: Well, in so far as I have sustained

objections to reading the questions, you may understand

the objection is sustained to the reading of the question

in those questions where I have sustained such an ob-

jection.

1474
MR. HUNSAKER : In other words, where we have

read a certain question, the defendant's counsel have read

a certain question, and there has been objection made

to that question which was pending, and counsel add that

they object to certain other questions which follow that,

we are precluded from reading those questions and tak-

ing rulings on them separately. We simply want to get

the record clear.

1475 THE COURT : I think the record speaks for itself,

Mr. Hunsaker. I understand that counsel for the plain-

tiff objected to reading these other questions as well as —

MR. HUNSAKER: Before we had offered to read

them ?

THE COURT: I suppose he was proceeding on the

presumption that you were going to read them before

you read them, of course—
1476 MR. HUNSAKER: And by reason of these facts wc

are not permitted to read the questions?

THE COURT : The record will have to speak for it-

self. We are not making it any plainer by these obser-

vations.
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1477 ^^^^- HUNSAKER : In order to make the record per-

fectly clear, the defendant now reads the following ques-

tion :

MR. McKINLEY: We object to counsel reading

questions which have a lot of assumptions in them.

MR. HUNSAKER : The defendant now asks to read

the question appearing on page 85 of the deposition of

John M. Pryse.

1478 MR. ANDREWS: Plaintiff objects to the question

and objects also to the answer on the ground that the

question is not proper re-direct examination, on the

ground that the answer is irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 223.

The questions referred to and mentioned in the two

1479 foregoing objections, and to the reading of which, the

])laintiff objected before the same were read, and which

objections were sustained, and the answers thereto are as

follows, to-wit: '

" Q. On cross examination you have testified to cer-

tain things done by Mrs. Tingley in an attempt to hyp-

notize you. Did that all occur on one occasion, or not?

1480

" A. No. What I spoke of was at a convention once,

and the other occasion—
' Q- Which was at the convention and which was on

the other occasion ?

" A. Well, just state the first part of the question

again."
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1481 " Q- (Question repeated.)

" A. On two occasions. I don't state that the first

in the convention was an attempt to hypnotize me ; it was

a display of abiHty to do so, as she thout^ht."

" Q. When did you first conchule that Mrs. Tingley

was a fraud ?"

" A. About the time I left the headquarters."

1482
WITNESS: (continuing) I stated on cross-examin-

ation, the names of numerous people, including; Mr. Har-

grove, Mr. Smythe, Mrs. Cleather and others, who are

now and for some time have been opposed tO' Mrs. Ting-

ley ; they were not originally opposed to her assumption

for leadership. They did not all leave her at one time.

There has been a straggling out of some of them for some

time.

Hereupon the defendant produced and ofifered in evi-

1493 dence the deposition of Mrs. Irene N. Mohn, taken on

behalf of defendant, under stipulation, at Los Angeles,

California, on the 12th day of December, T902. Certain

portions of said deposition were admitted in evidence and

certain portions thereof was excluded by the court, as

follows

:

IRENE N. MOHN.

BY MR. JACKSON : My full name is Mrs. Irene N.

14g4 Mohn. I am the wife of Dr. George F. Mohn. and am

sometimes known as Mrs. George F. Mohn. I reside at

109 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles. I have resided

there a little over two years.

I know Katherine Tingley, the plaintiit in this action.
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1485 ^ ^^^^ made her acquaintance about four years ago at

Point Loma, when we went to the Congress there. I

have been at Point Loma on two occasions. The first

was when the Congress was held there. By the Con-

gress I mean when all the members of the Universal

Brotherhood gathered at Point Loma from all parts of

the world, and were there a week or more. I was at that

time a member of the order known as the Universal

Brotherhood. Mrs. Tingley was the head of the order.

1486 ^ can't remember exactly when the Congress was held.

I think it was alx)ut four years ago; in 1898 or 1899.

There was only one Congress held at Point Loma, and

that was the occasion of my first visit there and of the

gathering of a great number of the members of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood. I was there about ten days, a little

over a week. I stayed in the hotel which was then Dr.

Wood's hotel at Point Loma. I met Mrs. Tingley there.

I was there next in May, 1900. I went either on

1487 '^'^^ ^^^^ ^'^^ ^°*^^^ °^ May, and remained three weeks from

that time.

0. Now what did you observe, Mrs. Mohn, on the

occasion of your first visit when you was there attend-

ing the Congress?

A. Well, it was mostly the attending of meetings. We
attended meetings all times of day and night, and I was

quite in sympathy with it at that time, and I didn't notice

very much until about the time I came away from there.

Once we got up at three o'clock and another time at half-

past three and on two or three occasions, we got up

early. The rest of the time we didn't— that was on ac-

coimt of the meeting that was held on what is called the

school grounds on the hill, a little removed from the hotel.

1488
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along there some place another morning. Two morn-

ings I know I got up there for those meetings which

were ver}- largely attended.

I think on l)oth occasions the meetings were conducted

hy Mrs. Tingley. I don't rememher exactly. Mrs.

Tingley and her Cabinet were usually there, or the ma-

jority of them. Sometimes she would be there and they

would hold the meeting. By her Cabinet, I mean the

1J.on
twelve men that constitute her Cabinet. She has twelve

men to conduct the business with her, 1 .suppose. I

don't know that I know who composed the Cabinet.

There is Mr. Price, Mr. Hanson, Mr. Harris, Mr. Nere-

sheimer and I have forgotten some of the other names,

most of them.

At the time of the Congress we all, every one, dressed

in our ordinary clothing with the exception of Mrs.

Tingley. She always dressed somewhat different. She

usually wore a robe. It iust hung from the shoulders.
1491 .

A cloth robe, dark blue in color.

She is generally known at Point Loma by, and is

usually called, " Purple " or " Mother'', or was when I

was there. I don't know who gave her those names.

She signs herself by them.

I don't remember what transpired at those early morn-

ing meetings an}- more than we just usually would spend

some time in silence, in meditation, and then there would

be some remarks by one of the members. Aside from

14^4 that, I don't remember.

O. What do you mean by " .some time in silent

meditation"?

A. Well we would be told to remain in silence, ami
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1493 ^^'Ci'y one would. Whoever conducted the meeting told

us. Sometimes Mrs. Tingley would just bow her head

cind remain in silence and then everyone else would do

the same. That silence continued from fifteen or twenty

minutes or half an hour at those occasions. Once we

were kept so much longer ; about an hour. We would

sit at those early morning meetings. W^e were out doors

in the seats in what is called the amphitheatre on the hill,

and just sat, and bowed our heads and remained quiet for

ten or fifteen minutes. I don't remember what followed

the meditations ; there were remarks but I have forgotten

all about what was said at those times. I am unable to

recall the tenor of the remarks. It made very little im-

pression on me. The meeting continued about an hour,

and when the meeting had adjourned, we all went back

CO the hotel.

Q. Did you go to bed again ?

A. Well, yes, I think we did; we laid down. I did,

149^ at least. Of course I don't remember, but I know I

heard it said while I was there, that—

Q. That is alright; just tell what you observed about

the members retiring.

A. Well. I don't know one thing about it, only there

was some of them up all night. You could heard them

through the building. And T heard it said that Mrs.

Tingley —
1496 O. Go on and repeat what you heard said.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was incompetent, which objection was sustained,

and defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 223.
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1497 '^'^^ answer to the forcp;-oin,o- question is as tolUnvs:

"A. — that they remained up all ni<^ht frecinently

;

attended to their business at night.

Q. Who told you of that ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the groynd

that it was immaterial and incompetent, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 224.

i4Vo f\-iQ answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. Well, we all knew it. It was said among—

0. Did you hear an}- member of her Cabinet say so?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and incompetent, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excei)ted, and the same is

numbered. Exception Xo. 225.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

"A. I didn't myself, no; but I was told Mr. Hanson

said that they did.

W^ITNESS (Continuing): I can only recall two of

these early morning meetings in the ten days I was at

the Congress there. On the other mornings we arose

about six o'clock. Some of them arose before the sun,

but I never did. I don't know anything about morning

sunrise meditations at Point Loma during the time of the

convention. We only got up those two mornings I re-

member of. during the congress; that is. the majority

of them. At that time 1 attended those two early nu^rn-

ing meetings on the school ground, the pec^ple were

fully dressed. There was no peculiarity whatever in the

dress of the people or of the attendants at that time.

1499

1500
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\^{)\ Tlic nii(liii<rht meeting- wliicli 1 have spoken of, oc-

curred (luring the time of this congress. I really don't

remember what time we went, but T know the ceremony

was at twelve o'clock there, and we spent about an hour,

I think, going up the hill. The different members of the

Cabinet notified us to go there, so we all knew, and we

assembled on the porch and veranda of the hotel, and we

marched u]) the hill, and I think it took us about an hour.

We stopped on the way so many times. I cannot tell

how far it is from the hotel to the hill. It may be called

half a mile; not further than that. I don't know as it

is that far. It is not a high liill ; just a slight elevation.

That is the place that has since been designated the Holy

Hill. We had not retired that night. Everybody stayed

up. W'e didn't know^ just what time we would go up and

so we sat around all the evening in the hotel on the

veranda, and finally they started. It was Airs. Tingley's

orders that we should go. The occasion of our going

was the re-laying of the corner.stone of the School for

the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of zA.ntiquity. I think

those ceremonies lasted about two hours.

O. \\'as there anything peculiar about them ?

A. Well, it was mostly in silence. ]\Irs. Tingley and

Mrs. Mayer, she was then — she is now Mrs. Spauld-

ing— and two or three members of the Cabinet prin-

cipally figured in the laying of the cornerstone, that is,

the ceremony; and they sprinkled the ashes of Mr. Judge

1504 and Madame Blavatsky on the ground ; and then they

bad earth, air, fire and water -— at least to represent that.

The earth, air. fire and water were s|)rinkled also on this

spot. Mrs. Tingley springled these ashes. She an-

nounced what thev were, but we could not hear what

1503
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\CfyC^ she said. I don't know that any of us hoard. I dichi't.

And I know I heard the others say they (Uchi't, and of

course it was out doors and we were (juite a Httle ways

from her. We (Hdn't hear a thin^' lliat she said. It was

a cold night. They were usually ])retty coUl. It was

fog-gy and damp.

She sprinkled the ashes of William O. Judge and

Madame Blavatzky upon the ground. There was a

place dug out and these were sprinkled there. And she

1 ^(\( '^^^^ sprinkled the four elements of fire, earth, air and

water. I don't remember that she actually put fire on

the ground. There was no fire at all, something to rep-

resent it. She repeated the words as she did so, so we

knew at the time, but I have forgotten just what it was.

We could hear the words " earth, air, fire and water". I

don't know exactly how long we remained there ; about

two hours. We marched home two by two just the same

as we went up. We marched from the hotel to the Holy

Hill two by two and we stopped a great many times on

the way. No one spoke, hardly, at all. A little low

speaking, but mostly in silence. There was no talking

among the members who went up there; only just an

occasional remark once in a while. We spoke to the one

next to us, but no talking back and forth in the crowd at

all. I don't know whether we got any orders as to our

demeanor on the way or not, but I know I did just as

the others did, and they were all silent, as a rule.

During the ceremony of re-laying the corner stone I

1508 saw people holding their finger over their lips. Those

that were sitting in silence and not taking part in this

ceremony of laying the corner stone did that, placed a

finger over the mouth. There were other persons on the

platform there; and the rest of us in the amphitheatre.
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\c^Q() most everybody, placed a finger over the lips. I don't

know that they all did ; I didn't look around to see, but

I know that those that I noticed did that.

Q. Did Madam Tingley have her finger to her lips?

A. Well, she frequently sits that way. That is her

attitude— in meditation, and that is the reason others

did it, I presume,

I know Mr. Pierce; I cannot say if I have ever seen

-t-..^ him in that attitude with his finger on his lips. Mr.

Pierce is very independent, and I don't know whether

he did or not. He is somewhat inclined to be a little

law unto himself.

On the return from the Holy Hill to the hotel the same

order was pursued as in going up. I think at one time

on the way to the Holy Hill we stood for about half an

hour and then there were other shorter pauses. I should

say the longest was about half an hour. On the way up,

the people turned around once or twice, but I don't know
1511

what that was for at all and I don t know who started

it. I was about the middle of the procession and I

don't know anything about why the people turned around.

The people in front did it, and then the ones behind

would follow suit. They did not observe that on the

return. When we went back, we went straight back to

the hotel and we didn't consume as much time as we did

in going. When I went back to the hotel, I retired. I

don't know about the rest. This ceremony all happened

I5I4 at the time of the Congress.

Q. W^ell, Mrs. Mohn, state whether or not you saw

any guards around or about the premises there or on the

grounds during the time the Congress was in session?
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IC13 A. I don't know anything— there were guards I

know during the day. There was a guard at the gate

from the hotel ground into the school ground and this

hill all the time there, and I don't know of any other

guard. People were not allowed to go from the hotel

to the school grounds. That is the reason there was a

gate there and there was a guard there all the time. We
only went there when there was a meeting or ceremony,

and we had permission to go, and then every, one went

when there was a scattering of ashes to the dead ; that
1514

was at night.

During the time of the Congress we boarded at Dr.

Woods' hotel and the fare was very good. We all paid

our board and lodging there. I went to Point Loma

again in May, 1900.

O. How did you come to go ?

A. Why, Dr. Beach here was at Point Loma and he

came back and he sent for me to come to his office the

1515 day after he returned and he told me to— he had a let-

ter from Mrs. Tingley or he had written it at her dicta-

tion, telling me to come and l)ring mv little girl, prepared

to stay at Point Loma. I saw what he had written, but

it was his own writing you know. She had given him

orders what he was to do when he got here and he had

written that down at her dictation. Dr. Beach is a mem-

ber of the L^niversal Brotherhood at Los Angeles. At

that time he was president of the organization in Los

1516 Angeles.

0. Do you know if, under the rules of this order of

Universal Brotherhood, the president has authority to

represent, in the locality in which the order is situated,

the head of the outfit?
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^c]^y The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, and

not the best evidence, which objection was sustained,

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 226.

The answer to the foregoing- question is:

" A. Yes.

Q. Now say whether or not you know.

1518 " A. Why, yes.

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, and

not the best evidence, and moved to strike out the

answer, which objection was sustained, and the said

answer stricken out, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 227.

0. You state you know. Now does it?

^51^9 The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, and

not the best evidence, which objection was sustained,

and the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 228.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Does it, which?'

O. Does it give that authority?

1520 The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, and

not the best evidence, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 229.
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\C^21 '^^^^ ansvv^er to the forej^oino- question is as follcnvs:

" A. Yes, it gives that autliority.

O. Then proceed with this conversation with Dr.

Beach.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony was incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is nimibered. Exception No. 230.

ij^4 fhe answer to the foregoing qtiestion is as follows

:

" A. He said that he- had orders, or at least, this word

that he had, telling me to bring my little girl and come

to Point Loma immediately, but I was not to tell any

person where I went and I was to go the earliest possible

date. He wanted me to go that very day but I could not

go until the following day.

O. What reason did they give for requiring you not

1523 ^'-^ ^^^^ ^^^y person where you went ?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony was incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception Xo 231.

The answer to the foregoing qtiestion is as follows

:

" A. Well, they didn't wish anyone to kncnv where

I was, he said.

1524 WITNESS (Continuing): I left Los Angeles for

Point Loma on the 10th of May, Tlnu'sday morning.

I did not tell any one where I was ginng, but Doctor

Beach. He knew of course. I told no one else where I

went. At that time I was living with mv mother. ]\Iv
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1525 "'^"'^c was then' Mrs. Neill. That was before my mar-

riage to Dr. Mohn.

O. When you left Los Angeles for Point Loma, did

you infomi any one you were going?

I'laintiff objected to the question and to the answer as

immaterial and not tending to prove any issue, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 232.

1526 The answer to the foregoing question' is:

" A. I didn't, no. I just simply told my friends I was

going away. Of course my mother felt that she knew

I was going— although I promised Dr. Beach I would

not tell, so I didn't tell.

Hereupon the plaintifif objected to the reading of the

next question in the deposition, and the answer thereto,

upon the ground that the question was improper and

j^^9y leading, and also that the answer was irrelevant and in-

competent ; (the objection that the question was leading

was not made when the deposition was taken) ; the de-

fendant insisted on the right to read the question ; the

objection to the reading of the question and the answer

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 233.

1528

The question referred to in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading and

the answer thereto, is as follows:

" Q- Was the request that you should not tell your

mother ?

" A. He did. He forbade me to tell mv mother."
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1 r29 Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

next question in the deposition, and the answer thereto,

upon the ground that the question was improper, and

leading, and also that the answer was irrelevant and in-

competent
;
(the objection that the question was leading

was not made when the deposition was taken
) ; the de-

fendant insisted on the right to read the question ; the

objection to the reading of the question and the answer

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

-ic-^rx numbered, Exception No. 234.

The question referred to in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading and

the answer thereto is as follows

:

" O. Forbade you to tell your mother ?

" A. Yes-sir."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I got out to Point Loma

about 5 o'clock in the afternoon. 1 met Mr, Everett !'>.

1531 Clark when I got there. He was driving the bus toward

the Homestead and the hotel at that time. He was a

former member of the lodge at Los Angeles, and had

gone to Point Loma to live. The person in authority

whom I met on my arrival at Point I^oma was Mrs. Pat-

terson. She met me at the door. Mr. Clark telephoned

that he was bringing me out. First, he telephoned to

know whether he could or not. They never took anyone

out without telephoning, and of course T told him I had

1532 orders to come, and that was what brought me there, and

so he took me out. But I met Mrs. Patterson and she

told me that they didn't exce])t me at all. and that

Mrs. Tingley had never sent for me to come. She

said she was not expecting me and that she didn't
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1533 know anything of Mrs. Tingley having said I should

come. She said she understood though that it was a

mistake. Mrs. Tingley was out at the time and I had

to wait until she came in, and she came in about din-

ner time.

I got there about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, or half

past five. They have dinner alx)ut half past five, I think.

Mrs. Patterson came and took me into dinner when it was

read}-, and Mrs. Tingley came into the dining-room ; that

1534 ^^'^^ ^^^^ ^'"^^ ^ ^'^^^ °^ ^^^^' ^""^^ Mrs. Patterson came to

me after dinner and told me Mrs. Tingley was too tired

to see me and would not see me that evening, but in the

morning she sent for me. I had my dinner in the main

dining-room. Mrs. Tingley had her dinner there. She

and Mr. Pierce came in and took dinner at a table by

themselves. The tables were arranged on each side of

the room and her table was in the center. They were

just small tables like any dining room of any hotel would

1 roc be. There was no general table at that time. There was

also a student's dining room and after three days I

commenced to dine in that room for breakfast and lunch

and for dinner they all dined together.

'I took my little girl with me when I went to Point

Loma. T kept her that night with me. They assigned

me a room in the hotel, in the Homestead it was then,

and she was with me.

I saw Mrs. Tingley the next morning. She sent for

-J

ro^ me. She said that she had told Dr. Beach to send me

there, but she hadn't thought he would send me right

away, but she expected it would be some time later, and

I referred her to what Dr. Beach had written down.

" Well ," she said, " I did sav that " she said " I told Dr.
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]^537 ^^sch so man}' things that I had jnst about forgotten

to give any orders that you were coming." I told her

what Dr. Beach had said to me and she said in reply that

she told him that, admitted that she had sent for me, but

she didn't expect me so soon, or at least she had forgotten

about it. During the further conversation I had with

her, she asked me a great many things. She inquired

about different affairs that had transpired in the lodge

in Los Angeles, in the Organization in Los Angeles, and

1 coQ several things that had happened just the day before

which she asked me the particulars about. Then she

asked me about my little girl and questioned her a great

deal about different things that she had been connected

with, and all of which was a great surprise to me, be-

cause I inferred that— There had been a meeting the

night before at the lodge in Los Angeles, from which I

was prevented from attending, and Dr. Beach had done

some business there that he claimed he had her orders

1 C7Q ^or, and he prevented me coming because I would have,

probably said something contrary, which would have

prevented me going to Point Loma at all, and he was very

anxious for me to go down there. Mrs. Tingley told

me at that time that she had made arrangements for me

to remain, " But. she says, " Of course your little girl

will have to go to the Colony if she is down here."

The Colony is two miles away from the Homestead,

and on Saturday they took my little girl to the Colony.

^ ~.f^
They do not keep all the children at the Colony. Mr.

Hansen's little children were with himself and wife at

the Homestead. Mrs. Tingley said at that time that she

didn't at all approve of the Hansen children remaining

with their parents at the Homestead, but it had to be.
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1541 ^^^ said, " Of course for the time being, we have to.

Mr. Hansen pays well for his being here at the Home-

stead and for his children, so I have to submit for a

v^'hile". I heard her several times talking about it, try-

ing to persuade Mrs. Hansen to give the children up

and send them to the Colony, and just after I left there,

they were sent to the Colony. I cannot tell all the con-

versation I heard betiween Mrs. Hanson and Mrs. Ting-

ley about sending the\hildren to the Colony, only ]\Irs.

1542 Tingley was trying to persuade Mrs. Hanson that it

would be better. I don't remember the words. It was

just a few words now and then that it would be better

for the children and better for her, and she really didn't

cvant them in the Homestead as there were no other chil-

dren there.

Q. Was you willing to have your child sent to the

Colony ?

A. I was, under— because I had a verv different im-
1543

pression of it from what it proved really to be. My
child was seven years old at that time.

I had a different impression of Point Loma at that

time from what it proved to be. I supposed; of

course that I would be able to see my child. I thought

I would have the privilege of seeing her if she were

there just the same as if she were with me,

and that it was just a school and they had the children

all there, but I found that I could not see her at all when

1^44 siie ^^Y2LS there, and the only time I did see her, they

didn't want me to speak to her. I did speak to her, but

there were two people stood right by all the time, close to

me to hear what I said. Dr. Woods and Mrs. Dr. Winkler

were the two people. Neither of them were members
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1545 ^^ ^"'^ Cabinet, but they were both members of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood and residents of Point Loma. Dr.

Winkler had charge of the Colony and was superinten-

dent of it. At that time when I talked to my little girl,

Mrs. Dr. Winkler and Dr. Wood stood, say within three

feet of me.

Q. Well, did they have any object in standing there,

if you know ?

1546
Plaintifif objected to the answer as incompetent, irrele-

vant and immaterial and hearsay and was an attempt to

relate a declaration of the third party.

And thereupon, and before the Court had ruled upon

said objection, the defendant suspended the reading of the

deposition, of Mrs. Mohn, and called Dr. L. F. Wood to

the stand, who being sworn and examined on behalf of

the defendant, testified as follows

:

DR. L. F. WOOD

;i^547
BY MR. HUNSAKER : My name is Dr. L. F. Wood.

I am a physician and surgeon. During the month of

May, 1900, I resided at Point Loma. I was, at that time,

a member of the Universal Brotherhood. 1 do not know

as I held any special position or office there. My em-

ployment and my duties there, at that time, was in the

practice of medicine. My connection and relation to the

Colony is that of physician to the Colony. There have

been children kept at the CoUmiv more or less all the

1 ^18 t^'me, and I was physician for the children at the Colony.

O. Under whose appointiucnt or employment ?

A. No specific appointment or employment. I was

simply called when they have been sick— asked to at-

tend them. Mrs. Tingley asked me to attend them.
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1549 Q- Your arrangement to do that work was with Mrs.

Tingley ?

A. I have had no special arrangement to do it.

When any one has been sick at tlie colony, I have been

asked to attend them. Sometimes directly by Mrs. Ting-

iey, sometimes by the housekeeper.

Thereupon the court overruled the plaintiff's objection

lo the question asked of Mrs. Mohn, and the defendant

resumed the reading of the deposition of
1550

1551

1552

IRENE N. MOHX, — Continued.

BY MR. JACKSON: Q. Well, did they have any

(jbject in standing there, if you know?

A. Wliy, Dr. W'ood told me afterwards that I in-

iluenced my little girl too much.

O. In what way?

" A. That she would not feel so badly. She felt very

.^adly and cried and hung on me and wanted to go with

me. She said she could not stand it there any longer^

?jid he kept telling me to quit ;
" you are influencing her.

You will make her feel badly " and he meant that I felt

badly and it was making her feel badly, and consequently

i was influencing her, but otherwise she was perfectly

h.appy and contented there. But she was telling me that

she had cried every day, and he didn't want me to hear

this. He tried to keep me from listening to it. She said

she cried every day and could not stand it there, and sim-

ilar things of that kind. Told me why she didn't like it,

and she didn't like the children and she didn't like the

fare.

I don't know what capacity Dr. Wood held in the In-
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1553 ''titution at Point Lonia. He was a physician there.

The conversation between myself and my Httle girl was

held in the presence of Dr. Wood and Dr. Winkler.

They heard everything that she said.

I saw my little girl once afterwards, but was not per-

mitted to speak to her. It tvas ten days from the time

my little girl went to the Colony before I saw her on

this occasion in the presence of Dr. Wood and Dr. Wink-

ler which I have just detailed.

1554 Q- ^Vhen she went to the Colony on your arrival

there, what was her condition as to physical cleanliness

and the cleanliness and condition of her clothing?

The plaintiff objected to the answer as incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, and outside of the issues, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 234.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

iccr "A. Oh, she was perfectly cleanly and all of her

clothing and everything that I sent with her was per-

fectly clean.

O. Did you send out an abundant supply of clothing

with her?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial and

outside the issues, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exce]>

1556 tion No. 235.

The answer to the foregoing (jnostion is as follows:

"A. I did, yes-sir.

Hereupon, the plaintiff objected to the reading of the
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1557 ^^-^-^^ question because it applied to the same matter re-

ferred to in the foregoing question, and was within the

riding already made, and objected to the answer on the

ground tliat it was incompetent, irrelevant and imma-

terial, and was outside of the issues. The defendant in-

sisted on the right to read the question, which objection

to the reading of the question and to the answer was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 236.

1558 The question which tlie defendant was prohibited from

reading and the answer thereto are as follows

:

" O. What was her appearance and physical condi-

tion with reference to cleanliness, when you saw her on

this occasion ten days after she went there?

" A. Well, it was appalling. Her hair— she had on

outside her best dress which was clean ; but everything

underneath was in a dreadful condition."

1559
Hereujjon the plaintiff objected to the reading of all

the questions and answers thereto, beginning with line 13

of page 2y of the deposition of Mrs. Irene Mohn, and

ending with line 19, page 29 of said deposition, and be-

ing the fifteen questions and answers thereto next im-

mediately following the last above mentioned question

and answer, upon the ground that the questions were im-

material and the answers incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material, and that the testimony was outside of any of

the issues ; the defendant insisted upon its right to read

^ each question separately and by itself, and in their proper

and consecutive order, the objection was sustained as to

each and every of the questions and answers thereto, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

Xo. 237.
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1 c^i Hereupon the defendant asked the privilege of reading

and insisted on its right to read each of the questions,

and to Have a ruling on each separate question, which in-

sistence was, by the Court overruled, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo. 238.

The aforesaid fifteen questions mentioned and referred

to in the foregoing objection, and which the defendant

was prohibited from reading, and the answers thereto,

are as follows, to-wit

:

1562

1563

1564

" Q. Just detail what it was.

" A. And her hair was simply awful. I could see it

across the room •— the state of her head and hair. They

played outdoors, and her hair was thick with dirt in on

the scalp. And I spoke to her about it. That was one

thing. And she said she had tried to wash it, but she

said, " Nobody will help me," so she could not get it

clean herself.

" O. Was she large enough to keep herself clean?

" A. Well, she never had been taught so as to do it

when she was alone. I had always seen to that. She

was constantly with me and I had seen to that. And she

said she had to wash her hair and all that.

" O. What was the condition of her clothing and un-

derclothing.

" A. It was all very soiled. They had to stay out —
they sat on the ground a great deal and played that way,

and consequently everything she had was soiled, and

there was no laundry there.

" Q. What was the condition of her person?
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1565 " ^^- ^^^^ly- '^iie was —

"O. Of her body?

" A. Why, it was unclean.

"Q. Very?

" A. Very unclean, and she was told that if her cloth-

ing- was washed she would have to wash it herself.

1566

O. Was she able to wash her clothing?

A. No, she was not.

" O. Did she know how?

" A. She didn't know how at all.

" O. Had she had any bath, if you know, during the

time she had been there?

A. Not u]) to that ten days, she had not, at all.

" O. When did vou see her again?

1567
" A. I saw her again one week after that, but I had

no chance to speak to her. No, I beg pardon. I saw her

about six days afterwards.

" Q- What was her appearance and condition at that

time ?

" A. Well, it was very much worse, and I had her all

night with me that night, and I took occasion to wash her

and wash her hair. #
1568

" O. Now, just detail her general appearance and

condition at that time.

" A. Well, I was to bring her back to Los Angeles

with me, and they sent her over with her clothing, and I
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1%^ found one dress in the lot that was fit to put on, but there

was no clothing underneath that was fit to wear at all.

" O. Well, what was its condition?

" A. It was dirty ; it was black and filthy — the cloth-

ing. It simply was.

" O. And what was the condition of her body ?

" A. The body was the same.

1570 "Q- Filthy?

" A. Yes, sir, it was. Her face and neck and legs

and hair and all over her body was terrible. I asked her

how she come to get so. and she said she didn't know—
they played outdoors, they were kept out all the time

;

and she had no chance to wash herself. They had to go

to some other room in the building ; they didn't have any

facilities in their own rooms for washing, and some of

the ladies would try to help them some, but she said most

iD/i of the time they didn't get around to it before school in

the morning, so she had to go without."

WITNESS (Continuing) : During the time I was at

Point Loma, I stayed at the Homestead. I serv-ed most

of the time that I w^as there. There were no children at

the Homestead except Mr. Hansen's. ]\[rs. Tingley told

me the reason she kept them there was because Mr. Han-

sen was rich and paid well. He had four little girls. The

oldest was eight, and the others were each one about

a year and a half yotmger.

O. Did Mrs. Tingley ever say anything to you about

keeping mother and child together?

A. Yes, she told me that mother love in me was evi-

1572
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1573 'l^'iitly very strong-, hut she said it was natural of course,

but it was not good for the child, and her plan was to

raise children entirely independent of that and to keep

them apart from it ; that the mothers held them back, and

the children could only go so far as the mothers went,

in their nature, that is, and they could not draw out the

better equalities. She said if they were entirely independ-

ent of that she could do more with them in her line of

training.

1574 Q. What was her expectation in regard to doing

more with them, if you know ?

A. Why, she told me that she was going to make them

all workers for humanity and go out and work in the

world, and that she could not do that if they had any per-

sonal ties, such as parents. Her idea, as expressed to

me, was that the affection between a parent and child

should be absolutely severed. She said I ought not to

look on mv child any different from any other child; I

ought not to have any different feeling for her, she told

me— she told me that — than for any other child that

I met ; I ought to have the same feeling and no differ-

ent feeling for her, and that I ought to cultivate that.

That a mother should not give sway to her maternal feel-

ings. She said that the maternal feeling of a mother to-

wards a child was natural, of course, but it was not along

the higher lines. It was not what she called high spirit-

ual lines. It was not the thing. We should kill out those

things ; otherwise we could not progress. Concerning the

question of mother and child, she told me that in my case

it was very strong, and it was natural of course, but she

said that I would never progress very far, nor my child

would not, if I kept that up ; and she said it must be sev-

1575

1576
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I
C77 ercd. Tf I would put her aside, she said, and finally give

u[- all claim to her, and go along and do my work in

the world without her, it would he much hetter for us

Ijoth ; and she said that she could not have the child there

unless that could be done ; that unless I would relinquish

her in every respect she could not have her there, be-

cause she said she could not train them. And in fact

she told me, " I don't want children as old as yours, any-

way, because it is harder to do much with them, but I

1 c'To likt to start with them as infants." But she said, " In

cases like this where you come here with a little girl, of

course we have to try and do it. But you will have to

do that if you stay here, have to give her up entirely.

And we want her to forget you ;" she says " wholly".

She didn't want me to write her little notes, or send her

anything, because that kept it fresh in her memory.

Q. How about writing to other people?

1579

1580

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and as not going to prove any issue, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 239.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. She forbade me to write to any person.

O. She herself?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and as not going to prove any issue, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 240.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Mrs. Tingley herself did. yes.
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1581 Q- ^'"^^ y*^^^ ^^^^ write to any one while you were

there ?

The plaintiff ohjected to the question as irrelevant and

immaterial, and to the answer as incompetent, irrelevant

and immaterial, which ohjection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 241.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

1582
' ^^' ""^^t^i" ^ ^^'^^ been there two weeks, I told her

that I felt that I must write to my mother, being I hadn't

told her where I was going, or anything. So I told her

that I felt I must write to her. " Well", she says, " all

right ". and she says, " You tell her — just tell her that

you are here at Point Loma and that you are perfectly

happy and contented and that your child is getting a good

education, which she never could have gotten in Los

Angeles."

1583 Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

next question in said deposition, and found on line 25,

page 32 thereof, and to the answer, on the ground that

the question was improper and the answer was irrelevant

and immaterial ; the defendant insisted that it had the

right to read the question ; the objection was sustained,

and the insistence to the reading of the question was de-

nied, the defendant excepted thereto, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 242.

1584 The question which the defendant was prohibited from

reading and the answer thereto is as follows:

Mrs. Tingley told you to tell your mother that you —
" A. She told me that when I would write, she said
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1 S85 ^ could write to her thus and so ; she told me to tell her

that, and she said " You are perfectly happy and con-

tended." I went to ni\- room and thought it over, and

thought that was not at all the way I felt, and 1 wrote

a very different letter to my mother. 1 felt as if I was

going to write. I was going to write my own feelings and

not Mrs. Tingley's, and 1 wrote a very different letter,

and I told my mother— "

Hereupon, and before the further reading of said

1586 deposition, the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

question found on line 6 of page 33 of the deposition

of Mrs. Irene M. Mohn, and to the answer thereto on

the ground that the question was improper, and the

answer irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 243.

The question which the defendant was prohibited from

reading and the answer thereto, is as follows:

1587 " Q. But you wrote your own feelings and not what

Mrs. Tingley told you to?

" A. I did. Entirely different."

Hereupon the |)laintiff objected to the reading of the

next question appearing on line 9. page ^t, of said depo-

sition, on the ground that the (piestion was improper, and

the answer irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

1588 same is numbered. Exception No. 244.

The question which the defendant was prohibited from

reading, and the answer thereto is as follows:

" O. What did vou do with that letter?
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]^i:;^9 " '^- -'^'""^^ ^ went to Y>ut it in the mail box and I was

torl)i(l(len to ])ut it in the mail box."

THE COURT: If i)laintiff desires to object to this

series of (|uestions, I think she will save time by ob-

jecting- to it all on one objection, all that relates to the

same subject matter.

MR. JACKSON: These questions have not been

ofifered yet.

1590 THE COURT : I sustain the objection to these ques-

tions.

MR. HUNSAKER: The defendant excepts. Num-

bered as Exception No. 245.

MR. ANDREWS: I ol)ject if the court please to all

the questions and all of the answers which your Honor

has not already ruled upon, those on page 33 and to the

5th line of page 34, upon the ground that the questions

1591 '^^'^ imj)roper, and the answers irrelevant, immaterial and

incompetent.

THE COURT: These several objections stated by

counsel will be sustained as to each and every one of the

questions indicated, and the objection includes all the

balance of the questions and answers on page 33, which

the court has not hitherto ruled upon, and the first

question on page 34 and the answer thereto.

1592 The defendant excc])ted to the ruling of the court as

to each question and answer, and the same is numbered

as Exception No. 246.

The questions last above mentioned, and which the de-

fendant was prohibited from reading are as follows

:
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1593 " Q' ^^^^*^ ^^y ^

" A. Well, I am not sure, but 1 think it was Mrs. Pat-

terson; one of the ladies; I can't say positively whether

it was Mrs. Patterson or Madame Peterson.

" Q. There was a Patterson and Peterson ?

" A. Yes sir.

"What was their official titles and positions there?

1594
" A. They w^ere both housekeepers, but Madame

Peterson had different duties ; but they were both house-

keepers.

" Q. What became of the letter?

" A. She took it. She did not want me to put it in

the mail box. She says, " I will mail it for you." 1

said, " I want it to go." It was about time. And she

said, " Never mind. 1 will take it and mail it for you."

1 CQc: " Q- ^^ as there a mail box right there?

" A. There was a mail box right there, but she said

it was closed and I must not put it in there. And she

took the letter and took it upstairs. And 1 don't know,

only i found out afterwards my mother got the letter.

" Q. How did Mrs. Tingley treat you after that let-

ter was dispatched ?

" A. Well I noticed a difference in my treatment

1596
^^^^'^•"

And hereupon, and before the further reading of said

deposition, the plaintiff' objected to the next ensuing ques-

tion in said deposition, and being on line 5 of page 34.

and to the answer upon the ground that the question was
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\c^<^7 inipntpLT, and the answer irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Excej^tion No. 247.

The question which the defendant was prohibited from

reading-, and the answer thereto, are as follows

:

" Q. Her demeanor?

" A. Yes. And I was watched. And I was forbid-

den to speak to certain persons that were there. My

1 ^Q8 present mother-in-law was at the Homestead and she

came out one night and forbade me to speak to her."

And hereupon the plaintiff objected to the next ensuing

question appearing on line 10 of page 34 of said deposi-

tion, and to the answer thereto upon the ground that

the question was improper and the answer irrelevant,

immaterial and incompetent, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same was num-

bered, Exception No. 248.

1599 The question which defendant w-as prohibited from

reading, and the answer thereto, is as follows

:

" Q. Who did ?

" A. Mrs. Tingley. She saw me talking to her. She

had just arrived, and she forbade me to ever speak to

her again.

MR. ANDREWS: We object also to the question

found on line 13, page 34 of the deposition, and follow-

1600 ing the one just ruled upon, and the answer to it, upon

the ground that the (juestion is improper, and that the

answer is irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial.

MR. HUNSAKER: We have not propounded the

question.
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j^QI THE COURT: We are taking a good deal of time.

I suggest that yon make objections to all these ([uestions

you desire to, that is all of the same suljject matter.

MR. HUXSAKER: Simply for the purpose of hav-

ing the record show the line of procedure adopted, the

defendant objects to that method of interposing objec-

tions, and insists that it has the right to ask these ques-

tions, to read these several questions, and upon objec-

tion being made to the questions, having a ruling on

1602 every question.

THE COURT to ^Mr. Hunsaker: Your objection is

overruled.

The oefendant excepted, and the same is numbered.

Exception No. 249.

MR. ANDREWS : Beginning with the question near

the middle of page 34 of said deposition " what rea.son

did she give " we object to all those found upon that

1603 page, that is page 34 down to the answer ending on line

II of page 35 of said deposition, on the ground that the

questions are im])ropcr and the answers irrelevant, in-

competent and immaterial to each of these questions.

THE COURT: The objection to these several ques-

tions will be sustained, and to the answers.

The defendant excepted, and the same is numbered.

Exception No. 250.

1504 The several questions included in the objection last

above made by the plaintitT, and which questions the de-

fendant was prohibited from reading and the answers

thereto are as follows

:

" O. What reason did she cive?
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1605 " ^- ^'^^ didn't give me any reason. She asked me

if I knew who she was, and I said, " Why, certainly. I

knew her in Los Angeles." She said, " Well, don't }ou

talk to her at all ; don't you speak to her again." After

that when I would be walking on the veranda or any

place Air. Hansen would come and talk and walk with

me, and I was watched and never allowed to speak to any

person.

'* Q. Allowed to speak to anyone else?

'' A. Only those I was working with during the day

;

but there was no conversation, we were not allowed to

speak together very much.

" Q. Was that an order?

" A. Yes.

" Q. From whom ?

" A. Mrs. Tingley. That is, I didn't get it from Mrs.

1607 ''^"^S^^)''
^^^'^^ -^^^^ Hansen told us that that was better.

" O. Did Air. Hansen hold any official connection

with the establishment?

" A. He was a member of the cabinet. I don't know

what official position.

" Q- Well, did Mrs. Tingley forbid you to speak to

any other person?

" A. No, not personally, she didn't, except that.

1608
" O. Did members of her cabinet forbid you to speak

with other people?

" A. No, not to speak ; but then we didn't, and they

didn't speak to me, you know.
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1609 WITNEvSS (Continuing) : There was a little card

hung up under the gas jet in the student's dining room,

where we all ate, which stated that we were to eat our

meals in silence. There was no explanation made of that

order.

Q. Well, what was the association of the members

around there?

The plaintiff objected to the answer as incompetent,

1A10 irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 251.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Well, they didn't — it was not what one would

call sociable at all. They were all quiet. There was

very little talk among them. They would walk around

themselves, but they didn't converse ; and we were for-

bidden to talk about anything that was said in any meet-

ing, anything that Mrs. Tingley said we were not sup-

posed to mention it afterwards.

1611

WITNESS (Continuing) : We were not to speak to

visitors, except in showing what we were doing, or any-

thing of that kind, but we were not to have any general

conversation with anybody. I do not know that the

women there made trinkets or anything of that kind for

sale. The custom with reference to conversing with

iol4 visitors was an order emanating from Mrs. Tingley.

I asked permission from Mrs. Tingley to visit my child

at the Colony and she kept putting me oft. She would

say, " Well, there will be a certain day I will let you go,"

but I never got there, and finally I told her that I thought
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1613 't either must be that she would come and stay with me

or I would stay with her part of the time, or else I

thought I had better go back to Los Angeles. Then

first, I got ready to come away a week before I did. That

time Mrs. Tingley told me she thought 1 had better come;

that there was a man and his wife and daughter wanted

to come there who had a great deal of money, and that

she had to send somebody away for a time in order to

make room for them ; because, she said, " We need them

-^^ . v'erv much, because they have lots of money and we need
lol4

the money, to do the work here.

I didn't have any money, and she said, " I think you

had better go back for a little while." She said, " I will

send for 30U again in probably inside of a month, I

think, because we will need you here. But you will get

ready and go tomorrow morning," she said. And so 1

got ready and packed my trunk and my trunk was down

to San Diego that morning about four or five o'clock, and

I got ready to go, and the last thing, the bus was waiting

for me to get in, but she sent word for me not to go un-

til she came down. And she came down and told me she

didn't want me to go; that she got word those people

were not coming right away, and for me to stay. And

she said, " I will make it a little more convenient for

you,'" she said, " So you can see your little girl more, if

you will stay." By that time I wanted to come back, but

she persuaded me, and talked to the little girl and got

her to say that she would be contended to stay a little

1616 longer. And she sent me in, the next day. We were on

the veranda for a few miiuites, and while I was in doing

this little errand for her she sent my little girl to the

Colony without allowing her to say goodbye to me, or

anything. She went off crying. I tried to call to her,
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1618

1617 ^^^^* ^^'"^" Ti^fe^^y stopped mc; told me I must not do that;

we must get over that feehng for each other.

The only children at the Colony which were

allowed to communicate with their mothers or fathers at

the Homestead were the Hansen children. Mrs. Kratzer,

the German woman in the kitchen, had two little children

there. One was in the Homestead, and the other at the

Colony with my little girl, and she was treated the same

with regard to her little girl. No restraint whatever was

put upon the Hansen children. They came and went,

and a young lady teacher looked after them wdien they

wanted to go out. And they had all the privileges of the

Homestead, the same as the grown people.

MR. ANDREWS: We object to the next question,

and object to the reading of it and to the answer on the

ground that the answer is improper, and not addressed to

any issue, and the answer following is incompetent, ir-

relevant and immaterial, and all the rest on the page, if

1619 the Court please, on the same ground— page 38.

MR. JACKSON : The defendant insists on the right

to read these questions as they come, not only as a mat-

ter of reading, but for the purpose of keeping the record

straight as to what questions are admitted.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 251.

1^90 '^^^^ questions mentioned in the foregoing objection of

the plaintifif, and which questions the defendant was pro-

hibited from reading, and the answers thereto are as

follows

:

" Q. What was the general appearance of the other
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1621 ^'^''il^li'en at the colony at the time you saw your httle

girl?

" A. They were all the same as my little girl, with

the exception of the Hansens.

" O. Did you notice them ?

" A. I did, certainly.

" O. How many were there?

" A. There were four little Cuban children, I think,

that I noticed very much,

" O. How did those Cuban children look?

1622

1623

" A. Well, they were in the same condition in regard

to filth and dirt that mine was. There were two others

that were somewhat older who looked a little better.

They were able to do more for themselves. Those were

the two little Gird children from Pasadena.

" O. One of those Gird children was old enough

to take care of herself and her sister?

" A. Old enough to take care of herself and her sis-

ter, and she helped my little girl a little, what time she

had ; but they had so very little time for anything of that

kind."

'WITNESS (Continuing) : My labors there were

not arduous. They only troubled me when the Lotus

Home children came, still I didn't mind that much, be-

i04-T cause T felt that I was doing something that had to be

done, anyway. There were eleven children in the Lotus

Home consignment. They were badly in need of care

when they arrived, but, of course, they had been coming

a long journey on the train, and they were very short
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1625 ^^ clothing, and were in a very bad condition. That

condition was improved after they got there. There were

four of us went to work at them, and we got them fixed

up somewhat, but after that, the clothing and things were

short, so it was hard to keep them very neat.

I don't know whether any solicitations for subscriptions

or assistance with reference to maintaining any of those

children were ever made at the Homestead.

Q. Do you know if it was made to others outside of

1626 the Homestead ?

A. Why, it was under the International Brotherhood

League Society, and she had money coming in from that

source all the time outside. The lodges were contribut-

ing to that. And I heard her say once that that Inter-

national Brotherhood League fund was the thing that

enabled her to do almost all the work she did there. The

International Brotherhood League was formed by Mrs.

Tingley and her cabinet, and is a part of the Theosophi-

cal Association. It was formed for the purpose of car-

ing for this Lotus Home.

The robe which Mrs. Tingley wore was a long loose

gown ; it is made in one piece from the shoulders. The

ones I saw her wear were not ornamented in any way,

only a cord around the waist. I saw her wear a blue one,

a black one and a white one, made in similar fashion. I

don't know that these different robes have any particu-

lar significance. The white one has. that is only worn

at meetings and ceremonies. In the evening she would

put that on at the meetings. She didn't wear it com-

monly. The purple one is worn every day, as a rule,

excepting Sundays, when she wore the black one. The

inmates of that Institution address her as " Mother " or

1627

1628
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1629 " r'urple"*. She did not tell me to address her by those

names, l)ut every one did and I was told to.

There was a guard, a watch, every night who pa-

trolled the halls of the homestead. There were the three

floors and the halls went all around the building on each

floor. It was a circular floor and a guard went through

the building every night. And then there was one on

the front veranda outside of Airs. Tinglcy's windows.

His duties were to watch. He walked up and down

1630 there at night to guard her windows, and then there were

outside guards at the colony and at the gates of the

homestead. Those guards are numerous. There was

one I know at the homestead and one at the colony every

night, and they changed off. I don't know whether there

was more than one or not. I don't know what their du-

ties and their instructions were. Airs. Tingley never dis-

cussed the subject of guards with me, nor did her mem-

bers of the cabinet. The guards were all to be uni-

1631 formed, but the uniforms were not finished when I was

there. Mr. Hansen had a uniform. The others were not

completed. He wore his. It was a brown sort of plaited

Norfolk coat or something of that kind, like a hunting

jacket. I don't know of what material it was made.

He wore leather leggings, to the knees. I heard Mrs.

Tingley say they were all to have uniforms and the la-

dies were to have uniforms similar to hers, and the chil-

dren. One of the little Cuban girls had a light brown

1632 dress. Mrs. Tingley said all the children were to be

dressed like that. They hadn't got them when I came

away.

When I first joined the Theosophical Society in Amer-

ica, J\Irs. Tingley was not the official head. I just took
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1633 ^" ordinary pledge to help on the work, and without any

distinction of race, creed or color, or anything of that

kind, and then afterwards, after the Universal Brother-

hood was declared, and she became the official head,

we took another pledge, pledging ourselves to her, and

to everything she did. Pledging ourselves was strictly

to Mrs. Tingley as head of all things, of all the work and

the financial condition and everything; she had the man-

agement of all those matters, and of all the money, and

^f^'^A everything was put in her name. All the documents and

everything were given to her.

My pledge was a pledge to support her in whatever

she did. We were not permitted to violate that pledge

or to withdraw from it. We pledged ourselves not to

do so.

O. Well, did you ever hear Mrs. Tingley make any

expression of opinion or of belief as to what would hap-

pen to any one who violated that pledge?

The plaintiff objected to the question and to the answer

as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which oIdJcc-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. 251.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. Well, she said at a meeting here in Los Ange-

les, after that Congress, that vengeance would come to

those who violated this pledge, and she said other things

1636 that I really can't remember.

Hereupon, and before the reading of the next ensuing-

question in said deposition, the plaintiff objected to the

question and to the second question following and to the

answers, and to the reading of the questions, on the
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1637 grounds that the same were irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 252.

The questions which the defendant was prohibited from

reading, and the answers thereto are as follows

:

" O. But you heard her say that vengeance would

come—

1638

' A. Yes, I heard her say that.

" O. to those who violated that pledge?

" A. Yes.

Hereupon, the defendant offered and asked permission

to read these two questions as they were presented in the

deposition, the plaintiff objected, and the court denied

the defendant permission to read the questions, stating

that the sustaining of an objection to a question implied

that permission to read the same was denied, the defend-

io«3V
2^j^|- excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No.

253-

O. Well, how did you come to leave Point Loma?

A. Well, I went and told her that I thought I must

come back to Los Angeles, that I could not stay there un-

der the existing circumstances with my little girl. And

she told me to re-consider it. I told her in the afternoon,

I said, " I think I had better go tomorroAV. My trunk

lo4U is already in San Diego, and I think I had better go back

in the morning." And she wanted me to reconsider it,

she said, until after dinner that night. And after dinner

she sent Mrs. Mayer to me, and she talked with me quite

a while and told me that 1 didn't realize the advantage
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1641 ^ '"^•^^ "^ being there and if I did T would willingly give

up my little girl entirely, think no more alxjut it, and stay

there.

O. Who was Mrs. Mayer?

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

" A. She is Mrs. Spaulding. She is a close associate

of Mrs. Tingley. I don't know in what capacity she

stands. And I told her I didn't see it that way and I

1642 could not possibly remain under those conditions. So

she said, very well, I could go in the morning; "but",

she said, " you can't have your little girl tonight." And

Mrs. Tingley sent me a note in the morning telling me

— I didn't know how I was going to get the little girl

in time to take her to San Diego, because they told me

I could not go to the colony. Mrs. Mayer said, " We
will see 'that you get her some way." But ]\Irs. Tingley

sent me a note in the morning telling me the school

1643 teacher would meet me at the colony gate, and I took the

bus witii the little girl and the things, and when I saw

her I was ashamed to bring her home."

The plaintiff moved to strike the following portion from

the foregoing answer ;
" and wdien I saw her I was

ashamed to bring her home", on the ground that it was

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which motion was

granted, the defendant exce]:)ted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 254.

The following portion of said answer was then read to

the jury.

" A. She is Mrs. Spaulding. She is a close associate

of Mrs. Tinglev. I don't know in what capacity she

1644
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1645 stands. And T told her T didn't see it that way and I

could not possibl\- remain under those conditions. So she

said, very well, I could go in the morning; "but", she

said, " you can't have your little girl tonight," and Mrs.

Tingley sent me a note in the morning telling me— I

didn't know how I was going to get the little girl in

time to take her to San Diego, because they told me I

could not go to the colony. Mrs. Mayer said, " We will

see that you get her some way." But Mrs. Tingley sent

1646 "'^^ '" "°^^' ^^ ^^^^ morning telling me the school teacher

would meet me at the colony gate, and I took the bus

with the little girl and the things."

:\IR. ANDREWS: We object to the reading of the

next question and all of the questions and answers down

to and including line 24 of page 45 of the deposition of

Irene N. Mohn, on' the ground that the questions are im-

proper, and the testimony irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent.

1647 MR. JACKSON: The defendant insists on its right

to read the questions.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 254.

MR. ANDREWS: The objection is to each one of

the questions and to each one of the answers.

THE COURT : I understand so. The objection will

be sustained to the reading of any of the questions to

1648 which the objection is made, and the answers in response

thereto.

The defendant excepted to the ruling on each of the

questions and the answers, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 255.
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1649 ^^^^ questions referred to and mentioned in the above

objection and appearing- on ])agc 45 of the deposition of

Irene N. Mohn, and which questions the defendant was

prohibited from reacHng, and the answers thereto, are as

follows

:

" Q. What condition was she in?

" A. Her own clothing was so soiled that they put on

a dress that had been donated by some one, that didn't

fit her at all, on top of all the dirty underclothing un-

derneath ; and I had to stop in San Diego and go awd try

and fix her up.

1650

1651

" O. How long did it take you?

" A. Well, I didn't have very long, but I spent all the

time I had ; about an hour or so. I went to the store

and got some things.

" 0. Well, what was the condition of her clothing and

her body?

"•A. Well, it was just filthy; that was all.

"O. Just filthy?

" A. Yes ; and I got some stockings and some things

of that kind to put on her and bring her home."

O. Have you had any comnumication with Mrs. Ting-

ley since you left Point Loma at that time?

1652 A. No sir. I wrote to her three times after I came

back, just relating to my return and different matters in

connection with the lodge here that she had talked to me

about and the way they treated me when I came back

here ; and I wrote and finally resigned there, you know.
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1653 " Q- ^'^^'ly ^i'<i y"^^ 'i*^ that?

The ]:)laintirf oljjccted to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, and further that the answer

was a conclusion of the witness, and not a recital of any

fact, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 256.

The answer to the forep^oing question is as follows

:

" A. Because I was thoroughly disgusted.

Hereupon, plaintiff objected to the next question upon

the ground that it was irrelevant, immaterial and incom-

petent, and that the answer was a conclusion of the wit-

ness and not a recital of any fact. The defendant insisted

on ihe right to read the question.

THE COURT: It may be understood that the de-

fendant's counsel insists upon reading in all these ques-

tions to which objection is made, without repeating it

165S ^very time, and that the court denies that right; when

the court sustains the objection it includes the right

to read the questions and that the defendant excepts.

The objection to the reading of the foregoing question

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 257.

The question mentioned in the last and foregoing ob-

jection of the plaintiff, and which question the defendant

was prohibited from reading, and the answer thereto is

as follows

:

" O. Now just detail the reasons.

" Why, I felt as though the whole thing was a farce

and a mistake and 1 had been deluded and worked into

1656
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1657 fornething- I was wholly ashamed of. I was ashamed to

have it known I had anything to do with it, and wrote a

letter here saying that my visit at Point Loma had fully

decided me, what I saw there had made me believe that it

was not according to my ideas of Theosophy at all, and

especially the treatment of my child was not according

to any laws of humanitarian work that I knew anything

about, and I therefore resigned every connection with

the lodge and the organization."

1658 MR. ANDREWS : The plaintiff now objects, if the

court please, to the reading of the next two questions

on page 46, being all the questions there, and to the an-

swers, upon the grounds that the questions are irrelevant,

immaterial and incompetent, and that the answers are

conclusions of the witness, and not the recital of any

fact, and also to the questions and answers on page

47 down to line 21, and we object to each of those ques-

tions — I think it embraces the same subject matter.

1659

1660

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 258.

The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection,

and which questions the defendant was prohibited from

reading, and the answers thereto are as follows

:

'' Q. And that was the reason you left Point Loma?

" A. It was.

" O. What was your general impression, based upon

your observation and upon your conversation with Mrs.

Tingley and with other members of her cabinet, as to the

character, conduct and general formation and object of

that institution there at Point Loma ?
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1661 " •^- ^^^li}'- 1 f<-'ll 'i*^ thouoli the whole thing was a

scheme that Mrs. Tingley was working up, and she just

wanted people that had money, and therefore was con-

trary to the rules of the organization, the Theosophical

Organization ; and it seemed as though even the children

part— she only took the children in to follow up the In-

ternational Brotherhood League by-laws, but that it was

only for the money that that part of the work brought in

that it was done. People readilv contribute for the sup-

port of children when they would not have in any other

way.

" O. Is that institution down there at Point Loma

conducted upon sane or upon an insane basis ?

' A. Why, I felt as though it was insane, devoid of

all common sense in every respect, the actions and the

rules that we had to live by, and all that."

1662

1663
O. \Vhat were those rules, if you know ?

A. Well, I mean the way we had to eat and the way

we were supposed to live, in silence most of the time, not

to speak. Mrs. Tingley promulgated those rules. The

rule to " eat in silence " was printed. The others were

not. And of course there w^ere little things she would

drop occasionally in meetings that we were told after-

wards— we were told by her never to refer to or talk

over those things she said in any way.

1664 ^jR ANDREWS: We object to the next question

and to the answer upon the ground that the question is

improper and the answer irrelevant and imma!teria!l,

and also the next question and the answer which em-

braces all the matter upon page 48 ; and also the ques-
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1665 "^^""^ ^'^^^ answers on page 49, and the questions

and answers to and including line 20 on page 50,

on the ground that the questions are improper, and that

the answers are irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 259.

The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection,

and appearing on pages 48, 49 and 50 of the deposition

of Irene N. Mohn, and which the defendant was pro-

hibited from reading, and the answers thereto are as

follows

:

" 0. Mrs. Mohn, when you went down to Point

Loma, did you have any conversation with Mrs. Tingley

with reference to Dr. George F. Mohn, who is now

your present husband? The second time, I believe it was?

" A. Yes, it was the second time. I did, yes.

'tf^C>-r
" Q. Just detail that conversation, will you, ])lease?

" A. Why, in the morning when she called me in and

had the first talk with me after I had gotten there, I told

her that they had put him out of the lodge the night be-

fore. They prevented me from going to the meeting. Dr.

Beach did, and then he had it all fixed, and they took

action — or he did, rather— and put him out of the

lodge. Said that he hypnotized people. And Mrs.

Tingley, the next morning when I talked with her— I

1668 flidn't know that at all until after I had got on the train,

when Dr. Beach came to me and told me he bail done it.

And I felt very badly about it and should not have gone

to Point Loma at all if I had known that. That would

have put a new light on the whole thing. But I was al-
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1669 ready on the train and started, and T went. And the

fifst thing I did when I got there was to tell Mrs. Ting-

ley. And Dr. Beach told me he had orders from her to

do it. And when I told her, she said, " Why did they do

it?" I said, " Why, he said he had orders from you to

do it." She says, " I didn't know anything about it."

And then she asked me if I knew about him, why they

put him out. And I said why. And she asked me if I

knew that he hypnotized people, and I said I didn't know

1^70 'i'"'ytl''i"§' of the kind, and I was perfectly sure that he

didn't, and didn't know anything about that. Then she

asked me if he had money, if the doctor had money.

And I told her I didn't know. She said, " Do you know

whether he has any money or any property in his name

or not?" And I told her I didn't know, but thought he

had some ; but I didn't know anything about it ; I

thought it was very little. But the money coming

to him was not in his possession. She said, " Well,"

she said, " we will let it go just as it is, then."
1671 ^, J -

" O. You was not married to Dr. Mohn at that time?

" A. No, I was not married to him until after that.

She told me, by the way, not to marry him.

•' Q. She told you that?

" A. Yes. She said, " I would not marry anybody,"

she says. And she gave all the ladies, at the time of the

congress, instructions not to marrv unless they could

1672 marry well financially, so as to bring the money into the

work here.

" O. Did she express that—

" A. She expressed that.
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1673 Q- '
— ^*-* bring the money into the work?

" A. Yes, so as to bring the money into the work

to help that along.

" Q. She seemed to be looking after the money, then,

more than anything else, did she?

The plaintiff at the time of the taking of said deposi-

tion, objected to the question as leading and suggestive,

'and not justified by the- answer."

1674
"O. Well, what did she seem to be looking after in

particular, Mrs. Mohn?

"A. Why, I think she was looking after the money

particularly, on account of her telling me that she

wanted the people who had the money there in place of

me.

"Q. I will ask you a question, and it is a square,

1675 leacbng question ; Did you ever hear Airs. Tingley say in

any of her conversations with you, or in her lectures

from the platform, or at other occasions, that it was

the duty of members of the Universal Brotherhood to

induce people of money to enter the organization?

The plaintiff at the time of the taking of said dep-

osition, objected to the question as leading.

"A. Yes, I did. She said that we must do that in

1676 ^^^^^^ to keep up the standard of the organization, and

we needed the moneyed class to carry on the work.

And she said we could always get the other class of

people in. but we must work especiallv for the moneye*!

class.
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1677 WITXlvSS ( Coiitinuini;) : i have been a Thcoso-

pliist for about five years. Mrs. Tingley was not at the

head of it at tliat time.

The plaintiff waived the rea(Hng of the

CROSS EXAMINATION
of the witness.

The cross-examination of the witness was as follows

:

BY MR. MCKINLEY: Dr. Mohn is a man of some

1678 means, but he had no ready money at that time. He

owns property in Los Angeles valued at between fifty

and one hundred thousand dollars, but it is subject to

a life estate in another person.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF IRENE N.

MOHN.

Plaintiff here objected to the reading of any part of

the re-direct examination of the witness because it was

1679 irrelevant and immaterial, and that the questions were

not proper re-direct examination, and the testimony was

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, and the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 260.

The questions asked of the witness on re-direct ex-

amination and mentioned in the foregoing objection, and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading, and

the answers thereto, are as follows

:

1680
BY MR. JACKSON:

"Q. Did you know, at the time of this conversation

with Mrs. Tingley, that Dr. Mohn had this interest in

that ])roperty?
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1681 "^^- ^^^^' y^^' ^^^^ l<ne\v that, too. But she asked me

if he had money that he could get at that time. She

liad wanted him to furnish five thousand dollars, I

think it was, to estahlish a ])rinting society, or printing

for printing the magazine in San Diego, and he was

ahout to raise the money wdien they put him out, you

know.

"(). Was he proposing to donate that money?

1682

1683

"A. Yes. But I don't know that he would have

succeeded in doing it, because just at that time there

were other complications came up, and Dr. Beach knew

about that; but he thought that he had it."

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Mrs. Miriam R. Egbert, taken

on behalf of defendant, under stipulation at Los An-

geles, on the 1 2th day of December, 1902, and which

deposition was admitted in evidence, certain portions

thereof being excluded by the court, and which said

deposition is as follows

:

MIRIAM R. EGBERT.

BY MR. JACKSON: Mv full name is Miriam R. Eg-

bert. I reside at 6373^ South Broadway and my busi-

ness place is 114 South Broadway, Los Angeles. 1 have

resided in Los Angeles for nine years. I know Kath-

erine Tingley, and am acquainted with the premises at

1684 Point Loma known as the Theosophiral Headipuirters

of the L'niversal Brotherhood, as they were, about three

years ago. Of course, there has been lots of building

and changes there since 1 was there. I was there first

at the laying of the corner stone, February 22nd, five
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1685 y^^^^ 'IS""- ^ '^^'is in San Diego at that time about ten

(lays and was one day at Point Lonia. I saw the laying

of the eorner stone at that, time and the ceremonies per-

taining- thereto, and met Mrs. Tingley there. The cere-

monies were very similar to the laying of the corner

stone of any building. Very similar to the laying of

the corner stone of the Masonic Temple in Los Angeles,

which I saw. There was not, on that occasion, any

ceremonies at Point Loma other than those attendant

1686 "PO^^ ^1^^ laying of the corner stone. There were private

meetings in the lodge room at San Diego that evening

when I saw some of the ceremonies, but not at Point

Loma. Mrs. Tingley did not attend those meetings.

I knew the members of her cabinet. I don't think

that the cabinet proper had been formed at that time.

I think it was after that, at the congress in Chicago,

that she formed wdiat she called her cabinet, but they

were the same people and probably in the same capacity,

-if.ny only under dififerent names, and some of them were at

that meeting.

Mr. Neresheimer was the acting president of the so-

ciety at large. Mrs. Tingley was considered the Eser-

teric head of the society, but had nothing whatever to

do with its finances in any manner, and any paper that

was ever written or issued had that statement at the

head of it— that Mrs. Tingley had no official connec-

tion in any manner with the society. This was the

l/'QQ
society as it was when Katherine Tingley came into it.

O. Well, what is it now?

The i)laintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer was not responsive to the cpiestion,

that it purported to give the opinion of the witness, and
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16S9 ""'^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ from which the jur\- could determine the

situation ; was purely hearsay, and the testimony was

irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 261.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Later on, the following- winter, after the laying

of the corner stone in Chicago, she sprang a trick on

the convention, and under the pretense or guise of
"

1690

O. Were you there?

A. No, I was not.

Hereupon, and before the reading of the next ques-

tion, the plaintiff objected to the question and to the

answer on the ground that it was irrelevant, immaterial

and incompetent, that the witness did not appear to

have any knowledge from which she could state facts,

1691 ^^'"'^^^^ objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 262.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

and the answer thereto, is as follows

:

"Q. I will just ask you if the same society, the same

conditions, exist now as it did in i8yo. at the time of the

laying of the corner stone. Do those same conditions

with reference to Mrs. Tingley now prevail in the so-

ciety ?

" A. No, they do not.

WITNESS (Continuing): :\lrs. Tingley controls

absolutely from every standpoint and everywhere the

1692
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1693 finances of the Universal Brotherhood. I am personally

acquainted with Mrs. Tingley.

O. Have you ever had any conversation with her

with reference to people who had been members of the

Theosophical cult of which she professed to be the

Head, better known probably as the Universal Brother-

hood ?

A. Anv conversation personally do you mean?

1694 ^' Yes, with reference to the results that might fol-

low them in the event they left the Brotherhood.

The plaintiff objected " to the answer as irrelevant,

incompetent and immaterial, that the same objection be

addressed to all the questions and answers on page 57

of the deposition of Aliriam R. Egbert: that is all that

remains on that page and all upon page 58, and to and

including line 7 of page 59 " which ol)jection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num

1695 bered, Exception No. 263.

The answer to the question last above set out, and the

questions and answers thereto included and mentioned

in the objection to the question last above set out, as fol-

lowing said question and appearing on page 57, 58 and

to and mcluding line 7 of page 59 in the deposition of

Miriam R. Egbert, are as follows

:

" A. Well, it was not personal conversation. T

1 fxQf\
^^^'^^^^ ^ speech tliat she made.

" O. Well, what was it ?

" O. Well now, when was it ?

" A. It was after the Crusaders, what was known as
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1697 ^'^^" Crusaders return to America, and after the laying

of the corner stone, when she visited Los Angeles, in

our lodge room here on Fifth street.

" O. It occurred here in Los Angeles on Fifth Street?

" A. Yes sir.

" O. In the Theosophical Society's lodge room?

" A. Yes.

K'QQ " Q' ^^'^ -*^" S^^^ ^^^^ approximate date?

" A. Well, the laying of the corner stone was Feh-

ruary 22nd, and she was down here a few days after that.

It might have been three, it might have been two ; it

might have been four.

" Q. Well, tell what the speech was.

" A. Well, the statement was that anyone who re-

signed— and we should all be very careful— those who

irOQ '^^*^^ ^^^y ^^^^^ *^^ resigning; that we were taking very

great, grave chances of personal injury; that in any

event we were apt to have anything hap])en us of a dis-

astrous character. And she cited instances of different

people who had been burned to death, and accused of

murder, and killed instantly, and various things of the

kind, as being a very dangerous thing to do— to resign

from the society.

" O. And did she predict that that would follow those

1700 ^^'^''o resigned ?

" A. Would follow those who resigned.

" O. Do you know, I\Irs. Egbert, if that speech was

reported in any paper or papers controlled by Mrs. Ting-

ley?
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1701 " ^- Yes, I read the speech. I have read it, printed,

in different— I wont say different papers, but I did in

one paper ; but what that particular paper was, I could

not say. It was a paper belonging to and issued by the

society.

" 0. The Universal Brotherhood ?

" A. The Universal BrotherRood.

" O. At San Diego?

1702

1703

1704

" A. No, they were not at San Diego then ; they were

at 144 Madison Avenue, New York.

" Q. It was the "Crusader"?

" A. " Crusader," yes.

" Q. Do }Ou remember the date

?

" A. No, I do not ; could not tell the date.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have had once or twice

ordinary personal conversation with Airs. Tingley.

When I joined the society I took several pledges. I

took a pledge to Mrs. Tingley ; the main part of the

pledges after we joined, after she came into the move-

ment, was to Mrs. Tingley. Of course the society on

the side, but Mrs. Tingley in particular. I could not

give you the exact wording of the pledges, but if I tell

you as nearly as I can remember, it was that at all risks

and all hazards of reputation or time or money or en-

ergy expended, life, limb, or anything else, that we

would defend Katherine Tingley ; and the principles un-

derlying it were supposed, of course. The principles

were supposed to be the main object, but Katherine

Tingley's name always blazed out everywhere.
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-| 'TQc; Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the question next

following- on the ground that the same was immaterial

and the conclusion of the (juestioner, and not the opinion

of the witness, (no objection to the form of said ques-

tion having been made at the time of the taking of said

deposition), the objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 264.

The question referred to in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

1706 and the answer thereto is as follows:

" Q- Sort of old time oath of fealty ?

" A. Yes."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I was at Point Loma for

about ten days during the time the congress was held

there. After the time when the corner stone was laid.

The Congress began on the 13th of April. I saw and

heard lots of things then.

1707

1708

O. Well, tell us what you saw?

A. I could not tell them all that I know of, if I tried.

O. As much as you can.

The answer to the foregoing question w^as as follows

:

" A. To begin with, she had a play called the

Eumenides, a Greek play. That was to be the main

show, I believe. \A'c didn't any of us know that the

Theosophical Society was to be turned into the show

business, l)ut since it had, why we were all in it and

seemed to be in for it.

Before th.e foregoing answer was read, the plaintiff ob-
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1709 j^cted and moved to strike therefrom the following

words

:

" We didn't any of us know that the Theosophical So-

ciety was to be turned into the show business, but since

it had, why, we were all in it and seemed to be in for it,"

on the ground that the same was a conclusion of the

witness, and not the recital of a fact, and was irrelevant,

incompetent and immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the motion granted, the defendant excepted, and

1710 the same is numbered. Exception No. 265.

The defendant was then permitted to read the follow-

ing ])ortion of said answer to the jury:

A. To begin with, she had a play called the Eume-

nides, a Greek play. That was to be the main show, I

believe.

1711

WITNESS (Continuing) : It is one of the standard

(.reck plays of Aeschylus. The Eumenides, it is called.

And they rendered the i^lay very nicely for amateurs.

The people who took part in the play were robed in

Greek costume. This Greek costume is a long, white

tunic, rather low necked, Greek border, and long flowing

sleeves, the regular (jreek dress, you can get a copy of it

most any place.

Q. Now, Mrs. Egbert, did you see any of the cere-

monies conducted there at night, other than this Greek

1712 i^'^>-

A. Yes, we had initiatory exercises or ceremonies at

midnight
; journeyed up to the holy ground, or site of

the school. I could not tell you wdiat time we started on

the journey. We walked there two by two. My bus-
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1713 1'^"^' ^"^^ myself were there. I do not know if they had

any order of precedence. Mrs. Tingley was not there.

She was at the hotel and would drive along to the cere-

monies after the rest were there. It was a hard joh,

this going and standing two or three hours with your

finger on vour lips and the wind whistling around. It

was cold and uncomfortable there that night. The or-

der of the march was that we were to hold our fingers

on our lips. The (M'dcr emanated from ]\lrs. Tingley.

Some of the peo]:)le spoke, but they were not supposed

to do so. T heard people speak.

O. Tell what they said.

The plaintiff objected to the answer as irrelevant, in-

competent and immaterial, and as hearsay and not com-

ing from a person authorized to speak for the plaintiff,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 266.

1715

1716

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows:

" A. My husband said that he wondered how long

this damned performance would continue. He whispered

to me. And I know he would have been instantly turned

off the grounds if she had known it, and ot course I

nudged him and he kc])t quiet.

WITNESS (Continuing) : When we got up there

i\Trs. Tingley was driven up to the grounds antl we were

all seated on the seats that had been found for the audi-

ence at the play, and she went through various motions,

incantations and ceremonies, that, as nearly as 1 under-

stood anything, was a kind of necromancy. And then

we marched back. Mrs. Tingley had on her robe that

she usually wore. She wore a purple robe most of the
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1717 time, and I am pretty certain that that was a purple robe

tliat evening-. The majority of the participants in those

ceremonies were clothed in the ordinary every-day

clothes, business dress. The minority had on those long

white robes over their clothing, I suppose. It would

have been pretty cool without them. 1 think the men

onl}- had on those long white robes that evening.

The persons with the white robes on did nothing in

particular. Kind of chanted and waved their hands in

the air a few times, and so forth. Mrs. Tingiey did not
1718

make an address. About as near as I can tell you, she

did go through some motions and chants and things of

that sort, and the rest of us all stood there with our

fingers on our lips. I do not remember whether we

bowed our heads, but the order was to keep our fingers

on our lips. They did not all do it. They were sup-

posed to.

When that proceeding was over, it was about mid-

night and then we marched back home. On the trip up

1*1" some of the people in the white robes carried torches.

I am not certain as to whether they held them all the

time they were up there. There w^as a kind of shooting,

like stars around in the dark, lights flitting here and

there occasionally, and so on. I could not be positive

about that. On the return home, we took up the same

order of march, two by two, and when we came to where

we belonged we broke file.

MR. ANDREWS: Plaintift' desires to object to the

l'"^^ next question, if the court please, and to the answer,

and to the remainder of the questions and answers ap-

l)earing on page 65 of the deposition of Miriam P. Eg-

bert, upon the ground that the questions are im])roper,

and the answers irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent.
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27">1 'iiifl is 'I'l of the remainder of the direct examination of

the witness. The objection is to each one of the ques-

tions as well as to them severally.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 267.

The questions mentioned and referred to in the fore-

going objection as appearing upon page 65 of the depo-

sition and lieing the remainder of the direct examination

of the witness, and which the defendant was prohibited

1722
from reading, and the answers thereto are as follows

:

" O. Do }Ou know Mrs. Egbert, or did you ever have

any conversation with ]\Irs. Tingley as to the character

of persons who

" A. Xo conversations, no.

" O. Did you hear her make any observations from

the rostrum or platform

1723 " ^^- '^^^•

" O. — as to the character of persons they should la-

bor to get into that institution?

" A. Yes.

" Q. What was that ?

" A. It was the rich people that they should cater to.

" O. They should cater to the rich?

1724 •' A. Yes sir.

" O. What was the reason of that ?

" A. \\d\, she said, we didn't want the poor ones.

" O. What did thev want with the rich ones?
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•j^y25
" '^- ^Vanted ]X)\verful. rich people, with influence,

and so forth, and as the society had been formulated for

the purpose of benefitting humanity, the lower, poorer

classes —
" Q. And they wanted the rich people to receive the

benefits ?

" A. W'cll, that seemed a little inconsistent to us, but

that was her orders. She was the j^reat mop^ul.

1726 CROSS EXAMINATION of .MRS. ECxBERT.

The plaintiff waived the cross examination of the wit-

ness and thereupon the defendant offered certain por-

tions of the cross examination, commencing at line 19,

page 66, and the plaintiff' objected to the reading of the

question, and to the answer because the testimony was

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, wdiich objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 268.

1727
The question mentioned in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading

and the answer thereto is as follows

:

"BY JUDGE McKINLEY: O. When was this

speech that you mentioned in which she said that she

wanted to cater to the rich people?

" A. Well, I don't remember just which one. It was

1728 °"^ ^^ ^'^^ visits she made here. I think it was after

the Crusade— of after the— yes, after the Crusade.

Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the reading of the

next question and to the answer because the testimony

was incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-
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17^9 J*^''-'^'*^^'!
^^''^^ sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is nnm]:»ered. Exception No. 269.

Tlie question mentioned in tlie foregoing objection and

wnich the defendant was prohibited from reathng, and

the answer thereto, are as follows

:

" O. What words did she use in regard to it?

"A. Why, she stated we were not to encourage poor

people coming into our place ; that we should all seek to

•[73Q associate with wealthy people; that we should all seek-

to wear fine a]:)parel and clothing, and that we should

better our conditior.s, and those of us, if anv, who lived

in poor houses should move. And 1 know several that

did.

O. Did she give any reason why }'Ou were to do

that ?

The plaintifif objected to the question and also ob-

1731 i*^*^^-*^^ to the reading of each and every question or

answer upon page 67 of the deposition of Miriam K.

Egbert as irrelevant, immaterial and not responsive to

any issue arising upon the direct examination, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 270.

The questions included in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

and the answers thereto and appearing upon page (^"J
of

1/32 the deposition of Miriam R. Egbert are as follows:

'O. Did she give an}- reason why you were to do

that ?

"A. Yes.
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1733 ' Q- What reason?

"A. She wanted to cater to the rich people.

"Q. Well, did she use those words, "Cater to the

rich people?"

"A. Well, I do not know that she used the word

"cater."

"Q. Well, what words did she use?

X734 "A. Well, I don't know that I can just remember

the words she used. She said we wanted rich people,

the influence of the rich people, in the society.

"O. Well, why did she say she wanted it?

"A. Because they had money.

"Q. Well, for what purpose did she want the money?

"A. Why, of course, all the people in this society

had pledged themselves to give her all the time, money

and energy of their personality— practically.

''Q. Yes.

"A.

"Q. To do what?

"A. To build up this society.

"Q. Yes. And what was the society to do?

1736 '"'A. The society was supposed— the object and

starting point and what it was for was to benefit hu-

manity. When I joined the society it was to have no

outer— the outer head or eseteric teacher was not to

have anything whatever to do with the finances, and at
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1737 ^^'''s conversation that T tell you about, we were all in-

fonned by circular everything had been done, all the

transactions of that convention came to us in printed

matter directly from Katherine Tingley, and she had

been chosen— rather elected— as the absolute ruler,

outer head of the society, governing everything, with

the power to disband his cabinet without an hour's no-

tice, and without any explanation or reason given, and

she was to have unlimited sway over the financial con-

cerns of the whole society. She could dismiss any one

at pleasure without even giving anv one a reason why."

O. Well, now that you have made "that address, will

you tell me what she said she wanted to do with the

money ?

The plaintiff objected to the question, and also to

the answer and to the reading of the questions and

answers appearing on page 68 and to and including

1710 li^^cs 16 of page 69 of the deposition of Miriam R. Eg-

bert as relating to the same matter on which the court

had ruled in the last and foregoing objection, and upon

the grounds that the testimony was incompetent, irrel-

evant and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 271.

The questions included in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading.

'^^ and the answers thereto and appearing upon page 6S

and 69 of the deposition of Aliriaiu R. Egbert, are as

follows

:

"O. Well, now that vou have maile that address.
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1741 ^^''^1 y^^^ tell me what she said she wanted to do with

the money ?

"A. She didn't say what she wanted to do with the

money.

"O. Didn't she ever say what disposition was to

be made of the money which was raised ?

"A. No.

"Q. Don't you know what disposition was proposed

to be made of it, and how that institution was pro-

posed to be conducted ?

"Q. Will you answer the question?

"A. Yes. Why. of course we were all always told

and taught that all the money we gave in was to be

used — of course the legitimate expenses of general rent

and all that sort of thing had to come out of each par-

ticular branch. We all bore our own expense, but all

i/^o
(i-,g money that all the lodges sent was supposed to

be used for humanitarian purposes and not to give Greek

plays, and to dress people fine and pay expenses at high

toned hotels, and hack hire and hire private carriages

and so forth.

"O. Didn't Mrs. Tingley say that the money was

to be used for the purpose of carrying on the institu-

tion for the benefit of humanity?

1744 'W. ( jh^ Yos, before, at first, she said that.

''O. Didn't she say then, at the time you speak of,

that that is what she wanted the money for?

"A. Well, yes, she did say, in various circulars she
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1745 ^^''^^ *'^^^' ^^^'^^ ^^^^^ ^^ what she wanted it for, but it

never was used for that, as we all saw.

"Q. How do you know that it was not used for that?

"A. Well, we don't know anythin<:^ absolutely in this

world, but I judge from things I see.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MRS. EGBERT.

r.Y MR. JACKSON: O. Why did you leave the

Theosophical societv?
1746

MR. ANDREWS: We object to the question, if

the court please, as irrelevant, inimaterial and incom-

petent; we object to all the questions and answers upon

page 72 and upon page 73 of the deposition of Miriam

R. Egbert, upon the ground that each of the questions

and answers are irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent,

and not proper re-direct examination ; the objection

goes to each and every question and answer.

174/ ^\^Q objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exce]ition No. 272.

The answer to the last question asked of the witness

on cross examination and read by defendant, is as fol-

lows :

"A. I left for lots of reasons.

The questions included in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading and
1748

the answers thereto, and ap]:)earing on pages yz and 73

of the deposition of Miriam R. Egbert, are as follows:

"O. Detail them.

"A. lUit the main ihinu was that it was not Theos-
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1749 •M^'^'*'-
I iciincd the Theosophical Society and we didn't

do any studying- of theosophy, nor any practicing of it,

nor any teaching- of it : we simply catered to Tinglcy,

and Tingleyism, and her notions and fads and pe-

cidiarities.

"O. And that was the reason you left?

" A. And that was the reason I left. Jt was, as I

considered it, rank injustice in very many instances and

^^ cases, that when people resigned— Now, here was one

thing particularly that caused me to resign. Dififerent

other people resigned for various reasons. My main

reason for resigning was that she was so unkind and un-

charitable and malicious, as I considered it, in attacking

the character of this, that and the other one that chose

to resign— as we had been taught in the society we

were free agents, free moral agents, we could join a

society or quit it when we pleased, and in America, you

know, people can do that ; and when they did decide to

l/r^l do that, we were told not even to speak to them. Now,

fancy, for instance, this woman who sits beside me and

I have been friends for years, and she resigns; I am

given the order not to look in her eyes, not to speak

with her— when we have been perfectly friendly for

years ; no reason why we could not talk and be friends

just the same as ever, even though we did disagree, per-

haps, on some points of technicality about Tingley's lead-

ership.

l/bZ - Q wi-^o gives that order?

" A. ^Irs. Tingley.

" O. Mrs. Tingley ?

" A. Mrs. Tingley gave that order time and again.

I
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1753 ' Q- ^'^^ members of the Universal Brotherhood to

refuse to recognize any person who resigned?

" A. Their old comrades, on the street, or anywhere,

by word or look. I absolutely refused to obey it.

'* O. She gave it to you ?

" A. She gave it, not to myself alone, to everyljody,

in my presence and my hearing, to the lodge in general.

17^4 " O. Did many of the members obey it?

" A. Some of them did for a while. But the most

of them resigned. Most everybody has resigned. It is

not Theosophy. I joined the Theosophical Society, not

a society made and promulgated and read and fed and

fashioned by Airs. Tingley, with all the notions in the

world that nobody ever heard of. Theosophists are

crazy enough, from the standpoint of the world, without

1755 8'etting still crazier by mixing uj) with Tingleyism. In

my point of view it is not Theosophy. That is why I

resigned because she would attack people's character, or

call them insane, when they left, although normal on

everything else and they went right along and earned

their bread."

Hereupon the defendant ])roduced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of Mrs. Emily IV^iming, taken on

1 7^f\
^^^^'^'^'f C)f defendant, under stipulation at Los Angeles,

on the 1 2th of December, 1902, and which deposition

was admitted in evidence, certain portions thereof lieing

excluded l)y the court, and which said deposition is as

follows

:
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;j^757
EMILY PENNING.

By Mr. Jackson:—M\- name is Mrs. lunih' Pcnninj.;".

I reside at 43 v^outh Griffin Avenue, Los Angeles. I

have lived in Los Angeles for 29 years. I know Kathe-

rine 'J'ingley as the head of the Theosophical Society. I

have been a member of that Society for nearly twenty

years. I am not a member now. 1 ceased to be a mem-

ber about two years ago.

C ). For what reason ?

1758
MR. ANDREWS: We object to the answer, if the

court please, on the gnnmd that it is irrelevant and in-

competent and calls for the conclusion of the witness,

and the witness apparently gives her own conclusions

without giving any facts, and the same objection applies

also to the next question and the answer.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No.
2']'}i-

17S9 t^'^^
1 he answer to the foregoing question, and the next

following question referred to in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading

and the answer thereto are as follows

:

" A. Simply because of my disgust at all the actions

and doings.

•Q. Of what?

"A. Of the doings of the society under Mrs. Ting-

ley. I joined the Theosophical Society believing it to be

one of the grandest and noblest teachings to benefit hu-

manity, liberal and broad, charitable on all lines, and it

has ])roven altogether different under Mrs. Tingley."
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1761 WITNESS (Continuing) : I have been at Point

Loma on two occasions. The first time at the laying of

the corner stone and the next time at the congress, at the

play of Eumenidcs. (3n the occasion of the congress 1

attended a ceremony held at what is known as the Holv

Hill. I was one of the members who marched up the

hill. I can not tell you the time we started, but I know

it was before midnight and it lasted many, many hours,

and it was very trying and fatiguing for the majorit\-

^ of the members that I saw. It took a long time to go uj)

the hill because they made so many stoppages. No cere-

monies took place on the wa}- up. We were told to stand

still with our finger on our mouth. The order was

passed down the line by some of the head ones, and to

stand still or to turn our faces the other wa}'. We were

supposed to turn and keep our eyes on the east, or turn

around in the opposite direction from what we were then

walking, and stand in that attitude until we received

orders to march. W^e stopped three or four times on

I/D.3
j-|ig ^vay, as far as I know. The people in the procession

were of all ages, all sizes ; even children were there.

There were over twenty-two children there.

Q. Old and young, and frail and strong?

A. I should say seven or eight years old. No sir,

there were some very feeble. There were some that

fainted on the way and felt very bad on the wa\'. 1

heard the commotion several times that some one had

fainted and been taken out of the ranks. But T didn't see

them : the night was dark. There were a few torches

at the head of the procession, but we had no other lights.

I don't know who carried those torches. I saw people in

the procession with white robes on. I supposed the

1764
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1765 "lumbers of the cabinet were the ones that had the

robes on.

When we got up to this Holy Hill, we sat down upon

the raised platform that was built for the members to

witness the different speeches and ceremonies ; and then

there seemed to be an initiation going on on the plat-

form. I understood it was a higher initiation, into a

higher order from what we were. Of course we didn't

hear all the words ; we could not, we were so far off, and

the wrlid carried the words away. And the incantations

and the answers, of course we could get some of that.

We kept our fingers on our lips all evening. I kept my

eyes on the platform, so I didn't look around to see who

had their finger on their mouth. ^Irs. Tingley was there,

bhe was the one that did the initiation. She did not

march. She was driven there in a carriage. When we

returned, as far as I can remember, we marched until we

got out of the grounds, when we went in every direction

and took the nearest cut that we could to our tents.

-'-'"'
I have frequently heard Mrs. Tingley deliver lectures.

MR. AXDRE\\'S: ^^'e object to the question follow-

ing, if the court please, and to the answer, and to the

next question and answer, being all that remains on page

78 of the deposition of Mrs. Penning, upon the ground

that the questions are irrelevant, incompetent and imma-

terial and improper, and the answers irrelevant, imma-

terial and incompetent, and to the first question and

answer on page 79 upon the grounds just stated.
1768

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 274.

The questions referred to and mentioned in the fore-

going objection, and which the defendant was prohibited
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1769 from reading, and the answers thereto are as follows:

"Q. State whether or not you ever heard her deliver

a lecture in this city in which she stated that disaster and

ruin and trouble would follow anyone who withdrew

from the society?

"A. Yes sir, I did. And she mentioned, also, a case

of a man in India who had had twenty-two boils, growing

out of his leaving the society—the statement Mrs. Egbert

made, with the addition that I heard of the twenty-two

1770 boils. And he died from the effects of it. And the same

thing would likely happen to any of us if we withdrew

;

that we should not violate the pledge, not to withdraw.

"O. Why did you withdraw?

"A. Because the actions were so different from Uni-

versal Brotherhood or Theosophy as I understood it.

There was more bickering and more dissatisfaction every

way from the accusations that she brought in public, in

.. Y-T-i the lectures, against private individuals than I would ever

believe it possible in that was to do. If she had accused

things in the right way, if they had done wrong, I should

think it was all right. But to accuse them in a malicious

manner, which she did with everyone who withdrew, I

didn't think it was right. It didn't look Theosophical to

me.

"Q. Then that was the reason you withdrew?

"A. Yes sir."

1772 WITNESS (Continuing) : I was at the colony there,

but not to stay. I was at the Homestead three weeks dur-

ing the congress. My tent was on the grounds, but the

greater part of our time was passed in the tent or home-

stead, as you call it, on the grounds where the lectures
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1773 were delivered. T never missed one of them. At that

time, the children were not established at what is now

called the colony. They became established afterwards.

They turned the hotel, which we were occupying for

meetings, into a colony afterwards, and into a school,

after this congress.

There was no guard at the time that I was there, only

I understood they had i)ut guards to keep strangers oflf.

1774

1775

1776

O. Don't tell what you understood. Just tell what

you saw.

Plaintiff objected to the answer as being irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent and hearsay, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 275.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows

:

"A. Well, we could not see all over the ground, but 1

understood they put guards at the different gates."

Q. jNIrs. Penning, did you have any conversation with

Airs. Tingley prior to this expedition to the Holy Hill in

which you asked her if there was not some way by which

the frailer and weaker members could go a nearer route?

A. Well, it was not prior to that ; it was during the

different meetings we had had. And the road was so

roundabout and so very disagreeable for the dust, and so

many could not walk it, that I went to her to ask if we

could not take a short cut across on behalf of those that

could not walk. And she said, no, her orders were to

^ake the lower gate, and we should all have to go there.

And then toward the last of the meetings, and on the

night of the Crusade, we took the short cut, from the
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1777 '^ot^^ across to the grounds. All the meetings ano

lectures of the convention were held at what is known as

the Holy Hill, or the sacred ground, and to reach that,

we took the long way around, but on the occasion which

I have described as the midnight expedition, we took tl^ie

short cut.

Q. Were any of the attendants there unable to make

the journey the long way around?

1778
The plaintifif objected to the reading of any of the an-

swer to the foregoing question, and particularly the last

sentence thereof, on the ground that it was hearsay and

incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 276.

The answer to the foregoing question is as follows :

"A. 'Well, I don't know. I imderstood several were

fainting but I didn't see them."

O. I don't mean at the night time ; I mean in the day

time when they walked to the sacred ground.

A. They came back and said they could not go, they

would have to stay away from the meeting ; and that is

why I. went to see.

Hereupon the plaintifif objected to the reading of the

next question and answer on the ground that the answer

was irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which objec-

1780 tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numl:)ered, Exception No. 277.
*

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection, and

which the defendant was prohil)ited from reading and

the answer thereto, is as follows

:
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1781 Q- 11^^^' ^^^^1 it affect you?

"A. It gave mc a great many cramps, because when

I am too much on my feet and have to walk too much, I

am subject to cramps, and it gave me so many cramps

that I had to have a doctor to give me medicine for it."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I never saw Mrs. Tingley

walking out at all. I am an elderly lady, and Mrs. Ting-

Icy refused to allow any of them to take the short cut to

1782 the sacred ground. Her demeanor at the time I spoke to

her was short and decided. She was the one that gave

the order, and that had been her command, and we were

supposed to obey without any cavil of any hesitancy. In

the meetings in the evening that were sometimes held at

the hotel, there were two parties fainted, or had spasms.

We were often made to sit by the hour on the floor, with-

out a word, without a bit of support, without a chair.

They hadn't made any provision for so many people. We

1783 got up while there at different hours in the morning.

Sometimes at three o'clock ; any time for a meeting. I

took part in morning meditations that were held there.

They were held under Mrs. Tingley's orders. These

meditations consisted of remaining silent with the finger

over the lips. Mrs. Tingley was at these morning sunrise

meditations. At the time we were there at the congress,

she got up for the three o'clock meeting and was there

so far as I know. We often had to wait a long time.

1784 ^'^'h^" ^^ were told to be there, she was not there, so that

we got vevyi> tired waiting. The people at these morning

meditations were fully dressed. After the meditations

were over, they would either go home and lie down or

have their breakfast and lie down. Whether some went

I
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1785 ^^^^^^ to bed, I don't know. Many a time I went back to

bed and had a rest.

This candle stick which I have in my hand is supposed

to represent the symbol of the Lotus, which represents

man in his three different conditions of physical, spiritual

and astral. The Lotus, supposed to be in the mud and

the mire, the root, which is the animal man ; the astral

man, in the water ; and the blossoms above the water, as

the spiritual man. And we would hold the \\0\i up in the

1 7Rf\
ceremonies, where they had lights. That was supposed

to represent the spiritual man. These are not the candle-

sticks which were carried on our pilgrimap^e to the Holy

Hill. This was in the ceremonies in the building. They

would have blovvu out had we carried them to the Holy

Hill. Mrs. Tingley gave me this with her own hands.

She made no further explanation than that I have men-

tioned. She had them all on the table, and told us what

they represented, and we should all come forward, and as

., _Q^ far as they would go, she would give them out, to repre-
1787 ..,,.. , .

,

sent the spiritual life under which we were trying to live.

You can buy them in Los Angeles for twenty-five cents

in any store, but it was the emblem that the lotus repre-

sents. It is only sacred to me as an emblem it represents,

not that Mrs. Tingley gave it to me.

The candlestick mentioned by the witness in her testi-

mony and identified by the notary, was here introduced in

evidence on behalf of the plaintiff, and marked.

1788 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT

Hereupon the defendant produced and offered in evi-

dence the deposition of B. F. Hilliker, taken on behalf of

defendant, at Los Angeles, on the 13th day of December.

1902, and which deposition was admitted in evidence, cer-
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\7Q<) tain portions thereof being excluded by the court, and

which said deposition is as follows

:

B. F. HILLIKER.

BY MR. JACKSON: My name is B. F. HiUiker. I

reside at 314 Fort Moore Place, Los Angeles. I have

resided in California about twenty-one years ; eight years

in Los Angeles, and before that in Santa Ana. I am not

engaged in any business. I am retired. I was a member

1 7Q0 ^^ ^^^ ^^^ Angeles Theosophical Society for about two

years. I am not now a member. It has been about

something like two years since I ceased to be a member.

The plaintiff here objected to the next and following

question and answer, and also to all the questions and an-

swers upon pages 86 and 87, and to and including line 3

of page 88 of the deposition of B. F. Hilliker, on the

ground that each of the questions and the answers thereto

were irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which ob-

1/91 jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 278.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection as

appearing upon pages 86, 87 and to and including line 3,

page 88 of the deposition of B. F. Hilliker, which the

defendant was prohibited from reading, and the answers

thereto, are as follows

:

1792

"O. What was the occasion of your leaving?

"A. Ordered out by Mrs. Tingley.

"Q. Any reason given ?

"A. No reason.
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1793 "Q- Had you, so far as you know, committed any

offense ag'ainst the Theosoi)hic rules or regulations

—

A. I had not.

"O. —of the society?

"A. No charges ever made against me.

"Q. You were just arbitrarily ordered out by ]\Irs.

Tingley ?

2^794 "A. Shall I state what I was told the reason was why

I was ordered out ?

"0. Why by?

"A. By one of the members.

"Q. Yes.

"A. Well, this is the only reason that ever T had

for being turned out.

1795 "Q- Yes.

"A. I refused to donate an\- money for the Point

Loma Theosophic School, thev call it.

"O. Who told you the reason why you was ordered

out?

"A. Dr. Mohn.

"Q. He told }ou you had been ordered out because

vou had refused to donate monev to the Raja YosTti
1 **o/^ '

-
.

- ^^

School. Had you been asked to donate any money to that

school ?

"A. Oh yes. a number of times.

"Q. Who had asked you?
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]^797 ""''^- ^^'^'^^' i^i"- Molin had asked nie, Abbot Clark had

asked me, and several others.

"Q. Had Mrs. Tingley asked you?

"A. Not personally.

"Q. Do you know the members of her cabinet?

"A. I know the men before that were members two

}ears ago.

1798 "Q" ^^^ ^"^' °^ those who were members at that time

ask you to donate?

"A. No sir.

"O. Who was Abbot Clark ?

"A. A member of our society here.

"Q. And Dr. Mohn?

"A. Dr. iAIohn.

1/99 "O. How much was you asked to donate?

"A. No special amount.

"Q. Well, how long a period elapsed between the

times these requests for donations were made upon you

and your expulsion from the society?

"A. I could not say.

"O. Approximately.

"A. Oh, I should approximate it six months."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I formed the personal ac-

quaintance with Mrs. Tingley since she came to Cali-

fornia.

1800
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1801 Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the next two follow-

ing questions, and the answers thereto, appearing- on lines

5 to 9 page 88 of the depositicjn of B. F. Hillicker, on

the ground that the questions and answers were irrele-

vant, immaterial and incompetent, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 279.

The two questions mentioned in the foregoing objec-

tion, which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

loU^ and the answers thereto are as follows

:

"Q. Yes. You were a man of some means?

"A. Oh, yes.

"O. Comfortably, moderately and comfortably fixed ?

'•A. Yes."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have attended meetings

of the Theosophical Society at Point Loma and at which

Mrs. Tingley was present. I have also attended meetings

of the Theosophical Society in Los Angeles.

Q. Now, just describe the character of the meetings

at Los Angeles at which she and you were present.

MR. ANDREWS : We object now if the court please.

to this question and the answer to this question and to

the following questions and answers and all after line 17

on page 88 of the deposition of B. F. Hilliker as being ir-

relevant, immaterial and incompetent. There is no issue

raised as to the manner in which any ceremony might

have been carried on in Los Angeles.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. l{xception No. 280.

1803

1804
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1805 I'll'-' answer to the (|uestion last above set out and the

questions mentioned in the fore^ii;oing objection, and

which questions the defendant was prohibited from read-

ing-, and the answers thereto, are as follows

:

"A. 'In what way?

"Q- Ji^i-t the general conduct of the meeting, the be-

havior and demeanor of Mrs. Tingley and of the mem-

bers.

1806 "A. Well, the meetings were carried on in a sort of

awe-inspiring secret way. For instance, we was in-

r.tructed to not speak after we entered the hall at all, the

ante roona.

"Q. Who instructed you?

"A. Mrs. Tingley. And then sit down with absolute

(|uiet ; and then when the time came, we were supposed

to enter the room, ordered to enter the main hall, with our

1807 fi^S^^s on our lips, in silence.

"O. AVell, what did you do when you got in there?

A. Got in there, we gave the pass-word as we were

going in."

MR. ANDEWS : Plaintiff now objects to the reading

of an\' question and to the answers thereto found after

line 2 of page 89 down to and including line 19 of page

91, u])on the grounds that the same are irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, and that there is no issue raised

as to the manner in which any ceremonies might have

been carried on in Los Angeles. The objection is to

each and every (piestion.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 281.

1808
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\<^()() The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection,

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

and tlie answer^ thereto are as follows

:

"U- '^^li' y"u had a pass-word?

"A. We had a pass-w'ord.

"O. 'What was the pass-word?

"A. Oh, I could not tell you now.

1Q1() Q- Was it of any symbolical meaning?

"A. Sometimes one thing, soiuetimes another, you

know.

"Q. Well, when you got in what did Mrs. Tingley do

or say?

"O. Well, that would take a long record, to tell what

she said.

"O. Just tell as much as vou can, as much as vou re-

1811 call.

"A. But the main import was that the school was

conducted by secret masters that we would never, prob-

ably, be able to come in presence of, and if we did, we

would not dare to touch them, because the shock would be

so much like an electric shock that it would burn us up.

"O. Well, what was meant bv "secret masters"?

"A. That is the—some inspired beings, living in some

iol4 foreign lands.

"O. That is, living upt)n this earth or

—

"A. Oh, yes.

"O. Or u[)on some foreign planet?
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1813 "^- ^-^" ^'^'^ earth, I)ut who had lived many hundreds

of years, whose power was so great that they were sup-

posed to live, five or six, seven or eight hundred years,

and had lived that long.

"Q. And was still living?

"A. Still living.

"O. In the flesh?

"A. In the flesh, and able to communicate through
1814

Mrs. Tingley to us in a secret way.

"O. Were they living in the appearance of human be-

ings ?

"A. Oh, yes.

"O. Did she identify any of those secret masters ?

"A. She frequently furnished us with photographs of

181^ three, I think, of the masters, which were placed on

stands before us every evening.

"Q. Were they supposed to reside?

"A. Well, I never got a definite idea, except they

were somewhere in the Himalayian Mountains in India.

"Q. And they communicated to their subjects through

Mrs. Tingley?

iQi/: '"A. Through ]\Irs. Tingley.

"Q. She was able, according to her teaching, to come

in direct contact with them?

"A. She was a master herself.

4
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1817 "Q- ^^'^' ^^^^' ^^'^^ '^ master herself. Then she (Hdn't

get burned up when she met them ?

"A. Stood between the society and tlie great masters.

"O. Well, was that her tisual course of talking and

claims ?

"A. Oh yes, that was the general custom.

"O. Did the peo]:)le there believe that?

1S18 "^" Cautioning us to be very secret.

"Q. Did the members of the society believe that?

"A. Some of them seemed to believe it with the most

implicit confidence.

''O. Did she claim that there were many of these great

masters between whom and the people she stood?

"A. I didn't get the idea that there were many. The

1819 iiiipression left with me was that there were arjout three

or four.

"O. She didn't name any of them, did she?

"A. Oh, yes.

"Q. Can you recall the names?

"A. I don't believe I could now. I have not thought

of it for a long time.

I04U ..Q What were they? Men or women, or both?

"A. Men. I would know the name if 1 heard it. but

I can't think of the name now\ They were ancient names,

vou know, Sanscrit names.
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18^1 Q- What was the Thcosophic teachings there? A
sort of a Sanscrit, Buddistic doctrine?

"A. I should say it was Buddistic.

"O. AX'cll. did the Greek appear in it in any respect,

the Greek reHgion?

"A. I don't think so."

1822

O. Xow, about the meetings at Point Loma, did you

attend any of those?

A. I attended two meetings, what they called their

congress.

Q. You attended the congress there?

A. The laying of the first corner stone I was there.

The corner stone of this Raja Yoga school. At that first

congress, there was a great deal of formality gone

through, imitating, as I suppose, some ancient rites. For

instance, they chanted in a foreign language that I didn't

understand, and they had a young girl to hold the platter

on which was placed oil, corn and wine. And ^^Irs.

Tingley, with some good deal of ceremony, poured the

contents of these articles on the platter, corn, wine and

oil, on the corner stone. I heard some of Mrs. Tingley's

discussions or expressions at that time. She claimed

great things for Point Loma and the Raja "'' ga school.

As nearly as I can recall, there \\as a great ^ deal of the

mystical connected with it. S'.e claimed to have been

io4T- supported by spiritual masters. I don't know that she

used the words "divine spirits." I think it was com-

monly called the masters. These masters were appointed

to mind, and sustain and guide it, and we would see re-

sults there at that school that would astound the world,
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1825 ^"*^^ ^° '^^ ^"^ ^^ forth. There was so much nonsense oc-

curring during the time that it would take me a good

while to tell it, but among the most prominent, perhaps,

was ordering us to get up at twelve or one o'clock at

night and march to the site of the temple, or the Raja

Yoga school, where the corner stone was and we got up

with a great deal of quietude and solemnity, and fell in

in two ranks and marched from our camp ground, per-

haps a quarter of a mile or a little over, to where this cor-

Ift'^A
"^^ stone was laid, stood there I think about an hour in

line without any ceremony, and then turned around and

went back. We consumed perhaps two hours and a half

in making this trip that night ; about half an hour in go-

ing. We did not stop on the way except to pass the gate

where there was a guard. That didn't detain us long.

There were guards all around the grounds, day and

night. There were perhaps a dozen of them. They were

not uniformed. I don't know if they were armed.

?^Irs. Tingley was at this midnight meeting. I think

*^ she marched. I was in the middle of the procession, so I

could not tell who was ahead but I supposed she and her

cabinet was at the head of it. I don't know whether she

went up in a carriage that night or not. She generally

went in a carriage. There were no ceremonies that night

that I heard at all. We just stood there. I should say for

about an ho " I did not keep my fingers over my lips. I

don't know an.y one fainted during that trip or became

exhausted. We returned^Nvitliout any ceremony ami ro-

^"^°
tired for the night.

I attended the next congress a year afterwards. I don't

recall where I went the day following the midnight meet-

ing I have just spoken of. 1 stayed at Point Loma per-

haps a day or two after that. At the congress which I
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1829 attended a year later, the principal feature was holding a

sort of show. Mrs. Tingley gave the play called Eumen-

ides, which was an ancient theatrical performance at

which we paid a dollar and a half to two dollars for en-

trance. I don't know what became of the proceeds of

that play, only in a general way that Mrs. Tingley con-

trolled all of the funds. I always understood that she had

absolute control of the funds. I don't know if there is

anything in the rules and regulations of the society which

1 ^^Ci "'''i^cs her responsible for the disposition of the moneys.

There were other midnight meetings there at the con-

gress. We were ordered one night by ^Mrs. Tingley,

through her general secretary, Col. Pierce, to sit up one

night in the hotel until about half past two in the night.

Col. Pierce is ]\Irs. Tingley's general secretary. A great

many of the people and children also sat up that night.

They passed away the time that night as best they could.

Some of them laid on the floor and some on the tables.

We did not entirely keep silence. At certain periods in

the performance I believe they sat there that night with

their fingers over their lips. Mrs. Tingley appeared at

the latter part of the evening, about two o'clock as nearly

as I remember, and made a very short address. It didn't

amount to anything. There was so little of it that I can't

recall it to memory. None of these great masters came

forth that evening to counsel us. After ]Mrs. Tingley dis-

appeared we went to bed. There was no dictation about

the hour we were to get up the next morning. We all got

-'-^^^ up when we felt like it.

I have heard the sun-rise meditations at Point Loma

talked about. I never participated in them.

This Holy Hill is understood by the members of the so-

ciety at Point Loma, to signify a spot on the earth des-
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1833 'gn^tsd by the masters for great educational purposes in

the occult sciences. That spot was dcsiin^natcd throu<:;;'li

the agency of Mrs. Tingley.

The plaintiff here objected to the next two questions

and the answers, on the ground that the matter was ir-

relevant, and immaterial and that the attorney in ])utting

the questions assumed facts that had not been testified to

(no objection to the form of the questions was made at

the time of the taking of the deposition) ; the objection

1834 was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 282.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading and

the answers thereto are as follows

:

"Q. The masters, then, didn't appear there to point

out

—

1835

"A.
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1838
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Hereupon the plaintifl' objected to the reachng- of the

next three questions followin"^ on the ground that the

questions were immaterial and the answers irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 283.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was prohibited from reading, and the

answers thereto are as follows

:

"O. I asked you a moment ago about Mr. Pierce, who

•.ou say was her general secretary. Did she, in any of

lier meetings, express reliance or confidence in Mr. Pierce?

"A. I could not say that she did, personally.

"O. Well, did her demeanor and actions toward him

indicate to the members that she relied on him ?

"A. Oh, sure. He was her right hand bower, so we

lo3>' ^\\ understood.

"O. Did he pretend to speak for her?

"A. Certainly."

WITNESS (Continuing) : No one except a member

of the society can enter those secret meetings. There were

no iniatory services in becoming a member. Simply tak-

ing the pledge.

1840 Hereupon the plaintiff objected to the question follow-

ing and to the answer and to each and every question and

answer down to and including line 24 of page loi of the

deposition of 1j. F. Hilliker, on the ground that the ques-

tions were immaterial and the testimony irrelevant, in-
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1841 competent and immaterial, wliich objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 284.

The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection

and which the defendant was prohibited from reading,

and the answers thereto, are as follows

:

"O. Simply taking the pledges. Did there grow up

any division or dissensions in the society, and if so when

, _ and for what reason ?

1842
"A. There was quite a good deal of dissention in our

society. It commenced when Mrs. Tingley ordered the

name changed from Theosophic Society to the Universal

Brotherhood. Then, in our society, commenced what T

would call a personal worship of Mrs. Tingley l)y some

of the members.

"O. They looked to her rather than to the teachings

of the societv for guidance?

1843
"A. Through her orders we changed our study class

from the line of study we had been delving into, to more

of a sort of an applauding or worshiping of J\lrs. Ting-

ley. That made me dissatisfied, and a great many others.

"Q. Did she participate at those meetings?

"A. No sir.

"Q. And that created a division in the society here in

1844
^°' Angeles?

"A. Created a split-up in our society.

"O. What eitcct had it upon the society?

"A. Well, a Great man\ of the members—I could not
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1845 ''tatc how many, but perhaps thirty or forty—went out

;

left the society, voluntarily.

"O. How large was the society?

"A. T think something like eighty members ; some-

wheres along there.

"Q. Do you know how many of them are still left

in that society at this time?

1846
"A. No sir, I don't.

MR. ANDREWS: The plaintifif now^ objects to the

question beginning on line 25. page loi, to and including

all of pages 102, 103 and to and including line 5 of page

104 deposition of B. F. Hilliker ; the objection is to each

of the questions on the ground that they are immaterial,

and to each of the answers on the ground that they are

immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent.

The oljjection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

1847 ^iitl the same is numbered. Exception No. 285.

The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection as

appearing upon the pages of said deposition in said ob-

jection mentioned, and which questions defendant was

prohibited from reading, and the answ^ers thereto, are as

follows

:

"O. Were there ever any orders issued by Mrs. Ting-

ley, or by any of the members of her cabinet, with refer-

ence to the destruction of books and photographs,

papers

—

"A. Yes sir.

1848

'^Q- pertaining to the Theosophical Society.

What was that order?
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1849 '^- Why, she instructed ns to destroy all conneciion

to books or photoji^raphs—anything—with the persons

who went out, and shun them just as you would some

poison thiiii^; not even look at them; not recog^nize them

on the street, after the)' went out of the society.

"O. That is. if T understand you, then, your instruc-

tions from Mrs. Ting-ley were to ignore and refuse to

recognize people who left the society?

1850
"^- ^'''''-

"O. Well, did the members of the society obev that

order ?

"A. A great portion of them did.

"Q. Did that order come direct from ?klrs. Tingley to

the members, or did it come through this General or Col-

onel Pierce?

"A. It come from Mrs. Tingley direct to our leader, in

1851 our society.

"O. And from him was passed on to the members?

"A. The members.

"O. Who was the leader?

"A. At the time T went out it was Dr. Beach.

"Q. Well, while you was a member of the society did

you obey that order?

1852 <<A M •A. No sir.

"Q. After you had been expelled from the societ\-.

what was the demeanor of those remaining members to-

wards vou?
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1853 "'^- I'ass me by on the street and never know me.

"Q. Men who had been formerly friends and ac-

(|uaintances?

"A. Oh yes.

"Q. Was that the general custom of the members of

the society towards those who had left?

1854

"A. That was the custom of a good many of the so-

ciety, what they called the devout ones.

O. Yes, the devout ones?

"A. Those obeying Mrs. Tingley ignored us on the

street, when we went out.

"O. Does that still continue?

"A. I think it does.

"Q. Then you were ordered to destroy all the

books and all the papers and documents and photographs

lODD Q j every kind that you had ?

"A. I was ordered personally to return all the papers

that I had ever received from the society, books, papers,

pamphlets, instructions and everything of that kind.

"Q. To return them to the society?

"A. Return them to the secretary of our society.

"Q. Did you obey that order?

"A. I did.

"O. And then the members were ordered to destroy

books and letters and communications and everything that

kept up life and friendship for those expelled members?

1856
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1857 "^- Yes sir.

"Q. Photographs of them were to be destroyed ?

"A. Yes.
*"

"Q. Letters from them were to be destroyed?

"A. As I understood it.

"Q. Of the books to be destroyed did they give you

any Hst ?

1858
"A. No sir, not me.

"Q. Did they to others, if you know?

"A. Don't know. That is, 1 have no jiersonal knowl-

edge of it. In a general way I know it, but personally I

don't know it."

WITNESS (Continuing) : I did not see any of the

members at Point Loma in white robes. I saw Mrs. Ting-

ley in a purple robe which she always wore. She was

addressed or referred to as "Mother" and was spoken of

among the members as "Purple Mother"; I don't know

who gave her that name. The first one that I ever heard

use it was Mr. Pierce.

Hereupon the plaintiiT objected to the questions appear-

ing on line 20 of page 104 to line 27 of page 105. of the

deposition of B. F. Hilliker, and being to the end of the

1860 <^lii'ect testimony, and to each of the questions and to each

of the answers, because the questions were immaterial

and the answers irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent

:

the objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and

the same was numbered, ExcejJtion No 286.

1859
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The questions mentioned in the foregoing ohjection as

appearing upon the pages of said deposition in said objec-

tion mentioned, and which questions defendant was pro-

hibited from reachng, and the answers thereto, are as fol-

lows:

"Q. Now, Mr. Hilliker, did you ever hear Mrs. Ting-

ley at any of her meetings make any reference to the dis-

aster that would follow and pursue anyone who left the

society ?

"A. Oh yes.

"Q. What was it?

"A. She said there were dark forces and light forces.

The dark forces would pursue those who left the society

and they would be subject to all manner of malady, such

as insanity, go crazy, generally go down, personally and

mentally.

"O. What has been the appearance of a good many

1863 of the members who have left that i)lace at Point Loma?

"A. Do you mean our society?

"Q. No, no, I mean Point Loma. If you know.

Their mental and physical appearance?

"A. Well, I have not met many that left Point Loma.

"O. Well, of those you met ?

"A. Of those I met it was simply a matter of disgust

1864 ^^^'th the whole business down there at Point Loma, with

the way things were carried on, the starving of children

and grown people also.

"Q. Those were reasons which members who had left

there gave you for leaving?
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1865 "^- ^^^ ^'^-

"O. Did Mrs. Tingley ever mention from the rostrum,

or in discussing the matter, the fact that disaster had fol-

lowed certain members who had left the society?

"A. No sir, I don't remember of hearing them

—

"Q. You don't remember her specifying the burning-

to death of a young girl ?

1866 "A. No sir, I don't recall that.

"Q. Did you ever see a reference to that in any of the

publications emanating from the Universal Brotherhood ?

"A. No sir. I don't think I did."

CROSS EXAMINATION of B. F. HILLIKER.

The plaintiff waived the cross examination of the wit-

ness ; the same was not introduced in evidence, but is

1867 here set out, and is as follows

:

BY JUDGE McKINLEY : "Q. You feel that you were

very unfairly treated by Mrs. Tingley, ]\Ir. Hilliker, don't

}'OU ?

"A. Oh no, sir—

"Q. You don't ?

"A. I have no special kick a-coming. except I was

1868
turned out of the society without any chance for defend-

ing myself.

"Q. Well, don't you feel unfriendly to her on account

of that?
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1869

1S70

"A. No sir.

"O. Not at all?

"A. Other societies would allow me a chance to ex-

plain, or state some reason why I was expelled, but from

her T never got any reason whatever.

"O. But }"ou have no feeling on account of that?

"A. Oh, T have no prejudice. Of course T consider

Mrs. Tingley a humbug on general principles, and I am

disgusted with the whole concern. But I have no personal

reeling.

:^E-DIRECT EXAMINATION of B. F. HILLIKER.

The plaintiff ol:)jected to the reading of the first ques-

tion of the re-direct examination, on the groinul that it

was not proper re-direct examination and called for the

witness's conclusion, and that the answer showed simply

a conclusion of the witness and was irrelevant, incom-

petent and immaterial ; the objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 287.

The question mentioned in the foregoing objection and

which the defendant was ]jrohibited from reading and the

answer thereto, is as follows :

"BY MR. JACKSON: O. Upon what do you base

-iQ-jj }Our considerations and feelings that she is a humbug?

Her actions ?

"A. Her actions and what she says, the course she is

taking there in regard to the whole proceeding. She is

setting herself up before the people to be a sort of a di-

1871
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1873 ^'i"6 being, and an absolute dictator. No one has a say

about anything. All orders come from her. Therefore,

I think she is a humbug."

The plaintifif here objected to each of the questions

and answers following the question above set out, and in-

cluding all the re-direct examination of the witness, B.

F. Hilliker, on the grounds that the questions were not

proper re-direct examination, and were immaterial, and

that the answers were irrelevant, immaterial and incom-

petent. The objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 288.

The questions mentioned in the foregoing objection,

and which defendant was prohibited from reading, and

the answers thereto, are as follows

:

"Q. 'Do the people down there, if you know, accept

Iier dictatorship?

"A. All those do at Point Loma—must do it, or leave.

"0. Must do it or leave?

"A. Sure.

"O. She is the one i)ower there?

"A. She is the one power.

The defendant here introduced in evidence the jH-ospec-

tus of the students' home, called Esotero, and being the

document attached to the deposition of Dr. Jerome A.

Anderson, as Exhi1)it "A" and same is here marked

DEFENDANT'S EXHir.lT A.

1875

1876
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1377 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT "A".

PROSPECTUS OF THE STUDENTS HOME OR
COMMUNITY CALLED

"ESOTERO"

A DEPARTMENT OF THE SCHOOL FOR THE
REVIVAL OF THE LOST MYSTERIES OF AN-

TIQUITY. FOUNDED IN 1896 BY KATHERINE
A. TINGLEY.

1878 WITH VIEWS OF SAN DIEGO AND POINT
LOMA.

Issued February 13, 1900.

Coypright 1900 by

KATHERINE A. TINGLEY.

PROSPECTUS.

IN CONFORMITY with the purpose of the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, and in

harmony with its general plan, Katherine A. Tingley,

Foundress and Directress of the School for the Revival of

the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, established the Students

Home, or community called "Esotero," a Department of

the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of An-

tiquity, during the Universal Brotherhood Congress held

at Point Loma, San Diego, California, United States of

America, in April, 1899, There the main center of the

School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity

is established, where "The True Raja Yoga" the laws of

L'niversal Xature and Equity governing physical, mental,

moral and spiritual education, is taught on the broadest

lines. Other centers will be established at the proper

time in India and other countries. In fact, the whole sys-

1879

1880
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1881 ^^"^ ^^^ carefully outlined by Katherine A. Tingley,

Foundress-Directress of the School for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, at the time when the plan

for the founding of the Scliool for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity was first made public.

This prospectus is published for the purpose of giving

a general outline of the main features and the purposes

of the work to be immediately undertaken, and is, there-

fore, not intended to deal with many points which require

1 889 individual consideration.

PERSONS seeking Spiritual Knowledge, "The True

Raja Yoga" and who are in sympathy with the aims and

purposes of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mys-

teries of Antiquity, members of the "Eastern and Eso-

teric School of Theosophy" of which Katherine A. Ting-

ley is the Outer Head, and others whom she may approve

may apply for and shall be entitled to admission as stu-

dents in the Department, Students Home, or Commun-

itv called "Esotero," after comijlving with the rules, rcgu-
188^ - 1 .

r-^ i>

lations and by-laws governing the vStudents Home and

those of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries

of Antiquity, and after the acceptance of the applicant

by Katherine A. Tingley, Foundress-Directress of the

School for the Revival of the Lost ^Mysteries of Antiquity,

or her successors.

The Outer Head here especially appeals to all mem-

bers of the Eastern and Esoteric School of Theosophy

:

"UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES CAN THE
^^^^ SCHOOL, LANDS, BUILDINGS OR PROPERTY

EVER BE SOLD, BUT SHALL FOREVER RE-

MAIN INTACT AS THE PROPERTY OF THE
SCHOOL FOR THE REVIVAL OF THE LOST
MYSTERIES OF ANTIQUITY, AND AS SUCH
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SHALL BE HANDED DOWN TO POSTERITY.

IN ORDER TO PROMOTE THE WORK FOR
THE NEXT CENTURY, YOU MUST UNDER-
STAND THAT, AS STUDENTS OF THE EAST-

ERN AND ESOTERIC SCHOOL OF THEOSOPHY,
YOU ARE TO A LARGE DEGREE HELPING AND
SERVING TO BUILD THE TEMPLE OF TRUTH,

LIGHT AND LIBERATION, WHICH THE WORLD
SO SORELY NEEDS. VIEWED IN THIS LIGHT,

EVERY ACT PERFORMED AND SACRIFICE

MADE FOR THE WORK BECOMES OF INCAL-

CULABLE VALUE IN FURTHERING THE
'SACRED CAUSE' TO WHICH YOU HAVE DEDI-

CATED YOUR LIVES."

At last the great object of realizing the blessings of

the Higher Teachings of an ideal philosophy is made

possible.

Through these teachings the material and intellectual

life of the age will be spiritualized and raised to its true

dignity, thought will be liberated from the slavery of the

senses ; the waning energy in every heart will be re-

animated in the search for truth, and the fast dying

hope in the great promise of life will be renewed.

In the Students Home Department of the School for

the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity will be

gathered people from all lands, without regard to creed

or race, all concentrating their minds on the great object

of gaining and putting into |)ractice the true s])int of

Universal Brotherhood.

Teachers will be selected who will dedicate their lives

to this high purpose.

Great care has been exercised in the selection of the

1888
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1889 grounds upon which buildings are to be erected, wherein

individuals and families will be grouped.

In order to avoid the crowding of houses too closely to

the Temple, there will ultimately be groups of students,

residences at a distance, but accessible to the Sch(H)l for

the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, all of

which will be a part of the Students Home, or Commun-

ity called "Esotero."

The. receipt by the Executive Board of the donations

iQQA liereinafter specified, together with the acceptance of the

applicant by the Foundress-Directress of the School for

the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, Katherine

A. Tingley, or her successors, as a student in the Stu-

dents Home, entitles such accepted student to the

privileges of an assignment of residency in the Depart-

ment of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries

of Antiquity called "Students Home."

The raising of the revenue for the construction of build-

ings, making improvements, maintenance, and the estab-

lishing and maintaining of a sinking fund will be based

upon the Ground Rental system.

To facilitate the rapid development of the Students

Home and the building of houses for occupancy by ac-

cepted students, an amount of money covering ground

rental, hereinafter specified will be received by the Execu-

tive Board for one or more years rental charges in ad-

vance.

Accepted student's privileges are classified as follows

:

"^^^ L'nmarried students have the privilege of residency in

the Students Home Community lUiilding, to which no

married people will be assigned ; but they will not be ac-

cepted for less than a four years course. Apartments

with sustenance will be furnished them at fixed scliedule
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1893 ^"stes, upon their (le])ositini^ with the Executive Board an

entrance maintenance guarantee fund of One Hundred

Dollars ($100.00) or more, which deposit shall remain in

the hands of the Executive Board until the student's con-

nection with the Students Home is severed.

Groups of students consisting of parents and children

will not be accepted for less than a ten years course, un-

less otherwise specially permitted by the Foundress-Di-

rectress of the School for the Revival of the Lost Myster-

1 Q.Q4. '^^ ^^ Antiquity, or her successors.

The household plan provides that the cooking and

laundry work shall be done apart from the residences.

Students of the Eastern and Esoteric School of

Theosophy, who are intelligently devoted to the work,

who cannot command the full donation or pay advanced

rental, but who can pay fixed sums from month to month,

at the discretion of the Executive Board and with the ap-

proval of the Foundress-Directress of the School for

the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, or her

successors, may be assigned apartments in the "Studio,"

or "Colony." Others, to whose personal requirements

the foregoing does not apply, may write to the person

hereinafter designated, stating their desires and resources.

At the time an accepted student executes a ground ren-

tal agreement, a certain sum, to be agreed upon, may be

deposited with the Executive Board, as a credit on the

cost of a residency privilege assigned to his or her oc-

cupancy. On the completion of a residence, the balance

loVo Qf its costs over and above the sum already deposited, as

hereinbefore provided for, may be paid to the Executive

Board. The money so advanced to cover cost of the

residence will be refunded by the Executive Board by

monthly credits on account, equal to fifty per cent, of the
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1897 fi-^cd ground rental; the remaining fifty per cent, of

the monthly ground rental charge to be paid monthly in

cash by the student to the Executive Board to provide for

maintenance, depreciation and sinking fund.

Applications for the privilege of assignment for resi-

dency in the Student's Home shall be accompanied with

an agreed donation of Five Hundred Dollars, One Hun-

dred Dollars of which shall be sent with the application,

the remaining Four Hundred Dollars being payable with-

1 nqn in ninety days thereafter.

An accepted applicant, donating the amount of Five

Hundred Dollars, becomes entitled to the privilege of as-

signment of residency in the Students Home, or com-

munity called "Esotero" and will be charged for ground

rental according to the location and privileges granted.

Heads of families, members of which are in sympathy

with this work, may apply for a privilege of assignment

of residency for husband, wife and minor children, and

in such cases only one donation of Five Hundred Dollars
1899

will be required for the entire family.

Should it become necessary at an\- time to sever the

connection between a student and the Students Home, it

will be the duty and within the power of the Executive

Board, after receiving the approval of the I'oundress-Di-

rectress of the School for the Revival of the Lost Myster-

ies of Anticjuity, Katherine A. Tingley, or her successors,

to cancel all privileges of residency, or other relations,

and after due notice to require such student to vacate the

ground and premises.

When connection is thus severed in any instance, the

student shall be paid within ninety days thereafter, any

cash balance remaining to his or her credit in the hands

of the Executive Board. It should be clearlv understood
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1901 ^^^^ ^^^ residency and privileges granted to the students

are of a nature not to be obtained elsewhere.

The privileges of the Students Home will for the pres-

ent be restricted to selected persons and cannot be ex-

tended to the outside public until our teachers are pre-

pared ; wherefore it results that the financial maintenance

must be assured by the income derived from the sources

herein indicated. It is of vital importance that early ap-

plications for residency be made in order to enable the

1 QQ-^ Executive Board to ascertain requirements and resources,

so as to arrange for the laying out of the grounds and the

securing of simultaneous and therefore more economical

construction of the buildings and improvements.

Those who are not prepared to enter the Students

Home, or fitted to remain permanently, will find ample

accommodation at the International Brotherhood League

Colony, recently founded by Katherine A. Tingley,

President of that League, which works in harmony with

the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiq-

uity, though not officially connected therewith. This

Colony is most beautifully located on a high eminence,

within easy distance of the School for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, and affords conditions and

facilities which will give to its residents the benefits of

the preparatory teachings of the School for the Revival

of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity.

Members of this Colony in good standing, upon

recommendation of the Foundress-Directress of the

1904
School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity,

will be granted certain privileges by the Executive Board

of the Students Home.

Buildings are now being erected from original plans and

designs by the Foundress-Directress of the School for the
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1905 ^^cvival of the Lost ^Mysteries of Antiquity, Kathcrine A.

Tingley. In style and character they arc absokitely new

to modern times, reviving the beauty and chasteness of

the ancient periods, anterior to those of which we still

have a few remaining examples, and so different from

anything now in existence that they cannot he compre-

hended, much less appreciated, until seen. These build-

ings and their appointments will be conducive to the

greatest simplicity of life, and yet will be more beautiful

and utilitarian than the most expensive modern dwell-

ings? They are in themselves object lessons, at once

educative and ennobling.

The elevating influence of such habitations upon family

life will reveal how the grandest principles of human

life are interwoven with the simplest duties of home. In

order to better serve humanity with these lofty, economic,

unselfish and pure examples, they must be shown to the

world as being both consonant with and in most intimate

^ relationship with the sacred ties of family.

To live under the refining influence of such homes, to

be stimulated by such gentle and lofty surroundings while

in active preparation to become a world icacher, is be-

yond measure inspiring. For the dominant purpose of

the School for the Revival of the Lost INIysteries of Antiq-

uity is to establish a Temple, a Beacon Light, a Home

of Peace, stretching out the strong hand of Truth, Light

and Liberation, inviting the world to partake of its spirit-

ual benefits. To this end. Group Homes will be established,

where students of different races and nations will find

welcome without interference with such of their home

customs and habits as are good and helpful. Here the

Hindu, Christian, Maori, r.rahmin, Samoan. Hebrew.

African. Mohammedan. Indian. lUulhist. the Agiiostic,

1908
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]^9Q9 the Religionist and the Non-RcUgionist, freed from the

bonds of sectarianism, nation and race, will Hve apart yet

together for a common jnirpose, and wilHngly held in

harmony by the higher and stronger bond of Universal

Brotherhood.

The School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of

Anti(iuity has no a nucleus of a Great Library at Point

Loma, San Diego, California, United States of America,

which contains among other words many rare volumes

1Q10 collected by Katherine A. Tingley during he Cru-

sade around the world. This Library is under the super-

vision of the appointed Librarian and Expert Collector,

Rev. S. J. Neill.

There will also be erected a Musical Auditorium and

Conservatory, an Art Studio, Lecture Hall and Gymnas-

ium ; also private studies for the accommodation of visit-

ing artists who are not members of the organization.

For the education of the children of theStudents Home

specially trained visiting teachers will be provided on such

terms as may be prescribed. In due time a permanent

school for children will be established by the Foundress-

Directress.

AT THIS EMPHASIZED PERIOD of the world's

history, when whatever is necessary is within the easy

reach of those who are working for Right, we feel sure

that no earnest, honest Soul will for a moment hesitate to

undertake what has heretofore appeared as impossible in

forwarding the interest of our Great Work along the

VyLZ lines and in the manner laid down by our Great Teacher,

Who, be it remembered, has NEVER FAILED in what-

ever she has undertaken for the work, and this in the

face of obstacles which were apparently insurmountable

as compared with anything that now presents itself.
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1913 "NOW is THE APPOIXTED TIME. ACT AS THE
CHOSEX PEOPLE!"

All correspondence must be adclressed to and applica-

tion blanks will be furnished by Frank M. Pierce, Gen-

eral Representative of the School for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, Point Loma, San Diego,

California, United States of America.

Checks and remittances are to be made payable to E.

A. Neresheimer, Treasurer of the School for the Revival

1914 °^ ^^^^ Lost Mysteries of Antiquity.

Issued this 13th day of February, 1900.

Board of Directors of the School for the Revival of

the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity.

KATHERINE A. TINGLEY, PRESIDENT,

E. A. NERESHEIMER, TREASURER.
F. M. PIERCE, GEN'L, REPRESENTATIVE.

Executive Board of the Students Home

:

KATHERINE A. TINGLEY, PRESIDENT.

1915 E. A. NERESHEIMER, TRUSTEE.
F. M. PIERCE, TRUSTEE.

C. THURSTON, TRUSTEE.
H. T. PATTERSON, TRUSTEE.

Approved

:

Katherine A. Tingley,

Foundress-Directress of the School for the

Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity.

EMIL A. NERESHEIMER
sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows :

BY MR. HUNSAKER: My name is Emil A. Nere-

sheimer. I reside at Point Loma, and have resided there

since February 26th, 1901. Durinj;" all the time I have
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1917 ''csided there, I have been a member of the Universal

Brotherhood. I am chairman of the Universal Brother-

hood cabinet, president of the Theosophical Society in

America, treasurer of the School for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity, and I have some official posi-

tion in the International Brotherhood League, but I do

not recollect what it is.

The cabinet of the Universal Brotherhood consists of

thirteen members. I do not recollect the names of all the

iniQ int'iiibers of the cabinet,' but during the year 1901 the

cabinet was composed, as far as I remember, of Clark

Thurston, who was also a member of the finance com-

mittee. H. T. Patterson, a member of the cabinet, is also

assistant treasurer of the Theosophical Publishing Com-

]jany ; I believe he holds some other position but I do not

recollect what it is. Frank 'SI. Pierce is a member of the

cabinet and is general representative of the School for the

Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity. He belongs

also to the finance committee of the Universal Brother-

1919
hood and is also secretary general of the Universal

Brotherhood. I do not know all his duties as secretary

general of the Universal Brotherhood, but he exercises

the function of secretary general, signs documents and

circulars and the like that are being sent out, and what

various other functions he has, I do not know. Mr.

I'icrce also belongs to the board of management of the

buildings and grounds at Point Loma. That board con-

sists of Katherine Tingley, Frank i\L Pierce, Emil A.

I94U Xeresheimer, and Clark Thurston.

Judge E. O'Rourke of Ft. Wayne, Robert Crosby of

Boston, and Dr. Jerome A. Anderson of San Francisco,

are also members of the cabinet. Dr. Anderson also holds

the position of vice-president of the Theosophical Society
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1

1921 '" America. Afr. Sweet of Indianapolis, Mr. Cederholm

of Chicago, Mr. Harris and ^Ir. Walter T. Hansen are

members of the cabinet. You will find the list printed

somewhere in one of our publications.

The Society does not issue an\' publication. The New

Century is not published under the suspices of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood League. It is an independent publi-

cation, issued by Katherine Tingley individually. The

Crusader is published by some individuals in London.

1Q79 The Xew Century has been issued for approximately

three years. It first appeared after the cessation of the

publication of the Theosophical News, and was published

first in New York. It has been published in San Diego

since the removal of Katherine Tingley to Point Loma,

which was in February, 1901.

Q. Xow what connection—or what duties did Mr.

Pierce, during the year 1901, perform about the Universal

Brotherhood grounds there, and what authority did he

1923 exercise?

A. The Universal Brotherhood has no grounds

Q. In whom is the property vested where the Uni-

versal Brotherhood carries on its work at Point Lonia ':

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant antl

immaterial, and the answer as irrelevant and immaterial,

and that if it should be material as to who owned the

title to the lands there, the proper evidence would be the

deeds; which ol)jection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 289.

A. There is an institution on Point Loma known as

the colony and also a place there known as the homestead.

1924
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\C)1^ The colon)' is about two miles north from the homestead,

and during- the year 1901 was under the direction of

Walter Hansen as superintendent. He derived his au-

thority from the officers of the organization—the Interna-

tional Brotherhood League. The homestead was carried

on during the year 1901 under the direction and super-

vision of the board of directors of the Point Loma home-

stead. That is a corporation. During the year 1901, Mr.

Hansen in conducting the colony had a lady by the name

1
Q')/' of Munson as assistant superintendent. I do not think

Dr. Winkler had any connection with the colony during

that time. Dr. Wood was the physician there. During

the year 1901, Mr. F. M. Pierce was the treasurer of the

Point Loma Homestead Corporation. The other officers

of the corporation were Clark Thurston, president,

Katherine Tingley, myself, and a man named Agner were

the trustees of the corporation, and during the year 1901

the board of trustees had charge of matters at the home-

-tQr^ij stead. Mrs. Tingley's connection with the management

there was that of the trustee. She did not hold any

other position. The Point Loma homestead bears no re-

lation whatever to the Universal Brotherhood. I am

treasurer of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mys-

teries of Antiquity, and that school bears no relation to

the Point Loma Homestead. These are all separate and

independent corporations.

O. What work was Mrs. Tingley engaged in there of

1928 ^^'^li^'i '^^'^'^ \^'^s the head—what institution?

A. Universal Brotherhood. These different corpora-

tions are not organized for the purpose of aiding in

carrying out the purpose of the Universal Brotherhood.

Mrs. Tingley is the head of the Universal Brotherhood.
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1929 Tliat is the only institution there of which she is the head,

and she has nothinj^ to do with the management of any of

the other corporations. All of the institutions or corpora-

tions except the Universal IJrothcrhood are independent

of !\[rs. Tingley's management. I never heard of the

Universal Brotherhood Homestead. T never heard of

Mrs. Tingley as head of that institution. There is no

such institution.

CROSS EXAMINATION of EMIL A. XERESHEI-
1930 MER.

BY MR. KELOGG: Mrs, Tingley is president of the

School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity,

and she is a trustee of the Homestead Corporation. She

does not hold any place other than that in the Homestead

Corporation at the present time, nor did she in the year

upi. As a trustee of the homestead, she takes part in

the management of the Homestead Company and did dur-

imi i^s: IQOI, and as president of the school, she took part,
19ol ' .

and still takes part, in the management of that cor])ora-

tion.

MATILDA KRATZER

sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows

:

11Y MR. DANEY: My name is Matilda Kratzer. T re-

side at 924 B. Street, San Diego. I did reside at the

Point Loma homestead. I went there first on March

iith, 1900, from Los Angeles, for the purpose of receiv-

''^-* ing an education. \Mien I first arrived there I was as-

signed to the kitchen to wipe the dishes. That was all I

did the first evening I was there. \\'e arrived there about

four o'clock in the afternoon from Los Angeles, and the

first thing I was assigned to was that of wiping dishes.

\
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1933 ' W'ls not immediately assigned to any special or specific

duties, but very shortly after my arrival there T was,

probably three days after. I was assigned to wait on the

table and do whatever the .instructor told me to do. Mrs.

i'atterson was the inspector at that time. I was directed

o wait on the table and do the chaml)cr work in the dif-

ferent rooms, and was re(|uired to work at that occupa-

tion from about six o'clock in the morning until 9 o'clock

in the evening of every day. About three weeks before

1934 ''^'c left the institution, I was required to get up at half

past four o'clock in the morning and work until ten or

' leven at night. At that time- 1 waited on the table, and

--leaned the halls of the homestead on the first floor and

,he second floor and helped in the kitchen. T was re-

quired to work during all those hours.

I was at the Point about five and a half months, com-

mencing in March, 1900, and was there during part of

March, April, May, June, July and part of August. We

1935 "^^^ °" ^^^^ ~^^^^^ °^ August, 1900. During all the time I

was at the Point I was occupied in the performance of the

duties I have described. I did not do anything else. I

was not given any educational opportunities, except that

I was given six music lessons in the five months I was

diere. Miss Julia Hecht gave me those lessons. I was

instructed to have two lessons a week and then I took

diem all together, and then Mrs. Tingley said that on ac-

count of the buildings going up and every one being so

1 Q'^fi
busy, she woidd have to have them delayed. I do not

remember whether it was five or six lessons which T got,

but they were the only music lessons I got at Point Loma,

and during all the rest of the times I was there, I kept

at the menial lal)or which T have just described.
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1937 Q- While at the Point, did you observe any ceremon-

ies?

A. I only attended the meeting of the daughters of the

Rising Sun and the laying of the corner stone for the

Isis Conservatory of Music, I attended the meetings of

the daughters of the Rising Sun whenever I was invited,

and as near as I remember, about three times. At these

meetings there were addresses by several of the students,

and silence was observed, and we sat there on the floor

1938 on mats and there was music, after which there was

—

well you could not call it a social time, but we all chatted

and went to our rooms at a special time. These meetings

were held on Sunday evening. When I attended those

meetings, I was dressed in the Greek costume. This

Creek costume is simply a loose robe of cheese cloth or

anything that you have, and just a single robe with a sort

of scarf thrown over the shoulders, with the arms bare

and neck bare and sandals — we wore stockings but the

1939 arms and neck were bare. This material was cheese cloth

or some kind of fine crepe. We wore that costume and

was required to do so. I don't remember who gave me

the instruction, but the person who had charge of giving

the costumes presented me with one. I saw Mrs. Tingley

at these meetings. She was dressed in white, and about

the same as the other people, except more elaborately.

At these meetings she sat in her chair and listened, and

once in a while when called upon, she would sav a few

1940 ^^'^^''^Is on the harmony that was being derived from hold-

ing these meetings and she would speak on such other

things as she saw fit. The students who spoke at these

meetings were api)ointed by Mrs. Tingley to speak. Dif-

ferent ones were ai)pointed by Mrs. Tingley to speak each
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1941

1942

1943

1944

evening-. ] was a nieml)er of the society of the Daughters

of the Rising Sun. T was not initiated into it by any

])artieulai- ceremony. I don't rememl)er very nuich of

the ceremoney because it was about six years ago. All 1

can remember is that it was about one o'clock at night,

after Mrs. Tingley had lectured at the pavillion in Los

.Vngeles, and we went over to the Universal Brother-

hood hall and there we were initiated and we stood with

our fingers on our lips and then made a sign of the tri-

angle with our lingers. That is all I can remember of the

ceremony.

I was a member of the society when I went to Point

Loma. Mrs. Tingley was present in Los Angeles the

night when I was initiated into it and took part in the

initiation. That was before I went to Point Loma. At

Point Loma Mrs. Tingley was called by some of the stu-

dents "Purple" and by others "Mother" and in one in-

stance I heard Mr. Hansen call her "P". Mr. Hansen

was a resident of the Homestead and a member of the

organization.

I observed at Point Loma the ceremonies when they

greeted the rising sun. I only saw them once, but I know

they greeted it every morning. On this morning L I'efer

to, we all marched up the hill. T do not know whether

we had our Greek costumes on or not, but marched up

the hill and then turned towards the east, and when the sun

arose they sang the hymn "Hail ! Hail ! King of the day"

and I believe that was all. I think the people at that

lime were dressed in the ordinary dress, and I do not

know whether they had on shoes or whether they were

bare footed. I do not recollect seeing any ceremonies in

Point Loma where they were bare footed, except the

craftsmen. These craftsmen wore a dark loose robe of
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1^45 '^'^^'^^^ cloth. Coming down to the knees and beyond the

knees they were bare. They had a wide girdle around the

waist. I believe that was all. Their arms were pro-

tected by the sleeves but they were bare from the knee

down and were bare footed. They took part in the cere-

monies of the laying of the corner stone. I saw them

gather around the corner stone and say something I could

not hear. That took place about eleven o'clock in the

forenoon. The craftsmen were only dressed in this cos-

1 Q-IA
^^^^^^^ °'^ certain occasions. Those occasion were when

they were laying the corner stone ; and one time, when

Mrs. Tingley was giving a birthday party, they stood be-

hind the table while the guests ate.

I did not see any ceremonies on the occasion of Mrs.

Tingley being given a birtyday, but the craftsmen were

dressed in this costume on that occasion. 1 saw the guests

assemble at that time and saw them sit down to dinner. I

waited on the table. Afterwards the guests retired to

_ the reception room. I did not see them there. While the
1947

guests ate, the craftsmen stood behind Mrs. Tingley and

after the guests left there the craftsmen were given a

seat at the table and had their meal, but they stood be-

hind ]\Irs. Tingley while all the guests ate. They stood

there about half an hour. They did not say anything or

do anything. Mrs. Tingley was seated at the head of the

table and the. craftsmen would stand around behind her,

doing nothing. They were about a foot or two feet be-

hind her. There were either five or six of them. Their

names were Mr. I5ox, Air. Stowe. Mr. Leonartl, Mr. I'etti-

grew ; I cannot think of any one else. They stood there

about a foot behind Mrs. Tingley for about an hour.

They were not in my way when I was waiting on the

table. They just passed the different things on the plat-

1948
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1949

1950

1951

1952

tcrs. I didn't wait on the side where Mrs. Tingley sat.

1'hcse craftsmen d\(\ not have anythiiii^" with them except

their uniform that nit;lit. They (hd not have an\- im-

jilements of warfare or implements of their caUing. In the

ceremony of the laying of the corner stone they carried

their shovels or spades. There were five or six of them

at that time.

1 cannot think of any other costumes worn by people

at Point Loma, except those which I have described as

worn by the craftsmen and the Greek costumes worn by

the daughters of the Rising Sun. I have seen Mrs. Ting-

ley in costtmie. I have seen her in this white robe that she

wore at the meetings and in a dark robe, I don't know

whether it was purple or blue. It was one color or the

other. I have seen her in a loose black silk robe and also

a tan one. I don't remember the occasion when I saw her

wear this blue costume, nor do I rememl)er whether she

wore that costume at the ceremonies attending her birth-

day party. I cannot remember the occasions when she

tlid wear the pnri)le or blue costume.

I am seventeen years old, and 1 left Point Loma,

August 26th, 1900. I was about fifteen \ears old when I

was there. My mother and my sister were there. At

that time my sister was twelve years old.

O. And for what ptirpose did she g;o there?

The i)laintiff ol)jecte(l to the question as immaterial, in-

competent and irrelevant, and calling foi' a conclusion of

the witness and not for facts, and circumstances from

which that conclusion might l)e drawn, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 290.
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1953 Q- How did she ha])i)en to go there?

The plaintiff objected to the (luestion as immaterial,

incompetent and irrelevant and callint^ for a conclusion

of the witness, and not for facts, and circumstances from

which that conclusion might be drawn, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 291.

WITNESS (Continuing): I was present when a re-

10^4 (ji^iest was made for me to go to Point Loiua. This re-

quest was made March loth. 1900 at my mother's house

on /th and Olive streets in Los Angeles. The party who

came and requested me to go to Point Loma was Dr.

Beach, who was president of the Universal Brotherhood

Society in Los Angeles. That institution was, at that

time, related to the Point Loma institution. Tt was a lodge

that belonged to the head department, one of the lodges

of the L^niversal Brotherhood. Dr. IJeach was i)resident

1955 o^ ^t at that time. I have seen Mrs. Tingley present at

one or two meetings of that lodge in Los Angeles. I

don't remember what she did. except that she spoke in

this lodge of which Dr. Beach was ]:)resident.

When we arrived at Point Loma, in pursuance o\ the

request of Dr. Beach, we were met at the Homestead by

Mrs. Tingley. and the first thing she had me do was to

play a piece for her on the piano, and she told us we

might go out and get our supper. That is all she said.

1956 ^^^^ "^^'^^ ""^^ ^'^'^ "^^" '^^ '^"-^ time, what I was to do there.

She did tell me after the buildings were up that I should

receive music lessons and T was to be counted in as one of

the students and receive an education.

I never saw Dr. Beach at Point Loma. Dr. r.each came
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1957 ^^ "^.^ mother's house in Los Angeles one afternoon, and

said that he had received a telegram from Mrs. Tingley,

saying that Mrs. Tingley was interested in us and she

wanted us to come to Point Loma the next day and my

mother said "well, I must see something that will prove

she said these things" and she says, "you must either

show me the telegram or show me a letter that }ou have

received giving you these instructions," and he said, "well,

you can go down and see what is going on there and make

iqCQ arrangements wnth them," and he said, "it will be a home

for you forever," he said, "and the children will be edu-

cated," and he says "you will have a home," and so my

mother said, "well, I can't go tomorrow." He said

"you must go tomorrow, you can come back, if you are

not satisfied there, pack your things up and if you are not

satisfied, why, you can come back to Los Angdes" and he

gave her the money to come down on.

My sister was twelve years old at that time, and she

went to Point Loma with us. The first two or three
1959

weeks she was allowed to stay with us at the Homestead,

and she helped my mother a good deal about the kitchen,

and then Airs. Tingley told mother she would have to go

over to the colony where she belonged. That she was

in the way at the Homestead and my mother didn't like

that, but she had to consent to it, and so she let her go,

and my sister stayed at the Homestead about three weeks,

and after that she resided at the colony. The colony is

about a mile and three-quarters from the Homestead. I

iVOU Jq j-jq^ know, of my own knowledge, what my sister did at

the colony. I only saw her twice while she was there. I

didn't see her oftener because I was not permitted to do

so. I asked the house-keeper, Mrs. Patterson, if I could

see my sister, and she went to Mrs. Tingley and asked
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1

1961 •^fi'S- Tingley, who said "no". ATy mother was at the

Homestead. I saw her every day, but T only saw my Httle

sister twice while I -was there after she went to the colony.

I know that there were guards around the institution

while I was there. They were stationed along the road

leading up to the homestead. T don't know the exact

number of guards. Approximately there were about five

or six.

O. Do vou know whether these guards were armed or

1962 notl

A. They had a club in their hands, something like the

])olicemen's club, is all I know. I saw three armed with

clubs.

I was at the colony once on a visit. There were two

or three houses grouped together and a hedge surrounded

them part of the way and part of the way a fence sur-

rounded them, and there were guards around the house.

I don't know if there were any children at the colony at

that time, except my sister, and I only saw her twice. It

was Sunday afternoon when I was there. I don't know

who was living at the colony at that time. My sister left

Point Loma at the same time m_\- mother and T left.

O. When you left, did .Mrs. Tingley say anything lo

you about whether yon could come back or not?

The ])laintiii:' objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, which olijection was sustained,

1964 and the defendant excci^ted. and the same is numbered.

Exception No. 292.

WITNESS (Continuing): While I was at Point

Loma I did not attend any school at all. nov did I have

any instructicMi of any kind from anybody, except those

1963
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1965 ^^^ music lessons in five months, and the (jnly schooling

that I got there was those five music lessons in the five

months I was there.

CROSS EXAMINATION of MATILDA KRATZER.

BY MR. KELLOGG: My full name is Matilda S.

Kratzer. While I was at Point Loma I was addressed

and known as Tillie Kratzer. My sister's name is Annie,

and my mother's name is Mrs. M. Kratzer. At the pres-

ent time I am living with my mother in San Diego, as is

1^"^ my younger sister.

^[y mother and I were members of the lodge of the

Universal Brotherhood Ijcfore we came to Point Loma.

We were not, at that time, receiving financial assistance

from the local lodge or from any persons connected with

it, nor from the Universal Brotherhood at Point Loma,

nor from any other source whatever.

Before the time of the conversation of Dr. Beach and

my mother in Los Angeles, I was attending school, but

1967 doing nothing else except helping my mother around the

house. I was not old enough for any other work. I was

fourteen at the time I went to Point Loma.

At the time of tlie conversation with Dr. Beach, myself

and my mother were both present. Dr. Beach said he had

a letter or telegram, I don't remember which, but he said

there was nothing in it that referred to us when my

mother asked him to let her see it. He did not read from

it, nor did he produce it.

I do not wish to benmderstood as saying that I thought

I was not to do anything in the way of work towards

helping the institution when I came to Point Loma. I

did not understand it that way, but I did not understand

that we were to work all the time, without anv educa-

1968

I
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1969 ^^^^- ^'^^ ^^'^^^ ^ niKlcrstancl that we were to be educated

solely and not do any work at all. I understood that I

was to do what I could in the way of helping- people at

the Point. Dr. Beach <:^ave my mother the money with

which to pay our fare from Los Angeles to Point Loma.

We were driven over to Point Loma from San Diego

when \^e arrived here. While at F'oint Loma neither my

mother nor myself paid any money for our accommo-

dations there. When we arrived there, repairs to the

lOTk ^^'^"Idings were progressing and there were a number of

workmen present about what is now the present home-

stead building. They were making changes and alter-

ations about the homestead building, but not on the

homestead itself, tearing down some ])arts and making

alterations on other parts, working now at one place and

now at another. That continued all the time I was there

and until in August. When I left the workmen were

still busy around the premises.

When I first went there, I arose at six o'clock in the

1971
morning. The people in the Homestead generally had

their breakfast at seven o'clock. I do not know what

time they arose, nor do I know what time the sun rose

in the summer months. It was earlier than six o'clock ;

about 5:15 or something like that, and if people wished

to attend the sunrise meetings, they had to gel uji earlier

than six o'clock. T attended one of them.

'When I speak of working from six o'clock in the

morning until nine at night, I mean that T worked con-

^ ' ^ -1 tinuouslv and without cessation during that whole jierittd.

There was no time at all during those hours that 1 had

to myself. I had no time whatever to read during the

day, except perhaps once in a while on Sunday afternoon.
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1973 ^ wish to be understood as saying that on no day. (hiring

my entire stay, except a few Sunday afternoons, had I

any time at all to rest, nor any time to walk about the

grounds for my own pleasure, nor to chat or talk with

other members. I did speak to members while I was

there, but I didn't have any time for social chat or con-

versation with them. I was not considered as c»ie of' the

students and I did not have any time during those hours

while I was at Point Loma to sit upon the veranda and

1()7J. ^^^^- ^^^ ^" hour—not half an hour.

IMost of the ladies that lived there were busy.

0. Will you state what the ladies were doing at the

Point while you were there?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it called for the opinion of the witness and was not

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

^^^^
tion No. 293.

A. I don't know what each of the members had to do

—the ladies.

I don't know whether all the ladies there were busy or

not. I cannot say because I did not take particular notice

of any of the ladies. T didn't pay any attention to their

work. I was too much occupied with my own work, but

I cannot swear that they were not busy. At first, I

had something to do with the kitclien and chamber work

1976 '^"'^^ work in connection witli the halls. The halls had

polished floors and they first needed sweeping and then

mopping with water every day :—not with a dr\- brush.

1 did that every day.

I waited on the tables until eigfht o'clock in the morn-
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1977 '"<>' '^'^'^ t^'icn after that, I went up stairs and cleaned

the halls, which kept me occupied until about eleven

o'clock. I cleaned four halls on the second floor. The

halls on the second floor went around the outside of the

building ; clear around the four sides and it took nie

about two hours to clean them. Then it was time to pre-

pare to wait on the table, to get the tables ready. Then

I waited on the tables about an hour. That would bring

it up to about one o'clock.

1Q7ft "' ^^^^^ ^ waited on the tal)les until eight o'clock, then

I spent two hours in cleaning the halls. That brought

it to ten o'clock. After I cleaned the halls, if the house-

keeper had nothing for me to do other than cleaning the

halls, I had to help her in whatever she had jjlanned.

Mrs. Patterson was housekeeper at that time and then

Madam Peterson succeeded her. Dr. Winkler came in

as house-keeper later on in the year. T don't remember

which month it was. She had charge after she came in

and what I did after she came in was under her super-
1979 . ,

vision. I said my time after ten o'clock was filled with

whatever work the house-keeper planned for me. cleaning

rooms, or doing anything that was to be done until 1

waited on the table at the noon meal, which took about

an hour. Then I cleared away the table, and every after-

noon, I had my work arranged so that I had to clean

some rooms. I could not clean more than two rooms

in an afternoon. Sometimes not two, according to how

much work there was. It would take me from half past

iVoU
Q,-,g ,^i,-,i^ii l-,.|lf p.it;|- fo^^j- [Q clean two rooms thoroughly.

When I speak of cleaning two rooms thoroughl\'. I mean

taking out all tlic furniture, sweeping the carpet, or

whatever there was on the lloor. and straightening around
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and cleanins4" them out j^cncrally. I did not do that on

every day T was there. On certain days I had to clean

rooms and other days there was other work that would

come up that I had to do. I had to take care of the dining

room and sweep the large dining room. It had a varnished

floor and that occu])ied my time till about half past four,

then after that I prejiared the salad for all the people in

the Homestead, and then it was time to get ready to wait

on the table, and I waited on the table until about seven

o'clock, then I went down and ate my supper and helped

my mother in the kitchen until nine o'clock.

During this time I only had about fifteen minutes in

the morning which I could spare, and about once a week

I would sit down -to the piano for about fifteen minutes

practice, and that was all the time I could ever practice

during the whole period of my stay there.

I know Dr. Wood. He was the owner of the place

before Mrs. Tingley took it. I know his daughter. Miss

Ethel Wood.

Q. Is it, or is it not a fact, that she waited also on

the table at times?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and was incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 294.

A. She never waited on the table while I was there.

Not on any occasion that I ever saw. I know Miss

Hecht. who lives at Toint Loma.

O. She never waited on the table on any occasion

when you were there, also?
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1985 '^^^^ defendant objected to the question on the .c^round

that it was not cross examination and that it was incom-

petent, irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 295.

A. No sir.

I do not wish to be understood as sayinq" that I was

the only one who waited on the table during^ the five

Q, months I was there. Miss Nina Smith, who was not a
19oD

member, but had been in Dr. Woods' employ, anrl after-

wards stayed at the Homestead for a while and Miss

Annie Yergens, both waited on the table, but no one

else did. I worked with these two ladies there. Xina

Smith was not there during the whole five months.

When I state 1 had to work, I mean that that was the

order given by the house-keeper and she received her

orders from Airs. Tingley ; so when I say that I was com-

pelled to work, I mean that the house-keeper told me to

1987
do so. I did not always clean the halls alone during the

whole time. Miss Annie Yergens helped me part of

the time, and when Nina Smith left the Homestead about

three weeks after I arrived, I had all the halls on the

first and second floors in the whole building to clean my-

self. No one helped me at all. I did not clean all the

rooms alone. A Chinaman was employed to help, but

other than this Chinaman working with me and cleaning

the rooms, no one else helped me. The house-keeper

IVoo arranged the rooms for the ditferent guests, but 1 had to

do the cleaning. The Chinaman helped clean tlie ro(^ms.

( )ther than the Chinaman and myself, none of the jieople

at the Homestead did anything in the way of cleaning

the rooms.
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1989 ^ testified that during- the whole period of my stay there

I received five or six piano lessons from Miss Hecht, and

I can positively swear that they were the only lessons

I received from her during the whole five and a half

months I was there. I remember every lesson I received.

But cannot remember any dates. I always thought of it

since because I knew I would be called on some day to

give my testimony as I have before. I knew I was

going to be called on to give testimony when my mother

1 OQA s^^^*^^ ^^^ wages.

O. She was defeated in that suit, was she not?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

« that it was incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, was

not cross-examination and that the record of the suit was

the best evidence, which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 296.

A. Yes sir.

T testified in that suit.1991

1992

O. That suit was brought in May, 1901 ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, and not cross exam-

ination, and that the record was the best evidence, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 297.

A. I do not remember the month, exactly.

It was brought about that time. I left the Homestead

on the 26th day of August, 1900.

O. That would be about eight or nine months before

the time when the suit of your mother was brought, was

it not?
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1993 '^^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and was irrele-

vant and immaterial, which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numl)cred, Excep-

tion No. 298.

A. Yes sir.

That was the first time I knew I would have to give

my testimony in this suit, and then I refreshed my rec-

1994 ollection as to the number of piano lessons I had. I

knew then the number I had taken and I took down the

number of music lessons I took while at the Point. 1

haven't the memorandum now. I did not know then I

would have to give testimony in this case, but I knew I

was going to give testimony in my mother's case. I de-

stroyed the memorandum of the number of music lessons

I took because it was in my mind. I was sure about it. I

made the memorandum on a common slip of paper in

IQQ" ^^y mother's note book. Just after the lessons ceased

I don't remember just when, and kept the memorandum

until about three months after I left the Homestead. The

memorandum was in connection with my mother's suit

which was not begun until nine months after I left the

Homestead.

A.fter we had been at the Homestead for about two

months, these five or six music lessons began.

I only knew about two weeks ago that I was going to

called on to give mv testimonv in this case. I did not
1996 .

'

.

talk with my mother about mv testimcmy bore ; about

anything that would refresh my mind as to what hap-

pened at Point Loma. I did talk with her about the

fact that I was to testifv here.
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1997 Q- ^^'^11' y^^^^ give us as nearly as you can just what

conversation took place between your mother and your-

self about testifyint;- in this case?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

examination, and hear-say, which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 299.

1998

1999

2000

A. I told my mother I didn't like to go into Court.

That is one of the greatest things I hate, because I knew

it makes bad feelings with everybody and I thought about

it a great deal and kept thinking when I would be called.

I told her I didn't want to go. Otherwise, I have said

nothing.

That is the entire conversation with my mother.

Q. Did your mother say anything?

The defendant oljjected to the question, on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial and not cross ex-

amination, and hearsay, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 300.

A. My mother said it had to be. She could not see

any other way out of it.

That is all she said. When I said I did not want to

testify because it would create bad feeling, I did not mean

bad feeling between myself and Mrs. Tingley, but bad

feeling from every one that I know. I was not afraid

of creating any bad feeling between ^Nfrs. Tingley and

myself.

Q. In other words, you already feel unfriendly to-
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2001 ^^'^^^^ ^icr so you don't care whether it is any worse or

not ?

The defendant objected to the question as calHng for

a conchision of the witness and not proper cross ex-

amination, and assumed a fact which had not been

proven, which objection was overruled, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo. 301.

A. Xo sir, I had no bad feehng toward her.

2002 There is no unfriendly feeling toward Mrs. Tingle}-.

I do not feel exactly friendly, but I do not regard her

as an enemy. I am not unfriendly.

At the time I was there, there were two pianos in the

Homestead building. I don't remember whether they

were in the same part of the building or in the same

room. It is not a fact that after I got there the workmen

began work on the part of the house where the pianos

were, and that the pianos were covered for a time. The

2003 ^''^^os were not covered up during any portion of my

stay there.

O. Is it not a fact that ^Ir. Hansen's children were

])revented from using the piano during a ])art of your

stop because of the condition of the building and the

pianos being covered up ?

A. Miss Kate Hansen was the only one to my knowl-

edge taking lessons, and the Hansen children, and she

continued taking lessons after I quit. She was not in-

terrupted until later on.

O. Mr. Hansen, as you know, was paying for her

piano lessons ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

2004
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2005 ^^^'^'- ''^ ^^'^^ irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 302.

A. I don't know for a fact that he paid, but that is

merely hearsay.

I don't know that Miss Hecht, Miss Kate Hansen's

instructor, during a part of my stay had to stop

her own practice because of the condition of the building

and the covering up of the pianos. I will not swear

2006 that she did. She did not practice every day, but she

practiced most of the time. I don't know just what por-

tion of time she was interrupted.

Miss Hecht told me I was to have half an hour every

afternoon for practice, but the house-keeper told me

just when I should practice and I never had any time

in the afternoon, so I put in my fifteen minutes in the

morning instead of half an hour. I didn't have any half

hour's practice. The house-keeper came to me and told

2007 """s ^^ ^ could get fifteen minutes practice in the morning.

1 could do so. That is ^11 the conversation I ever had

with her about it. Mrs. Patterson was the housekeeper.

I don't remember ever talking with Dr. Winkler about my

practice. I never complained to Dr. Winkler about prac-

ticing during the three months that she was superintend-

ent, nor did I ever make any complaint other than the

one in this conversation with Mrs. Patterson about

music lessons, to any one while I was there.

2008 Q. Let us take up the Daughters of the Rising Sun;

what was the initiation?

A. In the Universal Brotherhood society. I was

never initiated into the Daughters of the Rising Sun

and on the two occasions that I attended their socials I
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200^ w^s there as their guest. Those socials were held every

Sunday evening. I don't know how many there were.

I attended three. I had no thought of being called upon

to testify upon that particular point. I attended two

of the meetings of the Daughters of the Rising Sun and

the other one was the meeting of the Sons of the Rising

Sun ; that makes the three meetings which I mentioned

before, as having attended, and were the meetings at

which addresses were made by the students. There was

9010 ^*^"^^ music. Those were the only entertainments of

any kind I attended during my entire stay, except one

play, I don't remember the name of it. There was noth-

ing else in the way of a social evening that I attended.

At one of the socials which was held in the oriental

rooms some of us sat on the floor and some of the most

distinguished people sat on chairs. T don't know if all

the chairs in the room were occupied, nor do I know that

those who sat on the floor did so because there were not

enough chairs to go around.
2011 '

^

Q. Are you prepared to say it is not so?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial and not cross ex-

amination, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 303.

A. I think that must have been it. T don't remember

though.

I only saw my sister once at the Homestead. She did

^ "^ not come to the Homestead on Sundays to see my nmther.

My mother only went to the colony twice to see her. I

did not keep any memorandum of this, but I remember

it because one afternoon there was to be a little gathering

and my mother and 1 went, that was the first time. The
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9013 -'^''cond lime we were driven over in the bn.^\^y and those

were the only two times we went over there.

I was not with my mother every moment. We both

occupied the same room and we w^ere together all the

time, and I know my mother never went over except on

those two occasions, and I never saw my sister at the

Homestead but once.

O. Are yon prepared to say, of your own knowledge,

that you know that your sister never came over there

2014 except that once to the Homestead.

A. She came over once again when there was a play

going on, but T didn't see her to speak to her. That is

twice that she was there. I don't know of her being there

on any other occasion.

The material of the (
"ireek robes that I saw was either

cheese cloth or some kind of thin material resembling

cotton crepe. The one I wore was made of cheese cloth.

I didn't take particular notice of all the robes there, but
^015"*

T know that most of them were made of cheese cloth. I

didn't know as to all of them. The ladies who wore these

cheese cloth robes wore nothing else except a slip under-

neath. I don't know if they wore any heavy undergar-

ment of any kind. The robes were not high necked.

They came to about the base of the neck, but I would

not call them low necked. They came completely down

to the floor. The arms were bare about half way between

the elbow and the shoulder. When the men's costumes

2016 ^yere scarce, some of the men had sheets draped about

them. I don't know whether their arms were bare or not,

but in general, what I said concerning the women's robes

is true of the robes worn by the men.

I took part in the Greek ])lay which I spoke of at-
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were the same as those worn in the Greek play. I did

not come into the play imtil the very last and took no

notice of their garments. I did not note any substantial

difference between them. I don't know if the men I

speak of as having- had sheets wrapped around them wore

their ordinary clothing underneath.

I waited on the table at Mrs. Tingley's birthday party,

but I was not the only one who waited on the table on

r.p.'iQ that occasion. Miss Annie Yergens and Miss Xina

Smith and her sister also waited on the table. Xeither

Miss Wood nor Miss Hecht waited on the table at that

time.

I said my sister was at the colony. Miss Wood was

conducting school at the colony.

During the time I was at Point Loma I was not able

to take a walk on the beach or along the clifif or any-

where through the grotmds for mv own pleasure, ex-

cepting one Sunday afternoon and once at a picnic which
2019

^ -

we attended. I don't remember when the jMcnic was

held. It was one of the sumiuer months. I believe all

the members of the Homestead attended. It lasted from

eleven o'clock in the morning till about half past four

in the afternoon. It was not all recreation for me, nor

was it a disagreeable duty.

I did consider some of mv duties disagreeable, not any

one particularly, but they didn't make me feel very

disagreeable, only I was so busy at night, I did not coni-

4U2U plain to anybody of having been treated in a disagreeable

or imkind or harsh manner. T first learned we were

going to leave the Homestead about a week before we

left. I learned it from my mother, .\fter that time I saw

Mrs. Tingley. and on one occasion, my sister and myself
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2021 ^^ent to her room. 1 think my sister and I both cried,

not because we were leaving but because we didn't know

what we were going to do. That is the only reason I

cried. If I had been told I could stay I would have cried.

I was told I could stay and I did cry and still I cried.

Mrs. Tingley, on that occasion, told me I could stay and

still my sister and I wept. I don't remember if any one

else was present on that occasion unless. Carmen, the

little girl who waited on Mrs. Tingley might have been

there. The reason I cried was of the uncertainty as to

what was going to happen to me. At that time I felt

kindly towards Mrs. Tingley.

Q. Did you ever declare to anybody that you loved

Mrs. Tingley?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent and

not proper cross examination, which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 304.

A. I cannot remember exactly.

Q. Did you ever declare at or about that time that

you would ever have kind thoughts for Mrs. Tingley

and the other comrades at the Point?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, and not proper cross

examination, which objection was overruled, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No.

305-

A. No sir.

0. Did you ever thank Mrs. Tingley for the kindness

2023

2024
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2025 ^\'l'iich she had shown you and your family?

AIR. HUNSAKER: Objected to on the same grounds.

The question is indefinite and it does not call the attention

d' of the witness to the particulars of the time and place

and persons present.

MR. KELLOGG: At or about the time of leaving

the institution, I will add.

Defendant objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

2026 material and not cross examination, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 30b.

A. No sir.

I wrote the letter now shown me, and which paper is

was read in evidence and is marked as

2027

2028

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 23.

"Pt. Loma, San Diego, Cal., Aug. 28, 1900.

My Dear Mrs. Tingley : I write these few lines before

I leave Pt. Loma. Since I have been here 1 have always

did my work with a good si)irit. T shall always try to

teach Brotherhood to others and I leave with a good

thought for you Mrs. Tingley and the other comrades on

the Point. I shall always lead a noble life, and continue

to be a true Theosophist in my life. I hope that every-

thing will continue in peace and prosperity on the Point.

I also want to that vou for the kindness wliich you

have shown to us in our stay here. I (Tillie) write this

for my mama, Annie and myself.

Yours ever with love,

Mrs. A. Kratzer.

Tillie and Annie."
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2030

5o8

WITNESS (Continuing:) : I don't remember whether

this paper was written before or after I left the Home-

stead. I dehvered it to Carmen, a Httle Cuban girl about

twelve years old, who acted as Mrs. Tingley's maid. I

was at the Homestead at Point T^oma when I wrote it.

I was in my room but I do not think anv one was present.

I enclosed it in an envel()])c. I had talked with mother

and Annie about it before I wrote. It was not written

at the dictation of any one except that my mother and

I talked it over and that I wrote it for her and my

sister. I had no talk with any other person about it.

Q. You used the word "maid" in reference to Carmen.

I think that is a mistake, is it not ? Do you know what

position she really occupied or what her relation to

iMrs. Tingley was ?

A. I know she took care of Spotts part of the time.

She was a little Cuban j^irl in Mrs. Tingley's care and

helped as she could about various matters for Mrs.

2031 Tingley.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATILDA
KRATZER.

BY MR. DANEY: When I wrote this letter, my

mother and sister and I had no ill feeling- toward Mrs.

Tingley.

Q. Just state why you wrote the letter?

2032 Plaintiff objected to the question as calling for a con-

clusion of the witness and not a circumstance of fact

attending the writing, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 307.

1
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2033 WITNESS (Continuing) : I wrote the letter so that

Mrs. Tingley would not think that there was any ill

feeling on our part towards her. There was no reason

why I didn't want her to think there was ill feeling on

our part towards her. I do not remember the time when

the letter was written, but I do not think that August

28th is the correct date, because we left there on August

26th. I talked with my mother and sister before I wrote

ihis letter and about what should go into the letter. I

cannot recall the conversation.

I was required to clean the halls of the Homestead.

Q. Will you please state to the jury what size building

this Homestead was at that time.

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it w^as not proper re-direct examination and that the

testimony was incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 308.

2035
MR. SHORTRIDGE: Might it not be proper as a

part of the examination in chief—direct examination.

THE COURT: You would have to obtain leave to

interrogate the witness in chief again.

The defendant here asked leave of the court to examine

the witness in chief on the point suggested and raised by

the last question, which leave was denied, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 309.
2036

WITNESS (Continuing) : At the meeting of the

sons of the Rising Sun which I attended, the students all

marched in and there were addresses by the men students,

then there was music and it was the same in everv detail
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2037 ^^ ^^^ meeting of the daughters of the Rising Sun, ex-

cept that the men participated. The meeting was held

indoors on Sunday evening. The men wore the same

Greek costume on that occasion that I have described.

I do not mean to testify myself that it was or was not

a Greek costume. I merely heard it called a Greek

costume or robe.

My sister came to the Homestead on one occasion

but I did not speak to her because we were ordered to

^rxjQ keep silence. There was a room in back of the place

where the play was held and we all sat around on the

floor until the time came when we were to take part

in the play, and Mrs. Tingley gave Madam Peterson

strict orders to keep silence and my sister was in the

room, although I didn't speak to her. I could not. This

was in the evening. She came over in the evening. I

had not seen her that day. There was some ceremony

going on at the time. I do not remember when the play

was. I don't know whether the play was in the English
2039

language or not. I only saw a part of it. I didn't come

in till the last of the play and I had to sit in this room

until my turn came, and I didn't attend any rehearsal.

When myself and my sister were in Mrs. Tingley's

room crying, the cause of the crying was that we were

going out into the world ; we were not going back to

Los Angeles where we formerly were, and after being

settled in the Homestead we had nothing, we had no place

to go after we were to leave the Homestead, but it was

wU4U ]-,Q^ ^1-,^^ I wanted to stay because I was oflfered the op-

portunity. It was not that at all. At that time Mrs.

Tingley said that myself and my sister could go back to

the Homestead at any time and stay, but that my mother

had tried to lay down the law to the Universal Brother-
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2041 ^oocl Societ}^ over there and that she conld not go back

unless sh€ signed an agreement with the Homestead peo-

ple or Mrs. Tingley, but my sister and myself were wel-

come to return and she asked us to stay. We went to

Mrs. Tingley 's room because Carmen told us that Mrs.

Tingley wanted to see us before we left the Homestead.

That was early in the morning of the day we left.

I did not attend more than one picnic while I was at

Point Loma, and then T had to help get the meal ready.

704.9
"^^ prepare the food and cook it.

Q. When you went to Point Ivoma, that is the time

you went there or immediately before you went there,

were you advised of the character of the work that you

would be required to perform there?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper re-direct examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 310.
2043

2044

O. Were you given any information at all on the sub-

ject.

Plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that it

was not proper re-direct examination, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excei)ted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 311.

O. Did you go to Point Loma for any other purpose

than that which you stated in your direct examination ?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper re-direct examination, called for

the conclusion of the witness, and was irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, which objection was sustained,
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2045 iIt-" defendant excepted, and tlie same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 312.

GEORGE WILLIS FREEMAN,

a witness sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as fol-

lows :

BY MR. HUNSAKER: My name is Georcre Willis

Freeman. I reside at Anburn Park, Chicago, Illinois.

I was an inmate of the Point Loma colony from October,

2046 1900, until April, 1901. Before I went to the colony I

lived in Jamaica, Greater New York. I arrived at the

colony on the 14th of October. My mother was with

me. Her name was Mrs. Vespera Montalla Freeman.

O. For what purpose did you go to Point Loma?

•The plaintifif objected to the question as irrelevant and

to the answer as irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

„ and the same is nvmibered, Exception No. ^i^.
2047

^

W'lTNESS (Continuing): I left Jamaica for Point

Loma on the 9th of October and went immediately to

the Homestead, where I remained about two hours. Then

I went to the colony by direction of Mr. Patterson. The

first person I saw at the colony was Mrs. Adelaide Hunt.

Then I saw Miss Gcnevera ^lunson, who was in charge

of the colony. She was called assistant superintendent.

I do not know who the superintendent of the colony was

^048 ^t that time. Miss Munson was there during the entire

time I stayed at the colony, but was not always assistant

superintendent. INliss Hecht was superintendent for

about a month or perhaps a month and a half, then Miss

Munson succeeded Miss Hecht.
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OQ49 At the time I arrived at the colony the principal build-

ing was a cottage where ]\Iiss ATunson and some of the

other members of the colony lived. There was another

one-story building that the members had built there con-

sisting of three rooms, dining room, kitchen and sleeping

room. It was about 200 yards from the other building.

Then down one side of the property, about ten yards

from the eating house, was a row of tents. The kitchen

was in the barn. The tents were occupied by several

members of the colony. I was quartered in one of the

tents. My mother was an inmate of the colony while I

was there. She came to the colony about a month after

I did and was an inmate for about five months. She

resided in the cottage I mentioned first, the same cot-

tage in which Miss Alunson resided and during that

time I resided in a tent.

During the time I was there I did a great many things.

I stood guard ; I had charge of a herd of about seven

or eight cows ; sometimes more, sometimes less. I mop-

ped floors, cleaned and filled lamps, set and unset tables,

picked the fruits. By setting and unsetting tables, I

mean that I carried dishes to the table and put them in

their places, and after the meal, cleaning the table off.

I did work in regard to the Publishing Company, pasting

slips of paper on certain boxes that were sent out for

money. They called them "Purple Pence."

Q. What other work, if an}', did you do there?

2052 ^^^ plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony was immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception Xo. 314.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I acted as a guard at the

2051
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2053 colony for about three and a half months. There were

other ^q-uards at the colony at that time. Their names

were Loring Wood Jr., Soloman Hecht, Dr. Coryn, a

man named Hlasko, and Abbott Clark. Then, at one

time, there were a number of men sent over from the

Homestead as special guards one night.

I O. Now state what hours the guards were kept on

' dutv.

2054

2055

MR. ANDREWS: Objected to, your Honor, as im-

material, irrelevant and incompetent. The charge is that

armed men guard this place of horror. This is the only

charge there is in reference to having guards and it

seems to me it makes no sort of difference whether the

hours they kept as guards were long hours or short hours.

It was only with reference to this charge that this testi-

mony as to their being guards is material at all, and

therefore we object to the question on the ground that

the testimony is immaterial.

AIR. HUNSAKER: We want to show the system of

guarding there and we will follow it up by showing

these men were armed. This young man was armed, this

boy was armed as a guard, and that other of the guards

were armed, and that they kept up this system all the

time there, and we want to show that there is a con-

tinuous system of guarding there and that the guards

are armed.

2056 MR. SHORTRIDGE: The charge is that armed, or

armed men rather, guard this place of horror. I have

ventured to suggest several times in the trial of the

case that you cannot prove everything at one time, nor

by one witness, nor by one answer of one witness.
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2057 Whether this place is a place of horror or not, in view of

the testimony, is a matter which this jury will ultimately

^ pass on. Counsel may rc.^ard it as an ideal place in view

of the testimony. There ma\- he other views upon that

suhject. But whether it he a place of horror or not, is

not the matter which is now before the court under this

question. We are undertaking- to prove here that armed

men are there performing the functions of guards. That

is all. That it is a part of the system. They complain of

20^8 ^^'^ article; they complain of that ]iortion, of a sentence.

They say that the utterances of that caused a mental

shock and a hurt. We purpose proceeding step by step,

and proving that men guarded that place. That they

are armed men ; that that is a part of the system. Hav-

ing done that, we proceed next to show the character of

the place that they guard. How else can you proceed

in the case. We have a right to introduce our evidence

subject to the power of the court to direct it, it is true,

^n-rv the right to introduce our evidence in a wav which to us
20:^9

^

seems best.

THE COURT : Gentlemen we will have to commence

to draw the lines in this case so as to confine the evi-

dence within the issues presented by the pleadings. Life

is uncertain. The Court should, especially when objec-

tion is made by counsel, or without objection from coun-

sel, where it becomes aj'jparent to the Court that it is

proper to control and direct the course of the introduction

2060 of the evidence, the Court can do so. We have been here

a number of days already. Tt is true that counsel, with

the permission of the Court, may pursue such a course as

they see fit in introducing their evidence. They can ct'>m-

mence at either end of the allegation which is intentled to
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2061 '^*^' i)rovcn—Imt in a case of this kind, as has been re-

marked by counsel for the defendant, tlie principal ques-

tions to be met are the serious charges contaned in this

libelous article. The defendant has pleaded justification

to nearly all of these charges which are the most serious

and defamatory charges contained in the article. Now

I think the Court has a right to direct the order in which

the proof shall be introduced. And it is wholly immater-

ial and nothing is accomplished by sitting here hour after

-,Q/^r) hour and day after day listening to testimony which,

when it is all in, does not fairly tend to establish the proof

of any of these libelous statements in substance—evi-

dence which does not fairly prove that in their true

meaning as charged they are true in fact.

It is apparent from this article, and there is only one

reasonable inference to be drawn from it, that this

statement that "armed men guard this place of horror"

in so far as it suggests anything defamatory or injurious

to this plaintift was intended to refer to the alleged fact

~'

that armed men were kept around this place of horror

or at this place of liorror, not for the purpose of prevent-

ing ingress of outsiders but for preventing egress of

those who were there by preventing them from escaping

from this place of horror. The principal head line of

this article is "Outrages at Point Loma"—in quotation

marks—Outrage is defined by the Standard Dictionary

as "An act of shocking violence or cruelty ; a bold or

wanton injury to person or property, a gross infringe-

^Uo4-
,-nent of morality or decency ; also a gross insult." Now

the article proceeds and says : "Mrs. Leavitt seems to

be thoroughly informed on two of the latest outrages

perpetrated at the spookery," and refers first, to the case

of Mrs. Neresheimer, and then the case of Mrs. Hoi-
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2065 '^I'oo'^' t^c '^^''^c of a railroad man and a free mason

of the East, has been rescued from the roost on Point

Loma by her husband with the aid of an ofificer and a

^un, and now hovers at the point of death from tlie

abuse she says she received while confined to the Home-

stead. During the day time she worked in the field like

a convict, forced to plant trees, hoe corn and perform all

sorts of hard labor, and at night she was shut up in a cell

as if she were a raving maniac. When her husband

-)Of^f
found what a trap she had fallen into he hurried here

and took her out by force. The other case on which

Mrs. Leavitt is posted is that of Mrs. Xeresheimer who

has been forcibly separated from her husl)and, who is

also in the Tingley clutches, and is not allowed to speak

to him. vShe is forced to live alone in a little tent in

the grounds that surround the crazy institution. Armed

men guard this place of horror, and Airs. Leavitt says

solitary confinement, hard labor and starvation arc re-

sorted to by the Tingley managers as punishments upon

those who disobey their iron rules."

Xow we cannot shut our eyes, we cannot blind our

understanding to the true meaning of this article so far

as it refers to armed men guarding this place of horror

;

there can only be one inference drawn from it as to the

intention of the article: and as to how it must have been

understood by persons who have any sense at all, and

that is, armed men were kept there, kept for the purpose

of preventing egrss bv those who it is alleged, were

^ confined there and upon whom outrages were perpetrated.

Now it is wholly iiumaterial whether they had guards

there or had armed guards there unless it was for the

purpose of preventing egress of the inmates of that in-

stitution. They have a perfect right to have guards
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2069 ^'""^^"^ ^^^^ tlie ])iirpose of protecting- their s^'rounds and pre-

vcntin,^' persons from coming' in, or for the purpose of

protecting' others who were residing there—it is wholly

immaterial that the}- had guards there, or how they were

dressed, or what were their arms. The sting of this

/ lihel. the injurious effect of it is that armed men were

kept there to guard this place which has been described

as a place of horror, a trap, and a roost, a place of con-

finement where persons were treated like convicts, and

70^0 ^"^^V^ ^" solitary confinement, and kept on the verge of

starvation. Now it is true that the defendant has alleged

that this phrase is true : "That armed men guard this

place of horror," and it will be permitted to prove that

to be a fact. Of course you are not confined in your

proof ; the defendant can ])rove any one of these state-

ments to be true although it may fail to prove them

all to be true, but to prove this to be true in the sense

in which it was published, in the sense in which it must

have been understood by those who read it, you must

prove that armed men guard this place of horror. You

must ])rove that it was a place of horror within the

meaning which you have charged it to be, fairly within

/ the meaning that you have charged it to be.

I will rule, if this evidence is offered for the purpose of

proving the truth of this clause or phrase, namely,

"armed men guard this place of horror," that you first

introduce evidence which fairly tends to show that this

was a place of horror. The objection is sustained.

"^ A 'j^]-,g defendant excepted to the ruling of the court in

sustaining said objection, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 315.

And the defendant also at said time excepted to each

and every of the rei-narks of the court as argumentative,

II
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7073 '^^ passing ni)on the weight of evidence already admitted

and as prejudicial to the defendant, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 316.

THE COURT : I will confess it was intended to be

argumentative.

O. State whether or not during the lime _\:ou were

there at the colony, guards were maintained at the colony.

The plaintiiT objected to the <|uestion on the ground

2074 that the answer was immaterial.

THE COURT: Just wait a moment, this (|uestion is

in direct contravention of the ruling of the Court. T said

I would require you first to prove that this was a place

of horror, before attempting to prove that armed guards

were kept there, or guards at all.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 317.

2075 WITNESS (Continuing) : While T was at the colony

I witnessed ceremonies there. The first was the morning

after I arrived, just before sunrise. They call it medita-

tion. There was a triangle rung and everybody was sup-

posed to get up. The triangle sounded again and we all

went to the front porch of the dining room and were sil-

ent there while the sun rose ; from the time the sun first

appeared until it had entirely risen. That ceremony oc-

cured everv morning at stmrise. 1 know the inmates of

2076 the colony were required to observe that ceremony. I

wanted to keep away but was not allowed to do so. The

orders were sent that T should attend. Nothing was said

or done during the ceremony. They sat still in silent

thought. The nature or significance of this ceremony
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^077 ^^'^^ never explained to me at all, except that it was to

send thought waves all over the world. These morning

ceremonies usually lasted about five minutes—time for

the sun to rise. It was attended by everybod} in the

colony. I observed other ceremonies there. They had

almost the same ceremony at a certain time in the evening.

I think it was about six o'clock. The triangle was rung

and everybody went into the dining room and they took

chairs along the table facing.the east when some one ap-

907^ pointed by the superintendent would read a passage from

the Bhagavad Gita and then they sat silent for five min-

utes. I saw that practiced every evening. The signifi-

cance of that ceremony, as explained to me, was to send

thought waves.

T observed other ceremonies there. We had a call at

one time to go to the Homestead. Almost everybody in

the colony, and when we got there we were dressed in

so-called Greek robes and marched from the Homestead

into the Aryan Temple, two abreast, to witness a sympos-

ium that was played. The Greek robes in which we were

dressed was either one or two linen sheets wrapped

around us in such a way as to form a robe. They had

white stockings on and some of them wore sandals. I

had these two sheets over my other clothes, but had my

coat off. I had on white stockings over my other stock-

ings. Mrs. Isabel Butler directed me to attire myself

in that w^ay. She was one of the students at the Home-

stead. When we got to the Homestead at that time I had
20H0'^

to wait sometime and finally somebody brought the sheets

and my mother helped me drape myself in them. Then

we went out into the hall and formed in this procession

two by two and marched outside and in through the door

of the Aryan Temple. On the floor of the Aryan Temple

2079
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'^081 there was a lot of mats and everybody lay down on the

mats while the performance of the symposium was going

on. After that was over, thc}- formed and marched out

again into the oriental room and they had a tea there.

Everybody who attended the symposium laid down on

the mats. While lying there, we were supposed to be

watching the symposium, which was a philosophical dis-

course on the stage, carried on by some of the students.

1 was in Mr. Fitch's office at the Homestead when these

_„Q^ sheets were given to me. That was the onl\- time I ever

attended a performance of that kind.

I witnessed other ceremonies at the colony and Xew

Years evening of 1901, they had an immense bon fire and

everybody was dressed in the Greek robes. I was not,

as my mother was sick and I had to take care of her. I

did not see anything of it, except I saw some of the per-

sons in their robes near the bonfire all through the night

time. The robes were white. I don't know the exact

time that ceremonv continued, but some of them were
2083

still in their robes to guard the fire when it was dawn. I

don't know when it began. I did not witness any other

ceremonies there.

I have, at dififerent times, seen men who were called

craftsmen. I never saw them together. They would

appear in the usual khaki uniform.

Q. Now describe to the jury the fare, the food you

received while you were there.

2084 The ])laintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is luunbered. Ex-

ception Xo. 318.

WITNESS (Continuing) : During the time I was at



2085 ^'^^ colony there were children there. There was Kate

Hanson and a couple of Cuhan boys for a while, and some

other children and some young babies. Kate Hansen ate

in her own room. I should think she was about ten years

old. The small children were fed in their rooms. I do

not know anything about their food.

When my mother was at the colony she lived in the

cottage, and as long as she could ; she took her meals at

the ordinary table with the rest of us.

^Uoo Q What was the condition of her health?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, in-

competent and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same was numbered. Ex-

ception No. 319.

Q. How long did you remain at the colony?

2087

The plaintiff objected to the question as Tncompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception Xo. 320.

WITNESS (Continuing)

24th day of April. 1901.

I left the colonv. about the

2088

Q. How did you come to go to the Point Loma in-

stitution?

The plaintiff "objected as asking for the conclusion of

the witness," which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 321.

Q. Were any inducements held out to you to go to

Point Loma?

i
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2089 ^- ^" Education

—

The plaintiff objected on the ground that the question

was irrelevant and immaterial, and moved to strike out

the answer given before she had a chance to object, which

objection was sustained, and which answer was stricken

out, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 322.

2090

Q. Did any representative of Mrs. Tingley or the Uni-

versal Brotherhood hold out any inducements for you to

become an inmate of the institution ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial and

would not tend to prove any issue, which objection was

sustained on the "grounds urged and also on the ground

that it merely calls for the opinion of this witness as to

\\'ho may have constituted a representative of this in-

stitution", the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

90Q1 '^^^^^^' Exception Xo. 323.

Q. What, if anything, w-as said to you by any person

about becoming an inmate of the institution at Point

lyOma ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

the testimony proposed would be irrelevant, immaterial

and incompetent, and also on the ground that it asked for

a conclusion of the witness, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excejitcd. and the same is num-

2092 bered, Exception No. 324.

WITNESS (Continuing) : Before I became an in-

mate of the institution at Point Loma, I saw literature

issued by the Universal Brotherhood. I had always been

accustomed to seeing the dift'erent magazines, the pulilica-
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2093 t-ions of the Theosoj)hical Publishing Society from the

time there was a theosophical society.

Q. Now, will you state why you went to Point Loma

to the institution ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, and

that it asked for the conclusion of the witness, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 325.

WITNESS (Continuing:) ]\Iy mother is dead. She

died last March.

Q. Now what was your mother's condition when she

left the colony?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was irrelevant and that the answer thereto would be

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 326.

Q. What w^as her condition when she went to the

colony ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would ])e irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 327.

O. \\'hile you were at the colony were there any re-

strictions placed on your coming and going—any orders ?

A. I had no orders concerning leaving the institution

;

the whole business ; but I had orders about leaving the

grounds.

«

2095

2096
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2097 Q- ^^'"'st were the orders?

The plaintiff objected to the question as incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 328.

O. From whom did you receive orders about leaving

I he grounds?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, ini-

2098 '"'"'aterial and incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 329.

Q. You have testified that you acted as a guard. Were

ciny instructions given as to making reports—given to the

guards as to making reports and if so, what instructions

were given ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, and

that the answer thereto would be irrelevant and immater-

ial, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 330.

This witness was not cross examined..

DOROTHY GIRD

sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows:

BY MR. HUNSAKER: My name is Dorothy Gird.

2100 1 live in Pasadena, California. I am thirteen years old.

I was at Point Loma with my sister, lulith, in the year

1900. We were visiting there about two months. \\ e

were in the Homestead for four or five days and the rest

of the time we were in the colonv house, ^^'hile at the

2099
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'^101 ^Toniestead we did nothing' s])ccial. We got up just in

time for breakfast. At the colony we got up at about half

past four in the morning. We got up at that early hour

because the people went out on the porch to meditation.

We went with the rest of the people. When We got there

we \vere silent. We went out and we sometimes sat on

the benches. Sometimes on the step, and sometimes the

children sat on the floor, and we just sat silent until the

sun rose. Then we went back into the house. We were

never told why we should go out there when the sun rose.

We never understood that. It was never explained to

us. Dr. Winkler told us to get up for the meditations.

She was the superintendent at the colony house.

O. Now, what did you have to eat?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

luuubered, Exception No. 331.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I did not have enough to

eat while I was there. At the time I was there my

mother w'as in Pasadena. She was not with us.

Q. Do you know whether or not your letters and

your sister's letters to your mother were opened or ex-

amined before they were sent away?

The plaintiff ol)jected to the question on the grounfl

tliat the testimony would be irrelevant, immaterial and

2104 incompetent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 332.

O. Do you know whether the letters written by your

mother to your sister and you were opened before they

came into your hands?

2103

1

I
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2\0S ^^^ plaintiif objected to the question on the ground

that the testi'nony would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which object on was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 333.

i
2106

0. Did your mother ever write you any letters, you or

your sister while you were inmates of the colony or the

Homestead ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the testimony woukl be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 334.

Q. Was anything said while you were there by the

superintendent or any other person connected with the

institution to the effect that ^Nlrs. Tingle}' would know

everything you thought about and everything you did?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be immaterial and irrelevant, and

that the question was leading, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered.

Exception No. 335.

Q. W^as anything said to you while you were there

by your teacher or the superintendent as to INIrs. Ting-

ley's power to do anything she pleased ?

2108

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection v.-as sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 336.

O. Was it stated to you by the superintendent that

Airs. Tintrlev was better than anv one else in the world?
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^109 '^^1*^ plaintiff ol^jecled to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered 'Exception No. 337.

O. State whether or not Miss Wood said to the pupils

in your presence that if you told a lie Mrs. Tingley would

know it and }Our tongues would rot in your mouths

?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

2110 that the answer would be irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent.

THE COURT : The objection is sustained and any fur-

ther questioning on this matter will be prohibited by the

court.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 338.

'^in WITNESS (Continuing) : I was present at the laying

of the corner stone. We took part in it. As I remember

it, thei^p was a big cable or rather a rope, and they called

that the cable of brotherly love, and as some one struck

the triangle we closed our e}es and raised it up and as

it was struck again we lowered it and opened our eyes.

I could not tell where the laying of this corner stone was.

We started from the Homestead to go to the laying of

the corner stone. We were dressed in different garments

;

some wore cheese cloth. We walked over to the place

where the ceremonies were held. We marched all to-

gether. The ceremony was held in the day time and

lasted about four hours. There was a sort of a ceremony

for the coming of the Lotus Home babies.

2112
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'^IIS Q" W^ei'e you present at any ceremonies where there

was a scattering of ashes ?

A. I could not swear to that ; whether they scattered

any ashes at any that I was at or not.

CROSS EXAMINATION of DOROTHY GIRD.

BY MR. McKINLEY: I was thirteen the 2ist day of

June. 1902. We went to point Loma about the middle

2114 of April, 1900. We stayed until the ist or 2nd week in

June. When we were at the colony they had a table in

the dining room and we ate at that table with other peo-

ple. The grown-up people ate at another table and there

were several of the children who ate at our table. I don't

know the exact number. There was Annie Kratzer, Ma-

tilda Kratzer, two Cuban girls, Matilda and Josefa. There

was a Cuban boy, Ricardo, a brother of the Cuban girls.

When Isabel Neil was there she ate at our table, as did

^, , _ the Hansen children when thev were there. There was

Margaret Hansen and Kate and Carotie and Frances, the

baby. I don't remember any one else who ate at that

table. The children I speak of were not all there all the

time I was there. They were there most of the time. The

Hansen children came just a short time before we left. I

couldn't say how long Isabel Neil was there. She came

after we did and went home before we did. The three

Cuban children were there when we went and when we

left. Different ladies waited on the table. One of them
91 1 ft

was Miss Munson. I don't remember the names of the

others.

The ceremony when we welcomed the Lotus Home

babies took place at the Homestead. I don't know how

long I was there and I could not tell the exact time that
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2117 ^'^'^'- occurred. I had been at Point Loma three or four

weeks. I don't know how many babies came at that time.

They came in some kind of a bus. 1 cannot swear whether

I saw them or not. There were other children from the

colony at the ceremony besides myself.

EDITH GIRD

sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows

:

BY MR. HUNSAKER : My name is Edith Gird. I am
^•'^" fifteen years old. I live iu Pasadena with my mother and

sister. My sister and I were at Point Loma about the

middle of April, 1900. We remained there about six

weeks or two months. We were at the Homestead for

something less than a week when we first went there.

Then we were sent to the colony house. We didn't have

any work assigned to us while we were at the Homestead.

We just did about as we pleased. We saw while we were

at the Homestead a kind of ceremony that they had early

2119 in the morning on one of the hills at Point Loma. We
were called early in the morning and were told not to

speak at all, and a number of people, I don't know how

many, marched out to the hill and Mrs. Tingley made a

speech ; I think some of the other people spoke. This was

a little later than five o'clock in the morning. At that

time they threw something down on the ground. I don't

know what it was. It was earth or ashes and Mrs. Ting-

lev said "over the ashes of H. P. B." several times.

2120 I'"" ^l^i'' ceremony the people who attended were at-

tired in their ordinary clothes. I don't know how long

the ceremony took. We were not on the hill very long,

but it took some time to march there and back. There

were between forty and fifty people who attended that
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M 2171 ceremony. Some one called us in th

ns to go along and my sister and I w

the morning and told

ent.

At that time my sister and 1 were rooming on the

third floor of the Homestead. Xo one else was with us.

During the next week at the Homestead they had a

play. I don't know whether it was a ceremony or not, in

what they called the round house, back of the hotel. It

took place in the evening. It was something that began

with a little child and showed how they developed until

2122 they had grown to womanhood and died. The partici-

pants of that play were attired in what were supposed to

be Grecian costmnes, mostly white. I took part in the

play. I do not think there were any people present be-

sides those who participated in it. There were a number

of the theosophists present. While I was at the Home-

stead I did not participate in, or observe, any other cere-

mony.

^^'hile we were at the Homestead we arose at any time

2123 we wanted to, before eight o'clock, when they had break-

fast. After we left the Homestead and went to the colony,

we were required to get up between half past four and

five for the purpose of meditation.

At this meditation ceremony the people got up early

in the morning and went out on the porch of the colony

and remained silent until the sun rose. I think that was

all they did. Dr. \\'inkler at the colony told us that we

should get up at that time. She was the superintendent

2124 c^r director of the colony house.

While we were at the colony they had one ceremony

for the laying of the corner stone of one of their buildings,

but that didn't take place at the colony, it took place on

one of the hills. I was present at the ceremony. We took
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2125 P'^^t in it. We marched alony; with the other people.

They went through (Hfferent ceremonies, one of the

things which I remember was that they had a rope which

all of them took hold of and they all stood in a circle and

they called that the cable-tow of brotherly love, and when

Mrs. Tingley or some one struck the triangle they had

hanging up there, they raised it above their heads and

shut their eyes ; and when Mrs. Tingley struck the tri-

angle again they brought it down and opened their eyes

;

91 ?6 '^"^ ^^^y ^^^^^ ^^^^ several times, and then there were some

of the people reading papers and I believe put them in-

side of the corner stone and when they were getting

ready to go away, there was a man stood there with a

shovel and as each one went by, they took it and dug into

the earth. As the people marched away from there they

sang the ode to the Sun and the Eumenides march ; and

they marched to the hotel. This ceremony was held on

one of the hills of Point Loma which is called the Sacred

Hill.

2127

;ij

Q. State what you had to eat while you were there,

the fare that was served to you?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 339.

WITNESS (Continuing): While we were >at the

Homestead we did not have sufficient food to eat nor did

we have as much as we wanted to eat while we were at

the colony. Dr. Winkler had charge of the colony while

we were there. There were three Cuban children whose

sir names I do not remember. Their names were Ricardo,

Matilda and Josefa, and then there was Isabel Neil and

I

i

1
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-)i29 Georg-e and Bessie Post; and a short time before we

came away the four Hansen children. Kate and Carotie,

Margaret and Frances.

Q. Did yon receive any letter from your mother while

you were at Point Loma?

The plaintiff objected to the question because the an-

swer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 340.

2130
O. State, if you know, whether letters which were

sent through the mail by your mother to you were opened

at point Loma before they reached your hands.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 341.

WITNESS (Continuing) : When we first came down,

wc reached the Homestead at Point Loma sometime late

in the afternoon.

O. Did you see any guards about the place when you

were there?

The plaintiiT objected to the question "on the ground

that the court has ruled that no more testimony upon that

point would be admitted under the present situation'"

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted.

2132 and the same is numbered. Exception No. 342.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I do not remember that wc

were met on our ajjproach to the grounds of the Home-

stead bv anvbodv.

2131
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2133 Q- ^^^^^ >'^^^ ^^^'^'' '^"y i^'-igit call?

The plaintifif objected to the question as irrelevant,

immaterial and incompetent, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

liered. Exception No. 343.

O. Where did vou go from there ?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial.

2134 which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 344.

* Q. Why did you leave Point Loma?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 345.

2135
Q. Why did you go to Point Loma—how did you

come to go there?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant, immaterial and in-

competent, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 346.

CROSS EXAMINATION of EDITH GIRD.

BY MR. McKIXLEY: I was fifteen years old on May

2136 iith. I went to Point Loma in April and returned in

June. We were there as visitors. Miss White took us

home to Pas.adena. While we were at the Homestead we

ate in the smaller dining room. We were there less than

a week. I don't remember who ate at the table with us
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'^137 ^"^ among them were Miss Wood and the Hansen chil-

idren. Mrs. Hansen did not eat at our table. Matilda

I Kratzer was the waitress at our table. When we were

at the colony we ate in the dining room that was used as

a school room when they had school. At noon the children

and their teacher ate at the table together. I was at the

same table that my sister was. Annie Kratzer waited on

the table at the colony. When I was at Point Loma I

was not feeling well a great deal of the time but I was

21 OQ not confined to my bed. Dr. Winkler was in charge of

the colony when we left.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION OF EDITPI GIRD.

BY MR. HUNSAKER: I was well when I went to the

colony. The reason I didn't feel well was because we

didn't have all that we wanted to eat I suppose.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION of EDITH GIRD.

BY MR. McKINLEY: I did not tell anybody at Point

2139 Loma that I was ill, but I did tell Dr. Winkler and Miss

Osmond that I was hungry, and did not have enough to

eat. I don't remember when I told them nor if I told any-

body else, I knew Dr. Winkler was in charge. At times

when we were eating, I asked Dr. Winkler if we couldn't

have something more that I wanted. I don't remember

how often that occurred.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.

2140 BY MR. HUNSAKER: :^Iiss Osmund was one i)f the

ladies at the colony. She was at the Homestead part of

the time while we were there. She went to the colony

about the time we did. I don't remeiuber the words I

used to her. but I told her we didn't have enough to eat
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and I wished \vc had some more. We had breakfast

a1)out six or half past in the mornint,'' and huich about

half past eleven and dinner about six or half past in the

evening. The breakfast consisted of some kind of break-

fast food, a slice and a half of bread or some corn bread

and a glass of milk. The lunch consisted of a slice and

a half of bread and a cuj) of milk. The dinner consisted

of two or three kinds of vegetables and the same allow-

ance of bread or corn bread and some milk, and some-

times we had some prunes. The prunes were cooked.

About once a week we had a piece of cake. I asked Dr.

\\'inkler at meal time if I could not have something more

that I wanted. She said, no, that I had enough. I did

not have as much as I wanted or as I thought I wanted.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION.

BY MR. McKIXLEY: Eggs were served once or twace

while we were at the colony
;
possibly three times. Some-

times we had stewed prunes at the Homestead. We some-

"^ times had fresh fruit, but not at the colony. The cake

we had was ginger bread. I don't know how often we

had it, but it was not very often.

Q. Did you ever have gem cakes ?

A. Yes, we had ginger bread or corn bread. I don't

know how often we had corn bread. It was as often as

we had bread. Once or twice at noon we had soup at

the colony and once or twice we had potato salad and what

^1"*'4
t]-,(>y called Spanish rice. I don't know how often we

had that. \\'e had most all the kinds of vegetables at some

time while we were there. Lentils, carrots, turnips, pota-

toes and rice, cabbage and asparagus. A few times at the

colony we had fish ; I don't know how many. We had

II
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2145 ^^eets. I don't think vvc ever had rice i)ud<h'n_£(. The

children never had meat while we were at the colony. No

sort of meat except fish which we had a few times. I

don't remember how often I asked Dr. Winkler for more,

it was whenever I wanted anythini^ more. I don't re-

member that I ever complained to anyone that I was ill,

except that I told my sister that I was not feeling well.

RE-DIRECT EXAAIIXATIOX.

2146

2147

BY MR. HUNSAKER: The corn bread was sometimes

cooked like gems and sometimes cut in little square pieces

and they gave us about a piece and a half each.

IRENE DESILVA WILLIS

sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows

:

BY MR. DANEY : My name is Irene Desilva Willis. 1

reside at Hannibal, Missouri. I remember coming to San

Diego April 5th, 1900.

O. Be kind enough to state under what circumstances

you came to San Diego.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was immaterial, incompetent, and irrelevant, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception Xo. 347.

Q. What did you come here for. Miss Willis?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent, which
2148

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered, Exception X'o. 348.

WITNESS (Continuing): I arrived in San Diego

about six o'clock in the evening of the 5th or 6th of April.
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^^149 ^ went to Point Loma the followinf^ day in a carriage. I

went to the colony. I found there my sister, Mrs. Vespara

Freeman.

O. Where did you find her, Miss WilHs?

MR. ANDREWS: I object to the question as irrele-

vant, immaterial and incompetent, and th.e answer on the

ground it would be irrelevant, immaterial and incomi)e-

tent.

2150 MR. DANEY: We want to prove by this witness

where we found her and the condition in which we found

her, as throwing light upon the proposition on which

your Honor stated we must first introduce evidence before

we could follow the line we were pursuing this morning.

We want to show her condition and what appeared to

be her condition.

2151

2152

THE COURT: I will permit you to show what ap-

peared to be her condition.

MR. DANEY: If we can show that this lady's sister

was practically starved to death in that institution, have

we not a right to claim, and justly claim, that this is a

place of horror ? We do not rely on that alone, there are

other instances ; there is other evidence, which, when the

proper time comes, we will discuss. I do not think it

would be proper for us now to indulge in any discussion of

the evidence even on this objection, but I suggest enough

to show the purpose of our investigation here. It is not

for the purpose of substantiating, necessarily, the specific

instances referred to in this article, but as showing gen-

erally the character of the instances, and that it is just

what we claim it is, a place of horror ; because a place
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2153 where a sick and infirm woman is permitted to starve to

death, practically, is certainly a place of horror.

THE COURT: I have stated several times what I

understood the rule of pleading to be in cases of this

character, and I have given the matter some consideration

since this trial commenced—that where the charge made

is of the general character, the plea of justification must

set up the particular facts and circumstances which it is

claimed prove or show the truth of that general statement.

2154 fhe law requires this so as to give the plaintiff notice of

the facts or circumstances which are expected to be

proved, in order to justify the general libelous charge.

This portion of the libel says—the charge is, that armed

men guard this place of horror. Now that statement em-

braces two implications or inferences which are injurious

in their character in connection wdth the other portions of

the charge ; that is, that armed men guard this place where

people are detained against their will, where people are

2155 imprisoned, where people are abused. It contains another

implication, that this place is a place of horror. Now that

is the general charge—about as general a charge as could

be made, and I understand the law requires, the law of

pleading requires, that in such a case as that the in-

stances, or particulars or facts which the defendant claims

will prove that charge, must be particularly stated in the

l)leading of justification. Now I have not heard counsel

upon that question in argument, they have produced no

2156 authority. I simply say. that is the conclusion 1 liave

reached from my examination of the authorities. I am

perfectly willing to hear counsel on that subject, if they

have any authority to i)roduce to sustain their contention

—that a plea of justification which merely reiterates the
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2157 charge contained in the Hbel which is of a general charac-

ter, are true ; that merely to reiterate them and say they

arc true, that that is a sufificient plea. If you can convince

me on that point it removes what I now consider an in-

superable obstacle to the introduction of this character of

testimony.

Secondly I do not say it by way of criticism, I do not

want to criticise counsel, — I merely refer to it as a cir-

cumstance which has cropped out in this trial so far

—

91 ^8 ^'^^* counsel in attempting to prove things which they

claim are justified, portions of this article, commence in-

variably at the wrong end, logically, looking at it logically.

The fact that this woman may have found her sister there

sick, does not prove anything against the institution—the

mere fact that she was found there sick ; because people

will get sick, I suppose, even on Point Loma, or any-

where else. The mere fact that they may have gotten sick

in an institution of this kind, that fact alone, of course it

is proper to be shown in connection with other facts ; but

the counsel in this case, as it seems to me, have always

commenced at the other end, to prove things backwardly.

We may examine this question, and we may find that this

lady was very sick there, and we may have harrowing

details of her sickness, and yet find when it is all in, that

there is nothing to it except that she was sick. Now to

show that this is a place of horror, and that this is a cir-

cumstance which tends to show it was a horrible place, as

you suggest, if you can j)rove that this lady was starved

and that that was the cause of her sickness, the thing is,

first to show that she was starved. Now it appears from

this witness's testimony, so far as it appears now, she was

never there before she came and found her sister there

2159

2160
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2162

2161 ^''^^^- ^^ counsel desire to discuss this question of plead-

ing, I will hear it—if they desire to produce any authori-

ties— I have examined this question pretty carefully. Since

this trial commenced, in fact, I have not been otherwise

engaged during recess of court except in making such ex-

amination as time will permit me, on questions of law

which I anticipated would arise in this case. I am in-

clined to think the objection is well taken now, and that

under no circumstances can you show even what you

desire to show, or what you intimate you can show. I

do not desire to be considered arbitrary is this matter at

all. I am not. P.ut I think in view of the fact that a

great deal of time may be taken up in the introduction of

evidence which finally will amount to nothing, and I think

that it is my duty in the interest of saving time, to exer-

cise some control as to the order in which this testimony

is to be offered. Ordinarily of course, the Court permits

counsel to go along in their own way, but sufificient

reasons appear to my mind now why I think I ought to

control the order in which—I do not desire to be under-

stood as criticising counsel, or taking any exception to the

course they pursue. I do not desire to discuss that phase

of the question any further than I have. As an illustra-

tion, this question in regard to food that was served there.

I sustained an objection as to the character of food. I re-

gard it as immaterial to this, charge, but in the cross-ex-

amination of the last witness, the question seemed to have

been opened up and so it came in. But in the mere
^

fact that the food may have been insufificient, or that

persons there may not have received as much food as they

thought they ought to have, as much as they wanted, does

not prove this charge. We might si)end three days going

2163
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2165 ^^^ ^^'^^ t^^^ subject as to what the details were, and how

they were served and everything else. It doesn't amount

to anything in my judgment, in the absence of proof, that

little children are kept on the verge of starvation—that

is the charge
—

"Little children are quartered in a mis-

erable building some distance from the main institution,

and are continually on the verge of starvation, that is the

charge. Now merely to show by witnesses that may come

in here and say that they do not think they got enough to

"^166 '^'^^' ^^^^^ ^^°^ ^^^ what they were accustomed to before, it

does not prove that charge, if that is all you expect to

show. My general experience, or observation and knowl-

edge—I guess it is a matter people can generally take

notice of—there is always more or less complaint even

at Boarding schools, especially by ladies boarding schools,

that they never got just what they wanted, a good many

of them, and there are complaints made of the food.

The language is very plain, "on the verge of starvation."

~.,^-. I allude to that merely as an illustration, if we are to sit

here and have witness after witness come here detailing

what kind of food they had there, if that is all you are

going to show, that it was not in the opinion of some per-

son sufficient, or was not what other persons might think

was sufficient, I do not think it tends to establish this

charge. Just because a person was sick over there, and

i'ound sick over there, does not establish anything in itself.

MR. HUXSAKER: We expect to introduce other evi-

2168 <lcnce as to how Mrs. Freeman was treated in the matter.

THE COURT : That is the right end to commence on.

Some evidence showing that she was out through a pro-

cess of starvation, or deprived from the use of food. That

1
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21()()
'^^ the right end to commence at, and when you get some

evidence which tends to show that, and that that is the

probable result of her sickness, then you can go on and

show how sick she was. The chronological order would

be to commence with the starvation process, that is the

chronological order. Now if counsel desire to be heard on

this matter, I will hear you. I will sustain this objection

entirely, unless \-ou can satisfy me that I am wrong in

regard to this rule of pleading. I do not know to what

71 70 ^'^tent you have examined it. I may, however, say, I

have examined it pretty carefully, and I have a number of

authorities upon the question. I have not had the text

books to examine, but I have examined the decision, as I

usually do, because I do not regard the modern text books

on any subject as particularly decisive authority. I go

to the fountain head.

Where the charge is specific a pleading of justification

which affirms that the charge is true, is good pleading.

~, w- If I charge that John Smith stole my horse yesterday, and

pursue such a charge, I can justify bv saying that is true,

because it is a specific charge. The time is stated, the

ownership of the horse is stated. But if T charge that

John Smith is a thief, I cannot plead in justification by

merely saying it is true, John Smith is a thief. T have got

to set up the fact that he did commit the crime of larceny,

and state what larceny he committed. Now it is the same

if we say John Smith is a thief. We have John Smith,

that is definite, he is a person, and he is charged with be-

2177 . .... . '

'^ mg a thief, that is the injurious imputation. So with this

case, to say this is a place of horror, means that this place

is a place of horror, the place is designated, the character

of the place is described no more definitely than to say

that John Smith is a thief; only the imputation in that
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7173 sentence is made of the person, and in this instance it is

made of the place or locahty where an institution is car-

ried. You do not have to plead the evidenciary facts.

Of course not. You do not plead everything that you ex-

pect to prove. You do not have to detail the evidence,

but you must plead the substantive facts, you must state

in some intelligible way what you claim consituted this

place a place of horror, and plead it so that the plaintiff

will know what issue she has to meet. Take your own il-

-,i ji lustration : You say this place is a place of horror, and that

there may be innumerable things which make it a place

of horror. That is just the reason why the plaintiff ought

to know what those innumerable things are that you ex-

pect to produce in evidence. There must be some state-

ment of it in your plea of justification to put her on notice.

Xow the reformed rules of pleading under the Code, do

not change this rule at all. Under the common law plead-

ing frequently there were, in some cases at least, the party

^- ^- was not put on notice, but the whole purpose of our Code

procedure is to- state the facts, that is. the issuable facts,

state the facts both in the complaint and in the answer

which you expect to establish. The technical rules for

pleading are done away with, and the facts are to be

stated, the issuable facts, not the evidenciary facts, but the

issuable facts. A plain common-sense rule of pleading,

each side must set up the ultimate facts, as we call them,

the substantial facts which he or she expects to establish

on the trial, so that he or she may know what he or she

"
has to meet. Now my impression is, though we have not

discussed it, from reading this article, that this place of

horror was not intended by the publication to mean that

it was horrible in other respects, but it was a place of
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2177 'lorror as depicted l)y the other portions of the charge. It

is a description of this place. We are referring to this

place that we have described, where these outrages that

we have detailed have taken place there and then—they

describe what Mrs. Holbrook's experience was there, and

then Airs. Neresheimer, and then they say armed men

guard this place of horror, and Mrs. Leavitt says, solitary

confinement, hard labor and starvation are resorted to by

the Tingley manager, as punishment upon those who dis-

9178 ^^^y their iron rules. I am inclined to the opinion, that

this phrase or clause, "armed men guard this place of

horror", that so far as it is characterized as a place of

horror, it is used in the sense indicated by the other por-

tions of the article, that is, the horrible features of the

place, the horrible character of the place, and the horrible

things done in that place, are the horrible things which

are mentioned in this article. The idea is not to further

characterize this place as horrible, but merely to state that

armed men guard this place of horror. This place which

they were describing, where these horrible things took

place and that the proof ought to be confined to the

horrible things of that nature. That is, if counsel claim

that is a specific charge, in any respect it must be con-

strued in that way to make it specific that it is a horriI)le

place in the sense it has been described in this article to

be horrible, and if that is true, then you must confine vour

proof to horrible practices of that kind. I am not fully

satisfied on that. The objection will be sustained.

2180
The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court in

sustaining the plaintiff's ,objecti(^n to the foregoing ques-

tion, and the same is numl)ered, Exception Xo. 349.

And the defendant also excepted to all the remarks of
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2181 *^^^ Court, in which intimation was made as to the weight

and effect of testimony intnxhiccd and now before the

jury, and the same is numl)ercd, Exception No. 350.

MR. DANEY: Did T understand the Court then to

rule that we cannot at this time, and in the present state

of the case pursue this investigation in this way. If that

is so, there is no use of loosing time in trying to get at

it in some other way, if the court holds that in the present

condition of the case it is not permissible.

2182
THE COURT : You mean under the present condition

of the pleading, or do you mean

—

MR. DANEY : I mean the particular order of the evi-

dence, that is in the order in which the evidence has gone

in, this will not be permissible until we can introduce some

other evidence. If that is what the court means, it is no

use to pursue this further with this witness.

THE COURT : If you arc ready to submit the ques-

2I00 tion to me, I am ready to decide it. I have heard no au-

thorities—nothing which changes my views. If there are

no other authorities produced and nothing further to be

said, I will hold that this evidence is inadmissible under

the pleadings.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 351.

0. Miss Willis, did you see your sister at any other

2184 pl^'^ce than at Point Loma? If so, where?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrclevctnt and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 352.
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2185 Q- How long- did your sister remain at Point Loma

after you went there, as you have already stated?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and imiuatcrial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 353.

Q. Did your sister leave Point Loma immediately,

that is on the day you went there?

/ioO
q^i^^ plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 354.
f

Q. Miss Willis, on any occasion after leaving Point

Loma, did any of the officers of the Theosophical Society

of the Universal Brotherhood or institution of which Mrs.

Tingley is the head call on your sister in your [)resencc,

Q*7 ^^^^^ i^ so, what took place?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the grovind that

the answer would be immaterial and irrelevant, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 355.

Q. Did you at any time hear Dr. Wood and Mr.

Neresheimer make any statement to }Our sister in your

presence on the subject of your sister's leaving Point

21 OQ Loma, and if so, state what it was.

The plaintiff ol)jected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 356.
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2189 Q- After your sister left Point Loma where did she

go?

The plaintifif oljjectcd to the question on the ground

_hat the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

:uid the same is innnl)crcd, Exception No. 357.

Q. Did your sister leave Point Loma, the Point Loma

institution that we have heretofore referred to, the colony,

r,i Q/-W well or sick?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numl^ered, Exception No. 358.

Q. Do you know whether your sister required medical

attention immediately on leaving Point Loma, and if so,

do you know what was the cause of her needing im-

mediate medical attention?

2191
The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 359.

O. Do you know whether your sister was sick or well

when she went to Point Loma, and if so, state?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

2192 ^^^^ ^^^ answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 360.

Q. Did you accompany your sister from Point Loma

to the city of San Diego on the day she left Point Loma?
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I [93 ^^^^" plaintiff o1)jectcd to tlic question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 361.

0. State whether on the day that your sister left

Point Loma, you called in a physician to attend her and

if so, who was he?

The plaintiff" objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

2194 ...
'^ which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 362.

O. Did }-ou at any time after your arrival in San

Diego call in any physician to attend your sister, and if

S0, wdio was the physician?

MR. ANDREWS : The question is objected to, if the

Court please, on the ground that the answer would be ir-

relevant and immaterial, and I submit to the Court in this

4i.yo connection that we have had a good man\- of this same

kind of questions after the Court has ruled on the na-

ture of them. If they are erroneous, there is an error in

the record.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 363.

THE COURT : Counsel for the defendant will be de-

nied the right to further interrogate this witness in re-

2196 ,""'i''<l to the condition of her sister, or whether any ])hysi-

cian was called in—anything further in regard to the con-

dition of her sister.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 364.
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^197 Hereupon, the defendant produced and read in evidence

the deposition of Ivlvvard W. Parker, taken on hehalf of

defendant, under sti])ulation, at Xew York City, on tlie

nth day of December, 1902, and which deposition was

admitted in evidence, certain portions thereof being ex-

cluded by the Court, and which said deposition is as fol-

lows :

EDWARD W. PARKER.

BY MR. ROLLINS: I reside at Little Rock, Arkan-

sas. I am temporarily so-journing at 78 Montgomery

Street, Boston. I met Mrs. Katherine Tingley once. I

have known of her for several years. She is the head

of the Universal Brotherhood, at Point Loma, California.

Q. Have you ever lived in any community where Mrs.

Tingley has lived and known acquaintances of hers?

A. Well, I met acquaintances of hers. I stopped in

Newburyport, Massachusetts between three or four days

"*
in August, 1899, to make inquiry as to her career there,

and I talked with various people who knew her to the

number of about twenty.

MR. ANDREWS : Your Honor, I object to the next

question and to the answer to it and to the following

question and answers, I believe, to the end of the direct

examination, upon the ground that the testimony of the

witness is incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial. This

2700 objection applies to each and every question and answer

on direct examination.

The objection was sustained and defendant prohibited

from reading said questions ; the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 365.
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1901 '^^^^ questions referred to in the foregoing objection as

constituting the remainder of the direct examination of the

witness, Edward W. Parker, and which questions were,

upon objection of the plaintiff, exchidcd by the Court, and

the answers thereto, are as follows

:

"Q. Do you know what her reputation there was ?

"A. Very bad.

"Q. What was her reputation in the community?

7202" "A. That she had commenced a dissolute career at

twelve years of age. That she had separated families.

That she had lived in a home of ill fame in Boston.

BY MR. EMERY (for plaintiff) : Q. Are you stat-

ing this as something regarding her general reputation in

Newburyport ?

"A. Yes.

liai "Q" That her general reputation in Newburyport was

that she had kept a house in Boston ?

"A. No, had lived in a house in Boston.

"Q. And that that was her general reputation at New-

bur}-port ?

"A. Yes, that was the information I got from two

sources in Newburyport. I also had in New York

—

BY MR. ROLLINS: O. You state, then, that her

2904. '"^pwtation among her acquaintances in Newburyport was

generally bad?

This question was objected to at the time of the taking

of the deposition as leading.

"A. I do."
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cross-examination of the witness

:

CROSS EXAMINATION of EDWARD W. PARKER.

BY AIR. EMERY: 1 am trying to be a theoso])hist.

Q. It is a fact, is it not, that there are two branches

of theosophists in this country or of persons who claim

to be theosophists?

9705 A. There was one theosophical society founded by

Madam Blavatsky and Col. H. S. Olcott. Some members

seceded from that.

The secessionists subsecjuentl}' split up ; the secession-

ists claim that the other body was an illegal body. There

is only one theosophical society ; I belong to that society.

In the United States it is called the American Section of

the Theosophical Society. Mrs. Tingley and those as-

sociated with her are not members of that society, nor are

9907 they in sympathy with it. There is quite a bitter enmity

between the society to which I belong and Mrs. Tingley

and her associates. I am not an officer of the society to

which 1 belong, but I am an active member and was a

member at the time the break occurred by which Mrs.

Tingley became the head of the branch of the theosophists.

I do not believe that Annie Besant is the real head of

the theosophists in this country. The president is Col.

Henry S. Olcott. when I know tolerably well. Mr. Ful-

770f\ '^'''ton is the General Secretary in this country. I see him

about twice a year and know him very well.

MR. ANDREWS : To the rest of the deposition, if the

Court please, and to this cross examination, the plaintiff

objects as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial.
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2209 "^^^^ objection was sustained as to each and every ques-

tion and answer designated in the foregoing objection.

The defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 366.

The question referred to in the foregoing objection as

constituting the remainder of the cross examination of the

witness, Edward W. Parker, and which questions were,

upon objection of the plaintiff, exchided by the Court, and

the defendant prohibited from reading, and the answers

2210 thereto-are as follows :

"Q. Who were the two persons in Newburyport who

informed you as to matters you have testified regarding

Mrs. Tingley?

"A. I said I saw twenty, but there were two, at least

two, who referred to the house of ill fame in Boston.

2211

2212

"O. Those are the ones I am talking about?

"A. I do not remember their names at the moment.

"Q. Were they men or women?

"A. My recollection is that one was an ofificer of the

law there and the other was a woman.

"O. But you do not know their names ?

"A. I do not remember their names now.

"O. How long ago was that?

"A. The latter part of August, 1899.

"Q. Do vou remember whether they gave you the

sources of their information, or whether it was sim]>ly a

matter as they claimed of general reputation?

"A. I do not.
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2213 Q- ^i<^l either of them claim that they had ever been

to this house?

"A. Not that I recall.

"Q. Did they either of them state where in Boston

it was ?

"A. No.

"Q. Didn't you ask them?

"A. No.
2214

''O. Didn't it occur to you that that was a very ex-

cellent method of tracing a story?

"A. I did not intend to pursue the matter further af-

ter leaving Newburyport, even if they had given me the

address of the house.

"Q. Why not?

"A. Because I was simply endeavoring to ascertain

2215 liei" general reputation in the hope of opening the eyes of

some good deluded men and women, friends of mine, who

asked me to ascertain the facts.

"O. Then when you obtained a statement of this kind

regarding her general reputation, that was just what you

w^anted, was it?

"A. All I wanted was the truth.

"O. But you wanted to open the eyes of these people

2216 who believed in her?

"A. Those friends of mine who had asked me to do

so.

''O. If you wanted to know the truth why didn't you
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2217 P'-irsue your investigations in Boston with regard to this

house ?

"A. It didn't occur to me to ask the location of the

place at all.

"Q. Now, how did you come to meet those two per

sons ?

"A. Their names had been given me by parties in New

York who had previously seen them on the same ground.

2218
"Q. Who were those parties?

"A. Dr. Alfred Walton was one.

"Q. Did he give you their names in writing?

"A. No, I made a memorandum.

"Q. You do not know where those memoranda are?

"A. I presume they are in Boston.

2219 '~" ^^^^ y°^^ ^^^^^ "°^ think it of sufificient importance

to refresh your memory from them before coming here to

testify?

"A. I was called unexpectedly. I got a telegram and

was requested to come right on.

''Q. When did you get the telegram?

"A. Thursday.

2220 "Q" Today is Thursday, isn't it?

"A. Oh, I beg pardon.

"Q. Tuesday?

"A. No, it was Wednesdav forenoon.
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2221 Q- r)'(l you RO home before you came over here?

"A. Yes sir.

' Q- What train did you come on?

"A. Midnight.

"O. How far from your place of business do you

Hve ?

"A. I am not in business in Boston.

2222
, ^,
"O. 1 hen you got this telegram at yoijr house ?

"A. Yes.

"O. Is not Dr. Walton the only person who gave you

these names ?

"A. No.

"Q. Who else?

r^ryry-y "A. Miss Phoebc Hull.

"O. What was her last address, so far as you know?

"A. It was in New York City, about 107th Street, as

well as I recollect.

"Q. How did she communicate with you—by letter?

"A. Verbally.

"O. W'ere you in New York?

2224 "A. Yes.

"Q. Is she a member of your branch of the theoso-

phists ?

"A. Not that I know of.
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2225 "Q- Didn't Dr. Walton introduce her to you?

"A. No.

"O. Had you known her previously ?

"A. No.

''O. How did you come to meet her?

"A. I heard of her through Air. John M. Pryse.

2226
"O. Who else gave you the names of these two per-

sons or of any other persons in Newburyport ?

"A. Oh, the Rev. Charles P. McCarthy.

"O. What is his last address ?

"A. He is dead.

"Q. Was he an opponent of Mrs. Tingley's?

"A. Yes.

2227 "Q- Can you give the names of any other of those

i8 or 20 persons whom you interviewed in Newburyport?

"A. I have got a lot of papers with me. I would have

to look over them to see if I could find any—I remember

one name, I think it was Pettingill, I think that was one

of them.

"O. Do you remember what liranch of Mrs. Tingley's

alleged career Pettingill told you about?

2228 "A. I do not know.

"Q. Can you remember the name of any nther per-

son in Newburyport whom you interviewed ?

"A. Dr. C. W. Hiddin.
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2229 Q- l^octor of medicine?

"A. Yes sir.

"O. Can you recall any portion of Mrs. Tingley's al-

let^'ed career that he told you about? Just answer if vou

can ?

"A. I can.

"Q. Did Dr. Hiddin state that what he would tell in

that matter was something- that he knew about personally?
^230^

"A. He did ; I recall that his wife was another

—

"O. Now just a moment. You recall that you spoke

to ATrs. Hiddin, then, on the same subject?

"A. I did.

"O. Can you recall the name of any other person ?

(Witness produces paper).

"O. Just state what you are going to refer to, in or-

22^1
~

"^^ der to refresh your memory.

"A. I thought there was an address of the party that

I asked, in connection with this letter, but there is not.

"O. Well, can't you recall any otlier names?

"A. I cannot at this moment.

"Q. You were there two or three different days ?

"A. Over three days.

"O. As I understand it, you considered it and still con-

sider it your duty to expose this woman, don't you?

"A. No.

"O. You do not ? Haven't you ever stated or written

I

2232
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2233 '^"ything to the effect that you thought it was incumbent

on you?

"A. I have in the past, several years ago.

' "Q. You did then think that it was your duty?

"A. Yes.

"O. And you still think you are conscientiously bound

'whenever you can to disclose any of these alleged facts ?

7234 "'"^- I had prepared

—

"Q. Answer the question.

"A. If to serve the ends of justice and right living,

}*es.

• "O. And you consider that in appearing here you will

sferve those ends?

"A. Yes sir.

2235 "Q- ^^^^ y^^^ come here voluntarily?

"A. I did.

'EMIL A. NERESHEIMER

re-called on behalf of the defendant, testified as follows

:

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE: I became a resident of

Point Loma February 26th, 1901, and with the exception

of a period of six weeks in June and July, 1901, visiting in

New York, I have resided there continuously ever since.

2236 Prior to going to Point Loma I resided in New York. I

knew ^Irs. Tingley in New York. Have known her since

1894. I am a member of the Universal Brotherhood.

Have been a member since its existence.

Q. And where was it organized?
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2237 ''''^*^ ])laintift' ol^jcctcd to the question on the jri-ound

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent to any

issue in the case, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 367.

O. Were you an officer of the Theosophical society be-

fore the organization of the Universal Brotherhood ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent and immaterial to anv
22^8

issue in the case, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 368.

WITNESS (Continuing) : At the time I became a

member of the Universal Brotherhood I resided in New

York. I am a man of famil\-, which consists of a wife

and two children. ^Nly wife is with me. ^ly son is in

New York. ^\y daughter is in Europe.

2239 O. Did you receive any literature sent out by, or un-

der the name, or bearing the name of the plaintiff in this

action, before you became a member of this organiza-

tion?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, in-

competent, immaterial and not bearing upon any issue,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 369.

2240 ^^'ITNESS (Continuing) : Since coming to Point

Loma, I have continuously been an officer of the Universal

Brotherhood and have taken an active part in its affairs.

I am treasurer of the' School for the Revival of the Lost

Mysteries of Antiquity. That is an incorporated society.
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1941 Q- \\'here incorporated ?

The plaintiff objected to the c|ncstion on the g^round that

it was incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 370.

O. Is it under the control of the Universal brother-

hood organization?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the f^round

2242 that it was immaterial, also called for a conclusion of the

witness, and was incompetent, w^hich objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 371.

WITNESS (Continuing) : Mrs. Tingley is president

of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of

Antiquity.

Q. Is it a stock corporation ?

2243 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 372.

O. Mr. Neresheimer. who, or rather by whom, one

or more, is the business of the various concerns at Point

Loma conducted?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

2244 that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue in the

case, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 373.

O. Not to oft'end against the ruling, but to iMing it out

more clearly—the financial affairs, such as the receipt and
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9945 <lisbursenients of funds, who has control over that mat-

ter?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the j^round

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue in the

case, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cej^ted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 374.

Q. Is the Homestead conducted by the same society

or corporation as the co-called "Colony"?

2246 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue in the

case, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 375.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I was in San Diego in the

months of August, September and October, 1901, and

probably attended meetings held at the Isis Theater dur-

ing that period. I don't recollect whether I did or not.

I have, at various times attended meetings when Mrs.

Tingley made addresses or delivered lectures, but it is im-

possible for me to say if I attended such meetings during

July, August, September and October.

O. Do you recollect hearing her make an address or

deliver a lecture on the evening of October 27th, 1901, in

reply to any person,—Rev. Clarence True Wilson or some

minister from Pasadena ?

The |)laintifif objected to the question on the ground

2248 ^^'^^^ ''^ ^^''^^ immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numl^ered. Exception No. 376.

( Q. Do you know whether, and if so, state, the plain-

tiff in this action was engaged in a controversy with

2247
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2">49 various people in this city and county with respect to the

management of the Point Loma Homestead, or associated

societies, during the month of October, 1901, up to and

including the 28th day of that month ?

The i)laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue in the

case.

THE COURT : There are a great many phases to this

case. Evidence may be received for one purpose which

*"^"^ would be entirely incompetent for any other purpose. The

court has permitted the defendant on this trial to show

that previous to the appearance of the publication com-

plained of here in the Los Angeles Times, the defendant

was aware of the fact that ]\Irs. Tingley—was aware of

the fact that there were publications in the San Diego

papers and other papers reflecting upon her and discuss-

ing the character of her management at Point Loma. For

the sole purpose of showing, so far as it might so tend to

^40 i show that the defendant was not actuated by express

malice, that is. actual ill will in the publication of the ar-

ticle ; that is, it was not a case where this newspaper had

published these things about her without any previous

discussion on the subject anywhere. This was offered for

that purpose, onlv to the extent that it might have any

bearing upon that subject if the jury thought it worthy

of consideration—any serious consideration. Now. in

regard to evidence which the court ruled out, which it was

22^2 claimed was relevant by counsel for the defendant, as af-

fecting the question whether Airs. Tingley was a woman

whose feelings could be affected to the same extent as

other women by this article. That character of evidence

was not the kind that is sou^-ht to be introduced here at
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2")^3 ^^^^ time. That was evidence tending to show what her

sentiments were on particular sulijects or probably evi-

dence in regard to some of her actions, or her expressions,

or conduct, Mr. Shortridge claiming that you could show

what this woman was, what kind of a woman she was,

whether she w^as likely to be affected so much as other

women in her feelings by such a publication. That was

ruled out on the ground that you cannot inquire into any

persons views or sentiments on any subject, or go into

99^4 licr life and show what her conduct was specifically, for

the purpose of determining whether her feelings could be

afifected as much as the feelings of some .other women, be-

cause it is too uncertain and indefinite. She is to be re-

garded as any other ordinary woman situated as she was,

and employed as she was at the time that this publication

was made. As the Court remarked, the scales of human

justice are not sensitive enough to weigh matters of that

kind to determine to what extent a person's feelings may

99-- be injured by reason of the views they entertain upon any

subject, and the law does not permit, under any circum-

stances, the production of evidence which searches

through a mans or womans life in detail, in no case. Now

the object of this testimony which is sought to be intro-

duced at present is this : that ^Irs. Tingley had been lead-

ing a strenuous life ; that she had been engaged in a series

of controversies ; that her management of her institution

at Point Loma had been criticised by other persons, and

^-jcf. for a long period of time she had engaged in this hard

strenuous work, and therefore, her mind might have been

so wrought up that she would be more liable to succumb

to this attack than if she had been in a better condition

of health, mentally and physically. I believe that where
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77S7 '^ partv complaining of mental injury from the commission

of a tort by another, and where he goes upon the stand

and testifies that mental suffering followed ; that constant,

or nearly constant, insomnia followed and partial incapac-

ity to work followed ; that a very great latitude should be

given in the cross examination of that witness for the

purpose of ascertaining whether he is testifying the truth

or not. Now, for instance, if it is claimed that the person

is incapacitated to do the work which he had done. well

??s8 before, before the time which it was claimed to have been

well done, before the time, you could examine closely into

the question as to whether that be true—whether there

were any lapses of ability before that time to do work, or

whether there was insomnia before that time, whether

these troubles to some extent at least, did not exist before

the commission of the wrong complained of. On those

Imes the cross examination should be allowed to take a

great latitude. But this is a dififerent proposition. You

o:)c:q might just as well claim—and the term "strenuous" has

been used so frequently—you might just as well claim

that if President Roosevelt had been outrageously libeled

bv some great daily in the East and had suffered great

mental anguish from it, and shock, and was incapacitated

from work, you might as well claim you -could go on and

show the strenuous life which he has led for these many

years, -and spend a week, or two weeks, or three weeks,

or four weeks to show the strenuous life that he has led,

99An ^*^'^ ^^^^' l)urpose of reaching the deduction or inference

that may be this partial collapse which followed the shock

that followed the publication, was due to the previous

strenuous life which hcliad led. That is not the question.

When a tort is committed 1)\- anv one. the one committing
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2261 '^ '^ liable for the injury which follows by the commission

of that tort, whether the injury is anticipated or

not. If T attack a weakly person, if I strike a blow at a

weakly person and knock him down, or knock her down,

a blow which would not have affected a stronger person at

all, or to any great extent at least, but which, in the

jjarticular instance does produce great damage physically

and mentally. I am resjionsible for it to the full extent

of the damage which is done. If a newspaper libels an

2262 irivalid, libels one who is in poor health, physically or

mentally, and serious consequences follow, the newspaper

is liable to the full extent of it, whether it know that the

[jerson was weakly or not. The rule is laid down in Sec-

tion 3333 of our Civil Code, which is but a reiteration of

the common law rule : "For the breach of an obligation

not arising from contract, the measure of damages, except

where otherwise expressly provided by this Code, is the

amount which will compensate for all the detriment ap-

2263 l^roximately caused thereby, whether it could have been

anticipated or not."

Of course in recovering damages on contracts only such

damages can be recovered as might have been reasonably

expected, but in actions for tort the damages approxi-

mately resulting from the commission of the tort may be

recovered whether the tort feasor has any reason to ex-

pect them or not. When a wrongful act is done, the

wrong doer is liable to the full extent of the injur),

2">64 ^^''i^ther he should have expected it or not. And our

Supreme Court have said that it is no defense, it is no

mitigation, it is no justification to show that some other

newspaper has been libeling the individual and that there-

fore the libelcr is not responsible for the injury that fol-
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9-)^c lowed from it. The last liJDeler takes the person libeled

in the condition that such person is actually in mentally

and physically, at the time that the lil:)el is published, and

is responsible for the damage which results from it. As

Mr. Shortridge says, suppose all the papers, both great

and small, in the State should turn loose and libel a per-

son, and one of them is sued, is he to be held responsible

for what follows in the way of injury? If there was any

concert of action in the matter of course each one would

2266 ^-'^ responsible for the whole damage. All joint—tort

feasors may be sued jointly or severally, and if the act

of all contributed to the same result each is responsible

for all the damage. I do not think this character of evi-

dence is admissible. Of course a ]:)lausible argument can

(J^^ be made upon almost any proposition and if we were to

^^^ permit evidence to come in on the trial of a law suit for

^ the admission of which some plausible argument could be

made, it would take a long while to determine the issues

'^^67 '" ^^^^ case, a long time to finish the evidence. The law-

lays down some rules. There must be rules to govern the

action of courts, and I am satisfied that the rules of evi-

dence are well established in respect to the present ques-

tion. It does not make, in my judgment, or in the judg-

ment of the law, as I understand the law, it does not make

any difiference what the mental or physical condition of

^Irs. Tingley was at the time that she read this article

and claimed that she was afifected by it. If she was

'>7f\R
'^^ro".? mentally and physically at that time : if the result

of her strenuous work that it is claimed she had been en-

gaged in, was to build u]) her body and Imild up her mind,

make her brave and strong, and earnest, and it had that

result, if it did have that result, it shows that a strong
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'^269 "ii"<l '^^^ ^ strong body, or strong persons

would be affected by such an article. If she

was worn out by the strenuous work mentally

and physically and the article had this effect upon

her, it merely shows that it did not take so much to affect

a person in that condition. It is fair to presume it would

not take so much to affect a person in that condition. She

would be more liable to be affected by it in that condition,

that is, any one—I am speaking generally—a person in

7"70 ^^^^^ condition would be more liable to be affected by an

article of that kind than one who was strong mentally and

physically. Counsel say they are not bound by ]\Irs.

Tingley's answer. Of course they are not bound by her

answer. Counsel for the defendant is not bound by any

testimony on the other side—you have the right to go to

the jury and argue that question as to whether there was

sufficient in this publication to produce such an effect

upon the plaintiff by the reading of it.

^^~-| You are not bound, of course you are not bound, by

anybody's testimony, and I do not expect you will con-

sider yourself bound on this question, when you come to

argue it to the jury, the question of fact whether they

believe her testimony, whether they believe such an article

would likely produce that effect upon her, situated as she

was at that time, and engaged as she was at that time in

her work at Point Loma. If you are going to prove this

strenuous life you claim she has led, these controversies

ry-fry that she was engaged in, it means a long while and what

does it amount to when you have proved it all ? You do

not claim to show, you do not claim to be able to show,

that she was in fact weakened in body or mind by any of

these controversies nor bv anv of these articles which you

1
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2273 ^^y were published with reference to her. You do not

claim to show it. I will not refer to her testimony on

that subject. She testified in regard to the efifect these

articles had upon her when she was upon the stand. I

permitted you to inquire in regard to these matters r)n her

cross-examination. But after it is all in it does not amount

to anything except to consume a long time here. You

cannot tell how long, and when you get through with it,

it does not amount to anything. Upon your own theory

0974 it does not amount to anything, unless you can show by

some witness that she was apparently reduced in physicial

or mental strength by the work that she had gone through

with and when you do prove that you do not help your

case ; you only make it worse. Because a woman that is

run-down in physical and mental health, it is very natural

to believe that she would be more likely affected by an

article of this kind than a woman who was strong and

brave, and was not affected—weakened mentally or phy-

'^-)'7c sically, would not be so liable to be affected. The objec-

tion will be sustained.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court in

sustaining the foregoing objection, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. t,/"/.

MR. HUNSAKER: The defendant excepts to the re-

marks of the court and to any intimation Y)f the court

that under the pleadings in this case the plaintiff could, in

2276 ^"^ event, be held for a diseased condition either of mind

or body that resulted or might result, from the reading

of this article, as such results would not be proximately

caused by the article or its reading. Numbered as Ex-

ception No. 378.
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2277 'i'ii^i CQURT : 1 did not use the term "diseased con-

dition" of body or mind.

MR. nUNSAKER: The witness's testimony was to

the effect that she suffered from insomnia as a result of

the reachng of this article and we respectfully submit that

that evidence—that is not a proper element of damaii^e in

the case nor is it a result approximately following from

the reading or the publication of an alleged libelous article

any more than evidence that a party had died as a result

^^io Qf reading the article.

THE COURT : I have only referred to the insomnia

in the same manner that counsel for defendant have re-

ferred to it. Mr. Shortridge in discussing this question

has referred to the effect that she testified she had been

suffering from insomnia, or sleeplessness, and I have re-

ferred to that in my statement in attempting to give my

reasons to counsel for my rulings. I am not deciding

whether she is entitled to recover for any diseased con-

dition of mind which may have been the result of this in-

jury. I am not charging the jury as to the law of the

case. That is a question wdiich will come up later. I

am not attempting to give the law of this case to the

jury at this time. My remarks are in reply to remarks

made by counsel giving the reasons upon which my rul-

ings are based, in reply to the observations of counsel.

O. If you know, please state whether plaintiff is now

2280 the editor and publisher of a certain news-paper called

the "New Century".

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant to any issue in the

2279
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2281 case, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 379.

WITNESS (Continuing) : Mrs. Tingley is the leader

and the official head of the Universal Brotherhood or-

ganization and she is now performing the duties of that

office or position. She is trustee of the Point Loma

Homestead organization, and also of the Theosophical

Publishing Company, and is performing the duties of her

trusteeship in respect to these companies or associations.

4404 gi-jg now occupies, the same relation to the several associa-

tions I have mentioned that she occupied on October 28th.

T901, and has continually from October 28th, 1901, oc-

cupied such positions. There has been no change in the

associations since that date.

O. State, if you know, Mr. Neresheimer, whether

there has been any falling off of membership.

A. Of what?

4400 Q Whether or not there has been any falling off in

the membership of the Universal Brotherhood since Oc-

tober 28th, 190 1.

The plaintiff objected to the questions on the ground

that they were irrelevant and immaterial to any issue in

the case, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 380.

O. What is the present membership of the Universal

Brotherhood, if you know, Mr. Neresheimer?

The ]:)laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial to any issue in the

case, which objection was sustained, defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 381.

2284
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2285 WITNESS (Continuing) : My wife resides with me at

Point Loma. She came with me and has been here con-

tinuously since I came, with the exception of a short

visit she made to New York.

My wife is not, and never has been, a member of the

Universal Brotherhood. She is, and has been, a member

of the x\ryan Theosophical Society for twelve years.

That is a society separate and distinct from the Universal

Brotherhood.

2286 CROSS EXAMINATION of EMIL A. NERESHEI-
MER.

BY AIR. KELLOGG: My son's name is Frederick

Emil Neresheimer. He is twenty-six years of age and is

m.arried. My daughter's name is Amy Tolulu. She is

twenty years of age and is married.

MINNIE NERESHEIMER
sworn on behalf of defendant, testified as follows

:

2287

2288

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE : I am the wife of Mr. E. A.

Neresheimer. I reside at Point Loma, and before coming

to Point Loma, we maintained a country home in Bay

Side, Long Island. We formerly lived in New York

city.

Q. When did you give up }Our home in New York

city ?

MR. ANDREWS: Your Honor, the question is ob-

jected to.

The objection was sustained by the Court, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 382.
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2289 WITNESS (Continuing) : My husband is a member

of the Universal Brotherhood. I am not a member.

Q. How long has your husband been a member of that

(organization ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

lliat the answer would be immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 383.

2290
O. Was he a member of the Universal Brotherhood on

the 28th day of October, 1901 ?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 384.

O. You have lived continuously at Point Loma since

2291 >our arrival at that place?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 385.

O. Have you been in harmonv with vour husband as

to membership in the Universal 15rotherhood ?

2292
MR. ANDREWS : Wait please, the question is—

THE COURT: (Interrupting) The objection is sus-

tained, and if this course of examination is continued, the

witness will be excused, dismissed from the stand. It is

whollv irrelevant and immaterial to anv issue in this case.
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2293 "^^^^ defendant excepted to the ruling of the court, and

tlie same is numbered, Exception No. 386.

O. Is it, or is it not a fact, madam, and if so, stai

whether since your being at Point Loma you have bee

.

separated from the society and presence of your husband ,

The plaintiflf objected to the question on the ground

ihat the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. "^87.

2294
o /

.

Q. 'State whether or not prior to October 28th, 190:

you were denied or cut ofif from the usual and ordinal

association and communion with your husband?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the grounc

that the answer would be irrelevant and immateria'

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepter!

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 388.

^-,r.r- Q- State whether or not you were or were not allowed

"'
to eat at the same table with your husband at this in-

stitution prior to October 28th, 1901.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 389.

THE COURT : And if you have no questions to pro-

pound which relate to any of the issues in this case, Mr.

^-'Z" Shortridge, the witness will be excused from the stand,

for the purpose of saving time. I do not understand th'

the answer justifies or attempts to justify the truih of n:

of the charges contained in this article, so far as they

late to this witness.
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2298

T297 '^ MR. SHORTRIDGE: We submit, if your Honor

r)lease, that this is defensive matter and is properly

jjleaded in subdivision 2 of paragraph II of the amended

answer.

'
i THE COURT : The fact that that allegation is placed

i the answer, does not establish the proposition that it

is material. It is wholly irrelevant to the issue that could

be raised in this case. It has nothing whatever to do with

the case. It does not in the least degree tend to establish

I he truth of a single statement in this libelous article. It

is "not plead-^if it could be claimed that these facts would

Mid to mitigate damages, or tend to show a lack of actual

malice or ill will on the part of the defendant, it is not

j^feaded for that purpose, because there is no intimation

nhat the defendant had any knowledge of these things at

the time this libelous article was published. The fact

that it appears in the answer does not establish the

proposition that it is material or relevant to the case. If

a motion would have been made to have stricken this out,

it would have been stricken out from the answer by the

Court. You cannot inject an issue here merely by plead-

ing it in the answer, unless it appears to be a material is-

sue in the case.

MR. SHORTRIDGE : I do not wish to argue against

the conviction of the Court.

THE COURT : Xo sir, I do not care to hear any argu-

ment.

''^MR. SHORTRIDGE: P.ut is it not stated here that

was forcibly separated from her husliand?

THE COURT : Yes sir, but there is nothing to show

2299

2300
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2'^01 ^^^^ ^^'^^ forcibly separated from her husband. We are

not here to inquire about the relations between Mr. and

Mrs. Neresheimer. This is not a divorce proceeding be-

tween these parties. It is immaterial for the purposes of

this case, what their domestic relations were. I assume

that they were all right. I do not mean to intimate they

were not all right, I assume they were, but whether they

are or not, this is not the place to investigate this question.

We are here Mr. Shortridge, to ascertain the fact whether

r)or)9 these matters charged in this libelous article are true.

The defendant excepted to the order of the Court in

the foregoing ruling, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 390.

The defendant also excepted to the remarks of the

Court as to what the issues were or what the facts

tended to prove and what the presumptions were which

the jury might indulge and the same is numbered Ex-

2,o\j6 ception No. 391.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I do not wish to get into a

controversy with the court, but unless advised by' the

court not to do so, I purpose propounding appropriate

f|uestions based upon subdivision 2 of Paragraph II of

the answer.

THE COURT : To the plaintifif : Do you object to it ?

2304 MR. McKINLEY: We object to any evidence upon

any of the allegations in subdivision 2 of paragraph II

upon the ground that they are immaterial and irrelevant,

and do not go to establish any matters as true which are

charged in this libelous article, and do not appear to
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O305 '''^^'^ '^^^" known to the defendant at the time of the puij-

hcation of the article.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 392.

Hereupon, the defendant rested.

KATHERIXE TIXGLEY

re-called on her own behalf, testified as follows

:

2306 BY AIR. KELLOGG: I did not personally employ

Mr. Fitch at the Homestead.

Q. Mr. Fitch stated in his deposition that you fre-

quentl}' called him away from his work and his book-

keeping to attend to other matters which he specified,

photographing, and running telephone lines and other

smaller matters ; will you state what the truth is as to

that statement?

2307 '^^^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not in rebuttal, that it called for the conclusion

of the witness, and was leading and suggestive, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and

the same was numbered Exception Xo. 393.

A. It is false. I never did.

Q. Is that ( showing witness paper later introduced

in evidence and hereinafter set forth as plaintiff's Ex-

hibit Xo. 24) a pledge to any of the organizations with

which you are connected?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal and

called for the conclusion of the witness, and that it did

2308
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2^09 "°^ seem to be an executed or signed document, which

objection was overruled, defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 394.

A. It is a pledge connected with the organization.

Q. Was this the pledge of that society as it existed in

1901 and during the time when Mr. Fitch was at Point

Loma ?

The defendant objected to the (piestion on the ground

2310 that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal, and

called for the conclusion or opinion of the witness, and

that it did not seem to be an executed or signed docu-

ment, which objection was overruled, defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 395.

A. It was.

Q. Were the pledges signed by all of the members

of this Esoteric Society the same at that time ?

2311

2312

A. They were, yes. That is one of them.

MR. KELLOGG : I now ofifer in evidence the pledge

in question, the Esoteric Society of Theosophy.

The defendant objected to the introduction of the paper

in evidence on the ground that it was irrelevant, imma-

terial, not in rebuttal and not within any of the issues

made by the pleadings in this case, which objection was

overruled, the defendant exce])te(l, and the same is num-

bered, l^xcei)tion No. 396.

The paper referred to in the foregoing question was

here introduced and read in evidence, and was marked as

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 24.
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2313
'' PT-^IXTIFF'S EXHir.TT 24."

" No.

PLEDGE OF ^lEMIJERS.

IX THE

1. I pledge myself to make Theosophy a living power

in my life.

2. I pledge myself to support before the world the

Theosophical Movement, and to endeavor to make prac-

-^-^.| ,
ticable a Universal Brotherhood.

3. I pledge myself to support the present Outer

Head, and the one she may appoint as her successor, and

in particular to obey, without cavil or delay, the orders

of the Outer Head of this lodge in all that concerns my

relation with this work for Universal Brotherhood.

4. I pledge myself never to listen without protest to

any evil thing spoken of a worthv brother, and to abstain

from condemning other.

> I pledge myself to maintain a constant struggle
2315 •

i
^ -

^^

against my lower nature, and to be charitable to the

weaknesses of others.

6. I pledge myself to do all in my power by study,

and active practical work for Universal Brotherhood to

fit myself to help those who have fewer ojij^ortunities

01 learning the true philosophv of life.

7. I promise to give what support 1 can, in time,

money and work to the cause of Universal Brotherhood.

8. I pledge myself to preserve inviolable secrecy as

'y^'tf regards all matters pertaining to this Lodge, its signs,

pass-words and documents.

To all of which I pledge my most solenni and sacred

word of honor.

So help my Higher Self.

Sign here
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2 ^1^7 All members should, before signing this new Pledge

read and meditate upon, that part of the \'OICE OF
SILENCE under " The Two Paths," pp. 22-23.

Members desiring to undertake this obligation, will

write out the above Pledge in full in their own hand-

writing, sign with their full names and return it

promptly to the Outer Head, addressed as below. They

will also sign this printed form and send it at the same

time ; and if accepted, they will receive it back signed,

with the name of the new Lodge inserted at the head,

together with further advisement and assignment to their

proper class. No member's name will be entered unless

the above requirements are strictly complied w'ith. In

case of non-acceptance the printed Pledge should be re-

turned at once without explanation, addressed as below.

And in any event it should be regarded as strictly pri-

vate.

Address— Mrs. Katherine A. Tingley, 144 Madison

Ave., New York.

Accepted Outer Head.

Give full address and date.

Q. Mrs. Tinglev I ask you to look at the portion of

the pamphlet annexed to the deposition of Dr. Ander-

son's testimony and marked Defendant's Exhibit " C "

which purports to be the constitution of the International

brotherhood League, and state wdiether that portion of

this pamphlet correctly expresses the objects of that

League as they have existed from its inception?

MR. HUNSAIOiR: Objected to on the ground that

it is irrelevant and immaterial and not in rebuttal, and

calls for a conclusion of the witness.

THE COURT : I have remarked several times that

2319

2320
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7271 the principles of tliis institution, that the general work

of this institution, the general character of this institu-

tion, is not in issue in this case. We are not trying the

issue whether this is a commen(la])le institution, or

whether it is doing good work or Ixul work, or what kind

of work it is doing ; wdiat principles it teaches, what its

views are. We are only inquiring into the question as

to whether these alleged defamatory charges made

against Mrs. Tingley are true or are not. The institution

is presumed to be properly conducted, is ]jresunied to be

"* "" moral and correct in every resjiect, so far as it is not

shown to the contrary. And the respects in which it is

not a properlv conducted institution are those respects

in which it is charged not to be properly conducted in

:his libelous article, and in those respects only. We arc

not here to determine whether Theosophy is a correct

philosophy, or a commendable philosophy, or a philos-

ophy wdiich should be accepted by anybody. I

do not care what it is, so far as I am concerned,

** "^ and the jurors have no interest, or ought to have none,

on that question. We are not trying to investigate that

general proposition. It is immaterial what its principles

are, or what its actual work is, so far as the trial of this

case is concerned.

MR. KELLOGCx: May I ask your Honor's attention

to one portion of the justification, that is subdivision E,

that portion thereof which states that there is nothing

tauHit at Point Loma but insane ceremonies.
2324

THE COURT : Have they proved it.

MR. KELLOGG: No they have not.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: 1 submit that the remarks of
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2325 counsel touching the weii^ht of evidence in, is improper

and prejuchcial and we take an exception to that. Num-

bered as Exception No. 397.

WITNESS (Continuinj^) : I never ordered or di-

rected any woman at the colony to work in the garden,

or in the fields, or anywhere about the premises out-

doors.

2326

2327

O. Did you ever see any ladies working in the gar-

den or fields about the colony ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal, wdiich

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 398.

A. I have seen the ladies in their flower gardens

or fields but never in other gardens or fields. They had

little patches in the colony, some flower gardens.

Th.e defendant moved to strike the words "They had

little i)atches in the colony, some flower gardens" out of

the foregoing answer, en the ground that the same was

not responsive to the question, which motion was denied,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 399.

Q. Mr. Fitch stated, Mrs. Tingley, that the mem-

bers were allowed no communication or conversation

with each other, except as Mrs. Tingley directed. Will

239g you state the facts with reference to that?

A. That is absolutely false.

The defendant moved to strike out the answer to

the foregoing c(uestion on the ground that the same was
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23^9 "*-^* responsive to the ()iiestioii, whieh motion was de-

nied, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 400.

WITNESS (Contimiing-) : I never considered that

Spot was a remarka1)le dog- any more than any other

dog would be that was treated as kindly as he was.

We were all very fond of animals and he was a s]:)ecial

pet of m}' family, and we regarded him very highly.

2330

2331

Mr. Judge did not give him to me. I have owned

Spot about seven or eight years. I never told Mr.

Fitch that I believed ]\Ir. Judge's spirit entered into

Spot at his death or that Mr. Judge gave Syot to me

at the time of his death or at the time I assumed leader-

ship as Mr. Judge's successor. I never made any state-

ment of any nature to that gentleman or to any other

person at any time. Mr. Judge never owned the dog.

1 owned the dog before Mr. Judge's death.

Q. Mr. P^itch stated that the members exhibited

reverence towards this dog Spot. Will you state the

facts as to that Mrs. Tingley?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it called for a conclusion of the witness, which ob-

jection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 401.

A. I never saw any evidence of it. So absurd.

2332 Q- ^^^- I^itch testified Mrs. Tingley that Mrs. Ting-

ley's supervision of the intercourse of members extended

to interferences with relaticMis between members of the

same family, and he gives as an instance of such inter-

ference the case of W. T. Hansen, statin"- that Mr. Han-

1
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584

sen and his wife lived at the Homestead and their ehi

dren slept and lived at the Lotus House. Will yc

state the facts in reference to the relations between M.

and Airs. Hansen and their children. I am referriri

to the time Mr. Fitch was there?

A. The only knowledge that I had about the ch'l-

dren of Mr. and Airs. Hansen is a conversation I havv.

had with them. '

Q. Did }ou ever direct Mr. and Mrs. Hansen to sei

their children away to another place than the one whe •

they were living?

The defendant objected to the question on the groun-'i

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal au'
(I

called for a conclusion of the witness, which object' "

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same 1.-

numbered, Exception Xo. 402.

A. Never.

Q. Will you state so far as you know the facts con-

cerning the relations between Mr. and Mrs. Hansen

and their children involving the (juestion of wiiat was

done with the children?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal rn<l

calling for a conclusion of the witness, which objecti"";

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exceptior No. 403.

A. When I arrived at Point Loma Mr. and Mrs. H^!

sen were there with their children and I had not r '^i

there very long before they importuned me to estal

a Raja Yoga School, of which I had talked to meml •
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233* 'Jong before, but 1 had no ()])]:)ortunity of establishing

''Anything Hke that there because we were just starting

"hnd buiUhng, but on several occasions they talked with

'rihe and urged me to do something, even to have a tem-

porary school. I afterwards decided to have one at

the colony and they immediately placed their children

.fhere and dispensed with the colored servant that they

ad and sent her back South.

The first school that was established at the colony

vas the Raja Yoga school. The school was onlv tem-

orarily at the colony until the building was established

at the Homestead.

O. -Mr. Fitch stated that on one occasion, under his

bservation, "]\Ir. Hansen kissed his little one, his little

two, he had two, and Mrs. Tingley requested that he do

the same to the others so as not to show any favoritism."

Will vou state the facts as to that statement?

11.39
A. i do not remember any such occasion at all — it

is absurd. -

O. ,^Vhere is Mr. Hansen at present?

A. He is at present at Santiago de Cuba establishing

Raja Yoga Schools; he and his wdfe.

.^The defendant moved to strike from the foregoing

inswer the following words "establishing Raja Yoga

schools; he and his wife" on the ground that the same

was not responsive to the question, which motion was

"nied, the defendant exce]')tcd. and the same is num-

.. .xd. Exception No. 404.

^ ''•'There were restrictions against the young ladies go-

'"^Hg out alone. Further than that I placed no restric-
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2341 t'°"^ against people at the Homestead going out of the

grounds.

There were sunrise meetings at. Point Loma early in

the morning, when Mr. Fitch was there. No one was,

to my knowledge, compelled to attend such meetings.

I am not aware that there were any rules which gov-

erned the attendance of such meetings. It was a sort

of a habit we had, our irregular ways of doing it. I

do not know that there were any rules, except that they

^^42 should &^t back to their rooms in time for breakfast at

the Homestead. At the morning meetings there was

nothing regular. They would go out in the morning

for exercise, and if they chose, they would go to the

lodge tent and stay, and perhaps have a song or two

if it was a rainy or unpleasant morning, and if they

did not want to take a walk, but they generally agreed

is all I know about it. T never attended many of them,

but as far as I know the idea was to arise at a certain

I'lA.'X
^"^^^ "^ order to meet all the duties. Nothing was

compelled, but the young ladies had their athletic exer-

cises and the young men, and often previous to that

they went to the tents and they did have their songs

and sometimes did read their little morning book of

services. There was nothing obligatory at all. They

went as they chose. Silent meditation is a habit of

theosophists ; instead of praying aloud, they remain

silent. That is all I know. We sometimes had meet-

ings of from three to five minutes in silent meditation

at nine o'clock on the veranda, because we didn't have

room, and I know we sometimes had them evenings,

but I have no recollection of sending thought-waves out

specially to the world, only kind thoughts possibly, if
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2345 >-'^^ could say that. I think that is our (hsposition to

all people outside of ourselves ; to think of the world

and of humanity. The object of the silence in the

evening was the same as it was in the morning. They

(lid whatever they liked with their thoughts, only it

was supposed they had pure thoughts. Their idea was

that they Avere working for humanity, and that medita-

tion was silent prayer. That is all I know. I know it

is that way with me. I never imposed a rule or order

?'^4(S
^°'' compulsory attendance upon any of these meet-

ings whether morning or evening.

No costume was prescribed for any of these daily

morning or evening meetings I have alluded to, but

tliere were a number who belonged to the daughters of

the Rising Sun. and on occasions they wore those dresses

at the morning meetings. The costumes were made as

closely as we could get them to the regular Greek style

because they were classis and comfortable and economi-

^^A>^ cal and thev were — those wdio wore them were mem-
2347

hers of the Isis— of the conservatory of music and

drama. Some of these costumes were made of thick

woolen. The members bought their own material, and

some of them were made of canton flannel, thicker than

th.e woolen material. Then there was another material

rot quite as heavy as the other. It is called _nuns-veil-

ing. That is a light woolen material. 1 never saw any

costume made of cheese cloth.

2348 Q- Now, what other clothing was worn with these

Greek robes that you speak of?

A. Why, they wore their usual under garments and if

it was at all cool, they wore a sort of toga, a^vhite scarf,

so they would not get cold going from the Homestead
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2349

2350

2351

2352

to llu' Tcniple. We did ni>t have our dressing" rooms in

the Temple at that time. The toga was thrown over as

a protection and was not a part of the th'ess at all.

The costumes w'orn by the ladies were gathered in at

[lie neck in the Greek fashion with a string quite tight,

and (|uite high in order to give the ])roper effect. The

sleeves were very long, almost as long as the dress, and

were caught .with a loop to hold them so the arm would

not be too much exposed. The ladies robes always ex-

tended to the grouml.

The gentlemen's robes were made in the Greek fash-

ion and about the same material as the ladies' robes. I

do not know of any other kind that was used, except

there may have been some other cotton material, but

never what is suggested by cheese cloth, which, as I

understand it, is a very thin and gauzy material. The

gentlemen's robes extended to the ground and were high

in the neck. The sleeves were not made as the ladies'

sleeves were. They came about to the wrist and were

rolled back — made a little longer and turned back.

The idea was to raise them half way between the wrist

and elbow. They were very comfortable and were per-

fectly straight sleeves.

O. Are the robes of both the gentlemen and the ladies

in use today in your dramatic performance and other

occasions when you wear such robes the same material

and in style as those worn when Mr. Fitch was there?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 405.

A. They are the same — always kept the same.
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2353 Q' ^" ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ men's robes, over what clothing

were these robes worn, if you know.

A. Why, I don't know. I suj^pose the same as they

would wear on any occasion ; their underclothing.

Q. Was there any appearance at any time, to your

knowledge, of the least indelicacy in any of these robes?

The defendant objected to the question as irrelevant,

and immaterial, and as calling for the opinion of the wit-

23r>4 ness. and not in rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 406.

A. Never. They were distinctly the opposite in their

general make-up.

I never gave any -directions or prescribed any rules as

to what clothing these robes should be worn over, only

that they should be very careful and wear very warm

clothing so as not to get cold.

The craftsmen were the first workers who went to the

Point, the pioneer team — we call them pioneers, so that

on the occasion of laying the corner stone we honored

liiem by calling them the craftsmen. They had a spe-

cial kind of robe. It was a thick, brown material, a robe

w hich they wore because they were digging in the dirt —
that suggested that color— in foundations under the

buildings. These robes did not come down to the ground.

They came below the calf of the limbs. They were high

in the neck like the other robes. The sleeves were not

quite as long. Thev were short on account of working

in the dirt.

O. Has there been anv change in the costumes of the

-I^OO

2356
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2357 ^^''ift^'i''*^'! l)ct\veen llic time Mr. Fitch was at the roint

and at the present time?

Defendant objected to the question on the ground that

it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal, which ob-

jection was overruled, defendant excepted, and the same

IS numbered, Exception No. 407.

A. No.

Q. Mr. Fitch made these statements in regard to the

70-0 atldresses of these meetings, referring to the E. S. T.

meetings. " They were almost entirely laudatory of the

sacredness of the organization and of the grounds on

• which they were, and especially of the sacredness of their

leader. I have heard her described at those meeting as

tlie greatest in the line of sticcession of teachers or proph-

ests, including Confucius, lUulcla, Christ and Moham-

nied ;" did you ever hear any such statement at any meet-

i;ig whatever?

2359 ^^" ^ never did. Nor did I ever make any such state-

ment or any such claim on any occasion.

O. Are you the owner of a purple robe, Mrs. Ting-

i'?y, or were you at that time?
'

A. I have several dresses and garments and negligee

..rai)s and that sort of thing, and I have the different

colors. There might be something that has a touch of

that color. I am not conscious of having any, wdiat you

would call, purple robes. I have the lighter shades. So

2360 absurd.

I do not know anything 1 am in the habit of wearing

that might be called in general a robe, except my Greek

dress. When I lecture I wear my lecture gown — just

an ordinary wrapper with a belt.

I
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o-iAi O. Are there an\- special designs, m\stic or other-

wise ?

A. I have never seen any. There is only one gar-

ment which I wear in delivering lectures at the I sis and

at my puhlic lectures 1 wear this robe.

I had one conversation with r\Ir. Fitch about his wife.

O. Will ^ou state what that conversation was?

2362

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it did not call for evidence in rebuttal and that it was

not directed to the conversation to which Mr. Fitch had

testified, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 408.

A. Mr. Fitch, when he first came to Point Loma in-

troduced his wife to me and he stated that he was glad

to have ner come up and get the air. That she had been

helping him with his work, and she had been doing dress

making in San Diego, and that after she was rested,

2363 would it not be possible for me to give her some work at

the institution that it might add to their funds to pay

bills which they owed and would 1 give it to her if there

was any surplus. I said, " Mr. Fitch, in the first ])lace

our institution doesn't pay out money for work done

although some individuals do. That we had volunteers

to work and I feared I could not encourage Mrs. Fitch

and that another thing was 1 hardly approved of en-

couraging Mrs. Fitch in that line. That he seemed to

^364 ''^' '^^ '^^^^^ bodied man and 1 thought he ought to sup-

port her without expecting her to aid in supporting a

family, and he was very much annoyed, even at that time,

or appeared to be.

I had a conversation with him when he wanted to
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7355 '^^^ ^^ ^^^ could advance him a little money as his

wife wanted to oro East. I never had a ^Conversation in

which he stated to me that Mrs. Fitch and himself had

always gone through life together and that as long as

lady members were allowed to join the Esoteric Society

of theosophy, he should prefer that his wife join the

society at the same time he did, nor did I ever say to

him that it was impossible for his wife to join the

society because he was further advanced than his wife,

2366 "°^ ^^^^ ^ ^^y ^^^^^ Airs. Fitch was not far enough along

to be eligible to membership in the E. S. T.

O. He then states, "My wife wished to go early in

November, 1900. Before her departure Mrs. Tingley

strongly urged before myself and Mrs. Fitch, that she

had better not imdertake the trip at this time. That later

on, if she became a member, she would send her across

on some errand of hers, thus saving her car fare, and

she could at that visit her parents. That she should

not take Harry, our little boy, out of school as she

\<^ished, because he had gotten, fairly into the work

and was learning so much, that if he left the school he

could not return to it again." That is h;s version;

do you recollect any such conversation?

A. I recall a conversation where he told me that

his wife wanted to go east, but he said that he could not

afford to send her; could not I have some money ad-

2368 ^'^"ced to him. I told him I could not. And he wanted

to know if I could get a cut ticket or something; I told

him the only time we ever attempted to furnish tickets

for people was when they were going out lecturing, and

as Mrs. this lady, did not belong to the work,

2367
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^369 '^"'^^ ^^'^^ "'^^ working for us, I could not do it. Thai

is all I remember.

T never told Mr. Fitch that I could see him in the

future a very hen-pecked husband, nor that he would be

a pretty good fellow if it were not for his wife. I was

not ; nor did I tell him I was planning trips to Cuba,

Hawaiian Islands, Japan, or to any other part of the

world ; nor did I urge him to follow his apparent bent

for photography, or give up his position as bookkeeper

;

7^70 ""^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ could get bookkeepers but

that it was hard to get photographers ; nor did I tell

him that we could not pay him for any photographic

work he did for us, but that he needn't worry about

being taken care of ; nor did I ever tell him that I would

take a photographer with me on my trips which I might

take • nor did I tell him that if he was that photog-

ra])her he could go with me on these trips.

I never told Mr. Fitch that I believed that the mar-

-j-^Yl
riage relation was all false, nor that marriage as usually

known in the world was wholly false or perverted, not

that if people would live the life that we were trying

to live on the Point for awhile, they would evolve so as

to reach a point where marriage as known in the world

would not be necessary.

O. I wish you would state what, if any, statement

on the marriage relation you ever made at any time to

Mr. Fitch.

3372 The defendant objected to the question on the groimd

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal and

did "not refer to the conversation which he (Mr. Fitch)

testified to," which objection was overruled, defendant

excepted and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 409.
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A. I remember Mr. Fitch meeting me in the hall

once and apologizing to me ; he said he had had some

words with Mr. Pierce on account of his books, not

being up to date, and that he felt sure he hadn't the

energy to push the work as he wanted to, and he asked

me if I would give him the secret of Air. and Mrs. Har-

ris and other members there getting along and accom-

plishing so much, and being so happy, while he could

accomplish so little, and he was so unhappy in his mar-

ried life— that is what he asked me.

O. Was there anything else took place?

A. My answer was, "Mr. Fitch, as far as I know

these people— their happiness is based on the fact that

they are endeavoring to do their duty to themselves

and also to their comrades, and to their families, and if

you would accept and take up the responsibility of a

married man and as a father as you are, and realize

2375 y^J^"' possibilities because you have them, you are a

man of ability, ar. d endeavor to lead an unselfish and

pure life, you would get a broader conception of what

real hai)piness is, and the true life." And I said that

I regarded marriage a very sacred thing, so sacred I

couldn't conceive how he entered into it so carelessly,

not thinking— he didn't seem to realize what his re-

sponsibility was ; he was constantly leaning on me or on

somebody— everybody he would niect. questioning how

2376 ^^ '^^ helped.

I do not remember having any other conversation

on the subject of marriage relations with ]\Ir. Fitch and

T have given the entire conversation that did take place

so far as T can recollect.
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"^177 Q' ^^''" -^^^^^^ next states, Mrs. Tiiigley, as follows:

"On one occasion in her room she described a very

extraordinary occnrrence that happened dnring^ her

crnsade around the world. Her party were in some

[mrt of India, where, I do not recollect, and word was

l)rought to her by a peculiar means from one of the

great masters, who had the power of assuming the flesh

at will in the person of a man, that he should like to

meet her face to face. She gave herself unreservedly

-)T'-o into the care of his messengers whom she told mc were

also spirits and capable of assuming the flesh or not,

as they liked, and born on the shoulders of these two

men on a palanquin she journeyed for about five days,

through incredibly rough rugged mountains until she

was brought into the presence of the great masters wdio

had been helping her, w^ere helping her." Did you

ever make any such statement to Mr. Fitch at any

time ?

23/9 A. Never, at any time.

O. Or anything which in any wa\- was similar to

that statement?

A. No, I never did. Never!

O. Did you then, make any such a statement as this

to him— taking his own version; "She went into an

inner room and brought out a picture, a portrait of an

Indian in a turban, which she showed me with the great-

est air of secrecy and veneration, saving that many mem-

bers of the organization would give almost anything

for the privilege of viewing this portrait. 'You have

frequently noticed entries in ]\Ir. Pierce's check book

of sums from a ])erson denoted by initial' she said. I

2380
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never does so except when we are in the direst need,

but when we are pushed to the last extreme he will

send us a check, as he has the power over the spirit

and the flesh and including moneys." Did you ever

make any such statement as that to yir. Fitch at any

time?

2382

2383

A. I never did. So absurd ! Never said anything

like it.

I never appointed Air. Fitch leader of the athletic

squad and I never knew him to be the leader. When-

ever I have seen the boys at their exercises I never

saw him leading. I saw him running.

O. Air. Fitch made this statement, Mrs. Tingley:

"Anyone was privileged to go there, referring to your

rooms— day or night, and state their business, her

cabinet were privileged at all hours of the day or night

to enter singly or collectively. Question : To enter her

chamber? Answer, yes." Will you state the facts as

to that statement of Air. Fitch?

A. Why it is false in part and in another part it

may not be ; it is according to the way I describe my

rooms I had there. I had an apartment on the second

floor; on account of the building business my office was

carried up stairs, I had an office on the side, in an oc-

2384 ^^t?o'''^l room, when people came, but my bedroom was

on the other side, so that the rooms referred to, two of

them were used by the members to come and go in

reference to all business, any one of the cabinet officeri

or any memljer who chose to come with any special mes-
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2->85 ^^^?^ always received attention; I had usually a sec-

retary there, or a substitute always.

O. Xow using the word chamber in the sense of

\our own private retiring room, were any members of

vour cabinet permitted at all hours of the day or night

;o enter your room singly or collectively?

A. I am certain that none of them ever were there,

except once when I was very ill with pneumonia and sup-

,-jQ/- posed to be dving, I have a recollection seeing some of
400O

them there by my bed. At that time there was a

l)hysician present and the nurses were by. Other than

that, there is no foundation for this statement. 1 al-

ways kept my room very sacred, wanted it for a rest

room, and never thought of it being of service to any one

except myself.

Except the first three weeks after I went to the Home-

stead, I have always had some one in m\- room with

»»„^ me at night. Generally a little Cuban girl named Car-

men, whom we had there in my care, or Madam Peter-

son, the hostess of our institution, or some other of the

ladies. I never slept alone from the time I went to the

Homestead. There are two couches in my room and I

have always had some one with me.

0. Xow, with reference to the diet, Mrs. Tingley,

will you state what connection you have had with the

regulation of, or providing of the food which is eaten

2388 ^^y ^^^'^ members of the Homestead ?

A. I have always been very much interested in the

, diet. I feel a certain responsibility on account of hav-

ing established the work there, and the institution, that

we should — that the members might bo provided with
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2389 t^^^' '^^'^*^— ^'"''it ^^'c were paying for the best and con-

sequently we ought to have the best.

Q. What directions, if any, have you given on that

sul)ject; as to the quahty of the food to be procured

for instance?

The defendant ol)jected to the (piestion on the ground

'chat it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

97Q0 caption No. 410.

A. I was interested of course in everything at Point

Loma. The practical work and the domestic economy

and of course the cooking was included in that, and I

have always interested myself in a certain menu but

never continuously, never consecutively. I recall in the

early time the enthusiasm of the students was very great

and they were very anxious that I should suggest a sort

of an outline as to wdiat food they should take to help

2391 make them strong and healthy, and I did it for a very

short time only, and I don't know but what it is car-

ried out todav. I have never had any complaints. I

do not know about it at all now, but I did in the early

time when we first went there.

The defendant moved to strike the words "I have

never had any complaint" out of the foregoing answer,

on the ground that it w'as not responsive to the question,

which motion was denied, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 411.

WIT X ESS ( Continuing ) : Mrs. Kramer had charge

of the procurement of the daily food for the Home-

stead when Mr. F'itch was there.

2392
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7393 ^ liavc had nothing to do with the directing of the

food or furnishing the food at the colony. That was

under the supervision of the superintendent ; Mr. Han-

sen, the president of the League attended to that. I

have always inquired to see if they had plenty and

that they had the best, just as I said as to the other;

we pay our bills, I wanted them to have good food and

plenty of it. I never directed any meal. That applied

to all the time when the Gird children were there.

9394 Dr. Winkler had charge of providing the food at the

colony. Then Mrs. Holbrook was there as an assistant

for a short time and the present one is ]\Iiss Munson.

Mr. Hansen, the superintendent, was in charge of the

colony during the time when both the Gird children and

some of his own children were there. He is the presi-

dent of the International League and also su])erintendent

of the colony.

]\L-s. Kramer has also had charge of the procurement

2395 ^^^ ^^^^ food for the children since the time the chil-

dren were first placed at the colony. She is still there.

O. ]Mrs. Tingley, did Mr. Fitch ever say anything

to you or in your presence, as to his own weight, physical

weight. I mean avoirdupois?

The defendant objected to the question as innnaterial,

incompetent, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

^^„ numbered. Exception No. 412.

A. I remember very plainly of meeting him on the

walk when he was running. He was quite warm, and

he told me that he had followed my suggestion and was

taking exercise and was losing about half a pound a
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9397 (lay. He was running- with the rest of the liovs of the

athletic club. He had his athletic suit on at the time.

.\t that time he stated that he would like to join the

athletic scjuad and wanted to know if any one would

give him permission. I told him I had nothing to do

with it ; to apply to the homestead and ]\Ir. Pierce would

|)robably admit him. His reason for wanting to join

the athletic s(|uad was that he was confined in the of-

fice.

939Q""
O. Now, we will refer, Airs. Tingley, to certain of

the facts as stated by Dr. Anderson. In the first place,

T wish you would state any facts which occur to you.

Dr. Anderson, ?Jrs. Tingley, made this statement con-

cerning the colony :
" It is under the control of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood. The people of the colony do all

the work in relation to the Homestead, which is the resi-

dence of a great many. They do most of the work in

all the grounds. The planning, gardening, thev do, and
2399^ taking care of things generally. They do the work in

the way of marketing and procuring food. In fact,

the people of the colony generally take the place of

servants." Will you state the facts as to the colony, and

state who lived there, and have lived there, at this time

of which the witness speaks?

A. As it occurs to me, they were never able to pro-

vide even vegetables enough for themselves and they

2400 ^^'cre a very small number, not more than- twelve. The

fact is they had less to do at the colony than they had

at the Homestead and the people there are those who

are not as strong as those at the Homestead. The

people at the colony never took the place of servants
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2401 'i^^o^it the Homestead or elsewhere. They never do any

work at the Homestead at all.

O. ^^ hat is the fact as to the work, the domestic

work which is done by the people residing' 1)0th at the

Homestead and the colony ?

A. It is carried on on the Universal Brotherhood

line, co-operative and all working, all (Ir)ing" their part.

They attend to their own rooms, at least the ladies do,

and they help wherever they have an opportnnity, al-

2402
ways seekmg an opportunity. No distinction was drawn

at any time between the people at the Homestead on the

one hand and the colony on the other, any more than

we would favor those at the colony because they were

not as strong as those at the Homestead. As I recall.

some at the colony were old jieople who were not fit to

do the work that the younger people were doing at the

Homestead, and some were not of course.

2403 O. Dr. Anderson made this statement. Mrs. Ting-

ley, referring to a certain ceremony which he speaks of:

"The first ceremony which I took part in was at a time

when we met after midnight upon the site of the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity. All

sat on a canvas, and were supposed to be initiated into

a very ancient order, and the ceremonies consisted of

Mrs. Tingley relating some marvelous displays of in-

telligence, supposedly, on the part of her dog Spotts.

2404 As I say, it was after midnight. We were clothed, all

of us, in the costume which is supposed to be ancient

Greek. \'ery lightly clad in ordinary muslin. I remem-

ber it was distinctly chilly. There was some general

talk to Mrs. Tingley. It did not amount, to very much.
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1|Q5 The whole thing- really consisted of these things that her

dog Spotts had done. I can relate what they were if

you desire." Will you state what the facts were as to

any such initiation of Dr. Anderson into any very an-

cient order?

A. I know we had a dedication on some of the, on

the anniversary of the laying of the corner stone of one

of the buildings there, I think it was the School of

Antiquity, although we had some others. And I do rc-

^+Uo
i;[i^>]-[-i]jgi- £)i- Anderson being present and I also remem-

ber Dr. Anderson speaking, we spoke of the anniversary

and wdiat the work was to be. It is absolutely false that

the dog has ever been referred to at any meeting on

that hill by any person wdiom I have known.

I cannot state what night this ceremony took place.

It was at a ceremony re-dedicating the corner stone, the

anniversary. Air. Pierce, Air. Neresheimer, Mr. Thur-

ston, and the members of the household were there,

44U7 Those who were residing at the Homestead and wished to

go, went. This meeting was not on the occasion of an

initiation of Dr. Anderson into any ancient order.

O. What was the object of the meeting?

A. The object of the meeting, as I said, was to

give — it was on the anniversary of the laying of the

corner stone and I am almost sure it was the anniver-

sary of the laying of the corner stone of the School of

2408 Antiquity. This meeting did not have anything to do

ivith the order which Dr. Anderson mentions and known

as the Ancient order of Scribes, but some of the Scribes

might have s])oken at the meeting.

O. What took place at this meeting; the one at mid-
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2409 ;.ight on the site of the School for the Revival of the

Lost Mysteries of Antiquity of which Dr. Anderson

spoke ?

A. I have never been there more than once witli Dr.

Anderson. I do not know that it was at night. The

only midnight meeting I recall was one. I do not

think it was quite midnight. It was called that or it

was a New Year watching, watching the old year out

and the new year in. It was held on the grounds of

2410 the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of An-

tiquity. There was a watch meeting on the grounds

of this school when we had no building to meet in. That

was New Year's Eve. These two meetings were the

only midnight meetings on the ground of the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity.

Dr. Anderson was not initiated into the ancient order

of Scribes at either of these meetings. I do not remem-

ber any initiation of Dr. Anderson in connection with

2411 the order of Scribes.

Q. Wont you kindly describe what the Ancient Order

of Scribes is, what its purpose was — purpose it ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not rebuttal, which objection

v/as overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 143.

A. The order of Scribes was established for the pur-

4t-1^ pose of giving the students an opportunity to look more

into archaeology. That was the general purpose of that

meeting— and especially into the prehistoric condition

of America and they were named Scribes, that was the

name of the societv. It was iust a small bodv.
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2413 Q. In selecting- that name of Scribes, \\hn{ thought

did you have in mind ?

The defendant ol^jected to the question on tlie ground

that it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 414.

A. Why, they were writers.

O. What was the motive of that title which was

2414 given to this society?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 415.

A. T did not originate the name. It was a number

of themselves who first thought of it. They decided to

call it Scribes,— recorders, tt» write down all that was

2415 cliscovered by them, their researches, etc., to be put in

the archives and preserved.

0. Will you kindl}- describe a little more in detail

the subjects of their study— which these people were

organized for the purpose of studying?

The defendant objected to the question on the groimds

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal

of anything that had been introduced on behalf of the

defendant, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 416.

A. The subject was archaeology, to write it out and

preserve it, and our Century has, every week, the result

of their efforts, a page, and sometimes two pages.

2416
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^417 Q- '^ ^''*^y were studying not only from ancient history

of this country

The defendant objected to the (|uestion on the grounds

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal of

anything that had been introduced on behalf of de-

fendant, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numl)ered. Exception No. 417.

A. But of all countries, and particularly in America.

I never said to Dr. Anderson at anv midnight meet-
341h ... .

'

ing that we were being initiated into a very ancient

order or through or by means of a very ancient cere-

mony, nor did I ever say that any ceremony at which

he was present consisted in eating fruit which had any

mysterious significance.

I never told Dr. Anderson how, on an occasion, I

had been very much depressed or had gotten blue in

regard to the condition of the society or of anything

^.^^ else, and that mv dog Spot had gone to a pile of letters

which I had thrown on the floor at a time when I did

not care to examine them and had selected a certain let-

ter from Dr. Allen Griffiths and brought it to me. and

that I had opened it and was greatly comforted by it.

nor did I ever make any such a statement to any one

in his presence or to any other person at any time.

O. W'hat is the order of the Rising Sun?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

2420 that it was not rebuttal and was irrelevant, and incom-

petent, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is mnnbered. Exception Xo. 418.

A. It is a body of the younger students, the youngei

ladies and men there for literarv studies and for— well
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2421 for mental and moral purposes and physical and well,

because they have their morning exercises, which is a

part of their work.

I have attended these meetings. There are two or-

ganizations, which are quite separate. (Jne is the sons

of the Rising Sun for men, and the other is the

daughters of the Rising Sun for women. For a long

time, they had their meetings regularly once a week

and on occasions twice a week. They studied Shakes-

1^.72 peare and took Bible texts and different subjects of

music, and had a social now and then on special occa-

sions when they wore their Greek robes. They had music

and recitations, and special articles on different sub-

jects, and then a social afterwards. Vocal and instru-

mental music was the principal feature of their work.

The term "Rising Sun" was taken in about the same

wa}' as the daughters of the Eastern Star. We are

up there and feel benefited by the heat and feel that it

74.9'^ agrees with us, and we were on the hill and we called it

the Order of the Rising Sun. It is quite significant

and quite appropriate.

O. Dr. Anderson refers to the costumes which we

have already gone into and makes the statement ; "The

most sacred one is this one which is supposed to be

Ancient Greek." Is there any sacredness attached to

that costume in any way?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

2424 iliat it was not rebuttal and called for the opinion of

the witness, which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion Xo. 419.

A. No, I have never heard of it at all.
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2425 Q- ^^^- Anderson makes the following- statement re-

ferring to the stiulents at the institution: "Tiliat was the

Students class, and these people were given the pref-

erence in regard to the labor performed. The highest

of them did not work at menial tasks." Will

you kindly state the facts as to the division of labor

among the students and the kind of work the students

do and did at the time Dr. Anderson was there?

426
A. There are such a variety of duties I could not

enumerate them. I know that every one at the home-

stead, those who are really considered students, were

seeking opportunities, the rich and poor alike, and there

never was any division, we have always taken the great-

est care in all our work to avoid anything of the sort,

it is part of the r)rotherhood principle and scheme.

The defendant moved to strike the words "we have

always taken the greatest care in all our work to avoid

2427 anything of the sort, it is part of the Brotherhood prin-

ciple and scheme" out of the foregoing answer, on the

ground that the same was not responsive to the ques-

tion and was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal,

which motion was denied, the defendant excej^ted, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 420.

O. With regard to the people who lived at the

various places upon your grounds are there any people

there who are paying nothing for their sustenance and

lodging and being supported by one or the other of the

organizations ?

The defendant objected to the question as immaterial,

irrelevant and not rebuttal, which objection was over-

2428
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14")9 ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Kxception, No. 421.

A. ^'es. there are a number.

0. And have been at all times since the organization

was established there.

The defendant objected to the (|uestion as immaterial,

irrelevant and lujt rebuttal, which objection was over-

ruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is nuni-

2430 I'cred, Exception No. 422.

A. From the beg-inn.ing of the establishment of the

colony and Jiomestead.

O. Now, as to the children who are at the Raja Yoga

school, are any of them in the same* condition ?

The defendant objected to the (juestion on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal

to any testimony offered by the defendant, which objec-

2431 tion was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 423.

A. There are a large number not paying; the greater

proportion.

O. Now, as to the little Gird girls, who testiiied here

at a previous days hearing, do you know whether or

not they i)aid while they were at the colony or at the

homestead or anybody paid for them, any of their

2432 parents?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numJK'red, Exception No. 424.
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'^433 '^- ^ l<now that no money was paid for the two Gird

children.

No money was paid for Miss Kratzer or her mother

or her sister by any one to any one of the departments.

It was the same with Wilhs Freeman and the same with

WilHs Freeman's mother.

The children were never quartered in tents al)t)ut the

premises wdien Dr. Anderson was at Point Loma, nor

2434 were the children ever kept in tents.

O. Will you state how the children were housed,

the children that were there at any time when Dr. An-

derson was there?

A. Can I not say one word for fear I shall be mis-

understood? When I say tents, it was the habit of the

children to call them tents. The buildings, the rooms

they lived in. The structures were made entirely of

'^435 ^vood, wooden floor and wooden partitions, but we did

have a canvas cover for ventilation, but we now have

wood ; the whole frame was wood with wooden floor and

pipes and running water and everything, but the top

was canvas covered. We had it for sanitary purposes

;

the covers rotted very quickly and were substituted with

wooden roofs, but the children have the habit of some-

times calling them tents and I have seen it written in

the circulars. There were five or six of these buildings

24^6 "^^ ^'^^ ^^'^^^ ^^" '^I'^clerson was there.

I had a verv serious conversation with Dr. Aiulcrson

on the subject of feeding children. I cannot tell the

date of it. It occurred August ist on his tirst visit.

We were speaking in the tent.
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^4^7 O- I 'lease state the fun conversation as near as you

can recall it.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not rebuttal and that the question did not

]jurport to be directed to the conversation testified to by

Dr. Anderson.

THE COURT : Did you ever have any more than

one conversation with him on this subject as you re-

member of?

2438
A. I don't remember ever having but one on that

special subject.

The foregohig objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 425.

A. 1 had been visiting the different tents and seeing

the dififerent children, and he asi\cd me what was the

secret of our success with children, they were so rosy

and so happy— there was no evidence of an}- strain on

the teachers, I told him I attributed it to our system,

the system which we followed. That it was not only the

care, Init the general home surroundings we gave them,

and that it was the diet, and that 1 had discovered a

secret, which I hoped too the doctors would accept,

and I had spoken with Dr. Wood and he thought it

was excellent, and that it was that a child, instead of

being fed when it was first Ijorn. every 2j/^ hours,^ that it

if was fed every half hour, that splendid results would

follow ; that I had discovered it, and that some of our

attendants had carried it out. I am almost sure I said

Dr. Wood had already done so. And I never had an}'

difficulty with Dr. Wood in reference to that. I knew

the doctors had a special regime, and I didn't know but

2439

2440
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94.41 '^^'cy might claim indigestion would follow. I was very

enthusiastic on the subject, and I exi)ect to write a book

on that subject some day.

0. Now, referring particularly to that part of the

statement which says that you had great trouble with

Dr. Woods in the management of the children because

he did not fall into line with your ideas, will you state

the facts as to whether you made any such statement ?

A. No, I said the contrary ; I am certain he said he

244^ approved it. I don't know as other doctors would. I

was apologizing to him in a measure, as he was a doc-

tor and I know doctors have their ideas on those mat-

ter. I never, at any time, told Dr. Anderson I believed

in giving children very little food, nor did I tell him that

Dr. Wood had protested against it.

I never, at any time, stated to Dr. Anderson that I

had withheld food from a child about a year old for

twenty-four hours, nor did I ever say to him that the

211-3 children's lower nature was subdued and broken and

that the quickest way to bring it about was to adopt

that course of withholding food until the child came

to its senses or until its soul appeared, nor did I ever

state to Dr. Anderson that I had caused the food to be

withheld from any child for twenty-four hours, or for

r.ny considerable length of time.

0. Did you ever state that the quickest way to sub-

due and break this lower nature was to adopt that

2444 course of withholding food until the chiUl came to its

senses ; until its soul appeared ?

A. I now recall the rest of the conversation that I

had with Dr. Anderson which we have just referred to,

and that was that I believe while we have five hundred
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2445 criminals in tlie reformatories, we probably would not

have any if this system that I introduced was followed,

because the appetite was unnatural as it grew in not be-

ing fed more than once in every two hours and a half,

and I believed the child grew up with an unnatural

appetite.

Q. You never told him that the quickest wav to

break and subdue this lower nature was to withhold

the food?

0445"
The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was leading and suggestive, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

!)ered, Exception No. 426.

A. Xever.

Q. As a matter of fact, Mrs. Tingley, aside from

any such statements, did you on any occasion withhold

or direct the withholding of food from any child for

2447 twenty-four hours or any other substantial length of

time?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 427.

A. Never.

Q. Will you state what the facts are as to any sepa-

2448 lation of the children of Mr. and Mrs. Hansen at any

time from their parents?

A. Well the facts ai« these, that the Raja Yoga

school is based on the home and school system and that

Mr. and Mrs. Hansen and all the parents who have chil-

4
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7119 (Iren there, iir^cd, not ynly asked, not only applied. Init

urged to have them in there and remain there under that

rystem and they visited them, had regular times when it

was best for the children and best for them, but when-

ever they wished to see them, all they had to do was

to ask and they could see them if they were not at their

studies. There is not, nor has there ever been. an\-

reason why Mr. and Mrs. Hansen could not have taken

their children away if they had not liked that system.

Parents are permitted to see their children once in two
24dO

weeks. They had their regular days of receiving and

meeting the children once in two weeks and once a week

quite often. Sometimes twice.

O. Now Mr. Anderson sa}-s that you told him that

the reason for this separation was that parental favorit-

ism and parental love interfered with the development

of the child and were things to be avoided as much as

1 ossible. I wish you would state the facts as to any

2451 ^^ich statement or relative to such subject.

A. I never made such a statement to Dr. Anderson,

but I remember saying that the parents were so de-

lighted with the success of our work when the children

returned. Mr. and Mrs. Hansen told me, they 1)oth of

them told me, they better understood their children,

there was more afifection, more love. I told Dr. An-

derson my experience with Mrs. and Mr. Hansen.

^1Z^2 '^'^^' '^"-'fendant objected to 'he statement made b>'

Mrs. and Mr. Hansen an ' moved to strike out of the

answer the following words: 'Mrs. and Mr. Hansen

had told me that, they both of them told me. they bet-

ter understo(Kl their children, there was more atYection,
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9453 more love/' wliich motion was denied, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 428.

WITNESS (Continuing): I never told Dr. Ander-

son that when people became troublesome I would se])a-

rate them by sending- them over to the colony, nor did

I refer to the case of the two Texan ladies, sisters, nor

did I say that one of them gave me so much trouble she

was sent over to the colony to avoid her influence, nor

did I ever make any similar statement to Dr. Anderson.

2454 Just before Tillie Kratzer and her sister left Point

Loma I sent for them and she and her sister came to

see me. I sent for them because Tillie had asked the

little girl if she and her sister could see me and bid me

good-bye. They came shortly afterwards. They were

in tears and I asked them why they were feeling so

badl}'. They said they didn't want to leave. They re-

gretted very much to leave and I told them that I also

regretted that they were going. I knew they had op-

jAzc portunities and would have more as soon as we were

settled, but that it was quite impossible for me to have

their mother dictate. It was impossible for any of us.

to have the dictation of the mother and the trouble she

was making. Their duty was to go with their mother

now and possibly sometime there might be a change

and they might have an opportunity to come back. I

was very much interested in them at that time. They

were both very promising girls. That is all that took

i)lace at that time.
2456

'

O. Will you state whether at any time before this

last interview you had in talking with either of the little

Kratzer girls about education, about their having an

education, or wdiat you were going to do for them, or

anything of that sort?
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2457 '^" ^^'^^'^ ^ never— I used to see the eldest girl occa-

sionally sitting on the veranda and there were not many

of her age there, and I occasionally talked with her and

tried to cheer her up, but I did not make any promise

because everything was unsettled and we were not sure

we could keep the mother. She was already giving us

trouble. At the time the Kratzer girls came to the

Homestead the only school that existed was at the colony

and the younger girl went to the colony. First, she

OztCQ
^'^^y*^'^^ with her mother quite a little while, and then

the mother asked me if she could not go over to the

colony and stated that the eldest one could stay with

her and learn housework. The little girl was sent to the

colony at Mrs. Kratzer's suggestion, who wanted her to

go and be with the other children. Miss Wood was

the instructor at the colony at that time.

0. Did Mrs. Kratzer say anything to you about Til-

lie's remaining at the Homestead or anything of that

2459
'"'^-

The defendant objected to the ([uestion upon the

ground that it was incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial

and not rebuttal, which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 429.

A. I do not remember any, no, I know now, I re-

call, I have no recollection of any conversation with

her about it.

4tOU Tillie Kratzer was learning the housework, as she

called it, in the dining room of the Homestead, under the

direction of the head one there, and I have seen her in

there a good deal in the morning, and afterwards I re-

member seeing her on the sccontl lloor where I was
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''461 ^vorking with Dr. Winkler and others and I liave seen

her on the veranda a great many times and 1 have

seen her at the socials. Saw her with the young folks

going to a picnic. Went to several picnics at Ocean

Side and I have seen her walking down on the heach

going toward the beach with the other children or other

young folks, and 1 have seen her playing— indeed I have

often asked her to play the piano, and have seen her prac-

ticing and playing the piano. I know there were cjuite

94^'^ a number of picnics and every time I went she was there

and there were picnics when I did not go. All the young

people went and she went. I was in the dining

room and I know she went. Her name was on the list.

I saw her a great many times in the afternoon on the

veranda with her books and sometimes sitting still —
not working.

The floors of the halls were polished floors. There is

one hall on the second floor there, narrow but fairly

, ,^ long. She worked with Dr. Winkler and others and it

was the regular brushmg, not sweepmg, but a long

handled, soft brush for cleaning the dust every day.

Once a week a moist cloth was put on a stick and the

dust wiped ofif because we are very particular not to put

any w^ater on this polished floor. I never saw this young

girl bending over mopping these halls. There was never

any call for it. There was no scrubbing ever done in the

halls or anywdiere in the Homestead. The work of

cleaning these halls did not involve any stooping over or

4464 any, bending down. The cloth was on a long stick.

O. Did vou ever happen to have occasion to notice

how long it would take Miss Kratzer to do what work

she did in the halls on anv one dav? f
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24AC A. Well, I think I could do it in twenty minutes, but

I never had occasion to personally notice the length of

time she was actually at the work.

I know she practiced on the piano durinjj^ this period

often, because I was in and out. I have seen her prac-

ticing frequently. There was a very short time that no

one practiced when we were tearing down the parti-

tions and doing some work there. Then the pianos were

covered with blankets and oil cloth to keep the dust out.

During that time nobody used them. I gave an order

not to have it done. Miss Hecht, the instructor, did

not use the pianos during this period, but I have seen her

giving piano lessons to Miss Kratzer very often, but

cannot say from personal observation that ]\Iiss Kratzer

was given more than five lessons during the five and a

half months she was at the Homestead.

Q. Mrs. Tingley, Mr. Pryse stated that upon certain

occasions when, as he claimed, you were in what he

2467 called a trance condition, you claimed that Madam

Blavetsky and Mr. Judge spoke through you while in

such a trance. W'ill you state whether any such occur-

rence ever took place.

A. Never took place to my knowledge.

Q. Did you ever claim upon any occasion that

Madam Blavetsky or Mr. Judge or any other deceased

person spoke through your mouth ?

2468 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it w^as incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and not

rebuttal, v/hich objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception Xo. 430.

A. No.
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2469 ^ never was a magnetic healer. I never purported to

be and never claimed to be. I have no recollection of

ever giving any readings that could be called mind read-

ings. I have the character readings and recitations, but

never what they call mind readings. They might be

called so by others, but would not be called so by me,

because I was trying to impress the idea or at least to

bring out the idea to prove there was something more

than the mind, trying to establish the idea of the soul

of the immortal. Those are the only readings of any

such nature that I ever gave.

I gave many readings, of course, without charging

money, but when the money was collected it was used

in my charitable work which was at that time estab-

lished on the East side, but which did not sustain it and

of course my own money did and this added — which

was from the classes that would meet and then we would

have these readings to the class of ladies called classes.

I never named them seances and was very much averse

to the name and should not use it under any circum-

stances.

O. Will you state whether you ever gave or carried

on any such readings for your own personal profit?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 431.

2471

2472
A. I never did.

O. Mrs. Mohn testified to two alleged ceremonies

upon the site of the school of antiquity. Will you state

what ceremonies have been held upon, that site and what
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2473 ^'^^ ^^^^^ ^^ those ceremonies were. I do not mean the

details of these ceremonies, but sim])ly the general

nature.

A. The laying of the corner stone of the school of

anticiuity. There were two occasions. One on my re-

turn from the crusade and then there was another.

The re-dedication, that is the one she refers to. I can-

not tell the dates of either one, I am dreadful on dates,

nor how long after the first laying of the corner stone

2474 this re-dedication ceremony took place. 1 was present

on both of these occasions. The one when the corner

stone was laid and the other for the re-dedication. A
large number of members and many people from San

Diego were there. It was not a secret ceremony, it was

a public affair, held on the school of antiquity grounds.

I could walk the distance between the place where this

ceremony was held and the site of the Homestead in

three minutes. There is no high hill between the two lo-

917c; cations. There is a crest but we walk along a perfectly

plain pathway straight from the Homestead. There is

just a little crest of about fifteen steps up.

I presided at the first ceremony, which was the cere-

mony of laying the corner stone of the school of an-

tiquity; we had our music and speeches and the ancient

form that we used. /\t first, we had nuisic antl went

to the corner stone and there were passages from ancient

writings, from the Bible, and quotations from some of

the great sages and modern writers, and then there was
4i-/o ^ form of the symbolism of the corn, oil and water—

just a symbolism. Then flowers were placed upon the

corner stone. These ceremonies lasted about an hour

and a quarter or an hour and a half.

Q. Did anybody faint?
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A. I never heard of it— not that I know of— I

tliink 1 should have known. Seats were provided for

the people. There were enough seats for all our mem-

bers. There were many others there I saw standing-,

in carriages and standing up. I cannot say there were

seats for all, but I am sure that Mrs. Mohn had a seat

because she was a member. That is the first ceremony

held at this place.

We had another corner stone of the I sis build-

ing, but this was the only one of the school. This cere-

mony -was held somewhere between eight and nine

o'clock at night, and on that occasion the people attend-

ing the ceremony started to go to the location of the

ceremony from the Homestead.

O. In other words, they traversed the same distance

you have already spoken of as taking the three or four

minutes to go in order to go to the place where this

ceremony took place?

2479 A. You say they traversed the same distance ; I must

correct that. The first there was no distance to travel.

We all went out in carriages and got out at the exact

point. There was no walking at all then. There were

no buildings there at the time of that first ceremony.

Q. I was speaking to you about the distance between

the location of the Homestead and where the ceremony

took place?

A. Which I had referred to— yes. That is the dis-

tance just from the Homestead direct to the corner

stone. There was no other way of going there without

going quite out of the way. We did not make any cir-

cuitous route in order to get to this place. The people

went direct.

2480

I
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2481 ^o outsiders that T know of participated in this cere-

mony. There may have been one or two <:i^uests at the

place, 1)ut none were invited.

Q. On the way up to this place, it is testified by one

witness that they stopped so frequently that it took

something- like an hour or two to reach the place. Will

A'ou state what the facts are as to that?

2482

2483

2484

A. It is an untruthful statement. I know it was

rot so. We went direct. We had no occasion to do

otherwise. I did not order or direct any steps on any

occasion of that kind.

I never gave any directions for the people to hold

their fingers on their lips during the progress from the

Homestead to the p\3.ce where the • ceremonies took

place. We did put our fingers on our lips sometimes,

but I did not order anybody to put their fingers on their

lips on that occasion. After our arrival at the place

where the ceremony was held the members were seated

in what was called the amphitheatre whicli had been

built for the Greek play Eumenides. Some one read a

sort of a synopsis of what the ceremony was at the first

meeting of the corner stone and there were several ad-

dresses by some of the older members. The topics of

the addresses were the jmrjioses of our work and the op-

portunities we had on that line on IJrolherhood and the

welfare of humanity. These siiecches were all in

English and very plain, and 1 presume they were heard.

I remember some one had some tlowers. ( )ne lady had

some flowers which she placed on the corner stone,

'mere was no intrumental music, but there was singing.

I do not recollect anytliing else forming any part of the

ceremony.
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2485 After the ceremony was over, we went back to the

Homestead but there was not a regular procession.

From the place of meeting to the gate it was our cus-

tom or habit to remain silent and that was about a

minute's walk, but after the people went out of the gate

they walked along as they pleased. They were not di-

rected as to what they should do. I did not see any-

l:ody faint at any part of this march or ceremony, either

in going to where the ceremony was held, during the

94.8^ ceremony or in returning to the Homestead. There

were a large number of people there. I could see them

all very distinctly as I addressed them. They were all

near to me.

On the second occasion every one was seated and I

know there was considerable room for more. The

Scribes on this occasion had on their Greek dress but

the people who were seated in the amphitheatre did not—
didn't have any— and I think I had my lecture dress on.

Bv the Greek dress, I mean the robes I have described.

2487 '

I've had it for a long time. I am sure I wore it if I

spoke. This second ceremony was Cjuite short, and did

not last till midnight. No more than an hour. I do not

recall that there were any other ceremonies held on the

site of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries

of Antiquity.

The ceremony -relative to the Isis Temple took place

a long time after the ceremony at the grounds of the

School for the Revival of the Lost ]\Iysteries of An-

44oo tiquity, and was the ceremony to which the Gird chil-

dren referred. It was held in the afternoon and on the

grounds of the School for the Revival of the Lost Mys-

teries of Antiquity ; not on the exact spot as the other

ceremonv, but on the side of the hill where this new
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0489 ^^^''°°^ "^^^ P"^- "-^^ this ceremony the students of the

Conservatory of music took part and we had a few

short addresses, song, some flowers, and then a httle part

which the children took. There were a few children

from the colony.

Q. Please describe, if you will, just what part the

children took in this ceremony— what they did.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

2490 Oujcction was overruled, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 432.

A. The children brought flowers. They sang their

little song of " Happy Sunbeams " and they had their

cord, their little cable tow, which they used in their

lotus work stretched out, and they held it out as a sym-

bol of brotherly love, encircling the world with brotherly

love.

They had their hands on the cable tow at that time,

2491 but before they took hold of it they put some flowers on

the stone. They were quite separate from the older

ones. I recall nothing else. That was a part of the

ceremony. That was the corner stone that was being

laid for the Isis building, the temple we were to erect

for music and art, the larger one. We have a smaller

one, but this was for the larger one.

The corner stone that was laid on the two previous

occasions on the school grounds was the corner stone

2492 ^°^ ^^^^ School for the Revival of the Lost .M\steries of

Antiquity.

O. What sort of a building?

A. That was to be a large structure for etlucational

purposes. We called it the temple.
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2493 ^^^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 433.

I recall one other midnight meeting during the occa-

sion when ]Mrs. J\lohn was at Point Loma. It was not

a ceremony or anything of the sort. It was New Year's

Eve.

I never, at any of these ceremonies which I have men-

tioned sprinkled or purported to sprinkle the ashes of

Madam Blavetsky or Mr. Judge, either of them upon

the corner stone or in connection therewith, or upon the

earth, or anywdiere.

I never had a conversation with Mrs. Hansen in which

I tried to persuade her to give up her children and send

them to the colony.

I never told Mrs. Mohn that mother love in her

was evidently very strong or that it was natural or that

it was not good for the child, nor did I tell her that my

plan was to raise children entirely independent of, and

keep them apart from, mother love.

2495

Q. " That the mothers held them back and the chil-

dren could only go as far as the mothers went in their

nature, that is, and they could not draw out the better

qualities " did you ever say anything of that sort to Mrs.

Mohn, and if so, what?

A. I did say that she was holding the child back.

2"t9o Other than that, I did not say anything, nor did I say

that if children were entirely independent of mother, I

could do more with them in my line of training. I never

said that I was going to make the children workers for

humanity to go out and work in the world, and that
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^^497 I could not do that if children had any jxTsonal ties such

as parents.

[
Q. Then follows this question : " Her idea then, as

expressed to you, was that the affection between parent

and child should be absolutely severed? A. Certainl}-,

yes, absolutely." Did you ever say anything of that

sort?

2498

A. I never made such a statement to her, or to any

one else. I never said to Airs. Mohn that she should not

look upon her child any different from any other child,

or that she ought not to have any different feelings for

her.

Q. " She told me than for any other child that I met

;

I ought to have the same feeling and no dift'erent feeling,

for her, and that I ought to cultivate that." Did you

ever say anything like that to Mrs. Mohn on any oc-

casion ?

2499 A. I had a conversation in which I said something,

but not like that, but I remember—

O. Let us have the whole conversation.

A. My conversation was this, that I had called her,

or at least Mr. Hansen had brought her, got her to come

from Los Angeles to make some inquiries into her actions

and her life, which was not considered for the best

interests—
2500 Q- That is the conversation? Just the conversation.

A. I cannot bring it out any other way— how can I

bring out the facts —
Q. Was this in your conversation?

A. It was in the conversation.
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2501 The defendant objected to the answer of the witness as

not being responsive to the question and that it did not

relate to the conversation testified to by Airs. Alohn, that

no foundation had been laid for the introduction of an

impeaching question and that it was not in rebuttal, and

was immaterial, which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 434.

O. Just limit yourself Mrs. Tingley to just what

2502 ^^'^s ^^^^ ^t this conversation between Mrs. Mohn and

yourself on the subject of children.

A. It w^as in substance this: that Mrs. Alohn asked

me if— she was not Airs. Alohn then, she was a Airs.

Neill, her husljand was in the east and she was there

with her child and she wanted to know if she could re-

main, said she would like to remain, because she had

been living with her mother and her mother treated her

badly and forced her to pay her way and she had to pawn

2503 all her jewels and things, and she would like to remain,

and I told her that everything was very impermanent,

that we were not yet settled, we were just building and

besides I really wanted to question her as to certain

reports I had as to her actions in the lodge which were

somewhat criticised, and if she was really doing what I

had heard she w^as doing, it would be much better to

leave the lodge, and that she commenced to change her

life so she could have the true motherly influence over

2504 the child. That was a part of the conversation ; of

course there were many more things I do not care to

recite.

Q. Was there anything else in the conversation about

her relation to her child ?

\
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A. It was only to take her wherever she went and to

try and be self supporting and give her child some bet-

ter protection than she was giving it.

Q. Other than that was there anything about the

child in any conversation that you recall having had

with Mrs. Alohn?

A. Yes, 1 told her the child could not remain in the

Colony,

ihe defendant objected to the question on the ground

that no foundation had been laid for the introduction of

an impeaching question, and that it was not in rebuttal

and was immaterial, which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 435.

I never told Mrs. Mohn that the maternal feelings of

a mother toward her child, while natural were not along

the higher lines, the higher spiritual lines, nor that such

feelings were not the thing, nor did I ever tell her that

we should kill out those feelings, nor did I ever tell her

that unless we did, we could not progress, nor did I tell

her that in her case, mother love was very strong nor

did I say that she would never progress very far, nor

did I tell her that her little child would not progress if

she kept that up, nor did I ever tell her that such feel-

ings toward her child must be severed. I never said that

if she would put her child aside and give up all claim

to her, and go along and do her work in the world with-

out her child, it would be better for both of them, nor

did I tell her that I could not have the child at Point

Loma unless she relinquished her child in every respect,

nor did I say that unless she relinquished the child I could

not train the child. 1 did tell her that I didn't want

2508
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2509 '-''i''<^''*-'n 'IS old as hers was because it was harder to do

much with them, or that I hked to start children as in-

fants, nor did I tell her that if she stayed at Point Loma

she would have to give her little girl up entirely, or that

we would want the little girl to forget her mother. On

the contrary, I told her that she should cultivate love and

protection for the child, who was possibly six or seven

years of age. I never said that I didn't want Mrs. Mohn

to write her little girl notes or send her anything.

0~Tf\ Q* Will yon now kindly state the facts, or the circum-

stances, I should say, attending Mrs. Mohn's departure

from the colony, or from the Homestead I should say?

A. Well, her departure followed after a conversation

I had this last one I have referred to. I did not, in any

way interfere with her going or with the going of her

little girl, I urged her to go.

Q. I will now ask you whether during her stay at

the Homestead or the colony, wherever it was, anything

'^'^ ' was paid for her accommodation or for that of her little

girl.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 436.

A. Nothing was paid.

Q. Mrs. Mohn also states— the following question

^-^^^ was put to her and the following answer given — "O.

Were other children allowed to communicate with their

mothers or fathers at the Homestead? A. Only the

Hansen children " etc. Will you state the facts as to

that statement?
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2513 ^- ^ '-^^ "^^ know that any other children liad them

hut the Hansens, this child and two little girls who tes-

tified and their mother was at a distance but she could

have come if she wished. There may have been later

two little children that were brought to us who were

in need of care. I think they mi<;ht have come later or

might have been there before the children went away.

Airs. Kratzer had one child in the Homestead and the

other in the colonv with Airs. Alohn's little sjirl. I never

knew that Mrs. Kratzer was not allowed to communicate

with her little girl. I never saw her go there. I know

she was told she could see her and did go. I never gave

any order that she could not see her child.

The theme of the Greek play of Eumenides which we

have had at Point Loma is very pure and elevating.

It is quite symbolical. \\& also had a play that was in

part Greek— of Hypatia, and another one called "The

Conquest of Earth " and then we have symposiums, gen-

erally wdiat we call a Greek symposium, where people

meet in their Greek dresses and take u]) different sub-

jects of art, or music, or literature. These symposiums

consist generally of conversations on that line.

O. Will you state, Mrs. Tingley, whether at any

time prior to the publication of this libel, October 28th,

1901, any of these plays or svmj^osiums had been given

publicly at Point Loma?

2515

2516
The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not rebuttal, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception Xo. 437.

A. Thev had been.
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9517 Q- ^-^'^ '-*"^ *^^ more occasions— how many occa-

sions ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not rebuttal, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 438.

A. On several occasions.

2518

O. Had they been attended by others than the mem-

bers of the society on those occasions?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not rebuttal, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 439.

A. Yes-sir.

At these plays and symposiums, the Greek costumes,

the same ones I have already described, were worn with

the exception possibly of one or two, where there was

2^19 a Roman character and they wore the Roman costume.

T know in one play there was a costume of a Roman.

At the time of the laying of the first corner stone of

the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of

Antiquity, there were no children such as are now in my
charge at Point Loma present or participating in that

ceremony. Some people went from San Diego to the

ceremonies and I remember that thev had children. One

child from San Diego, not a member, put flowers on the

2520 corner stone. At the time of the re-laying of the corner

stone of that school, there were no children present at

the ceremony which took place in the evening.

O. Now, Mrs. Tingley, one of the witnesses referring

to this same ceremony, states as follows: "The road
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2521 ^^^ ^^ round about and so very disagreeable for the dust

and so many could not walk it, that I went to her to

ask if we could not take a short cut across on behalf of

those that could not walk, and she said no, her orders

were to take the lower gate and we should all have to

go there"'. Did any such conversation ever take place ?

A. Never had any conversation of the kind, nor did

I ever give such an order.

I cannot remember the exact words I used in reference

2522 to the candle stick, but I wished to give some of the

members a little souvenir and I had my secretary pur-

chase some of the ordinary iron candlesticks and bring

them to the Point to give to the members, and 1 know

when the members were in the Homestead one evening,

we met there to talk of the congress, that they were ^iven

out, and I also remember of saying, of course the pur-

pose was for the use of a candle, and what the candle

represented, it was light, and truth, or something of

2523 ^'^^^ ^'^''^— extemporaneous affair, but I made no state-

ment such as jNIrs. ]\lohn testified to.

1 never ordered children away from the table, nor did

I ever order them to cease eating if they did anything I

did not want them to do, nor did I ever take away any

child's food.

Q. Dr. Anderson makes this statement: "I wish

to explain that because I refuse to get down and declare

Mrs. Tingley to be a great being and divine, as they do,

2524 niy articles were rejected and refused publication." Did

you ever make any such order, or any such request of

Dr. Anderson as to getting down and declaring you to be

a great and divine being?

A. No, I never did, but I have refused his articles.
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2525 Q- ^ow, Mrs. Tiiiii^lcy, the term Raja Yoga has been

used in various portions of the testimony. Will you

kindly ex])lain the meaning- of that term?

The defendant objected to the question as incomi)e-

tent. irrelevant and immaterial and not rebuttal, and

further that that court had ruled that the objects or

profession or non-beliefs of plaintiff or her institution

were not a subject of inquiry here and the parties

were confined to an investigation as to facts, and that the

4^^0 question was contrary to the repeated rulings of the

court, which objection was overruled, defendant excepted,

and the same is numbiered, Exception No. 440.

A. I will explain it as I teach it — not as it is gen-

erally interpreted.

MR. HUNSAKER: Objected to on the ground that

it is immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal and that

the court has held that the teachings of the plaintiff

252/ are not material here.

THE COURT : This raises a new question. This

term is not an English term, so far as my English edu-

cation goes, W'hich is comparatively limited. I supposed

the object in asking this question was to have the wit-

ness interpret the meaning of these terms ?

O. Rather from another country than Greece,

wasn't it?

2^28 ^jp> ANDREWS : The question is objected to.

The foregoing objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 542.

O. Did you have any conversation at all with Dr.
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?^29 Anderson with respect to the object or purpose of this

Order of Scribes?

A. Not at Point Loma.

O. Where, if at all?

MR. ANDREWS : The question is objected to. The

question testified to by Dr. Anderson purports to have

been at Point Loma.

The foregoing objection was sustained, the defendant

2530 excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 543.

MR. KELLOGG: That is correct.

THE COURT : What she proposes to give by way of

answer goes beyond that. Now it is alleged in this ar-

ticle which is complained of that nothing else is taught

at this institution except insane ceremonies—I am not

attempting to give the exact language—there has been

some evidence here as to the character of the ceremonies

2531 which have been conducted at Point Loma. Do you

claim there has been any evidence offered which tends to

show that there was nothing else taught there, except

these ceremonies to which the witnesses for the defend-

ant have testified.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Wlien at the early stage of

this trial we undertook to inquire of this plaintiff as to

her doctrines, her ideas, her notions, as to matters which

we thought and still think are of the utmost importance

-,Di4
jQ i-,gi- rig-hi- to recover here, counsel for the plaintitT ob-

jected and claimed and maintained that her notions and

her ideas and her doctrines were not material in this

case. We asked her questions touching her notions as

to children and as to what she had given as her ideas
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2^-53 with respect to the goodness or superiority of children

born in wedlock or out of wedlock, and that was shut

out upon the theory stated by Your Honor that we were

not concerning- ourselves with the doctrines or principles

or ideas of this institution. That we were not here to

discuss theosophy, the re-incarnation or the transmi-

gration of souls ; that we were not here to discuss dif-

ferent schools of philosophy, or whether this school is

better or that worse.

2S'^4 Again and again, upon suggestion of the attorneys for

the plaintiff we have been confined to facts actually hav-

ing taken place, or alleged to have taken place and things

actually done—not of high sounding purposes, not to

spread eagle intentions, not to declarations of ideas or

philosophies, but that we were to be held down to the

specific proof of specific alleged facts. I think that I am

right when I state that that has been the nature of the

objections of counsel and the scope of the decisions of

2535 '^^ '"'''''

We submit, that in view of the court's ruling alluded to

that this question is immaterial, irrelevant, and calls for

an answer, or testimony, which would be altogether ir-

relevant and incompetent, and not in rebuttal. We have

not been permitted to show or prove any of the plaintiff's

notions, ideas or doctrines. Furthermore, when we pro-

pounded some questions touching her ideas upon social

questions, the door was closed to that inquiry by objec-

^-^^ tion and by that objection being sustained.

THE COURT : Before I hear from Judge McKinley,

I desire to say something that may obviate further dis-

cussion at least on certain lines. Of course the question

is whether this evidence is properly admissible in re-
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2537 'Ji^ittal. The plaintiff's counsel arc now confined to the

introduction of rebutting evidence. The correctness of

the previous rulings of this court are not in issue now.

I think they were correct. I have no doubt. But the

rulings heretofore made have no pertinency whatever to

the question now to be decided. The fact that the court

ruled out certain evidence which it was sought to be

elicited from Mrs. Tingley upon cross-examination has

no relation whatever to this question. It was merely

2538 attempted to show what her views were upon certain

subjects, at that time, for the purpose of elucidating the

question of whether her feelings were susceptible of be-

ing hurt by a publication of this kind, and I held that

such evidence could not be introduced, that such matters

could not be inquired into for that purpose. You might

as well, if there is a man on the stand, ask him whether

he was accustomed to use profane language or not, or

whether he believed in the Christian religion or some

9c:-5Q other religion for the purpose of showing that he was a

hard case and did not have any feelings which could be

hurt by a libelous article.

Now the apprehension of counsel for the plaintiff which

has been expressed here several times that opposing coun-

sel may go to this jury and ask them to indulge in in-

ferences which are not supported by the evidence, or

discuss issues of fact before this jury upon which no

evidence has been offered, need not worry theiu any

2540 ^'^"S^'"' because I do not propose to have this case dis-

cussed to the jury—to have anything discussed to the

jury upon which there is no evidence to base the dis-

cussion by counsel on either side, and I propose to give

counsel an opportunity if they desire before the argu-
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254 1
•'^''^'"t of this case is proceeded with, to express their views

of the law to the Court as to what issues are to be sub-

mitted to the jury upon this evidence and as to what

issues tendered by the answer they have failed to offer

any evidence tending to establish at all. If there is no

evidence here which tends to establish any of these

issues of fact tendered by the answer and upon which

the law places the burden of proof upon the defendant

then the jury haven't anything to do with them if there

2542 ^^ ""-^ evidence to support them they must be taken as

unproven for the purposes of this case.

It is always a question of law in my judgment whether

there is any evidence to support an issue of fact made by

the pleadings. If there is no evidence it becomes the duty

of the court to so tell the jury—it is merely a question

of law—and not permit counsel to discuss matters to the

jury on which there is no evidence to support the con-

tention and lead the minds of the jurors away from the

oCA-i ^6^1 issues of the case.

I remember a case which occurred under my own ob-

servation of a judge submitting an issue of fact to the

jury, and they found upon that issue, and afterwards

discharging the jury from further attendance upon court

because of their consideration of the issues submitted

and finding contrary to the judgment of the court. The

fault was not with the jury, he had no business to sub-

mit it to them.

'^zid. ^'^^ only question involved here is whether this is in

rebuttal or not of any evidence offered by the other side.

If they have offered any evidence that is worthy of con-

sideration by an intelligent man that there is nothing

else taught at the Point Loma Institution except the ex-
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2545 'i^'^ition or the induls:?cnce in certain ceremonies then of

course it is proper to show that there were other things

clone of a siil)stantial nature, l)ut if the evidence of the

defence does not legally tend to show that there was

nothing else done or taught there except these ceremonies

then why the necessity of opening up this subject and

taking up the time of the court for a week or for a day,

or perhaps more time in ascertaining what really was

taught and done at that institution during the years pre-

2546 ceding or during the period preceding the time when this

article was published. It opens up this whole subject

and if you open it up the other side have a right to come

in and disprove what you have shown if they can do so.

There is one point, whether a ceremony is insane. Of

course that is an unusual expression to apply to a cer-

emony, but whether a ceremony is ridiculous and foolish

and ought to be held in contempt and ridicule I suppose,

to some extent depends upon what the ceremony signifies

2547 or what it is symbolic of—that question may be involved

to some extent. You may be entitled to some extent to

indicate by the testimony in rebuttal as to what these

ceremonies pertain. There may be ceremonies conducted

which to an entire stranger who understands nothing of

the implied meaning of the ceremonies or to what they

pertain or of what they are symbolical, would regard them

as foolish or insane and ridiculous, but when they are

considered with the principles, the general principles or

2548 doctrines with which they are connected, they would

not appear to be absolutely ridiculous. We all. I sup^

pose in a genej"al way are accjuainted with ceremonies

that have been conducted in connection with different in-

stitutions which merely upon the face of the ceremonies
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2549 themselves to one who was entirely ignorant of the mean-

ing and object of them might appear to have been

ridiculous. It may be to that extent, you can go a little

way into this matter for the ]xir])ose of showing it was not

for instance a wild incantation or an Indian dance or

' something of that kind—that there was some meaning

to it. It may be that has sufficiently appeared already

that it had some connection with the teachings that were

taught there, symbolic of something which was taught,

2550 ^"^ "' ^"^ satisfied of one thing, that you cannot go into

this subject generally and consume the time of the court

anfl jury here in proving all that was taught at that in-

stitution and what was done there unless as I intimated

before there is something in the evidence on the other

side which fairly that these ceremonies were

all that was taught at Point Loma under the

management of Mrs. Tingley of that institution. Now

you can ruminate on this question, gentlemen during the

rycc-i iioon recess of court and formulate in your minds what

course you think ought to be pursued and I will hear

you this afternoon if you desire to be heard ; I thought

it well I should state what I thought so as to give you

my idea or what was in my mind.

The defendant excepted to the views expressed by the

court as to the weight of the evidence which had been

introduced as trenching on the functions of the jury and

as prejudicial to the defendant, and the same is num-

255^ bcred, Exception No. 441.

THE COURT : I will ask you Mr. Hunsaker, if you

as counsel for the defendant claim that there is any

evidence in this case proper to be by the court submitted

I
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'->5'^3 *^ ^^^^ J^^'"^' ^^^^^ there was nothing;- tauj^ht at Point

Loma but insane ceremonies.

MR. HUNSAKER: I contend that there is evidence

here which will take that issue to the jury.

THE COURT : Take that portion of the issue which

claims that there was nothing taught at Point Loma

except insane ceremonies?

MR. HUNSAKER : We claim here that the evidence

2554 which we have introduced tends to su])])ort that allega-

tion and that we have a right to go to the jury on it.

THE COURT: That insane ceremonies were the

only thing taught at Point Loma?

MR. HUNSAKER: Yes, sir, we contend we have

the right to go to the jury on that issue on the evidence

that has been introduced here.

The plaintiff hereupon withdrew the foregoing ques-

2555 ^^^'^ ^^^^ answer.

Q. Mrs. Tingley, in October, 1901, I wish you would

state what instruction or courses of instruction were be-

ing given at the institution at Point Loma?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent and not

rebuttal and called for the opinion of the witness, which

objection was overruled, the defendant exccptetl, and

2CCf. the same is numbered, Exception No. 442.

A. That the Raja Yoga school, a regular course of

English, drawing, music and physical exercise, vocal and

instrumental music, piano, violin, guitar and some other

instrument I have forgotten, and in the—there were sev-
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2557 '-''"'^^ classes for the older students in Kns;'lish, the youn^

boys and girls—the intermediate between the Raja Yoga

school and the Isis Conservatory of Music, and then of

course in the Isis there was the music in all its different

departments, vocal and instrumental and the drama. I

believe in the higher classes the languages were taught,

w'hich T ])resume were included in the regular course.

O. Of what ages were the children in the Raja Yoga

school so called ?

2558
The defendant objected to the cjuestion on the ground

that it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 443.

A. The ages of the children were from two or two

years and a half up to thirteen or fourteen.

O. In what were the common branches such as writ-

ing, arithmetic and grammar taught?

2559
The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 444.

A. That is the regular course you find in the high

grade schools.

O. Was philosophy taught at that time to the more

advanced students?

2odU
'|^]-h^, defendants objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent, not rebut-

tal and too indefinite, which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 445.

11
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2561 ''^- It was.

Q. Do you recall at the moment any other course of

study that was being taught there to the younger or to

the older students?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent, not re-

buttal and too indefinite, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

2562 ^^Pt'°" ^'*^- 446.

A. All the old and young were taught the physical

culture and the mental development, and the highest

moral teachings.

O. When you speak of teachings—of the things

which were taught to the children and to the older peo-

ple, is it or is it not a fact that these classes or courses

prior to the time of this publication had been continuous

since the establishment of the Homestead ?

2563
The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent, not re-

buttal and leading, which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. .

A. It is a fact, they have been continuous.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF KATHERINE
TINGLEY.

r.y Mr. Shortridge: I did not say that Mr. Fitch was

not a photographer. He said he was not. He used a

comera in and abovit the premises at Point Loma. I do

not know at whose suggestion or request, but he took

some very poor pictures of the grounds and building.

>564
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2565 ''^it-v were not for me. T could not tell if I have any

which he took. P>ut I think whatever pictures were taken

that were worth looking at at all can probably be found

somewhere. I do not know if they were developed at

Point Loma. He sometimes brought them to San Diego.

I did not say that I requested him to devote any time

or attention to ])hotography. If he did it was at his own

suggestion and upon his own motion. He asked me to buy

him a camera so he could learn to perfect himself in

ic,(y(. order to be useful to us sometimes ;.that he would take the

time between meals and Sundays to practice. I declined

to buy him a camera, but I told him we had one he could

use. I don't know whether he used it or not. T never

saw him taking any pictures, but he brought me some

pictures into the hallways and we looked at them. I do

not know whether or not he had a camera of his own to

take pictures. I know there was a camera he used. He

wanted me to buy one but I didn't do so. I never sug-

?^(^7 gssted to him that I would' desire or wish him if terms

could be made to accompany me on any journey abroad

for the purpose of taking pictures.

O. Did you not contemplate making a crusade around

the world beginning about the time of his departure?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination; which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 448.

4000 Q f)ifi you not ask him or did you not say to him

that you thought of taking such a journey and did you

not wish him to accompany you for the purpose, among

others, of taking pictures of your travels, places you

visited ?
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2569 ^^- ^ never thought of taking a journey and I never

told him anything of the kind, never had any conver-

sation on that subject. I did not personally employ him.

I cannot sa}' by whom he was employed.

Q. Has any one at the institution the power to ap-

point anybody without your approval?

The plaintiit objected to the question as not proper

cross examination ; which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

Xo. 449.
2570

Q. If you can, inform us who did employ this gen-

tleman.

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross examination ; which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 450.

2^71 Witness (continuing) : I could not tell you how long

Mr. Fitch remained at Point Loma. I have no exact

recollection as to the time. He was there several months.

O. And what year was it he left you, or the institution.

A. I would like the question corrected. T refuse to

answer it the way it is put.

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination. The court

2572 '^"-''tained the witness' objection to the question, the de-

fendant excepted thereto and the same is num1)ered Ex-

ception No. 451.

Witness (continuing) : I could not tell what time Mr.

Fitch left the institution at Point Loma. It was in the
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2.-~3 \ear 1901. At the time he left I hadn't much confidence

in him but I was not unfriendly to him. He quit vol-

untarily, although there was a suggestion before he went

that he should go, but when he went I do not think any

one prevented him from going. I sought to retain him

there.

Q. Did you not have one of your secretaries, a mem-

ber of your cabinet, urge him to remain?

2574
A. I recall a circumstance of Mr. Pierce telling me

that he was unfitted as a good bookkeeper and should go,

and I told Mr. Pierce that I felt he should give him a

little time that he might get a position, on account of his

wife and child, so he might have some means.

OThe defendant moved to strike out the answer as not

responsive to the question ; which motion was denied,

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 452.

2:>7z) Witness (continuing) : I did not authorize ]Mr. Pierce

or Mr. Xeresheimer, or any other member of my cabinet

to urge Mr. Fitch to remain. I gave them no authority

at all. I simply suggested to Mr. Pierce as a friend, one

interested in the general work that I hoped he would

keep Mr. Fitch a little longer until he got a position, on

account of his wife and child.

Q. Had he joined the association?

2576 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 453.

Q. I will ask you. Madam, whether Mr. Fitch took
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2577 ^ ple(l,<;e binding himself to the association of which you

are the Outer Head ?

Tlie plaintifif objected to the question on the i^round

that it was not proper cross examination; which o1)jection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 454.

Q. You offered in evidence and your attention,

Madam, was called to the form of the pledge of mem-

bers. I ask you if this is the only pledge which is taken

by members who join the association of which you are

the Outer Head, and I am referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 24, to which your attention was yesterday called.

A. That is the only pledge and that is in use now,

but I cannot tell whether Mr. Fitch did take that or not.

I did not keep my—the memory of every member who

joins. It may be possible, I cannot say that he did not.

I do not know whether the records of the institution

2579 would show that he took the pledge. My secretary, Mr.

Fussell, is here and he could state. There were no other

pledges than the one to which I have referred and which

is known as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24. There were no

verbal or oral pledges.

O. Was there any oral or written pledge given or

taken by members when they joined the Esoteric Society

other than the one which I have called your attention to?

2580 ^' '^'^^*' ^^ ^'^^ ^"^^-'' P^^'^^S'e that is in use at all now

in connection—the only pledge that we use or used for

three or four years.

O. What was the form of the pledge used before that

time?

II
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2581 The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial

and not proper cross examination; which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 455.

O. I will ask you whether the pledge used prior to

this one (referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24) con-

tained language in substance corresponding to subdi-

vision 3 of this i)ledge which reads as follows :
"1

]ilc(lge myself to support the present Outer Head and

4^504 the one she may appoint as her successor and in par-

ticular to obey without cavil or delay the orders of the

Outer Head of this lodge in all that concerns my rela-

tion with this work for Universal Brotherhood."

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be immaterial; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

Exception No. 456.
2583

2584

O. I call your attention to a paragraph in this pledge

which reads as follows : "All members should, before

signing this new pledge, read and meditate upon that

part of the voice of silence under the two paths, pages

22-23." ^ ask you now to state wherein this pledge dif-

fered from the old ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, and the an-

swer would be immaterial; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 457.

Q. Was this the pledge of the Esoteric branch of the
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2585 o^<^^er, if I use the correct phrase, or section—Esoteric

section ?

A. I do not know what section you refer to ; what

Esoteric section you mean. I do not know of any Eso-

teric branch of the Brotherhood. There is not a society

wliich bears that name connected with the Universal

Brotherhood.

2586

2587

Q. What is this Universal Brotherhood, or to what

does the word Esotero refer in the prospectus which you

issue ?

A. The word Esotero is a name that we found on

the maps when we took Point Loma. It was attached

to some old map we found, that name, so we named the

place where the students were going to live Esotero. It

has no other significance. We just found the name on

the map and we thought it was quite significant.

Q. What significance is there in the word Esotero or

Esoteric as connected with your institution?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be immaterial ; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 458.

Q. What is the meaning of the word Esoteric as used

in vour literature?

2588
The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination ; which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 459.
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2589 Q- '^^ have it clearly understood, I understand you

then, that there is no such society as the Esoteric Society

or Esoteric Branch or Esoteric Section of Thcosophy

connected with your Brotherhood?

A. There is no Esoteric Branch, no Esoteric Society

or Esoteric Section connected with our Brotherhood.

O. I do not understand you to claim that this Univer-

sal Brotherhood is a Theosophical Society do I ?

2590 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be immaterial; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 460.

Q. I will ask you, is this Universal Brotherhood a

Theosophical Society ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the t^round

that the answer would be immaterial and that the ques-

tion was not proper cross-examination ; which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception Xo. 461.

Witness (continuing) : I do not know that Mr. Fitch

signed any pledge. If he signed any at all it would be

that one (referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit 24), that is

the only one I know of. If he signed it I do not know

whether it is in existence or not, or anything about it.

2592 ^^ would be somewhere in the archives if he is still in

good standing. If he is not in good standing it probably

has been destroyed. He was not in good standing in

our opinion. I cannot state where the pledge is nor can

I state that he joined the society. Nor do I know what

2591
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2593 ^^'^s done uilh it when he surrendered it. The pledge is

placed in my secretary's hands. I do not know what he

does with it. I am very sure if Mr. Fitch did sign one

it is now destroyed because he is not in good standing.

O. Did he withdraw from the order or society at

the time of the cessation of his employment?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination; which objec-

0CQ4. tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 462.

Q. Is he now in good standing in the order?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be immaterial; which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

Exception No. 463.

2595 Q. What official position, if any do you occupy with

respect to that school or institution ?

A. C)f the Universal Brotherhood organization I am

the Leader and Official Head.

O. Do you still have and exercise the powers which

are set down in the constitution of that Universal

Brotherhood ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

-596 diat it was not proper cross-examination ; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 464.

Q. I will ask you whether you are the Outer Head

of several lodges of this Universal Brotherhood referred
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2597 ^^ ^" ^'^'^ pleclge, (referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit No.

24)?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objection

was sustained, defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 465.

0. \\'ho was, at the time of the taking of this partic-

ular pledge by \lr. Fitch, who was the Outer Head, if

it be not vou?
2598

2599

A. I do not know Mr. Fitch took the pledge.

The witness : Your Honor, I would like to correct a

statement. I heard my counsel just refer to taking that

pledge on becoming a member of the Universal Brother-

hood. That is a mistake. It is not given to a member

who joins the Universal Brotherhood. That is not for

purpose of joining it or in connection with it. One may

join it and never take that if he joins.

Q. What is that a pledge of, this document (refer-

ring to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24) ?

A. It is a pledge to theosophical teachings. That por-

t'um which says "I pledge myself to support the Outer

Head" says exactly what it means. That pledge has

absolutely nothing to do with one joining the Universal

Brotherhood, but those after they join, if they wish to

join that class, can do so, and I am quite willing to tell

2600 yo" that I am the Outer Head of the class that that

pledge belongs to. But I do not wish to state that that

is Mr. Fitch's pledge because I do not know that INlr.

Fitch took a pledge.

During the year 1901, I was and still am the Outer
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2601 Head referred to in this pledge. This pledge was never

exacted of anybody. It was not given to any one unless

they applied to join the class of theosophical teaching

mentioned in the clauses of the pledge. I could not

call this class or section a branch of the institution. It

was a class of theosophical teaching.

Q. Was it or not known as the Esoteric section dur-

ing the leadership of Mr. Judge.

2602

2603

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant and

immaterial and not proper cross-examination, and that

the answer would be irrelevant, which objection was sus-

tained ; the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 466.

O. Was it known as the Esoteric section whilst

Madam Blavatsky was at the head of Theosophy in this

country ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination ; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 466.

Witness (continuing) : I cannot bring my pledge

signed by Mr. Fitch because I haven't it. I am quite sure

it is not in existence. I cannot say, I never saw it. I

sign a great many papers and see a great many papers

but I could not truthfully state I knew^ that Mr. Fitch did

2604 J**'" ^'^^' Brotherhood, and I cannot state that ho did not

join it.

I never force any person to work at anything they do

not wish to do in or about or upon the premises at

Point Loma.
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2605 Q- ^Vcrc all orders issued by you?

A. I am not in the habit of issuing very many orders.

Q. Are any orders valid unless they are issued or

approved by you ?

A. You are referring- to a very large field, Mr.

Shortridge. If you will tell me of what department or

what class you refer to, what w^ork you refer to, I shall

be very pleased to answer.

Q. I am asking you if any one at the institution has

any power or authority to issue any valid order without

your previous approval or ratification?

A. If you will tell me what institution you mean?

O. I am referring to an institution over here at Point

Loma ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

-60 « answer was immaterial ; which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Ex-

ception Xo. 467.

O. Has anybody authority at the Point Loma institu-

tion or institutions, any officers of the Universal Brother-

hood, or of the School for the Revival of Lost Mysteries

of Antiquity, or the Isis conservatory of music, or any of

the other related associations or societies or classes, any

authority to issue any order without vour. signature or
2608

'

approval.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, and that the

answer would be immaterial ; wdiich objection was sus-
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2509 tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered

Exception No. 468.

O. Do you personally attend to orders that are issued ?

A. Where ?

Q. At the Colony, at the Homestead?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross-examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Excep-

2610 lion No. 469.

Mr. Shortridge: Now if your Honor please, if you will

pardon me only for a moment, the direct examination

went along for hours, much of which was devoted to

the question of wdiether or no people there had been

obliged to do this or to do that. The plaintiff will

contend naturally that she was not responsible for any-

thing, if anything was done improperly. I wish now

to ascertain what her powers are, so we may determine

2611 whether or no every order issued, and obeyed or dis-

obeyed, was her order, and that she is responsible for it,

and its consequences. Now my associate suggests the

witness has testified such things were done and such

things were not done, such orders were given and such

orders were not given, such letters were written and such

letters were not written, and so as to directions in and

about orders of this institution. Obviously my purpose

is apparent ; I wish to show that whatever was done, or

2612 ^vas not done, was done or not done under the direction

of the witness, the plaintiff in this case.

The objection was sustained, on the ground that it was

not cross-examination, the defendant excepted ami the

same is numbered Exception No. 470.
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'^613 Q- ^\ hen did you become the owner of this dog that

is known as Spots, Madam?

Mr. Andrews: The question is objected to on the

ground that

—

The court : Well you brought it in.

Q. Who was the attendant you refer to in your pre-

ceding answer?

2614

2615

'J'he ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would be immaterial and that the ques-

tion was not proper cross-examination ; which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 471.

O. Do I understand you to say, Madam, you never

had any conversation with Mr. Fitch in respect to this

dog Spots?

A. Why I don't remember of having any conversa-

tion, no I do not remember any at all. While Mr. Fitch

was employed at Point Loma this dog was kept in the

house as a simple pet, a family dog. He went around

the Homestead building and was in the rooms and some

times in the hall, and at night he was in mv room.

O. What kind of a dog is he?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant,

iiumaterial and not proper cross-examination ; which ob-

2616 j*-'ction was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 472.

Witness (continuing) : I do not remember ever hav-

ing any talk with Dr. Jerome Anderson of San Francisco

about this dog. I never knew he was interested in dogs.
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"^61 7 ^ '^"^ '^ very busy woman and have many things en-

gaging my attention and have conversations with many

people and have had conversations with Dr. Anderson

upon many occasions. He held the position of vice

president of the Universal Brotherhood, in name only,

but he was not active at all. He never took any part

or did any work except to put his name on the books. He

was appointed to that position at the time of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood Congress. He was selected and ap-

2618 po^"*^<^ '^y the cabinet and approved by myself. I select

the cabinet. I don't know that it serves during my pleas-

ure. They serve as long as they do the service, the' work,

as long as they do right. But when they do not do

right I ask them not to remain. They can leave at any

time.

Q. You have the power of removing them if they do

not do right according to your notion ?

2619
A. Yes. I have the power.

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

croSs-examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is niunbercd Exception

No. 473.

O. Well, if he was removed, who removed Dr. An-

derson ?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

9^90 cross-examination, which objection was sustained; the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 474.

Q. Did he resign?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper
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2^21 cross-examination ; which objection was sustained, de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 475.

Q. Has he ceased to be the vice president?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross-examination ; whieh ol)jection was sustained, de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception

No. 476.

Witness (continuing): Dr. Anderson is not at Point

Loma and he never hved there. He was there on two or

three occasions for a week or two, not more than that.

I do not remember of any friction growing up between

myself and Dr. Anderson, but I do recall that I rep-

rimanded him for some of his folly. I will not say that

I could not agree with him, but I could not agree with

his actions. I never heard him say he could not agree

with me. I refused to publish some of his articles and

refused to consider the publication of a book for which

we were to pa}' him $500.00. I do not determine what

should be published and what should not be published.

I am often asked for advice. The publishing company is

quite separate from my authority. I am only an adviser.

O. Is anything published which meets with your dis-

approval ?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross-examination ; which objection was sustained, the

"^ " defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 477. --

Witness (continuing) : I am the editress of the paper

called the New Century. I am not the publisher.

2623
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IÎ̂
625 Q- Owner?

The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial

;

the objection was snstained, defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 478.

Witness (continuing) : I never had a conversation

with Dr. Anderson wherein I told him that the dog Spot

had selected a letter from a bundle or a pile of letters

lying on the floor and had brought one to me which upon

being opened contained good news. I never at any of

the evening or night meetings descanted or said any-

thing on the extraordinary intelligence of this dog Spot.

He is quite a bright dog and runs along with the aver-

age. I have never stated either to Dr. Jerome A. An-

derson or to Mr. Fitch that the dog Spot was in anywise

other than an ordinary common dog.

Q. You mentioned the name of Mr. and Mrs. Hansen

and their children. How long were they at Point Loma

2627 —well, we will say at Point Loma meaning the institution

or Homestead to which we are referring.

A. At the Point Loma Homestead, they were there

before I went there ; at least they were there when I went

there and of course the Point Loma Homestead was not

then established. Dr. Wood owned it. It was a small

hotel and sanitarium, but they were there when I went

there and it was not then the Point Loma Homestead.

I could not tell you when they arrived there for I was

4040
ii-j Ng^y York. 1 only know they were there when I

went there. They were husband and wife rrnl had four

children. Mr. and Mrs. Hansen are now at Santiago de

Cuba. The children are at the Raja Yoga school at

Point Loma. When I arrived at the hotel there the
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2629 Parents and the cliildren all lived together in apartments

at the Homestead. I believe ]\Ir. Hansen was a man of

means and able to pay his way.

O. Was he not regarded by you as a rich man?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination ; which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 479.

wOoU Witness (continuing ) : I presume that Mr. Hansen

paid for the accommodation of himself and of his fam-

ily. I had nothing to do with the payment of his bills.

I do not remember about his children being put at the

Colony, but I know that at Air. and Mrs. Hansen's sug-

gestion they were at the Colony under the care of Miss

Wood. That was agreeable to the mother's wishes and

was urged by both Mr. and Mrs. Hansen. They were

both at Santiago de Cul^a when I last heard from them.

2631 ^Irs. Hansen is a member of the Universal Brotherhood.

I cannot tell you the date when the school at the colony

was established, it was a temporary school at the Colony

and it was established very shortly after I arrived at

Point Loma.

O. Can you tell us how many students or children

were at the Colony or rather at the school named, in

October, 1901 ?

2632 *^" '^'^^ school—T have several schools. That is, I

am very particular about your naming these departments.

If you wall just make your question a little clearer.

There were seven or eight children there, three or four

years old. At the time of the libel there were five or six
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2633 '^^^^^ children in the school. T do not know their ages. They

were small children. We had one not more than four or

five days old from Los Angeles. There are several tiny

l)abies three or four weeks old that belong to married

peo])le there on the hill. We have two children from

Pasadena, where the father was too poor to educate

them. There were three children whose mother was dead

and the father too poor. The children that are there, if

there have been any babies there for any great length

J( 1,1 *^f time they were little tots that we took when we were

in Buffalo, little homeless children. We had an estab-

lishment in Buft'alo and brought them here and whenever

we had among the number brought here any children

that required very much out of doors and away from the

wind, and playing in the dirt, that were not strong and

healthy, we placed them there. There is a family there

now, a man and wife and several children. Kate Hansen

was there. She is Air. Hansen's little girl. They were

26^'^ all at school. The others came over to the Raja Yoga

school but she remained there.

Q. If there are any married people there having small

babies, do they place the babies at the school or the

colony apart from them ?

A. No, little babies that have parents are never

placed there. Little children belonging to families there

generally go in the Raja Yoga school if they wish to do

so. if not, they keep them with them, but at the present

40J)D jinie there are little children belonging to families at the

Point Loma Homestead in the Raja Yoga school and

there arc some at the Point Loma Homestead. I don't

know the ages of these little children. They are babies

in arms. I could not tell vou if thev are fed everv thirtv
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2637 niinutes because I am not with them. I hope they are

because it has always been my suggestion that httle ones

be fed every thirty minutes in the day time. I do not

remember about the night time. I suggested it as an

improvement on the two and a half hour system.

Q. What are the youngest of these babies that you

speak of at the Raja Yoga school, if you know, whose

parents lived there at the school ?

2638

2639

•A. I do not know. Small children, infants in arms

some of them. The mothers of these children have their

own homes, they do not sleep in the school but leave the

children at the nursery there. The parents have access

to the grounds . all the time and may see the children

almost every day. The babies are in the care of nurses.

They prefer them to the ordinary hired nurses. Parents

can see their little children at any time they wish and

they can see the older ones at any time they are not in

class.

There are regular days when the children go to their

homes and spend half the day or the day w^ith their par-

ents. These are the regular times, and afterw^ards, if the

I)arents desire to see their children, they can go and al-

most all the parents except those who live ofif of the hill

do go very often. They work for their children and work

among them.

Q. Arc the children kci)t at any other place than the

2540 three you have mentioned : the Homestead, the Raja

Yoga school, and the colony?

A. We have no children kept specially anywhere.

Some live at the colony, and as I told you, some at the

Point Loma Homestead. 1 take exception to the word
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2641 "I'^'^Tt" for which I have my reasons. I mii^ht not possi-

l)lv if some other person were askinp^ me, but under the

circumstances, I take exception to the word "kept."

O. Do you not keep these children there?

A. No, I do not. They are kept there in one sense

of the word, but in another they are not. I am recog-

nized as the representative of these different institutions

and I am quite sensitive naturally, being responsible for

them morally and I am very careful of the words I use

in answering many of your questions. But the word

"kept" can be misconstrued because you have suggested

imprisonment and held and that is not so and that is why

I take exception to the word "kept." It might be in-

ferred they were held or bound or something of that

sort, but as far as being provided for. they are very well

kept, but kept in the sense of held or bound or anything

of that sort would be in sympathy of your suggestion of

imprisonment. They are not kept either by fear of evil

consequences to them if they are taken aw^ay, nor have

I ever threatened their parents with dire results if they

were taken awav.

2642

2643

O. Have you not written a letter and published a

letter wherein you stated the evil consequences or mis-

fortunes and the arrest of others who went against your

advice or your orders—traitors to your cause, and did

you not publish it in a paper called the Crusader?

-()44 q^j^^. plaintiff objected to the (juestion on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the

attorney was asking the question without exhibiting any

letter to the witness and asking her as to the contents of

a letter without showinsj- her anvthing, and on the further
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2645 ."'"f^"''"^' that the answer would be irrelevant, immaterial

and incompetent, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 480.

Witness (continuin":) : I have seen Mr. Hansen kiss

his children a good many times. I never ventured to give

him any suggestion or advice in regard to kissing other

little babies. I never said to him that he ought to kiss

other babies and not show undue partiality for his own

2646 children.

Q. Do you employ guards at the Point Loma Insti-

tution, ^ladam ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and would be

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 481.

Q ]3q YQy employ any men in and about the place

dressed in uniform?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the

answer would be immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 482.

Q. Do you have any body there at the gates who

2648 see to the coming in and going out of people from the

grounds ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the

answer would be immaterial, which objection was sus-
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2649 tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numl^ered

Exception No. 483.

Witness (continuing) : I do not know that there are

any rules in respect to young women going and coming

from the grounds. I have always told the young ladies

that I did not think it was safe for them to go out on

the beach, down over the roads and hills without a

companion, on account of the tramps and disreputable

people on the road and strangers. There was no set rule.

Of course if they wished to go they could go, but of

course the general dignity of the institution would nat-

urally prevent them doing so and their self-respect I j^re-

sume after such a suggestion. There were no written

rules in respect to the coming and going. I haven't any.

There could not have been any or I would have known

it. I am not in the habit of issuing rules.

I could not tell the time on which the sons of the

Rising Sun hold their morning ceremonies. I very rarely

attended them and I do not know that there are any now

at present. There were in the early days when we first

went there, but irregularly. The society is not disbanded.

It is very prosperous and very large.

The daughters of the Rising Sun was not intended for

a growing order. It was simply for the accommodation

to the young ladies to have a literary class in their gen-

eral work. It is not an order established all over the

countrv. It is a home affair, a class. It was not estab-

2652 .

'

lished for the purpose of holding these morning meetings.

The ladies got together and it was arranged for general

improvement, physical and mental. Exercise was the

princi|)le they followed and people who did not belong

2651
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9()53 ^'^" f^^ o"^ '^'^'^^ lui\-c their physical exercise just the

same if they wished.

I have not seen the sons of the Rising Sun go out upon

the hill top in the morning and greet the sun. That is

not their custom. They go out for exercise. There was

a time when they used to meet quite often and at the

time Mr. Fitch w^as there I remember meeting him on

the place after he had been out and he was in the phys-

ical exercises. They do not go out before sun up for

2554 the avowed purpose of welcoming the morning sun as

it comes up over the eastern hills. They took advantage

of the sun rise to go out and enjoy anything that there

may be in the morning air or the sunshine. I do not

know but what they looked at the sun but I have no idea

that there was any thought of going there for specially

seeing it any more than any one wovild like to look at

the sunrise. I had nothing to do with organizing the

society called the Sons of the Rising Sun any more than

^655 ''' ^^^^ generally talked over. The order of the Daughters

of the Rising Sun was established for the same purpose

as the order of the Sons of the Rising Sun. I never

knew the members of the Daughters of the Rising Sun to

get up before sunrise and go out to meditate as a body.

I suppose as the people went out for their morning ex-

ercise, they went out with them. The younger people

were generally out very early. The members of the Sons

of the Rising Sun did not get up before sunrise to take

95 'f»
their place upon the hill top to meditate. I never knew

them to stand in silent meditation until the sun rose. I

certainly w'ould have known in some way about anything

of that sort happening. They do not claim to be sun

worshippers nor do they derive their ideas from the
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^657 ancient mythology of the sun worshipers. They are ad-

verse to anything of the sort. It is contrary to Theo-

sophical teachings and anything that I am connected with.

O. But did they not get that idea of going out and

meeting from the Sun Worshippers and from the great

masters referred to?

A. I cannot be responsible for their ideas. I know

the first that they ever heard of it was when they read it

in the Xew York pai^er that there was such a thing ex-

isting. There is nothing of the kind existing. It is ab-

solutely contrary to any theosophical teachings and all

I know about it I read in the same paper. I am very sure

they are not Sun Worshippers.

O. Are you not aware that these participants in

these morning ceremonies knew that there was a heathen

ceremony of worshipping the sun ?

A. I presume if thev read at all thev must have heard

"^ of such a thing. I have read of it and almost any person

who has attended school and read any books must know

something about it. But it is so contrary to anything

they believe in. It is utterly impossible they should give

it a moment's attention. They were never on the hill

before sunrise to my knowledge. If I had not seen them

someone would have told me.

O. You w^ere never up at that time in order to see?

^OOU \ I ^vould know. I am morally responsible at least

for whatever goes on. At least I feel that I am and I

try to be and it is so contrary to anything that any sensi-

ble person would believe, not much more a Theosophist,

that I simpl\- know it was not so. I cannot have any
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2661 other answer to your question. I certainly would have

known anything of the kind.

O. But you were never up?

A. Very often I have been up all night at my work.

I stay up until day light sometimes and go to bed at

eight o'clock, never holding meetings at midnight. There

are two occasions which I have referred to. The watch

night is the only time I know of. That one I referred to.

2662 Q. Do the daughters of the Rising Sun get up early

and watch the sun rise, the same as the Sons of the

Rising Sun do, if you know ?

A. I told you, all the people at the Homestead who

are well and desire to get up, get up early in the morning,

and I suppose people that belong to the Daughters of

the Rising Sun get up, as they are members of that

homestead, and I have no question that they look at the

sun ; it would be perfectly natural, natural that one should,

but not to go on the hill before sunrise and watch its

coming. The Daughters of the Rising Sun, members

here in the Homestead, or living there, do not get up in

the morning and go up on the hill top for the purpose of

meditation. They never went up on the hill top for

the purpose of meditation. All the members of the Home-

stead who were well and wished to, got up in the morn-

ing early, because we have breakfast early ; at times

some went for walks, and sometimes they went together

and went out for exercise, and there were times in the

morning, but not as early as you state, when, if they

were vip there, they did go into the tent which we have

where we had meetings ; but it was done on Sunday

;

there was no special form of exercise, no rule at all.

2663

2664
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^665 Q- ^^ y^^^ know, will you kindly advise us whether

they would lake their stand upon the veranda of the

Plomestead and remain in the attitude of silent meditation

as the sun rose?

A. In the morning there were times, I have seen them

j^o out for their exercise, and on the veranda, I have seen

them on the veranda, and I think they looked at the sun.

I am very sure it was natural for them ; I say, they looked

at it.

O. I do not mean looking at the sun. They would

of course. But is it not a fact that they would take their

stand upon the veranda at one of the buildings, the

Homestead building, and in an attitude of meditation, of

silence, looking toward the East as the sun rose, in an

attitude of silent meditation—not for exercise?

A. Well it is a custom with the members of the

Homestead in the morning, I cannot say they do it

2667 I'cgularly ; there is always a suggestion as wdth Chris-

tians, of outward prayer. In the mornings probably they

might have a morning meeting, if they went there and

they w^ere silent. I never saw them take their stand

upon the veranda in the morning in an attitude of silent

meditation, looking or standing with their faces towards

the East as the sun rose. I never saw any pictures

taken of the place showing them in that attitude. I have

seen many pictures and in different positions, but I never

2668 ^'^'^^^ anything where they were worshipping the sun. I

have not had pictures takeu of these disciples in the

attitude above indicated. There are many pictures of

dift'erent kinds but I don't remember anything of this

kind. I have never seen tliem kneeling down instead of
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9569 standing in the attitude of silent meditation worshipping

tlie sun. I never saw them sitting on chairs or upon

the ground in an attitude of me(htation welcoming the

morning sun. I never have seen them welcoming the

morning sun. I cannot ignore the sun as to its healthful

effect as a part of the universe, but that does not mean

that we worship it or that we close our eyes when it is

shining, but there is no question but what in the morning

if anybody was out, they would go on the sunny side

2670 ^^ ^^^^ building.

I never saw any of the students kneeling; I see them

most every day sitting somewhere ; I have seen them on

the veranda, standing and sitting, but they were never

instructed by me to send out thought waves over the

world. It is a common thing for Theosophists, in their

speeches, and possibly I may have made some speeches

to this effect, that when we consider the duties of the

day, we should try and remember those who are-out in

"^671 '''^^' ^^'^"'^'^ '''' c*'-^^ thoughts and help them.

O. Did you ever instruct them and direct them to send

out any thought waves to those?

A. Not in the sense you infer. I saw we are always

—that is the way we always talk, to think of others, and

help others, but I have never put it in the way you put it.

I certainly could not say I have not told them to think

kindly and well of people. If there is anything at all in

the Theosophical teachings, in our work we are supposed

2672 to think of something else besides ourselves—other peo-

])le besides ourselves.

T know all these morning pilgrimages, or going up on

the hill, or down the hill, or upon the veranda or around

about, were simply for the purpose of physical exercise.

If there was anything else would happen, that would be

i
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7573 incidental. If there was aii}- out there and standing, and

it occurred to them they wanted to stand still a moment,

I do not know anything to prevent it. There were no

rules or regulations about these exercises, simply an idea

of having regularity about the household, and those well

enough got up, and those who didn't want, remained in

bed.

I don't think there is any printed literature of the Ris-

ing Sun organization. There has probably been some-

2674 thing written up about it. I suppose the same is so in

respect to the Daughters of the Rising Sun. I don't

know if any one had charge of the morning and evening

exercises. They all got together and went out. There

was no signal given for the gathering of the people or

the daughters or sons of the Rising Sun. No bell was

sounded or triangle struck. The triangle is to get every-

body out in time for breakfast and dinner and was used

instead of a bell. If there was a social it notified us of

l()7^ the time. I never knew of any particular or peculiar

garment being ^vorn in the mornings except

the ordinary Homestead dress. There was no garment

kindred to the East Indian Morning Risers' garment.

The Greek garments were not ])rcscribed as necessary

to be worn by the sons or daughters of the Rising Sun.

The daughter of the Rising Sun did wear on occasions

the Greek dress. So did the men on occasions. They

wore them at socials and in their plays or something of

''676 ^'^'^'^ sort, but not in their general meetings or on the

hills of mornings. The costume is of the classic.

In 1901, there were not over six, possibly not over four

craftsmen at Point Loma. The clothes they wore were

not symbolic. The object of dressing them up in that
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0Cj77 '^^"*J ^^ g'li'l^ was for the general service of working in

the ground. The gowns were not sacixd gowns, not any

more than the Mason in wearing a reg^Ha might have

some meaning—but they were not considered sacred gar-

ments at all, simply because they were out there in the

dirt and wet. They did not wear that style of garment

whilst they were employed in their labors. It was only

on these occasions that their gowns were possibly sym-

bolical by their being craftsmen. They never waited upon

the table that I know of.2678

2679

2680

O. Did they stand back of you or around about you

in the dining room whilst you dined ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. 484.

Q. Were they ever permitted to go into the dining

room or were they at all in the dining room dressed in

the garb described ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 485.

They did not belong to a separate or subsidiary society.

It was simply a pioneer organization—an honor, because

they were the first ones there, they were given that as

an honor ; they felt it was an honor to conduct any cere-

mony connected with the laying of cornerstones. I did

not design their costume. It was gotten up by some of

our dress makers or something of that sort. I may have

had something to say about the color, which was brown.
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"^681 because it didn't show the dust or dirt so much. The

material is a very think cotton stuff, heavy and warm.

I don't know of any secret work connected with the

craftsmen, nor of any instructions being' given to them.

I had many meetings at the Homestead on many dif-

ferent occasions at which addresses were made by stu-

dents and essa\s read.

2682

O. And you—to avoid any confusion of the record

—

you are the Outer Head of the Esoteric School of

Theosophy ?

A. I am not the Outer Head of the same ; there is no

Esoteric School of Theosophy.

O. Were you such in 1897 and 1898?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

2683 is numbered, Exception No. 486.

O. I show you a publication, a pamphlet of 8 pages

—

first submitting it to your counsel—and I ask you whether

or not this is a publication or pamphlet issued by you or

your authority, and signed by }OU as Katherine A. Ting-

ley, Outer Head ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

2684 answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, ami the

same is numbered. Exception No. 487.

The paper was marked by the Clerk for the purpose of

identification, and is here set out as

It
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2585 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 6a.

Strictly Private and Confidential.

ESOTERIC SCHOOL OF THEOSOPHY.

Kathcrine A. Tingley, 144 Madisorv Avenue, New

York City.

Communications relative to this School should be ad-

dressed "PRR^\TE, " and contain no other business.

My object in preparing this circular is to call the at-

tention of all worthy members of the School to the im-

4000 portance of the new cycle. I am instructed that it is

the time to act and bind all earnest members closer to

the real heart of the Lodge. This can only be done by

opening one door and closing another.

In a letter from H. P. B. . . to the American Conven-

tion in 1 89 1 she said : "'The period which we have now

reached in the cycle that will close between 1897-8 is, and

will continue to be, one of great conflict and continued

strain. . . . No opportunity will be lost of sowing dis-

zJoo/ sension, of taking advantage of mistaken and false moves,

of instilling doubt, of augmenting difficulties, of breath-

ing suspicions, so that by any and every means the unity

of the Society may be broken and the ranks of our Fel-

lows thinned and thrown into disarray. . . . Believe

me, that apart from such natural tendency, owing to the

inherent imperfections of human nature, advantage is

often taken by our ever-watchful enemies of your noblest

qualities to betray and mislead you."

2ooo Vlas ! a few who have taken the pledge and advanced

to a certain point must be left behind, to learn through

experience that the only way to spiritual advancement,

once pledged, is by fidelty to the Master and trusting

obedience to the one who represents the Lodge.

L
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05g9 The progress of the School cannot be retarded at this

important time by a few who in their love of personality

lose sight of the sacredness of their pledges, and the duty

which such an obligation involves.

H. P. B. wrote in the letter above referred to: "On

those of you who are unselfishly and sincerely devoted

to the Cause, they will produce little, if any, impression.

On some others, those who place their personal pride

higher than their duty to the T. S., higher even than

2690 their pledge to their divine Self, the effect is generally

disastrous. Self-watchfulness is never more necessary

than when a personal wish to lead, and wounded vanity,

dress themselves in peacock's feathers of devotion and

altruistic work."

We can hold those our unfortunate brothers in our

hearts with a true love, which, in its mercy, refuses to

encourage any brother on the path of self-destruction.

Those who turn away from the Master lose the light

2691 of his coiuitenance and the support of the Lodge ; they be-

come dazed and their efforts are crippled. In the Book of

Rules, page 7, it is stated : "The Masters can give

but little assistance to a body not thoroughly unitetl in

purpose and feeling, which breaks its first fundamental

rule—universal brotherly love, ..." and again on page

9 we read, "Let every member know, moreover, that the

time for this priceless acquisition is limited ( the help from

the Lodge). The writer of the present (H. P. B...)

2692 '^ '^^^^
' ^^^^ ^^^"-' '•'^ well-nigh worn out. and she mav be

summoned 'home' any day and almost any hour. And

if her place is ever filled up perchance by another worth-

ier or more learned than herself, still t/icrc remain but

a fciK' years to the last hour of the term, namely, till
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r^CQ-i December 31st, 1899. Those who will not have profited

by the opportunity, . . those who will not have

reached a certain point, . . or that point from which

begins the cycle of Adeptship by th^t day,—those will

advance no further than the kuowle^l^e already acquired."

This refers to the time when the faithful will be able

to go a step higher. Should it happen at that time, or be-

fore it, that I will step iuto a wider field, everything will

be well provided for, so that no dangerous innovation

^^i^A will take place. All things will serve to bring members
Jov4

into closed unity and bind up the ranks. The advantages

of the S. R. L. M. A. and its true puri)ose will be brought

more clearly before the attention of all. Believe me, my

comrades, the plan of this great movement is clearly de-

fined for ten years to come and my endeavor is to bring

you to a realization of its importance, while I am not

allowed to define it at present.

Sometimes when I act without any explanation, rest

oroC 'Insured that it is not because I wish to assume the posi-

tion of controller. My efforts are at all times directed

to carry out the Avork of the Master.

Then on page 10 of the Book of Rules occurs the

following: "Inasmuch as spiritual life comes from

within, members must not expect to receive any other

communications than those through H. P. B."

At the time this was written it was necessary to em-

phasize this point, and to-day it is equally essential that

^^ rxr
^^""^ attention of members should be directed to its im-

2696
portance, for there are a few that imagine that they get

direct teachings from other sources. This condition of

mind establishes a disintegrating force in the School, and

if allowed to grow, would ultimately bring it down to
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Wot ^^""^ plane of the lowest class of phenomena-hunters, which

even a respectable Spiritualist would condemn. I have

letters from a distance indicating that some trusting

ones have received what were stated to be teachings

from some rclialjle source, and intimating that those

acting in this way were doing so with my knowledge

and co-operation. For the sake of new members, par-

ticularly, I will state this is absolutely false. It should

he understood that it frequently occurs, when the im-

9AQS agination is allowed to work along such hues, that sclf-

hypnotization takes place.

While members have not all had outward evidence of

the new vibratory force at work throughout the School,

it has nevertheless been going on, and those who have not

shut themselves otT by criticism, doubt and love of self,

thus closing their eyes to what was right at hand, have

received actual and lasting benefits and have often

reached a higher plane where harmony reigns in the

silence of the soul. ,

2699
Note what is said by W. O. J. on the "Closing Cycle."

in A'cti' Century, January 15th, i8y8, with regard to

those who worked for themselves and those who, having

walked "a long distance on the threshold," stopped too

long to hunt for the failings in others, and went back

further and further, building walls behind them as they

went. "They v.-ere called and almost chosen ; the first

faint lines of their names were beginning to develop in

the book of this Century ; but as they retreated, thinking

^ indeed that they were inside the door the lines faded

out and other names Hashed into view. Those other

names are those belonging to humble persons here and

there whom these proud aristocrats of occultism thought

unworthv of a moment's notice."
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2701 Those who stand in the true relation to the School find

their resources develop and their character become more

rounded, and find also that their ability to help on the

work becomes greater, so long as there^s' no desire for

personal advancement. ManNrTnstances could be given,

l)ut tlial is unnecessary, as not a few will f)ccur to almost

every member.

Strange as it may seem to some, it is true that a few

members at a distance from the center, like India, where,

2702 ''^^though they have only been in the School a very short

time, are conscious of the power of vibration which their

connection with the School has brought about, and this

to a marked degree. Even in the somewhat obscure

island of Samoa, the School is looked upon as a great

blessing and they understand without Instructions the

true purpose and meaning ot the interior work going on.

They demand nothing, and their trust is sublime. In our

Western world the false note of independence—false

970^ when it is used to support anyone for a selfish purpose,

often tends to affect the minds of well-meaning people

and through them disrupt organizations like our own

which are based upon interdependence and unity.

It should be borne in minfl that things which seem

hardly worth recognition on the exterior plane are fre-

quently the connecting links with the larger work for

the Masters now about to be entered upon. They lay

a permanent foundation for the realization of universal

9704. brotherhood—a realization which is nearer at haiid than

even the most hopeful can foresee.

Every seven years an active sifting process takes place

from the School. During this threshing the wheat be-

comes separated from the chafif, and in the last two vears
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2705 ^^^^^ i)rpcess lias been acccntnatcd as many must have ob-

served. It may be illustrated by the separation of the ore

from the rock, durinij which process the true metal set-

tles to the bottom while the refuse is thrown off. For

the very reason that a few make mistakes and break their

pledges there is all the more necessity for the faithful to

abide more closely to the center. Those who have stood

firm and realized the iinporfaiicc of their pledg'es will at

the besi^inning of this new cycle, find themselves in place

2706 ^^^^ future work, for they have been tested in various

ways, often unknown to themselves, and not fecund want-

ing.

I would urge members not to be misled by false notions

of what constitutes brotherhood. If we stand idly by

while cattle eat the harvests which should feed the hun-

gry, are we not doing wrong? If there is a maniac in a

family, should the other members be endangered by mis-

jilaced sentiment; or if one is smitten by a plague or any

2707 contagious disease, should we run the risk of injuring the

health of all by our inaction ? In the midst of battle it

would not surely be wise to spend time, strength and

energy in carrying dead bodies?

Absurd as it may seem there are a few who have caii-

tiously hinted that ere long some great things would hap-

pen in their midst, new teachings and possibly a new

teacher. It hardly seems necessarv for anyone who has

the interests of the School at heart to be told to be wary

97Qg of such ])eople. no matter what their credentials may be,

as in the event of such things ha]i]')ening intimation will

only reach members officially through the Outer Head of

this School.

T have evidence from one or two i)laces of absolute dis-
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97QQ loyalty to the Master and the School. Plans in embryo,

indicating- proposed action, which would be detrimental

to the interests of the Theosopliical Society, have come

into my hands. If we should count those now actively

])articipating in this work, there might not be over four,

but even such a comi)aratively small number of disturbers

can attract to themselves a certain number of satellites. I

tell you there are traitors in our ranks and in this connec-

tion I cannot do better than quote what I said at a meet-

9-1 ''ig ii'' Boston a short time «go : "It is useless for us to

deceive ourselves any longer. That there are traitors in

our ranks is evident, and we must deal with them as such.

Xor can we longer spend our time bolstering up weak-

lings who know better. They must fall by the wayside,

to rise and fall, to rise and fall again, until they have

learned their lesson." Those who are familiar with the

history of this School and the Movement generally will

find that the old saying is true that "History repeats

^^^ ^ itself."
2/11

H. P. B. wrote before the formation of the School as

follows : "The work has brought upon me contumely,

ignominy of all kinds, hatred, malice and slander. Were

it only from the outsiders I would mind very little. But

sad to say, it is the Theosophists chiefly who tear me to

pieces. Our mystic birds are so wise as to soil their own

nest instead of leaving it to choose another." Just as

at tliat time adulation turned the heads of a few and led

-.,., ^ them off the true path, so it is to-dav. We have Tudases
2/12

'

^ 1

in our midst now, just as H. P. B.---and W. Q. Judge had

them. People sit as judges on the Master's work, and

presume to say what is H. P. B.'s and what is not, and

try to work things in accordance with their own plans.

li
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"'TIS ^^ ^''' "*^^ ^^^^ people outside that endanger our Cause, for

to-day our Movement has achieved a popularity hitherto

unknown, and the principles of Theosophy when placed

before them in an intelligent and simple way do not pro-

voke the opposition which they did a few years ago. It

is the few in the School who still hang on, because their

position would be too well defined and their folly laid bare

if they left it, that we have to be on guard against. Every

time a member leaves the Society or changes his position

17] A. ^ few here and there are sure to get together and discuss

the pros and cons, imagining all sorts of things, and then

proceed to create some sort of excitement about getting

up some defense or suggesting with bated breath that

something very serious is the matter, while all the time

they are in complete ignorance as to the real facts of the

case. ^

I have lately come into possession of abusive letters

written by members of the School and inspired by a

"^71 ^ strong animus and in every case, if it were proper, I

could show that I have found it my duty to check such

members in their efforts, directlv or indirectl}', for per-

sonal advancement, endangering the work which to me is

a sacred trust. In checking them I have always sought

not to embarrass or expose them in any way whatever,

but rather to protect them, and this has been taken ad-

vantage of.

There is another picture which it is important to pre-

971 A ^^"^ sometimes on the very day on which such a letter

would reach my hand, I would receive other letters of an

entirely opposite character, expressing loyalty, and de-

votion, in a way that would convince anyone, that those

who are true and faithful stand in that i)Osition where
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'^717 ^^^*-'y ^^'*^'' those currents of base iiiL^ratitnde, and acting

spontaneously from interior promptings, sit down and

write' to me, as if to shield me somewhat from the forces

at work inimical to the interests of the Movement. A let-

ter from Dr. Buck, one from Dr. Anderson, one from In-

dia, and Australia, (nie from some little orphan, one from

Dr. Zander in Sweden, one from old Ireland, another

from the dear hearts in Boston and Fort Wayne, one

from a crippled invalid, shut up in her room, one from a

2718 pri-'^o" cell : or a letter of grateful thanks from some poor

inebriate or woman of the street who had received help to

live a better life, and hundreds .of others coming in con-

stantly—all expressing that true feeling which is the

great hope of the w^orld in which we are engaged, and

great enthusiasm about the work and its future possibili-

ties.

As we enter the new cycle we should have cheerful and

courageous hearts, filled with deep gratitude for the op-

^^719 portunities we have had of taking part in this great

]^Iovement, and should realize that the hand of the Master

is guiding all, and his watchful eye overlooking every-

thing with unwearying viligance. There is a new force

at work to-day and the great Movement for Universal

Brotherhood will receive a new impetus, and become more

all-embracing in its scope, and the larger field of work,

which all are called to enter upon, will evoke the best

energies of everyone who stands faithful.

J'JIQ ^^'hile the bells are ringing on the outer plane, calling

men to a recognition of the birth of the New Year, the

soft, silvery tones of the Great Lodge of Light are sound-

ing forth their sweet music to the souls of men, calling

them away from the paths of darkness, unrighteousness

I
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'^7'^! '^'^*^^ despair to the cvcr-al)i(lini( glory of a truer and ])ctter

life, and the hope and peace of a new day. And so, my

fellow comrades, I call upon you, for the sake of H. P.

B., \\\ O. J., and all that they worked and hoped for, to

take at the heginning of this new cycle this precious gol-

den opportunity—the door which will lead you to a higher

plane of thought and action. May you in this endeavor

be able to render that service to your fellow-men that will

help them to find the path of light that you hope to tread.

9-779 With my heart full of deepest love for you all, I wish you

many, many, happy and peaceful New Years.

Katherine A. Tingley, Outer Head.

Look for instructions which will open the door to those

who wish to avail themselves of the opportunities of the

new Cycle, to be mailed on February i8th, 1898, to Presi-

dents of E. S. T. Groups for distribution to each Mem-

ber.

\MTXESS (Continuing) : I am not the Outer Head

2723 of any school or of any society; I am the Outer Head of

classes in Theosophy, of the study of classes in

Theosophy—which really means a teacher.

Q. Have you ever issued any papers and pamphlets

describing yourself as the Outer Head of the Esoteric

School of Theosophy?

The plaintiiT objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and that the answer

^7^4 would ])e irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excelled, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 488.

O. What is it, so as to make it plain in that regard, of

which vou are the Outer Head ; vou mav now state.
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7/75 '^' ^ ''^"^ ^^^^ ^ hxter Head of the—of Theosophy teach-

ings which are taught in classes. The office jntcnded to

be described in this pledge (Plaintifif's Exhibit 24) bv

the words "Outer Head" is that of teacher. Not teacher

of any l)ranch, we call it class.

O. By class you mean subdivision, or division as dis-

tinct from other classes or subdivisions?

A. This is a class by itself in Theosophical teachings.

2726 Q- ^ou are the perpetual Outer Head of this class,

are you ?

The plaintiff objected to this question as not proper

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 489.

O. Are these meetings held under or by this class of

which you are the (Xiter Head ?

2727 -'^- ^^'hat meetings do you refer to?

O. Meetings at Point Loma.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and on the fur-

ther ground that the answer would be immaterial, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 490.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I do, on occasions, attend

2728 so"''c of the meetings held at Point Loma at which ad-

dresses and essays are made and read by students.

O. Do you tell us that at those meetings none of the

speakers or none of the readers of Essays referred to

Confucius?
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2729 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

it was not proper cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

l)ered, Exception No. 491.

O. Did they refer to Mahomet?

The plaintiff' objected to the (lucstion on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

2730 uumbered, Exception No. 492.

Q. Did they refer to Budda?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception Xo. 493.

2731

O. And did they, Madam, couple you with one or the

other of all of the names and characters I have mentioned ?

A. They certainly did not. I never heard anything

of the kind except from reading the papers that w'ere at-

tacking the Institution, any statement of that kind.

O. Were the name of Jesus or Christ mentioned in

any of the addresses or essays and were you not men-

tioned and coupled with him as his equal in moral teach-

ings ?

A. No, never.

2732
O. Did you not claim and have you not stated that

\ou were one of the great teachers and one of the Great

Masters?

MR. ANDREWS: We o1)ject—
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2733 ^- I never have.

MR. KELLOGG: You must wait Mrs. Tingley.

THE WITNESS : I will try and wait, but it is so ab-

surd.

The defendant moved to strike the words "It is so al)-

surd" out of the record, which motion was denied, the

tlefendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 494.

2734
Q. You teach, do you not, and have you not stated,

at these instances, in the presence of many, that there are

what you call Great Masters with whom you have direct

communication ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and further, on the

ground that the answer would be irrelevant and im-

material.

2735 MR. SHORTRIDGE: I propose to connect it with a

conversation had by the witness as claimed with the wit-

ness Mr. Fitch, touching this very subject matter.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 495.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I made a crusade around

the world. I went to Athens.

2736 Q. You went to Egypt ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. 496.
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O. You went to India did you not?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 497.

O. did you not tell Mr. Fitch of your travels in In-

dia ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ,q-round

that it was not proper cross examination, wdiich objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 498.

O. Did you not have a conversation with Mr. Fitch in

regard to your travels in India ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the i^round

that it was not proper cross examination, and because

it assumed the facts, a thing which this witness had

denied, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 499.

O. Did you not in the course of the conversation

with Mr. Fitch touching your travels and crusade in

India, tell him that you had visited a remote spot from

the seashore ?

A. I never had any conversation with Mr. Fitch on

that subject, and I never told him that I had been in

any place in India.

Q. Have you a photograph of any of the Great

Masters with you in your possession?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that the answer
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would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 500.

O. Did you have a picture or photograph of any of

the Great Masters at the time Mr. Fitch was working

at Point Loma?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 501.

0. Did you ever live at, or have your office at 144

Madison Avenue, New York City?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, which object'ion

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

p.umbered, Exception No. 502.

O. What was your business in Nevf, York City

Madam ?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No.

503-

O. You have stated on your direct examination that

you did not give any seances? What was the nature

of the jicrformances that you. gave?

A. I never gave any seances ; I gave no performances
;

I gave no exhibition ; I gave no sitting.
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^745 Q- What sort of a meeting did you give, if any?

A. Well I have attended a great many meetings and

have lectured at a great many meetings, and read at a

great many meetings and recited at a great many. I

never gave any mind reading exhibitions. I never claimed

power to read minds, nor that I could teach mind read-

ing. I do not believe in it. I think that one mind

has no right to evade another mind. It is contrary

to my teachings. I do not teach nor publish that I can

^/4o gend my thoughts from Point Loma to iNIadras, India,

nor that I can set in motion vibrations which touch

Somoa. I believe that the human mind is capable of

doing good in this case, and in this life, and does that, but

I certainly do not propose to call that mind reading. I

do not know what the limit to the human mind is.

O Is it not a fact that you have said and proclaimed

to the public that you can set in motion, thought waves,

-^ _ or thought vibrations, which, starting at Point Loma,
.^/4/

strike and afiiect the minds of people in Samoa?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and further that it

was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered.

Exception No. 504.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I cannot say that the stu-

dents or pupils of Point Loma did not meet on the ver-

-'"'"'-' anda in the morning and send out thought waves to their

brethern and comrades throughout the world. I think

we are sending out thought waves all the time. If we are

a part of God's family, and we have these powers, we

certainly do not know the limit of our thoughts, and if
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^749 ^'I'-'y '^''*-' pure and ^q'ood, and we are connected with an

institution which must necessarily help—the idea is to keep

up higher ideals before the human mind, but the thought

that they went out there specially for the purpose of send-

ing out thought waves to the world, no. They had the

liberty to do it ; we do not ])revent them thinking. Every

human l)eing has the power to do a great deal of good in

thought.

O. They had the power to send those thought waves

4/0U and vil)rations?

A. I do not know why we couldn't have ; every one

should have the power to do good. I believe the human

mind has power to do good through thoughts, opinions

and ideals and in controlling its influence ; I couldn't say

that they never do, but that they went out there for that

purpose. Not at all. There was nothing to prevent them

if they wished to. I have not yet reached that point where

^--^ I wished I could control the human mind or ever dreamed

I could,, except by deed and good examples and so forth.

Q. Do I understand you to say then that the influence

for good may be extended by thought, and also that an

evil influence can be likewise spread abroad by means of

thought ?

The plaintiff objected to the question because the an-

swer would not be relevant and the question was not

?7^? pi'oper cross examination, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 505.

O. Is it not true that you have said that strange as

it may seem to some, it is true that you have members at
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'^753 ^ (listance from the center like India where ahhough they

have only been in the school a very short time, are con-

scious of the power of vibration which their connection

with the school has brought about, and this to a marked

degree ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the

answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

27o4 is numbered, Exception No. 506.

O. And also that even in the somewhat obscure is-

land of Samoa the school is looked upon as a great bless-

ing and they understand without instructions the true

purpose and meaning of the interior work going on. Have

you not so stated and published?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and that the answer

2iZ)::: would be irrelevant, immaterial and indefinite, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 507.

Q. Have you ever given instructions to your inmates,

students, scholars, whoever the}' may be who are under

}Our instruction, to indulge in morning meditations as the

sun rises ?

A. To say no, that I have never given anv instructions

"'^D in reference to meditation, that would be untruthful, but

to say that I have given instructions for morning medita-

tion at Point Loma to go out at sun rise in the morning.

I would say no, I have never done so. ISleditation, as I

told you before, is silent prayer and the members have
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OTiry the privik^c^e of prayini^^ when tliev please. We have no

law that prevents them from praying or thinking at all,

at any time they please.

0. Are there instructions issued hy you that they

must indulge in this meditation at stated periods during

the day and for given periods of time ?

A. As far as instructions go that word "must" has

never been used in my vocabulary that I ever know of

;

if any one has ever written it as coming from mc it is a

mistake. The "must" which suggests force has never

been suggested, and in our classes, we sometimes make up

a program, and if I am present I may say "we will have

meditation" and if we have a class and have no question

on certain occasion, I state there will be meditation at cer-

tain times, and at times, but as you have referred to in

your question, never. I have never given any directions

that these meditations be indulged in at stated times. As

I teach in these different classes, we have different meet-

ings at times, and if it is right, or if it is a proi>er time,

if T am present, we sometimes—we will close a meeting

that we had in our class, and we will go out without any-

thing, or I will stand perfectly still, which is the sugges-

tion of meditation.

O. Have you any written instructions giving this or-

der or direction among others
—

"yet many members ex-

case themselves from obeying the rule concerning a daily

2760 ^'^^^^ hour- meditation entirely and without cause?"

MR. ANDREWS : The question is objected to on the

ground that it is not proper cross examination, and on

the ground that the testimony w^ould be incompetent and

not the best evidence, it appearing to have been in writ-

2759

I

I
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2761 '"§• '^"'-^ °" ^^^^ ground that tlie \\riting from which cotin-

sel purports to read has not been exhibited to the wit-

ness, and that the answer would be irrelevant and im-

material.

MR. SHORTRIDGE to witness : I will hand you this

document, marked "Strictly Private and Confidential."

THE COURT : The objection will be sustained, and

coimsel will not be permitted to offer the document to the

-)-/ ^ witness, nor to propound the question.

The defendant excepted to the riding of the Court and

the same is numbered. Exception No 508.

O. In order that the record may be clear, I ask you

whether or not you issued and published, on or about

September 25th, 1896, a document termed "Strictly Pri-

vate and Confidential" issued at 144 Madison Avenue,

Xew York City, under the laws of the Esoteric Society of

Theosophv, and signed bv vourself as Mrs. K. Tinglev,
2/63

'

^ ' '

144 Madison Avenue, Xew York, in which you issued cer-

tain orders and laid down certain rules as to daily medita-

tion on the part of your stutLents or members of the

Esoteric School of Theosophy?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the an-

swer would be irrelevant and immaterial, and further

from the nature of the instances it appeared that the mat-

")7()4 trrs of which witness was inquired, were too far anterior

to the matter under consideration to be of any merit,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 509.

O. Were such a document and such a rule—or were
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2766

^765 ^^ich rules as were referred to in my last question with

respect to the document last inquired into enforced at or

about Point Loma prior to and up to October 28th, 1901 ?

The plaintiff objected to the question u])on the i^round

that it was not ]:)roper cross examination, and that the

answer was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception No. 510.

The document mentioned in the foregoing questions

was here offered for identification by the defendant and

marked, and is here set out as

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT No. 7

ior identification.

"DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 7."

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

E. S. T.

144 Madison Ave., New York City.

4/0/
;Y11 communications relative to this School to be ad-

dressed to "Secretary E. S. T.", marked "PRR^'ATE"

and must contain no other business.

September 25, 1896.

FROM THE OUTER HEAD OF THE E. S. T.

TO ALL MEMBERS.
Just before leaving New York, in the midst of great

pressure of work, verbal directions were given by me to

two or three members of the Council, resident in that

4/00 city, to issue as soon as possible a "Caution" to all mem-

bers of the School concerning the relation of the Masonic

Fraternity to the E. S. T. This paper was accordingly

issued on July 12th, containing in addition to the above,

various important matters connected with the immediate
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cated to you. I am glad that I have now, for the first

time since leaving America sufficient time at my disposal

to issue a personal communication to members, and it is

necessary to emphasize one or two points that were re-

ferred to briefly in this communication of July 12th.

The remarks there made about Alasonry are not to be

taken as merely the views of a few members, but are

the outcome of information received concerning the fu-

2770 ^'-^^^ work of this body, and as such should be considered

as direct instruction to each and every member of the

School. The circular was not written by me, but the mat-

ter contained iii it was oriven by me to the members of

the Council spoken of at the time of my leaving New

York wheh amid much work and greatly pushed for

time. Hence, they are not to blame if they have not made

it sufficiently clear that members should be careful not to

I)ermit their over-zealousness to run away with their-

2771 J'-^'^g'"^^"^ i" matters that have not been clearly defined

and which tend to interrupt the work by starting ideas in

the Astral Light, derived entirely from the brainmind

and the mentality, which rarely have relation to the spirit-

ual forces working behind. Far better for each to place

himself receptive to the great powers moving for good

and to have trust that all matters, about which he or she

has no individual or immediate concern, are in proper

hands. All should strive to realize the truth of that which

^^-^ has no often before been stated, that members of the
2/ /2

School can do a real work by fulfilling each and all his

daily duties to the letter and leaving the rest alone ; stand-

ing always ready for a call to a greater work. The count-

less speculations on the part of the many members of the
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9773 School, concerning the future work, concerning Masters

and their names, peculiarities, pupils, etc., tend to pro-

duce a confusion in the minds of students that can in

no way lead to their enlightenment.

MEDITATION.
If each member were to faithfully carry out the direc-

tions that have been issued in regard to daily meditation.

• 1 know that a great golden glow of spiritual light would

irradiate the world and would help on the evolution of

2774 lii^imanity as nothing else could. Yet many members

excuse themselves from obeying the rule concerning a

daily half hour's meditation, entirely without cause. Every

member devotes at least an hour a dav to his meals in

order that his physical nature may not starve. Should

he not devote at least half that time to a practice that alone

can keep the spiritual nature alive? The great heart of

nature beats throughout the imiverse and can be felt in

any ])lacc where man can enter into the quietness of his

277^^ own soul. It is of course helpful to have some room

set apart for this purpose, but those who are unable to

obtain this extraneous help should not on that account

abandon their certain duty. It is my desire that during

their daily meditation, members should devote some min-

utes of thought to the children of the race who will have

to carry on the work in the future. Real help can be

given to the little mothers and' fathers of the future in

this way, and all who love mankind must realize that that

2776 ^'^^^^^'"c largely depends upon the help we give them now.

VISIT OF THE CRUSADE TO EGYPT.
The Crusade will visit the Pyramids oh October 13th.

Owing to the special work to be done there and the

connections to be made, all members of the School are ex-
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2777 P*-'Cte(l to spend a part of that day in meditation of the

work, in order that they may share interiorly in the bene-

fits to be derived from this visit. The half hour corres-

ponding to 4:30 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon, in New

York, is the one selected for this purpose, and the various

groups all over the world are expected to meet at this

time, in silence, in their various Lodges and to meditate

deei)ly. The Lodge-room should be entered in silence,

and facing the \\^est, the members should try to unite the

^778 Po^^'Crs of ancient Egypt and modern America. From this

in thought each should go to the site of the new School

and there try to harmonize himself. Each can, if he

chooses, picture this School on the top of a hill which can

be seen for many miles, beyond which are the mighty

waters of the eternal ocean and over-head the rays of

the golden sun streaming over the hills.

MESSAGES.
Some members need to be reminded of Rule 4 under

^779 "General Rules" of the Book of Rules. It is there stated

that "if a member, whether falsely or truly, asserts that

he has received letters or communications from Masters,

UNLESS DIRECTED TO DIVULGE THE SAME,

he will IPSO FACTO cease to derive any benefit from the

teachings " This rule has been misconstrued in

more than one instance, and whether the communication

itself contains directions to publish it to the world or not,

it must not be overlooked.

^7S0 ^ word also might here be said as to the danger of

forming mental conclusion? concerning the meaning of

any message that may be given out in the E. S. T. The

one to Brother E. A. Neresheimcr, printed in the Circular

of Mav 2 1 St in which reference was made to his having
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2781 "stepped out contrary to his own convictions" was inter-

preted by one student as implying that he had accepted

the instructions left b}- W. O. J. for the carrying on of

the School on that basis, while the passage in question

really referred to Brother Neresheimer's action in con-

nection with the "split" which took place in 1895. He

then acted on his intuition, after receiving the message

which was printed in the Circular of April 3d and so

went against his preconceived mental convictions as to

2782 ^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^'^^ °^ saving the T. S.

Intuition in its purest form should be brought into ac-

tion where a message from a Master is concerned. The

liNIMEDIATE effect of such a message upon the recipient

is no criterion of its source or of the ultimate effect to be

produced. Another important message received by a

prominent member of the T. S., shortly before the Boston

Convention of 1895, which was made public at that time,

was thought to be fraudulent by its recipient, but was ac

2783 ^^Pt^^ ^^ genuine by Mr. Judge and by all faithful mem-

bers of the E. S. T. It brought about results of no lit-

tle importance in Europe as well as in America. ]\Ir.

Judge had absolutely nothing to do with the sending of

that message and was not aware of its existence (unless

told interiorly) until communicated with by its recipient.

The fact is that it was I, who in the first place received it,

and in the second place travelled to Chicago in order to

hand it personally to Mr. George Wright, I had been

97g4 directed to leave it at Mr. Wright's ofifice without giving

my name. Accordingly I called there, asked to see him,

found he was absent, and strictly following the instruc-

tions I had received, left the message on his desk.

Those who were present at the Boston Convention of
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*785 ^^95 ^^''^ ^^^ ^^^^"^ ^^ describe the appearance of the mes-

sage, in the way in which the "Lodge odor'' would come

from it in sudden puffs and the way in which the letters

and words would appear, and disappear.

This is brought forward now in order to show the

uselessness of forming mental conclusions in regard to

such matters and also as affording a good example of the

way in which important work may be done.

The phenomenal transmission of such a message is not

I7^f '"dispensable to its genuineness as coming from a source

higher than the ordinary himian mind. In several in-

stances both H. P. B. and W. O. J. handed messages to

persons, sometimes stating their origin and sometimes

not.

NEW INSTRUCTIONS.

As the time has now come to gather together the real

students and to help them toward the degree of teacher,

so that in their turn, and when their time arrives they

2''-'' may become able to aid the world knowingly, the members

of the Esoteric School have now to some extent to be put

in their proper places, and I have to begin within the

School among a few a course of instruction in the more

practical study of occultism. In this, informati()n will be

given to each group formed according to its peculiar de-

velopments and possibilities, and the pupils will be taught

the laws of Harmony and Geometry in their correct ap-

plication to the individual soul and to nature. These

2/88 groups will be formed in order that this instruction may

not be misunderstood or misapplied by those who, how-

ever willing, may not be ready, owing to their not hav-

ing been students long enough to have fully prepared

I
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9739 themselves. Those members who have the instructions

issued by H. P. B. will be therefore considered for the

time being as probationers and until they are otherwise in-

formed. As stated by her, these instructions were but to

give the pupils a few seeds of truth and to open up before

them one side only of the vast mystic wisdom of nature.

But they were only the beginning—it is now the time for

more advanced study. This division of the School into

grades is but the outward expression of what has al-

^790 ^^'^y^ been known to exist interiorly. It would long ago

have been so arranged had there been as much solidarity

and the opportunities for organization that exist today

among the members.

Let each therefore continue to do his best to live a

high and lofty life according to the instruction he has

received, and if he is seemingly not immediatelv recog-

nized or does not seem to have attained interiorly, let him

not despair, but continue to labor unceasingly. The road

77Q1 ^^ truth is a winding one and often we are nearer the

end than we think, though the turnings in it hide the

termination from our sight. Let each then work and

wait, resting assured than when interiorly ready the

teachings will be forthcoming.

THE NEW FORCES.

As has before been implied the Lodge Force back of

the Theosophical Movement is now being precipitated on

to the physical plane and is disseminating a peculiar

2792 power, able to attract all classes of men towards the So-

ciety. The old workers and students stand now in

the position of torch-bearers, in strong devotion and self-

sacrifice, to attract all the world to the Divine Wisdom.
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2793 With continual thoughts, Dear Hearts, for your ad-

vancement into the reahn of Truth.

Yours in Sincerity,

Katherine A. Ting^ley.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE OUTER HEAD.

Members may now communicate directly with the

Outer Head on all matters which they believe to be of real

importance. Such letters should be addressed to

:

Mrs. K. A. Tingley, 144 Madison Ave., New York,

^'^^'^ N. Y. and should be marked "PERSONAL", "To be

Forwarded."

NOTICES.

CONTRIBUTIONS.

Several enquiries have been made by new members as

to the method of contributing to the support of the E. S.

T. It should therefore be known that the office expenses,

rent, printing and postage are met by voluntary contribu-

2795 tions. Groups usually send monthly subscriptions, isolated

members remit direct. All remittances should be made

payable and sent to Secretary E. S. T. 144 Madison Ave.,

New York.

In countries outside U. S. and Canada members are

requested to remit to the Central office of their division,

indicating that such sums are to be forwarded to his of-

fice.

In returning office-slips for papers and Instructions,

2796 niembers are re(|uested to send stamps to cover expense.

RETURN OF PAPERS.

Trouble has arisen in obtaining return of the papers of

deceased members on account of incorrect addresses on

their private boxes. A slip is enclosed, to which please ap-
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'?'J )J 1)Cik1 your signature, and place over any other label al-

ready on your box.

« E. Aug. Neresheimer

J. D. Buck.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I was acquainted with 'Sh.

Reuthling. The subject or general scope of the reading

which I gave in Xew York consisted of recitations, of

taking up any subject that was progressive, of giving

my idea in relation to there being a quality in the human

2798 make-up, superior to the mind which I call the soul, to

prove the immortal, and character reading. By character

reading I do not mean palmistry. I never had palmistry,

nor physiogomy, nor phrenology. It was what I call the

signs of the soul and to prove, or at least try to prove,

the immortality of the soul, that it has a superior quality

to the mind. I never used the term "astral" in my life.

Q. Isn't that a part and parcel of Theosophy?

9799 A. You might ask others—if you ask me I have never

used the term. I am trying to be a Theosophist, a true

Theosophist is very noble and pure and good and truth-

ful and unselfish. I belong to the Universal Brother-

hood which teaches Theosophy. I do not belong to the

School to which Colonel Olcutt belongs.

O. Do you belong to the school to which ^kladam

IMavetskv was the head?

2800
A. I accept her teachings.

O. Do you belong to the school to which William O.

Judge was the head?

A. I accept the teachings. It is not the same ideas in

general. I cannot be responsible for all of Mr. Judge's
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2801 '<^'cas or Madam Clavetsky's ideas, but so far as the prin-

ciple of Theosophy is upheld by me, they, inculcate I be-

lieve in them.

O. You do not believe then, in the existence of what

ilu'}' call Great Masters do you?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not proper cross examination,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted.

ami the same is numbered, Exception No. Kii.

2802
WITNESS (Continuing) : I engaged in- character

reading and in taking up the subject where I hold that

there is something in man wdiich proves his div'nity, \\e

must be conscious of it. In talking with a person who

would attend a class or reading of which I was a teacher,

I have described, so to speak, what my idea was of a

person. I never gave exhibitions of character reading

in which I charged admission or from which I earned

2803 P^^^ '^^ ^^^y livelihood. 1 had my classes and I did it as

a teacher and I have talked hundreds and hundreds of

times without dreaming or thinking ,an}1:hing about

money, but in my charity work on the East Side where

I worked for a long time I had several classes at different

times, because I was always in that work, and I know

there was money collected at that time, and instead of

leaving it with the people to put what they wished. I

know that each one paid so much for the class. It was

2804 twenty-five cents, but I never earned my living that way.

O. What was the source of your livelihood ?

The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant, im-

material and not cross examination ami impertinent,

which objection was sustained.

I
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9gn- WITNESS (Continuing) : In these character read-

ings I discussed the subject of hypnotism, opposing it on

every occasion. I spoke on the subject of spiritualism. I

never opposed spiritualism. I accepted it. I believe there

are truths in spiritualism. I believe their teachings, but

never endorsed phenomena and many of the things that

many people call Spiritualism. I did not believe in, nor

had I, self-hypnotism.

0. Have you any issue of any paper in which you

2o06 warned your students against self-hypnotism?

A. I do not understand.

O. I ask that it be answered as ligitimate cross exami-

nation.

THE COURT : I do not think it is. It is a mere col-

lateral matter and you are bound by her answer. It is im-

material and collateral to the issue.

Z,o\Ji
'pi^^, defendant excepted to the ruling of the Court, and

the same is numbered. Exception No. 513.

I gave these readings in New York city during 1893,

1894 and 1895. I did not continue to give them up to

coming to California. They were irregular. Sometimes

it would be if I had classes two or three months in the

year, but not continuously. Sometimes there would be a

year or two I didn't at all but it was a long time before

2808 ^ came from New York that I was not giving readings,

and onl}- at my general work as the Leader and Official

Head. There were two winters preceding that time dur-

ing which there was a great deal of suffering on the

East Side and that is the time I was working hardest.
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2,909 That was before I liecame connected with the Universal

Brotherhood or with the Theosophical School.

f
O. When was that

;
just fix the date of these readint^s

by relation to other dates, to the time yoii became con-

nected with the Theosophical School.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the i^^round

that it was not proper cross examination, and was ir-

relevant, and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

'>QiQ the defendant exce]:)ted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 514.

O. Where were you livins^ at the time you g^ave these

character readings ?

A. I told you they extended for some time, some

years, and I cannot remember all the places I have lived

;

in several places, I have no reason to say I did not live in

any one place all the time.

2811 O. Did you live at 107 West 68th Street ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examiiiation and that the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 515.

O. Did you live at the Princeton Apartment house on

75th street?

2812 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 516.
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2813 Q- ^*^ y^^^ recall where yon did liv-e in New York

City ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that the answer

would be irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 517.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I don't recollect that T

gave these character readings in any other city than New

York. I never gave any readings in Boston. My work

was in New York City which was the center and where

I worked most actively in connection with the charity

work on the East Side. I mean my general work with

humanity and for charity work. It was Theosophic work.

I was not then acquainted with the organization ; I didn't

know it was so Theosophic until I got into the organiza-

tion.

•I

2814

2815
O. When did you go into this organization ?

MR. ANDREW^S: The question is objected to be-

cause it is indefinite. It does not appear what organiza-

tion he alludes to and it is objected to on the further

ground that it is not proper cross examination, and fur-

ther because the answer would be irrelevant and im-

material. I submit, your Honor, that there has been a

constant drive on the part of counsel on the other side to

get. at the time when she became conne'cted with the

2816 Theosophical Society, and just as often as the question

has been asked your Honor has sustained the objection to

it.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 518.
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2817 WITNESS (Continuing) : Newbury])ort, Massa-

chusetts was my native town. I may have given some

parlor readings there, but never in the connection of tak-

ing money or anything of that sort. I never was in New-

liuryport in connection with giving character readings. T

went home to see my people. I didn't give the readings

Mr. Reuthling talks about. When I gave these readings

I did not turn down the lights, nor did the tables move

about. I only gave them in connection with my charity

2818 work.

O. Do I understand you are devoting all your time to

what you call charity work?

A. All the time, you say all my time ; I could not say

that ; I had my husband, my family and my home. I was

married then.

O. What was your name at that time?

2819 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and was irrelevant,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 519.

Q. You talked to your family did you about these

meetings ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not cross examination, which objection was sus-

2820 tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 520.

O. Of what did your family consist. Madam, in 1893

and 1894. at the time you gave these readings on the

East Side?
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2821 ^" ^ never said I gave readings on the East Side. I

said I gave readings at my home for the benefit of m}

charity work done on the East Side or lower part of

New York. I don't remember giving any readings in

Carnegie Hall.

O. Didn't you testify on direct examination you did,

here a few days ago?

A. You should find out, Sir, before asking the ques-

2822 tion.

Q. Did you not testify you gave them in a pul)lic

hall ?

?^1R. ANDREWS: I submit the question as not a

fair one to the witness. I object to it.

MR. SHORTRIDGE : It goes to testing the memory

of the witness here and now.

^027 THE COURT: If that is the purpose, the objection

will be sustained.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 521.

Q. Did you not testify here that you did give these

readings or exhibitions—you call them readings—in some

public hall in New York for the benefit of charity?

A. I have no disposition to say I did not give read-

^00^ ings and did not give them in some hall, because the so-

ciety, now I recollect very plainly when you speak of the

hall that the charitable society wliicli I was connected

with at the time, the ladies met in a hall, and after we

got through our regular work I used to give some read-
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2825 '"^^ ^"*-^ short lectures. I recall that now. But I have

no recollection of testifying to Carnegie hall.

An admission was charged, but nothing outside of our

-ocicty for our reading and lectures, and for the benefit of

iiur charity work.

0. Now in these readings was not a part and parcel

of them your statements as to the reincarnation of the

human soul?

2826

2827

2828

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, was immaterial,

irrelevant and "goes to the matter of what she did four

or five years anterior" which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same \is numbered.

Exception No. 522.

O. Answer my question, Madam. Did you not teach

in these readings of yours the Esoteric Theosophy of

Pythagoras ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 523.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I never had any conversa-

tion with Mr. Fitch in which I suggested or stated to him

that his wife was not far enough advanced spiritually to

1)0 a companion to him.

Q. You had no conversation with Dr. Anderson with

respect to the same subject matter, that is to say the

relative advancement of wives and husbands spiritually?

A. I do remember havinu- a conversation with him
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2829 '"^ ^^^"^ subject where I told him that duriiif^ his wife's

absence in London, there was some criticism as to his ac-

tions and I thought it w^as quite out of the place for

him to conduct himself that way if it were true, for he

was president of the Theosophical Society, and it ill be-

came him to place himself in a position where he would

be criticised. That was said on the spiritual advance-

ment of his wife. I was criticising him and I was look-

ing after the happiness and general advancement of his

2830 ^^if^' fjuite a good woman. She was at that time in Lon-

don. This conversation took place on the hill. I cannot

tell the date of it. It was the time where I was question-

ing him with reference to his action in the lodge from

which he was finally suspended.

Q. You expelled him?

A. No, I didn't. Just what we partially call

suspended. It is a suggestion to either do better or re-

sign.
2831

2832

Q. You have the power to expel any one from mem-

bership ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and that the

answer w-ould be irrelevant, and immaterial, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 524.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I declined to advance any

money to Mr. Fitch. He asked me if he could not have

money advanced to pay his wife's expenses East, that she

wanted to go East and he had not the money, and I re-

member in answering him I know I told him that it was

I
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-)Q73 not onr custom. I didn't know whether he meant I should

do it or the organization. I want to be truthful about

that ; but I told him it was not the custom to advance

money for people who were going for a pleasure trip,

and then he said something about he thought we furnished

tickets cheaper, or something of that sort, and I told him

that whenever we bought tickets, the organization bought

tickets, for any one it was for lecturers, and that she was

going on a pleasure trip and we could not do it under

jQ'il 'Uiy circumstances.

I have no recollection of discussing with Mr. Fitch the

secret of getting on happily in married life. He asked

me how it was that so many of our families, our married

people there, got along and looked so happy and well and

seemed to enjoy themselves. I answered him that if I

had any explanation at all, that these people were en-

deavoring to properly—I suppose to live the right life.

They were leading the right life. I tried to call his at-

-^Q-ic icntion to the health and energy and happiness of these

people because he brought that up.

O. Let me ask you did you give him the result of

\our own experience, or a reading?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 525.

:836 WITNESS (Continuing) : I do not recollect the time

that Mr. Fitch left m\- emi)loymcnt or left the employ-

ment of the Homestead.

Q. When did you first see this gentleman ?
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2837 -^ll<- ANDREWS: The question is objected to if the

court please.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 526.

WITNESS (Continuing) : The first time I saw him

was on Sunday and there were several people sitting out

on the veranda when I w^ent out and some one came to

me and said "These people here are waiting to see i\Ir.'

2838 Pierce. They have answered an advertisement for book-

keeping." I do not know whether I said to any one that

T wanted to look at them or that T simply thought it, but

T did look at them. I felt a moral responsibility as to

who came on the hill, I remember I looked at Mr. Fitch

and T remember that I\Ir. Fitch spoke to me and said "is

this Mrs. Tingley?" and I said it was and he said he had

come to see about accepting a position on the place. I

told him Mr. Pierce I believed was the one who attended

2839 ^o that matter, and I talked with him generally and he

said—on different subjects, he told me where he had been

working, said he was only getting thirty dollars a month

and that wife had to sew and had to work hard and that

he answered the advertisement thinking he could come,

r said that if I had anything to do wnth it I should give

him the preference instead of the others, if they were not

married, because one who has a home and has a family

and has a child is better placed here than a young man,

2840 '^inless he belongs to our organization, because we do not

encourage many of the things young men do when they

live in the city, that is, going out late nights or anything

of that sort. I did not know how these other men were,

r remember afterwards of thinking about it a good deal

i
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^841 '^"^^ ^ '^"^ almost sure I did tell Mr. Pierce that I said 1

would i^ive the preference to one who was married.

i
I never made out a full diet list. T made one for

breakfast. It was not generally the peo])le who were

working at that time. It was simply the boarders, stu-

dents. They came, Ijut were not actively at work. Every-

thing was unsettled. We were purchasing the property

from Dr. Wood and we were stepping out from Dr.

\\'oods regime into our work. That diet list applied only

2842 '^^ ^'^^ breakfast which was condiicted by whoever was in

charge. I made no suggestions as to the dinner. I was

asked to make out the diet list for breakfast by some of

the people there. It was made for the adults, not for the

children. I did not have anything to do with them. Later

on, I gave a suggestion as to children. I never made

out a diet list but gave suggestions to members once

about little babies when they were first born. It was

that they should have food every half hour instead of

2843 every two hours and a half and all the doctors agreed to

that. I advised giving babies as much food as they

could digest every half hour. They were giving them

milk in certain quantities. The doctors gave every two

hours, and that is always considered the right thing to

do, as far as I know. I have been consulted" by the

doctors about this matter. T suggested that if they would

take and put cream in that milk, scald the cream, and give

to those children every half hour as much as they could

^844 sec that the child could digest, they would, in a short

time, find the child would cease crying and have no colic

and restlessness, and it would build up its little system in

the beginning. To add more cream to whatever they

were giving the children, make it richer, make it more
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7^45 nutritious than the doctors give, i beUeve they give milk
;

I do not know as all doctors do in the world, but I be-

lieve it is an acknowledged fact that the doctors are very

careful about digestion and they give milk diluted with

some water, but T said I know if they added more cream

and made it more nutritious and gave it every half hour,

that they would find in a very short time a change, and

Dr. Wood did it and it is a success. I made that discovery

a very long time ago, when I was working among the

2846 P*^*^^ children among the East Side.

O. Are you the mother of children ?

The ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not i)roper cross examination, which objec-

ti*)n was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Excejition No. 527.

O. Did you advise putting in this added cream to the

mother's milk, if the babv nursed its mother?
2847

MR. McKINLEY: We suggest that unless counsel

thinks of changing his diet, we are wasting a good deal

of time on this.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 528.

O. What else did you wafit to feed the babies?

A. I do not remember telling them anything more
^c'-T-o tlian that for children of three or four days old or five or

six. Tliis diet list of mine applied where the children

are first born and then afterwards in a very few weeks

the doctors do as they please. I never suggested only I

was very watchful to see if they were fat and healthy and
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diet. I simply suggested it to the doctors as a good thing

to follow, and to do it. They were first taking that water

and milk every two hours and a half. It was to give it

oftener I know. I could not say whether it was 5 days

or 3 or 4 weeks. It just applied to these little children

when they were crying with the colic and were sleepless

and had to be carried and turned over. I have studied

anatomy and physiology somewhat. I have proved that

'^850 ^^ ^^ "°^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ infants of two or three or four or five

days old must take the weakest possible food and we have

fat, rosy, healthy baby children who have taken food of-

tener than that.

O. Every thirty minutes after being born, is that the

idea ?

A. Until the child has the proper amount, and after

that, whatever the doctor would think.

O. I understand you give this added strength to babies

every thirty minutes after they are born, up to three or

four or five or more days of age. Is that your idea?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and that it was ir-

relevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception Xo. 529.

7059
'^ '^ O \\'hen did }ou first become acquainted with Dr.

Anderson, Madam?

The plaintiff' objected to the question as not cross ex-

amination and as irrelevant and immaterial, which ob-
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jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 530.

WITNESS (Continuinfr) : Dr. Anderson first became

connected with the Universal Brotherhood at the time it

was inau^^-urated. I cannot tell the date.

O. You have known you were coming- into court in

(he last week or two, and will you tell me now, can you

not recall when you organized your United Brotherhood,

or the ITnivcrsal Brotherhood, and by that we can fix the

time that Dr. Anderson became associated with you in

your work.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and was irrele-

vant and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 531.

O. Can you recall when he joined the Theosophical

Society of which you were the Outer Head?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and was ir-

relevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 532.

O. The Esoteric School of Theosophy I refer to ?

The ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and was irrelevant

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 533.

«
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2857 Q- ^^ y^^^ know whether he was a member of the

Esoteric School of Thcosophy before he became associated

with you in the work of Universal Crotherhood?

. The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground that

it was not proper cross examination, and was irrelevant

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 534.

2858 WITNESS (Continuing) : Dr. Anderson held an of-

fice in the cabinet of the Universal Brotherhood and was

one of the cabinet officers. He was president of the lodge

in San Francisco and he was an officer of the Pacific Coast

Committee on the Pacific Coast. That was inaugurated

before I came into the Pacitic Coast Committee. It was

called the Pacific Coast Committee for theosophical

propoganda,' with which work he was connected. He

never had anything to do with the regular cabinet work

2859 ^^ Point Loma only on the occasion of the dedication or

something of that sort he might have taken part as a

representative. He was simply a cabinet officer, not on

account of his ability to serve in the general official work

done at Point Loma. If we had anv meetings at Point

Loma except business meetings he attended them. There

is no ceremony of initiation into the Universal Brother-

hood. There is an application you sign, and then if the

credentials are satisfactory, you are taken on probation for

'^860 ^^^'"^^ years.

Q. Is there any ceremony of initiation into any of the

societies of which Dr. Anderson was a member?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground
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2861 ^'^'^^ '* ^'^^ "°^ proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I found the name Esotero

on a map that Dr. Woods sent to me when I was in New

York, of an outhne of the property where it was, the

general plats and the land there. I did not suggest the

name.

2862

Q. You did not draw a map of the place before having

seen the property? You, yourself, did not design or draw

a map of Point Loma and the surrounding country before

\ou ever visited it?

2363

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 536.

WITNESS (Continuing) : The word Esotero did not

relate to the Esoteric School of Philosophy. I do not

know where the map is. It was sent to me when I was

in New York before I came to live here, and before I

had established my work on Point Loma. We owned the

land on the hill but not the land that had that name.

0. The name is not symbolical or suggestive of the

purposes cA the institution?

A. I think it would be of any spiritual idea ; it is a

spiritual suggestion, Esotero, higher thought.

2864 O. Esoteric?

A. Esoteric, anything of that sort would suggest to

me the higher thought. I have not looked in the diction-

ary for the meaning of the word. I looked at the name

and chose it. That is all I know about it.
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^^2865' Q- Ksoteric does not relate to higher thought or

liigher Hfe : you would not give it that meaning would

\ou ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 537.

O. Is it not a fact that the name was selected by you

^S66 ''"'^ suggestive of the Esoteric school or the inner or secret

school of philosophy?

A. I took that name just exactly as I have told you.

That was the name chosen for the school. We were

specially trying to think of names. We had different

names for different departments, and that was chosen.

O. Your attention was directed to some statements of

Mr. Fitch as to the sacred grounds, the holy grounds up

9g(j7 there around, about or at Point Loma, which are so

designated ?

A. I consider all our work as devoted to humanity

sacred in that sense. That is the only way. I know the

ground is not dift'erent than any other ground, any more

than the thoughts associated with it. It is for the whole

of hvmianity and we are building and as I suppose Chris-

tians feel towards their church, it is where we are going

to have a temple built devoted to humanity, but it was

r.cver called

—

The defendant moved that the answer be stricken out

as not responsive to the (juestion and the witness be di-

rected to restrain her answers, whidi motion was denied.

2868
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o^()() ilie defendant excei)tcd, and tlie same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 538.

WITNESS (Continuing) : There is no given or

designated part of the grounds at Point Loma known as

the sacred grounds. There is a hill on the School of

Antiquity grounds and the only way I know of a Holy

liill is seeing it in the Herald and Los Angeles Times;

that is the only way I ever knew it was called that.

The gown I wear at the public lectures I have worn

^b/U m meetings given at Point Loma, bvit not often because

wo do not wear dresses of that kind except at our plays

and I rarely take part in the plays.

'I do not know anything about an initiation of Dr. An-

derson into the Order of Scribes. He was a writer and

he may have been considered a Scribe. I recall no initia-

tory ceremonies at Point Loma at which he was initiated

as a member of the Order of Scribes. If he was a mem-

ber at all, he was a member or connected with it before

_S/1 ]-^Q came to Point Loma.

The purpose of the Order of Scribes was for archae-

ological purposes, to make research and compile from

old writings and everything that was connected with

archaeological research in all countries, particularly in

America. It was not devoted to ancient occultism and

mysticism or study of the Greek, Egyptian or Vedic

mythology or mysticism. The Scribes wore the Greek

(h-css the same as did the students of the Isis.

40/^ The word "Isis" was taken for the conservatory of

nuisic because it was an appropriate word. The work

of the Isis School is for music and drama and we have

not introduced anything on the line of Egyptian dramas

or plays. It is entirely devoted to the Greek. Isis is
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2873 Egyptian, l)ut that does not prevcMit us liaving a temple

named tliat and having Greek plays in it. We used the

Greek costumes for Hyi)atia because she was a student

in Greece and she went back to Alexandria and gave the

teachings. The play while it was in Alexandria, was a

Greek play. She was introducing the teachings of the

higher philosophy.

O. She taught Pantheism, did she not?

^S7_L The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial

and not cross examination, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered. Exception No. 539.

'WITNESS (Continuing) : Wherever T had anything

to do with the jilays in introducing the art and dress for

the teachings, I directed what the players should wear,

but there are other directors there besides myself. W^e

used that dress because it was classic and it was econom-

w8/5 ical and it was symbolical in this sense of teachings.

O. Did they have any particular place on the hill or

round about the grounds where they retired to perform

their labors as Scribes?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and that the

answer would be immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

-fo-jr bered. Exception No. 540.

\\'ITNESS (Continuing) : I did not say this order

of Scribes was an ancient order. It might have been.

O. Just a name chosen for it at haphazard, or did it

have any deeper meaning?
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"^877 '^'^*-' plai'itiff objected to the question because it was

not proper cross examination, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered,

Exception No. 541.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I did not say to Dr. An-

derson that he was being initiated into a very ancient

order, this order of Scribes. I supposed the word Scribe

was an ancient name in itself.

?fi78 Q' ^^^^ ^^''^ have any conversation with him there

with respect to the order of the Daughters of the Rising

Sun ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No.

544-

WITNESS (Continuing) : I never impressed upon
z,oiy

^j-j^ wearers of these Greek robes that they were of a

sacred nature. 1 never impressed upon any of the stu-

dents that their garments were of a sacred nature, but I

remember .always expressing to any of the students

speaking of costumes to represent any special time to

endeavor to have them made as closely in the pattern as

possible and to always wear them carefully and neatly.

The play Eumcnides was played on the hill top in the

afternoon and in the evening, also as a public affair dur-

2880 ing the Congress. It has been played at the I sis Theatre

in San Diego and in many theatres in Buffalo. The play

of H}'patia was pla}ed in the temple and has also been

played at the Isis Theatre in in San Diego. The " Tri-

umph Over Death "' was played in what is called the
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1Q.Q1 temple, llie Ijiiildiiii^- near the Homestead, the conserva-

tory of music, and also played at the Isis.

Our symposiums were held in the temple in the even-

ing about eight o'clock. 'J'he Greek symposium is where

certain members or students of our conservatory are

met together and sometimes have it in dialogue ; would

not have a regular play but have quotations from ancient

writers and occasionally they would have some very

modern writers. They have often brought in to them,

„QQo when thev haven't anything original, some of the tcach-

ings of Jesus, and if there was anything good found in

Budda, we would take it just the same as we would

from an}thing. We take the truth wherever we find it

from all agents. I do not remember if we had any of the

teachings of Budda, or of Confucius or of Mahomet of

of Zenda Vesta. Whatever we have taken would be

what }ou would generally find printed and is read by

broad minded people
;
pearls of truth from any place,

any mind or organization, always beautiful and uplifting.

Some of the teachings of Pythagoras, many of the teach-

ings of Aladam Blavetsky and some of the teachings of

William O. Judge of Theosoph\- were discussed in these

character symposiums. We could not take all of Judge's

teachings on Theosoph3\ It would take all eternity to

get them out. We do not recognize Colonel Olcutt, so

we would not take anv of his teachings if he had any.

2883

2884

O. He was an associate of Madam Blavetsky was he

not, in her work?

The i^laintift" objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 545.
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2885 WITNESS (Continuing) : I do not rcmemlxM- that

we discussed in these sym])osiunis anything;- of the

Ki^yptian mythology or anything of I sis (jr of licr hus-

l)and, ( )siris. There might have l^een something.

O. You are famihar are you not willi the Kgy])tian —
A. I do not think I can unroll m\- mind to please

you at every point. I want to he truthful hut T am not

going to state what \ am not sure of. As I told you he-

fore, we look into all teachings and all i)hiloso])hies and

take the pure and heautiful from all we can find.
2886

The plaintifif moved to strike out the following words:

" As I told you before, we look into all teachings and all

philosophies and take the pure and beautiful from all we

can find " from the answer on the ground that it was

not res]:)onsive to the question, which motion was denied,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Ex-

ception No. 546.

2oo7 Q. Is it not a fact that in these symposiums you did

discuss and enlarge upon the Egyptian mythology and

give your experience and your status with respect there-

to and particularly with respect to your visit to the

pyramids.

A. No, never in any symjiosiums that I know of. I

have been at the pyramids, but I do not remember ever

introducing my travels into any sym])osium.

2888 Q- Your purpose is going there was to study this

very subject was it, of Egyptian mythology, and didn't

you give at symposium the result of your researches?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was
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/^oQQ sustained, tlie defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception Xo. 547.

WITNESS (Continuini;) : T did not o-ive to tlie stick

symbolic meaniiii;'. In giving- the candle stick I said, in

substance like this, that of course the candle stick was

a useful thing-. A candlestick with the candle there,

with a Theosophist using it, should have some consider-

able significance. I believed in our relations that a

candle when Hghte<l meant s])iritual light, something

2890 in that order. If the candle stick had represented a

lotus plant or the bud of a lotus, I probably would have

referred to it. It is a very beautiful symbolism, but

there are man}- ditTerent designs, and I could not have

done so. They were picked up haphazard. The candle

stick, which is in evidence here, may take on some of the

shapes of the lotus plant, but it was not selected for that

purpose. If I had selected them, I would have chosen

that one. It is a very beautiful, symbol. I did not state

2891 ^^^'^'^ ^^^'^ lower part of the candle represented the lower

or animal nature of the human being, nor that the upper

part represented the higher or better portion of human

nature, nor that the flame or the light emitted and scat-

tering the darkness represented the very highest part of

human natiu'c, or what is sonietimes called in literature,

the astral bod}-. I do not think it would be possible lor

any one to say that I ever used the word " astral "'. I

am horrified wdien I hear it.

9009 I '^'i'^l "ot in these s}niposiums speculate on or discuss

the doctrines of Annie I'esant; we are very much op-

posed to them.

O. She is a vohnninous writer on Theosoi:»hy, is she

not?
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2893 '^'^^*^ plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it is not cross examination, and was incompetent

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

Xo. 54S.

O. Didn't Aladam Blavetsy teach, speak and write

with respect to the existence of an astral body, and

wasn't that a part and parcel of her Theosophical

teachings ?

2894

2895

2896

The plaintiff cjbjected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and was incompetent

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 549.

O. Madam, did you not in recounting your travels—
}()ur crusades into India make some reference to a jour-

ney inland where you met some extraordinary teachers

of philosophy?

The i)laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and that the answer

would be immaterial, and further that the counsel as-

sumed that the witness made a journey " which the wit-

ness has constantly denied ever since she has been on the

stand ", which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 550,

O. I believe you say, Madan;, that you did not teach

hypnotism or self-hypnotism?

The ])laintift' objected to the question on the ground

tliat it was not proper cross-examination, and that the

answer would be immaterial.
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2897 i HE COURT : I will sustain the objection to this

question. If she said it, she said it; if she did not say

it, she did not say it.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 551.

W'lTXESS (Continuing) : I did not say to Mr. Fitch

that I had the p<:)\ver to go into a trance or a deep sleep,

and that whilst in that condition, my other self or

higher self or astral body could travel, or did travel, a

long distance even into India. I have never had any

conversation with 'Sir. Fitch on that subject or kindred

subjects, any more than in one conversation I spoke to

him about his responsibility as a man and I believed he

had a soul.

O. You gave him credit for at least having a soul?

A. I thought he had ; that he ought to show he had

anyway. I would like to make a fvirther explanation.

2899 I should say that the questions propounded there to me

are so foreign to anything that I believe in or think that

I never could have said them to any mortal in my life.

I haven't any recollection of ever having thought of any-

thing of the kind. I never could have said that. They

are so absurd.

The defendant moved to strike out the words " I

would like to make a further explanation. I should say

I that the questions propounded there to me are so foreign
9900

\
^^^^ to anything that I believe in or think of that I never

could have said them to any mortal in my life. I haven't

\
any recollection of ever having thought of anything of

the kind. I never could have said that. They are so

absurd ", on the ground that the same were not respons-
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2901 ^^^ ^^ ^^^ question and were immaterial, irrelevant, in-

competent and stated a conclusion of the witness, which

motion was denied, the defendant excc])ted, and the same

is numbered, l",xception No. 552.

0. Reference has been made in the examination to

your crusade around the world. When was that made,

Mrs. Tino-lev?

II

2902

2903

2904

The ])laintiff objected to the question on the f^round

that it was not cross examination, and was irrelevant

and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 553.

O. When did Madam Blavetsky die, Mrs. Tingley?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the i^TOund

that it was irrelevant and immaterial, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the .same is

numbered, Exception No. 554.

0. Is she dead?

The plaintiff o1:)jected to the question on the o^round

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 555.

O. Did you, on or about the 15th day of June, at 9

o'clock P. M. 1896, receive a message from Madam

I'.lavetsky?

The jjlaintiff" objected to the question as not cross ex-

amination, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 556.

O. Did you, at the time mentioned, and on l:)oard ship

i
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2905 '^'^*^ ''' '^"*^' ocean claim to receive a message from If.

P. B., otherwise H. P. J5lavetsky?

The ])laintiff ohjccted to the (|uestion on the ground

that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial, and

further that the fjuestion was not ])roper cross examina-

tion, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 557.

2906

O. To show its relevancy, if your Honor please— I

will ask you whether or not you claim to have received

a message from H. P. Blavetsky wdiile on board ship

and in mid ocean on June 15th at 9 P. M. i(S96, in words

as follows—
MR. McKTNLEY: Tf your Honor please, ^ve object

to counsel continuing this line of examination.

THE COl^RT : The objection will be sustained and

counsel prohibited from proceeding on this line any

further. If there is not anything else which is material

4JV/ j-Q question this witness in respect to, she wdll be turned

over to her counsel for such further examination as they

may desire.

The defendant excepted to the order of the court sus-

taining the objection, and precluding defendant's attorney

from finishing the foregoing question, and the same is

numbered. Exception No. 558.

The defendant also excepted to the order of the court

2908 ^vhich directed not to pursue a similar line of questioning

the witness, and the same is numbered, Exception No.

559-

O. Recurring for a moment to your testimony with

respect to sending kind tlioughls out into the world as a
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9909 pfeliminary question, I will ask you whether you attended

a Congress or gathering or convention of Theosophists

held in Boston in 1897 I believe.

The ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, (the defendant

stating that the question was a material one) the objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is numbered, Exception No. 560.

O. To show the court the materiality of this question,
2910 ""

.

. 1 '

I ask the witness whether at this meeting in Boston you

received, or claimed to receive, a message from W. O.

Judge, then deceased, which you exhibited to the

audience ?

MR. McKINLEY : We ol)jcct to it if the court please,

and T submit also it is the same line of questioning from

which counsel was restrained.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

991 1 and the same is numbered, Exception No. 561.

Q. Now you attended at a meeting at the opera house

here shortly after the death — you held memorial services

at the Isis Theatre in San Diego, of William O. Judge,

memorial services?

'J'hc ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and because the answer

would be irrelevant.

2912 ^IK. IIUNSAKER: The ])urpose of asking the ques-

tion is to direct Mrs. Tinglcy's attention to certain state-

ments which we are informed she made in that meet-

ing in reference to the care and nurture of the children

which we claim will contradict the evidence which she
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291 3 gives liere and for the purpose of laying the foundation

and introducing a statement contradictory to her testi-

mony here as to the care and nurture and feeding of chil-

dren at Point Loma.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 562.

WITNESS (Continuing) : Airs. Mohn (she was

then Mrs. Neill) was at Point Loma but a few weeks.

I do not remember having any conversation of any great

length with her.
>914

2915

Q. Did you discuss anything touching the duties oi

the mother to the child or any of the doctrines of The-

osophy with her?

A. I remember having a conversation with her where

she had asked me if she could remain, and she said she

would like to remain because she was very unhappy.

O. I will ask you Airs. Tingley how many times you

have been married ?

The plaintiiT objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and was impertinent,

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Ex-

ception No. 563.

Q. And what, if you have one, is the name of your

present husliand ?

2916
The plaintiff objected to the question on the gnnmd

that it was not cross examination and was irrelevant and

immaterial, which ()l)iection was sustained, the defendant

excepted, and the same is munbered. Exception No. 504.
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2917 Q- ^^ y^^^ have a husband, where does he reside?

The i)laintiiY objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not cross examination.

THE COURT: The objection is sustained, and you

(addressing the counsel for the defendant) will not be

permitted to ask any further questions on this line.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 565.

2^18 H. H. SOMERS

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff in rebuttal

testified as follows

:

BY MR. AIcKIXLEY: I reside in San Francisco.

I have resided there more than twenty-five years. I am

a bookkeeper. I am accjuainted with Dr. Jerome A.

Anderson. Have known him for over seven years and

possibly ten.

2919
O. State whether you know the people with whom

he associates in the community and in the community in

which he lives generally.

A. I have known a great many people that he is

acquainted with. I know his general reputation for

truth in the community in which he lives. It is very

bad.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF H. H. SOMERS.
2920 BY MR. SHORTRIDGE: I work for W. P. Fuller &

Co. at Pine and Front Streets, San Francisco as a

bookkeeper. Know Dr. Jerome A. Anderson well. I

have had a great deal of business with him. My feel-

ings towards him are kindly.
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2921 ^^" Jaimary 3rd, 1903, I received from San Diego

a telegram at San Francisco signed F. P. I presume

it was from F. M. Pierce requesting me to come here

as a witness. I was not subpoenaed. I have been in

the habit of receiving communications from F. M.

Pierce signed F. P. I am friendly towards him.

O. Where did you meet him?

The plaintiff objected to the cjuestion as incompetent,

_ irrelevant, immaterial and not cross examination, wdiich

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered, Exception No. 566.

WITNESS (Continuing) : F. M. Pierce is connected

with the Universal Brotherhood. I am a member of

that organization. I have not taken a pledge recently.

William O. Judge* submitted a pledge to me about

seven years ago which I signed. He was then the

leader of the Theosophical Society.

Z)2,6 Q_ You regard that as still binding on you?

The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 567.

O. Do you regard Mrs. Tingley as the successor of

Mr. Judge and the present leader of the order referred

to in your pledge?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

2924 that the answer would be irrelevant and immaterial,

which objection was sustained,- the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 568.

WITNESS (Continuing) : Afrs. Tingley is the leader

of the society of which I am now an active member.
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2925 ^ '^'^^' ^"*^^ have been Secretary of the Pacific Coast

Committee of the Universal Brotherhood between three

and four }ears. I was appointed Secretary l)y Mrs.

Tingley. The announcement of ni}- appointment was

made to the J'acific Coast Committee through Dr. An-

derson. I am also treasurer of tlie Pacific Coast Com-

mittee. The Committee appointed me treasurer with

the approval of Mrs. Tingley. I have heard that she

has power to remove me or dispense with my services

2926 '^^ ^^^^' time, but she has never told me so. It is

generally understood that she has that power.

At the time I received the telegram from Mr. Pierce

to come to San Diego it happened to be convenient for

me to come immediately. I had not received any other

notification from any one to be here concerning this

case, and as it was convenient I considered it my duty

to come. 1 had an idea of what I w^as wanted for, but

I had no intimation from Wx. Pierce what I was com-

ing for.2927

Q. You thought you were coming to be of some as-

sistance to the plaintiff?

A. I never knew Mr. Pierce to do anything that

didn't have some purpose and object in it.

The defendant moved to strike out the foregoing

answer on the ground that the same was not responsive

to the question, which motion was denied, the defendant

2928 exxepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I received the telegram

at twelve o'clock at night and I knew Mr. Pierce wanted

to see mc on some important business. I got out of

I
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2Q29 l^ed at twelve o'clock and prepared to come the next

morning' and left the next morning on the eight o'clock

train for San Diego. I had never conversed with Mr.

Pierce abont this case.

I have lived in San Francisco for over twenty-five

years and worked for \V. P. Fuller & Co., between

seventeen and twenty years. When I first became ac-

quainted with Dr. Anderson, he lived at the same place

where he now lives, on 20th Street near A'alencia, San

2930 Francisco. I became acquainted with him in connec-

tion with the Theosophic work. He was a member of

the Society in San Francisco when I joined and was

president of one of the lodges there.

O. Was that before the plaintifl:' in this action, Mrs.

Tingley came to locate over in Point Loma?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, and the an-

swer would be irrelevant, immaterial and incompetent,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 570.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I was not at first a mem-

ber of the same lodge that Dr. Anderson was. The

two lodges consolidated and he became president, and

thereafter I contiimed to be a member of the same lodge

with him. I am still a member of the lodge. He

does not occupy any official position in the lodge now.

2932 -^^ ^^ "°^ ^ member of the lodge. His resignation

was read in the early part of last year. Technically

he did not resign from the lodge or resign from the

organization but his resignation was sent to the head

office.
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2933 Q- ^Vhere is the head office?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Excep-

tion No. 571.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I haven't any idea what

leng-th of time Dr. Anderson has hved in San Fran-

cisco. I have heard him state that it was over fifteen

n.rx'^ A vears, and T have known liim l)etween seven and ten
2934 •

years.

Q. Do you know whether he was one of your free

holders that framed the present charter of San Fran-

cisco?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. ^72.

2935
WITNESS (Continuing) : I have heard Dr. Ander-

son's general reputation for truth discussed in San

Francisco by a great many people.

O. Was his reputation for truth the subject of dis-

cussion by you with others in the year 1897 or 1898?

A. I would like to answer that entirely personally

to myself and then I will answer.

2936 Q- I would like you to answer it in a jjroper way,

by yes or no.

A. I never discussed that with any person not a

member of the organization, anything detrimental to

Dr. Andersf)n, up to the time he left.
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2937 '^^^^ defendant moved to strike out the answer to the

foregoing- question on the groinid tliat the same was

not responsive to the question, which motion was denied,

the defendant excepted and the same is num1)cred Ex-

ception No. 573.

O. He continued to be a member of the society

down to 1901, I believe you said. Did }()u discuss

the matter of his reputation for truth after 1897 and

1898, as in 1899 or 1900?

2938
A. Only when it became necessary to refer to it.

The defendant moved to strike out the foregoing an-

swer on the ground that it was not responsive to the

question, which motion was denied, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 574.

WITNESS (Continuing): Among others with whom

I discussed Dr. Jerome A. Anderson's reputation was

2939 ^^^^- Robinson. The matter came up at my residence

on Turk street during the past year and since Dr. An-

derson resigned from the Universal Brotherhood.

She was a member of the Universal Rrotherhood at

that time. I had read some letters by Dr. Anderson

with respect to the plaintiti" in this case and bad read

statements he published in the San b'rancisco Chronicle.

I do not know whether Mrs. Rol)inson had read them

or not.

4V4U Q J3JJ yQ^^ j.ggj ^j-,g articles which a[)pcare(l in the

San Francisco Examiner about the same time?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not ]^roper cross examination, which objection
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2941 ^^'^^ sustained, the defendant excepted, and tlie same is

numbered, Exception No. 575. ,

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have heard about fifty

people in San Francisco discuss Dr. Anderson's repu-

tation for truth and among the people with whom I

talked concerning Dr. Anderson was C. Mason Smith,

an attorney who resides in Oakland and has an office in

the Mills Building in San Francisco and others. Also

Mr. Octl, Dr. Guffieltes, Mr. Spinks, Mr. Robinson, Mrs.

2942 Robinson, Mr. H. li. Munges, and others. I met Mr.

Smith at the Academy of Sciences in San Francisco

and after some conversation he said, " I have seen sev-

eral statements published by Dr. Anderson and they

contradict each other and it puts the doctor in a bad

light. He is establishing a bad reputation."

O. .-Vnd these statements were in respect to contro-

versies going on as existing between the Doctor and

your lodge or others, is not that so.

2943

2944

A. I never went into detail with him. I don't know

what he thought or anything about it or whereon he

based his opinion.

O. I am speaking of the word statements, to what

that word '"statements" referred.

The ])laintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was already answered and that it called for a

conclusion of the witness and was not cross examina-

tion, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered, Exception No. 576.

O. Did these statements refer to statements of busi-

ness matters?
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0945 The plaintiff ol)jcctecl to the question on the j^round

that it was already answered and that it ealled for a

conclusion of the witness and was not cross examina-

tion, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 577.

WITNESS (Continuincr) : Most of the people I have

talked with are people with whom I am familiar and

they are, practically speaking, the entire circle of Dr.

Anderson's social acquaintance in San Francisco. His

2946 social acquaintance was limited to the lodge of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood, so I have endeavored in mention-

ing the lodge members to name only those who knew

him best.

JULIA HECHT

Sworn and examined on behalf of the plaintifif in rebut-

tal, testified as follows

:

BY MR. KELLOCxG:—My name is Julia Hccht. 1

reside at Point Loma. I have resided there aljout four

years. My special work there has been music teaching.

I know Matilda Kratzer who testified in this case.

O. Miss Kratzer testified she was at I'oint Loma

a1x>ut five and a half months to the end of August.

ic;oo. She stated that during the time she received

five or six music lessons from you, and no more. Will

you kindly state the facts as to the amount of nuisical

2948 instruction which you gave to Miss Kratzer during that

time ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was impro])er in form, was incompetent and

called for the conclusion of the witness, which obiec-

2947
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9Q4.Q ^^"^^ ^^^ overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 578.

A. 'Sliss Kratzer began music lessons with me a few

weeks after she arrived at Point Loma, and the only

time that I recollect of her having stopped music les-

sons the entire time she was there was some weeks

during which the building was being torn down ; the

plastering was being torn down, and there was a great

deal of dust and confusion, and the pianos were covered

^VdU ^ip^ and all the practising and lesson^s ceased at that time.

I do not remember exactly the length of time that

this condition lasted, but it was longer than six weeks,

and during that time the pianos were covered with

canvas and no one could use them. ]\Iy practicing was

interfered with ; I could not use them. All the lessons

were stopped. The lessons of Air. Hansen's children

were stopped.

2951

2952

O. Was Miss Kratzer treated in any different man-

ner than other people who were taking lessons at that

time ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not rebuttal, called for the conclusion of

the witness and was incompetent, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 579.

A. Not in any way.

Miss Kratzer started with two music lessons a week,

and it was my custom generally with pupils to have

them begin with two and a half hours a week, and when

far enough advanced to continue them with one hour
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2953 '^^^" '^ week, and she i)rolxil)]y did the same, although

I do not remember definitely.

1^^ O. Can yon remember anything- as to the number

of lessons which she did get to enable you to state what

the facts are as to whether she had more than five or

A. She certainly must have had more than five or

six lessons, as I stated that she had lessons all the time

2954 ^^^^ ^^^^ there, except possibly six weeks. She was given

about two hours a day in practicing on the piano during

the period when the piano could be used. Very often

I saw her practicing during that period. Her average

was two hours per day ; that extended over the whole

period of her stay except when the pianos were covered

up, as near as I remember it.

I am a member of the Daughters of the Rising Sun

and was at the time Miss Kratzer was there. I at-

29^5 tended the meetings of that society during that time.

She was present. I was treasurer or secretary of the

society. I sent out invitations and on, several occasions

I sent invitations to Miss Kratzer. I do not recollect

the number of times I saw her at these meetings, but

she was there frequently. I have seen her at picnics

and meetings, general gatherings which we had. We
had a number of picnics and she was always there.

These picnics were held down at the beach. I do not

r)Q-/- remember the specific occasions, but I know we have

social gatherings and I often saw her there. I have

seen her sitting on the veranda reading and chatting

and have noticed her walking about on the grounds.

and on these occasions she was not at work.

i
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2957 ^'^y principal work since I have been a resident at

i'oint Loma has been in music.

Q. Will you state what the general nature was of the

musical instruction that was being given to the older

pupils, or residents, at the Homestead during the period

immediately prior to October 28th, 1901?

The defendant objected to the question on tne ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and

the same is numbered Exception No. 580.

I

2958

A. I do not know exactly what you mean by the

nature of the instructions. There were instrumental and

vocal lessons given and lessons in harmony I believe, and

so on.

We had only started the conservatory and I was the

only piano teacher. Mrs. Spaulding was the vocal

teacher at that time. I do not recollect any other music

2959 teachers, nor do I now recollect the number of pupils

in these various branches of vocal piano music. I do not

recollect how many of the older people at the Homestead

were engaged in studying vocal or piano music immedi-

ately preceding the 28th day of October, 1901. There

were a number of them so engaged at that time.

O. How many teachers were there at that time?

2960

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and not

rebuttal, which objection was overruled, defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 581.

A. Well, I have not been accustomed to thinking of

the musical work in connection with dates. I really
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2961 ^^''^'^^^^ "ot accurately state without thinkiuij carefully just

the time.

I believe Miss Bergman was there. She was giving

vocal instruction. I do not remember whether Mr.

Neresheimer was there then, or not. His work had

been more with the children than w4th the adults. There

were chorus classes in singing for the ladies and gen-

tlemen. I am speaking of the period immediately prior

to October 28th, 1901. The musical work was com-

2962 menced there in the latter part of 1899 or in 1900. I do

not think there was any one besides myself giving in-

structions on the piano prior to October 28th, 1901.

Miss Bergman was there then and she had a large class

of pupils. I was busy on the piano. I can not state

the number of pupils that 1 had. but I know I gave

about twentv lessons a week.

2963

CROSS EXAMINATION OF JULIA HECHT,

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE. I am a member of the

Universal Brotherhood organization.

Q. You have taken the pledge of members, have

you, signed the pledge of members?

The plaintiff objected to the question as incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant accepted and the same is num-

bered Exception Xo. 582.

2964 Witness (Continuing), I have not signed a pledge like

or similar to the pledge known as i)laintift"s Exhibit

No. 24.

O. In joining the I'niversal Brotherhood did you

sign any pledge at all ?
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fl
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2Q/:c: The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was " not cross examination ", which objection

was sustained, defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 583.

Witness (Continuing), 1 have been a member of the

Universal Brotherhood about four years. I joined the

organization at Point Loma, and was not then a resident

of San Diego but was here for a time for my health. My
home at that time was in Chicago.

Q. Did you know the plaintiff in this action at the

time you joined— before you joined the Universal

Brotherhood? ^

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and was irrele-

vant and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 584.

^-'^t Witness (Continuing) I became acquainted with

Mrs. Tingley about the time I joined the organization.

She had just come from Point Loma. I had gone there

for my health and met her at the hotel.

Q. Were you a Theosophist at that time?

The jjlaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that It was immaterial, incompetent and irrelevant, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 585.

Witness (Continuing) I have not discussed my testi-

mony with any one. I was told I would be called as a

witness and asked what I knew about Miss Kratzer, and
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2969 ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^ know the attorneys for the plaintiff did not

know what I am testifying to.

I think Miss Kratzer came to Point Loma in 1900, the

spring time. She remained there six months. I started

to give her two lessons a week, or one hour lesson a

week. There were not many pupils in music there at

that time. I do not know how many lessons 1 gave her,

but it was one or two a week for about four months. I

do not remember what her particular duties were at Point

9Q70 Loma. I have seen her in the dining room and about

various places. I have not seen her in the kitchen. I

never saw her scrubbing hallways or scrubbing or sweep-

ing the dining room. I have seen her in the dining room

but I do not remember what she was doing. The ladies

took turns in waiting on the tables in the dining room.

I was in there myself at one time waiting on the table.

I did not scrub the floors or the hallways.

She attended some social meetings at which I was pres-

^^^^ ent. I have seen her at meetings of the Daughters of
2971 . ^

.-^ t,

the Rising Sun. The members of that society some-

times have Sunday morning meetings and passibly some

other mornings when we had talks. I have seen Miss

Kratzer at those meetings. They were sometimes held

in a tent. We had one for that jnirpose.

O. Were there smaller tents?

2972

The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial,

irrelevant and not pro])er cross examination, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 586.

Witness (Continuing) The Daughters of the Rising

Sun is a social organization and held meetings in the
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2973 evenings about eight o'clock for the purposes of general

culture and social communication. 1 do not know if it

has a written constitution. ]\liss Kratzer was not a

member of it.

I have seen her on the veranda reading and talking.

Mr. Neresheimer teaches vocal music to the little

children, not to adults. His w^ork has been at the chil-

dren's music temple at Point Loma, near the Raja Yoga

school. Miss Bergman taught vocal music to the grown

2974 ''tudents, and I gave about twenty lessons a week during

the month of October, 1901.

I have not talked with the plaintiff in this case in re-

gard to what I was exptected to testify here, nor has

any one discussed or gone over the matter with me.

Q. You believe it is your duty, do you not, to appear

on behalf of the outer or official head of the Universal

Brotherhood ?

rjQ'jc 11'^ plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, not proper cross ex-

amination, and called for the conclusion of the witness,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered Exception No. 587.

RE-DIRECT CROSS EXAMINATION OF JULIA

HFXHT,

BY MR. KELLOGG: I have gone to the Colony to

give piano lessons. I do not remember the time. I do

^ not remember whether it was prior to October 28th,

1901.

O. Now, speaking of Mr. Neresheimer, you have

said that vou were not sure, if I recollect correctlv,

1
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2977 ^^''""^ther he ever did any teacliinj^ to the i^ro\vn-up

people, or adults. Did you ever see him ^ivc any les-

sons to any adult at all, or did you ever see him lead-

ing any class or chorus, or in any way giving instruc-

tion toitha^older people/before October 28th, 1901 ?

2978

hjected to the cjuestion on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, not rebuttal, was

leading and was not re-direct examination.

THE COURT: Well — it may not be re-direct ex-

amination but I will give counsel leave to open up the ex-

amination for their ptu'poses if they desire. The ob-

jection is overruled.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court

and the same is numbered Exception No. 588.

A. No, I did not.

Mr. Kellogg: Ui)on reflection we objected to a ques-

tion of our adversaries as to whether the witness con-

sidered it her duty to come here and testify. We still

consider that our objection is well founded, but to

avoid any possible question about it, we are entirely

willing to withdraw that objection and ])ermit our

friends to ask the question now if thev wish.

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE: Then we will ask you

the question, Miss Hecht, do you not consider it your

dtity to come here and testify in behalf of the plaintiff?

2980 A. I think that

O. Kindly answer yes or no.

Mr. ^IcKinley: The witness has a right to answer—
THE COURT : She has a right to answer that ques-

2979
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2981 ^'*^"- '^'^*^ witness will be ])erniittc(l to answer it in

her own way from the nature of the question, pro-

pounded.

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the Court

and the same is numbered Exception No. 589.

A. I consider it is my duty only in this way, that

I always want to uphold any one who is in the right

and I heard that Miss Kratzer made a false statement,

ooQo ^"^' ^-^ ^^^^t ^^'^y ' "^^'oii^f^ ^i^'^'C to bring out the truth

of the matter.

O. Who told you that she made a false statement?

A. T heard her make them.

O. You were here in Court? A. Yes Sir.

The defendant moved to strike out the answer as not

responsive to the question, which motion was denied,

the defendant excepted, and the same is numbered Ex-

2983 ception No. 590.

Witness (Continuing) : That is the only reason I

have to give.

ROSE WINKLER,

sworn and examined on behalf of the plaintifif in re-

buttal, testified as follows

:

BY MR. MCKINLEY:—My name is Rose Winkler.

2984 ^ reside at Point I^oma Homestead and have been there

somewhat over two years. I do not hold any official

position there. Prior to October 28th, 1901, I was

housekeeper at Point Loma Homestead, from June 1901,

until the present time. I first went to Point Loma in
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2985 1900. I was at the Homestead when IMiss Kratzer

was there. She was only under my charge or super-

vision for two or three hours during the day. She took

turns during the rest of the time and was sometimes

busy in the dining room. I have seen her there when

she was not busy on the verandas. I have seen her

walking, I have seen her practicing on the piano, sewing,

reading. At one time I saw her reading "The Lady

of the Lake." I saw her practicing several times on

2986 ^'^^ piano. I have seen her several times at social

gatherings and at the meetings of the Daughters of

the Rising Sun. I cannot say how often I have seen

her but it was c|uite a number of times.

I was at the Colony when Dorothy and Edith Gird

were there only a few weeks on a visit. When they

left they were in better condition of health than when

they came. I was assistant superintendent of the colony

at that time and am familiar with the kind of food fur-

'?QR7
"^^1"'*^*^^ there. During the time the Gird children were

there the food was abundant, wholesome, nutritious and

all of the best quality.

During the time that Aliss Kratzer was luider my

direction she never made any complaints to me of the

manner in which she was treated.

Miss Kratzer's sister was admitted into the school

at the colony. She had piano lessons. Miss Wood

was teaching her.

rjQQo Miss Kratzer had cb.arge of the second floor corridor

of the Homestead. It was a hard wood floor and when-

ever a guest chamber had to be prepared under my

supervision she assisted me. She used a soft brush on

the hard wood floor, and occasionally a long-handled
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9989 '^^"^P with a (lamp cloth to take up the dust. When she

used the soft brush she could do the work in 20 to 30

minutes and with the mop it took 20 to 30 minutes

also. She assisted me occasional!}' when we had a guest

chamber to prepare.

The rooms were simply furnished and there was no

need of her taking out all the furniture of the rooms

to clean them. She may have taken out a chair or a

table, but no more.

2990 ' could not say whether she cleaned two rooms a

day. We had a Chinaman who cleaned all the rooms.

The students took charge of their own rooms and there

was another girl who took charge of the first floor cor-

ridor, and I superintended the work and assisted.

( )ther ladies worked with her in cleaning the rooms.

I was at the colony when Mrs. Mohn's (she was then

Mrs. Neil) little girl was there. Mrs. Mohn paid her

little girl a visit but I was not present.

2991 O. Tlien you never stood by while she talked with

her little girl?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was leading and suggestive, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

Ix-red Exception No. 591.

A. I remember her visiting the colony. I saw her

there but I never stood present— I never was present

9007 wlien she was speaking to the little girl.

O. State whether there was anything done by you to

prevent her talking to the little girl.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, not rebuttal and called
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2Q93 ^^^ ^^^^ conclusion of the witness, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 592.

A. Never.

Witness (Continuing) : The Gird children never com-

plained to me of not feeling well or of not having enough

to eat. They received what they asked for in the way

of food.

2994 Q- Dr. Winkler, will you state whether a conversa-

tion between Mrs. ]\Iohn and her little girl took place

at the colony in the presence of Dr. Wood and yovirself,

or in your presence, in which the little girl cried and hung

on to Mrs. Mohn, or Mrs. Neil, as she was then, and

wanted to go with her.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was leading, which objection was overruled, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

2995 No. 593.

A. I do not remember of seeing it.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF ROSE WINKLER.

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE. I am a member of the

Universal Brotherhood organization. 1 have been a

member of the Theosophical society and Universal

Brotherhood organization since 1891. The Theosophical

society merged into the Universal Brotherhood organi-

zation.

O. Is that the Esoteric school of Theosophy which

you refer to of which you became a memlier in iSqi ?

The ])laintiii: objected to the question on the grouml

2996
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2997 ^^'^^^ ^^ "^^^ "ot proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be irrelevant, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

Excei)tion No. 594.

O. You say the society of which you first became a

member merged into the Universal IJrotherhood ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was " not cross-examination and quotes the wit-

9QC)Q "^'^^ ^^ saying something she did not say, and because the

answer would be irrelevant," which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

2999

3000

Exception No. 595. %

Witness (Continuing) : I never took a written pledge

or an oral pledge when 1 became a member of the or-

ganization.

0. When you were initialed or inducted into the or-

ganization did you give oath or did you give affirmants?

A. I never was initiated. I did not, outside of being

a member of the Universal Brotherhood organization. I

became a member by application.

O. Was the plaintiff in this action connected with the

organization when you became a member?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 596.

O. Has the plaintiff in this action been your leader

and official head of the organization since you became

a member of it ?
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3001 ^' ^'^^ '^'^'^ ^^^-^^ l)t'cn a mcuilKT the entire time. She

has not Ijeen the leader the entire time I liave l)ecn a

member.

Q. Who was the leader prior to her?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the irround

that it was not proper cross-examination and that the

answer would be irrelevant, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

3002 ^""^^P^^^" ^^- 597-

Witness (Continuing) : The official head of the Uni-

versal Brotherhood organization is Katherine Tingley.

I have not taken a pledge to support her in all matters.

I have taken no written pledge to the organization.

Q. Are you a member of the Esoteric school of The-

osophy of which, if I am correct, the plaintiff in this ac-

tion is the Outer Head.

'^00'^ The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 598.

Witness (Continuing) : I am not a member of the

School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiqui-

ty. All I know is that I am a member of the Universal

Brotherhood organization. 1 am a member of the

Daughters of the Rising Sun and have since it was

3004 oi'gai^ized.

I have lived on the hill at Point T^oma since 1899. Be-

fore that I lived in Xew York City.

0. Did you come direct from Xew York City to San

Diego countv?
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3005 '^^^^ plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

tliat it was not proper cross-examination and was incom-

petent, irrelevent and immaterial, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception Xo. 599.

0. Did you go to Point Loma at the suggestion of the

plaintiff in this case?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

"^nOA ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ "°^ proper cross-examination, w^hich objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 600.

Witness (Continuing) : I am not a witness here by

the request of the plaintiff in this case. Mr. Kellogg

notified me that I was to be a witness. I did not discuss

with him the subject matter of the testimony which I

was to give; just such facts as he inquired about. He

made inquiry of me as to the facts and I made certain

3007 replies.

Q. Then you did not discuss wyth him the subject

matter of your testimony?'

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it called for the conclusion of the witness and was

irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 601.

3008 Q. Have you refreshed }our recollection by reference

to any written report or memorandum of the school

since }ou were advised that you were to be a witness

here ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground
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3009 " ^^^^^ there is no indication of what ccnmsel means bv

the school ", which objection was sustained, the defencl-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

602.

Q. Have you consulted any records at the colony or

at the Homestead. I think where you are now actively

engaged— records concerning the number of students

and those who were present as students at the Home-

stead or at the colony during the year 1900?

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 603.

Q. Have you consulted such records as to the time of

October 28th, 1901 ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it " assumes such records exist when it has not been

3011 testified to and therefore is inadmissible, immaterial, ir-

relevant and incompetent, which objection was sustained,

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 604.

Q. You are a regularly licensed physician, arc

you ?

A. I am, Sir.

O. What school?

3012
The plaintiff objected to the question as irrelevant,

immaterial and not proper cross-examination, which ob-

jection w^as sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 605.
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3013 Q' ^'^^^ treat the children or adults who may be sick

whilst at the institution?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

liered Exception No. 606.

O. Have you ever put into practice wdiilst there the

theory of nourishing children, advanced by your leader?

3014 The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that the answer would he incompetent, and "there is no

proof here that she knows or has had any information

as to what Mrs. Tingley's theories were, and the fur-

ther objection is that it is not ^cross-examination."

Which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered Exception No. 607.

O. Were there any patients at the Homestead when

Miss Kratzer was there?

3015
The plaintiff ol)jected to the question as not cross-

examination, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 608.

Witness (Continuing) : Tillie Kratzer was under my

supervision at the Homestead from two to three hours

a day during June, July and August. There were other

young women at the Homestead at the time Tillie Krat-

3016 ^ei' was there. Her sister was at the colony when she

was at the Homestead.

O. Do you recall what any particular one of the

other young women did in the morning and at noon

and at night during that period?
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3017 "^^^^ plaintifif objected to the question on the gronnd

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 609.

A. I did not say that I knew distinctly what she did

morning, noon and night. I observed many tilings and

I know they were all very busy.

3018

O. Did you observe what they did, morning, noon

and night, any others, and if so, state who?

A. They were all busy in their particular depart-

ments and took their turns.

Q. If you do remember, please state who— what

young lady ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

3019 same is numbered Exception No. 610.

Witness (Continuing) : Tillie Kratzer was under my

supervision from sometime between 8 and 9 o'clock of

each day until eleven o'clock. I never saw her scrub-

bing the second hall floor.

Q. Did you ever see anybody scrubbing that par-

ticular hallway.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

3020 that it had already been answered, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 611.
.3,

Witness (Continuing) : T transferred my work from

the colony over to the Homestead in June, 1900. and
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'IQ'y'l have continued from that time down to the present at

the Homestead. J never labor. I enjoy my duties.

We do not recot^nize menial labor. There is no menial

labor in this world. All labor is honorable.

Q. You do not labor at all over there?

A. It is a pleasure to serve in this cause. It is

simi)ly a never-ending holiday of pleasure.

Q. No work, no weary, no labor?

^^^2 A. All pleasure.

Q. All pleasure? That is the place I am looking

for. What do you do the livelong day?

The plaintiif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

l)ered l{xception No. 6l2.

^ Q. So, since June 1900 you have simply had one

round of delight? at the Homestead: is that it. Doctor?

The [)lainliff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not projicr cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 613.

Q. Do you prescribe for patients who may be sick?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

3024 ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ "°^ proper cross-examination, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 614.

Witness (Continuing) : I was housekeeper at the

1 lomestead. There is work connected with housekeep-
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3025 ^"?' ' ^^^ ^^^^^ work cheerfully and I superintendefl the

housekeeping work when Miss Kratzer was there. I

am still housekeeper at the Homestead and the doctor

when required.

Q. And sometimes there are sick people there, are

there ?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not cross-

examination, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 615.
3026

»

O. Did Miss Kratzer seem to regard her labors as

matters of pleasure ?

A. The duties that she performed under me seemed

to make her very happy. They were such as cleaning

the corridors, chamber work, working two or three

hours a day. She was very happy and during that

time she was there at the Homestead engaged in this

3027
pleasant work her little sister was over at the colony

attending school and taking music lessons. I saw

Miss Kratzer on several occasions at the piano. I saw

one was teaching her. She was probably trying to

make music.

These little Gird children came the latter part of

April and remained there until about the first of June.

They were at the colony while I was there. They de-

parted before I left. They had an abnormal craving

0U40
£qj. s^yggtg_ i^hg fare at the colony was simple, nutri-

tious and wholesome. It was a mixed diet of eggs,

meat, milk, breakfast food, vegetables, such as aspara-

gus, tomatoes, beets, squash, carrots, lettuce, potato

salad, beet salad, ginger cake and ginger broad, straw-
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3029 ^^'"O' short-cake, stewed fruits, canned fruits, raw fruits.

The adults and the children had the same food and

ate in the same dining room. Tlie children ranged

probably from four years up to 13 and to the adults.

The craving of these little Gird children was of such

a nature as we did not supply at the colony, candies

and sweets.

When Mrs. Mohn (then Mrs. Neil) was at Point

Loma Homestead I was at the colony. I saw her come

3030 '^"'' yi?>h and saw her little girl. I never was present

while she was with her little girl. I do not remem-

ber the hour, day or month of the visit.

Q. Do you belong to any lodge of the Universal

Biothcrhood, and if so, which one?

A. I do not belong to any lodge at present— unless

T am a member of the Universal Brotherhood and still

a member of the Arayan Theosophical— the Aryan

branch of the Universal Brotherhood.

0. Is there a lodge of the Aryan Branch?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 616.

CYRUS F. WILLARD,

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff in rebuttal,

3032 testified as follows

:

BY MR. KELLOGG: My full name is Cyrus F.

Willard. I Hve at Point Loma. Have lived there for

nearly three years. I know Mr. Fitch who formerly was

at Point Loma.
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3033 Q- ^^^- Fitch has stated that he remembers an occa-

sion on which you, in a speech or discussion, described

Mrs. Tingley as greater than Christ, Confucius and

others. Did you ever make such a statement in any

speech or upon any occasion ?

A. I never made such an absurd statement in my hfe.

The defendant moved to strike out the answer on the

ground that it was not responsive to the question, which

-^^ . motion was denied, the defendant excepted and the same
3034

. ^ . .

is numbered Exception No. 617.

0. Did you ever hear anybody make any such

statement on any occasion ?

A. I never did. I never heard anything to that effect.

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF CYRUS F. WTLLARD.

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE: I am a rancher. I farm

at Point Loma. Before coming to Point Loma I hved in

3035 the state of Washington. Prior to that, in Chicago.

Prior to that, in Boston. I was born in Massachusetts

in 1S58.

Q. You are a member, I take it, of this Universal

Brotherhood, are you ?

A. I am a member and have been for fourteen years.

Q. A member of the Universal Brotherliood for four-

teen years?

A. I will qualify that by stating that when T joined

the organization the title of it was " The Thetisophical

Society of the Universal Brotherhood".

Q. Where did you join it ?
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3037 '^''^*^ plaintiff (objected to the question as irrelevant and

immaterial, which objection was sustained, the defendant

excepted and the same is numbered Exception Xo. 6i8.

Q. Who was at the head of it when you joined?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception Xo. 619.

3038 Q- Who was the head of the order by different name

called wdien you went to join?

The plaintiff objected to the question as not proper

cross-examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

Xo. 620.

Witness (Continuing) : I recognize Katherine Ting-

ley as the Leader and Official Head of the Universal

'5A'5Q
'^'''f'therhood.

O. You understand that she is to continue through

life and has the power of appointing her successor.

The ])laintiff objected to the question as immaterial

and not cross-examination and as calling for the conclu-

sion of the witness, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered Excep-

tion Xo. 621.

3040 Witness (Continuing) : I do not understand that she

has any power or authority to cause me to cease to be a

farmer at Point Loma at any time. Her power and

authority does not effect my personal matters. Her

power and authority only relates to the organization. I

t

f
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3041 ^"^ "°^ working- for Kathcrine Tingley. 1 am ranching

on my own account. I own my own property. Who
else would own by own property?

O. Does it stand in your name?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross-examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 622.

I 3042 Witness (Concluding) : I never said that Katherine

Tingley had any power over my memliership in the or-

der. As far as my membership in the order is concerned,

that is covered by the constitution of the organization.

1 understand that Katherine Tingley has the power to

terminate my membership in the Universal Brotherhood.

E. A. NERESHEIMER,

3043

3044

recalled on behalf of plaintiff in rebuttal, testified as fol-

lows:

BY MR. KELLOGG : I was present on the occasion

when the corner stone of the School for the Revival of

the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity building was j-edcdi-

cated in April, 1899. At that time the Homestead build-

ing was not in existence. There w'as a building on the

site of the Homestead. It was a hotel or sanitarium

kept by Dr. Wood.

Q. Mr. Neresheimer, do you know the distance ap-

proximately between the building which then existed on

this place and the place where the corner stone was laid.

The defendant objected to the question as irrelevant,

incompetent, immaterial and not rebuttal, which objection
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-jfiAC ^'^as overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 623.

A. 1 think I know about tlie distance. 1 think it is

about one thousand feet.

This ceremony was held after supper, about half past

eight or nine in the evening. The path between the

building and the place where this corner stone was dedi-

cated runs along a ridge with a slight ascent, and was

the path travelled by those who took part in the cere-

3046 mony that evening. There were in the neighborhood of

400 people present. They assembled at the hotel and

marched up two by two in the shortest possible cut. I

was present at the hotel before they started. I saw some

of them march. It took fully half an hour to go from

the hotel to the spot where the ceremony was held. When

the people had reached the cornerstone site, the most of

the people located at the amphitheatre which was erected

prior to that time, and some officers and some ladies

3047 posted themselves around the cornerstone. There were

seats for all the people present. The first thing was a

song performed by some ladies and gentlemen. There

were several addresses by different persons. After the

speeches there was singing three times and then the

people walked back to the hotel in procession. I did not

see any children in that procession. I did not see or

hear of any people who fainted.

(.). Did yoti see anvthing which took place which

jjurportcd to be, or was the sprinkling of the ashes of

Madam Blavatsky, or Judge, or either of them at that

place ?

A. No.
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3049 Q- ^^ow Dr. Anderson has testified that there was a

midnight meeting which took place at this site in which

he was initiated into the order called " The Ancient Or-

der of Scribes ". Do you know whether any such meet-

ing took place?

A. I know there was no such meeting as that. The

purpose of the Ancient Order of Scribes is for research

into archaeology and the philosophy of antiquity. There

are no initiatory ceremonies attached to that order. I

3050 am a member of the cabinet of the Universal Brotherhood

and have been such since its foundation.

Q. Mr. Fitch stated that at the time he was at Point

Loma Homestead all members of the cabinet had access

to Mrs. Tingley's private chamber at all hours of the day

or night. Will you state the facts as to that statement?

A. There are no facts to state. The members of the

cabinet have no privilege of access to Mrs. Tingley's

3051 P^v^te chambers at all hours of the night.

I have never seen any ceremony at the Homestead at

which the members present marched around the room

barefooted, either inside of the Homestead or outside of

it. There was no barefoot ceremony. I have never

heard of any ground known as the holy ground.

O. It has been stated by one witness that women

worked in the fields about the Homestead or the colony.

Have you ever seen any such service, and if so, state

JUo^ what and the nature of it.

I have seen the ladies working in the garden picking

flours and raking around among some choice flowers.

Other than that I have never seen anything of that sort.

I came to the Homestead on February 26th, 1901 and
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oAca have been there contiiniously since that time with the

exception of a short i)eriod, (hiring which I visited New

York.

Q. Now it has been stated that the members of the

organization regarded Mrs. Tingley's pet dog, Spot, with

reverence. Have you ever seen anything of that sort

since you have been there?

3054

3055

A. I never did ; nor have I ever made any sign or

exhibition of reverence toward that dog.

I was present at nearly all rheetings at the Home-

stead building since I have been there, whether in the

evening or at other times. I have not, at any time,

iu'ard anybody make any statement concerning Mrs.

Tingley, or to the effect that she was greater than

Bhudda, Confucius, Mohammed or Christ, or any state-

ment whatever to that effect.

Mrs. Tingley does not regulate the communication

of members of the organization with other members.

Nor does she regulate the leaving of the grounds by

members. There are no regulations that I know of that

restrict anybody from leaving the grounds.

O. Are you familiar, Mr. Neresheimer, with the edu-

cational work, if there was any, which was progressing

at the Homestead at the time and prior to the time of

the publication of this article, October 26th, 1901 ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

oU^D that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, wdiich

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 624.

A. Yes sir.
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3057 Q" ^^''^ - °'^^ state as Ijrielly as possible, Mr. Nere-

sheimer, what educational work at that time was pro-

gressing so far, in the first place, as the children were

concerned ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, wdiich

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 625.

3058
A. I know that the children were taught all of the

elementary subjects that were being taught in the public

schools and in addition thereto, they were taught instru-

mental music and singing.

I had charge of the singing. The teachers in the ele-

mentary subjects were : Miss Wood, Miss Winn, Mrs.

Levy, Mr. Ryan, Mr. Fussell, Mr. Edge, and besides,

there were Miss Hecht, Miss Bolting and myself who

were music teachers.

3059 Q- Do you remember about how many children

were there at that time I am referring to, October

28th, 1901 ?

I'he defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 626.

A. Yes, I think about sixty.

3060 -• ^^^^^ ^°^^ ^^^^^' whether there was any instruc-

tion given the children in manual training or an\thing

of that sort at that time, industrial training?

The defendant objected to the ([uestion on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which
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3061 objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 627,

A. Some were taught in carpentry and in farming.

The children had a garden of their own where they

were taught how to plant in the proper season, and

how to cultivate and take care of plants, and 1 know they

raised quite a number of vegetables and flowers.

Q. Now, what teaching and what course of instruc-

tion and classes of instruction were proceeding at that

time, October 28th, 1901, of those who were older than

the children of the Raja Yoga School?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception Xo. 628.

A. For the young people ranging from say 16 to

24 there were classes in the higher subjects, such as

mathematics, trigonometry and languages, Latin, Greek,

x\stronomy. Physics, Chemistry and History.

There was medical instruction and there were music

and music teachers of all grades and many instruments,

violin, violin cello, piano, singing, harp, mandolin,

guitar. A very decided course was being given to the

children in the art department, drawing and painting.

There were singing classes for the young people and

for the older people. We had special classes in Bible

study and classes in medicine.

Mr. Fussell had the class in history and physics.

IVIr. Ryan had astronomy, Botany, Zoology and a few

more subjects. Mr. Edge had history and the ad-

vanced elementary subjects such as arithmetic and the

3063

3064

%
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3065 ^^"g^^&^s. Air. Rounds was teaching violin. Mr. Bro-

hoga. was teaching- vioHn and cello. Miss Hecht was

teaching piano. Miss Bolting was teaching piano. I was

teaching singing, guitar and mandolin.

There were about twenty young i)eoplc not members

of the Raja Yoga School who were studying one or

more of these various subjects prior to (Jctobcr 28th,

1901.

Q. Now in regard to the people still older than those

3066 I have last mentioned, were any classes of study then in

progress for the benefit of those people?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 629.

A. Yes.

Q. Will you briefly outline what studies are being

600/ pursued by these people.

A. I believe they all attended the classes in lec-

tures given in medicine and philosophy and theosophy

and archaeology. I have given all 1 can recall about

the various educational work that was in progress at the

institution prior to October 28, 1901.

O. It was suggested, Mr. Neresheimer, that I ask

you whether any of the children at this time were being

3068 instructed in silk working?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and not in

rebuttal, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted and the same is numbered Exception No. 630.
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3069 ^- ^^^^ ^'^^> ^^^"^y ^^'^i"^' taui;ln the general scheme of

raising silk worms and some girls were inslrucled in

reeling, skeining and thrusting.

By Mr. Shortridge : ]\Irs. Tingley taught the class in

theosophy. I attended those classes. They were for all

classes of students. That was not the theosophy of the

Esoteric School, it was the philosophy of theosophy.

There is no Esoteric School of Theosophy.

ifilf^ Q' ^^li^" <1^<1 it cease to exist, if there ever was one

—
• I want to understand ?

The ])laintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not proper cross examina-

tion, which objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered Exception No. 631.

0. You were not a member of the council of the

school known as the Esoteric School of Theosophy?

'^071 '^'^^' P^'^^^tiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

632.

Q. This then, which she taught, was the philosophy

of theosophy, in other words, that is the theosophy of

the Universal J brotherhood, is that correct?

A. I believe so, ves.

3072
0. Is that dififerent from any other of the same line

of thought.

The i)laintirf objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-
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3073 examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception Xo.

^33-

Q. As a part and parcel of this philosophy or the-

osophy, were you taught by the plaintifl in this case

the existence of great Masters?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

634-

3074

O. Well, then, wdiat do you understand when you

say— what would you have us vuiderstand when you

say— that you taught, or no, that there was taught

there the philosophy of antiquity, now what is that ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-

30/5 examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

635-

Witness (continuing) : I was appointed a member

of the cabinet by the plaintiff in this action. 1 am a

scribe and I am a member of the School for the Revival

of the Lost jNIysteries of Anticpiity. As a scril)e I did

not wear the costume which had been agreed upon or

designed for the members of that order. I never saw

oU/D
g^ ceremony where the members or any one who took part

in such ceremony were barefooted. I saw one ceremony

where the particij^ants merely wore their stockings with-

out shoes. I wore sandels as a man but 1 did not wear

them as a scribe.
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3077 Q- ^^^^"^ wore sandels over there, did you, is that the

idea, as a part of the costume of this—

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 636.

Witness (continuing) : I never saw any one engaged

in these ceremonies entirely barefooted. They would

3078 have their stockings on and wear sandels.

I went to Point Loma February 26, 1901. I had

been a member of the Universal Brotherhood since Feb-

ruary 18, 1898, when it was organized. I had been as-

sociated with the plaintiff in work before then. As a

member of the cabinet and an active member of the

Universal Brotherhood I attended most of the meetings

held at Point Loma.

Katherine Tingley, the plaintiff in this case, is the

3079 Leader and Official Head of the Universal Brotherhood

organization.

0. Is she the Leader or Outer Head of the School

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not proper cross-examination,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 637.

O. Is she the Outer Head of any other organization

to which you belong?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not proper cross-examination.

3080
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3081 ^vliich objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 638.

Witness (contiiming) : Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24,

now shown me, is a pledge of a society which is now

extinct. It had different names from time to time. One

of the names was the Esoteric School and another was

the Eastern and Esoteric School of Theosophy. It be-

came extinct in 1898. This pledge has not been used

since that time.

3082
Q. Has it, if you know% been used by others snice

then ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-

examination, wdiich objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

639-

Witness (continuing) : There were no regulations

at all as to the going and coming of people from or to

the institution at Point Loma. They could go at all

hours of the day or night, but they could not come at

all hours of the day and night.

O. W^iat prevented them from coming at all hours

of the day or night. I refer of course to those asso-

ciated with you ? The

The plaintiff objected to the question on the grountl

3084 that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not proper cross-

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is niuubcred Exception No.

640.

Witness (continuing) : 'JMiere are rules issued by the

3083
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3085 manag'ement of the Homestead that young women

should not go out alone. The management consists of

tlie trustees of the corj^oration, the Homestead. I said

it was a corporation.

I attended the rededication of the corner stone of the

huilding for the School for the Revival of the Lost Mys-

teries of Antiquity. The ceremony of laying of the cor-

ner stone which was held in 1897 was recorded in one of

the publications of the Universal Brotherhood and that

'X(\9,(
^^'^^ v^'A.'X on that occasion. Mrs. Tingley had on a white

robe, a Greek robe. All the ladies who participated

were dressed the same way. The men were dressed in

robes also ; there were no children there. The ceremo-

nies were after sup]:)er. It was moonlight ; torches were

not used in going to or from the laying of the corner

stone. The corner stone was about thirty feet from the

front seats of the ampitheatre.

Four hundred people joined in the ceremony, the

^ service at that time. All of them that could be accom-

modated were stopping in the hotel and the rest were

quartered in tents.

O. Where were those tents situated?

The plaintiff objected to the question as immaterial,

irrelevant and not proper cross examination, which ob-

jection was sustained, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 641.

3088 Witness (continuing) : There were about sixty

children at the Raja Yoga School in October, 1901.

They were under fourteen or fifteen and running down

to a few very small children. They slept in their bung-

alows on beds.
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The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 642.

Q. Upon all subjects of theosophy the plaintiff in

this case was the teacher, instructor and guide, was she

not ?

3Q9() A. No. There was another teacher in Theosophy,

Mr. Fussell. He was not her secretary then.

O. What was his position then ?

A. I do not know wdiat — he had no designated posi-

tion.

Q. Did he not read merely what she had written?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-

^UVi examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION of E. A. NERESHER-
IMER.

By Mr. Kellogg:

0. Out of the entire four hundred ])e(^plc who you

say went to the site where the corner stone was re-

3092 dedicated about how many wore robes of any sort ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not redirect examination, which objection

was overruled, the defendant excepted and the same is

numbered Exception No. 644.
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3Q93 -^- ^ think about ten ladies and ten gentlemen.

Q. Will you describe the nature of the buildings in

which the children at that time were housed?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not redirect examination and was not in re-

buttal, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 645.

A. The bungalows are round in shape and con-

3094 structed of wood provided with windows and doors, and

of about the diameter of from 35 to 50 feet, and inside

of the outer circumference is another circle and between

the two circles are the quarters for the sleeping apart-

ments. In a cottage of 50 feet diameter there is about

capacity, I think, for 20 children to sleep, 20 beds. The

beds are about two feet six inches wide and about five

feet long. They consist of a platform of— made by

cross ropes woven and fastened to a frame which is se-

OQQC cured fast to iron posts, or posts made of iron pipes, and

on top of this are mattresses and blankets, sheets and so

on. Inside of the inner circle is a spacious room which

is used for play and sometimes teaching, I believe.

The Court : I would like to inquire how long coun-

sel expect it will take to introduce evidence on the part

of the plaintiff in rebuttal. I feel inclined to limit coun-

sel in the direction of its testimony. I am inclined to

believe that there is a great deal- of testimony going

3096 ^^ ^''erc wholly irrelevant to any material issue in the

case. There is no telling how much time it will con-

sume. It has consumed a good deal of time already.

Mr. Kellogg : Our evidence, which we have prepared,

and which we intend your Honor should admit, stating
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3097 ^^ roughly, first, evidence of people who thoroughly

know and are thoroughly familiar with the question of

diet; it being alleged by Mr. Fitch that he lost twelve
' pounds in weight.

The Court: What if he did?

Mr. Kellogg: Our learned friends have thought that

was a consideration which ought to be presented to the

consideration of this jury, it seemed to us it certainly

^^^^ should not be presented.
3098

^

The court : I regard that as immaterial, if that is all.

Air. Hunsaker: The defendant excepts. Numbered

as Exception No. 646.

Mr. Kellogg: In the second place, we desire to oflfer

evidence of the diet of the children at the time when it

was alleged they were starved.

The court : Where do you claim there was any proof

3099 in the evidence that tends to show that they were

starved.

Mr. Kellogg: That certainly is not claimed by us,

but our learned adversaries have introduced a statement

by Dr. Anderson, wdiich, standing alone—

The Court: What is the statement?

3100

Mr. Kellogg: The statement is that Mrs. Tingley

withheld food from babies for 24 hours on one occasion ;

that her idea was to starve them and to break their

lower nature, starve them first and that would crush

the evil in them and he also says that Dr. Wood had a

controversy, and he went further— of course to call it

testimonv—
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l^lQI The defendant excepted to the remarks of counsel on

behalf of the defendant, and to the comments of counsel

upon the weight of evidence that had been admitted and

was in the record and the same is numbered Exception

No. 647.

j\lr. Kellogg: And further the statements— without

comment— of the Gird children that they wanted some

more, and we have evidence here showing the facts con-

cerning the Gird children and their supply of food. So

3102, niuch for that. We have in the third place, suggestions

made in the deposition, I cannot recall the exact pages,

that the children were housed in tents. I want to show

more in detail by the witness best qualified to speak

just how they were housed at that time, and in the next

place we ask to show the photograph of the children

themselves, taken at that place which speaks louder than

any amount of testimony can, as to whether they were

being starved and food withheld from them or not.

3103
The defendant excepted to the remarks of counsel as

prejudicial to the defendant, and the same is numbered

PZxception No. 648.

LOUISE ELIZABETH KRAMER,

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff, in rebuttal,

testified as follows:

By Mr. Kellogg: My full name is Louise Elizabeth

3104 '^'amer. I reside at Point Loma and have resided there

since October, 1900. During the time I have resided

tliere I have had charge of the food department for

rlnidren and adults continuously. I was there during

the period immediately preceding October 28, 1901.
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3105 Q- ^'<^\^' state please what the facts are as to the

(juantity and quaHty of the food which the children at

Point Lonia on October 28, 1901, and immediately pre-

ceding that time, were receiving.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered Exception No. 649.

3106
A. I understand the question to be, you want to

know the quality of the food and the quantity?

Q. That the children received at that time?

A. The quality of the food was the very best that

could be obtained in San Diego and our own place, at

Point Loma, vegetables that were grown on the place

and the quantity was sufficient, more than sufficient.

Q. I will ask you now to state what the articles of

food were included in the children's breakfast, for in-

3107
stance ?

3108

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was stating the conclusion of the witness, which

objection v^^as overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception Xo. 650.

Q. I will ask you now to state what the articles of

food were included in the children's breakfast, for in-

stance ?

\. The breakfasts were various, not always the

same ; there were the finest cereals used, whole wheat

bread, the finest that could be got here in San Diego

;

the best milk, we have our own cows and used them for

that purpose, have them for that purpose, milk for the
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children. We have our own ranch that we get eggs for

the children's use.

O. \\'ere they cased eggs. A. No.

Q. Proceed.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

tliat it was not rebuttal, which objection was overruled,

the defendant excepted and the same is numbered Excep-

tion No. 651.

A. Not cased eggs. They have fruit, the best fruit

that we can get and in great variety ; all that is in sea-

son, apples, oranges, peaches, plums, and all that sort of

thing in great abundance, fruit of all description. Then

they have boiled rice some mornings, with honey or

sauce, nice sauce made to make it palatable, sometimes

milk with it. They have bouillon some mornings for

breakfast, some mornings hot chocolate. There are sev-

eral kinds of breakfast foods and we have the very best

we can get for them.

The lunches are bread and butter, whole wheat bread

buttered, sometimes dried fruit and fresh fruit, whatever

there is in season, bouillon or hot chocolate, sometimes

crackers, or the whole wheat crackers, and milk.

The dinners are very various. We always have two

kinds of vegetables, meat, roast or made into stew, let-

tuce and tomatoes, whatever may be in season, and all

kinds of salt fish, creamed fish of all description, all

kinds of deserts, pudding, fruit, milk, chocolate, all kinds

of soups, the very best we can make for them, roast,

malts, buns of all kinds, all kinds of vegetables we can

possibly get here in San Diego and on our own place.

These dinners were varied from day to day.

I
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^113 ^ '^"^ speaking of the way in which the children w'ere

treated on October 28, 1901, and at all times preceding

since I was there. At that time very few of the eggs,

if any, which were being supplied to the members at the

Homestead were cased. The other eggs were of the

very best of newly fresh laid eggs from the ranch.

O. And as to the eggs, if any, which were cased, will

you state whether they were eggs which were brought

in from the immediate neighborhood of this city, or eggs

3114 trans])orted across the continent?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it is incompetent, irrelevant immaterial and not in

rebuttal, which objection was overruled, the defendant

excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No. 652.

A. The eggs w^ere brought in from the immediate

surroundings of the city.

I was there during the whole time Air. Fitch was there

3115 and during that time the diet was never restricted.

CROSS EXAMINATION of LOUISE E. KRAAIER

by Mr. Shortridge : I am, and ever since it w-as first

organized have been, a member of the Universal Broth-

erhood. I became a member in New York.

I am Superintendent of the kitchen department at

Point Loma and was such prior to October 28, 1901. I

order the food, receive it, see that it is good, take care

3116 ^^ ^^' ^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^ ^^ cooked properly, taken proper care of

and that everything is done in a sanitary sort of a way.

I don't know that any one appointed me to that place. I

just went into it. The matter was not delegated or re-

ferred to me, I just assumed it and did it to the best of
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3117 ^^^y al)ility. Xo complaints ever reached me. Mr. Fitch

never made any remark in regard to the subject of the

thet Hst. This (Het hst of food which I have named is

furnislied to all classes there, old and young, rich and

poor.

O. What were the ages of the children at or before

October, 1901, the children there, to which this diet was

given, this food was given?

3118
The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 653.

Witness (continuing) : I never took a written or

printed pledge binding myself to certain principles or

certain persons when I became a member of the Univer-

sal Brotherhood organization. I did not take a pledge,

written or printed, of which plaintiff's exhibit 24 now

3119 ^^^'^^^^'''' 1''''^' '^ ^ copy, nor did I sign any written or printed

pledge of any kind or character at any time.

Q. I will ask you if after joining the society named,

you became a member of any other associated society ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant and not cross-examination, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 654.

3120 Q- ^^^rc you a meml)er of the Esoteric School of The-

osophy ?

A. No.

Q. Have vou.ever been?
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3121 '^'^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination.

The Court: The objection is sustained. If you

have no further questions except on that subject and

kindred subjects the witness may be excused.

The defendant excepted to the ruHng- of the court and

the same is numbered Exception No. 655.

REDIRECT EXAAIIXATION OF LOUISE E.

3122 KRAMER.

By ]\Ir. Kellogg: O. Do I understand you, Mrs.

Kramer, that there were no children at all at tlie Home-

stead at the time you speak of?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was not redirect examination, which objection was

overruled, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 656.

3123 A. No.

All of the children that I had anything to do with

were living in little houses and received their food at the

dining rooms called the refrectory and over which I

presided.

LORIN F. WOOD

3124

recall on behalf of plaintifif in rebuttal, testified as fol-

lows :

By Mr. Kellogg: My name is Loriri F. Wood. I am a

licensed practicing physician, and have been for over

twenty-five years, and am licensed to practice in the

state of California.



3125 Q" ^^^' -^^"derson said that "Mrs. Tinglcy told me

that she had great trouble in the management of newly

born babies because of Dr. Wood ; that he would not

fall in line with her ideas as to their food. She said

he desired to have them fed, wdiile she desired to have

them at first starved because they could more quickly

kill out the lower nature in those children, the lower

nature, the animal nature in those children. She believed

in giving them very little food, and the doctor protested.

This she told me directly in person." Will you state

the facts as to any such altercation, or conversation, or

communication between yourself and Mrs. Tingle) on

that subject?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, incompetent, irrelevant and not

in rebuttal, which objection was overruled, the de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

Xo. 657.

3126

3127

3128

A. Such a conversation never took place.

The defendant moved to strike out the answer to the

foregoing question on the ground that it was not re-

sponsive which motion was denied, the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered Exception No. 658.

Q. I will ask you doctor, to state the facts as to any

conversation on that topic between yourself and Mrs.

Tingley.

MR. HUNSAKER: Objected to as irrelevant, in-

competent and not in rebuttal.

THE COURT : The objection is sustained and all

these answers of this witness in respect to that matter
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3129 ^^'^'^ ^-"^ stricken out and withdrawn from the considera-

tion of the jury.

Witness (continuing) : I have l)een at the Homestead

ever since it was estabHshed
;
prior to that time 1 owned

the property on which the Homestead is now estabhshed.

I was the physician to the children on October 28, 1901,

and during the period preceding- that date. I had

charge of their sanitary arrangements and conditions

and of the houses they hved in. I regulated the food

3130 which the little children ate. I made it my business to

alwa}s know what they were being fed upon both as to

quality and quantity. The children were seen every day

in a general way and the teachers or the care-takers

were interviewed as to whether they had anything

special to call my attention to. At least once a week

they were personally thoroughly examined by me as to

their physical condition. That applies to both the

smaller and the larger children there at the time. The

3131 children occupied houses which were circular in form,

not a true circle, with a diameter varying from 35 to 50

feet. Inside of this outer circle we would draw, for in-

. stance' another circle about 9 or 10 feet from the outer

circle, leaving between these two circles dormitories.

House had two entrances, what you would term front

and rear, east and west, furnishing circulation, and in

wdiat we would term the rear of the house there was a

part set ofif for lavator}- purposes, w^ash bowls and bath

3132 tubs and closets, and entirely shut off from the dormi-

tories. This would be an apartment by itself which

would have outside connection, both through the win-

dows and through this entrance way and what would

lead into the center room, which would be their general
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3133 ''"^^'ii for reading or writing- or little social gatherings.

On the front of the building there would be a circular

section set ofif from these two circles as I have de-

scribed in the rear which would be a veranda facing the

East. Into each of these dormitories from this veranda

was the outside entrance to the dormitories which would

leave the dormitories to be entered from the center

room and also from the outside entrance on the porch,

with windows on the outside circle from three to four,

3134 according to the size of the house, good sized windows

opening into the dormitories, and then in the inside

circle there were about two windows there which had

no glass in them- but openings which you call windows,

besides the door entrance, giving these dormitories of

course circulation in all directions. The plumbing I

practically daily investigated to be sure it was all right.

If there was any leak of water or anything, my atten-

tion would be called to it, and it would be immediately

3135 fi^*-''^'- I" these so-called dormitories where the chil-

dren slept, they had a frame work constructed on iron

pipe, similar to what you see in the iron bed furniture,

and made stationary against the inner circle which I

have described, and as a bottom to the different beds,

would l:ie canvass, corded to the side and to the frame,

giving more or less motion of a spring like nature, and

over that would be a mattress and then blankets and

quilts and sheets, and so forth. The floors of those

"^1 ^(\
^^"^^^''"^s were made of pine, the walls and roofs of

wood.

Q. Now will you state about how many children

were accommodated in each of these that you have just

described' at that time?
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3137 ^- '^^^^ 3° ^^^^ °^ 35 ^^^^ diameter, I do not give it as

the exact dimension but it is approximately correct,

probably if full would be holding about 14 or 16 at the

P'
most, part on one side, in one dormitory as I have de-

scribed, and an equal number on the other side. The

larger ones would be perhaps capable of holding from

two to four more on the side if it was necessary. They

had to have a general superintendent over there who is

a physician, and then an assistant superintendent, which

3138 '^ '^^-^ daughter. Miss Wood. Each house has its own

care taker.

O. \\'ill you state what the facts were as to the

quantity and quality of the food which the children at

this place were receiving on October 28th, 1901, and

during the period preceding that date?

A. I think that the witness on the stand before me

gave a verv good idea of the kinds of food that were

3139
""''

The defendant moved to strike out the answer to the

foregoing question on the ground that it was not com-

petent and was not responsive to the question, which

motion was denied, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception No. 659.

Witness (continuing) : I have never had any occa-

sion to find any fault with the quantity and quality of

the food which the children were receiving. Sometimes
oi4U

I ]-^2^xQ thought they got too much. I would find them

suffering from over-eating, with indigestion, and investi-

gate and find that certain ones were getting too much.

We have various ages eating at this refectory, from five

to fourteen or fifteen and sometimes the smaller ones
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3141 ^voukl get more than was good for them. I always tried

to have the quantity graduated to the condition of the

particular child. I was the one to whom these questions

were submitted and by whom they were decided.

Q. Did you ever know of any instance where food

was withheld from a child for any substantial length of

time ?

3142

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted and the

same is numbered Exception No. 66o.

A. I never did. The longest I ever Knew of food

being kept from a child from having been disobedient

might have to wait until the others got t^""rough

before they ate; that is the only case I ever knew of that

they had to wait for their food, one that was well. When

they were ill they were fed on regulated time.

3143 ^" ^^'^^ dormitories the children each had a bed of

their o\vn and slept in separate beds.

I was the physician of the colony and physician to the

children at the colony as well as the older people, and

I made it my business to at least once a week see all the

children that were at the colony, and even see them

oftener, because of occasional calls to go to the colony,

and when there I always saw the children. I kept my-

self informed as to the quantity and quality of food which

3144
^^^ children at the colony were receiving on and pre-

ceding October 28, 1901. The quantity and quality of

food they were receiving was the same in a general way,

the same they were receiving and as tliey have received

since at the Lotus Home. I remember the two little girls
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3145 iianied Gird, who were at the colony for a time. I saw

them there.

Q. Win you state what the facts were as to the con-

dition of health that they were in when they came and

when they left?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection w^as overruled, the defendant excepted

and the same is numbered Exception No. 66i.
3146

3147

3148

A. They went away in a general way of speaking,

improved in health ; that is, they were in better condi-

tion.

I was present on an occasion when C}rus Willard

made a talk or address on the subject of life. I

heard it.

Q. Did he at that time and on that occasion say any-

thing to the effect that the plaintifl in this case was

greater than Mohammed, Buddha, Confucius or Christ?

The defendant ol)jected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, not in rebuttal and that

it did not appear from the evidence of Mr. Willard that

tne address was delivered at the time referred to by Mr.

Fitch and while Mr. Fitch was at the Homestead, which

objection was overruled, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered Exception No. 662.

A. He did not.

I was at the building then located on the site of the

present Homestead when the re-dedication ceremony of

the corner stone of the school in 1899 took place and was

present on the evening of the ceremony. I did not see
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3149 ^n^l^odv in a fainting condition or a sick condition of

any sort on that occasion. I was present at the Home-

stead wlien the new century was ushered in so to speak.

I did not hear of any sickness caused by any exposure on

that occasion in the case of any individual there.

I do not recollect the time when Mrs. Mohn says Dr.

Winkler and I stood by when she was talking to her

little girl and heard what Mrs. Mohn said to her child.

1 have no knowledge of any such occurrence either at

the Colonv or at the Homestead.
3150

3151

O. She then says that you said that she influenced

her little girl too much, that she would not feei so badly

" and he kept telling me to quit, you are influencing her,

you arc making her feel badly, and consequently that I

was influencing her, but otherwise she was perfectly

happy and contented there." Did you ever make any

such statements to Mrs. Mohn.

A. I never carried on any such conversation with

Mrs. Mohn, her name was Neal at that time, nor any-

thing that could be interpreted that way.

Q. She then says :
" She was telling me she had

cried every day and he did not want me to hear this and

he "— referring to yourself— " he tried to keep me

from listcnin,g to it. She said she cried every day and

could not stand it there and similar things of that kind

;

told me why she didn't like it ; she didn't like the children

^^ _- and sne didn't like the fare." Did you ever try to keep

.Mrs. Mohn — or Mrs. Xeill— from talking to her little

girl on any occasion?

A. Never. I never was present on any occasion when

anything of this sort took place. I never saw the child
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3153 ^'^ ^'^ unhappy state. I never was present when the ht-

tle girl said anything of that nature whatsoever to her

mother.

CROSS EXAAIIXATIOX of LORIN F. WOOD.

By Mr. Shortridge : Q. I understand you to state

you owned this property before—

The court : That part of the evidence wih be stricken

out and withdrawn from the consideration of the jury.

3154 It was admitted but it will be stricken out now. Coun-

sel said it was preliminary. Mr. Kellogg said it was

a preliminary question to some other matter, but it does

not seem to be material for any purpose. The answer

of this witness that he was the former owner of the

premises will be stricken out and withdrawn from the

consideration of the jury.

3155

3156

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered Exception No. 663.

W'itness (continuing) : I lived at Point Loma before

the establishment of the Homestead. I am a member

of the Universal Brotherhood. I did not come out here

at the request of the i)laintiit in this case to choose the

location of the place. I was not sent to California by the

plaintiflf for the purpose of locating a place for the es-

tablishment of such a home or homestead. I have known

the plaintiff six or seven years. I joined the Universal

Brotherhood after it was organized.

O. Were you a member of any society with which the

l)laintiff was connected before joining the L'niversal

Brotherhood?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground
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3157 ^'^^^ ^^ ^^'^^ immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross-

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No.

664.

Witness (continuing) : I am one of the physicians at

Point Loma. I was not appointed or selected by any one

that I am aware of.

0. Are }Ou there by sufferance of the plaintiff in

3^5gll,is action?

A. I seem to be allowed to remain there. I do not

consider that I am allowed to remain there by the plain-

tiff. I do not exactly see that she has power to dispense

with ni)' services if she sees fit. I was there before she

came and 1 don't know why I could not stay if I

wanted to.

O. Has she the power and authority as the official

head of the Universal Brotherhood to terminate your

31i>^ services as the physician that you now are there?

A. I do not consider that she has. '

Q. Has she or not?

A. I think I have answered the question. '

i\Ir. Shortridgc: I submit not, Your Honor.

The court : I think he has answered the question.

3160 '^'^^ defendant excepted to the ruling of the court and

the same is numbered exception No. 665.

Witness (continuing) : No one appointed me to that

position. I was there when Mrs. Tingley came and

have seen fit to remain there up to date. I am not there

I
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3161 ^y virtue of her specifically issued order making or con-

stituting me one of the physicians at the Universal

ij Brotherhood establishment. I am not appointed or se-

lected by an}-body. I am under m\' own management

there and am not responsible to any superior in my pro-

fession. I am not responsible to any superior as to the

work I do there at the institution. The work that I do

there and the children there are under the management

and control of Mrs. Tingley, but that is only a small part

'51 /-
/^ of my professional work. I have not been assigned to

any duties there. In my profession I have been permit-

ted to treat the children. Mrs. Tingley has the superior

charge of the children and I presume she permits me to

treat them, although there is no understanding and never

has been. I have never been asked to treat them. In

October, 1901, there were perhaps a dozen or twenty

children at the Colony. There were no children at the

Homestead at that time.

^ The buildings I have described are located on the same
0I06

tract of land which I originally owned as the Homestead

is, in the same 40-acre lot. The colony is about a mile

and a half or three quarters north from there.

O. And did you describe the buildings in which

the children slept and ate at the colony— have you ?

Where were the mothers of the children that slept and

ate, if any, at the Colony ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

3164 that it was not proper cross examination and was imma-

terial, \\hich objection was sustained, the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered Exception No. 666.

I cannot give the date of the address of Mr. Cyrus

Willard on the subject of life, which was given in what
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3165 '^ called the Oriental room at the Homestead. I could

not say whether the plaintiff was present. There was

quite an audience or gathering. I do not remember of

his i)aving any special compliment to the Leader of the

Universal Brotherhood. I could not say whether he

paid any general compliment as to the work in which she

was engaged or to its utility or its purpose. I could

not say that he did or did not. Rut a fact like that of

which I was asked is such a ]:)eculiar thing it would have

riif^f impressed my mind, where his simply referring to the

leader's work would not be of any special significance,

because most anyone does that after they learn what her

work is. Anyone refers to the greatness of her work

after they know what it is, and it would be nothing

strange if yir. Willard did.

Q. It is probable Mr. Willard did refer to the great-

ness and goodness of the work in which she was en-

gaged ?

3167 A. T don't know as T would wish to say that it was

probable. It was possible that he did.

Q. It is usual, I believe you said, in addresses and

speeches, to make mention or refer to her as engaged

in a great and good work.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

" that a fact is assumed which has not been testified to

by tl\e witness and not proper cross examination " and

3168 ^^'^^ irrelevant and immaterial, which objection was sus-

tained, the defendant excepted and the same is numbered

Exception No. 667.

Witness (continuing) : I have no recollection that

Mr. Willard made any comparison as between Mrs.
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3169 Tingley and others, or that he made mention of any of

the names famihar to Theosophical hterature, such as

Buddha.

Q. If he had used them would it have made any deep

impression on your mind ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant and was not proper

cross-examination, which objection was sustained, the

'^170 flcfendant excepted and the same is numbered Exception

No. 668.

Witness (continuing) : The re-dedication ceremony

took place about eight o'clock in the evening. Four

hundred people marched in the procession. I did not see

them march because I was proprietor of the establish-

ment at that time, and all these people were my guests

and I was pretty busy. I did not go with them, but I

followed up along behind. I do not remember whether

3171 there was a moon or not. I do not remember seeing any

torch bearers.

O. Any bearers of lanterns, or—
The plaintiff" objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross-examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 669.

O. You attended the New Years celebration ?
*

3172 A. I have not sat up on.e night, or got up and sat up

during the few minutes preceding and following the New-

Year. Sometimes I did and sometimes T did not.

O. \\'ere there any ceremonies carried on there at

the time mentioned?
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T-iyT The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion was sustained, the defendant excepted and the same

is numbered Exception Xo. 670.

RiiDIRECT EXAM INATION of LOR IN F. WOOD.

By Mr. Kellogg: O. Will you give the briefest pos-

sible description of the accommodations provided for the

children at the Colony October 28th, 1901, and during

J-,", the period preceding that time?

Air. Ilunsakcr: Objected to on the ground it is not

re-direct examination.

'i nc Court: It is not re-direct examination.

Mr. Kellogg: Then I will beg leave of Your Honor

to open the examination for the purpose of putting that

one question.

3175
The Court : Well }"OU may take leave to examine the

witness on the subject.

O. (Repeated by reporter.)

A. At the Colony there are two quite good sized

buildings. (I'm speaking of October 28th, 1901.) And

the children are accommodated in both of these build-

ings ; I do not mean that they occupy the entire building.

They iiave apartments in both of these buildings, the

smaller ones in one building and the larger in the other,

•^-^'" an apartment of a smaller class, consists of quite a good

sized room, at least, I should say, fourteen feet square;

with a southern and western exposure, with another

small room connecting out of that, containing bath tub

and toilet and washstand, and so forth, lavatory; the
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3177 ^^^^'^^'^ P'^i't where the}- are kept is a very much larger

room ; it extends across the entire building ; I should say

it must be twenty by thirty feet, something like that in

size, which has eastern, southern and western exposure.

They then have in addition to that outside a tent in which

they go during the day, if they wish to. The smaller

ones are taken there after the sun is too hot, those out

door accommodations.

Q. Were the sleeping arrangements of those two

3178 apartments similar to the ones you have described as

existing at the Lotus Home ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, not rebuttal and not re-direct

examination, which objection was overruled, the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

672.

A. At the Colony they all had beds of their own

;

3179 ^^^^^ '^^ entirely independent; each one by itself, and has

no connection with the other at all, movable beds, cots,

mattresses and bed clothes, and so forth.

O. It has been stated, doctor, that the colony was

used as a place of punishment. Will you state the facts

as to that averment?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant, not rebuttal and not

redirect examination.
3180

THE COURT: The plaintiff's counsel has been

given leave to reopen the direct examination ; the objec-

tion is overruled to which the defendant excepted and

the same is numbered Exception No. 673.
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3181 *^- ^ liavc never known it to be used in that manner.

FRANK M. PIERCE

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff in rebuttal,

testified as follows

:

BY MR. McKINLEY: My name is Frank M.

Pierce. I reside at Point Loma. I have resided there

since February, 1900, except a period of about six weeks

in the early part of 1901 when I was in New York.

Mv duties at Point Loma included the construction
3182

and outside work as general superintendent and in the

org-anization I am Secretary General of the Universal

brotherhood and- Treasurer of the Point Loma Home-

stead. I have filled those positions ever since I went

there.

I am, and was, on the 28th day of October, 1901, fa-

miliar with all the grounds, buildings and conditions at

Point Loma and that includes the entire grounds, the

Colony, the Homestead, the School of Antiquity and the

3183 Lotus Home.

I am acquainted with Mr. Fitch, whose deposition was

introduced in this case. I met him first at Point Loma

in connection with his employment there in the latter

part of 1900 or the early part of 1901. I employed him

as book-keeper at Point Loma. He w^as in no sense a

confidential employee. He remained at Point Loma in

the neighborhood of eight months. He w-as not captain

of the athletic exercises while at Point Loma. He used

3184 to go out and run with us in the morning athletic exer-

cises some times. He left Point Loma somewhere in the

middle of 1901.

O. W'hat, if any, connection did you have with the

circumstances of his leavino"?
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2XSS '^^^^ defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 674.

A. He proved himself utterly incompetent as an ac-

countant, and not wishing him to have the disadvantage

of having to work against a discharge in seeking other

employment, I told him we had no further use for him

as an accountant and would suggest that he get another

3186 place.

I did not urge him to remain. He remained about

two months after I suggested to him to look for another

place.

Q. Under what arrangement?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not rebuttal, and

the defendant further objected " to any conversation

•2-1 oy with Mr. Fitch on the subject, on the ground that his

attention was not called to the conversation and no

foundation has been laid for introducing any impeaching

statements," wdiich objection was overruled, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No.

675-

A. That his salary should be paid him for the two

months during which time he was to have whatever time

for the entire period in which to secure a new place.

3188 I '^"''' '^"^^ during all the time Mr. Fitch was at Point

Loma was, a member of the plaintiff's cabinet.

Q. Mr. Fitch stated that the cabinet had access to the

rooms of Mrs. Tingley at all times during the period he

was there. Will vou state the facts in reference to that?
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3189 ''^^ During all business hours we had access to her

office, but never to her private rooms.

The paper which is now shown me (Defendant's Ex-

hibit 24) was a pledge which was in use at the Home-

stead at the time Air. Fitch was there. There was no

other written pledge produced during that time. This is

the pledge of a class of students under Airs. Tingley's

teachings of Theosophy, and is the only class I have any

knowledge of. I think I know them all. This pledge

^IQO ^^^^ "°*' t^^*^^" '^y ^^^ w^^o were there. I never took it

myself.

Q. One of the witnesses has testified in a deposition,

Mr. Pierce, that upon one occasion you laid upon a

mat in front of Airs. Tingley's door—
AIR. HUNSAKER: Objected to on the ground that

it is immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal.

THE COURT: I do not wish it to be implied if I

3191 should overrule this objection that I regard it as ma-

terial, because I do not. I do not regard the original

evidence as material to any issues in the case on either

side as to whether he la}- on a mat or not.

The plaintiff withdrew the question- and the defendant

excepted to the remarks of the court as to the materiality

of the testimony that had been admitted, and the same

is numbered. Exception No. 676.

WITNESS (Continuing) : During the period that I

was there no ceremonies were carried on during which

the persons taking part in them went about in their bare

feet, excepting only on going to bed. I generally go to

bed bare footed. The persons taking part in proces-

sions or ceremonies there did not go in their bare or

3192
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3193 stocking feet. I have worn stockings and sandals. I

have never gone bare footed, no one went in their stock-

ing feet. There are too many pebbles in the soil. I

was at Point Loma on the occasion of the dedication of

the corner stone in .April, 1899, and had charge of the

procession upon that occasion. I know that no one

fainted during the course of that procession, the distance

from the house from which we started to the point to

which we went on that occasion is seven or eight hun-

3194 '^^'^'^ ^^^^' ^ attended all the meetings held regularly

during the period that Mr. Fitch was at Point Loma.

I never on any occasion heard Mr. Willard or an)- one

else at a meeting during that period refer to Mrs. Ting-

ley as greater than Christ, Confucius, Budda, or Mo-

hammed.

O. Did you hear anything said to that effect during

any of the meetings held during the period that Fitch

was there?

3195
The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, not rebuttal, was general as to

any of the meetings held there and called for the con-

clusion of the witness as to whether anything similar was

said, which objection was overruled, the defendant ex-

cepted, and the same is numbered. Exception No. 677.

A. I never did.

3196 ' ^^'^^ '^^ Point Loma while Dr. Anderson was there

at the time covered by his testimony. Xo initiation

took place which the plaintiff described as the initiation

into the ancient order of Scribes. There was no such

thingfs as initiation into the order of Scribes.
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3197 Q- State whether upon the occasion of any meeting

attended by Dr. Anderson while }ou were there any-

thing was said by Mrs. Tingley in reference to the in-

telhgence of her dog Spot, or whether she made any

such remarks in the course of any meeting detaiHng in-

stances of his intelHgence or anything of that sort?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal

because limited to the occasion to which the testimony

'-'^^^ of the witness for the defendant referred.

THE COURT : The objection is overruled. I do

not desire it to be implied from the fact that I over-

rule the objection that I consider Spot as a material

issue in this case or a proper matter fofl" '"-e considera-

tion of the jury.

The defendant excepted to the decision of tii court

in overruling its objection to the foregoing question, and

3199 the same is numbered. Exception No. 678.

The defendant also excepted to the remarks of the

court in ruling upon the defendant's objection to the

foregoing question, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion No. 679.

O. State whether Spot was treated with reverence at

that time, by the members.

A. He was not.

3200 ,^ ^,

y. State whether you have ever seen women working

in the fields.

A. I have seen ladies about the flower gardens. I

have seen them walk over fields' but never in the wav of
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3201 ^^o^'l'^iiiR '11 the fields. There is a fence three and a half

feet his^h around the i^roiinds. It was put there to keep

out the jack rabhits and the cotton tails.

There are not now, nor din'ing' the period prior to

October 28th, 1901, had there been at any time restric-

tions upon persons leaving- the Homestead. The ma-

terial of which the robes used on various occasions

while I was there was heavy flannel and cotton flannel.

None of them were made of cheese cloth or of any other

09Q0 light material. They were worn over their clothing.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF FRANK M. PIERCE.

BY MR. SHORTRIDGE : O. Were there any guards

there stationed to keep out the jack rabbits?

The plain
'"''

objected to the question on the groimd

that it was not proper cross examination, which objec-

tion w"""- sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same

is u iibered, Exception No. 680.

3203 WITNESS (Continuing) : I have been a member of

the plaintifl^'s cabinet since the formation of the or-

ganization in 1896. I am not sure about the date. I

can refresh my mind by looking at the documents. I

am, and ever since the organization, have been the Sec-

retary General of the Universal Brotherhood. Ii is an

org-anization.

O. It is not a corporation. I believe?

34O4 \ An organization, Sir. A[y duties in connection

with the whole work are manifold. Katherine Tingley

appointed me a member of the cabinet. Nobody made

me Secretary General. Katherine Tingiey appointed me

Secretary General. I don't know the extent of the
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3205 ^^'"" "^'^ "^^' o^ce. It has continued up to the present

time.

O. Who, if anybody, has power to terminate it or

bring- it to a close?

A. Myself, no one else that I know of, during good

conduct. Katherine Tingley, the plaintiff in this action,

has not the power to terminate my Secretaryship as

long as I perform my duties properly.

3206 Q- ^^ ho is the judge whether you perform your

duties properly?

A. The question has not been raised yet, so I am

not able to say. If it should be raised, I am not able

to say who would be the one to determine whether or not

I performed my duties properly. I don't know that it

would be Katherine Tingley. I don't know that there

is any one else, would have power to pass on the ques-

tion whether or not I perform mv duties as Secretary
'1207j^yjt General pro])erly. The question has not come up yet.

Q. If it should arise tomorrow, who would be the

person to determine whether or not you have performed

your duties properly?

A. I am not able to look into the futurity. I know

that Katherine Tingley has not power to remove me in-

stantly. She has not power to remove me without as-

signing the cause for it.

3208
O. Must she assign the cause if she removes you?

A. I don't know that she had the power to remove

me. She appointed me. I did not know if at the time

she appointed me she appointed me for life. I don't
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3209 ''-'"'O'^^' ^li^t she said anything" in respect to my appoint-

ment. I fonnd my name on the hst of appointments.

I had not songht the appointment. There was no fixed

term in the notice of my appointment and I made no in-

qniries about it.

O. When you found this Hst naming you as one of

her cabinet was you here in CaHfornia?

The i)laintiff objected to the qviestion on the ground

101 n ^^^^^ '^^ ^^'^^ irrelevant, immaterial and not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 681.

O. Was it a written address to you notifying you of

your appointment?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not proper cross

examination, which objection w^as sustained, the de-

J4II fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 682.

Q. Is there any other person, any committee, board

or group of persons associated with you, that has or had

the power of terminating your Secretaryship or your

membership of the cabinet?

A. Xo further than I have stated that I know of

and that is myself. There has ,been no term of service

orj-j r) fixed that I ever heard of.

O. If 3'ou are guilty of any misbehavior would that

ipso facto terminate your membership, in the cabinet?

A. I do not think I would have any duties to per-

form in connection with mv office.
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3'^13 Q- Would it not terminate the performance of duties

if you were guilty of any misconduct.

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and did not tend to illustrate the

feelings of the witness towards the plaintiff, and would

be immaterial for any other purpose, which objection

was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is

numbered, Exception Xo. 683.

"^911 \^ ITNESS (Continuing): I am not an enthusiastic

friend of the plaintiff. I am not an enthusiastic mem-

ber of the L^niversal Brotherhood. I looked upon

Katherine Tingley as the Leader and Official head of the

Universal Brotherhood. That is the title she enjoys

and fills.

O. Was she made such by your voice or vote?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not proper cross

examination, which objection, was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 684.

3215

WITNESS (Continuing) : I am, not an active man-

ager of the plaintiff's case which is on trial here. I

have written one telegram to Air. Somers, that is all

I can recollect. I have not devoted any time to the prep-

aration of this case for trial. I have not been in daily

3216 consultation, of the counsel for the plaintiff during the

trial of this case. I have attended every session of the

court during such trial.

Q. Have you not consulted with counsel for the

plaintiff every day during the trial of this case?
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3^17 ^'^-
-'- "^'^-^ '^"'-^ '"^- "°^" ^ <^lon't remember. I have

not made any special endeavor in such direction.

I first went to Point I.oma in the early ]:)art of 1900.

^ly home is at Point Lonia. I lived in New York be-

fore going there. I transferred my residence from New

York to Point Loma upon my own suggestion and at my

own instance. There were no inducements held out to

me whatever. It was simply my own volition. I

came on the same train with Katherine Tingley, the

3218 P'^'i'^tiff in this action.

O. You say you sent one telegram only with respect

to the trial of this case?

A. 1 said that was the only one I remember of send-

ing. I will not sa\- that it was one or many. 1 won't

say that it was one onl}'. I won't say that it was more

than one. I remember I sent one.

O. Do you state positively, ]\lr. Pierce, that you

3219 have sent but one telegram with respect

A. (Interrupting) : I have given you all the an-

iwev I shall unless under the order of the court.

The plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and not

cross examination, and the defendant asked the court to

instruct the witness to answer the last question. The

plaintiff's objection to the question was sustained, the

32^0 <^'^fpi''c^s"t excepted, and the same is numbered, Excep-

tion Xo. 685.

O. Pfow long have you known H. H. Somers ?

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have known H. H.
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377]^ Somers for three or four years. I have never written

him any letter with respect to this. case.

Q. Had you ever w^ritten him any letter in respect to

any controversy going on in which Dr. Anderson was

a party?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection w'as

sustained, the defendant excepted and the same is num-

'^rf'jj l)ered, Exception No. 686.

Witness (Continuing) : I dictated a telegram to Mr.

White and caused it to be sent to Mr. Somers, request-

ing him to come to San Diego as a witness on behalf of

the plaintiff. Before sending this telegram I never had

any communication with ]ylr. Somers in regard to this

case or about Dr. Anderson. I presume, he knew some-

thing about Dr. Anderson but I had never spoken to

him about his knowledge or aljout his coming^ here.

^"^ O. Are you a married man, Mr. Pierce?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and was immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered Exception No. 686.

Q. Have you any family, Mr. Pierce, at all?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination and was immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 687. ^

WITNESS (Continuing) : Mr. Fitch tried to learn

photography while he was at Point Loma but he did not

3224
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32^5 '"^i-^cceed. We have some pictures which he attempted to

make (hiring- the time he was trying to learn the art.

They were not such as we had any use for in our, work.

I bought a photographic apparatus for Mr. Fitch's use.

He was trying to learn photography for two or three

months and devoted all the time to it he could get away

from his regular duties. Some of his pictures were de-

veloped in San Diego.

I never took any pledge when I joined the organiza-

3226 tion. I was never asked to. I never signed any.

That pledge (Plaintiff's Exhibit 24) was in use during

the period Mr. Fitch was there.

I am a member of the Ancient Order of Scribes.

O. And their costume is a sort of Greek design, is

it?

A. I have been in the Greek costume and I have

been in the clothes I am now in more frequently. We

^rf^h7 have no particular costume for the order. It is simpl}- a

Greek costume we used in our dramas and plays.

0. Do the Scribes have any place where they go to

perfomi their services, and if so, in what costume?

A. Never had any services. The only duties that

have ever been assigned to the Order of Scribes or which

they have ever performed is in the line of archaeological

research.

3228 Q" ^Vhere did you carry on that research.

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not cross examination, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered, Exception No. 688.
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the corner stone re-dedication. I saw no one exhausted

or fainting at or after the ceremony.

Q. Did plaintiff in this action deliver any address on

that occasion?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

ao^n ^^''^*^'' Exception Xo. 689.

O. Did you ever hear her spoken of as possessing ex-

traordinary powers ?

The plaintiff" objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent, immaterial and not

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 690.

^971 Q- 1-^icl you ever hear her compared with any of the

great names in Theosophical literature. ]\Iadam Blavet-

sky—

Ihe plaintiff objected to the question on the, ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent, immaterial and not

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

Xo. 691.

Q^or, Q- 1^'<J yow ever hear her compared to William Q.

J ^''dge
'

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial, incompetent and not

cross examination, which objection was sustained, the de-

I
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3233 Pendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 692.

WITNESS (Continuing-) : I never heard her name

mentioned as engaged in work as elevating and ennobling

as the work in which Eudda or Jesus Christ engaged.

O. Did you ever hear any comparison instituted be-

tween the work outhned by her and the work outhned

by Jesus ?

3234 A. Well, in how wide a field? Do you mean in the

organization or outside.

Q. Work in which she was engaged in.

MR. ANDREWS : Tbe question is objected to if the

court please. The witness testifies that he has not.

The objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 693.

O. Did you, Mr. Pierce, ever hear her claim that she

3235 possessed powers as extraordinary as those said to have

been possessed by Aladam Blavetsky?

The plaintift" ol)jected to the question on the ground

that it was not proi:)er cross examination and was irrele-

vant and immaterial, which objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted, and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 694.

O. Dr. Anderson was the vice-president, second in

'^91A P^'^c^ '" ^'^^" Universal Brotherhood whilst you were

there, was he not?

A. He was not.

O. What position did he occupy?

A. Cabinet ofiicer.
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3237 '1'^''^ plaintifif objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and was immaterial,

which objection was sustained, the defendant excepted,

and the same is numbered, Exception No. "695.

O. Did you ever have any conversation with the Doc-

tor on any subject at any time?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, which objection was

sustained, the defendant excepted, and the same is num-

bered, Exception No. 696.

WITNESS (Continuing) : There is no service or for-

mula to go through in entering the Order of Scribes.

You become a member by going into the order the same

as you go into this room. You walk in. You do not ask

anybody's permission to go in.

O. How did you go in?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not cross examination, which

objection was sustained, the defendant excepted, and the

same is numbered. Exception No. 697.

WITNESS (Continuing) : I have, seen women attend-

ing to some flower gardens at Point Loma. The only

fence that surrounds the Homestead or the colony is a

three and a half foot jack-rabbit fence.

O. Are there any gates?

044U The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not cross examination, and that it was irrele-

vant and immaterial, wdiich objection was sustained, the

defendant excepted and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 698.

3239
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3241 \\ ITXESS (Continuing) : ]\Ir. Fitch was never in the

employ of the Universal Brotherhood. He was employed

by the Point Loma Homestead. I cannot tell exactly

when he left that employment. I have no memorandum

of letters written by me that I know of from which I

could obtain the date he left Point Loma. I sometimes

keep copies of my correspondence— of my letters of rec-

ommendation. I don't know whether I gave Mr. Fitch

at the time he left a letter of recommendation ; I wrote

3242 ^'^^ ^^ ^^^' P^sbcock about him, a copy of which I here

produce.

The letter was read in evidence by defendant and

marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 8.

LO.AIA HOAIESTEAD,
POINT LOMA,
CAL. April 6, 1901.

Confidential.

Mr. E. S. Babcock,

^^"^•^ Coronado, California.

My Dear Sir:

—

Replying to your confidential inquiry regarding Mr.

Fitch, I say he was employed here as a bookkeeper and

not as a clerk.

As a bookkeeper he never succeeded in giving me a

balance, although I made it almost imperative that he do

so for several months, and now find that his books were

in such shape as to make it ..necessary to go over and un-

0-^44 tangle the whole thing, in order to get a balance. His

duties as bookkeeper, however, were quite seriously inter-

fered with by other duties he was asked to perform,

mainly in the line of photographing.

He has fair natural abilitv which, however, is seriouslv
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3245 i'ltcrfcred with by his lack of continuity and persistency

in carrying out any special line of duty and those faults

are exaggerated by the fact that he is almost wholly

ruled by the modes and whims of a headstrong wife,

which exaggerates his naturally somewhat uncertain ac-

tion into a danger. His somewhat indolent nature leads

him to seek inside clerical employment when he is bet-

ter fitted for active outdoor work, and I urged him for

his own good to seek outdoor employment.

3246 ^'^ leaving was voluntary, largely on account of his

wife, and the knowledge that among our own member-

ship were bookkeepers who stood ready to perform his

duties without salary ; and as he was the only salaried

we had, he w^as told that as soon as he could find other

employment we desired to put unsalaried men in posses-

sion and save the money we were paying him.

I have no doubt that if Mr. Fitch was under right in-

fluence and left to carry out the promptings of his better

3247 "^^"''c. an<^l ^^'ith right guidance, he would grow into a

very good and useful man.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) F. M. PIERCE.

ETHELIND WOOD:

sworn and examined on behalf of plaintiff in rel)uttal,

testified as follows

:

P.Y MR. KELLOGG: My name is Ethelind Wood,

3248 I am a daughter of Dr. Wood, who testified this morn-

ing. I reside at Point Loma; have resided there about

five years beginning at a time before the Homestead was

established, after ^Irs. Tinglcy came to Point Loma. I

lived about two or three months at the Colony. I was a
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0249 teacher of the children there. There were at that time

about a dozen children between three and four months

to twelve years old ; the little Gird children, the younger

Kratzer girl, and Mrs. Neil's (Mrs. Mohn) child were

there. I had charge of and the teaching of all of these

children. I gave them instructions in reading, writing,

spelling, arithmetic, geography and singing to a certain

extent. Those classes were arttended by the Gird chil-

Pl dren, and the Kratzer girl was there. The lessons con-

-^-^cf) tinned during the whole time of my stay at the Colony.

I kept myself personally familiar with the Cjuantity and

quality of the food which those children were receiving

at that time. I was eating at the same table with them

during most of the time I was there. The quality of

the food was the very best and the quantity was suffi-

cient for children of their ages. When I left the Colony

I went to the Homestead, where the Raja Yoga School

was established. I went there at the very beginning of

that school.
3251

I

Q. What was your occupation from that time to Oc-

tober 28th, 190 1, in connection with the Raja Yoga

School, if any?

A. One of the teachers.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

it was irregular, incompetent, immaterial and not in re-

buttal, which objection was overruled. The defendant

3^52 <^^cepted and the same is numbered. Exception 699.

At the time of the commencement of the Raja Yoga

School there were about thirty children in it and on Oc-

tober 28th, iQOi, there were about one hundred.

O. What proportion of them were homeless children.
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3953 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled. The defendant excepted

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 700.

A. There were about 70 children that were educated

and supported by the institution.

Without paying anything themselves.

(). And without having anything paid for them.

3254 The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and not in rebuttal of anything

that liad been offered in evidence which objection was

overruled. The defendant excepted and the Exception

is numbered 701.

A. Yes sir.

O. At the time mentioned, October 28th, 1901, and

during the period preceding that date, will you state in

3255 general the course of instructions that w^ere being given

in this Raja Yoga School.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled. The defendant excepted

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 702.

A. The ordinary branches taught in public school,

reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography, botany,

3256 astronomy; a complete musical education, vocal and in-

strumental, harmony, drawing, the piano, violin, man-

dolin, and guitar and Mrs. Tingley also had a class in

which she instructed the children on general informa-

tion, on history and geography and music.
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3257 Q" ^^^^ there any manual training or industrial

training- at all?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled and the defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered, Exception No. 703.

A. Carpentry, agriculture and horticulture.

Dressmaking was taught to the older girls. At that

time nothing was taught to the pupils with regard to

3258 ^iii^ culture.

Q. Will you state how many teachers there engaged

in this work of the children on October 28th, 1901.

The de/endant objected to the question on the grovmd

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was overruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered. Exception No. 704.

A. There were about fourteen.

3259
O. The children at the Raja Yoga School at that

time ran between what ages?

A. From one, three and four months to fourteen.

O. At that time what was your relation to the other

teachers — did you have general superintendence?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, immaterial and not in rebuttal,

( 3260 ^v^^ich objection was overruled. Tlie defendant excepted

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 705.

A. I was Assistant Superintendent of the Raja Yoga

School.

I am personally familiar with everything I have testi-
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i^''}(^'l fied to on October 28th, 1901, and during the period

preceding that date. I was personally familiar with the

educational work which was being conducted among

what I call the older young children ; older than these

children.

O. Will you describe that work at that time?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent, immaterial and not

in rebuttal, which objection was over-ruled the defend-

ant excepted and the same is numbered Exception No.

706.

A. The higher studies w ere taught ; higher mathe-

matics, geometry, trigonometry, history, geography,

music, all studies in music, vocal and instrumental and

domestic economy and languages ; latin, Spanish and

French, drawing botany, astronomy, chemistry and

zoology.

O. Any lecture given at that time in any medical

subjects ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 707.

A. There were, yes sir.

O. About how many of what I have called the older

children were engaged in this course of study?

A. There were about twenty.

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial and irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

3263

3264
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3265 ^^'^^^^^^ objection was over-ruled, and defendant excepted

and the same is numbered, Exception No. 708.

Q. About how man\- teachers were engaged in the

work ?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered, Exception No. 709.

3266

3267

A. About half a dozen.

Q. Are you personally familiar with the point as to

whether among the elder people, now referring to ages

above those which I have last alluded to, educational

work was in progress, October 28th, 1901 and pre-

ceeding that date?

The defendant ol)jected to the question on the grounds

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered. Exception No. 710.

A. I am.

O. Please describe that as briefly as you can ?

The defendant objected to the question on the grounds

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was over-ruled. The defendant excepted

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 711.

3268 A. They were all studying music in the chorus work

and individually they attended the medical lectures and

lectures on music.

Q. Did they devote any attention to the drama?
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that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not in rebuttal,

which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered. Exception No. 712.

A. There was a llible class and a Shakespeare class

and the arts were studied.

Q. Were there any societies which were working in

the line of improvement of their members, mental and

spiritual improvement?
3270

3271

3272

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent, immaterial and lead-

ing, which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered. Exception Xo. 713.

A. There were classes in these different subjects,

yes sir.

O. Can you recall at present any other additional

work which was being done among these older people at

the time I have mentioned?

The defendant objected to the question on the ground

that it was irrelevant, incompetent, immaterial and lead-

ing, which objection was over-ruled. The defendant ex-

cepted and the same is numbered, Exception Xo. 714.

A. Domestic economy was taught.

CROSS-EXAMINATIOX OF ETHELIXD WOOD:
BY AIR. SHORTRIDGE. I am and have been a

member of the Universal Brotherhood Organization since

it was started and I am now Assistant Superintendent

of the Raja Yoga School. There were several small

homeless children at the Colony in October, 1901 ; they

were seven or eight months old. \\'hen I first went to
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the Colony there were children from three to four

months up to the age of ten or twelve. I took note of

what they were fed on. Babies three or four days old

were fed every thirty minutes. It was not by order of

Mrs. Tingley. It was a method which we found very

desirable and it was continuously followed up to October,

190 1 and has been ever since. We do not wake the

babies up in the middle of the night to feed them every

thirty minutes.

'^974. ^^rs. Tingley had a class at the Homestead, October,

1901 ; She taught history and general information in con-

versational form. She did not teach theosophy. She

gave these teachings, or lessons once a week. She taught

anything else that was interesting for the children to

learn, to know. She did not have any set hours for

classes. There were classes devoted to mental and moral

spiritual improvement. Mrs. Tingley did not reveal her

notions or teachings in regard to spiritual improvements.

3275 Q- ^^ hat was the scope of the teachings of Mrs.

Tingley as to mental and spiritual development?

MR. KELLOGG: That is objected to as being the

same question, I think, that was ruled upon ; The details

of the teachings do not seem to us as material ; there-

fore we object to them.

The objection was sustained. The defendant excepted

and the same is numbered Exception No. 715.

3276 WITNESS (continuing) : ^Irs. Tingley had classes

in Theosophy teacliing and gave lectures and addresses

on the philosophy of theosophy. I cannot say how fre-

quently. She gave these lessons or lectures in one of the

rooms of the Homestead. She has sriven lessons at the

k
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3277 Colony and she has had many talks with the children.

She did not give formal lessons or have a formal class at

the Colony; she did not make up the curriculum of

studies for the Raja Yoga school. The superintendent

of the Raja Yoga school attended to that.

Q. You are a warm champion of the plaintiff, are

vou not?

3278

A. I admire her work. I am the warm champion of

anything that is right. I think her actions have showed

that she is always right.

O. You believe that in this controversy she is right?

A. I generally follow my own conscience and m}- own

conscience dictates what is right. It dictates that Airs.

Tingley is right in her controversy.

I have not taken a solemn and binding pledge to sup-

port the plaintiff in this action, nor have I taken any oath

277Q or affirmation with respect to any of the societies at Point

Loma to which I belong. I have taken no pledge at all.

I am a member of the Universal Brotherhood Organiza-

tion. I do not recognize that Mrs. Tingley is the Su-

preme Head of the Universal Brotherhood. I do not

know that we have any supreme head. We have a

Leader and Official Head.

3280

Q. And that person, whatever she may be, is superior

to all others?

A. We recognize her as our teacher.

Q. Is she not superior to all others connected with

the Organization according to your understanding of the

Brotherhood ?
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3'^81 ^- '^'^^ '^ ^^^^ teacher of all that is pure and true.

O. Do you look upon your Leader and Teacher as

successor in line of William Q. Judge and of Madam

Blavatsky ?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained, the defend-

ant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception Xo.

3282
^'^''

WITNESS (Continuing) : There w'ere teachings

from the Bible. Our present teachings were not from

the Gita. As a rule we did not read from the Gita. I

know that book.

O. What is it?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

3283 examination, which objection was sustained.

O. JNIiss W'ood, is it not a fact that in these various

classes in theosophy. or at these meetings there were

many readings from the Gita?

The plaintiff' objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

examination, which objection was sustained. The de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered, Exception

No. 718.
3284

O. Weren't there teachings in what we call mysticism

or occultism?

The plaintiff' objected to the c[uestion on the ground

that it w^as immaterial, irrele\ant arid not proper cross
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3985 examination, which objection was sustained. The de-

fendant excepted, and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 719.

Q. Didn't the leader, }our leader and teacher, under-

take to elevate you spiritually by enlarging upon the doc-

trines of occultism or theosophy?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was immaterial, irrelevant and not proper cross

3286 examination, which objection was sustained. The de-

fendant excepted and the same is numbered. Exception

No. 720.

The i)laintift" here rests.

KATHERINE TINGLEY:

recalled for the defendant by permission of the court

for cross-examination as to one matter relating to Dr.

Anderson ; testified as follows :

3287
BY MR. HUNSAKER : In January, 1900, I was the

Leader and Official Head of the Universal Brotherhood.

At that time the Searchlight was not published under the

auspices of the Universal Brotherhood. I cannot recol-

lect by whom it was published.

O. T call your attention to the Searchlight of Volume

I, No. 4 of date of January, 1900; (tendering witness

])aper) and ask you if you saw that paper at the time

0^00 it was issued?

MR. ANDREWS: We object on the ground that

the question is not proper cross examination and any an-

swer she could give would be incompetent, irrelevant
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3289 '^"'^ immaterial. I have no recollection that ^Irs. Ting-

ley testified as to anything about any Searchlight.

AIR. HUNSAKER: I wish to direct the witness's at-

tention so that it will get the record squarely before the

Court to the article appearing in this publication, be-

ginning on page 3 and entitled, " Hints On Hinder-

ances," extending to page 7, and ask the witness whether

or not that was an article prepared by her under her di-

rection for publication in the Searchlight and then to

64y^ direct her attention to this one portion of the article

which I wish to introduce and a portion marked and ap-

pearing on page 7, relating to Dr. Jerome A. Anderson.

The objection was sustained. The defendant excepted

and the same is numbered. Exception No. 721.

The article appearing in Vol. i, No. 4 of the Search-

light mentioned in the foregoing question was here at

defendant's rec^uest marked for identification as De-

"^901 ^^"*^''i"t"s Exhibit No. 9.

•' DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT 9."

HINTS ON HINDRANCES.

COMRADES :—

Let us consider together a few very important points

connected with our work so that we may see how to ex-

pedite it. Could not nearly all of us do a little more to

help by the simple process of doing less to hinder.

3292 NEARLY all of us WANT to help, and the kind of

help the following pages deal with seems to me the eas-

iest of all to render and will be fruitful in results be-

yond measure. What follows is the outcome of my ex-

perience in working with the Leader and with other of
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l,l()2 <>^ir comrades who are about her, and of what the Leader

has permitted me to see of her correspondence so that I

mij^ht learn my lesson. There is nothing new in it, but

if the intelligence of all of us is simultaneously called

to the fact that we are all more or less apt to commit

the same mistake, we shall see what an immense amount

of time and force we collectively waste.

The Leader is in charge of an enormous plan for the

redemption of humanity from its paralysing load of evil

3294 and clearing its path to the heights. She unfolds that

plan point by point as fast as her time, her strength, and

her workers permit. We want to find out how much of

her time and her strength, we, her workers, unwittingly

waste ; and then how not to do so any more.

She is, so to speak, the one who directs the growth of

a mighty tree, under whose foliage at some future time

all may sit ; the moment the conditions permit, a new

branch arises from the stem ; from it come others, and

3995 so continually. Lut this growth might proceed much

more quickly ; for beside the opposition that belongs to

the nature of things, and the opposition coming from

the traditional enemies of progress, there is a thought-

less yet very effective opposition from those who sin-

cerely desire to help.

Let us run over in our minds what we know of the

Teacher's actual work.

(
1 ) There is an enormous mass of private and gen-

3296 ^^^^ correspondence.

(2) There is the editing of two Magazines, every

detail of which she minutely superintends.

(3) Crusade traveling, with all that it involves;

among other things it involves long periods of absence
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0797 from her papers and from workers to whom she would

otherwise be giving daily directions for work.

(4) There are meetings of all kinds at which she

is constantly required ; and there are innumerable inter-

views with callers on any and every important and un-

important errand.

(5) There are the general affairs of the whole or-

ganization and of each of its expanding parts : the E.

S.T.; the I. B. L. ; the S. R. L. M. A.; the T.P.C. and

o^qo T. S. in A.; the Isis League; the Boys' Clubs; Lotus

Circles ; the Womans' Exchange and Mart ; the activi-

ties at Point Loma, at 19 Avenue Road, London, at

Buffalo, at Toledo, and elsewhere ; the planning of new

work ; the foundation and conduct of individual lodges

;

and the admission of members ; the preparation of

papers of instruction and suggestion ; all these and many

more, an ever extending list.

Let us remember that this multiform work has to be

conducted under the fire of enemies, which requires a
3299

constant attitude of defense and alertness, and that ex-

tensions of activity, though steadily made, are thereby

much hindered and limited in scope. Knowing the re-

lation that our Movement holds to the progress of hu-

manity, we shall easily see that every unnecessary

item of work we heap on our Leader's devoted shoul-

ders, E\^ERY QUERULOUS OR CRITICISING

THOUGHT WE AIM AT HER, WHETHER
THROUGH THE POST OR OTHERWISE, is an

3300
actual blow to the interests of humanity. In this rela-

tion we should consider that we are not dealing with

her exactly as a person, but in our acts and thoughts

are staying or helping the embodied FORCE for good

that has come down into the life of humanitv.
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"^"^01 '^'^^ Theosophical Movement we know is the gen-

erator of the atmosphere in which humanity shall here-

after think and breathe, and as it is sustained by its

men and women, each of them should be a center of

divine energy in that real world of collective feeling

that inspires the general act and thought of humanity.

So we must agree that whenever we permit a condition

of feeling to exist in ourselves which is other than of

intense loyalty to our Cause and its Leader, and of in-

"^"^09 ^^"se TRUST, our real inner work in the world of hu-

man feeling is lessened or stopped for that time. The

greatest work is done by those who are sustained by the

greatest faith, who do not let any little personal clouds

come u]) Ijctween themselves and their Leader, or them-

selves and their comrades in the work. Feeling is that

power that gives birth, and then outgoing energy, to

thoughts. (_)ur thoughts and feelings represent our real

work acts only EMBODY them. Our work is a divine

o^^Q generation, a blessing to humanity, wlien our faith,

trust, loyalty, do not lessen. It is felt as an inspira-

tion by those who have never read a line that has issued

from our society, but who yet, in these later days, find

themselves, because of it, in possession of a new hope

in life, delivered from the despair in which the collapse

of creeds has involved them ; who may even from pul-

pits or with their pens, nor for that reason find them-

selves a new power to help humanity. This our move-

"^^04.
"^^"^ ^^^ achieved, not so much by what has been said

and written, as by the trust and love that has inspired

the lives and thoughts of the members. I think that

when, in any of us the LEADER ceases to be also the

absolutely trusted TEACHER, the lines of that mem-
ber's work become faint and grey.
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T-5/^r A glance at some of the Leader's daily mail would

help all to understand some points better and enable us

to see how much her time an.d strength have to be used

on these minor matters, it would also let us see how she

is helped, HOW MUCH LOVE, DEVOTION, AND
EVIDENCE OF GRAND AND UNSELFISH WORK
REACHES HER THROUGH THE POST ; how a let-

ter containing some such token as a flower, with a few

words of affection, may help her throughout the day

;

i.1f\^
how the photograph of a little smiling child will hold

her attention. But for the moment we are more con-

cerning ourselves with the other side of the picture.

We will ask her to select some letters from her enor-

mous correspondence as types; premises that if she

dealt with as she might if she had three voices and

could keep them sounding in the ears of three sten-

ographers all day she would not do more than justice to

it.

^_^^ The first letter is brief, should not have been ad-
330/

dressed to the Leader at all. and says "I enclose $1.00

for a copy of the "Ocean of Theosophy." Please

give the excess to the Cuban Relief fund." This means

that the Leader must break that dollar, send part of

it back from her private residence, with a note to the

T. P. C, and the remainder to the Treasurer of the

Cuban Relief Fund. She has to acknowledge its re-

ceipt, inquire what is the present price of the book

asked, enclose the amount with written or signed note
3^08

in an envelope ; and direct. Then the same with the

remainder. Time lost about fifteen minutes out of

three available hours, and twenty-five letters waiting.

The second is from a lady-member, is in thin crossed

writing, six pages, and consists mainly of a record
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T^Qq of her powers and how to develop them. The letter

closes with an offer to conduct a correspondence class

for young women "who desire to lead the inner life."

The third is from an egotist, well satisfied with him-

self, yet lacks the rudiments of an ordinary education.

He says, "Of course I am in sympathy with the I. B. L.,

and all that sort of thing, but is there any objection to

a class in our Lodge for the study of the Secret Doc-

trine? This is something I have gone very deeply into,

^T-.^ and while I do not wish to push myself forwards, I

should be very glad to conduct this class." His con-

cluding suggestion is that "being without family attach-

ments"" and feeling he was called, he would be glad,

if arrangements were made for his support, to give his

"life to our glorious Cause."

The next letter, from a lady describes at great length,

but vaguely, some phases in the life of her Lodge

which do not please her. "At every meeting there are

^-...^ too many references to the Leader." There appears to

be an inharmonious tendency in everyone but the

writer. Names are not given, faults are obscurely

hinted at, details are left to inference ; and even if

the Leader can make out what is the matter, no course

of action is possible. The letter ends by asking that

the Leader should immediately come there.

The fifth is from a member who has received a mimo-

graph notice from Mr and Mrs to

"^71 ')
^^^^ effect that "having lost confidence in Mrs. Tingley's

methods" they have left the Organization. The mem-
ber explains that his own loyalty cannot be shaken,

and is not founded on personality, but still it is a little

disturbing to find two such prominent workers failing.

Can the Leader throw any light upon it? And is
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'^313 ^^^^^ ^^^y truth in the rumor that the two referred

to will shortly be followed by a large contingent of

members in Greeland ? He explains that he writes to

the Leader because he has failed to get any informa-

tion from a large number of his friends in other

Lodges to whom he has written about it, most of whom

say they neither know nor wish to know, and that

isolated resignations, together with the uniform and

monotonous reasons for the same, have always oc-

OT1 i curred and will always continue to occur so long as.

streaks of weakness exist in human nature.

The next letter contains a string 'of questions; some

of which should have been addressed to various secreta-

ries, some would need a volume to answer, some are

unanswerable. One of them relates to the origin of

Freemasonr}-, another to the explanation of a dream.

Ihe letter contains a lock of the writer's hair, and con-

cludes by asking the Leader whether she approves of

members of the Organization attending mass.

The seventh is from a lady-member, who, being in

New York a few days before with some friends (not

members) and having promised to introduce them to the

Leader and spend a pleasant afternoon in this call, was

refused admittance by a Secretary ! The young man

merely asked her business, and then said the Leader was

extremely busy. " Do ^•ou always treat country mem-

bers in this way? I was told before that headquarters

was cold."

o31o Another letter (the eighth) concludes thns: " If you

cannot rejily satisfactorily to this (though of course it is

possible you may not be ALLOWED to). I am unable

to see that a high jiosition in Occultism confers any real

insiuht into character."

3315
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QT-i'T The ninth writer, after suggesting the estabhshment

of a chess column in the New Century, and calUng at-

tention to some features in a long poem he encloses, pro-

ceeds to develop a scheme " which is sure to bring in a

large amount of money for our great Cause, and will

make Theosophy wadely known and appreciated in this

neighborhood." Every member in the country is to

subscribe the little sum of 50 cts. The writer offers

his services as Treasurer.

^~- Q To point out to this man that his scheme will not

work, or will make Theosophy ludicrous, or will land

all those who take part in it in jail. OR IS AX AN-

TICIPATION OF A FAR GREATER PLAN TO BE
FORTHCOMING WHEN THE TIME IS RIPE, oc-

cupies about an hour. No. 4 is also appeased, placed in

a more tolerant state of mind, and given a bit of work

in which her irrepressible sense of self-importance will

do least harm. Her inevitable future resignation is

thus in her own interest deferred as long as possible.

3319
This takes also a long time. No. 8 is partly appeared,

but as the Secretary's attitude is not abjectly apologized

for, resignation is probably impending.

The tenth letter asked, " What about my article for

the New Century? It was sent two weeks ago, accom-

panied by a communication to the Secretary of the Isis

League." This letter contains a veiled threat of resig-

nation if the article is not accepted, and remarks that

the editor of the " Faith-healcrs' Bugle-call and Battle-

oo^\7
cr)' is much more prom])t.

The eleventh is from a man who says he is so poor

that he has to " look after every cent." He would have

more to look after if he did not use so many in waiting

to the Leader and many others, criticising her conduct
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021 of her magazines, and suggesting that many others (not

named) " feel as he does." He really has been waiting

for a long time to be asked to edit one of the papers,

and when tlie Leader, in order to test his good faith,

loyalty, and ability, offers him a DEPARTMENT of

one of them, he jumps out, resigns, " not liking Airs.

Tingley's methods." He thereafter announces that she

offered him the post of editor, and that he declined, l)Ut

later, having evidently forgotten this, he publishes a

^^^^ letter contradicting his own assertion.
3322

The next letter is from a man whose letter rings true

and is a cry for Light. He is not a member, and im-

plores the Leader to write him herself, and help him,

not hand his letter over to a Secretary. Her heart is

touched ; she would gladly do so,—but the time ! How

many are there who might have had such help, who

needed it, who would now be valued comrades in our

ranks, had they but had it
;
yet for whom it was im-

possible because WE wasted the Leader's time and
3323

strength in many thoughtless ways.

Another letter is very brief, and reads thus :

" He

Who Knows tells me that on receipt of this you will at

once hand me $ioo for a sacred purpose, to be revealed

later.

" N. B. The details of your EARLY life arc known

to me.

" The bearer awaits answer."

^^-. These demands being ignored, the Leader looks out
' 3324

of her window, and sees crossmg the street, a member

of the T. vS. ! (Tliis is a literal fact.)

Putting aside other letters of real importance, full of

the perfect spirit of self-sacrificing love, full of strength

\
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^325 '^'^^^ cncourag'cmcnt, let us come to the last in the series

of types.

This letter asks, " \Miat books would you advise us

to keep on sale at our Lodge meetings?"' Hitherto the

books had been promiscously from friends and enemies

of our Organization. The Teader answers " Push the

books of H. P. B. and of W. O. J. ; of Jerome Anderson,

and of others who, like him, have shown the quality of

their professions by flicir liz'cs. If you do this you will

n-jjf not need to press the books of those whose only aim in

writing them was to fill their own pockets ; books writ-

ten by those who, now or always, hostile to our Move-

ment, would but divert and poison the awakening inter-

est of inquirers. The inquirer will naturally inquire

further, personally, of the man whose book he ^admires,

and will get from him his first guiding touch. Would

you rather that your inquirer should write for further

help to such an author, or to Jerome Anderson r' After

^^__ this we hear from some one who has left the Movement,
332/

but retained touch of some weakling in that Lodge, that

" the TvCader of the U. S. dictates what the members

shall read, and how they shall think."

We have now gone over some of the ways in which

the Leader's time and energy are wasted in correspond-

ence. Probably few of us had any idea that she had

so much to put up with. It will be seen that in the

quoted types, a proportion err simply from thoughtless-

ness, and once our attention is called to such mistakes,

they will be committed no more.

Pjut a])art from that, it remains true that SO much of

the Leader's time has yet to be spend IN DEFENSE.
Not defense of herself, or even strictlv of the Move-

3328
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ment ; time and circumstances will do that ; but in de-

fense of the weak against their own weakness, their

tendency to 'become disorganized when the chance res-

ignation of some prominent member occurs. This point

leads naturally to the subject of resignations as a whole,

and the way they waste time needlessly.

O. Will you state whether or not, Mrs. Tingley, on

the 15th of January, 1900, you were connected with the

publication of this paper called the '* Searchlight?"

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not proper cross examination and any answer

that the witness would give would be incompetent, irrel-

evant and immaterial. The objection was sustained.

The defendant excepted and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 'J22.

O. Was not this paper, this publication, published

by your Cabinet of which ^Nlr. Neresheimer was then

Chairman, and was not the article to which I have called

your attention, prepared by you and published with your

sanction in this paper?

The plaintiff objected to the question on the ground

that it was not. proper cross examination and that any

answer that the watness would give woidd be incompe-

tent, irrelevant and immaterial, wdiich objection was sus-

tained. The defendant excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 723.

3332 Here defendant rests. This is all the testimonv in the

case.

The following are excepts from the address made to

the Jnry by Samuel ^NI. Shortridgc, one of the counsel

for the Defendant in said action

:
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3333 ^^^^^ what is the cause, gentlemen, that we arc here

to determine? This plaintiff, of uncertain past—
]\1R. ANDREWS: I object to the counsel dis-

cussing the plaintiff as having an unknown past. The

testimony as to the past was ruled out as incompetent

anc> immaterial. 1 submit counsel has no right to talk

about it.

3334

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I submit, if your Honor

please, with great deference to the court, that my

language is entirely proper, founded on the record, and

clearly within the legitimate scope of argument to a

jury, and may I add, also that having the close of this

case on l)ehalf of the defendant, and counsel, quick to

perceive, will have the ultimate close of the whole ar-

gument, and that whilst he may have a right to inter-

fere, I ought not to be broken in upon by constant

interru])ti<)n, and if I say anything that is improper in a

legal sense let it be called to the attention of the jury

o335 hy counsel replying to let it work to my injury then.

So far as the unknown past is concerned, I am war-

ranted, Your Honor, in saying that the past of this

])]aintiff who comes here is shrouded in darkness, and T

choose to say unknown ])ast because this record does

not disclose what that past is.

We are dragged or brought into court even as you

might be brought into court, if, returning, to your fire-

side tonight you should re])eat to the wife of your heart

3336 the gossip and stories you hear upon the street. For I

beg, and am proud to say that the right to print is as

natural and as sacred a right as the right to speak. God

wno gave us mind to think and lips to speak made that a

natural right. Constitutions do not give us that right.
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33^7 "^^^^ Constitution of the United States does not give us

the right to speak. The constitution of Cahfornia does

not give us the right to speak, l)ut each of these great

instruments protect and guarantee the right which came

to us from Heaven, and it is even so with the right to

print and to pubHsh.

And the time will be a sad time for California and

for our country when, if ever, jurors will censure and

punish men or women who speak or write of and con-

T^^Q cerning public men and public institutions, even though

they should err in literal truth, where their motives are

good and their hearts are free from rancor and vin-

dictiveness. What I mean to say is this, that where a

man holds himself out before the people seeking public

approval, seeking office, seeking public applause if you

please, he stands out and puts his character, name, life

before the people, and if the elector, if the citizen, if the

father, if the mother, criticises him however severely—
criticises him, condemns him. vet ultimatelv it is for

3339
the good of the state, the good of the people that there

should be the widest field for criticism, and our consti-

tution uses the words, in the section touching the free-

dom of the press, uses the word " sentiments
""— that

a man may express his sentiments upon any and all

questions. Why would you. in the heated moments of

a campaign, you who might speak of one man as the

enemy of his country, expect to be dragged into court

and used for slander. If, criticising another public

66W character you should say that he was unworthy, would

you expect to be sued for slander. These questions are

propounded to you, gentlemen, to impress upon your

minds this truth, which is essential to this nation which

our fathers founded bv their valor and blood, this prin-
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-^341 ciplc, that free sjieech and a free press are worth noth-

ing if men are to be dragged into court and condemned

wlien they have discussed without mahce, pubhc men

or pubhc institutions.

I doubt if there is one of us, I question if there is

one of you, I doubt whether there could be found one

man in this county who might not be sitting here as a

defendant, if this plaintifif saw lit to pursue him. This

institution yonder, this plaintiff, are, and each is, a pub-

nT^A^y ''-^^ institution or a public character, appealing to the pub-

lic for support, appealing to the public not only of San

Diego, and of California, but generally— was a public

personage, and the institutions referred to were public

institutions.

Now then what is the purpose of this action. We see

who the plaintiff is if we can see through glasses

darkly ; if we can see throvigh the mist and fog which

lies back we see who the plaintiff is. We know who

^^,^ the defendant is.

3343
lUit notwithstanding this, and more which I shall

direct your attention to, the defendant is here in court,

and for what purpose? What is the purpose of this

action, gentlemen of the jury? Disguise it as learned

counsel may
;
gloss it over by fine phrases of speech as

they may; conceal, and ])ut it back into the back-ground

as they may undertake to do, the object of this action

is money ! Money ! Mone>' ! Vindication ? Mndicatio-' ?

If she wanted vindication why not have immediatelv
3344

communicated with the defendant at the outset, and

said " Sir, you have done me wrong." " YoU liave mis-

stated these things. 1 ask you to do me justice. I ask

you to give me a hearing before the people. T ask you

to publish this explanation, or make this retraction, or
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3345 P^il^^i^l'' t^i'-'^ statement of mine. Vindicate me. Set me

rigiit, for you have wronged me." Is there anything in

the evidence that anything of that kind was done? I

repeat, and let counsel answer it — when their time

comes— that the object of this action is money, and not

vindication. Why if this plaintifif were possessed of

those supreme qualities which she has assumed, she

would not have come into this court, or she would rise

u]i now and say "gentlemen, I do not seek money; T

lllf ^^^'^ ^^"^ ^^^^ restoration of my broken reputation
;

I

seek but vindication; I ask no more than one dollar."

I do not know how you feel on this question, but I speak

for myself and I think I speak for every honorable

and high-minded man in California, and everv pure-

hearted and pure-minded woman of California, when T

saw that in libel suits, if the plaintiff be honest, the main

object, the main purjiose, is vindication, and not money,

and particularly where there is no proof adduced that

anv misfortune has overcome the iilaintiff— anv injury
3347 '

. .
'

come to the plaintiff— any loss of friendship or stand-

ing or position— what they then seek under such cir-

cumstances is merely a verdict of a jury in the nature

of vindication, and their counsel do not work themselves

into tears in their desire for large money verdicts. I

say, gentlemen, that the purpose of this action is money,

and not vindication. And ultimately it will be for you

to determine that question. It is an action they tell us,

for damages. Damages to what ? Damages the com-

]^laint says, to reputation— name, fame, and reputation.

Why lias she been damaged? I state and repeat, that

let all the newspapers of Christendom turn loose their

vials of wrath or detraction, or sarcasm, or irony upon

me. Let them do it ! A man who is conscious of the
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3349 I'cctitude of his own character, who knows that his own

hfe may be traced from the cradle to the grave without

a bhtsh, he does not fear or care for the opposition of

newspapers, or the censure or the criticisms of men. I

have yet to hear of a character subhme as Washington

or McKinley, or others, suing newspapers for money

judgments. The great man, the great woman, the pure

and upright of heart and character, stand hke rocks in

the desert, and the words of newspapers touch and hurl

3350"'™"°'-
But gentlemen, there is malice in this case. It has

a])peared from the beginning. There is malice in this

case in the heart of the plaintiff. There is malice in

the heart of her witnesses, and— God forgive me if I

do them injustice— I fear there is malice in the heart

of some of her counsel.

I do not set myself up to be better or greater, but

on the contrary am of the least of those at the bottom,

and ycl let there be a noble member of my profession

in California conscious of his rectitude, conscious of

his character, knowing that he is a minister of Justice,

and he is censured and abused and scoffed at and

ridiculed, does he rush into a court of justice seeking a

money judgment? No. Does he come into court and

claim that the criticisms of men cause him insomnia?

No. Wrapped up in his own honor he is impervious

to the malignancy of enemy or the censure of pretended

friend. And so if this plaintiff were what she claims

"* to be, she would— I repeat the words— she would

scorn to go upon that witness stand and claim that this

censure had driven her to madness, to sleeplessness, to

insomnia. No, she would have brushed that by as the

idle wind.
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3353 -^J<-'ii seem to forget that there is such a tiling as

criticism legitimate under the constitution. When I

see wrong heing done am I to dally with it and gloss

it over with fine soft phrases? When I see iniquity

going on in high places am I to deal with it gently and

compliment it?
,

I" I do not know whether to say of the men that they

are feeble minded or not, of the women, that they are

earnest and sincere, but whether you call the men weak

3354 °^ feeble minded or the women sincere and earnest but

misguided, the fact of the matter is that this plaintifif

occupies a position which is extraordinary and which

is repugnant to the spirit of American institutions. It

carried us back into the dark ages ; it carries us into

foreign and despotic countries. It is contrary to the

spirit of democracy, it is hostile to the spirit of repub-

licanism. Think of this power. It seems that she

snatched the sceptre and ])lucked the crown from the

oTtc dead; at any rate she claims to be a successor or some-

body, of Madame Blavatsky, of William O. Judge —
successor, or self-appointed, she has marched with a

stride up and taken her seat upon the throne, and

American citizens, men, are proud to bow before her

and to do her bidding. Gentlemen, it is extraordinary,

and the case is extraordinary by virtue of that feature

in it.

The constitution (referring to the constitution of the

o-icz: Universal Brotherhood) gave her that power in so many

words. The power to appoint cabinet officers, the power

to dismiss them ; the power to cast out into utter dark-

ness any member of the brotherhood, the power to

place a taboo u])on a member, the power to ostracise
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T^cy aiiv lUL-mber, supreme, autocratic, un-American, un-

christian power. Revolting as it is, it is a power of

which her subjects seem to be proud and would per-

])etuate. And what is to be drawn from these thoughts?

I saw she is or was a medium, a so-called spirit

medium. I saw she did fall or pretend to throw her-

self into trances and to commune with the great

masters of antiquity. I say, and the testimony is that

she was a medium, she was a mind-reader— she wenr

3358 "''^*-* trances — and whilst in those trances she gave

forth prophecies, pretended to reveal the secrets of the

unknown world. Testimony upon that point has been

given by men and women who are altogether disinter-

ested is this case, who care nothing for the defendant,

who care nothing for her, witnesses entirely independent,

disinterested, have given this testimony. And everyone

of her witnesses that have come here have been women

who seemed to be proud and are proud of being num-

QTCQ bered among her society or subjects, or men who seem to

walk with additional pride when ministering to her

pleasure or obeying her behests. What is this, gentle-

men ? But a species of idolatry ! A species of so-called

religion which can only be compared to that fanaticism

which made in the ])erson of lirigham Young a sacred

person. What is this? Why I can understand how

you or I could follow in the footsteps of a great

patriot ; I can understand how we would love to press

3360 ^^''^^'^'"'^1 'i'^*^! touch the hem of the garment of an Abra-

ham 1 .inc(jln ; I can understand how a man may render

such service to his country as to make the world and

his country to love and reverence him. I can under-

stand how a woman, a Florence Nightengale, a nurse

I
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3361 '" ^^^^ army, if you please, might render such service

as would make all good men respect and love her, but I

cannot understand the sentiment which is in this institu-

tion, which seeks to make a divine creature out of a

piece of mortal flesh. I cannot understand why men of

apparent intelligence will surrender themselves to the

dictation of a woman such as this record discloses her to

be.

No duke of the middle ages, no king of the worst

3362 °^ English times, no despot that ever sat at Constanti-

nople, no Egyptian monarch that held his subject's

lives as sands on the desert ever exercised or has

claimed to exercise such power over men and women

as this plaintiff does, and at their consent. What is

this power? I know not. She claims to be a theoso-

phist, and Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, a name which is

written in the history of California, a pioneer of this

commonwealth, a man whose name is so written and will

3163 ^^^' ^ perhaps when all ours are forgotten— Dr. Jerome

A. Anderson says she is not a theosophist at all.

All through this testimony it appears uncontradicted

that she was well known by that term and that name,

as "Mother." ^Mother of children? We do not know.

Wife, we do know, and counsel will find it in the record

where she answered when I w^as cjuestioning her as to

what she was doing in New York, she said she had to

devote part of her time to her husbantl and family.

-1-1 f^A
Where is he? By her side? No.

MR. ANDREWS: Your Honor, we object to any

further discussion along that line.

THE COURT: The objection will l)c sustained.
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3365 ^^^- SHORTRIDGE: (Continuing:) Who came

with her to Cahfornia? Her Secretary General. Every

American citizen will go with counsel to the uttermost

in paying tribute to the mother of children, the blessed

being who gave us birth, the blessed being who through

the agony of death brings birth— life. The blessed

being who takes her children at her knee, whose love

is ineradicable, which cannot be destroyed, which fol-

lows a wa}^vard son into the very depths of iniquity,

3366 ^"*^' deserts him not when the world turns against him

;

which follows the wayward daughter into brothels and

into sin, and yet would reclaim her and bless her with

a mother's love. A mother whose love for her chil-

dren is the inspiration of her life, a blessed being the

very mention of whose name causes adversary and coun-

sel— causes us all a moment of great feeling, perhaps

a dimmed eye. But is there any pretence here that

such an one has been libeled? Her children here, weep-

3367 ^"fe' ^^"^^— "O- She stands upon the record and here

in court alone, and I could not perceive the appropriate-

ness unless it was to afford us an opportunity of point-

ing out the wicked notions and doctrines which this

plaintiff sought to instill into the heart of a mother of

children. Mrs. Mohn, or Mrs. Xeill is not to be brushed

aside by this supreme being. When Mrs. Neill testifies

here to you under oath that this plaintiff undertook to

separate her from her child, undertook to sever that

3368 "Mysterious cord which binds the heart of a mother to

her child, Mrs. Mohn spoke the truth — and why not?

Obviously the plaintiff denies it because she sees that

no American jury would give a verdict for damages to

a plaintiff holding or seeking to inculcate such mon-
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3369 strons and such abhorrent doctrines. So she stands

here on the record accusing- ever}-body of wickedness—
Doctor Anderson, Air. Fitch, Mrs. Mohn, Mr. H. Hil-

laker, Mrs. Morris, Mr. Pryse, Doctor Reuthling of

New York— all of these people are wicked perjurers,

she and she alone, speaks the truth. Obviously she is

greatly interested in the outcome of this trial, which

leads me to remark that if her purpose had been vindi-

cation she could have sought it by other means than a

3370 suit for fifty thousand dollars. A criminal proceeding

might have been instituted and carried on by the state

wherein her character and life and reputation could

have been investigated, or the criminality of the de-

fendant passed upon, and' the result of such an investiga-

tion would have been her vindication or her condemna-

tion. It was not necessary to bring a civil suit for

vindication, which emphasizes the thovight that is in my

mind, that this suit was brought and is being vigorously

3371 prosecuted for other purposes than a vindication.

We hear then also of the Greek plays, Greek plays

upon the hill and in their so-called temples. We hear

of the Eumenides of Aeschylus and the play of " Hypa-

tia " and some other play. They speak glibly of Greek

drama, and Greek costumes. And they speak of the

purity of the play of Hypatia. We were not permitted

— I do not recall whether we sought to, I do not re-

member, but it carries back to a period of Greece before

3372 Christ, when the world was in pagan darkness before

the Star of Bethleliam had risen, l)eforc that divine

character beamed and dawned upon the workl with

whose birth the world is so familiar. It carries us back

to an anti-christian period, the play of Eumenides, a
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3373 '•'"^^' wlicn gods were numerous, when Pantheism was

the doctrine, when gods and geddesses were everywhere,

on land and in sea and held their court upon high Olym-

pus. The play of Hypatia carries us still farther into

the mysticism, into the pantheism, into the superstitions

of the pagan Egypt where crocodiles were worshij^ped

and heasts of the field were exalted. It carries us back

and all this runs through all this mysterious literature

which has been introduced. It carries us back to the

nn^A period of mysteries, of myth, of occultism, of Isis and

Osiris and the numerous innumerable gods and god-

desses which the pagan mind worshipped and before

whose idols they prostrated themselves.

The very name of this society, the School for the

Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Anticjuity, the character

of their names, the plays they put on, the literature they

send out. the doctrines which she inculcates, all these

things throw a mist of fog over this institution.

Gentlemen do you know very about that institution?

After we have been here for near unto a month do you

today quite understand the Universal Brotherhood" and

this school, or that school, and this society or that so-

ciety? Do you quite understand this? Is it not hidden

as by a fog upon the mountain, or a cloud upon the

mountain's brow? Does it not breathe of mystery and

insanity? Is it religion, of what sort? Is it Chris-

tianity, of what kind? Is it the doctrines of Illavatsky

or of Judge, or of the ijlaintifif? Is it the doctrines of

those nebulous and mystical characters that float in the

literature of India which the mis-guided and feeble-

minded of today call the great masters of antiquity?

Here is a plaintiff who traveled to India, and they

always go there for mystic and mythical things; it wa?
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3377 tliere somewhere, probably north of the Himalaya moun-

tains, that the human race commenced. A])art from

biblical literature it is, I believe, conceded that the hu-

man race, so far as history can trace it, commenced

there, in what may be generally spoken of as Upper

India beyond the Himalayas. We can today go back

five, or six, or seven centuries before Christ and read

the history of the human race, but it is over the gray

plains of India and down the noble rivers that flow from

oQ'T'Q the Himalayas to the East, that mystery and myth and

occultism have hovered for centuries, and all these

claims of this plaintifit' go back to the great masters.

MR.. ANDREWS: Your Honor, I object to any

further discussion along this line. I submit it is en-

tirely outside of all of the case.

She claimed at one time to be a mind-reader. She

gave seances or sittings to use the exact word of the

record, sittings for mind-reading. She claimed to go

3379 i"to trances ; she claimed to proj^hesy ; proposed to tell

all the ])ast and to lift the veil of the future, and. with a

blasphemy wdiich should have withered her tongue she

claimed to be equal in divinity and in righteousness with

the Son of God. She sat here in her palace halls

and heard one of her subjects or devoted devotees jiro-

claim her as equal to Buddha, as equal to Confucious,

as equal to Mohamet, as equal to, or as partaking of the

divine character of the Son of God. . . . You can-

3380 "*-*^ defend this plaintifif's conduct under the guise that

this is a religious belief; for, along with the belief are

these acts of hers which are hurtful to societv and hurt-

ful to civilization itself.

The time will ccMue when this case will be regarded.
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3381 P^'i'liaps, as a blessing if for no other reason than that

it has caused reform and caused the abandonment of

doctrines which were then proclaimed. I question

whether this plaintiff will ever again send forth to the

world a document which, by its phraseology, gives to

her the character of the Divinity. I question much

whether she will again claim to be in communica-

tion with the Great Masters of Antiquity, whatever they

may be, and I doubt whether she will ever again, an-

^^orj nounce the monstrous doctrines touching the marriage

relation or the relation between parent and child, which

she did, according to the abundant testimony in this

case.

Talk of charity, talk of loving kindness, talk of su-

preme virtues, she has exhibited the vindictiveness, the

cunning and craft which are the reverse of everything

that is noble or divine. It is not vindication wdiich she

seeks, it is money for which she grasps and has grasped

at every stage of her life so far as this record discloses.

If the plaintiff in this case seeks, and seeks only, for

vindication, through the lips of her counsel she will say

give me one dollar. If her purpose be vindication she

would scorn to demand here a judgment in a large

amount. If she were inspired by the noble impulses

which she would have attributed to her every act, she

through her counsel would say, ' Gentlemen, we ask

nothing but vindication at your hands." I venture to

predict thev will make no such appeal however. They
3384 come here with vindictiveness and with hatred and

malice, and seek to punish the defendant, who, without

malice or ill-will, or anger, or uncharitableness, pub-

lished, upon the faith of a woman equally as good as she,

the charges which that woman made.
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3385 ^^^ sued the defendant, as I have every reason to be-

lieve, hoping that a jury drawn from San Diego County
|

would share her malice or participate in her prejudice.'^

She knew little of the character of the people of San

Diego county if she presumed to that extent. If she

wanted vindication she might have instituted criminal

proceedings and speedily, almost within a month, proved

her innocence and, in such a case, the defendant's guilt.

No, she was out for money and has sought it and will

3386 seek it at your hands, and is that the plea of one who

claims to be so supreme to all others ?

Gentlemen, you have a dvity to perform in this case,

more important than you may at first have thought, have

believed or considered. You have a duty which is more

important in its effects than perhaps any of us here can

now foresee. Certainly I lose sight for the moment of

this plaintiff. I trust I shall forget her. I lose sight, if

you please, of the defendant for there are issues here to

3387 ^^ determined more important than parties litigant, and

those questions are whether in this land a great public

journal may in good faith publish matters of and con-

cerning public institutions without malice and be con-

demned. Whether in this country the citizen may not

speak and write of and concerning public men and pub-

lic institutions without fear of suits for libel, or suits for

slander, provided they are written and published in good

faith. Is there anything in this case, gentlemen, to ques-

3388 *io" *^^ ^^ P"t ""^ doubt the good faith of the defendant?

The question is whether or not in this state of California

you, or you or I, or any of us, may speak our honest be-

liefs without malice, or not. I say the personality of

the plaintiff fades into nothingness ; the personality of the
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3389 defendant disappears, you are deciding this case for all

of the people of California, for yourselves and for your

children. If, gentlemen, you believe in the Christian

religion your duty is clear. If you believe in the family

circle and the hearth and the fireside your duty is plain.

If }ou believe in the institution of marriage, marriage

of one man to one woman, your duty is clear.

MR. ANDREWS : If the Court please we submit that

counsel

—

3390
MR. SHORTRIDGE: I cannot be interrupted in the

close of my argument

—

MR. ANDREWS : I think it calls for interruption.

THE COURT: I think the interruption is proper.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: I take most respectful ex-

ception to the Court's remarks.

THE COURT: Your exception will be regarded as

respectful.

MR. SHORTRIDGE: Yes, your Honor. I say that

if you respect the home, the fireside, if you respect the

institution of marriage, if you respect and revere the

divine sentiment between mother and child, your duty is

clear. Counsel can appeal to any sentiment of the human

heart and I shall not say nay. Counsel can appeal, as

I do now appeal, to the eternal throne above and demand

3392 ^^^^ ^'^'^ pretender be rebuked by your verdict. In the

name of that same family circle and of the wives and

mothers of this land, in the name of society and civiliza-

tion, and in the name of the Saviour of Nazareth who

upon Calvary shed his l)lood that we might live, I ask you
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3393 ^°^ justice here, an American justice, and that you by your

verdict, rebuke this plaintiff whose doctrines and whose

practices by this record disclosed make her an enemy of

all that is good and pure and noble in our lives. Let them

wince ! I speak for the defendant, and furthermore I speak

for myself. You are not to be led away, cajoled or driven,

or coaxed, or wheedled into approving what this record

shows is not good and pure and noble. Let others fawn

and crawl and prostrate themselves in the dust and regard

ooQ 1 it an honor to be walked upon, but you will do no such

thing. Society is involved in this matter, and Christian

civilization is at stake. These institutions, such as are

here criticised, are not in keeping with this country. Re-

ligion and charity and lovingkindness are not dissemin-

ated by armed guards or closed gates. No gentlemen, there

is much more at stake than the personality of the plaintiff

or of the defendant. I call upon you by your oaths to

determine whether or not the defendant should be cen-

n^iQC sured and for what it did in good faith. I call upon

you by that same oath to determine whether or not the

defendant was justified in publishing in good faith what

was given to it. I ask you and by your verdict you will

determine whether or not the defendant performed a

meritorious service to the city and the state.

Still proud, defiant, surrounded by courtiers and treated

as queen with power unlimited, perpetual tenure of office

with right to name her successor, thus surrounded, thus

QOQ^ supported she asks you not for vindication, but for

money. It is for you. gentlemen, to answer that demand,

it is for you to determine whether she shall be given

money. I feel deeply on this question. I believe rev-

erentlv in the laws and the institutions of mv country. I
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3397 believe that Christian civilization and the christian re-

ligion are the greatest blessings in the world. I believe

in the school or code of Christian morals, and I believe

that this record shows that the doctrines and the prin-

ciples of this plaintiff are destructive of the code of

christian morals, and if they are they should not receive

your approval.

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give to

the jury the following instruction number i, but to give

3398 t^^^ same, the court then and there refused, and to the

refusal of the court to give said instruction the defendant

then and there duly excepted, and the same is numbered

as Exception No. 724.

The said instruction Number i is as follows

:

I.

You are instructed that by the term "actual" or "ex-

press" malice, when used in these instructions, is meant

I.1.QQ
the spiteful and rancorous disposition which causes an

act to be done for mischief.

(Refused, because term defined in another instruction

given at request of defendant. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number H, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there duly excepted, and the same is

numbered as Exception No. 725.

The said instruction Number H is as follows

:

II.

You are further instructed that if the defendant did

3400
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3401 "^^ publish the article in question in this case with actual

malice or illwill towards the plaintiff, as defined in these

instructions and that the publication was made in de-

fendant's newspaper in the usual course of its business

as a public journalist, you will, in estimating the damages

confine yourselves to the actual damages sustained by

plaintiff because of the publication of the article com-

plained of, and you will allow her only such sum as you

may find will fairly compensate her for her injury ac-

3402 dually sustained by her by reason of the publication of

said article.

(Refused because substantially given in another in-

struction given at request of defendant. E. S. Torrence,

Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

the jury the following instruction Number III, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there duly excepted and the same is

numbered as Exception No, 726.

The said instruction Number III is as follows

:

III.

You are instructed that if you find from the evidence

that the defendant, the Times-Mirror Company, pub-

^ lished the article in question in this case without actual

malice, as defined in these instructions, and that it made

3404 said publication in the usual course of its business as a

public journalist, believing the statements therein con-

tained to be true, you will, in estimating the damages (if

you find for the plaintiff) confine yourselves to the actual

damages sustained by the plaintiff because of the pub-

3403
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3405 location of the article complained of, and will allow her

no exemplary or punitive damages.

(Refused because substantially given in another in-

struction given at request of defendant. E. S. Tor-

rence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number IV, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there duly excepted, and the same is

numbered as Exception No. 727.

The said instruction Number IV is as follows

:

IV.

•If you find that the defendant did not pviblish the said

article with a spiteful and rancorous disposition, or for

the purpose of working mischief, or with a wanton dis-

3407 regard of the plaintiff's rights and feelings, then you

will find that it did not publish the article with actual

malice, and in estimating the damages in this case, you

will be confined to the actual loss or damage sustained

by the plaintiflf because of the publication, and will allow

no sum as punitive or exemplary damages.

(Refused because substantially given in another in-

struction given at request of defendant. E. S. Torrence,

3408
J""^"^

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number V, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-
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3409 fendant then and there duly excepted, and the same is

numbered as Exception No. 728.

The said instruction Number V is as follows:

V.

If you believe from the evidence that the defendant,

at the time it filed its amended answer herein, had reason

to believe, and did believe, that the facts pleaded therein

in justification, and that it filed such amended answer in

3410 good faith, and not through malice against the plaintiff,

and that it has attempted in good faith to sustain the al-

legations of such amended answer by proof, but that,

by reason of technical defects in such amended answer,

or for any other reason, such proof was excluded by the

court, then you are instructed that the filing of such

amended answer should not be considered by you for

the purpose of enhancing the damages.

3411

3412

(Refused because no evidence to justify it, and it is

not the law. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number VI, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there duly excepted, and the same is

numbered Exception No. 729.

The said instruction Number VI is as follows

:

VI.

You can allow the plaintiff only such sum as actual

damage as, under all the circumstances shown bv the evi-

dence, vou mav find her entitled to recover for such in-
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3413 i"0' ^^ ^^^^ reputation as she has sustained by reason of

said publication.

(Refused. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number VII, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there duly excepted, and the same is

341 4 numbered as Exception No. 730.

The said instruction Number VII is as follows

:

VII.

You are further instructed that the plaintiff in this

action claims damages bv reason ^^^ the publication of

the article complained of, only in -O far as the same

injured her reputation and you cannot in this/, action

allow plaintiff any sum for injury to her health.

3415 (Refused because plaintiff is entitled to recover for

injury to feehngs as well as to reputation. E. S. Tor-

rence, Judge.)

Hereu])on the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number VIII, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give said instruction the

defendant then and there excepted and the same is

numbered as Exception No. 731.

The said instruction Number VIII is as follows

:

VIIL

Plaintiff in her complaint alleges that by said article,

defendant intended to convey the meaning and the said

3416
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3417 article was by the persons who read tlie same, as pub-

Hshed in defendant's newspaper understood and believed

to convey the meaning that practices were carried on

under the direction of the plaintiff which are more

shocking than are revealed by the matters specifically set

forth in said article and that gross immoralities are prac-

ticed at the Point Loma Homestead under the direction

and by the instigation of plaintiff.

Defendant in its answer denies that it intended to

3418 convey the meaning or that the said article was by the

persons who read the same as published in said news-

paper understood or believed to convey the meaning that

practices are carried on under the direction of plaintiff

that are more shocking than are revealed by the matters

set forth in tlie ?r<-'<-1e. or that gross immoralities are

practiced at said lv,.^titution under the direction and by

the instigation, or under the direction or by the instiga-

tion of plaintiff.

3419 '^'-'^^ ''^^ instructed that you are to determine from the

evidence in this case whether the article complained of

was intended to convey the meaning so attributed to it

by plaintiff, and in determining said question you are to

give to the language of said article its ordinary and usual

import and are not to give to the language thereof a

strained or unusual meaning for the purpose of giving

to said article a libelous meaning.

(Refused because substantially given in the charge of

3420 the court. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give to

the jury the following instruction Number IX, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to srive said instruction the de-

i
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-^^^l fendant tlien and there excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 732.

The said instruction Number IX is as follows

:

IX.

Plaintiff in her complaint alleges, that by article in

question the defendant intended to convey the meaning

and the said article, was by the persons who read the

same, as published in said newspaper, understood and

3422 t)clicve(l to convey the meaning, that the men and women

in attendance at the Universal Brotherhood Institution

at Point Loma are in the habit of making midnight pil-

grimages insufficiently clothed and in their night robes,

and are in the habit of indulging in immoral practices

under the direction and at the suggestion of plaintiff.

The defendant in its answer denies that said article

was intended by the defendant to convey the meaning

that men and women in attendance at said Institution

3423 ^^^' °'' ^^^^'^ '" ^^""^ habit of making mid-night pilgrim-

ages insufficiently clothed, or are, or were in the habit

of indulging in immoral practices under the direction

and at the suggestion, or under the direction or at the

suggestion of plaintiff.

You are instructed that it is for you to determine from

the evidence in this case, whether said article was in-

tended to convey such meaning and whether the same

was so understood and believed by persons reading said

3424 ^^t^cle-

And you are further instructed that in determining

said question you are to give to the language of said

article its ordinary and usual import and are not to give

to the language thereof a strained or unusual meaning
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3425 ^°^ ^^^ purpose of giving to said article a libelous

meaning.

(Refused because substantially given in the charge of

the court. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give to

the jury the following instruction Number X, but to give

the same, the court then and there refused, and to the

refusal of the court to give said instruction the defendant

then and there excepted, and the same is numbered Ex-

ception No. 733.

The said instruction Number X is as follows

:

X.

You are instructed that the common import of this

article must be applied to test its libelous character.

The publisher's intentions are to be gauged by such im-

port, and unless you are satisfied that, giving to this ar-

ticle its common import, defendant intended to convey,

and said article was understood by the readers thereof

to convey, the meaning that practices are carried on un-

der the direction of plaintiff which are more shocking

than are revealed by the matters set forth in said article,

and that gross immoralities are practiced in said insti-

tution under the direction and by the instigation of plaint-

iff, then you should find that the article does not so

charge, and that said portion of said article is not

libelous.

(Refused because substantially given in the charge of

the court. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give to

the iurv the foUowino- instruction Number XI. but to

3427

3428
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^^429 S^^^ ^^^ same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 734.

The said instruction No. XI is as follows

:

XI.

You are instructed that if you find from a preponder-

ance of the evidence that plaintiff caused to be carried on

insane ceremonies at Point Loma Homestead, then you

will find that as to that portion of the article the de-

fendant has sustained its plea of justification.

3430

(Refused because substantially given in the charge of

the court. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number XII, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

^'+^1 fendant then and there excepted and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 735.

The said instruction Number XII is as follows

:

XII.

If you find from a preponderance of the evidence that

it is true that Katherine Tingley is an ofif-shoot of the

Theosophisical Society which became disjoined some

four or five years ago, and that she was formerly a "com-

3432 "^'^^" dollar-taking spirit medium," then you will find

that as to that part of the article the defendant has sus-

tained its plea of justification.

(Refused because substantially given in the charge of

the court. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)
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3433 Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number XIII, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give said instruction the

defendant then and there duly excepted, and the same

is numbered Exception No. 736.

The said instruction Number XIII is as follows:

XIII.

3434 You are further instructed that if you find from a

preponderance of the evidence that plaintifif by her in-

fluence and misrepresentation has caused children and

parents to be separated and kept the children in con-

finement, thereby destroying their health and strength,

then you will find as to that part of the article the de-

fendant has sustained its plea of justification.

3435

3436

(Refused because no evidence in the case to justify

the giving of the instruction. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number XIV, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give said instruction the

defendant then and there excepted, and the same is num-

bered as Exception No. 737.

The said instruction Number XIV is as follows

;

XIV.

You are further instructed that if you find from a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that Mrs. Tingley openly

stated that children are fed too much for their spiritual

good, and must eat but little so they will be more etherial,
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1.11,7 then }oii will find as to that portion of the article the de-

fendant has sustained its plea of justification.

(Refused because substantially given in charge of the

court. E. S. Torrcnce, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give to

the jury the following instruction Number XV, but to

give the same, the court then and there refused, and to

the refusal of the court to give said instruction the de-

fendant then and there excepted, and the same is num-

bered Exception No. 738.

The said instruction Number XV is as follows:

3438

XV.

You are further instructed that if no actual malice, or

malice in fact, has been established by the evidence

against defendant, and you believe from the evidence that

the plaintifif has suffered no actual damages by reason

of the publication of the article complained of, you may

3439 fi^ ^i*-'!" damages at a nominal amount only.

(Refused. E. T. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number XVI, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give the said instruction

the defendant then and there excepted, and the same is

numbered as Exception No. 739.

^ ,
,„ The said instruction Number XVI is as follows:

o44U

XVI.

You arc further instructed that it is for the jury, and

not the court, to determine the amount of damages the

plaintiff is entitled to recover in this case.
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3441 (Refused. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jiu-y the following instruction Number XVII, but

to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give said instruction the

defendant then and there excepted, and the same is num-

bered as Exception No. 740.

The said instruction Number XVII is as follows

:

3442 XVII.

You are further instructed that it is for you to fix the

amount of damages to be awarded to the plaintiff in this

action, and that you can award her only such amount as

under all the circumstances of the case may be just.

(Refused. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instruction Number XVIIT. but

3443 to give the same, the court then and there refused, and

to the refusal of the court to give said instruction the

defendant then and there excepted, and the same is

numbered No. 741.

The said instruction Number XVIII is as follows

:

XVIII.

You are instructed that if you find for the defendant,

the form of your verdict should be

;

3444 In the Superior Court of the county of San Diego,

State of California.

KATHERINE TINGLEY, riainiiflf, vs.

TIMES-MIRROR COMPANY, Defendant.
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3445 VERDICT.

We, the jury empanelled and sworn in the above en-

titled case, hereby find for the defendant.

Foreman.

(Refused. E. S. Torrence, Judge.)

Hereupon the defendant requested the court to give

to the jury the following instructions:

—

3446
XIX.

You are instructed that in this action the plaintiff

seeks to recover damages for injury to her good name,

fame and reputation, claimed to have been sustained by

her on account of the publication by the defendant of

the article referred to in plaintiff's complaint, and not

for any injury or damage which the "Universal Brother-

hood," or the "Universal Brotherhood Homestead at

Point Loma," may have sustained by reason of such

3447 ])ublication. You are therefore instructed that you are

not to consider, and you cannot allow to the plaintiff,

any sum on account of any damage or loss which said

"Universal Brotherhood," or said "Universal Brother-

hood Homestead at Point Loma," may have sustained by

reason of said publication. Recover for loss or damage

by said "Universal Brotherhood," or by said "Universal

Brotherhood Homestead at Point Loma," can only be

had in an action brought by said institutions against the

3448 defendant, and in this case, you can allow only such

damages, if any, as the plaintiff has individually sus-

tained by reason of injury to her good name, fame and

reputation.

But to give such instructions the court then and there
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3449 refused, and to such refusal the defendant then and there

duly excepted, and the same is numbered Exception No.

742.

But thereupon the court modified instruction Number
XIX and gave the same to the jury as modified and

which instruction as modified reads as follows:

You are instructed that in this action the plaintiff

seeks to recover damages for injury to her good name,

fame and reputation, and for mental suffering claimed

3450 to have been sustained by her on account of the pub-

lication by the defendant of the article referred to in the

plaintiff's complaint, and not for any injury or damage

which the "Universal Brotherhood," or the "Universal

Brotherhood Homestead at Point Loma," may have sus-

tained by reason of such publication. You are therefore

instructed that you are not to consider, and you cannot

allow to the plaintiff, any sum on account of any dam-

age or loss which said "Universal Brotherhood," or said

3451
"Universal Brotherhood Homestearl at Point Loma," may

have sustained by reason of said publication. Recovery

for loss or damage by said "Universal Brotherhood," or

by said "Universal Brotherhood Homestead at Point

Loma," can only be had in an action brought by said in-

stitutions against the defendant, and in this case, you

can allow only such damages as the plaintiff has individ-

ually sustained by reason of injury to her good name,

fame and reputation, and for mental suffering, resulti'ig

3452
.^ .^

^ from the publication of the article.

And to which modification of said instruction Number

XIX and to the giving of the same as so modified as

aforesaid, the defendant then and there dulv excepted, and

the same is numbered Exception No. 743.
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3453 T^'^*-' court at the request of the defendant gave the

following instructions to the jury, to-wit

:

I.

You are instructed that "actual malice" as used in

these instructions means personal hatred and ilhvill to-

wards the plaintiff, or a wanton disregard of the civil

obligations of the defendant towards the plaintiff.

II.

3454
You are instructed that if you find from the evidence

that the defendant, The Times-Mirror Company, did not

publish the article in question in this case with actual

malice, as defined in these instructions, and if you fur-

ther believe from the evidence that the defendant had no

actual malice or ilhvill against the plaintiff at the time

said jniblication was made, and that it made said publi-

cation in the usual course of its business as public jour-

^ .-^ nalists, believing it to be true, you will, in estimating the

damages confine yourselves to the actual damages sus-

tained by the plaintiff because of the publication of the

article complained of. and you can allow her nothing as

exemplary or punitive damages.

III.

You are instructed that the defendant has a right

under the law, to plead in justification of the truth of

matters stated in the article in question and also any

34^6 circumstances in mitigation of damages, and that if such

defences are interposed in good faith, upon reasonable

grounds and without malice, the fact that such facts are

stated in defendant's answers cannot be considered by

the jury for the purpose of enhancing damages, even
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3457 though the defendant fails in his proof to sustain the

defences so pleaded ; in other words, you are instructed

that the setting up in its answer of such naatters in

justification can only be considered for the purpose of

enhancing or aggravating damages if you find from the

evidence that the same were pleaded maliciously and

without a belief by the defendant in the truth of the

matters so set forth in its answer.

IV.

0_1 CO
As to the articles published in the newspaper of the

defendant prior and subsequent to the publication of

the article complained of in this action, you are instructed

that such prior and subsequent publications were admit-

ted in evidence solely for the purpose of enabling you to

determine the motive with which the article on which

this action is founded was published, and as tending to

show whether such publication was made by the defend-

ants with actual malice as defined in these instructions,

and that you allow nothing as damages, for the publica-

tion of such articles.

V.

You are further instructed that such prior and sub-

sequent publications were not admitted in evidence for

the purpose of enhancing the actual damages sustained by

the plaintifif by reason of the publication of the article

complained of, and that you cannot consider the same

i^Af^O for the purpose of enhancing the actual damages which

plaintiff may have sustained by reason of the said pub-

lications.

VI.

You are further instructed that vou can consider the
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3461 articles published in the newspaper of the defendant prior

and subsequent to the publication of the article com-

plained of, only as bearing on the question as to whether

the article complained of was published by defendant

with actual malice, as defined in these instructions, so

as to entitle the plaintifif to recover punitive or exem-

plary damages, and that no damages can be allowed by

you in this action for the publication of any of such prior

or subsequent articles.

3462 VII.

You are further instructed that in this action you

cannot allow the plaintiff any sum as damages because

of insomnia or loss of sleep.

VIII.

If you find that, by reason of the publication com-

plained of, plaintiff suiTered loss or damage, and that

such loss or damage was caused in part by the portions

-lAf^-i f^f the publication, if any, shown to.be true, and in part

by other statements contained in said article, then you

must, if you can, separate the one loss or damage from

the other, and allow only for the loss or damage caused

by the injurious parts of the article which are untrue.

Hereupon the Court, of its own motion, charged the

jury as follows:

Gentlemen of the Jury :

—

This is an action at law brought by Katherine Ting-

•^464 ley the plaintiff against the defendant, the Times-Mirror

Company. The tribunal in which we sit, and of which we

are the constituent parts, is a court of law, established

by law for the administration of law. A lawful judgment

of a court, or a lawful verdict of a jury, is the formal

\
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3465 expression of the legal result of facts, established either

by competent evidence or by some presumption of law,

and not merely the reflection of the individual sentiments

f either of the judge or the jurors. In this forum you

i have been selected as the jurors for this case, and I have

the honor to be the presiding judge. Each of us is act-

ing under the solemn sanction of an oath—on your part

to decide the issues submitted to you on the evidence ad-

mitted by the court—on my part to decide the law ac-

o^/-/- cording to the best of my ability. The court is not re-

sponsible for the state of the law—it simply takes the

law as it finds it, and so declares it. The jurors are not

responsible for the existence of the facts—they simply

take the evidence the court has permitted them to con-

sider, and from that they say what the facts are. The

province of the court and that of the jury are separate

and distinct, and to each belongs exclusively the func-

tion given it by the law. The duty of the court to de-

QAa7 termine the law includes the exclusive right to decide

wdiat are questions of law arising in the case as distin-

guished from questions of fact.

It is always important that the restraints and penal-

ties of the law should be made effectual where legal

wrongs are threatened or have been committed. The

manner in which the law is enforced against wrong-

doers is likely to be indicated by the moral and social

condition of the community, as well as by the law-abid-

ing, or opposite, tendencies of its citizens. The fact
3468

that one has unjustly libeled another through the public

press, should furnish the legal basis for the recovery

of adequate damages, instead of being urged as an illegal

claim of justification for a felonious assault committed

on the publisher in retaliation for the libel.
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3469 I trust that I am always conscious of the obhg-ations

involved in the discharge of judicial duty, and I feel

that a suggestion from the court that this sense of re-

sponsibiHty ought to be present in the minds of jurors

should not be regarded as inappropriate. All men owe

allegiance to the law of their country and should respect

and obey it ; but especially is this trvie when they sit as

ministers of that law in a court of justice.

It is the duty of the court to state to you such mat-

3470 ters of law as it deems proper for your information in

giving your verdict ; to state to you the issues of fact

raised by the pleadings in the case ; and also to declare

which of these issues, in view of the evidence received

on the trial, still remain disputed questions for your de-

termination, and which of them, in view of the law, can-

not longer be regarded as remaining in dispute, because

unproved by the defendant on whom the law imposed

the burden of proving them.

24-7^ The pleadings in an action are the w'ritten statements

by the parties, expressed in legal form, of the facts con-

stituting their respective claims and defenses. The

pleading on the part of the plaintifif is called the com-

plaint, and it must contain a statement of sufficient facts

to constitute a legal cause of action against the defend-

ant. The pleading on the part of the defendant is

called the answer, and it must contain a denial of the

material allegations of the complaint controverted.

"^472
'^'^^ object of the law in requiring that the mutual

altercations between the parties shall be reduced to writ-

ing is to bring before the court the real matter in con-

troversy, so that the grounds for their dispute, and the

questions of fact involved in it, may be known before

the trial is entered upon. The law requires this in or-
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3473 ^^^^' ^''''^*' ^^'^^^ ^t "''^y ^^c s^'^'" whether the i>laintiff's

claim is of such a nature as to entitle him or her to

relief under the law, and whether the defendant has any

legal defense to it ; and, second, to confine the investiga-

tion to the points of actual disagreement ; and, third, that

each party may be apprised of the nature of the claim

or defense of the other ; and, fourth, that the parties

afterwards may be able to know from the record what

facts have been settled by the litigation.

o i'Tj_ Each party, in the production of evidence to maintain

the issues on his part, must be confined not only to such

testimony as the law regards as competent evidence,

but also to such as the law deems relevant to some ma-

terial issue in the case. It is not only the privilege but

it is the duty of opposing counsel to object to such evi-

dence as they deem legally inadmissible. It is the duty

of the court to determine the competency and relevancy

of the evidence ofifered, and to decide all legal questions

-- arising in the progress of the trial, with the decision of

which the jury have no legal concern.

The jury are to decide any disputed question of fact

upon the evidence actually received by the court, if there

be sufficient evidence admitted which, under the law,

will justify the court in submitting the question for their

decision. It would be highly improper for jurors to in-

dulge any unfavorable inference from the circumstance

that counsel have objected to the introduction of evi-

dence offered by opposing counsel, or to speculate to

the slightest extent as to wdiat may have been the nature

of the evidence ruled out on the trial by the court.

It is the exclusive j^rovince of the coiu't to declare to

the jury the law wliich is to govern them in arriving at

their verdict, and the iur\-, as well as counsel in the
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3477 case, are bound to accept the law as the court declares

it to be. If the trial court errs in expounding the law,

the error may afterwards be corrected and a new trial

granted by the trial court, or, if it adheres to its rulings,

then by the Supreme Court of the state on an appeal of

the case. If the jury, however, should decide the case

on notions of the law differing from those expressed

by the court, one or the other of the parties would be

wrongfully deprived of a legal right, and in such a case

04 -TO the law furnishes no remedy by which the wrong may

be righted.

So that the legal and moral obligation resting on the

jury to take the law as it is given by the court must be

clearly apparent to all of you.

The Constitution of California provides that :
" The

free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and

worship, without discrimination or preference shall for-

ever be guaranteed in this State ; and no person shall be

'?J.7Q
^^'^^^^^^*^^ incompetent to be a witness or juror on account

of his opinions on matters of religious belief; but the

liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not be so con-

strued as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify

practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of this

state."

The Constitution of the United States provides that:

" No State shall den}' to any person within its jurisdic-

tion the equal protection of the laws."

T do not refer to these great constitutional guaranties,
3480

which are part of the fundamental structure, of both our

federal and state governments, because the doctrines,

beliefs, practices, or ceremonies of theosophy as taught,

professed, or exemplified at Point Loma are issues in

this case. Xonc of these matters should be considered
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3481 ^y ^*^^^' ^^c^pt only so far as they tend to prove or dis-

prove the issue made by the defendant's plea of justifi-

cation to the effect, that, at the time the i)ublication

complained of was made, it was true that noihin<j;- was

taught at Point Loma but insane ceremonies.

My purpose in directing your attention to these consti-

tutional provisions is prompted by my desire to impress

upon your conscience the conviction that in the courts

of California all persons must stand on a common plane

_ .„_ of equality. To remind you that it was the expressed

conviction of the liberal-minded and liberty-loving peo-

ple, who adopted our constitution, that one's opinions

or practices in matters of religion, so long as they do

not develop into acts of licentiousness, or become a

menace to the peace or safety of the state, ought not to

discredit him as a witness, and ought not to effect his

fairness or competency to sit as a juror in a court of

justice, though his religious belief may dift'er from that

entertained bv a partv to the action. In this respect

3483
^

1 .

then: "Whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them ;" for this is the law.

Prejudice of opinion must be banished from our

courts of justice and persons who bring their causes

there must receive equal protection and redress. Justice

cannot be done in any cause where Prejudice clings t

Reason while sitting in the judgment seat. V
It has often been contended by counsel for defendants ^

in libel cases, that, l\v virtue of the constitutional guar-

3484 anty of the liberty of the press, newspapers enjoyed

some special privilege or immunity, from the fact that

they were public purveyors of the news, which was not

possessed by private persons ; that it was their business

to disseminate knowledge among the peoj^le ; to publish
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l.Ap,^ such matters relating to tlie current events of the day

as the reading- pubHc demanded ; and that it was imprac- i

ticable for them at all time to ascertain the truth or fal-
j

sity of the items of news which was published. The
|

provision found in our state constitution on this sub-

ject reads as follows : " Every citizen may freely speak, J

write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being

responsible for the abuse of that right ; and no law shall

be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or

^ . Q/- of the press." Our own Supreme Court has said :
" The

liberty of the press is not more under the protection •

of the Constitution than the liberty of speech, and the

publisher can only defend an action for libel or mitigate

the damages to be recovered therefor upon precisely

the same grounds as anv other individual could defend

an action for slander in uttering the same words upon

the street. A newspaper proprietor is not priviledged

as such in the dissemination of the news, but is liable

^ for what he publishes in the same manner as any other
3487 ......„'

mchvidual.

The constitutional liberty of speech and of the press

implies a right to freely utter and publish whatever the

citizen may please and to be protected against any re-

sponsibility for so doing, so long as such right is not

abused. Ihit such right is abused where the publication,

by reason of its defamatory character and falsity, inju-

riously affects the standing, reputation, or pecuniary

interests of individuals."

3488 The argument that a newspaper, in this period of

the world's progress, when people are hungry for the

news, and almost every person is a newspaper reader,

must be allowed more latitude and more privilege than

is ordinarily given under the law of libel, stated in
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"^489 c>ther words, simj)!}' amounts to the contention that, be-

cause the pubhc curiosity or taste demands sensational

items, and because a libel in a newspaper is more far-

reaching and wide-spread than falsehoods spread by the

mouth, or through the medium of letters or other writ-

ings, there should be given greater immunity to news-

paper defamation, although the harm to the person in-

jured is infinitely greater than it would be if otherwise

published. The fact is, the greater the circulation the

^4Q0 gr^ster is the wrong and the more reason why greater

care should be exercised in the publication of personal

items. No newspaper has any right to trifle with the

reputation of any citizen, or by carelessness or reckless-

ness to injure his good name or business; and the re-

porter of a newspaper has no more right to collect stor-

ies on the street or to gather detrimental information

from persons whom he may interview about a citizen

and publish such stories or information in his news-

7101 P^P*^'"' than has a tale-bearer to carry the gossip and

scandal of the street. If true, the law will justify such

publication or such speaking, but if false the newspaper

as well as the citizen must be held responsible to any

one who is wronged and damaged thereby. No soph-

istry of reasoning, and no claim of a public demand for

news, or of the peculiar nature and magnitude of news-

paper work. wmII excuse newspaper defamation and

leave the party thereby injured without recompense

^ for the wrong committed.
3492

Libel, so far as its definition is important in this

case, is a publication by printing, which exposes any

person to hatred, contempt, ridicule, or obloquy, or which

causes him to be shunned or avoided.

To entitle one of whom a libel has been [)ublished in
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Q 4QT a ne\\si:)apcr to recover liis actual damage suffered there-

from, he need not offer any evidence to show whether

or ncH the pul)hsh.er was actuated by maUcious motives.

]t the matter puljHshed is Hbelous on its face,' its falsity

is presumed, and malice on the part of its publisher is

presumed unless he prove the truth of it. The term

malice has a two-fold signification. There is implied

malice or malice in law ; and express malice or malice

in fact. In the former and legal sense it signifies a

-5 1Q4 wrongful act intentionally done without justification or

excuse. In the latter and popular sense it means ill-

will towards another; in other words, an actual inten-

tion to injure or defame him, or at least a reckless dis-

regard of consequences, and indifference whether in-

jury is inflicted or not. The presence of express malice,

or actual ill-will, is not essential to the maintenance of

an action for the publication of a libel ; for the law pre-

sumes malice in sufficient degree to enable the plaintiff

249 c to recover the actual damages sustained, unless the de-

fendant proves that the defamatory matter was true. Of

course in all cases of libel the plaintiff, when entitled to

recover at all, should be awarded all the damages actu-

ally suffered from the publication. The plaintiff, if the

matters published of him are libelous on their face, need

not offer any evidence of special damages, unless he

desires thereby to increase the amount of his recovery;

for if he has been libeled the law will presume that

3496 ^^^ ^^^^ ^'*^^" injured, and leave the amount of such in-

jury to the determination of the jury.

Whether malice in fact, or actual ill-will, existed or

not, often becomes a material subject of inquiry in ac-

tions for libel, because its existence may justify the im-
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3497 position of exemplary or punitive damages in the (lis-
,

cretion of the jury. Malice, in fact, may appear from

the face of the publication itself, or may be established

by other evidence in the case.

In actions for libel the law of this state provides

that where the defendant has been guilty of malice,

actual or presumed, the jury, in addition, to the actual

damages, may give damages for the sake of example,

and by way of punishing the defendant. These are

o^QQ called exemplary or punitive damages. Exemplary or

punitive damages may be awarded by the jury in their

discretion when malice on the part of the defendant

is established as a fact, whether it be actual or pre-

sumed. Presumed malice is an inference of fact drawn

from the libelous character of the publication. When

an article libelous on its face is introduced in evidence

a prima facie case of malice in fact is established ; for

even though it be presumed malice, it is malice in fact,

3499 '^"(^i lias the effect and gravity of express or actual

malice otherwise proven. Presumed malice, therefore,

where not rebutted by other evidence in the case, equally

with actual or express malice, furnishes the basis for the

recovery of exemplary or punitive damages. When a

publication is false and libelous on its face malice in

law is not onl}- conclusively presumed, but such malice

in fact is implied or presumed as to make the question

of exemplary or punitive damages an issue to be deter-

"^SOO ''•''"i^-l '^y the jury in their discretion. The prima facie

case of malice in fact, j/resumed from the libelous

character of the publication itself, may either be strength-

ened or destroyed by tlie other evidence in the case, anil

it is a question for the jury on all the evidence to say
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3501 whether or not in their discretion exemplary or puni-

tive damages should be awarded.

When suit is brought on, a libelous publication the

defendant may plead and prove the truth of all or any

portion of the defamatory matter; and to the extent

that he establishes the truth of the matter charged it

constitutes a complete justification and prevents any re-

covery of damages therefor. The law, however, casts

upon the defendant the burden of affirmatively proving

3502 ^^^^^ truth of his plea of justification by a preponderance

of the evidence produced at the trial.

The plaintiff alleges in the complaint that the de-

fendant Times-Mirror Company on the 28th day of Oc-

tober, 1 90 1, was a corporation duly organized, existing

and acting under the laws of the State of California,

and was at that time the owner, printer and publisher

of a certain newspaper of general circulation known as

the "Los Angeles Daily Times." That on said 28th

orAQ day of October, 1901, the defendant printed and pub-

lished in said newspaper, of and concerning the plain-

tifl', the following article, to-wit

:

"OUTRAGES AT POINT LOMA"

EXPOSED BY AN "ESCAPE" FROM TINGLEY.

STARTLING TALES TOLD IN THIS CITY.

WOMEN AND CHILDREN STARVED AND
TREATED LIKE CONVICTS. THRILLING
RESCUE.

3504
Mrs. M. Leavitt of No. 418 West Fourth Street, a

believer in what she terms "the true school of thcos-

ophy," who has recentl}- removed to this city from San

Diego, the capital city of theosophists, has some start-

ling things to tell concerning the practices of Katherine
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3505 Tingley and her associates, who conduct the Universal

Brotherhood Homestead on Point Loma. Mrs. Leavitt

seems to be thorouo^hly informed on two of the latest

outrages penetrated at the spookery, the cases of 'Sirs.

Neirsheimer and Mrs. HoUbrook, both well-to-do eastern

women. Mrs. Hollbrook the wife of a railroad man and

Freemason of the East, has been rescued from the roost

on Point Loma by her husband with the aid of an offi-

cer and a gun, and now hovers at the point of death

3506 ^'''^"'' the abuse she says she received while confined in

the "Homestead." During the daytime she was worked

in the field like a convict, forced to plant trees, hoe

corn and perform all sorts of hard labor, and at night

she was shut up in a cell and guarded as if she were a

raving maniac. When her husband found what a trap

she had fallen into he hurried here and took her out

by force.

The other case on which Mrs. Leavitt is posted is

3507 that of Mrs. Neirsheimer, who has been forcibly sep-

arated from her husband, who is also in the Tingley

clutches, and it not allowed to speak to him. She is

forced to live alone in a little tent in the grounds that

surround the crazy institution. Armed men guard

this place of horror, and Mrs. Leavitt says, solitary con-

finement, hard labor and starvation are resorted to by

the Tingley managers as punishments upon those who

disobey their iron rules.

3508 ^^^^ woman who gives out this information is a per-

sonal friend of. and has talked with, Mrs. Hollbrook,

the victim whose health has been forever destroyed by

the ordeals she has passed throiigh while imprisoned on

Point Loma.
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3509 Mrs. Leavitt claims that through a strong hypnotic

power, Katherine Tingley works her will on sensible

people. The Universal Brotherhood, or in other words,

Katherine Tingley, is a off-shoot of the theosophic so-

ciety, which became disjointed some four or five years

ago. Mrs. Tingley was formerly— the theosophists

say— a common dollar-taking spirit medium.

She couldn't agree with the theosophists, so she

branched oft' and set up her trap on Point Loma. She

3510 distributes literature throughout the East, and even in

foreign countries, saying the Universal Brotherhood

Homestead, located in the most beautiful spot on earth,

offers to those who wish to retire into a quiet thought-

ful life, a home in which they may live peacefully and in

an atmosphere of soul study and pure thought.

Only people with money happen to get these

pamphlets, says Mrs. Leavitt. When people answer

her enticing advertisements in person Mrs. Tingley

3511 &,^'erts her influence over such as are spookily inclined;

and the almost incredible things which have taken place

])rove that once in the lair it is almost impossible to-

escape.

Mrs. Leavitt says there is nothing taught at Point

TvOma l)ut insane ceremonies ; that the girls who are

placed there to be educated are put to work at the most

menial tasks, each one kept separate in a guarded cell

and forbidden to speak to anybody else, and that the

3512 I^*^^'' ''^^^^ children are quartered in a miserable build-

ing some distance from the main institution, and are con-

tinually on the verge of starvation— for Mrs. Tingley

openly .states that children are fed too much for their

spiritual good, and nmst cat Imt little, so thev will be
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3513 "^*^'''^' etherial. Mrs. Leavitt says she knows personally

of a case where botli parents and children are victims,

and the children have been taken away to the child

pen and arc never allowed to communicate in any way

with mother or father. For says Mrs. Tingley, they

will grow up purer if away from bodily and affectionate

influence of the parents

!

The children are never allowed to speak to anybody

except when they are selling trinkets to the visitors

3514 ^^''^° come to the gates. The young lady prisoners make

fancy work, wdiich they sell to the strangers. Purple

robes are worn by the women and a sort of khaki uni-

form by the men.

On certain occasions a midnight pilgrimage is made

by both men and women to a spot on the peninsula,

which is termed sacred ground. They go in their night

robes each holding a torch.

Before she had gotten well into the scheme, Mrs.

3515 Hollbrook says she saw that it was a fake, but having

no idea of the horror of it, she decided to go into t' 2

Homestead for a while that she might expose the char-

acter of the crazy institution. \Miether she will live

to carry out the good work is doubtful. She can tell

things, her friends say, more shocking than anything

known yet.

Mrs. Leavitt alleges that gross immoralities are prac-

ticed at Point Loma by some of the disciples of spook-

or-t/: ism. as it is there exemplified, and that such things

should not be tolerated in a civilized community."

The answer to the defendant does not deny the pub-

lication of the foregoing article and consequently the

allegation that it published said article nuist. for the

purposes of this action, be taken as true.
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3517 '^''''^' plaintiii alleges in the complaint that the de-

fendant intended to convey the meaning- and the said

article was by the persons who read the same, as pub-

lished in said paper, understood and believed to convey

the meaning-, that numerous outrages were committed

by this plaintiff and under her direction at Point Loma

;

that people were falsely imprisoned and deprived of

their liberty by plaintiff and under her direction, that

women and children were by plaintiff starved and treated

3518 ''^^^6 convicts and that it was necessary to rescue such

persons by force from plaintiff and from the institution

conducted by her ; that women were so abused in said

institution and under direction of said plaintiff, as to

bring them to the point of death and were by plaintiff

forced to work in the fields and imprisoned in cells

;

that solitary imprisonment and hard labor was imposed

l)y ])laintiff upon the residents at said institution and

their health destroyed thereby ; that plaintiff was a

3519 ^P'l'itualistic medium and an impostor and that by the

circulation of literature, she enticed people to come

to the institution conducted by her and rendered it al-

most impossible for them to escape therefrom ; that

plaintiff caused to be carried on insane ceremonies and

kept the girls at said institution in guarded cells; that

plaintiff keeps and caused to be kept at said institution

little children in building unfit for habitation and kept

them upon the verge of starvation ; that plaintiff by her

3520 '"^^^'-'''c^' ^^'^^^ ^^y niisrepresentation has caused parents

and children to be separated and keeps the children in

confinement thereby destroying their health and

strength ; that the men and women in attendance at

said institution arc in the habit of making midnight pil-
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and are in the habit of indulging in immoral practices

under the direction and at the suggestion of plaintiff

;

that the institution conducted by plaintiff is a fake and

a fraud and is carried on by plaintiff for the purpose of

defrauding people who are induced to attend it ; that

practices are carried on under the direction of plaintiff

which are more shocking than are revealed by the mat-

ters above set forth and that gross immoralities are

o-rjr, practiced at said institution under the direction and by

the instigation of plaintiff, and that practices are car-

ried on there which should not be tolerated in a civilized

community.

In its answer the defendant does not deny that the

article was intended by the defendant and was under-

stood by the persons who read it to convey the mean-

ings attributed to it by the averments contained in the

complaint, except in two particulars which I will hcre-

^-^^ after mention, as to which it denies that the true mean-

ing is ascribed ; and, therefore, under the rules of

pleadings these undenied allegations of the complaint

as to the meaning of the article, and as to how it was

understood by those who read it, must be taken to be

true for the purposes of this action.

The answer of the defendant however contains a

plea of justification, in which it is alleged that these

defamatory charges, the alleged meanings of which are

'^^94. "'-'' ^^"^^*^^ ^^y 't. are true to the sense imputed to them

by the plaintiff', omitting, however, to allege the truth of

some of the expressions, to which omissions I will

hereafter refer. The law requires the defendant in his

answer to plead the truth of a defamatory article, or
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3525 such portions thereof, the publication of which he seeks

to justify, and if he fails to plead the truth, or fails to

establish the plea of the truth when made by evidence

on the trial, to the extent of such failure the article

must be regarded by the court and jury to be false.

It is the province of the court to determine the legal

effect of the evidence. If there be no evidence legally

tending to prove a fact in issue, it is the duty of the

court to so decide, and not to submit to the jury a ques-

3526 ^'*^'^ which there is no evidence tending to prove. In

order to justify the submission of- any question of fact

to the jury the proof must be sufficient to raise more

than a mere conjecture or surmise that the fact is as

alleged. It must be such that a rational and well con-

structed mind can reasonably draw from it the conclu-

sion that the fact exists, and when the evidence is not

sufficient to justify such an inference the court ought

not to submit the question to the jury.

3527 The defendant alleges that it was true that numerous

outrages were committed by plaintiff and under her di-

rection at Point Loma. I declare to you as matter of

law that there is no legal proof of the truth of that

charge, and therefore you must regard it as false.

The defendant alleges that it was true that people

were falsely imprisoned and deprived of their liberty

by plaintiff and under her direction. I declare to you as

^rrto "letter of law that there is no legal proof of the truth of

that charge, and therefore you must regard it as false.

The defendant alleges that it was true that women

and children were by plaintiff starved and that it was

necessary to rescue such persons from the plaintiff and
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3529 from the institution conducted by her. I declare to you

as matter of law that there is no legal proof of the

truth of that charge, and therefore you must regard it

as false ; as well as the following defamatory statement

in the complaint in this connection ; to which the de-

fendant has failed to plead any justification at all,

namely, "that women and children were l)y the plaintiff

treated like convicts."

3530

3531

3532

The defendant alleges that it was true that women

were so abused in said institution and under the direc-

tion of said plaintifif as to bring them to the point of

death. I declare to you as matter of law that there is

no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore

you must regard it as false ; as well as the following de-

famatory statement mentioned in the complaint in this

connection to which the defendant has failed to plead any

justification at all, namely that "women were by plain-

tiff forced to work in the fields and imprisoned in cells

;

that solitary imprisonment and hard labor were imposed

by plaintiff upon the residents of said institution and

their health destroyed thereby."

The defendant alleges that it was true that plaintiff"

was a spiritualistic medium and an impostor ; and that

by the circulation of literature she induced people to

come to the institution conducted by her and rendered

it almost impossible for them to escape therefrom. I

declare to you as matter of law that there is no legal

proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore you

must regard it as false. The defendant alleges that it

was true that plaintiff kept little children in said insti-

tution upon the verge of starvation. I declare to you
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Tc;33 '^^ matter of law that there is no legal proof of the truth

of that charge, and therefore you must regard it as

false ; as well as the following defamatory statement

mentioned in the complaint in this connection, to which

the defendant has failed to plead any justification at all,

namely, that plaintiff "kept the girls at said institution

in guarded cells " and that " plaintiff keeps auo caused

to he kept little children in buildings unfit for habita-

tion."

3534 The defendant alleges that it was true that plaintiff'

by her influence and misrepresentation has caused

parents and children to be separated and kept the chil-

dren in confinement thereby destroying their health and

strength. I declare to you as matter of law that there

is no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and there-

fore you must regard it as false.

The defendant alleges that it was true that the men

^r-ic '^"'^ women in attendance at said institution are in the

habit of making midnight pilgrimages in their nght

robes. I declare to you as matter of law that there is

no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and there-

fore you must regard it as false.

The defendant alleges that it was true that the in-

stitution conducted by plaintiff" is a fake and a fraud

and is carried on by the plaintiff for the purpose of de-

frauding people who are induced to attend it. I de-

3536 clare to you as matter of law that there is no legal proof

of the truth of that charge, and therefore you must re-

gard it as false.

The defendant alleges that it was true that practices

were carried on at the institution conducted by plain-
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3537 ^'^ which should not be tolerated in a civilized com-

munity. I declare to you as a matter of law that there

is no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and there-

fore you must regard it as false.

I will now refer to the two particular averments of

the complaint" attributing meanings to the article pub-

lished by the defendant, which it is alleged were in-

tended to be conveyed by the defendant, and in which

senses it is alleged the article was understood by those

3538 ^^'^^ read it, and which the defendant in its answer de-

nies were the meanings which were intended to be con-

veyed by the article, or which were understood to be

conveyed by those who read it.

In its answer the defendant denies that by said ar-

ticle it intended to convey the meaning, or that said

article was by the persons w'ho read the same understood

or believed to convey the meaning, that the men and

women in attendance at the institution mentioned in

3539 ^^^^^ article were in the habit of making midnight pil-

grimages insufficiently clothed, or were in the habit of

indulging in immoral practices, under the direction, or

at the suggestion of the plaintiff.

The defendant also by its answer denies that by said

article it intended to convey the meaning, or that said

article was by the persons who read it understood or

believed to convey the meaning, that practices were car-

ried on under the direction of plaintiff which were more

3540 shocking than were revealed by the matters set forth in

this article, or that gross immoralities were practiced at

said institution, under the direction, or by the instiga-

tion of the plaintiff.

It is for ^•ou to determine from the evidence in the case



3541 whether said article was intended to convey the mean-

ing attributed to it by plaintiff and whether the persons

who read it understood and believed the article to con-

vey such meaning. In determining this question you

should conS'ider all the language contained in the ar-

ticle. You should, however, give to the language its

ordinary and usual import, and ought not to give its

language a strained or unusual meaning for the purpose

of attributing a libelous meaning to any particular state-

3542 '^^^"t contained in it. The common import of the ar-

ticle must be applied to test its libelous character. The

publishers intentions are to be gauged by such import.

And unless you are satisfied that, giving to this article

its common import the defendant intended to convey,

the said article was understood by the readers

thereof to convey the meaning that men and women in

attendance at the institution mentioned in the article

were in the habit of indulging in immoral practices

3543 ^1'^'^^'^ ^'^^ direction or suggestion of plaintiff; or that

practices were carried on there under the direction of

])laintiff which were more shocking than were revealed

by the matters set forth in this article, or that gross im-

moralities were practiced at said institution under the

direction or by the instigation of plaintiff, then you

should find that the article does not so charge and that

such portions of the article are not libelous.

In its plea of justification the defendant alleges that

3544 insane ceremonies were taught at Point Loma. If you

find from a preponderance of the evidence that such

was the fact then you will find that as to that portion

of the article the defendant has sustained its plea of

justification.
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3545 '^^^^ defendant also alleges in its plea of justification

that Katherine Tingley was an ofif-shoot of the Theo-

sophic Society which became disjointed some four or

five years ago, and that she was formerly a common

dollar-taking spirit medium." If you find from a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that the statement was true,

then you will find as to that part of the article the de-

fendant has sustained its plea of justification.

3546
The defendant also alleges in its plea of justification

that it was true that Mrs. Tingley openly stated that

children are fed too much for their spiritual good and

must eat but little so they will be more etherial. If you

find from a preponderance of the evidence that this state-

ment \\-as true, then }ou will find that as to that por-

tion of the article the defendaiit has sustained its plea

of justification.

In view of the wide range taken by counsel in argu-

ment, and the manv matters that have been pressed on
3547

your attention, I deem it of great importance that you

should clearly apprehencl the real legal issues in this

case. \Miat are the issues the court must determine

in view of the law, and the actual state of the evidence?

So far as they pertain to the exclusive province of the

court they are these, and the court thus decides them

:

(i) The publication in the "Los Angeles Daily Times"

complained of in this article was capable of the inter-

3 548 pretation placed upon it in the complaint.

(2) So far as the defendant has not denied by its

answer (not by the words of its counsel) the meanings

attributed to this publication by the complaint the ar-

ticle must be regarded to have been published, and to
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"^549 li^'^'c been understood by those who read it, in the sense

imputed to it by the complaint.

(3) The jniblication, in all respects in which it is con-

strued by the complaint, is in law libelous.

(4) The publication must be regarded as false as to

those matters already so declared by the court, that is,

as to its alleged meanings which the defendant has not

attempted to justify by pleading their truth in its an-

'^rcf\ swcr, and as to its alleged meanings the truth of which

the defendant did plead, but which the court has al-

ready declared there is no legal evidence to prove.

The issues the jury are to decide are these: (i)

What injury has been done to the plaintifif's reputation,

and what mental distress has she suffered, as the nat-

ural and direct consequences of the publication of the

libelous matters contained in the defendant's newspaper

which the court, in the lawful exercise of its functions,

3d51 has declared to be false, because their truth has not been

pleaded, or if pleaded, has not' been proved by the de-

fendant. (2) If you should find that the other por-

tions of the published article did bear the meaning at-

tributed to them by averments of the complaint, and

were so understood by the persons who read them, and

which meaning the defendant has denied was either in-

tended or understood to be conveyed by the article—
then the jury nnist decide what injury has been done to

3552 the plaintiff's reputation, and what mental distress she

has suft'ered as the natural and direct consequence of

the publication of such matters. Hut if the jury should

find that such portions of the article did not convey

the meaning given them by the plaintiff, then they would

i
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3553 "°^ '^^' libelous and, in contemplation of law, the plain-

tiff would not be injured thereby. (3) The amcjunt

of the money which in the judgment of the jury will

compensate the plaintiff for the injury to her reputa-

IL tion and feelings directly resulting from the publica-
ff̂

tion of all the libelous matter concerning her. (4)

Was the publication of the libelous matter inspired by

actual malice on the part of the defendant, and if so, was

it of such degree and character as, under all the circum-

QCC4 stances disclosed by the evidence, to justify the jury in

awarding exemplary damages against the defendant.

(5) If exemplary damages are to be given, the amount

which the jury believes to be just.

There are some things which are not in issue in this

case. One of the elements of damage in a libel suit is

the injury resulting to the plaintift"s reputation as to

those presumably good traits of character which were

disparaged or defamed by the libelous publication. The

ocrr only way the defendant can make the plaintiff's charac-

ter an issue in the case is to prove the truth of the accu-

sation, or to prove that the plaintiff"s general reputation

was already bad in the respects in which it was attacked

by the article complained of. There is no evidence in

this case that the plaintift"s general reputation was

bad as to any of the traits of character involved

in the charge on which this suit was brought. Only so

far, then, as the defendant has proved the truth of any

o-r-^ of the injurious charges it in fact made against the plain-

tiff, can her right to recover damages he affected. Her

sentiments, beliefs, opinions, or acts, which were not dis-

cussed or referred to in the article publishetl by the de-

fendant, are not matters proper to be considered by you.
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3557 *-"'^'''cr for ihe purpose of increasing or decreasing- the

amount of damages the plaintiff should recover.

The subject of fhe constitutional liberty of the press,

and the suggestion that the publication in the Los An-

geles Daily Times was a privileged communication, be-

cause it referred to the conduct and management of a

quasi public institution, were not suggested by the de-

fendant's answer nor by any previous contention of the

defendant, but were first referred to by its counsel in his

3558 a^'gwment to the jury. In the opinion of the court there

are no facts or circumstances appearing in this case

which give the defendant any legal right to have these

questions considered bv the jurv.\ Kor is it the opinion

01" tlir cniirt that either the progress of Christian civili-

zation or. the principles of the Christian religion, are in-

\ volved in the issues of this case ; unless it be said that

God's command, '" Thou shalt not bear false witness

j

against thy neighbor", is the underlying principle which

355^ justifies the enactment and enforcement of the law of

'

libel.

[n estimating the amount of plaintiff's actual, loss or

damages, the jury may take into consideration the extent

of the circulation given to the article published in the de-

fendant's newspaper; the rank and position of plaintiff

in society; the injury to her fame and reputation, and

the grief, anguish and mental suffering which plaintiff

may have undergone, and of the mortification and humil-

3560 '^tion which she may have suffered, from the insulting

nature of the articl^'T^ne of your number may TrttfTn

a Aferdict.

(Here the court read the instructions given at the re-

quest of the defendant, and hereinbefore set out.)
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3561 Before submitting, this cause for your decision, I take

occasion to thank you most sincerely for your exemplary

deportment during the whole course of this trial ; and to

express my appreciation of the careful and considerate

attention you have apparently given to the evidence pro-

•^ duced by the respective parties, as well as to arguments

of counsel. Your conduct so far has impressed on my

mind the confident belief that your coming deliberations

in the jury room will be conducted with that dignity and

3562 decorum that ought to characterize the actions of those

who are the judges of the facts in the court of justice.

Believing that I have discharged my duty, my whole

duty, and nothing but my duty, the case is now sub-

mitted to vou.

3563

BE IT REMEMBERED that the defendant duly ex-

cepted, and now excepts to the following portion of the

charge given to the jury by the court of its own motion

and insists that the action of the court in giving said por-

tion of said charge was and is contrary to law. to-wit

:

" It is always important that the restraints and penal-

ties of the law should be made effectual where legal

wrongs are threatened or have been committed. The

manner in which the law is enforced against wrong-

doers is likely to be indicated by the moral and social

condition of the community, as well as by the law-abid-

J5d4 jjig^ Qj- opposite, tendencies of its citizens. The fact

that one has unjustly libeled another through the public

press, should furnish the legal basis for the recovery of

adequate damages, instead' of being urged as an illegal
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3565 claim of justification for a felonious assault committed

on the publisher in retaliation for the libel."

II.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" I trust that I am always conscious of the obligations

involved in the discharge of judicial duty, and I feel

that a suggestion from the court that this sense of re-

sponsibility ought to be present in the minds of jurors

should not be regarded as inappropriate. All men owe

allegiance to the law of their country and should respect

and obey it ; but especially is this true when they sit as

ministers of that law in a court of justice."

3567 III.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The object of the law in requiring that the nnitual

altercations between the parties shall be reduced to writ-

JDfjo ing is to bring before the court the real matter in con-

troversy, so that the grounds for their dispute, and the

questions of fact involved in it, may be known before the

trial is entered upon. The law requires this in order,

first, that it may be seen whether the plaintiff's claim is
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3569 °f ^"^''' ^ nature as to entitle liim or her to relief under

the law, and whether the defendant has any legal defense

to it ; and, second, to confine the investigation to the

points of actual disagreement; and, third, that each party

r may he apprised of the nature of the claim or defense of

the other; and, fourth, that the parties afterwards may

be able to know from the record what facts have been

settled by the litigation."

IV.
3570

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

r said portion of said charge, was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" If the trial court errs in expounding the law, the

error may afterwards be corrected and a new trial

3571 granted by the trial court, or. if it adheres to its rulings,

then by the Supreme Court of the State on an appeal of

the case. If the jury, however, should decide the case

on notions of the law dift'ering from those expressed by

the court, one or the other of the parties would be

wrongfully deprived of a legal right, and in such a case

the law furnishes no remedy by wdiich the wrong may be

righted."

V.
3572

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving
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3573 ^^^^ portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" So that the legal and moral obligation resting on

the jury to take the law as it is given by the court must

be clearly apparent to all of you."

VI.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" None of these matters should be considered by you,

except only so far as they tend to prove or disprove the

issue made by the defendant's plea of justification to

the effect, that, at the time the publication complained

of was made, it was true that nothing was taught at

I'oint Loma but insane ceremonies."

3574

3575

3576

VII.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" My purpose in directing your attention to these

constitutional provisions is prompted by my desire to

impress upon your conscience the conviction that in the

courts of California all persons must stand on a com-

mon plane of equality. To remind you that it was the ex-

pressed conviction of the liberal-minded and liberty-lov-
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3577 "^8" people, who adopted our constitution, that one's

opinions or practices in matters of rehgion, so long as

they do not develop into acts of licentiousness, or be-

come a menace to the peace or safety of the state, ought

not to discredit him as a witness, and ought not to

effect his fairness or competency to sit as a juror in a

court of justice, though his religious belief may differ

from that entertained by a party to the action. In this

respect then : " Whatsoever ye would that men should

3578 *^'*^ *° -^*^^^' *^^^ '^^^ even so to them "; for this is the law."

VIIL

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" Prejudice of opinion must be banished from our

courts of justice and persons who bring their causes

there must receive equal protection and redress. Justice

cannot be done in anv cause where Prejudice clings to

Reason while sitting in the judgment seat."

IX.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury of its own motion and

3d80 insists that the action of the court in giving said por-

tion of said charge was and is contrary to law, to-wit

:

y/ " The argument that a newspaper, in this period of

the world's progress, when people are hungry for the

news, and almost every person is a newspaper readier.

3579
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3581 ^^^^^^'^ '^*-' cillowcd more latitude and more privilet^^e than

is ordinarily g-iven under the law of lihel, stated in other

words, simply amounts to the contention tliat, hccausc

the public curiosity or taste demands sensational items,

and because a libel in a newspaper is more far-reaching

and wide-spread than falsehoods spread by the mouth,

or through the medium of letters or other writings,

there should be given greater immunity to newspaper

defamation, although the harm to the person injured is

-^ror) infinitely greater than it would be if otherwise pub-

lished. The fact is, the greater the circulation the

greater is the wrong and the more reason why

greater care should be exercised in the publication

of personal items. No newspaper has the right to

trifle with the reputation of any citizen, or by careless-

ness or recklessness to injure his good name or busi-

ness ; and the reporter of a newspaper has no more right

to collect stories on the street or to gather detrimental

information from persons whom he may interview about

a citizen and publish such stories or information in his

newspa])er, than has a talebearer to carry the gossip and

scandal of the street. If true, the law will justify such

publication or such speaking, but if false, the newspaper

as well as the citizen must be held responsible to any

one who is wronged and damaged thereby. No soph-

istry of reasoning, and no claim of a i)ublic demand

for news, or of the peculiar nature and magnitude of

newspa])er work, will excuse newspaper defamation and

•^^"'^ leave the party thereby injured without recompense for

the wrong committed."

X.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant
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3585 ^^^^^y e-'^cepted, and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

' In actions for libel the law of this state provides

that where the defendant has been guilty of malice,

actual or presumed, the jury, in addition to the- actual

damages, may give damages for the sake of example,

^CQf- and by way of punishing the defendant ; These are

called exemplary or punitive damages. Exemplary or

punitive damages may be awarded by the jury in their

discretion when malice on the part of the defendant is

established as a fact, whether it be actual or presumed.

Presumed malice is an inference of fact drawn from the

libelous character of the publication. When an article

libelous on its face is introduced in evidence a prima

facie case of malice in fact is established ; for even

though it be presumed malice it is malice in fact, and

has the effect and gravity of express or actual malice

otherwise proven. Presumed malice, therefore, where

not rebutted by other evidence in the case, equally with

actual or express malice, furnishes the basis for the re-

covery of exemplary or punitive damages. When a

publication is false and libelous on its face malice in law

is not only conclusively presumed, but such malice in

fact is implied or presumed as to make the question of

exemplary or punitive damages an issue to be deter-

0:^00 niined by the jury in their discretion. The prima facie

case of malice in fact, presumed from the libelous char-

acter of the publication itself, may be either strength-

ened or destroyed bv the other e\"idcnce in the case, and

it is a question for the jury on all the evidence to say
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3589 ^vhcther or not in their discretion exemplary or punitive

damages should be awarded."

XI.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

3590
'''-^'''

*' The defendant alleges that it was true that numer-

ous outrages were committed by plaintiff and under her

direction at Point Loma. I declare to you as matter of

law that there is no legal proof of the truth of that

charge, and therefore you must regard it as false."

XII.

BE IT ALvSC) REMEMBERED that the defendant

QCQi duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrar}- to law,

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that people

were falsely imprisoned and deprived of their liberty by

l)laintiff and under her direction. I declare to yovi as

matter of law that there is no legal proof of the truth of

3592 that charge, and therefore you must regard it as false."

XIII.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion
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3593 *^*' ^^^^ charge given to the jur\ by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the cotirt in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

1^ to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that women

and children were by plaintiff starved and that it was

necessary to rescue such persons from the plaintiff and

from the institution conducted by her. I declare to you

as matter of law that there is no legal proof of the truth

3594 of that charge, and therefore you must regard it as

false; as well as the following defamatory statement

mentioned in the complaint in this connection, to which

the defendant had failed to plead any justification at all,

namel}-, " that women and children were by the plain-

tiff treated like convicts ''.

XIV.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

3595 '^^'l^' excepts and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that women

were so abused in said institution and under the direc-

tion of said plaintiff' as to bring them to the point of

death. I declare to you as a matter of law that there is

3596 110 legal proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore

you must regard it as false ; as well as the following de-

famatory statement mentioned in the complaint in this

connection to which the defendant has failed to plead

anv justificatitMi at all. namely that " women wore by
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3597 plaintiff forced to work in the fields and imprisoned in

cells; that solitary imprisonment and hard labor were

imposed by plaintiff npon the residents of said institu-

tion and their health destroyed thereby."'

XV.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepts and now excepts to the following- portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that plaintiff'

was a spiritualistic medium and an imposter; and that

by the circulation of literature she induced people to

come to the institution conducted by her and rendered

it almost impossible for them to escape therefrom. I

declare to you as matter of law that there "is no legal

QC-QQ proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore you

must regard it as false."

XVI.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jur}- by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

3600
" The defendant alleges that it was true that plaintiff

kept little children in said institution upon the verge of

starvation. I declare to you as a matter of law that

there is no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and
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3601 therefore you must regard it as false ; as well as the

following- defamatory statement mentioned in the com-

plaint in this connection, to which the defendant has

failed to plead any justification at all, namely, that plain-

tiff " kept the girls at said institution in guarded cells ",

and that " plaintiff keeps and caused to be kept at said

institution little children in buildings unfit for habita-

tion."

3602

XVII.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury h\ the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that plaintiff

by her influence and misrepresentation has caused par-

3603 ^^^^^ '^"*^^ children to be separated and kej)t the children

in confinement and thereby destroying their dealth and

strength. I declare to you as matter of law that there

is no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and there-

fore you must regard it as false."

XVIII.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

3604 ^^^ ""'^^ charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law.

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleeres that it was true that the men
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3605 ^"^^ women in attendance at said institution are in the

habit of making midnight pilgrimages in their night

robes. I declare to you as matter of law that there is

no legal proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore

you must regard it as false."

XIX.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

3606 ^'^ ^'^^ charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The defendant alleges that it was true that the insti-

tution conducted by plaintiff is a fake and a fraud and

is carried on by the plaintiff for the purpose of defraud-

ing people who are induced to attend it. I declare to

you as a matter of law that there is no legal proof of

3607 the truth of that charge, and therefore you must regrad

it as false."

XX.

BE IT ALSO REMEIMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

li

3608

" The defendant alleges that it was true that practices

were carried on at the institution conducted by plaintiff

which should not be tolerated in a civilized community.

I declare to vou as matter of law that there is no legal
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3509 proof of the truth of that charge, and therefore you

must regard it as false."

XXI.

BE IT ALSO REME^IBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury hy the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

3610
^°-^^^^^ =

" In view of the wide range taken by counsel in ar-

gument, and the many matters that have been pressed

on your attention, I deem it of great importance that

you should clearly a])prehend the real legal issues in this

case, What are the issues the court must determine in

view of the law, and the actual state of the evidence .'

So far as they pertain to the exclusive province of the

court they are these, and the court thus decides them :

oz:
1
1 ( I ) The ])ublication in the " Los Angeles Daily Times "

complained of in this action was capable of the inter-

pretation placed upon it by the complaint. \ (2) So far

as the defendant has not denied by its answer (not by the

words of its counsel) the meanings attributed to this

publication by the complaint, the article must be re-

garded to have been published, and to have l)een under-

stood by those who read it, in the sense imputed to it

by the complaint. (3) The publication, in all respects

3612 "^ which it is construed by the complaint, is in law

libelous. (4) The publication must be regarded as

false as to those matters already so declared by the

court, that is, as to its alleged meanings which the de-

fendant has not atteiupted to justify by jiloading their
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3613 ^'"'•^th in the answer, and as to its alleged meanings

the truth of which the defendant did plead, but which

the court has already declared there is no legal evidence

to prove."

XXII.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

3614 nioli'^'i and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" The amount of money which in the judgment of the

jury will compensate the ])laintifTf for the injury to her

reputation and feelings directly resulting from the pub-

lication of all the libelous matter concerning her."

XXIII.

3615 ''^ IT ALvSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly exce]:)ted and now excepts to the following portion

of tlie charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" There are some things which are not in issue in this

case. One of the elements of damage in a libel suit is

the injury resulting to the plaintiff's reputation as to

3616 ^^""^^^^ presumably good traits of character which were

disparaged or defamed by the libelous publication. The

only way the defendant can make the plaintiff's charac-

ter an issue in the case is to prove the truth of the accu-

sation, or to prove that the plaintiff's general reputation
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3617 ^^'ss already had in the respects in which it was attacked

by the article complained of. There is no evidence in

this case that the plaintiff's general reputation was bad

as to any of the traits of character involved in the charge

on wdiich this suit was brought. Only so far, then, as the

defendant has proved the truth of any of the injurious

charges it in fact made against the plaintiff, can her

right to recover damages be affected. Her sentiments,

beliefs, opinions, or acts, which were not discussed or

3618 referred to in the article published by the defendant, are

not matters proper to be considered by you, either for

the purpose of increasing or decreasing the amount of

damages the plaintiff should recover.

BE IT ALvSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

of the charge given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrarv to law,

3619
to_,,it

:

" The subject of the constitutional liberty of the press,

and the suggestion that the publication in the Los Ange-

les Daily Times was a privileged communication, because

it referred to the conduct and management of a quasi

public institution, were not suggested by the defendant's

answer, nor by any previous contention of the de-

fendant, but were first referred to by its counsel in his

argument to the jury. In the opinion of the court there

004I' are no facts or circumstances appearing in this case

which give the defendant any legal right to have these

questions considered by the jury. Nor is it the opinion

of the court that cither the progress of Christian civiliza-

tion or the principles of the Christian religion, are in-
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3621 ^'"1^'cd in the issues in this case; unless it be said that

God's command, "Thou shalt not bear false witness

against thy neighbor", is the underlying principle which

justifies the enactment and enforcement of the law of

libel."

XXV.

RE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

duly excepted and now excepts to the following portion

Ifryrj of the chargc given to the jury by the court of its own

motion and insists that the action of the court in giving

said portion of said charge was and is contrary to law,

to-wit

:

" Believing that I have discharged my duty, my whole

duty, and nothing but my duty, the case is now submitted

to you."

XXVI.

BE IT ALSO REMEMBERED that the defendant

"^^ duly excepted and now excepts to the whole and each

and every part of the said charge of the court to the

jury by the court of its own motion and insists that the

action of the court in giving the same and in giving each

and every part of the said charge was and is contrary

to law.

Hereupon the jury retired and after deliberation re-

turned into the court with their verdict in favor of the

plaintiff and assessing the damages at the sum of

J044 Seven-thousand five-hundred dollars ($7500.)

Thereupon judgment was given and made in favor of

the plaintiff and against the defendant for the sum

of Seven-thousand five-hundred dollars ($7500,) with

costs and thereafter and within the time allowed bv
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3625 ^'^^^ ^^^^ defendant filed with the clerk and served upon

the adverse party to wit : upon the plaintiff, a notice

of its intention to move for a new trial ; and therein

designated the grounds upon which the motion would

be made, and that the said motion would be made upon

a bill of exceptions and upon affidavits, and which said

notice of intention to move for a new trial omitting the

title of the court and the cause was and is and the

words and figures following, to-wit

:

3626

[Title of Court and Causi;.]

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MOVE FOR A

NEW TRIAL.

Please take notice that the defendant intends to and

will move the court to set aside and vacate the verdict
I

I of the jurv, heretofore rendered, in the alx)ve entitled
I,

^627 '^c'^^o"' ^^^^^ to grant defendant a new trial in this case

upon the following grounds, viz:

1. Irregularity in the proceedings of the court by

which the defendant was prevented from having a fair

trial.

2. Abuse of discretion by the court by which the de-

fendant was prevented from having a fair trial.

3. Irregularity in the proceedings and conduct of

36 "^8 t'^^ i)laintift' by which the defendant was prevented from

having a fair trial.

4. Irregularity in the proceedings of the jury by

which the defendant was prevented from having a fair

trial.
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3629 5" ^lisconduct of the jury.

6. Newly discovered evidence material for the de-

fendant, which it could not, wnth reasonable diligence,

have discovered and produced at the trial.

7. Excessive damages appearing to have been given

under the influence of passion or prejudice.

8. Insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict.

3630

3631

9. Errors in law occurring at the trial and excepted

to l)y the defendant.

The said motion as to the ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and

6th grounds above stated, will be made on affidavits

hereafter to be served and filed and as to the 7th, 8th

and 9th grounds above stated said motion will be made

on a bill of exceptions to be hereafter prepared, served

and settled.

W. F. FlTZGERAI^D,

S. M. Shortridge,

Eugi;ne Daney,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

To Messrs. J. W. McKinley, A. B. Hotchkiss, W. R.

Andrews, F. R. Kellogg and J. E. Wadham, At-

torneys for plaintiff in said action :

—

Dated Jan. 22nd, 1903.

3632 SPECIFICATIONS OF INSUFFICIENCY OF
EVIDENCE.

The defendant having in such notice of intention to

move for a new trial designated as one of the grounds
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3633 '^^ the motion the insufficiency of the evidence to justify

the vertHct, now specifies in this bill of exceptions the

particulars in which said evidence is alleged to be in-

sufficient to justify the verdict, as follows:

The evidence is insufficient to justify the verdict, in

this

:

That the evidence is insufficient to show, and it wholly

3634 ^^''"'' t^ show, that the defendant published of or con-

cerning the plaintifif any false and unprivileged, or

false or unprivileged publication, by writing, or print-

ing, or picture or effigy, or other fixed representation to

the eye, which exposed plaintiff to hatred, contempt,

ridicule or obloquy, or which caused him to be shunned

or avoided, or which did, or which had a tendency to

injure her in her good name, or fame, or reputation,

or occupation in the sum of Fifty thousand dollars

3635 ($50,000,) or in any sum whatever or at all.

II.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and it

wholly fails to show, that the publication alleged in

the complaint to have been published of and concerning

the plaintiff, is false and unprivileged, or false or un-

privileged, or that all or any portion of said article was

or is false or unprivileged or false or unprivileged,

but on the contrary the evidence shows without sub-

stantial conflict that the said publication and each and

every part thereof was and is to and the evitlence shows

without substantial conflict that the saitl publication

and each and every part thereof was and is privileged.

3636
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3637 III-

That the evidence is insufficient to show and it

wholly fails to show, that the said publication, or any

part thereof was or is false or malicious or defamatory,

but on the contrary the evidence shows without sub-

stantial conflict that the said publication and each and

every part thereof was and is true.

IV.

ioc>o That the evidence is insufficient to show and it

wholly fails to show that the plaintiff was not and never

has been g"uilty of any of the matters charged in said

publication, but on the contrar}^ the evidence shows

without substantial conflict that the said publication and

each and ever\' part thereof was and is true and privi-

leged.

V.

3639 That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the per-

sons who read the same as published, understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that numerous or any out-

rageous charge committed by this plaintifif or under her

direction at Point Loma, or elsewhere.

VI.

3640 'Tliat the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the per-

sons who read the same as published understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that people were falsely or
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3641 ^^ ^^' imprisoned or deprived of their liberty by plaintiff,

or under her direction.

VII.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the persons

who read the same as published understood or believed

to convey the meaning that women and children, or

I/' Art women or children, were bv plaintiff starved and treated,
oo44

or starved or treated like convicts and that it was or it

that was necessary to rescue such persons by force from

plaintiff or from the institution conducted by her,

VIII.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the persons

who read the same as published understood or believed

to convev the meaning that women were so a1)used in

said institution and under or under the direction of said

plaintiff as to bring them to the point of death and were,

or were by plaintiff forced to work in the fields and im-

prisoned in cells, or were by plaintiff forced to work in

the fields or imprisoned in cells.

IX.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

3644 fails to show that the defendant intended to ciMivey the

meaning, or that the said ])ul)lication was by the per-

sons who read the same as publisheil understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that solitary imprisonment

and hard labor, or solitary imprisonment or hard labor

3643
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3645 ^^'^'''*-' iniposcd by the i)lainlift' upon the residents at said

institution and their health destroyed thereby, or their

heaUIi destroyed thereby.

X.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the per-

sons who read the same as published understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that plaintiff rendered it

impossible, or almost impossible, for people at said in-

stitution conducted by her to escape therefrom.

X.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning or that the said publication was by the persons

who read the same as published understood or believed

to convey the meaning that plaintiff kept the girls, or

3647 'I'ly f4''''l ^t said institution in crowded or in any cells.

XL

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the persons

who read the same as published understood or believed

to convey the meaning that plaintiff kept and caused to

be kept at said institution little children in buildings un-

^^ ,Q fi^ ^"'' hal)itation and kept them on the verge of star-

vation.

XII.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convev the
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3649 ''•''eaning, or that the said i)uljHcati(jn was by the per-

sons who read the same as pubhshed understood or be-

Heved to convey the meaning- that the men and women

in attendance at the institution conducted by the plain-

tiff are or were in the habit of making midnight pil-

grimages insufficiently clothed, or in their night robes,

or are or were in the habit of indulging in immoral prac-

tices under the direction or at the suggestion of the

plaintiff.

3650 XIII.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the per-

sons who read the same as published understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that practices are carried

on under the direction of plaintiff', which are more shock-

ing than any that are revealed by the matters mentioned

^, -- in said article.

XIV.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the defendant intended to convey the

meaning, or that the said publication was by the per-

sons who read the same as published understood or be-

lieved to convey the meaning that gross immoralities

were practiced in said institution under the direction or

bv the instigation of plaintiff': or meaning that iiractices

are carried on at said institution which should not be

toierated in a civilized cotmtry.

XIV.

That in so far as the publication mentioned in the
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3653 complaint refers to and is a statement of the facts con-

cerning the forced separation of Mrs. Neresheimer from

her husband who is in the Tingley clutches and which

states that the said Mrs. Xeresheimer is not allowed to

speak to her husband and is forced to live alone in a lit-

tle tent in the grounds that surround the crazy institu-

tion. The evidence is insufificient to show and it wholly

fails to show that the same is false and unprivileged, or

false or unprivileged ; and the evidence does not show

3654 ^'^'^^ ^'^^ charge in said article concerning the separation

of the said Mrs. Xeresheimer from her said husband is

not substantially true in all important and essential fea-

tures and particulars ; but on the contrary the evidence

shows without substantial conflict that so much of said

publication is substantially true and is privileged and the

evidence shows that E. A. X'^ereshcimcr, the husband of

the Mrs. X'^eresheimer mentioned in said article, was in-

fatuated with the teachings of and was under the di-

3655 sections of the plaintiff, was a member of the Universal

Brotherhood and an Official of that organization.

XVII.

In so far as matters contained in said pub-

lication refer to or charge that " armed men guard this

place of horror;" the evidence is insufficient to show and

wholly fails to show that the statement of the article

in that regard is false or unprivileged and is insuffi-

cient to show that the same is untrue in any substantial

particular.

XVIII.

In so far as matters contained in said publication re-

fer to or charge that " Kathcrine Tingley is an off-shoot

3656
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3657 of the Theosophic Society which became disjointed some

four or five years ago. Mrs. Tingley was formerly—
the Thcosophists say — a common, dollar-taking spirit

medium"; the evidence is insufificient to show and wholly

fails to show that the statement of the article in that re-

gard is false or unprivileged and is insufficient ; or that

the same is untrue in any substantial particular.

XIX.

^6S8 ^" ^° ^^^ ^^ matters contained in said publication re-

fer to or charge that '" She could not agree with the

Thcosophists so she branched ofif and set uj) her trap at

Point Loma. She distributes literature throughout the

East, and even in foreign countries, saying the Univer-

sal Brotherhood Homestead, located in the most beauti-

ful spot on earth, affords to those who wish to retire

into a quiet, thoughtful life, a home in which they may

live peacefully, and in an atmosphere of soul study and

o^iCQ pure thought"; the evidence is insufficient to show and

wholly fails to show that the statement of the article in

that regard is false or unprivileged and is insufficient to

show that the same is untrue in any substantial particu-

lar.

XX.

In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that " only people with money hajipen

to get these pamphlets, says Mrs. Leavitt. \\'hen people

ar.swer her enticing advertisements in person, Mrs.

Tingley exerts her influence over such as arc spookily

inclined ; and tlie most incredible which have taken place,

prove that once in the lair it is almost impossible to

escape"; the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

3660
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3661 ^'^'''' to show that the statement of the article in that re-

gard is false or unprivileged and is insufficient to show

that the same is untrue in any substantial particular.

XXL

In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that " There is nothing taught at

Point Loma but insane ceremonies ; and the girls who

are placed there to be educated are put to work at the

3662 •I'^ost menial tasks "
; the evidence is insufficient to show

and wholly fails to show that the statement of the article

in that regard is false or unprivileged and is insufficient

to show that the same is untrue in any substantial par-

ticular.

XXII.

In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that the children there " are con-

3663 tinually on the verge of starvation— for Mrs. Tingley

openly states that children are fed too much for their

si)iritual good, and must eat but little so they will be

more etherial "
; the evidence is insufficient to show and

wholly fails to show that the statement of the article in

that regard is false or unprivileged and is insufficient

or that the same is imtrue in any substantial particular.

XXIII.

3554 In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that " children will grow up purer if

away from bodily and affectionate influence of their

jxu'ents "
; the evidence is insufficient to show and wholly

fails to show that the statement of the article in that re-
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3665 '^^^^^ ^^ ^''^^^^ o'' i-iiiprivilcgcd and is insufficient to show

that the same is untrue in any substantial particular.

XXIV.

In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that " The children are never allowed

to speak to anybody except when they are selling trink-

ets to the visitors who come to the gates "
; the evidence

is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show that the

statement of the article in that regard is false or un-

privileged and is insufficient to show that the same is

untrue in any substantial particular.

3666

XXV.

In so far as matters contained in said publication

refer to or charge that " purple robes are worn by th,e

women and a sort of khaki uniform by the men "
; the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

3667 ^^^"^^ ^^^^ statement of the article in that regard is false

or unprivileged and is insufficient to show that the same

is untrue in any substantial jiarticular.

XXVI.

In so far as matters coiUaincd in said publication

refer to or charge that "
( )n certain occasions a mid-

night pilgrimage is made by both men and women to a

spot of the peninsula which is termed sacred ground.

3668 'T'^^y t?o i" their night rolies, each holding a torch";

the evidence is insufficiVnt to shcnv and whollv fails to

show that the statement oi the article in that regard

is false or unprivilegetl and is insufficient to show that

the same is luitrtie in any substantial particular.
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3669 XXVII.

Ill so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that he statement

that " numerous outrages were committed by plaintiff

and under her direction at Point Loma is or was un-

true or false or un])rivileged.

3670
XXVIII.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or imprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that people were falsely imprisoned and deprived of

their liberty by plaintiff and under her direction, is or

3671 was untrue or false or unprivileged.

XXIX.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that women and children were by plaintiff starved and

^f^hry that it was necessary to rescue such persons from the

plaint i ft and from the institution conducted by her, is or

was untrue or false or unprivileged.

XXX.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication
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3673 '^''^ alleged by ])laintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

|f the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that women were so abused in said institution and under

the direction of said plaintiff as to bring them to the point

of death is or was untrue or false or unprivileged.

XXXII.

'jf.'jA
111 SO far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that their health was threatend thereby, is or was false,

untrue or unprivileged.

3675

3676

XXXIII.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that plaintiff' was a spiritualistic medium and an im-

poster and that by the circulation of literature she in-

duced people to come to the institution conducted by her.

and rendered it aluKX-^t impossible for them to escape

therefrom, is untrue or false or unprivilegetl.

XXXIV.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and whollv fails to show
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3677 ^'^^* ^^^^^ matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that plaintiff caused to be carried on insane ceremonies,

is untrue, or false or unprivileged.

XXXV.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

3678 ^'^'^^ "'"'^'^^ matters were or are false or unprivileged and the

evidence is insufficient to show that the statement that

plaintiff kept little children in said institution upon the

verge of starvation, is imtrue, or false, or unprivileged.

XXXV.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

3679 that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement that

plaintiff, by her influence and misrepresentation has

caused parents and children to be separated, and kept

the children in confinement, thereby destroying their

health and strength, is untrue, or false or unpriyileged.

XXXVI.

In so far as the matters contained in said publication

3680 are alleged by plaintiff to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that the men and women in attendance at said institution
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3681 ^^''^ ^^ tlie habit of makinj;- midni.^iil pilgrimages in their

night robes, is untrue, or false, or unprivileged.

XXXVII.

In so far as the matters contained in said ])ublication

are alleged by plaintiff to be false and un])rivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

that said matters were or are false or uni)rivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

3682 ^^^^^ t'^*^ institution conducted by plaintifif is a fake and

a fraud, and is carried on by plaintifif for the purjwse

of defrauding people who are induced to attend it, is un-

true, or false, or unprivileged.

XXXVIII.

In so far as the matters contained in said i^ublication

are alleged by plaintifif to be false and unprivileged, the

evidence is insufficient to show and wholly fails to show

"^683 '•'^^^ ^^^^^ matters were or are false or unprivileged and

the evidence is insufficient to show that the statement

that practices are carried on there which should not be

tolerated in a civilized community, is untrue, or false,

or unprivileged.

XL.

That the evidence is insufficient to justify the verdict

and there is no evidence to justify the verdict that de-

3684 f*?"<^l^"t published of or concerning the plaintitT a libel.

XLI.

That the evidence is insufficient to justify the ver-

dict in that there is no evidence to sustain the allegation
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3685 ^^^^^ ^'^^ defendant made the publication alleged in the

complaint with malice either actual or implied.

XLII.

That the evidence is insufificient to justify the verdict

and there is no evidence to justify the verdict that the

defendant made the publication alleged in the complaint,

maliciously.

3686

XLIII.

That the evidence is insufficient to justify and there is

no evidence justifying the verdict assessing damages to

the plaintiff in the sum of seven thousand five hundred

dollars ($7500) or in an\- sum whatever.

XLIV.

That the evidence is insufficient to show and there is

no evidence showing that the plaintiff was damaged in

the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7500.)
3687 , ,or m.anv sum whatever

XLV.

That the evidence is insufficient to justify the verdict

in assessing the damages is the sum of seven thousand

five hundred dollars ($7500.) in this; the evidence does

not show that plaintiff has suffered damage in the sum

of seventy five hundred dollars ($7500.) or in any sum

or that she was entitled to recover from the defendant

3688 the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7500.)

or any sum ; that the damages are excessive and appear

to have been given under the influence of passion or

prejudice and are excessive.

In as much as the foregoing matters do not appear
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3689 "^' i'<-'cord, the defendant witliin the time allowed In-

law and the stipulation of the parties tenders this, its

bill of exceptions and asks tiiat the same be settled and

allowed and made a part of the record in this case.

Dated March 20th, 1903.

W. F. FlTZC.ERALD,

HUNSAKER & BkITT,

Eugene Daney,

Samuel M. Shortriexie,

3590 Grant Jackson.

Attorneys for Defendant.

It is stipulated that the forei^oing bill of exceptions

may be settled and allowed as correct.

J. W. AIcKlNEEY,

W. R. Andrews,

A. B. HoTciiKiss,

Frederick R. Kellogg,

J. E. Wadiiam,

359]^ Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Hunsaker & Britt,

Samuel M. Shortridge,

Grant Jackson,

EugeneDaney. J A

The foregoing- bill of exceptitmsrumnLriHv^^ /

served and presented for settlement in due time, the same

is hereby allowed and settled as correct, and I hereby cer-

tify that the sar.ie is a correct bill of exceptions in said

3694 cause.

Dated this 3rd of June. 1903.

E. S. Torrance,

Judge li'ho tried said eaitse.

Due and personal service and receipt of copy of the
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3693 ^^'itliiii Bill of Exceptions is hereby admitted this 20th

of March, 1903.

T. R. Keli^ogg^

W. R. Andrews,

a. b. hotchkiss,

James E. Wadham,

J. W. McKlNLEY,

Attorneys foil Plaintiff.

Endorsed: Filed June 3, 1904. Will H. Holcomb,

7fQJ. ^ "^"^ty tlerk. By Herbert N. Neale, Deputy.

3695

3696

[Title of Court and Cause.]

CERTIFICATE TO JUDGMENT ROLL.

C. C. P. Sec. 670.

I, the undersigned, County Clerk of the County of

San Diego, State of California, and ex-officio Clerk of

the Superior Court in and for said County, do hereby

certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the Judgment

entered in the above entitled action, and recorded in

Judgment Book 20 of said Court at Page 307. And I

further certify that the foregoing papers, hereto an-

nexed, constitute the Judgment Roll in said action.

WITNESS my hand and the seal of said Court, this

r>th day of July, 1904.

Wile H. Holcomt., Clerk,

(Seal) By Herbert N. NealE. Deputy Clerk.

Case No. 11,799.
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3697 NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM ORDER DlvWIXC
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL.

[Title of Court and Causk.]

You will please take notice that the defendant in the

above entitled action hereby appeals to the supreme

court of the state of California from the order entered in

the minutes of said superior court on the ist day of

July, 1904, denying defendant's motion for a new trial

of said action and from the whole thereof.

Yours, etc.,

Eugene Daney,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

Dated this 6th day of July, 1904.

To Messrs. J. W. McKinley, W. R. Andrews,

F. R. Kellogg, J. E. Wadham and A. B. Hotchkiss,

Attorneys for plaintiff.

Endorsed : Service of the within notice is hereby

admitted this 6th day of July. 1904. W. R. Andrews.

J. W. McKinley, F. R. Kellogg. A. B. Hotchkiss. J. E.

Wadham. Attorneys for Plaintiff. Filed Jul\ 6, 1902.

Will H. Holcomb. County Clerk. By T. J. Story.

Deputy.

3699

3700

MINUTES OF COURT JULY iST. 1904.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

The plaintiff being present by her attorney. \\ . K. An-

drews, Esq., and the defendant by its attorney. Eugene

Daney, Esq., the defendant now moves the court on the

bill of exceptions on motion for a new trial hieretofore
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3701 settled and now on file herein, and on the grounds stated

in its notice of intention to move for a new trial, to va-

cate and set aside the verdict heretofore rendered in said

action and to grant defendant a new trial. Whereupon

said motion was submitted to the court for decision, and

the court being fully advised in the premises, it is now

ordered that said motion be, and the same is hereby, de-

nied, to which ruling and order defendant duly excepted.

3702
NOTICE OF APPEAL.

fTiTLiv OF Court and Causk.]

You will please take notice that the defendant in the

above-entitled action hereby appeals to the Supreme

Court of the State of California, from the judgment

therein entered, in the said Superior Court, on the 13th

day of January, 1903, in favor of the plaintiff in said

action, and against said defendant ; and from the whole

3703 thereof.

Yours, etc.,

Eugene DanEy,

Samuel M. Shortridge^

HUNSAKER & BriTT,

Attorneys for Defendant.

Dated this loth day of July, 1903.

To Messrs. J. W. McKinley, W. R. Andrews, F. R. Kel-

logg, T- E. Wadham and A. B. Hotchkiss,
3704 *

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Endorsed: Notice of appeal from final judgment.

Service of the within notice is hereby admitted this loth

day of July, 1903. F. R. Kellogg, W. R. Andrews, J.
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3705 ^- Wadhani, A. B. Hotchkiss, J. W. McKinley, Attor-

neys for plaintiff. Filed July lo, 1903. Will li. Hol-

comb, County Clerk. By T. J. Storey, Deputy.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION.

It is hereby stipulated between the plaintiff and defend-

3706 ant in the above entitled action that the foregoing printed

transcript on appeal is correct and contains true copies

of the judgment roll in said action, the defendant's bill

of exceptions to the order of the court refusing to strike

out portions of the plaintift"s complaint, defendant's bill

of exceptions to the order of the court striking out de-

fendant's amended answer and to the order of the court

refusing to permit said amended answer to be filed, de-

fendant's bill of exceptions on motion for new trial, the

3707 order of the court denying defendant's motion for a new

trial, the defendant's notice of appeal from the final

judgment and the defendant's notice of appeal from the

order denying defendant's motion for a new trial, to-

gether with the indorsements thereon ; and that all of said

documents and papers of which copies are contained in

said transcripts are records and files of the Superior

Court of the county of San Diego in said action.

It is further stipulated and agreed that the appeals

3708 oi the defendant in said action from the final judgment

and from the order denying its motion for a new trial

are to be heard and determined on such transcript.

It is further stipulated that an undertaking on appeal,

in due form, was made and properly filed on behalf ot
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3709 '•'^^ defendant, on the appeal taken by the defendant from

the final judgment in said action; and also that an un-

dertaking on appeal, in due form, was made and prop-

erly filed on behalf of the defendant on the appeal taken

by the defendant from the order denying its motion for

a new trial in said action.

Dated August 15, 1904.

J. W. McKlNLEY,

W. R. Andrkws,
3710 X, ^ TT.^F. R. Kkllogg,

A. B. HoTciiKiss,

J. E. Wadham,

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Respondent.

Eugene Daney,

HUNSAKER & BrITT,

Attorneys for Defendant and Appellant.










